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C II APT Kit I.

TUB STUDY or INDIAN PHILOSOPHY IN KIKOPK.

Iwfircmittn wade in funa/te by Indian philosophy. ') — Seawity

of apfiicria./ion and eowparixou in hixlorical xhnly.

Although Indian Philosophy lias roused mudi superficial interest

in KurojK) and a few of its terms have even become familiar to

western Theosophists, yet not till after the lapse of a full century

were more serious attempts made .by Kuropeau scholars for the

explanation of its technicalities. If we contine ourselves to the Brail-

manic schools, we rind that during the nineteenth century only the

more attractive', (but therefore not necessarily more important) systems,

the Vedanta and the SainkhvaVYoga, were studied with a certain

fulness of detail. A few monographic* and some concise chapters

in the handl>ooks were all that appeared on the Mlmainsa, Nyaya

and Vaieesika. The internal deve'opment of the six systems, their

mutual influence, their relations towards the philosophy of the

heterodox sects, Hnddhists, .lainas, (.aivas, these questions gave

rise only to a few scattered preliminary notes. The knowledge

of details was t<»o restricted for the making of a synthesis. A history

of Indian Philosophy as Pah, Dkisskn has given to us, is indeed

a work of great value, the result of years of devoted study, but

it is not and cannot be expected to be a history in the strict sense

of the word.

And even now, after the more satisfactory publications of the last

years, our knowledge of the contents of the systems is still imperfect

and we find it a difficult and almost impossible task to pronounce

a judgment on them. The theories, or »nore correctly the fancies,

laid down in Siimkhva and Vedanta on the human soul and its

*) Cf. here book IV section 1, where the full titles of nit books, referred to, are pi-en.
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filte, on the world and its meaning, may fascinate and apneal :

to

our imagination -— the scholasticism, that endless craving fur accurate
definitions, which in spite of their ever increasing subtlety will

never satisfy, and that neglect of investigation of the objects them-
selves iis we find it in the <nnr

;,<r N'yava.may frighten and bewilder
ns the casuistry of (he l'urv,ji-M iiiuitnsji , whieh puts together a
priestly performance lor any desired result whatever and obliges
tin- Kuropcan reader to eram liis memory wilh a load of monoto-
nous ;iikI often meaningless details of ritual, may scarcely seem
to be worth studying: yet wo cannot consider such sympathies and
antipathies a well-founded appreeiation of Indian thought. More-
over not only is more knowledge desirable, but also judgment,
based on several Kuropcau standpoints of philosophy, in order to
be just in our appreciation. lor the present wc have to unravel
the thoughts of the Sutras and Hhasvns patiently, even when they
prima facie seem to be unfertile.

And perlmps such a patient study will at last be rewarded. Kvcit •

now we may mention the interesting theory of the syllogism, found
in the Nvaya. whieh will rise more in our estimation, when we
•"'"pare it with the results of logical investigation, arrived at in

m Knrope during the last century, namely with tin- theories of
Ij.TtoXK and Cim. Hmjwaht; wc mnv mention the discussions, given
k\ the PuiMi-Mimainsa on grammar and psychology of language

!),
hleas which penetrate much more deeply into the subject I liftn't lit!

speculation of Plato's.

And specially concerning our system, the verdict pronounced bv
Max Mi u.kk in l,is Six Dareanas is eertainlv a great uujustice to-
Mhj many merits whieh the Vaicesika svstem undoubtedly possesses
provided that we look at it in the true light. The passage which
I mean occurs m p. 474 of that book and runs as follows:

..While in the svstcnis, hitherto considered particularly in the
Wdanta. S.m.khya and Yoga, there runs ft strong religious and
even poetical vein, we now come to two svste.ns, Nyiiyii and
^iices.ka, which are very dry and unimaginative, and much mora
ike what we mean by scholastic systems of philosophy, business-
like expos.t.ons of what can be known, either of the world whieh
surrounds us or of the world within, that is, of our faculties or
powers of perceiving, conceiving or reasoning on one side, and the
objects which they present to us, on tlic other".

\

in U,Mlt
'"*"** m ,,,,, N^>" k«" ,,»"- '-"»ff "" this topic nn,t trnnslalH l.oro
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The expression '!>usiiu*ss1iko exposition' hero scorns rather out of

place; certainly 'no religious' or 'poetical vein' runs through Nyflya

and Yaicesika; but this statement does not condemn these systems

as science; If as such we try to tix their value justly, we shall

come across many interesting iiuleas, interesting because of the-

insight they give either in the development of human thought or

in the mental capabilities of the Indian race.

1 have chosen these remarks on the importance of Indian philo-

sophy, not so much* because they would form a lit exordium, but

principally because I believe appreciation to require the historian's

attention just as much as description and narrative. Certainly many

an historian- is inclined to take the descriptive and narrative part

of his work as his most prominent mental occupation, which prin-

cipally, or even exclusively, makes his study what he wishes it to

be: a science. Narrative and description, he will reason, mm only

be objective; appreciation, dependent as it is on the author's fee-

lings, thus on his individual character and experience of life, will

for ever remain a subjective factor; appreciation will be, like taste,

ii topic not to lie discussed. 1 do not deny this antithesis; but I

should only like to slate that historiography without this subjective

factor, would miss its main aim. Resides subjectivity docs not mean

capricious and reckless freedom, .lust as the historian ought to be

correct in his statements, so should he strive for justice in his

appreciations. And ju order to do this, he is bound to analyse hia

judgments, to justify them before his reader, to reflect on the

canons which he applies.

Now there is n question connected with the present publication

which may be formulated thus: are we allowed to compere Indian

philosophy with Occidental thought, or ought we to keep them

apart as much as possible. Or to pul the question in a more general

form : must we believe in one ultimate truth as the final aim of

scientific research, or must we interpret the doctrine of the rela-

tivity of human knowledge in such a way that every era and every

nation has its truth, that Occidental and Oriental philosophies will

remain for ever incommensurable quantities?

Before giving my own convictions, I should like to insert here

a quotation from an article of Max MfM.KR's, a passage which,

I may say, has become famous among Sanskritists, since it has

been quoted with great approval l>oth by Garbk in his book Die

Sdnklnjn Philomphic, and by Suai.i in his comprehensive account

of recent Vaiccsika philosophy. This passage then runs as follows:
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..Indische Pinge fate* *" P'W >'"" fny/cic//»»// £m /rif/r/t, dass

es uothwendig ist, ihrc characterischc Kigcnthiiinlichkcit so viel als

modidi heivor/uhebcn. Wir lernen durchaus nieht die Individiia-

titiit itei indisehcn Volkes crkcnncii, wcnn wir seine Sprnehe , win

Penken mid Porsche* nur inimcr als Analogon oder als Comple-

iiH'iit dor griechischen mid roiiiiseuen Welt betrachten".

Before examining this thought of Mas Miu.kh's more closely,

I ttiiist express my- astonishment at the fact that Si \u even as late

as the year IttU, has - considered it tit to use these words of

Max Miixkh's. For which of the Sauskritists of the last years can

he accused of considering Indian thought as a mere complement

to (ireck-Roinan philosophy? .Ioiin Damks in his exposition of the

S'lidfiyu-Ktlrihi {i* edition 1894) gives two notes on „the con-

ncetion of the Siinkhya system with the philosophy of Spinoza"

and the ..connection of the system of Kani.a with that of Sciiockn-

iimku and Von IIahtmann"; Mrs. Unvs Davids delight* in com-

paring Itmhlhist psychology with modern psychology and the philo-

sophy of lit MK; l>i: StchbrbATsKoi explains the works of the lhuldhist

logicians with the aid of Kaxt'k Kritik der reinen Vcrnnnft;

Wai.i.ksp.k has given as introduction to his studies on Huddhist

philosophy an essay, on „/h* Vntblcm den h/r (11)03) in which

lie professes himself to he a moderate follower of Von IIahtmann's.

Indeed the fault, condemned by Max MfM.i'.u, is certainly not.

one of recent years; and Sham's repetition of his words is, I.jun

afraid , rather thoughtless.

Now, I do not intend to he an advocate of Max MfU.Kfi'tt

contemporaries nor of the scholars, just mentioned. Hut what I

principally wish to maintain, is that the maxim, expressed in the

tirst words of the passage quoted, when literally accepted, cannot

he upheld.

Tor what reason is there for not comparing Eastern ami Western

thought ? Certainly we must he careful in our interpretations of

Indian terms, he conscious of the differences existing between terms,

apparently equivalent: we must avoid substituting European argu-

ments for Indian lines of thoughts. Hut why should we not

compare? Methinks, comparison is't'lie only means for avoiding

these mistakes, for finding out what is characteristic and expres-

sing our descriptions clearly. It is the only way to arrive at

appreciations of worth. Jacom in his exposition of Indian Logic,

avoids passing judgment on this branch of Oriental thought by

reason of its deviations from Aristotelian logic. For him they

remain two incommensurable quantities This is n conception of the
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relativity of human thought which T cannot accept. Wc arc not only

allowed, nay, we are even obliged to compare Indian and Aristo-

telian logic. Hut by that, Indian thought is not condemned. For

modern research has taught us the deficiencies of the traditional,

so-called Aristotelian logic and so has given us the means of

appreciating Indian scholarship more justly.

Comparison, indeed, not made sporadiouslv, for a single thought,

for a single author, hut comparison of the whole development of

Western and Oriental thought, would he the most important means

for insight and estimation.

1 do not boast of carrying out this program in the following

pages, but neither can 1 submit to a maxim which is oppugnant

to the most principal exigencies of historical study.

Notjce.

In the following chapters of this introduction 1 first describe the

Vaicesika texts, then the Nynyasfitra, and finally the other Hrahmanie

and Buddhistic systems of philosophy. Whereas n knowledge of the

Nviiya Sutra is of help for (he understanding of the Vaiecsika Sutra

and HhfisyH, the systems, collected in chapter IV, arc of greater

importance for the interpretation of the Nyiiyakandnli. This chapter

therefore can be left out in the first reading; the sections V II—

X

in book IV are connected with it.

Within a short time I shall publish a separate translation of

the Vaiceijika Sutra With. a concise epitome of the system.
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im;sciuition iw tiik yan.t-sika tkxts.

SECTION I.

CIIUONOMXJY OK TIIK VAK/KSIKA AUTHORS.

§ I . hilrorfmfioh.

jJW* ffftttaof fho final rohvl'iun of Ihe Vnive*ikn Sntnt.

<>l 'the three authors whom we have j>rinei|>nlly to do with,

namely K\\\n\. IVAr\M vi'ada and CitimiAKA, it is only the lnst-

htentioived whose date" we know by direct information. For in the

colophon of his Nvayn-kamhili it is said: „,The Nviiyn-kniidnll was

written in the year UI.1 of the (.'ilka-en) [i.e. 001 A. I).
J'.

As lor Kanada, lie may he undoubtedly he eonsidered as n

mythological person. I ho|ic to prove hy mi. analysis which will be

'given in tlie following seetion, that the Vaicesika-sntra was not the

work of, one innn, but of some (fenerations of thinkers. Thus two

question* arise with reference to its chronology: 1. when did the

Cm; 1 1 reduction take place, i. what can he said about the chrono-

logy of the different thoughts in the system.

The first question is rather dithYult to answer. For even at the

time when the redaction on tin* whole was settled, fresh insertions

were added. So I consider it prohahle that V. S. II, 2, 22 ') is

even of later date than Yatsxayana's explanation of the Nyfiya-

sutra and as for some other sutras in the Vaieesika-castra we may

doubt whether they existed in the time of Pracastapada , the

oldest commentator as far as We know. Yet on comparing the two

sntras of the Yaieesika and the Nyiiya. we get a strong impression

1 S,r |„,v l,.H.k II fcliaffa* II srrtion '2 8 .IH. .
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Hint, tliu literary form of tile Vaieesika l>areana indicates its chrono-

logical precedence. The fixed sttlifiiu^ of treating iiny question by

first stilting th« difficulty (aauinn/a), then formulating the prima

fncic view or' thesis held liy an opponent (/wmi/Hikxn) &*c., has

become the main form of exposition in the Nva'va-Oarcana , hilt ill

the VnicesikaSntrn we scarcely lintl one e\iimple of this (ef. however

the discussion on yihdn in hook II aim. 2). Tims with the exception

of a few subsidiary passages the final redaction of the Vaieesika-Sittra

may he put at an earlier date than that of the \\avn-l>areana.

We may mention here two facts hearing on (lie date of the

final redactions: the oldest Nyaya-commentator, Vatsvavnna
,
quotes a

few sntras from the Vaieesika-Danana (munch V.S. Ill, I, I in

the Nvava-Hhasva on N. S. ,11, 2, 24 i.e. Viaim. Kd. p. 113; and

V.S. IV, I, (J in the same work on \. 8. Ill, I, 33 Viz. Eel.

p. 14tt and on N."S. Ill, 1 , (57 p. J .*>">); and I'rneastapada,

who takes the same place- in his school, develops thoughts which

are directly or indirectly taken from the Nyayr-sutra (lor instance

the synonyms of buddhi in I'rae. Hhasva hook 111 chapter 2 § 13

Viz. Ed. j). 171, cf, N.S. I, 1, 15; further the whole discus-

sion of 'inference for another' IVae. Ilhasva hook III chapter 2

§ 34 p. 231 &c).

Then 1 should like to refer to the two historically reported

facts which Scam speaks of in his Introdnzmtic I. that the term

Vaieesika is not yet mentioned under the names of philosophical

systems in Kautii.ya'n Arlhrteoshn, i.e. in a work written ahont

300 I). C. ; 2. that on the other hand notions, found in the Nyava

system, and the six categories of the Vaieesika are met with in

the C.nrakn-miiihUa , written by the physician of King Kaniska

(according to Scam ± 100 A. I).).

//in/oiy of the thought* e.rpoHudcd in the l~airc»ihi Sntrn.

As for the history of thought we may notice for the present the

following: the discovering of the six categories (substance, quality,

•action, generality, peculiarity and inherence or combination) — of

which the three first are the most important — is closely connected

with grammatical sthdy. That gramma t, a form of research which

with mathematics has been the first to arrive at a scientific standard,

should have a great influence on philosophical thought, can be

expected, lor study of language is essentially a form of psycho-

logy, in which self-reflection is still guided by the observation of

the audible utterances of man. History of European philosophy has
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show n amply tin* importance »»f lliis influence. A fact wliicli proves

a simitar development of thought in India, may ho mentioned here, f

One of the" terms by which Ihiddhism indicates the ever-changing

eondition of tiling, is: kttrcmiritpa; and now we find the parti-

eiple kurnil used in the Ailareva Hrahmana as teelmieal term for:

present tense. Kurrtii/rt'/i'i ', therefore, characterises all tilings as

jptviitg only a /irw/if or actual form nf existence,

If yve consider the discovering of the six — or originally three—•

.'

Categories as the birth of the Vaicesika system, then it follows that

this philosophy owes its Origin to a purely theoretical attitude of

mind and not to that craze for liheration which dominates nearly

all tonus of Indian thought. Therefore it is not the wish to discri-

minate soul .from that which is not sonl, ego from non-ego, as

conceived by later scholiasts, hnt it is the theoretical desire for a

correct classification and svstem of definition which has been the

starting-point of the Vaiecsika system.

Of the six so called [mdflrtkft* the three first: substance, quali-

ty ami notion (movement) were the most .original. Sruttani/n (gems

ralih) at first did not moan the •same as jfiti (genus), Init was

syiionx nions with »tltlkftrmyrt , 'i.e. the aeoordanee which one finds

existing between substances, qualities and actions, or between two

substances mutually & c. j i.-irrstt (difference or peculiarity) did not

originally mean species, but the totality of properties which are

typical for one category when compared with another. The sixth

category muiarfiga is of still later origin; this term is rather dilli-

cnlt to translate, since it signifies both the relation between the

whole and its pits and that between the things and its (pialities,

besides other meanings which were gradually added. When Pandit

\.\m>\ Lw, Siniia for instance translates smiianlya by combination,

then he has evidently kept in view the Hist meaning; whereus its

second meaning should be translated by inherence. A term which
combines both meanings docs not exist, as far as I know, in Kuro-

pean philosophical terminology. In the Vaiecsika system it verv

probably owes its origin to the theory of leasoning.

from this general division of six categories there followed a trial

to find subdivisions for each of them and specially for the three

tirxt. So nine substances were distinguished. The first five were earth,

water, tire, wind and physical space (the medium through which
sound is transmitted). In this naive physics not the theory of atoms
was the original part, but the distinction of the elements (which
distinction was obtained by referring them to our organs of per-

ception and by considering their typical movements). The Vaicesika
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system was in the first place a system of distinctions, hut not nn

atom-theory.

The atoms arc discussed in the Dan/ana itself in rather obscure

terms. Wliat might have been the origin of the atom-theory, is not

dear. Windri.BASU in liis History of European Philosophy ((Vr-

m-hichte der Philosophic, 2 Allfl., 1000, p. 84) explains the

atomism of Lcueippus as a synthesis of the Kleatic and lleraelitie

principles. The atoms, retailing in empty space, were themselves

exempt of change, this existence of theirs formed the Kleatic pi in*

ciplc; lmt the distances between them varied continually, these

variable relations of theirs represented the lleraelitie dogma. Since

Brailmanic speculation had at an early date taken hold of this

Kleatic conception and Buddhistic theory arrived at the lleraelitie

principle in the works of N.vc.xiurNA '), one might be inclined to

take the Vaieesika atomism as a similar compromise. Vet we must

notice an important difference between the development of Indian

and (jjreck thought. The Vaicesikas namely have never tried to

explain the (pialitive changes of compound things as results of the

qualitative changes (in distances and velocity of movement) in the

atoms and the reaction of the human psychical organism ; their

atoms are not absolutely hard corpuscula . but are mathematical

points, thus indefinitely small {anit), — a notion, 1 may add, which

was worked out by later scholiasts in a very unsatisfactory manner.

Therefore the Vaieesika atomism could never have afforded such

great service to physical science as (ircek atomism has done by its

allowing the scientist to express all physical facts in mathematical

formulae. Yet the fact that the Vaieesika discusses the eternal and

transient forms of the elements, that it considers psychical life us

being a tluxus of momentary states in an everlasting, substantial

soul, that it thus combinus the Kleatic and lleraelitie stnnd|K)int,

may bo an indication, of its being of more recent date than Niigar-

juna, I am, therefore, inclined to agree with the conclusions, formed

by Jacobi and Suali :

that both the final redactions of the Vaieesika and Nviiya Sutras

are later than the foundation of the Madhyamika school, (cf. N. S.

IV, 2, 20—37, which is a polemics against Nilgnrjunii's^unyavada,

that the Vaieesika Sutra chronologically precedes the tfyfiya Sutra.

') H. Jacobi (J.A.O.S. anno 1911 p. I) compares Niigarjnna with Zcno. As far as their

method is concerned, this is right. But Zeno believes in an Absolute Being and Xag&r-

jima in nn Almolutc Void. In other words in Ndgnrjuna's conception the world becomes

an irrational chaos. Thus whereas Xngnrjuna approaches Zeno in method, he stands on

a super- lleraelitie standpoint in conviction.
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Tlir psychological views of the Yaicesika system me on the Whole

much more interesting than its physical notions. When we compare

its psychology with the Samkhya, we may notice a great progress.

The fact t lint mental -phenomena do not themselves occupy place

(though pN\eliie}il life, according 1 to experience, is hound to the

existence of :i hodv) had led in the I pnnisad-time to the still

inaceurate formulae: soul is infinitely great, or infinitely small.

The Yaicesika used both expressions, it attributed inlinite greatness

to soul, inlinite smnlhiess to the internal organ. The Odium, soul,

was the same principle which was called p»r**a by the Sainkhyius,

however in many respects differently comprehended.

The Samklmns, following the example of the old I'pauisad-

thiukcrs, had hvpostatised the dillerent functions which can he

distinguished in ps\<hical life. This was not yet done discrimina-

ted . hut only with the help of the crude terms which popular

language oliered to them. So in the Siimkliya system we meet with

a kind of psychical hodv, consisting of nhuuhlm, uimim, hmldhi and
ten ititlrif/oiii.

In two main points the Ynicesikn deviated from the Siimkliya:

1. they distinguished more clearly the dillerent pswhieal functions,

and 2ly they taught them to he qualities (or qualitative changes)

of sotd. In hoth points the Yaiccsikas agree with the Naivayikas.

This more accurate distinction is |>erhaps due to the same,
theoretical altitude of mind which wc have noticed hefore in the

Yai»,vsika system.

The second dogma, mentioned . may he called a partial return

to more popular conceptions, by which soul was conceived to he

a kind of hodv and all psychical phenomena qualities or actions

of this ps\chicnl body. According to the Yaicesika system these

phenomena hcloug to sold infinitely, great (or as we should express:

to soul in itself exempt of spacial relations). This synthesis of the

philosophical conception of soul as infinitely great and the popular
notion of the soul as passing through successive states*, eertainlv

upsets t|„. ideas of the Samkyn on liberation. This could on the
basis o| \aicesika psychology only he explained as a ceSHttion of
psychical qualities;, whereas according to Sainkhya-idcas soul was
really freed (urntin) from bondage, was severed from psychical and
material bodies. Hut the more theoretical attitude, characteristic for
the Yaiccsika system , -made this loss of no importance.

The origin of the Vaieesika |K
a
vchology can still clearly l>c

traced in one of its details. So, ns Atiiai.yk (in his edition of the
Tarknhhrisri

. p. UQ »„,tf on section XM1I) has noticed, this
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system ') litis given nn explanation of sloop, by simply transferring

to the internal organ, that which popular niul IJpanisad-conecption

had attributed to soul itself: the entering into the heart through the

arteries.

Filially we may state that the psychological notions of the Vaiee-

sikas, judging from their logical simplicity, are of more recent

origin than those laid down in the I'jMinisads and adopted In

Silmkhva and Vedanta.

Whereas the terminus n quo is found In the relation between

the Vaicosika and Nvava-Sutras, on the one hand , and Nagarjuna

on the other, the terminus ad qnem is determined In the circum-

stance that YatsyAyana (or Paksii.a Svamin), the oldest commen-

tator on the Nyaya-darcann, was polemised against by Dionaoa

(Hodas, J.R.A.S., Bombay Hr., vol. XIX p. 332, Satiic Canora

Vidyahih sana, History of Indian logic, Mediaeval School p. 1^0 u. I).

So then if we for the sike of convenience use the names of

Kanada and (iotama for the final redactors of the Yaieesika and

Nyiiya Sutras, we get this order: Niigflrjtmn, kiinada, (lotama,

Vfitii iiyana , Digniiga. '-')

\ 3. The dale of Vraeaitapmhi.

I wish to bestow here only a few words on the problem of

Vracastai'ada's date. Our accurate knowledge of it is for the present

of no decisive importance, since we know the relative chronology

of our main sources (Vaic. Sutra," Prayastapada-bhasva , Nyaya-

kandali). In the first place Hodas has proved that I'racastapada

must have preceded ('vmkara Acarya, the great Vedanta teacher,

Then Jacobi and later on Siai.i have upheld the idea that I'racastapada

lived Ircfore Udoyotakara (Biiaraovaja), the author of the Nyaya-

varttika, (Si am, Itifri>dn:ione, p. 31). further Dc Sttiikrbatskoi

(Vol. V of Le Museon N.S. anno 1!)04, p. 120 &e.) and Suam

have discussed the relative chronology between I'racastapada and

DionAoa. According to l)e Steherbatskoi , I'racastapada has Imrrowcd

in an unfair way, many ofVhis ideas from Digniiga. I cannot yet

discuss this problem here 3
), localise of its technicalities, so for

the present 1 must merely mention that I have not l>ccn convinced

1) V. 8. V, 2, Hi.

2) On the <1nte of N5Rarjnn« and Pijpiftjra, «ee .!*< «mi , J.A.O.S. XXXI |». H note,

ji. % note 3.

:
>) Cf. here hook II chapter V wetion 4 g 8 and 4.
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by his argumentation and that I completely Agree with Suali's

conclusion {Introthtzinue, p. 424): „ Ma ad ogni mcxlo bisogncrehbe

animeltcrc - poiehe tali analogic bono spesso notevolissime, e le

divergcn/.e soventc secondaric — chc i line autori smmo scpa rati da

mi intervallo assai breve: pochi deceuni — per imn ilire |K>ehi

aimi soltnnto."

§ I. I aice*ihi author* bctircirn Prafaataji/ida and (lam/opt.

A great evolution of thought in wliiuli also Yniceiikii thinkers

have taken part, separates I'hm/astaimda from Ka\AI»A, and ('iwihiaua

from lYaeastapiida.

So the second line of I'racastapiida's opening verse: ,.padf7rt//a-

dhannaxanit/in hull praraknt/atp mahtulayah is commented npon by (,'ii-

dhara (Nv. Kami, p. l\) us follows:

.,
' Vadfirthadharnianani Minkxeppnahhidhayakuifranthah prakrxla niai/fi

takxyate\ Hi granthakarlnh pratijna. (Irantliaxya ceyam prakrxfafn,

yad attyalra granthe rixtarenetax tatii *hhihitanfim ihaikatra tamtam
era padarthadhannthtatn granthe xainkxepena haf/tanam".

The whole gloss is evidently a forced interpretation of the praefix

pra in prarakxgate, where pra is supposed to express 'excellence'

and excellence again 'shortness'. Vet" (,'iidhara's opinion that the

I'raeastapada-bhasva is in many ways a compendium of thoughts,

previously worked out broadly, seems very probable.

Hetwcen lYaeastapiida and (Vidhara there are a few authors whose
works art? still preserved. Tor more details I must however refer to

Siau's lntrodu/ione, which work helps u>. to put together the

following chronological table:

Vacaspati-micra . . s[\ A.I). (Sr\u p. 58)

Hhasarvajha IMM) A. P. (p. 59)

I'dayaua , . »S4 A.I), (p. (II)

(.Vidlmni. . ...... !MH A.D.

*< rivaditya . (p. (H)

timigeen . 1 1 To A.D. (p. Ml)

$ 5. The xgncrefiv Ngaya-
1
'airetika.

I should like to insert here a few words on </i\ aditva, though he
properly does not belong to the authors to whom 1 shall refer.

He is the author of the Saptapadarthi, which book by its short
and easy exposition oilers a tit introduction into Vaicesika philosophy.

This treatise is often called the tirst example of syncretic Nyaya-
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Vaieesika philosophy (llonAs, J. K. A. S., Uoinbay UK, vol. XXIX, p. 31 S).

This characterisation , though correct, might lend to misconceptions.

During their whole history, Nyaya and Vaieesika — mul we may
add the lVtr\rt-MTmHiMfsii , sis far ns its philosophical parts arc con-

cerned — have iuul very great positive influence!* upon each other.

It is true that the schools disagreed about such details as e.g. the

influence of tire on earthly substance, that the Nyaya has never been

interested in the subtle questions, raised by lYaeastapada concerning

the momentary stages: in the process of conjunction, in the psychical

process which leads to the notion; 'two' iVc. — question* which

fully deserve the sarcasm of the proverb, quoted in the Sana-

diirciiim-siungriihu,
-—

' that one school accepted nominally more or

less prttMflnm than another; but in spite of a few such details we
may still uphold the idea that the Nyaya and Vaieesika have always

been cognate systems having a positive influence upon each other,

The expression syncretic Nyaya-Vaicesika philosophy therefore

either refers to a more intensified influence, for example the Nyaya

theory of praiiHliia* is inserted in a work which follows for the rest

the Vaieesika system; or it refers to the form of composition, for

instance the general plan of a work is based on the sixteen topics

of the Nyaya, but the second heading pramcyti contains an expo-

sition of the Vaieesika. An example of the first kind is offered by

(.'ivaditya's Saptapadarthl, of the second by Kki;.\va-mi<;ka'k Tarka-

bhasa, a work, posterior to (JaSokca'h renowned Tattvaeintamani.

$ fi. Qtmlara Micra mid hi* Upankoru,

The commentary on the Vaieesika Sutra, written by (,'amkaka

MicnA and called the 1'jwiskara is of more recent date. The writer

was a pupil of Kac.iiidkva's, who was himself a pupil of Matiii-

hanatiia's who again was a pupil of Ratihinatiia's. This Inst-

mentioned author wrote the Tattvaeintamani-didhiti 1520 AD. So

(/ainkara Micra must have lived about 1000. l
) His I'paskara closely

follows the Vaieesika Sutra. It is published together with the fun-

damental text in the Uibliothcea Indi.cn (1801) and translated by

Nanda I4A?. Sinua. Uoth these publications will often be quoted

in the following pages. l
;or although (>mknra Micro's work is a

work of mere compilation and of no scientific or philosophical value,

yet we cannot leave it aside and shall specially need it for those

*/?//v7s which were not referred to by Phacastapada.

!) Cf. StUM, Jntrorinzione
, p. HI.

Vertmnd. Ron. Aknd. v. Wefnwb. N. Hw k». D1. XVIII. N#
. 2.
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BlCTtOK 2.

ANAIASIS OF TIIK VAICKS1KA 80TIIA,

\ I. Tim Vniyxda Sfifem a doctrine of cafaqorfo*.

NOTI'. References are mode to the Bibliothccn Indicn edition.

I'm- the translation I linye nwde freely use of N anda. Ui. Simia's

translation.

The Vaiecsika system is in the first place a doctrine of rote-

gories. This is .eleiirly pronounced at the beginning by one i»f

Kana.la's sntras. V.S, I, !, \ inns: „Th« supreme good
[

results
J

'from the knowledge, produced l»y a particular dhnma, of the essence

of the categories, substance, quality, action, generality, peculiarity

ami inherence, Uv menus of their resemblances ami dhTercnees'".

The name Vaiecsika does not refer to the ..ultimate qualities of

atoms'*, I. ut denotatcs the system as a doctrine of characterisation. ')

The list of V.S. I, I, I has been accepteil In Pracastapada

(Vi/. cd. p. II). Ill the Sarva-dareana»samgraha we find the follow-

j„jr iNissiigti in which an opponent and a defendent discuss the

number of categories (transl. by Cou 1,1,1/ and (ioiv.ii, 2nd edition

p. 147):. ., If Von ask, why do you say that there are only six

categories, since non-existence is also one? we answer: Because we

wish to speak of the six as positive- categories, i.e. as being the

objects or concepts which do not involve a negative idea." In a

similar way other recent Vaiecsika works sum up seven categories

mid nhhriai here is coordinate with the others.

The pas>age treating of nonexistence" in the Vaiecsika Sutra forms

a part of the discussions on external perception (V.S. IX, I, 1 10)

and similarly in the tVacastapada-bhasya ahhriva docs not occur

in the list of categories, but is dealt with under the heading

laiffitnm jtemtm ', because IVacastapiida considers ab/ifira, }& [the

proof for
I

the non-existence [of a thing], as really a form of ****»**.

This treatment of nhheirn in connection with the trnstwortly sources

of knowledge {prnmti*HM) is also met with in the V irva-mlmamsa

and in the Buddhist Nyaya-bindu. On the Other k«aA that nhbnca

shonld be reckoned a seventh category is explicitly stated by (/iuiuiara

in his Nxiiya-kandali.

') Tl.i* tWmi* will "»• pn.vnl kttt IhNt mi. Cf. .Max Mtu.in, Six DrirtjSMM f.
.".so.
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The first three of the categories are subdivided in the following

siitras: V.S. I, 1, 5 : Karth, water, tire, air (or wind), physical

space, [i.e. space considered as the medium through which sound is

transmitted], time, (mathematical) space [i.e. space, eonsidered in

relation to the notion of direction], self [or soul] and mind are the

only substances. — V.S. I, I, (> Qualities are colour, taste, smell

ami touch, numbers, measures, scpnrateness, conjunction and disjunc-

tion,, priority and posteriority, understandings, pleasure and pain,

desire and aversion, and volitions. — V.S. 1, 7 : Throwing upwards,

throwing downwards, contraction, expansion and going n re actions.

htACAsTAiwDA, after having summed up the seventeen qualities

mentioned aWe, continues: these me the explicitly stated (/y///-

thokttlh) seventeen [qualities]; by the word r/i seven are [impli-

citly] added : weight, fluidity, adhesion, Hmiixfolra [the property of

persevering in, or returning to a former state], the unseen [quality

of the soul, namely merit and demerit] and sound [or word con-

ceived as a quality of physical space]. So then then' are all together

twenty four qualities. We find a similar interpretation in the Sarvn-

darcana-samgrahn and the Upaskara; the seven qualities, however,

which Pracastapada has added, though ackowledged by KanaDA,

are not considered by hiin to be quite coequal with the others.

Therefore in my opinion the interpretation of en in V.S. I, 1,0

which became current in the Vnicesika school, does not necessarily

express the thought intended by Kaniida. Before being able to prove

this, we have to analyse tin; composition of his sutra.

§ 2. Detailed nuali/fsis of the FaifefiJta St/fra 1

).

The original Vaicesika Dareana shows the mine irregularity of

economy as is usually found in the scientific works of the Hindus.

This is partly owing to egressions which can be accounted for: partly

perhaps old V/*///V have crept into the 'mtifa. If we confine our-

selves to the main points, we may makc^ the following statements:

1. The first book deals with the main ca/eyorws in general ont-

lines. That is to say, the first ahnika mentions the similarity and

dissimilarity of the three first categories (substance, quality nnd

action), principally by examining these notions with reference to

causality. The second ahnika treats of generality and peculiarity,

and of being in general. It is, however, a striking point that

samainya (inherence) is left out here.
,

») Cf. here book IV section II.
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•> The second book a.ul the third contain the dttCWWW <>» the

Mnee*, moreover the first lesson of the third Look gives *pn>..

|jm j„,irv treatment of inference {***#***) • as an introduction to the

theory of sonl (*/*•*). Though physical space is .first treated lit

its proper place according to the- enunciation (riM**). namely

|,,Uven wi.nl and time, vet it is taken np again at the end o

book II, with a fnll discussion on sonnd and a polemics against

tin* Miniainsiikas.
t

,~

3 The
'

first lesson of the fourth book treats of the Juxt f/ronp

„f"ll,e i«alMe* %
Colour, taste, smell and touch. The atoms and

.j'|„, n„.«l.ti.»ns of perception are discussed in connection with it.

'Only the last sutras of this lesson mention provisionally the quali-

ties' of the second gronp: numbers, extensions, conjunction and

disjunction, prioritv and posteriority.

4 The seeond lesson of the fourth book gives information about

the different kinds of bodies and could be taken as an introduc-

tion to the fifth book which treats of acliimn (movenicnta). The

first lesson sums np their several causes, i. a.: weight and physi-

cal inertia (a kind of MtMiira). The second lesson deals with the

movements of the elements and of the internal organ {>»f»,a«);

fluidity {tlMMtca) is mentioned tare in' connection with water.

Darkness is introduced here, because a moving shade might suggest

the idea that darkness is a substance. Movement is denied ot

(mathematical) space, time and physical space.

:,. Merit ami demerit "(together forming the unseen quality of

sold) are the contents of the sixth book. Pleasure, [pain], desire

(,,/,/„ ^-. /Vv//,7), [aversion], and activity {prarrfti), forming together

with the implied quality 'inactivity' {nirrrt.fi) the immediate utte-

rance of volition (/>ra;/fi'/»") — thusJce of the ri.r ptyckieal qua-

(ilirs, mentioned in I'.S. I, 1, <i and in Nvaya Sutra 1,1,10 —
(re mentioned shortly in the interesting passage V.S. VI, 2, 1 — I .*i.

Sow it might be." that since, according to general Indian ideas

iierit and demerit are resnlts of bodily and mental actions (eari-

rn»if,t htminni & nwn<i»nh kannnni), some closer conncctioli exists

between the books V, VI and the second lesson of the fourth. 1

must, however, avow that neither the redaction of the sutras, nor

any note of a commentator confirms this conjecture.

(». The discussion on the qualilicx is resumed in the seventh

U)ok. ') After bestowing a few sutras on the previously explained

') Afeorife* »» *• li»' ,st tthtk* <«f the Sutra lliis .lisciission is hen fegm for flic

first tin..': eCffcvrWak II etwpfc* V s»«-li«.n 1 £ BR,
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qualities: colour, taste, smell mid touch, mid stating where they

are eternal and where non-eternal, the author takes up the treat-

ment of extension, and specially minuteness (a/tufra) and all-perva-

siveness (eibl/ttfea). The eternal itV and non-cternalitv of this quality is

considered as well. The second lesson deals with: numl>er, conjunction

and disjunction, fames and nearness. The three last sutras explain

by way of digression the notion of inherence {*awo cat/a), so that again

the order of the enunciation is transgressed. Hut as samaratfa hears

upon .material as well as psychical matters there is xmnacfiya

betwren a pot and its red colour, and there is satuacaya between

the soul and its feeling of joy. — so this might have been a reason

why Mmavilya has been placed after those qualities, such as 'number,

which similary refer to both spheres of existence.

7. The eighth book gives a theory of perception. The first lesson

of the ninth book, after bestowing its ten first sutras on non-

existence {abhiivn), continues the discussion on perception. The

second lesson takes up inference (ant/mana), (without adding however

anything of importance to that which has been said in 111, 2) and

the other forms of bnddlii {intellection). So we see that these two

last books treat of one qualify: intellection. The first lesson of tl.

tenth book distinguishes this last quality from the other psychical

qualities, specially pain and pleasure, whilst the second lesson, by

transgressing the enunciation, gives definitions of the three kinds

of causes.

$ 3. Conclnvon lo be dmten from Ibis analysis.

I. We may conclude that the arrangement of Kan vox's Sutra is

principally based on the enunciation of the nine substances and of

the seventeen qualities (1, 1, 5 & 0). The qualities are divided into

three groups; those of the first and the third ^roup characterise

the physical elements and soul respectively, those of the second

nrc common to every kind of substance. The order of the enun-

ciation is broken in the second lesson of the fourth book and in

books V and VI. These treat of a. the different kinds of bodies,

b. the actions and the qualities: fluidity, weight, samskara (here:

physical inertia and elasticity), which are all three causally related

to the actions (movements), c. the quality 'unseen' (i. c. not directly

experienced, but only inferrible) of soul, [merit and demerit],

which is mentioned in connection with action (V, ], G and V,

2, 13) and which moreover has received an independent treatment

in book VI; d. the typically psychical qualities, mentioned in
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1 I
witli tbfl exception of intellection. V/» may notice here

thilt t

'|

1(; 4|tt:.Mtus mentioned under the letters h and r, form most

,,f thoM. explained by 1>.ucast\,.ai>a as meant In the particle ca

Z v S I. 1,0; the qualitv
%

i*ekn is mentioned by way ot

rgresshm in V. S. 11, 1, 2 and sonnd is disenssed in a polemical

egression at the end of hook 11.

* Tinned, the categories: generality, peenliarity and inherence,

mr of great importance for the system, yet they have not had the

slightest influence on the composition of the hook.

V The seven qualities, added by l'.acastapada, have not the

same significance as the .original seventeen, summed up by Kanada

himself Tor colour, taste, smell and touch arc used. for defining

,|„. elements, whilst weight, fluidity, adhesion, (ph.vsieal) Mtud-ilm,

„„. only mentioned on occasion of action (movement); and Intel-

hvtionsi pleasure, pain, wish, aversion and volition are psychical

state, which are directly experienced, whilst the existence ol the

•unseen* qualitv and psvehical xanjdma (latency of impressions)

„„, only he proved by inference. And though we should expect

rabflti (sonnd or word) to he mentioned in V. S. I, I, o, yet

notwithstanding this one exception I am inclined to helieve that

Kanada meant to express his thought completely in this sutra.

Later on, commentators discovered the inconsistency of this sutra

and the rest of the Darcana; and so they found an easy remedy

in n forced interpretation of the particle ca and the omission ot

this ra in. the preceding and the following sutra.

1. The composition of the whole work is very irregular. Tor

instance the discussion on actions and on merit and demerit is hidden

i„ the middle of the hook, whereas its natural place would have

been at the end. And this is even more strange, since the three first

intra* ami the last two of the whole work mention 'merit' as its

most principal subject-matter. For the explanation of this fact the

following supposition suggests itself to me. The discussion on the

a.'tions (movements) was inserted between the sensual and the relational

qualities, because movement (.which does not belong to soul) was

considered to he cognate to the first kind of qualities; and further

the mentioning of the 'unseen' cjuality as a cause of movements (m

V. S. V. 1 , 13 and V, .2, 13) or perhaps the ambiguity of the term

karma* which according to technical application meant 'movement'

and according to popular use had the wider significance of action

,

led to the insertion of the discussion on dharma immediately after

the treatment of the l>ari)nliri.

'). The Yaicesika Sutra was not the work of one man, hut has
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gradually grown during several generations of teachers. It is, there-

fore, a nither difficult task to settle the relative chronology between

this sutra and those of other schools. IV though, for instance, the

Vaicesika Sutra is in thought and style evidently older than the Nyayn

Sutra, yet we may come across passages, more recent than the latter

work (cf. my explanation of V. S. M. 2, 22 in the chapter on sound).

Aim! though the IVacastapada-hhasya owing to the technique of its

method and the complicateness of its theories gives the impression

of having been composed much later than the Vaicesika Sutra, yet

I am inclined to think that some of those passages which are seemiugly

an egression or insertion in the Dan/ana and at the same .time arc

not referred to by Pracastapada, did not yet exist in this commen-

tator's time. On the other hand the fact that the recensions, given

in the Bibliotheca Indiea and Herhampore editions, differ so widely

from each other *), may perhaps indicate that the teachers always

had a certain freedom of quoting the sutras in such order and com-

pleteness as they thought most tit for educational purposes.

Suction II.

DESCRIPTION OF TIIK PIyA(;ASTAPAI)A-HKASA A.

$ I. The lihay/a, to be divided into 'tfoofo', 'chapters' and

'paragraph'.

In the table of contents which the Indian editor of the Praeasta-

pada-bhasya has given, we only find a division of the work into

prakaranas. In order however to get a fuller insight into the

composition of the Hhasya it seems necessary to. arrange these

prakaranas (books) into chapters and paragraphs, and moreover to

give the contents of each paragraph more extensively than Dmvedin

has done. For this reason I have composed the tables of the fourth

book, section III and IV, of the present publication.

Here I should like to analyse the Hhiisya in a more descriptive

form. Looking at the table of contents (table of section III men-

tioned) we notice that Pracastapada's work has got a much more

regular composition than we could discover in the sutra. And

») Cf. here the appendix p. 31.
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whereas in tin- Darcana the t line first oOcgmTCS; suhsvaneo, quality

and action form the groundwork , Wt may ittvkle the lmiisya into

kvimi hooks, of which the lirst fronts of .the categories »n general,

the >i\ others of each of the categories in detail, so thai not only

substance, quality and action, hut also generality, partieuh,rity and

inherence have received a special treatment.

$ 2. r.iiitiic'ialinii , rliararleiixalion and dclailpd description (fa

//tier form of ctjtoxilioii, nxcd hi/ Prfirdsln/uhfa.

further we may state that

in the lirst two chapters of hook I, an fatfttciatioH of the cate-

gories and of the subdivisions of the categories is given — only

chapter 8$ 13 and I I do not contain snhdivisions (which do not

exist), hnt definitions of rinfi/n rircsafi and snw(nTii/fifi,

in the third chapter of hook 1 a Ckaracferimtion of the categories,

in the lirst chapter of hook II a CkttravtcritathH of the nine

substances, in the second chapter a Detailed DeampHon of each

of them.

in the lirst chapter of hook 111 a Ckaraeterimtion of the 2 I qua-

lities, in the second chapter a Detailed lk*rriptioH I>f ench of tlioiil

,

in $ | (i of hook IV a (lharactcri*athm of action in general

and of the live kinds of action; in the following paragraphs a

discussion on action with reference to its causes and with reference

to the kinds of moving snhstances,

in the hooks V— VII a discussion on generality, ditlcrcnee nnd

inherence.

Tims we see that as far as possible three forms of e\p<»sit ion are

chosen-, enunciation, characterisatio:» and detailed description, This

conclusion leads us again to two oti'.cr questions: 1. is Dvivkihn,

the Indian editor of the lVacastnpiida-bhasya right, when he calls

the subject of the fust chapters of hook 11 and 111 xnd/iannt/a-

iahlfifinnt/<i-iiirtr/>rt,ut.
>

2. what is the relation between these three

forms of exposition (enunciation, characterisation and detailed des-

cription) and the three methods of the Vaieesika system as dis-

tinguished by (.'hidhaha, namely: enunciation {lrddcra)
',

definition

(f/ilMw/fi) ami examination (
/unit*'}) ?

The answer to the Hrst question is to he found in I'rae. lmiisya

l>ook 11 chapter f"|?lft (p. 20) and l>ook III chapter 1 $ 1 (p. 27).

These paragraphs lire as follows:

,. Emm mnrnlrn $&d&tnrmj0*i ri/>ftr//ft///ld raidharm i/anj ra ran/am

ifi drmyilmndilrnlf.
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,J/ie(fiinhn ekaikaen vaidfianiiyam negate".

The first of these two paragraphs is partly ambiguously expressed

and partly vitiated by tradition, For, what does ripart/a/pa/ mean?

CrTdhara paraphrases it by l

ifararrpln//er' i. e. 'in consequence of

exclusion', then it must be accepted as an attributive adjunct to

raiil/iaruii/ani. Though the expression rfpan/a/plt/ vai(iftar»nfam is

tautological, yet so often are instances of tautology met with in

Indian philosophical authors, that this can scarcely be called an

objection. On the other hand one might be inclined to accept another

meaning for ripan/aiplil, for instance: ,.otherwise [
i.e. in such cases

where anilliarMpi cannot be stated]". As an error of tradition we

must consider the words: draiyanandara/i , which have been added

by n copiist (ef. the reading, quoted Viz. Kd. p. 2(» note). So then

we get the following rendering:

..Thus everywhere [xarvatra = xarvasmiii pmhirtke] we ought

to state the concordance, and the difference resulting from mutual

exclusion''.

„llere now [in the following chapter] the peculiarity of each

[of the substances] will be separately described".

Thus we see that Dvivedin is right in calling the chapters

in question sailhaniii/a-ra'ulkaniii/a-nini/iaifa and at the same time

we arrive at the conclusion that nat///arntj/a-raif///anittpt together

corresponds to the term 'characterisation' used in the exposition

given above, and that vaiilharmya alone is equivalent to 'detailed

description'.

The answer to the second question can be found with the help

of a quotation from the Nyaya-kandalT p. 20 1. 17 in which the

use of paiikxfi is described. „Yafrab!ri/iifc lalxane pravfldiljilfirtiriffi'

pek*al /a/fra/tieea/p) na hhavali , Intra parnpakxan/tn/axarf/faut parlk-

nlvirUiir AtikiIrrigate" t i. c. „ Where no certainty about the truth of

a detinttoii given, arises in consequence of [the existence of
J
another

opinion [about the matter] , there we require the process of exami-

nation in order to refute the opponent's view".

The giving here of prominence to definition and discussion on

definition , answers more to the composition of (iaSokca's Tattva-

cintiimani and other recent Vaiccsika works than to the construction

of the Pracastapiida-bhasya. In other words, Cridhara with the

threefold method of ttddeca, laktana, parlkxf) really descrilies the

school-practice of his own days , but not the proceedings of Procns-

tapiida himself.
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§ :\. A/>i>rer'nilioii of Prnrnxfapihlfi '* rark,

The regularity of composition
,
just proved to be rlinractvristii-

lor I'ltArNsiwrxnA's work when taken ns n whole, is likewise met

with in its serrate parts. So we find e.g. the detailed description

bf the four elements (earth, water, tire and wind) to he hased on

the following scheme:

\. Knunieration of the qualities, belonging to the element,

It. IN division into two kinds, the atomieal and the developed form,

C, SuhdivisoU of the* developed form: I. body, '2 sensory,

l\. object (in the case of wind, A fourth rubric is formed by

aril*ft, vital air).

It is true that the order of the 2 1 qualities in the Imasva (see

here hook IV section III) is not quite logical. First we find //.four

physical qualities (colour, taste, smell, touch), then A. seven mathe-

matical qualities (or relations: number, dimension, conjunction, dis-

junction, farness, nearness, besides prllmHca), then r. six psychical

qualities (intellection, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, volition), then

,1. three physical qualities relating to movement (weight, fluidity,

adhesion^, then e. a quality, in nature partly physical and partly

ps\chical [mmlilta, i.e. 1. inertia and elasticity, 2. psychical latency

or retention); then /. two psychical qualities having, however, a

great influence in the physical .world (merit and demerit), finally

//. one physical quality (sound). A much more regtdar arrangement

would have been got at, by discussing sound (//) immediately after

the other physical qualities and by postponing the discussion on the

psychical qualities (r) till that on physical qualities {<l and partly e)

was emled. It is clear that Pracastapiida has submitted here to the

authority of KanadaY sutra (I, 1, f>). subservience betrayed by all

Vaieesikas up to the present day.,

Whereas the methodical order, met with in Praeastapilda's Hhasya,

deser\cs praise, on the other hand we must blame the scholastic

formalism of some of its definitions and characterisations, the sophistry

found in some of its dialogues.

Scholastic formalism is found in such tautological definitions ns

(book II chapter 1^1 pag. 20) „prllnvya<lnmm narfntmn apt

ilriiri/iifrai/of/air, i. e. participation in substanec-ness is (common) to

all nine jsiihstanccs:] earth ftc"j (book i I chapter 2 $ 10 p. 00)

„tit)ii>ltrnli/tixa)i)bfHl(IInl(l a/iiitl".

The ..characterisations", found in chapter 3 of l>ook I, and in

the first chapters of book II and 111, arc reprinted here (in book

IV section IV tables A— ('), in tabellie form. We may call this
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method of characterisation, which has remained typical for the

Yaieesika system during its whole historical development, an insig-

nificant form of dialectic*, a form of science in which there was

no nmm for any ingenious thought or rcombination, ami still less

any necessity for a direct observation of nature.

Subtlety ami capriciousness of argumentation, combined with

love for eristic dispute, arc found in the long paragraphs, such as

deal with the mathematical qualities. Several instances will l>e

afterwards met with.

Although therefore the Hhasya is superior to the Sutra in regard

to methodical arrangement and (as we shall see in the next section)

in regard to fullness of material, still at the same time, we must

acknowledge a beginning of those habits of mind which make the

Tattvacintamaui and its commentaries and supercommentnries a

torment for the European reader.

In spite of my mixed appreciation of. IVucastapiida's merits, T

must however protest against the accusation of plagiarism, Wrought

in by I)r Stciiknbatskoi ; later on 1

) I hope to prove him to be

innocent of this.

Suction 4.

COMPARISON BETWEEN VAK/ES1KA S0TRA AND
PKACASTAPADA-HIIASYA '-).

$ 1 . Lint of subject* discussed in (he Sutra and nuiiffed in the Ji/tast/a.

Since the subject-matter of the Sutra has been completely rear-

ranged by I'racahtapada in his Bhiisya in order to obtain a more

methodical order, one feels in studying these l>ooks the continual

need of a concordance. This need has been supplied with reference

to the Bhiisya by Pandit Dvivkdix* the Indian editor of this text,

and I have thought it practical (also for polemical purj)oses) to give

the saute table in opposite arrangement , thus in compliance with the

Sutra (see book IV section V). He who uses these two tobies, will

soon find that they, fall short in giving too much; Dvivedin, namely,

is often inclined to see a parallelism and thus an historical connection

») Book II chapter V wction 4 | 3 and 4.

3)Cf. here book IV wction V.
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between two parages w hirli with a mere critical examination would

lime to lie kept separate. Wc shall afterwards find many examples

of this.

If wc ti\ to give a concordance of Dareana and Hhasya only in

main lines, then we may state that:

. Hluistu hook 1 (categories) corresponds with V. S. I, I;

Bit. II Md»tanccs) with V. S. II, III. IV 2 pins the portions

about atoms and sense-orpins in IV I and VIII 2:

Kli. Ill (qualities) with V. S. IV 1 and VI—X 1;

1th. IV (actions) with V. S. V;

Hli. V ft VI (generality and particularity) with V.S. I, 2;

lib. Ml (inherence) with V. S. VII, 2*20—28.

'Hie subjects which are discussed in the Sntra, hut are left out

in the Itlmsxa, are the following:

1. V.8. II. 1. 15— 10. The assertion that air — since its exis-

tence as ii separate category is neither proved by visual perception

nor inference — is known as such by revelation; (Sod considered

as the creator of human . language (according to the MiiiidHixakox,

language is eternal, thus not created).

2. V ; S. II. I, '20—23. Polemics against the <>"/>//•// /////.yon the

existence i»f physical space, as proved by the movements of objects '),

3. V.S. II, 2, 22 -21 and 83—87. Polemical portions of tlic

passage on suiind, directed against the WwiimnnkM.

\. V.S. Ml , 2,0 I
s

. The existence of sonl (which should not be

considered as identical with the body) proved by internal perception

and revelation. Only a few of these sntras seem to have been known to

Pu\cAsT\r\n\ ; moreover, the whole thought, which is perhaps bor-

rowed from the Kyttyn (see Atiiai.yk, notes on the Tnrkasamgraha

p. Ill), is in contradiction with another passns in the Dareana.

5. V.S. HI, 2, 10 and 21. Refutation of the /W//// ///-thesis

that sonl is one; i.e. that the individual sonl is really identical with

Brahman. (On the other hand the positive argument in 111, 2, 20

for the plurality of sonls is literally quoted in Hhasya p. 70 I. II).

0. V.S. IV, 2, 2 and :t. Kefntation of the doctrines that the

human body consists of five or three elements (partly against the

popular opinion, partly against the I'edfintiiis) 2
).

1. V.S. V..1, 0; 11 -\'\; V. 2, 5; 9—11 ; 19; 20; 25; 20.

•j This rcfVivtuT is hasiil on nn information l»y (.'amkaiia Mm iia. I doiiht, however,

its lornrtnix ami think tin- passage to have Wen n jM»|tjniis against a llnririhistic tin-sis

(<t. C\«hMt\ .Waiiya, Yeilantii-llhiisyn. on Nadarayann Siitrn It, 2,24, edition BiM.

I mi. p. :.:»s\

'-' S<« (i\i.m. S.mklmt Philosophic- p. 33ft.
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Loose remarks with reference to action. They give the impression

of being insertions.

S. V.S. VI, I, I)— 10. Pranf/i , jiaravvndnna and l///laa ill

eonneetion with dharwa.

9. V.S. VII, 2,14—20. Polemics on the relation between word

and meaning against the Mimtlimakas, \\\ as far as this passage

is inserted, in a forced way, after the category 'conjunction', one

rs inclined to consider it as an insertion.

10. V.S. VIII, I , 10 & II. Two sutras which are explained

by (,'amkara Micra (in his Upaskaraj in such a way that we may

take them as directed against the Buddhistic J'ijn/lnaradin#..

11. V.S. VIII, 2, I and 2. Two siitras, explained by (,'am-

kara Micro as referring to perception 'of a double socialised

nature' or: the perception of 'the being specialised in the specia-

lised' (see Nanda Lai. Siniia's translation p. 2^'J).

12. V.S. IX, I, I— 10. The whole passage on non-existence

(ahfalva or asaf) is nowhere extensively explained; but only once,

and occasionally, alluded to (Hhasva, p. 2U4, I. 7). ')

$ 2. The asatkari/a-vrida , mcnlitmed in Ihe St/Ira and only

alluded In in Ihe Jlhrlxj/a.

I'or most of these eases wo have the choice between two suppo-

sitions: either these sutras did not yet exist in I'racaktai'AIw'b

time, or he left them out, because he did not want to enter upon

any polemics against other schools. The (nearly complete) omission

of the passage V.S. IX, 1, 1— 10 deserves more fully onr atten-

tion. If we may believe the more recent commentator Camkara

Micra, the division of non-existenee into four kinds and the perception

of this non-existence is explained here. Hut IVacast a pada only men-

tions a/ihara as one of the forms of inference (Hook HI Ch. 2

$ 32, p. 225); so here the choice remains open between the sup-

positions that Pracastapiida has left these sutras unmentioned, because

be did not know them, or localise he did not agree with their

teachings. And as concerns the am/lan/a-rdda, the theory that a

product does not exist before its production, it is only accidentally

mentioned in the Hhasya, (book III Ch. 2 * 35, p. 234 1. 7)

where it is considered a settled tenet of the Vaicesika-system. With

rcs|Mjct to the Sutra we are not quite sure that the passage treating

of this theory, is authentic; 2
) and even if authentic, we cannot be

1) Cf here book IV section VI table F,a.

2) Cf., however, here chapter IV section 2^1.
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sure nlnjut its meaning. The redaction, namely, of these sfitras is

very enigmatic and we have no means of controlling the intfipro-

tations, given liv Camkara Micra.

According to \V. Hanoi' this axalharifa-rilda which mounts to the

idea that a product (f. i. a jar) is not identical with the material

nsed (the clay), would prove the historical dependance of the

Vaieesika system on Buddhism. Tor he thinks this theory to be

Inconsistent with the Vaieesika doctrine of the ctcrnality of atoms

and hence he concludes that it must necessarily he a remnant of

the Buddhistic dogma of universal momentariness. I cannot consider

this argumentation to he very convincing. The quarrel' hetwecn

Samklmns and Vaiccsikas concerning the previous existence or IMMI-

existence of the effect (product) strikes me as being a question of

words. We may affirm as well as deny that the jar is identical

with the i*ln.y, it only depends upon the meaning attached to the

words. Clay and jar are identical as far as their atoms are concerned?

but they are not so with regard to their own qualities. It will be

shown later on ') that the preferring of the second formulation and

tin- acceptance of the axafkart/a-nlda was quite a logical result of the

Vaieesika table of categories. For the -present it suffices lis to state

that the axatkar;ia-rada of the Vaieesika system does not help us in

settling questions of relative chronology, as \V. Ilandt has supposed,

$ 5. ;V////y/.v. traded l»i Pravaxtapada and (jidfatra, hut ml evtant

in tlic present redaction of the Stilra.

We have now to consider the opposite case: a antra which does

not exist anymore in the present redaction of the Dareana, but is

quoted by I'racastnpsida. In the beginning of the paragraph on
»«i(ii/o(ia (Hhiisya book III eh. 2 § 10 p. 1 30) we read: „9tmgogak . . .

drarjiainiiadanna-hctiih. bran/aranibhe nirapelxax , "fat/al blinraliti

*"/jc/,xet///no nirapeknehlniac ea''-iti raeanat',- jjiinakarniaramblie tn xape-

/,yi//,
"m in//// t,' taxammaifad ayncr raicexikant" Hi vaeanaT';

It is a general rule in the Hhasyn to end nil sutrns which it

quotes with the formula: Hi raeanat. Now the second quotation
nm be identified with V. S. X, 2, 7. Hut the first quotation is

found nowhere in the Dareana. Further we must notice that this

passage is rather difficult and can only be rendered by aid of
Ciwdiiaka's .rlo^s, but even then we must accept so ninny arti-

ficialities of interpretation that no occidental reader can be satisfied.

') IVn.k II cluij.t.r I swti«»n I IT.
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before, however, using QJrF«lhnra's comment, it is worth while

noticing that the whole passage becomes much clearer by leaving

out the first quotation (from Inlhn up to- iti varmint). Then we

may render it thus: ..Conjunction. ... is a cause of suhstanecs,

qualities and actions. It is an independent [cause] in the produc-

tion of substances;- a dependent [cause] in the production of qua-

lities and actions; according to the sutra: the quality typical for

tire (is a dependent cause of the qualities, produced by it in earth iVc.

in as far as it, takes place] by inherence in the conjunct"".

As we shall see later on (in the chapter on Metaphysics) '), the

original Yaicesika system only accepted two forms of relation

:

conjunction and inherence. And every form .of. causality is more

or less directly based on them. If for instance a perception is the

cause of a wish, then this is due to the fact that both inhere in

the same soul. If the threads (the material) is called the cause of

the cloth (the product), then this is so, because the cloth inheres

in the threads. If a magnet is the cause of the movement of the

needle, then this is a consequence of the omnipresence of the human

soul and of its conjunction with the magnet as well as with the

needle. When a cause only depends on one of these relations, then

this conjunction (or respectively this inherence) is an independent

cause (fiira/jcfafo hcttih), but when conjunction requires the aid of

inherence or vice versa, then it is only a dependent cause (sf7/telfo

k'hi/i).

Thus in tin; Hhasva passage, given above, conjunction is an

independent cause of a substance, for the only relation required is

the conjunction !>ctwcen the parts. Hut when the clay which was

soft and black, becomes hard and red, or when the water moves

upwards in the form of steam, then the conjunction with the fire

is only a dependent cause of this new colour or movement, for

the conjunction between fire and earth or water, and the inherence

of the produced quality or movement in the earth or water, are

working together.

The explanation, given here, is based on the su position thut

the first quotation originally was not read in the Hhasyn. Ijct us

now see, how the complete jMissage has been intcrpretnted by

Cndhara. His gloss, occurring on page 142 I. 12 fto. ru:is as

follows:

„The Sutrakara, after having taught: 'the notion: the cloth witl

be, arises because of threads which are put together in behalf of a

') Book ll Hinjitrr 1 noHoa :i § r» ami f 7.
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doth', continues: 'tafhft. bliaratifi $dpefyeMj/0 u\rnpel»ehbgttt re/i'.

The meaning of this is as follows: in the same way us the notion

•the cloth ioiU he* results froni [threadsj which fire put together, so

there arises the notion of present time (mrfainrinfi-prtth/at/a/i) [which'

can be expressed in the words: 'the cloth] U [i. c. is getting into

existence? in consequence of dependent and indej»endent [threads]...

When some threads are conjoined and others are not [yet] conjoined,

then by these the notion will arise: the cloth if. p. e. is getting

into existence]. Thus is the meaning. Since in this sUtra the word

independent' is used with reference to conjoined threads which are

mentioned as [on; of the] causes of the notion of present time,

therefore conjunction is Understood as independent in the production

of, substances. . .

"

Two points in this gloss specially deserve our notice: 1. (,'rt-

dhara docs not allude to one sutra, but even to two which do not

at present occur in the Darcana. The first of them runs : jHttfirthfiui

ti/iakiiytiuKiiH'hlii/a* tantnbkyu h/mrixynti pain Hi /nutyoyo jugate.. 2.

(,'ndhaia has not explained the words §ff/kfkfrt and mrajxkqa in the

same way as I have done, although I maintain that my interpre-

tation is in accordance with the use of the words in the Sutra (I,

I, 10 \ 17; see here the section on causality).

Now there is one fact which perhaps may solve our difficulties.

Whilst the sutra 'sainunkfiisanmraynit agnor vnirc*ikmri forms sutra

X, 2, 7 of the Darcana. we find in X, 2, 5 conjunction mentioned

as a cause of a cloth. So then I should like to give the following

explanation, (.'mlliara used the Darcana together with an old com-

mentary in which the sutras X, 2, 5— 7 were explained with

reference to time, namely to the notions: 'it will be' and 'it is'.

Some of the phrases in that comment were considered by (,'rldhara

as part of the old nnila. He inserted one of these; supposed sutras

in the Hhusya-tcxt and the other he used himself in his gloss.

In concluding we may state that very probably Prarastapiida

has had no knowledge of a more extensive redaction of the Darcana

than the one which we find in the modern editions.

^ 4. Tuffiei iHmciiwiI in the ft/i/l*j/a , but not yet in tlie Sutra.

In the precedent section (p. 27) 1 have mentioned that the Bliasya

contains more material than found in the Sutra. The most important

theories to be adduced as examples are the following:

1. A description of the creation and destruction of the world

(llhasva II. 2 $ p. 48).
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2. A full description of the influence which tire lias on the

qualities of the other elements (111, 2 $ p. 100); the distinguish-

ing of stages in this process is characteristic for I'raeastapada's

system.

3. A theory of number; number is siipposed to be created only

momentaneously in the surrounding world by a subjective process

in the human soul.. This influence and the subjective process itself

are analysed by Praeastapada into momentary stages (111, 2 $ 7

p. 111).'

4. Similar theories of farness and nearness (111 , 2 $ 12 p. 101).

5. Distinguishing of stages in the processes of conjunction and

disjunction (III, 2 $ 10 and § 11, p. 130 and 151);

0. A theory of 'inference for another' (111, 2 $ 31—12 p. 200).

On the whole the examination of intellection is much extended.

7. Distinguishing of stages in the process of movement (IV,

$ 10 p. 300).

Most of these extensions refer to the theory of kxmia* (time-atoms,

durations of thiine which lire supposed to be indivisible). Here

undoubtedly we have to do with a renewed influence of Buddhism. ')

The addition of a description of the world-creation and world-

destruction can be explained by the wish to complement the system

after the example of Sfimkhya and Vediinta.

With reference to the treatment of causality and the characteri-

sation of the categories Ac. , Sutra and lllulsytt show remarkable

differences. In the Sutra wc find an intentional discussion on

causality (X, 2) and the general categories are carefully compared

with each other, principally in regard to causality (T, 1 , U—31,

I, 2, 1— 2). In the Hhiisya, on the other hand, the notion of

causality, though fully analysed, is discussed only occasionally

(specially in the characterisation of the qualities, book HI chapter

1, and of action, book IV § I); and the characterisation of the

main categories (book I chapter 3, sec here book IV section IV

table A) is very abrupt.

i) .TAroni, J. A. 0. 8. XXXI p. 2S & Wasshjkw fttttatatm p. 277 (305).

Ve.liand. Kon Akml. t. W.tenwli. N. He. kg. 1)1. XVIII N". 1 3
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Sect ib if. 5*

nn ncri/mis in the interrelation of tiik

VAICKSIKA-SCTRV.

The A'aicesika Sutra is often difficult to explain.. The causes of

fhese difficulties are the following: '.

1. We have not always sufficient guarantee for the authenticity

of the verbal tradition of the text ; this mistrust increases in those

bises where a sutrn is not referred to by I'raeustnpadu. In one

fironsion of our text (see the following ap|>endix) the tradition has

I) mii apparently Iwiscd on inecliauical memorising and subject to

treat alterations; the commentator then does not shrink from tin;

most forced intcrprctatons.

2. The expression of the sutra is. sometimes intentionally difficult.

{see eg. VS. IX. I, I 5).

ft. We do not possess a sufficiently reliable tradition on the inter-

pretation of the sutra. (.'amkaua Acxiiya, the great Vedfinta teacher,

h;is already mentioned in his (ariraka llhasya, three interpretations

of one sutra of our Darcana (namely 'of V.S. IV, I, 5 in (,'ar. Ith.

on Ved. Sutra II, 2, I
."> Hibl. fuel. Kd. p. 5»5).

At all events i( would be quite ridiculous, looking from a more

critical standpoint to adopt the conception prevalent in India,namely

to consider the present sutra-redations to be the original work of

an ancient muni and the comments of such a recent commentator

as (,'amkaka MiruA to be a safe guide for its interpretation.

I. Whilst a grammatical mitrn can be explained by a compari-

son with the described language itself, a philosophical textbook

Avifh its subjective and personal contents does not allow such

auxiliary.

APPENDIX.

The lilinradcrtjavrffi'lilniHya.

ViNnuYF,(;vARii'RAs\DA Dvivkdin, the Indian editor of the Nyiiya-

luindah relates in his preface (p. 12 It. 2) how he met with a

samnuisiu in Benares, |M>ssessing a time-worn manuscript, the first
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line of which begin: „J~m\'r*ilf/,st>/if/rr//ir llhlrnftvrijiiffi"*) and

consequently lie identifies this book with tin* Vrtti. often mentioned

liy Camkara Micra in his I'paskara. Moreover, the same editor has

published in a note of the same preface the number of sutras which

the Kanilda Dan/ana possesses in each of Hs adhyayas according to

the Hibliotheea lndica edition and according to the CrU/aih/ndfiara'

hic'n'a(nn4(n-inijn-krf<i-hlHlr(hfrn}arrftibfinxi/(i/)i(slttkau"

.

Huimacarya .In .xi.AKiKAii in the second edition of his Nyayakoca

(upodghata 3. no. 17) ascribes the ll/ifirmfnljantli direct!)' to

(iaiigfidhara-kaviratna-knviraja, without making any special distinction

between Vrtti and Bhiisvn.

,1 vc, \ nn;A Chandra Ciiattfiui, author of ..Hindu llealism", men-

tions in his list of authorities and sources under no. \) the follo-

wing: ..A comni. on [the Kanfida Darcana] with whnt is s»id to

be the Hhfinulvnjavrtti (one of the old and now lost commentaries

ou the Sutras), by finngfidhnra Kaviratna-Knviiajn. It is impossible

to distinguish in this work the Hharadvajavrtti (if there is nnv of it

in this work) from what is actually written by (langadhara himself.

Its reading of the Sutras and their arrangement are widely difl'ercnt

from the other commentaries mentioned above. I'nbl. Herhampoie

(Mnrshidabad) Slink. 1700. The copy I have used is in the India

Office Library (I. B. L. IS), London."

Having read this information of Chntlerji's I felt it my duty to

study this copy. The results so far obtained can be summarised in

the following points:

1. As Ciiattkhji remarks, we cannot, ^distinguish in this work the

Hharadvajavrtti from what is actually written by (iangadhara him-

self." In other words the Hhasya gives the impression of being a

direct commentary on the Sutra the words of which it quote* and

paraphrases; but not of a snpereoninientary, for in this erase we

should have expected a double series of quotations. Neither is the

relation between Hhiiradvaja and (Jaiigadhara clear from the colo-

phons at the end of the different nhnikas. Merely for the sake of

uniformity 1 shall henceforward quote the book as the Bhiirndvii*

javrttiddiasya and the author as (Jangadharii.

2. The numbers of sutras in the different adhyayas, as they

arc given by Dvivkwn from his "vrtfi<bhnnya-i>u*taka" do not agree

with those of the Bcrhampore edition.

3. The Vrtti, quoted by Carrara Micra in his Upnskiira and

the Hharadviljavrtti-bhasyR nrc historically indc|>cndent of each other.

i) Ct Uan«Xn*tha JiiX, Inilinn Thonjcht IV p. 863 — Nyiiyn-T*ctures p. 1ft.

8»
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[. (• anc vdiiaka has aimed in liis llliasva tit mi eclectic stand-

point f«r wjiieh be has used mainly Srimkhya-Yoga idea*. The

results of (his eclecticism arc mongrel and moiistruous and repel the

Kuropca'n render.

5. Tin* composition of the Dareann which is already difficult in

the vulgatc recension, becomes quite confused in (iangadhara's

llhasva. In consc(picncc of the deviations in the arrangement, the

same s.itra has often a totally different import in the two redac-

tion*. On tin 1 whole the recension, given in the Hcrhampore edition,

is of little authenticity and trustworthiness.

('». Since no references to (Jangfidhara ore found in older or

more recent Vaicesika works, the fixation of his date is of little

importance for the history of this system itself.

To each of these points I should like to add now a few

annotations:

NOTK to- I. — The colophon of the first ahnika runs: „///

I>iaili(iiinilui'd<i*iiu ft/nlrfi'lnijni'iHi/r'. Similarly we find nothing hut

the titles tthfirmlvnjmrlli or Vflli at the end of all other ahnikas.

On the other hand the colophon of the whole hook runs: Hi

h/inrarfri't'mrrtttiit ^rii/iiiifjtKllinrnraitli/iihlain bfirixgau) saiml/jltim",

NOTK to 2. — The numbers of the sutras which occur in the

different adhya'yas according to the principal recensions, are the

following:

•
I It III IV V VI VII VIII IX \ Totnl

A. Iii tfic ltli.irii<lviijiivjOi-l<li;i<yn, •

inr..nlin«r tn Uvivkmn M Al .17 L'l I.I .'JO !'• 17 2H t.j =r .Ti7

It. In this ltlui>vii, i\(Ti»rilin<r (.>

IU-rliiiiii|H»P' nlition to «2 82 17 i»7 22 '27 12 2S 15 = »*2

('. In tli.- r.lition nf flu* llil.li..t|i.-.a

In.li. a ix iW 10 81 II 82 M 1 7 2* Hi = .170

The fact that IKivkmx mentions 357 sutras ns occurring in

the llharad\ajavrtti-bhas\n shows that the Hcrhampore edition is

not very reliable. This is aflirmed by the circumstance that a

sutra, referred to by (hingadhara in his comment (on I, I, 20

p. ~'.\) does not occur in tlfe Pan/ana itself according to the same

edition.

We cannot attach much importance to the numhers of the sutras

in the different ahnikas, since Pviykmn tells us that his manuscript

was too old to fix the order of the pages. The extreme disorder

(I may add) in which the Sntrns occur in the recension of the

llerhani|M>re edition, suggests almost the idea that a similar mecha-

nical disturbance litis Keen here at work.
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NOTE to 3. — 1>vi\ kihn states the identity of the llhiimrivii-

'

jnvitti and the Yrtti, referred to by (,'amknin Micro in the

following words (vijuiipana |>. 12 note 2): l'fh('t//(i*t/o)it ckattya

xai)iin/>l*iiin nikate Itllapatlrexn umithilnkytrair Hk/iHiuti, jiritittnit

i«niiti )i hlc chiiDHtiii, hharadcajavrllipu*lakai» rfff/fffr; Mwi pnflrfin-

ka/iam api cltiniKilrtlt Hm kena pftltrcmt Mftmyojynm Hy apt larfifM

<taik>ia») ;
prfiiamhlia/Hiffrnxi/a pralhmuaprtthe .jairi'sikmwtrttrrllir

iilHlradviijiytl" Hi h'kfnu/airniint , „ijfflfo 'h/iymlnyaiii/irn'yfixnxidd/tifi

m dhama" Hi #ntracyrikfiyfine Onuknrnmvrair uinipilasya „rrffi-

hrtan ft>" Hy fldilekkatya d(ir\nnnf, naiveyam vrtlir Hi niriiilau".

I ennnot make out from Dvivcdin's exposition, how according to

his ideas the Imaradvajavrtti and the (Jangadhara-krta-hliaiadvaja-

vitti-hhiisva are related to eaeh other. If they are identical or even

connected with eaeh other, then his argumentation is decidedly

wrong, and if not so, then inconclusive.

The quotation, given in the I'paskam, namely inns (p. (i Hibl.

I ml.) »vr1tikrtas ti\ ahbymlayah xt/k/ai/n, uihereyaxam vkakaluia-

mkaUlUva-viccHaymiadhcamxaV'. On the other hand we do not tind

the slightest allusion to the vivenaymink (typical qualities) in the

Imarndvajavrtti-hhasva. We only read' here the gloss:
, %
('hhayfifoka<>

rubham abhymlayah. M/ivcxa nirrrlfir »/'/(wyff#//w". Similarly other

references to the Vrttikara, occurring in the I 'pnskiirii, 'cannot he

identified with passages of the Imamdvajavrtti-bhasya.

XOTK to 4. — That not the Vaiccsikn, hnt the Sainkhya-Yoga.

is the highest system, is explicitly mentioned by the author of the

lmarad\ajavrtti-l>hasya in his comments on I, I, 3. The commen-

tary takes here quite the form of a polemics: „jfar. . . .eniint xaimfnit

isadharmyara'ulharmyabhyant taltcajTianan iiifirrcyasam So hy

i<Hawaii pnrusah nn pratyak*ah nilnannyarea ,

»<>/)//wryarea , ti/i pralarkyavvn ...... unpadrryacra

ymnym In *n7ikhyay<H)cna\ I. e : The Minimum bonnm [does] not

[result] from true knowledge [which arises] from [the understan-

ding of] the resemblance* and differences of these six categories

Itccanse this Highest Soul [which Chnudogya Upanisad VI II, 3,

4 mentions] cannot Ik; approached hy |>crception, nor by inference,

nor by analogy, nor by pratarka, nor by ttpadcra (or apfaracatta
,
verbal

authority), but only by Samkhya-Yogn." After this the author explains

how the discrimination of the six categories can only lead to true

knowledge in the wordly sense of the Word {Imtkika-taffvajtinm),

but Samkhya is true knowledge in the dcejier sense of the word

and is only to be obtained by the aid of mental concentration.

{„yoga8amad!iijc paramaritnke Bankhye tattcajitflne jiltc, lankikatat-
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iCGJi**a» apniir,. Then tl.c commentator continues: „//// ovnn,

parmnnrtlnkntallcnjhnnc jMi :
(mfotaMt*lits*-m&!ftj»**Wy**

<i,,v, apmpinfi rtfnh*i*moto£ Do*r,pr,yc prnrr.flir vnTtminal^nu-

r,i„Mm: mpmli I'rm-rthprpfn/c pinmhpiinarjmunahelii-hinnnpaiic

>t,h,«<l<npi-,ri/,rm/(iM-*m!!Hnw tndflpffye jfiuninbijn r

kk\lc<lilciryhnMnnprHmriamyh)nHWM\rn iUihkhtm apaiti ,
ni/irrci/a-

»,,„, cmlhiijacchani, *«im9t clmnrof tom*tttnjfa pnrjm jjotif *&>**»'

pattjn $remt rupcmhhunHpndipile, wltownk piirvm* fi< 6l*caf? iH

iiirC'iiiaiH if// wjiw/lp ,

The influence of Samkhya-Yoga, hoticeiiMc in the Winm«lva-

javrttibhasva, is seen very clearly in .the comments on the sntras

I, I, \ \\ 5s here we find incntioifcu* tlie three giu.mii of the

Samkhya. the nn/tiUa, the pin<t/,tuia, the pumm, tlie nhimkfnti &c.

YH th« S:tiiikiivii r
followed by our' nnthnr, docs not seem to 1x5

identical with the system, described by (iAWIK ami Oi/ritAMAKK.

It is rather n synthesis of Vedanta ami Samkhyii-Yogtt, as already

fotind in the Hhagavadgita or in the more recent Civaite systems.

Tor instance the sntra. stating the unity of all souls (Hihl. Intl. VA.

III. 5, ID) is taken hy Camkaha Micka n* n pnrvapaksa-thesis

(i. c. as a thesis which honing* to an antagonistic system and

shmihl he refuted), ignored b\ IV\cAsTAr\nA, hut accepted hy the

|marad\ajavrttibha'svM-ka'ra as a siddhanta-thesis.

NOTli to 5. - In order to compare the two recension* '
of

the IV.rcana given hv the llibliotheea Indiea edition and the lier-

hampore edition 1 have made np the plnti of the recension, given

in the Herhampore edition; this may he summarised in the follo-

wing way:

a. Categories in general (hook I);

l>. The five first substances with their qualities, belonging to the

first group. - The four last snhstanees (hook II, 111 and IV aim. 1);

r. The, organic bodies (a part of book IV aim. 2):

<l. Some of the qualities of the second group : conjunction, dis-

junction, farness and nearness (rest of book IV aim. 2);

v. Inherence tone of the last sntras of the same fihnika)

;

/. hliarum and the concatenation of the psychical states (book

V ilm. 1);

p. Some of the (pialities of the second group: oneness and indi-

viduality (the two first sntras of book V aim. 2);

//. The movements of water &c. and the internal organ, (a part

of the same almikn)

;

i. The perception of the qualities, forming the fir*t group

(same aim.);
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j. Movement in general ; movements of earth and water (Mime

ilhn.);

/•. Dharina (book VI);

/. Qualities belonging to the first group (the first five sutras of

hook VII Sim. 1);

m Qualities belonging to the second group, with the exception

of conjunction and disjunction (rest of the same ahnika of book VII);

n. Qualities of the third group.

So we see that the discussions : on the qualities of the first group

(letter i and /), on the qualities of the second group (t/, q and w),

on tlkama (/ and /•), on movement (// and /') are given in scat-

tered fragments. Moreover the two pieces which deal with move-

ment, are placed in wrong order. Finally we limy notice that tho

two recensions correspond most completely in the two first and the

three last books. On the whole the arrangement is much, much

simpler in the Tpaskara- than' in the Hhaiadvajavrtti-ieccnsion. We
can indeed attibute no authenticity to the latter recension.

Finally I should like to mention the following facts:

the deviations arc often small in comparison with the words, but

important as far ns the meaning is concerned: f. i. omission or

addition of a negative particle or alpha priviins,

it often happened that (Ultras which were connected in inclining,

got separated, while on the other hind, those which treated dif-

ferent subjects still remained close together,

the books at the beginning and at the end have remained hotter

preserved than those in the middle,

sutra III, 2, 10 Hibl. Ind. lid. „yadi dr^tnm anvak^nw . .
." has

become „yn'.tih*tam nnnaui . .
.

"
', an absurd reading which can only

be the consequence of mechanical, hasty memorising.

NOTK to (\. — The following facts are of importance for fixing

the date of the Hharadvajavrtti-bhiisya and at the same time show

the untrustworthiness of the Sutra-text contained in it

:

Vaic. Sutra (Bern, ed.) I, 2, 3 is (almost) identical with I'rac.

Bhasya book I chapter 2.$ 6. It contains a definition of tamacfiya.

As the original definition of mmavriya occurs elsewhere (Vaic. Siitrn

Bibl. Ind. ed. VII, 2, 26 = Bern, cd. IV, 2, 20) the so-called

sutra of the Berhampore edition is very probably copied from the

Prncastapada-bhasya.

Vaic. Satra (Berh. ed.) VI, 2, 5 resembles closely the beginning

of (/am kaka Micra's comments on VI, 2, 4. Further this fourth

sutra itself did not, very likely, exist in Pracastapadn's time; at

least this author mentions nowhere the term bfiava in the meaning
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required in the compound hhncndoxa (see e. g. IVae. hhasya hook III

chapter 2 | 53 mid 50 : Viz. edition p. 275 mid 2S0).

Vnio. Sutra (Hcrh. od.) X, 2, « is a wrong raiding of the

siitni which occurs in the BihI. lnd. edition as X, 2,0 together

with a wrong rending of (/anikam Micro's comment on it.

Thus it is even prolmhle that the IMmrmlviijn-vrtti-bliityn is of
more recent date than (,'amkara Miem's Upaskura.
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C HAPTEN III.

ANALYSIS OV THE NYAYA SITUA.

RELATION BETWEEN THE NYAYA AND VAlCKglKA.

§ 1 . ////rof/t/r/or// remark.

\ have limited mv study of-thc \\iiya to the Sutni mid Yicva-

Xatha's, Vrtti. For .though the hitter work is of recent origin , yet

it is much more concise than the older commentaries, Nyiiyii-hlitisyii

vVc. Moreover, the translations of fragments of the Vrtti by Bai.-"

lantysk has provided us with an easy introduction. As the study

of the Nyaya is only subsidiary to my main study, namely that

of the Vaieesika in its oldest form, 1 think I am fully justified

in my limitation of study. Besides, the shortcomings which will

probably result from using this recent source, can afterwards be

easily corrected, when the translation, undertaken by (JanoanAtiia

.In A in tin; periodical Indian Thought, is completed.

The same remark which 1 have had to make in reference to

Ka Hilda's Sutras, must be repeated here. In the present case too

we cannot quite rely on the correctness of the tradition. This is

clearly proved by the filet: that Nyaya-bhasya and Vrtti often differ

in the rending and number of the sutras. Often enough Vicva-

uiitha himself informs us that we have no means for deciding

whether n formula is to be considered ns an origiunl sutra or as

a clause, taken from the Bhasya. The subject has been investigated

by WtNinscn , to whom I refer for further information.

But even where both the Vrtti- and Nyayabhasya-editions agree

in the reading of n sutra, the possibility of a fault is not excluded.

An example of this is afforded by sutra 1,1, 24 , which hns been

translated by Ballnntyne as follows:

„\Yhat thing having set before one, one proceeds to net — that

[thing] is the motive [of the action]."

Now it is clear from the context that this cannot have been
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the meaning of the word prajfn/aua , intended by the author in his

list of f/ar/flrffm (topics). The term precedent is xnmcfii/a ,. those;

which follow (fr*hliifa and xidillifniln ; nil these terms do not apply

to action, but to argumentation. In starting a dispute , we must

have a doubt in reference to a certain point; the discussion must

ha\c a certain interest or importance for Hit (prayojana); ill trying

to solve the doubt we first examine the data of perception and

then try. to liring forward inferential proofs for the thesis upheld &c.

This meaning of prnynjann as ., interest , importance of a discussion"

often occurs in philosophical authors of different times. Owing to

a slip of the memory a wrong definition of /traynjmia , belonging

to the investigation of action, has crept »n here and caused the

original sntra to lie forgotten.

As a preparation for the following short analysis of the Nvava-

Sntra, I have composed a table of -contents with the help of Vicva-

nathn's Vrtti and the edition of 1S2S. This table is given here,

in book IV section .VI.

Hesides this table of contents we have another means for analysing

the Nvava-dareana in some of its first sntras. They run as follows:

/, / , / Vrami1ua*pramcya-MMi;aya~pra!injana.«lrnUlnln'9iddhnnid<'

fojlfrtVa~farlvt*Hfrdftya'rft(fo-ja//M-rifft^

ImxtliiinaiifiiH fattcajiifinriii nihereyatitdhigamah

.

/, 1 , 2. l)uhkha-j<tHMa-i)rarrl!i-(lox'h}uiilninj7iriHaniim vllarottarn-

/ift//r tadnnanta•rapa i/fid apacarqak.

/, t, '{. Vvatiinkxri.iunirinDjtnmilnii^ahililh pramiiiifini.

/, . /, U, Jfino-(virhv-\/dri//r/''r//ut-t/ndd/>i-ntrt/trt/t'/trarrtti-d')Xf/-prc-

li/ttti/inra-/)fi(tf(i-thr/i!,fin~/im'(nyrtsi tit prameyam

.

We may describe the subject-matter of these sntras as: the sixteen

topics of the Nvava-dareana ; the order of the steps towards hcati-»

tnde: the four sources of trust vrorth/ knowledge; the list of prameifm.

$ %. Comment* on S. S. A, 1, I ; the topics <>/ the fee adhi/fii/as.

In regard to the sixteen topics (sntra I, 1, 1) we may state that

the first: „pramAlfa" forms the subject-matter of a separate book,

scil. book II; that the second: nprameg*
u

has been discussed in

two complete books: no. Ill ft IV. On the other hand the topics

9 are only treated of in the first lesson of book I itself; the

author does not return to it anymore. The topics 10— 10 form the

subject -matter of the second lesson of the first book; but the very

last book (no. V) dwells extensively on the last items: j9U $* ni(/ra-

Imxlluhifi. -
.
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§ 3. Cammenh on iV. «Y. /, 7, :» «t*«/ 7, /. /, .9; the tapir* of
the fanrlli adh//iiya; Iho concatenation of psychical atatcg.

In regard to sutra I, 1, 2 it is very remarkable tlmt it reminds

us of the lust six ,<prauieyas" of autre T, 1,1) and consequently of

l»ook IV, winch treats of these six pramcym with the addition of

tatfeajnnna. In order to make the comparison easier, 1 have put the

two series iu the form of two columns, inverting however the order

of the terms, mentioned in sutra 1, 1, 2:

Sutra 1, 1, 2. 1. apavargah Sutra I, 1, 9. I. pravrttih

2. niitlnajnaiiani 2. dosah

li. pretyahhiivah

3. dosah 4. phalam

1. pravrttih 5. duhkhain

5. janma

(». duhkhain 0. apavargah

7. tnttvaj nana in.

It is clear that both series arc to be divided into two groups;

one group which describes gam/Ira ; another group which describes

liberation. In both series it is taught that liberation is obtained by

right knowledge, or (which means the same thing) by. the destruc-

tion of wrong knowledge. The two other groups correspond with

each other in only mentioning dii/dha, (but iu fact implying *ukha

as well), in mentioning dqniih (but leaving out the contrary of it).

As phala is identical with dnldha and xuMa, the omission of phala

in the first scries can scarcely be called a deviation. There is, however,

a 'difference of more importance: in the first series do*ali is men-

tioned before prarrtfi, in the second between prarr/fi and pretynkhilva.

Now iu sutra 1, 1, 8 do*rih are defined (in Bam.aNTYNk'h transla-

tion) as follows':

,, Faults (or failings) have the characteristic that they cause acti-

vity".

This definition, then, is iu accordance \\ ith our first scries. Krgo,

there is a greater probability that the order of this scries is the

original one. But how should we translate this word don/li? Jtol-

lantyne gives as English equivalent: fault tit failing. It is not quite

clear, how faults particularly should be called causes of activity;

doMiili, therefore (I am inclined to surmise), did not mean adharma

(and implicitly adharma) ; but it is a Pali word, meaning drew
(and by implication: icchtt , desire or love). In other words the

description of the samsfira, ns given in I, 1, 2, is badly translated
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from a I'lnkit dialect into Sanskrit. Afterwards the equivalence of

tloMtt to dve*a was not frit anymore. /A/w was put in the plnral

mid considered more or less as a synonym of tidharma (with the

inclusion of dharma) and placed after pravrtti.

$ 1. Common Ih oh A. S, /, |, 3 and the fo/>lcn of Ihe second ad/it/HY/a -

the dinr/fsftio/t on jiraiixioa.

We have already noticed in onr discussion of sntra I, J, 1,

that the pmm#*m
t

which arc divided into four kinds by sntra

I, 1. .'i, me treated of in hook II. If wc look more closely at

the table of contents of this book, it will strike ns, that really

the fir>t lesson contain* the discussion of the whole topic nnd that

the second lesson is evidently a later addition ; besides the long
discussions bestowed here upon the meaning of word, clearly show
the influence of e\egeiie interests, in other words of doctrines and
in \ estimations as we find embodied in the Piirvamimainsa.

V"». CoMwrktt on I, 1, 0, and the 1opks of the third adhyfiya.

The six first prnmcjfm summed np by Sntra l, I, 0, form the

groundwork for book III. We might call this book nn explanation

of ..special science", of psychology and physics. Psychology is the

doctrine of ulmmt. (sntra III, I. | -27; III. 2, I—5S) \ Manas
(III. '2. 5!) (}•>); physics is divided into the discussions of body,
sense-organs and objects. This threefold division is the same as the

one. accepted by the Vaieesika-system (see here book IV section Ml,
table of contents of IVacastapiida-bhasya Hk. II Ch. 2 $ 2-r-.f>). In
the second lesson of book III the author of the Nyaya-Sntra reverts

again to psychology, in as far as he treats fully of knowledge
as a (pialifv of sonl.

| 0. /iVW/* arrived at.

Wc nuiy summarise the results, arrived at in the foregoing pages
as follows: the Nyaya-Sutra is made np of different pieces which
were first conceived as distinct compositions. The fifth book with
its insignificant and scholastic explanations of jrili k nh/ruha*tliana
is certainly a recent addition and when wc omit it, wc gain a
suitable ending for the whole book: an explanation of the attain-,

ment of liberation.

The first four books have each their own special subject. These*
topics are respeetivelv :
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1. cl rules for scientific dispute, grouped round the notions:

doubt, importance (of research), data of perception , data of inference,

the members of the syllogistic inference, confutation (rednctio nd

.

ahsiirdum), the ascertainnient of the results (1, |, 2:1—10). —
/3. principal procedures which practically occur in debate, and
specially the tricks of eristic dispute (I, 2).

2. a theory of the four sources of trustworthy knowledge in

general (II, 1); the fourth source: verbal authority, in detail

(II, 2).

3. the doctrine of aiman and the discussion of the three forms of

physical nature: body, scute-organ and material thing (III, I);

discussion of intellect (111 , &).

4. the description of 8atundra & liberation (IV, I & 2).

It cannot be denied tint this arrangement is natural and logical

:

first elementary rules of debate arc given, then a scientific discussion

on the sources of knowledge, then a treatment of science itself,

principally psychology, and lastly an application of this psycholo-

gical science to ethical problems: the means of the attainment of

liberation.

On the other hand jarring contradictions remain: liberation is

really not so much the result of the knowledge of the sixteen

/W<7///"s, mentioned in 1, I, 1 , as the outcome of the know-

ledge of /aauta/ta and jiramrya , which latter category contains the

theoretical notions: afwtn \c. and the practical notions (hu/a,

prarrtti &c. Another salient contradiction is the twofold for-

mulation of snniHara and liberation in I , 1 , 2 and I , I , \) (or

book IV).

The books differ greatly in style and exposition. The first book

principally consists of definitions and short explanations; the second

book introduces a form of exposition which reminds us strongly

of the .Mimiiinsa-works: first a doubt is formulated, then there is

a short dialogue between a defendent of tin* siddhanta (the thesis

supposed to be proved by the system) and nil opponent r so carried

on that the defendent has always the last word. The third and

fourth books show the same form of exposition , but at the same

time indulge more and more in long polemical egressions.

Although there is more coherence in the composition of the

Nyaya-Siitra than in that of the Vaicesika-Sutra , still the facts,

mentioned, allow us to draw the conclusion: that the Sutratcxt

of the Nvaya has sirnilary been, not the work of one author, but

of a school.
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f 7. A;/'''//" and I'aicoxjka emitpared.

As ire linve seen in the foregoing chapter there is more Agree-

ment than •• difference in the dogmata of the Vaieesika ami the

Vviiva. So both systems deny tlic hypostasis of bitddhi and declare

it to he a finality of afiiimi ; hoth accept the division of the physical

world into object {artfui), sense-organ ' (itirfrij/a) 11 ml body (canra);

hoth sum iip tin* same psychical qualities. Vet notwithstanding this

concordance in thought the two systems form a strong contrast in

their mental attitude. The elassiHeatioii of the categories, the dis-

tinct ion of the five elements, the theory of causality, the charac-

terisation of the categories and their subdivisions, all these topics

show a theoretically interested mind. The Nyaya-systeiii , however,

in its main features, agrees with the mental disposition, generally

found in India; it principally aims at an exposition of the means"

enabling man to attain the siimmmn boimin (so specially Nvfivn

Snt ra book III and IV); compared with which practical (or ethical)

problem the two other ({iiestions : which are the forms of scientific

dispute (book I) and which is the value of verbal authority (book

II) are only secondary.

Whereas the Vaieesika characterises the physical elements, soul,

iVe. in order to arrive- at a satisfactory classification and system

of definitions, the original Nyiiya distinguishes son I from body and

sense-organs for the purport of explaining the road to liberation.

Hut the Nyava does not only differ from the Vaieesika in its

main interest, but also in the two following subsidiary questions.

Tor whereas the Vaieesika Sutra, by showing greater interest in the

objects, has treated fiiinnuina principally with reference to the indi-

cative mark or probans this theory forms the urnrIhaw nnnwnnnw

of syncretic Vaieesika-Nyaya; — the original Nyiiya has given a

theory of the propositions, used in argumentation —the jturnrthnw

miliumnn,ii of the syncretic system. And whereas in the Vaieesika

hareana, only a few sutras, of later origin, are bestowed on the

relation between word and meaning, a whole . iilmika in the Nysiya-

sutra is devoted to this question. This ahnika (If, 2) declares verbal

authority to lie a separate prnwditn, and words to be not eternal,

but transient, and it finally examines whether words '.-bear on indi-

vidual things or on genera. The same question is raised in the INirva-

inimainsa, though answered differently. Still we are allowed to

connect both svsteins in this respect and to consider them as the

outcome of the same sacerdotal interest.

Already Hartiiki.kmy i>k St.-IIii.aikk in his Memoir* has eharae-
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terised the logic of the Nyiiya as a theory of dispute. Besides

Buddhistic sources have taught us the importance of debates in

India, and already the I'panisads have vividly described the animosity

exhibited at such occasions. The want of a uiannal for debate was

therefore soon felt.

The influence of love for dispute oil scientific thought is well

known from the history of Greek philosophy. Originally scientific

thought was here predominantly directed on the examination of nature.

This, so called Ionic philosophy made, however, room for interest

in psychical, moral and social questions at the time of the sophists.

By these, thinkers philosophy was brought unto the homes nnd hearths

of man. As Winmaband snggests, the cause of this change were

the political evolutions of (i recce., where the old tyrannies had been

forced aside by democracies, by constitutions in which nnd) and

demagogues had the greatest influence, lie who. strove for success

in a political career, needed training in the art of oratory. The

scientific means, necessary for the perfecting of this art, were offered

by the sophists, who thus were the founders of moral science, of

logic, grammar and rhetoric, of psychology and ethics. Sacerdotal

ambition and jealousy have accomplished in India, what free civil

life has done in (ireece. And in the same way as the sophists have

founded the study of syntax and logic, so have the priests of India,

the singers and reciters of the old Vedie hymns ami interpreters

of sacred lore, laid down the principles of phonetics, grammar and

exegesis.

APPENDIX I.

The theories of the ten amyam* A" the factors necessary fur

the understanding of a sentence.

I shall now turn to two question* of less importance : the theory

of the ten nrayavas and the notions Ukiimksil, yoyyntn and sanmidhi

which are discussed by syncretic \
r

aice?ika-Nyaya in the chapter on

verbal authority.

In X. S. I, 1, :J2 five members of an inference arc mentioned:

I. prafi'/Tnl (promise, i.e. thesis to be proved), 2. hetu (reason),

^.tntfiharana (example — originally positive example — on which

the 'reason' is founded), 4. vpannya (application of the general

rule to the special case, mentioned in the promise), 5. niymnana

(conclusion). In the gloss to this sutra the Bhflsya mentions that

Verhnhd. Koa. Aknd. v. Wetennott. Nicuwo Reek*. Dl. XVII! N». 8. 4
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some Xaixayikus insert live other fini;/avas before them: ./{/'/«««,

xiiiin;<iii<i. r'i/>i/<i/>r<i/>l>* /tr////t>/f///u. n/in/axo (i.e. 1. the wish to know,

2. (lonl)t. .'$. tlie insight that the proof is possible, 4. the interest

in the examination, ">. the removal of the doubt). It is worth

untieing: that two of these five members are already found in

\. S. I, I, I (xaiiiraya mid
.

ftrriiftijtiiHi)
!

), that it is the rule in

Nvava and Miiiiamsa works to state first the existence of B diffi-

culty before entering upon the dismission and that all Indian philo-

sophical authors 'are accustomed to explain the aim (pmyojnnii) of.

their book immediately at the beginning. In short the members,

added by some Xaiyayikas, show the correctness of lURTHKl.feMY

m. St.-IIilaiki's view that the Nyiiyn may be called in some

respects a manual of debate.

What has 'struck 'me in the theory of verbal authority is, that

the factors necessary for the understanding of a sentence, are

treated in all syncretic Xyiiya-Vaieesika works, but left unmentioned

in the Nyiiya-sutra. As I shall prove in the next chapter that these

notions have been first used by the Nllinamsakas, I consider this

as a proof for the historical connection which existed between

Yaiccsika-Xyaya and the philosophical part of the Purva-inimanisu.

APPENDIX If.

Tho [toIcHtical fHiMftffc M.S. If, i\ }—-i7.

finally I should like to add a few .observations on a polemical

passage directed against the Huddhists, namely N. S. IV, '2, 4-37.

According to Vicvanvtiia Pa Scan an a, • (lotama has attacked

here the Vijnana-vadins. If this were true, then the Xyaya-sutra

..must be later than the fifth century AD." (.Iacoih, .J.A.O.S.,

XXXI. p 2).
'.'

In order to decide whether this traditional interpretation is right,

.Iacoiu has examined N. 8, IV second iihnika together with its oldest

commentaries. Of this iihnika and V \tsvavana
j
s Hhiisyn he gives the

following analysis:

[A. — IV, 2, I— 17]. ,, First comes the problem of the

whole and its parts. The adherents of Nyaya (and Vnicc-

•) OrivinnHv tin- Mtffeft«f'L 1, 1 limy '

IiuvoIh-jthii with hiiuhiujii ; flic topics prttntftyq

nml ininm-i/n w»rc n<Me<l, when book II (jtfftmftpr), hooks III A IV (iminirytO ,i\\\<\

boak I (lh««ry of Atyflrte) mta jmt together into one Dur^ano.
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siksi) ninintniii that the whole is something different {arthlatara)

from the parts in which it 'inheres', an opinion which is

strongly combated In other philosophers. Connected with this

problem is the atomic theory which is discussed in

14 ff.

[B. —-IV, 2, 1* — 25]. „ After sutra 17 Vatsyayana introduces tin

opponent, 'a denier of perception, who thinks that

everything is non-existent'. There can be no doubt that an

adherent of the (,'nnya-vada is meant, lie attacks the

atomic theory.... and is refuted thus: 'as yonr argu-

ments would lead us to admit a /w//v.v.v//.v /'// infinihnn (by

ackowledging unlimited divisibility) and ns n rcgre**if* in in-

finitum is inconsistent with sound reason, your objection is

not valid'.

[C. — IV, 2, 20 —37]
[a. 20. Purvapaksa] „Vatsyiiynna. . . continue*: '[An opponent

objects]: whaUou say with regard to notions, that their objects

are really existing things, [that cannot be proved]. These notions

are intrinsically erroneous..." The argnment of this opponent

....runs thus: „if we analyse things we do not

[a r r i v e a t] p e r c e i v i n g t h e i r t r u e n a ture (< >r essen-

tia); this not-perceiving is just as, when we take away the

single threads (of a cloth), we do not perceive an existing

thing (that is called] the cloth.

[b. 27 — 30 Siddhanta]. ..Sutras 27 and 2* contain the

counter-argument, and sntra 2!) adds to them the following:

'and because by right perception we come to know things'. . .

Sntra 30 gives a proof for this view;.; Vatsyayana explains,

„lf there is proof, pramana, [in favour of the proposition] that

•nothing exists, [the proposition that] nothing exists, snblates

the [existence of] proof as well. And if there is no proof for

it, how can it be established that nothing exists?. .. '•

[Jacobi adds; „llerc it is quite clear that the opponent

whom Vatsyayana refutes is a ^niyav<i<Hn jiwt as in sntra 17.

For there is no indication that Vatsyayana in the mean time

has changed front, and that the opponent in sutra 20 is not

a Cunyavadin, but a Vijnanavadin. The latter contends that

external things do not exist, while Vatsyayana (on 27) makes

his opponent uphold mrvakhavnnain ynthnlmyhnirpnlabdhih . M ore-

over, this opponent maintain* that notions about things are

erroneous, and this is primarily the view of the Ciinyavada.

The fundamental principle of the Vijnanavada is that ideas
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a\)U ' (r/'/vrotft) arc really existent, (Hid not that they are erro-

neous ideas" j.

[>. 81— 32, I'u r vapaksa ]; „TJke the erroneous belief in tlic

objects seen in a dream, is this belief in the means of

true knowledge and the things known through
them, erroneous". „Or like magic, fata morgana and

mirage".

[Jacow remarks: „As this argument serves to demonstrate

that pmtnfiijfi and prawn/a are an illusion, it is evident that

the opponent is a ('nnvavada"].

[if. 33, Si dd ban tn]: ..The next sntra 33 answers this objection,

in |ioiftting out that 'lie lias established nothing, as he has

given no reason' for declaring (I) that the belief in prauifum

and priimi'jpi is like that in objects seen in a dream and not

like the perception of objects in the waking state. (2) that in

a dream non-existing things are perceived."

..This argument of the sntra is supplemented in tlie Hhasva

by another formulated in what looks like a vfirltilw; it comes

to this: If you say that things seen in a dream do not exist

because they are no more seen in the waking state, you must,

admit that those seen in. the waking state do exist; for the

force of an argument is seen in the contrary case, vis?, that

things exist because they are seen."

.Jacoiu's conclusion : „To sum up: onr investigation has

proved that neither the Sutra nor the Hhasva refer to the

Vijnanavada, and that the. whole discussion is perfectly intel-

ligible if we consider it as meant to refute the Cunyavnda".

I left out in these quotations those passages where Jacom shows

that and Vacaspatimicra (p. 11) and I'ddyotakara (p. 12) have

misintcrpret:»tcd the sntras discussed.

As to the term . rihu/m-ndii , used by Jacohi, we must notice

that it is applied in a wider sense by M aiuiaya Acauya. In the

Sarva-darcnna-samgraha namely wrrricmiipivaila refers to the lMadhya-

mikas and billiipiriini/di'ililn to the Vijnanavadins , so that the term

vim i/uvfitlu embraces both sects'.'

For the rest I want to express my complete agreement with

.1 Acorn's argumentation and my admiration for the clear way in

which he has explained the historical relation between the (Sana)-.

ennyavada and the Vijnanavada on the first pages of his article.
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SOURCES Of INFORMATION CONCK«NING THE OTIIKK

SCHOOLS.

Suction 1.

Tilt: PfKVA-MlMAMSA, .

^ 1 . 1nttodttctory remark

.

Pail Dlissln (in Itt9< Geachichtc der Philosophic I, III, anno

liMJS, p. .SOI) mentions principally Thhuit's edition of the A itha

-

samgraha (l ss ~) iw mi introduction to the -stiidy of the Mimamsa.

Indeed, this te\t mill i ti no less a degree, the introdnetion and

the translation of the editor, are a great help for the beginner.

Hut on the other hand it gives an insight only into the technical-

niethodieal side of this dan/ana. Philosophical questions are not

entered upon at all in this treatise, and vet some of the Mimamsaka

works are very interesting for our purport, specially as the philo-

sophical parts of the Mimamsi are closely cognate to the NyiTya

and Vaicesika. liven a great number' of the clokas, quoted in

(juihi aha's Xyava-kandali are taken from ki Manila's (Uokarflrltika,

\ thorough knowledge of the >liinainsa-system will, no doubt;

give many a solution to present difficulties in the more recent

Vaicesika writings.

Fortunately in the translations and studies of Pandit (Jan-

canatiia .in \ we now possess very able preparatory work. His

complete translation of the (,'loka-varttika. (l!)07) is accompanied

by a very full table of contents and a handy alphabetical index.

Moreover, in the Indian Thought (volume 11) Jic has given a

systematical account of the Mimamsa according to both the Hhatta-

and Piabhaknra-sehools, so that the most toilsome part of the study

has been done and full attention can be given to the philological

research concerning the composition of the most important texts

and the internal histdrv of the school. Here 1 myself have to
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abstain from this task and shall merely give a few notes which

may be useful with regard to niy own main subject.

The Mimaiusa-Pareana is divided into twelve hooks. Their eon-

tents are summed up by Madhava Aearva in his Sarva-dareana-

samgrahn and in his Nyaya-mala-vistara (ef. moreover Paul Denwen

I. 1., p. 391). Most of the books arc divided into four piidas,

excepted the third, sixth and tenth book which contain eight piidas.

(^anaka-svamin wrote a commentary on the MTtnamsa-darcana

;

this is published in the IHbliothcca Indicn; a translation of it has

been begun by (janoanatua .lux in the first volume of Indian

Thought, but has been left discontinued.

Km viui.v-iuiATTA again wrote a gloss on (/aharnsvaniin's work,

This explanation of Rumania's is divided into three parts: 1. the

Clokavarttika containing a commentary on the first piiilit of the first

book of the Dan/ana; 2. the Tantravarttika explaining the rest of

the first book and all of the second and third; 3. the Tuptika

which contains only brief notes upon tin; remaining adhyayas.

$ 2. Kitmnrilfi-Wialfa* Tuphkfi §• Tan tranirttika.

The Tuptika has only value for ritualistic research. The same

holds good for the greater- part of the Tantra-varttika; yet a few

adhikaranas in it have a wider importance; f. i.:

the speculation on grammar (gloss on Mini.-Dare. I, 3 adhikarana

9, text p. 190 siitra IS &c. '= translation p. 251) sutra 2 4 &c.);

on the Meaning of word* \\\ Vedic and ordinary |)arlance, on the

denotation of a word consisting in class or form (gloss on Mim.-

Dan;. I, 3 adhikarana 10, text p. 212 sutra 20 ,yc. = p. 32.1

sutra 30 &*c. of the translation);

on apurva as the result of a sacrifice (gloss on Mini.-Dare. II, 1

adhikarana 2, text p. 350 sutra 5 &c = translation p. 400 sutra

5 &C.){

on exegetical principle*-, the principle of syntactical connection,

the principle of syntactical split, the principle of elliptical extension

(gloss on Mim.-Darc. II, 1, adhikarana 10— 19, text p. 423 sutra

40 &c. = translation p. 582 sutra 40 &c.)

, | 8. The com/mifion of the Cdoka-vnrttiha. The polemical parage

in the comments on }f.S. J, 1, 4 §' 5.
*

In order to explain the composition of the (,'lokavarttika, we

have first to pay some attention to the Miinfimsa-Pnrcana book I,

pfida 1 , of which it is the commentary. This pfida consists of 32
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sutras; their distribution over the different ndhikarnnas in the

(/lokavarttika ((Jariganatha .Ilia's translation) is as follows:

ndliik. sutra title of llic adhikaraua in (J.wov- page

natiia .Tux's tnmsliition....... ibidem

1 I Subject of the treatise 1

2 . , ~ Definition of d/im-nia ; 21

\\ :\ Definition of the subject-matter . . . 07

t i Sense-perception not the means of

knowing dhunmi. s

."> 9 Authoritiitiveness of injunction. ... II.'}

23 On the ctcrnality of words...... 10!)

J 'I I 26 On sentence ISO -

s 21—32 The Veda not the work of iin author 553—555
Thus the first five sutras hnvc been each considered as a separate

adhikaraua by (,'vhaii \-sv amin and KtMARH.A, and the comments

bv the hist mentioned author, take up 40S pages in (langanatha

.Ilia's translation , whereas the remaining adhikarauas are treated

of in 117 pile's. So -we see that (,'abarn-svamin and Kuinarila-

llhatta have principally used their comments on the first live sutras

for the introducing of new ideas into the system. As we shall see,

these additions principally concern philosophical questions. 1 should,

therefore, like to consider here these first live adhikarauas a little

more in detail.

A mere glance, at the table of contents which (iangana'tlia .lllii

has given of. these five adhikarauas. is sufficient to show what

little order tliere is in the whole composition. And indeed we
cannot expect Anything else in scientific works, composed in the

way. adopted bv Indian scholiasts. Instead of finding a direct,

expression for their thoughts they preferred to press their theories

into the form of glosses on ancient works of renown and authencity.

A suitable place could not be found for every new thought, and

so egrcs>ions idler egressions, and even egressions within egressions

wen- the consequence. Now this form of composition is attractive

in fable literature, but in scientific exposition it only leads to

hopeless confusion.

Tinier the heading: ..Definition of dharma" (Sutra 2) we find

discussions of the following kinds: Refutation of the theory of the

extraneous character of authoritiveness; The falsity of a conception

explained; Inference and sense-perccption not applicable to objects

in the future; The Huddhistic scriptures are false, because composed
By humane beings; Utilitarian theory of virtue not tenable, nor

the 'conscience' theory tie.
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Under the heading: ^Sense-perception not the u^ns of knowing

dharma" (sutra 1) ive meet with n series of discussions on tlie

pramanas, ench of these discussions lending to a grent niiiiiher of

digressions. I\ i.

:

(A) sense-perception (why sense-perception is not applicable

to (Iliarma)
;

(B) in fere nee (inference preceded by sense-preception, not

applicable to dliarma), analogy at upamfina and apparent
in consistency or arf/nipat/i (inference is bused upon sense-

perception; abstract or vague perception, how made concrete;

namariiifa ; tlie number of senses only five);

((') cognition of objects independent of verbal expression

(imposition of the form of the word on the object is impossible,

the relationship between words and objects is eternal , the factors

of memory and perception explained).

The greatest number of egressions, however, is inserted after sutra

."i : anthoritativeness of injunction. The comments of this sutra are

divided into IS sections, in reference to which we may make the

following observations: only section I comments on sutra 5, but

already section '2 contains the beginning of a new comment, on sutra

I '). The remaining sections can be divided into four groups:

A). Refutation of two Buddhistic doctrines: the yiralamhana-riida

(3> and the (Jiinya-vada (41; since the following group B is parallel

with the middle of the comments on sutra I, we must look upon

this discussion of Buddhism and this defence of philosophical realism

as' a demonstration t>f the trustworthiness of perception, thus as

parallel with the beginning of those comments on sutra 1.

J!]. A theory of the pram/oias (with the exception of pra/i/aA*a):

inference (5), words ((>), analogy (7), artliripnW (S), negation (0)|

This group of sections runs parallel with the middle of the comments

on sutra 4 ; namely with its discussions on inference, aimlogy and

arf/iiipafii,

CJ. A series of sections, the first of which bears the same title

as the last, and the second as the last but one, whilst those in the

middle discuss questions which have to do with words and the genera

expressed by words. As the .Buddhists according to tlieir saying:

sarvam svalakfatiam or sarram priliak, deny the reality of the genera

,

therefore a great portion of these sections too is directed against this

sect, namely against the a/xi/ia-thwry. The titles of these sections

are ft* follows: 10 on cilmkfepa\ 11 on aamhind/iflfyepai 12 on

1) Cf. Ai»|K?n«1ix II of tin* chnjittr,
i».

«',:».
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mkith\ 18 on iikrli\ 14 on ripo/m 15 rrtnuvnda\ 10 xmnbanft/itikso-

/>fi/>nrifairfi\ 17 nlrnh^iKifuinlirnn. This group of sections may be

compared with the end .of tin- comment on pitta \.

D|. .lliiKirfiifti. In tins part, formed by one section, we find e . g.

tin- t(>l!t>\\ in«r to|»ics: tlic 'scries' of ideas as held by the Haiultllias

not tenable; it is not possible lor were 'ideas' to transfer tlicinsclvcs

into another body nt rebirth; motion is not tlic only ftirni of action

(against the Vnti/osikiis), tlic Yaiccsika arguments for the existence

of* soul put forward; these arguments refuted by the Handdha; the

knowcr cannot be n mere idea; the sonl is self-lnininons.

Now. I should like to consider first the third group (] of these

sections more fully.

The sections 10 nnd 17, both denting with the r///v7-saeri lice, are

rclsitcd to each other in snch a way that the first contains the pfura-

fudyi and the second the nttnrapfttna.

The sect ions II and 10 both deal on MwltandhiikfjefHty i.e. they

refute the denial of a fixed relation lietweeji word and meaning.

These sections are not related as purvapnhxn and utlaraprikyt to

each other, for section II contains both pak*fi* together. The reason

for again bringing forward the same topic is given on p. >\ 10

(translation) karika 10: „Thercby it must he admitted that the

[treatment of] 'relation' having been interrupted by n consideration

of the nature of the denotation of words
[
in the chapters on ttphota

aVc.
I

it is again brought forward with a view to the consideration

of the question of its eternal ity or non-cternnlity." From this cter-

nality the author is led on to discuss several other questions ; f. i.

:

the world could have hnd no beginning in time; no personal creator

nf the world possible ; the bondage of sonls not dim to any actions

lying latent in themselves; knowledge cannot be thecause of deli-

verance ; the nature of deliverance; the existence of a Creator is

as untenable as that of an Omniscient Person
;
process of compre-

hending the meaning of a word.

The Middle sections of this third group all contain subjects,

cognate with the question: what is the relation between word and

meaning; they are, as has been already noticed .directed against

the Ihiddhistie theory of npo/m and the correlate denial of gene-

rality [tilr/i , here used in the sense of /W/ or sfniifnnpi). The dis-

cussion of the general meaning of the ..word"' naturally leads on

the author to explain the origin and meaning of collective nonns

as ,,rf//t(t". In two directions this explanation is carried out, first

b\ discussing the' question in how far an iiit/irif/t/rr/, belonging to

a certain class, f. i. a cow . is cfiaravtcriwt hy it* parf* (the wood
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by its fives), then by comparing the relation between a species

ami the inditutuah to the relation between n collection (wood) mid

its members (trees).

As to the 'second group 11
j
of these sections we may notice that

the list of pramAna* is increased by the mldition of 'negation' (obliiira),

not mentioned by Knnnlriln in his comments nnder sutrn 1: further

that eabda is not only treated in group (•, but already in 11, namely

in section where the question is raised: is cabita n separate pramfinA

or is it [us the Vairesikas niftintftinj onlv a kind of inference? On
the other hand in the sections, belonging to group (< the relation

between word nnd inclining is examined in detail.

As to the first portion A], dealing with the nirnlnmhnnn-vihla and

the cihina-rn<l(i, 1 shall return to tlicm in Appendix II of this section.

$ \. The historical relation between faiecsika A Ptrrca'Mimftmsfh

As mentioned before, the works of Kimaiui.a arc of great

importance for the interpretation of the Nvava-kandali, partly be-

cause (.'niniiAHA argues against Kuiniirilfl himself, partly because

lie uses the same arguments as this Munainsii-teachcr, when pole-

mising against Huddhism. Hut the knowledge of the (,'loka- and

Tantra-varttika avails little, when we confine ourselves to the expla-

nation of the Vaiccsika Sutra and Hhasyn. Here the standpoint is

naive realism. It had not vet occurred to Kanada and Prac.vm

tapaI)\ to prove the existence of the outer world as Kuinarila

nnd Qruthnm have done. They still tcw»k the existence of the

outer world as a fact not. needing any deliberation. Neither was

the existence of soul a question of difficulty tor them. It is clear

that Huddhism had not yet then reached that philosophical depth

whieh inmle it a. dangerous opponent for faithful Hiainanns like

Kuinarila and Qrldhnra.

Hut the influence of Vaiccsika-Nyaya and Minianisii on each

other has been much more intense than may be thought from the

just given sketch of KumarilaV work. This is evident to any one

who consults the meritorious description which (iANcanatua JiiX

has given of The Vrnbhukara schonf of Ptttr/t-Mhitflmso, with the

help of abundant material. This study originally appeared in the

periodical Indian Thought and was separately published at Allahabad

1011. It contains three chapters. The first gives historical informa-

tion about Ki'mXrila and Piiabiiakara.

The second chapter of this study, called Psychology nnd Meta-

physics, gives 1. ft discussion on cognition in general, on the five
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lirahi <hi<mi (perception, inference, verbal cognition, analogy nnd pre-

sumption, tlien 1. discuses soul, internal organ and their relation

to bodv nnd sense-organs. .'I. describes liberation nnd refutes the

proofs, given for (Joel's existence: I. discusses the categories iind their

subdivisions. So we see th.it here nil the topics, found in the Vaieesika

system, lire discussed: I. logic (cf. here hook II chapter VI), 2.

psychology (H eh. V) and n pnrt of physics (II eh. Ill); .'J, ethics

nnd theolog\ (II eh. VII); 4. metaphysics (II eh. II) nnd phvsics

together with inntheinnticnl notions (II cli. IV). And he who com-

pares the contents of Vaieesika and Nviiva with (iauganatha .Ilia's

dcscri|)tion of the Mimamsi, will he struck by the many details with

respect to which the philosophical part of the iMiinanisa answers — •

either positively or negatively —r to tin* two systems mentioned.

One example, taken without preference , may illustrate this.

At p. ss of (iauga'nritha .Ilia's book we come across the fol-

lowing passage ..The jtadflrtka*, according to Prabhakara, are:

I. ilnui/a or substance, 2. ip'on or quality. tt. kfirman or action,

\. xii imi n>/(i or generality, .5. pnmttnitratn (subsistence or inherence),

(». ctdli or force. 7. Wfiilrrya or similarity and 8. minkfiyfi or nnmber."

f N'OTK: The source of this information is a 'comparatively recent

work' sc. the .Sarvasiddhantarahasya
].

I'ive of theses, jim/iii'lfm* form part of the category-table of the

Vaircsikas: substnnee, quality, action, generality and inherence

[called ill the one system mmnnaifa , in the other /xnataHfrafO).

The reason why 'difference' is not accepted in the Piabhakara-table

is given in the following remark (ibidem p. S!>): „Thc vivc*a of

the logician cannot be a category , because the differentiation

among eternal things like the fikftyn an<V the various kinds of

atoms — for the purport of which the logician posits the r/rry/ ---

can always be done on the basis of the ordinary (pialitics of such

things." As for the notions 'fnkfi' and 'tflffrrjyft' we may compare

the Vaieesika treatise, written by (/ivaimtya, called the Saptapa-

diirtln, where paragraphs 54—00 |>oleniise against the acceptance

of the following notions as categories, substances and [independent
]

(pialitics: sfn/m/a, ptkfi and/inhiin — uimlhyntrit |(cf, finrahn.

ffe.-
ii/itmiti'/i in the V. S.), Uiylnitcar(rf; puwlca in the V. S.) and:

jhi'itafrfi. Judging from Kuropean standpoint We must consider

the lacking of rnhti in the otlicial category-list as a mistake, partly

to be explained by the role which advert (the unseen quality of

human soul) takes in the physical world, so that the attributing

of nil,li to physical objects becomes useless; and partly by the

circumstance tint causality, though amply djscussed in the Vaieesika-
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1

Dareana, is not explicitly mentioned in any n<{<l<>r(i. The appearing

of siitlrcf/ft in the- Prfibhakara system is, in n»y opinion, connected

with the acceptance of analogy {vpmiiftna) as a separate trustworthy

source of knowledge. Whereas inference is based on xaiiutrdya (one

form of winch is the relation between in«Ti\ icliml , or rjjakfi , and

species, or whininga), analogy, when accepted as a separate prainilm
t

must necessarily suggest the idea of a separate category: 'mhlrvi/a.

The mentioning of 'number* as a category is wrong (see (langii-

natha .thii p. 80). At any rate the passage quoted is a clear

example of the great coherence between Mimainsa and Vaircsika.

The third chapter of (Janganatha .Ilia's Study gives an 'analytical

account' of the technical part of the Mluiamsa; each of the twelve

adhyayas of the ('astra corresponds herewith a section in the author's

exposition, except adhyiiya VII and VIII which are combined in

one section. The Arthasaingraha, mentioned by me page 5.1, has

borrowed its subject-matter principally from adlnaya 111 (pada 2\ !),cf,

(Janganatha Jha, I.I. p. IS?) and adhyiiya V (cf. ibidem p. 203)

of the Alimainsaciistra. Only exegetical questions, relating to the

performing of rites, are dieussed here.

aimm:ndi\ i.

The fcrnis akriuikxa
, pof/t/rrffi, minnhild ty

fafpun/a.

Finally I wish to return to a thesis, touched upon in the foregoing

chapter. I have alluded there (p. 50) to my belief in the Mimainsa

origin of the tems rdnmkxii , ipuftpthl and wiiunullii (to which is

added sometimes: Inlparya). When I first met with those terms

in the textbooks of the syncretic; Nyilya-Vairesika, I considered

them to be the outcome- of a direct observation of language and

I appreciated here the neat way in which the most important

provinces of this study are delineated. The understanding, namely,

of a spoken sentence is dependent on the following conditions:

1. phonetica! connection of words (this is expressed, though not

widely enough, by the term sminiidfii, vicinity of words), 2. syn-

tactical connection (nkamkyl), 3. logical connection (yogyn/fl),

4. the grasping of ideas, implied, but not expressed by the speaker

(tflfparya). Further study, however, showed me that this interpre-

tation of this formula — though mcthinks right as appreciation —
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not accurately show its historical origin. In tins respect we

Itnve to consider the facts: I. tin's form n hit ion, mentioned, docs

not vet occur in the older Nviha and Vaiccsika writings; 2. in

the theory of exegesis, explicitly given in older Mimamsa. we

neither meet with this formula, but with the three rules, called by

! (iwc.ANMiiA .Inv (The IVabhakara School |>. 1 16) : „tjie principles

J

of syntactical connection, syntactical split and elliptical extension".

The first two of these rules, as is clear from Iheir redaction,

I
concern the intcrpunction uf texts, whereas the third rule refers

to svntactical contraction. The terms fikftutktfi, xaiiniitUii and ytiflyatf?,

however, are found together ill one passage of the (,'lokavarttika,

which deserves to be quoted for this reason:

(Translation p. 5:11 11°. 247): „Now we proceed to explain

how. for the purpose of the ascertainment of the validity of 'verbal

testimony' — . we obtain a comprehension of the previously-unper-

jceived meaning of the sentence, from the meaning of the words

i
(composing the sentence)."

% (Ibidem p. 5oo n°. 200): ..Similarly, standing-in-nced-of-the-

inajimer [of its fultilmeiit] (ul/i(nuifi-hilfi(inib/i(h'fi), the bhfivanh refers

|uiij\ to the process (it/xh/a). And the process too, standiug-in-necd

\(ttti>/i,//,*i/t) of something to be fulfilled, is restricted (related to the

partienlar b/nhfitni), through capability (//«////"/'") and proximity

*($riMHi(///(i/ffi), on the ground of the impossibility of any other

explanation [of the character of the process and the bhucnwi %
and

the relation between these]. And the process is such as may be

obtained from the same sentence [as in which the bhavann appears]

lor from other sentences."

The term bhilcana — derived from the causative otbfiri, signifying

'to cause to be' and 'to conceive to be' - is explained in the

Arthasungraha as having a double meaning: 1, vfibrfi bhorani) i.e.

I „the peculiar activity of some productive agent which tends to

< nijike a person act" and %. ihrtki blionuio i.e. „ the peculiar energy

ji[of some person] which refers to some action which energy is

engendered by the desire of some object".

Since the Veda , according to the Mimamsa, has an eternnl exis-

tence, the 'productive agent' which brings man to the idea of per-

forming sacrifices, is not the wish of any (iod whom he obeyes,

lint this 'productive agent' is the Veda itself, to which thus a kind

of magical influence is attributed.

The aim of the vribth bhinnnd is to rouse man towards an Cnthl

blnicttiif'i ; the means by which the gfibdi bhfn'anri brings this about,

is the knowledge which the hearer of Sacred Lore possesses eon-
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renting the meaning of the optatives &c. in it; the special form

in which this influence takes place, are the eulogies found in these

sacred texts.

The aim 'of the flrthl b/iarand is the. obtainment of heaven and

other desirables ; the means are the sacrifices; the modes of proce-

dure are the prayilgm and other ritual details.

When we now try to combine this information with the pas-

sage of the (,'lokavarttika , it occurs to me as likely, that here no

drt/n and vfltnh hlnivmia are distinguished. There is only oik; bkflCtinfl

which notion resembles most the art/ii bhantnu of the Arthasamgraha,

but is, at the same time used when the interpretation of texts is

concerned. 'The energy of the person engendered by the desire of

some objects' is in need {p1iuntk$tf) of a means, namely of a pecu-

liar action {j)ra>/oga or ff/Jffjfa). What action is meant, is shown by

proximity (smmiiiilii) — which tern! either may refer to the cir-

cumstance of aim, desired, and means, required, being mentioned

together, or to the presence of [the implements of] the action

required .— and by fitness {prayogyatva). At iill events this is cer-

tain, smnnidhi does not mean 'phonctical continuation' as is explai-

ned in syncretic Nyaya-Vaieesika, but has only a vague meaning of

nearness either of words or in practical performance. No doubt this

vague meaning has preceded the technical specialisation in which

the term occurs in syncretic Nyaya-Vaicesika.

So then this detail again is a corroborative argument for the

close coherence in the development of Purva-Mimamsa and Nyaya-

Vaicesika.

APPENDIX II.

-—^Tfie Frfti-jjassage, quoted b// (Jafmrasriluiin in hit comment* •

on Af'tn/flnwl'Sritra,,', /, 1, o.

II. Jacobi has published in the XXXI annual (li)ll) of the

Journal of the American Oriental Society a highly interesting article

on the oldest texts of the daryanas with reference to their chrono-

logical relation towards Buddhism.

In this article Jacobi has inter alia examined the long comments

by KumXrila on M.S. 1 , 1 , 5, A few quotations from this study

may be inserted here. _- —' '

p. 15: <>barasvamin, the Bhasyakara of the Mimiimsit Sutra,

after having commented on M.S. I, 1, 5 transcribes a long passage
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IVoim the unknown Vrtti, which begins in the edition of the Biblio-

tlin.i liitlic-ii on p. 7 1.7 from below and ends on p. IS 1.0...

Tin; whole passage is without doubt by tin- Vrttikiira ;
its' given an

explanation of Sutras »—5, mid is introduced hy raliiinisviimin nt

the end of his comment on sntni 5. ') It. is therefore a matter of no

little surprise to li.nd that Kimumi.a Biiatta i" the Otokavarttika (on

sntni •"») assigns only the lirst part of this passage-) to the Vrttikiira."

(On page 1") iV lb" ..Ixcom gives an explanation of the origin of

thi> mistake j.

p. 17 (.1 Atom's conjecture] „ahont the imthor of the Vrtti

:

|{\m\m.ia tpiotes a Vrtti on the Brahinn-Sntrn by BoiiiiayAna

mid refers to him as the Vrttikiira. Now I think it probable that

llndlia\ana wrote the Vrtti not only on the tlltara-.Mimanisa, but

fen on the I'lirva-Miniiiinsa."

[On page 17 and IS .lacohi gives different reasons for this

conjecture, (hi page IS and I «.) we tind the translation of two passages

from this Vrtti, reprinted here in book IV section > II A
J.

(On page 2 r .lacohi gives several reasons for his believing that

the two passages, translated by him, belong together and are meant

•its one refutation of only Madhyamika (minions and not yet of

Vijnaiiiivada-doctriiics, tlms disagreeing with kiunarila-bhatta in the

interpretation of the so called second passage. Of .lacobi's arguments

I shall only repeat here the second:]

p. 21 „The technical terms peculiar to the Vijniinavada 8
) e.g.

vijit >itin, ft/fi//firtj?/t7/t/i, pracritivijMna.i rnsmia are absent from our

pnssige, and instead of them only such words as prah/at/a, huddhi and

jiiniifi (which are common to all Indian philosophers) are used."

[See here the section on Buddhism $ 0, p. 01.]

Suction 2.

THE VKDANTA.

$ 1 . The (imithtpudiiiri Korikii.

My studies of the Vedanta have been mainly limited to Oamkaun's

feonimcnts on Hmiakayana's Vedanta Si(tra. Before, however, entering

' (I. Inn- )>. fii Ac.
'-') Niinulv scctiiin A | in I In- nnnlysis <_ri% rn iiIhivi', ji. !Y7.

") Some ..f tluM' t.'rnis wen- nffcrwanl* Accrptftri l>\ the Sarvn^tivmlins, sic hffM
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upon the results of this study, I wsint to dwell shorth upon the

(iaudapadlya Kiirikii.

The fourth pada of this Upanisad is called the Alhfa-filHti', a title

which is' translated by Manila!, \. DviYKitiK us 'quenching the fire-

l»niit<r. The explanation of this title is afforded .by eloka 17 which

runs in the translation quoted: „As motion makes n tire-brand appear

straight, crooked, iVc, so motion makes thought appear as perceiver,

perceived, and the like".

This cjoka is commented by (,'amkara thus: What are the

perceiver, and perceived V They are only the motion of that which

is all thought; only a motion, ap|>earing as such, through avuiyfl.

For immovable thought never moves, and thought has already been

described as unborn and immovable."

So we sec that here the optical illusion of the continuative line

which is brought about when a tlame is quickly moved round, is

used as' a simile to show the illusionary character of all consciousness,

And this illusionary character does not bear — as in the Buddhistic

I'ijtifinn-vflfta — only on the existence of external objects, but equally

on reflective consciousness. The distinction of perceiver, act of per-

ceiving and the perceived object, of thinker and thought, of several

thinkers, of 'I' unci 'YOU' —* all these distinctions are illusionary:

false and worthless. The Vcdantn of the (Jaudapadna Kiirika and

of Tamkara are indeed more closely connected with Naoarji'SA'h

Mad hyamika school than with the \'ij7ifina-vrnhi. The fact that the

Madhyamikas were detested by the Advaita-vedantins can only illu-

strate the blindness of sectarianism, but cannot mislead an objective

historian with reference to the real historical connection of facts.

Madhyamikas and Advaita-vedantins agree in methods, in as far as

they both accept the prfiMMffil'd argumentation or research of anti-

nomies in human thought, but whereas the Madhyamikas conclude

that the world and all existence is nothing but ft meaningless chaos

of momentary sensations; the Vedantins think that these antinomies

show the exclusive existence of Absolute Being. So then there is a

complete agreement between Eleatic philosophy and Advaita-Vcdanta;

whilst Kleatic philosophy agrees with the Madhyamika teachings only

in method.

The prnmliflika method is applied in the chapter Alnla-rrmti'to three

subjects: the notion 'becoming, getting into existence', the notion

of causality and the notion of perception, for perception supposes

causal relation which has been proved to be full of self-contradictions.

The antinomies, connected with the notion 'becoming' are expressed

in cloka 3 thus (Dvivedin's translation)

:

Verhand. Kon. Ak»rt. t. Wet*o«ch. Nleuwe Ke«k« IN. XVIII N\ 2. 6
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..Some philosophers postulate evolution of W»g, others nrc proud

in their conviction of non-being, thus disputing each the conclusion

of the other". /

Cninkiira coiutiKMits upciii the cloka us follows: some philo-

sophers, that is to say. not all. hut the Sfimkliyins alone '. . .
There.

„,.«. others, the Vaicesikas and Naiyayikas. who, proud of their

intelligence, hold that things Hrc produced of nothing..."

In sutra I it is then said: ..That which is. cannot not he, as

that which is not. cannot also be: thus disputing they drift to the

ahaihi and [unconsciously) imply that fijuH (absolute non-evolution)

is the truth".
.

If (/ainkara's interpretation is riglit and the date of the C.au-

dapadiyii Karika (as placed by Wau.ksiu, dor iilfore Verlrivta
,

p. 10) .is i" Hhj middle of the sixth century or earlier, then at

that time the (within/m-nda would already have formed a part of

the Vaicesika system. ')

With reference to the history of the a*rttfairi/ft-mda, I should

like to make the following surmise: the Madhyamikas originally

discovered the antinomy hi the notion 'becoming'. Now antinomies

have always been a crux lor human thought, and in the same way

as 1 1 mjkm AS dialectics was ignored and despised during the latter

part of the nineteenth century in Km ope, so were Naoaiuina's

pru*m)<)ika argumentations by the schools following him. Kach chose

that side of an antinomy which pleased him best.

Kven the Huddhistie Vijnana-vadins are not excepted. They

repeated the arguments of Nagarjuna's. but changed them so that

they nominally referred only to the external world
:
and so they

were guilty of logical inconsistency, in not applying these antinomies

to psychical phenomena.

| .2. The refutation of VaU;c*ika doctrines in llndarfn/fnia*

Vedfinta-tiitlra «V (/niikara AeririfftH /1//f/*i/rt.

We mav distinguish two groups of passages in Qamkaha's com-

ments on the Vedanta-Sutra, which are of importance for the history

of the Vaicesika system: those which polemic against the Vaicesika

system itself and those which refer to Buddhism and are parallel

to passages in (>fmiaba's Nyfiya-kandali. The passages, belonging

to the first class, arc the following:

') If. here p. *2'.» S ?.
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, _ Thibaut's „ ,

.

V«l 8
- tmnslntion.

8" b-"'''1 :

II, I, 12. vol. I p. 317. Refutation iif the theory that ntoins are

the cause of the world: other doc-

trines, as. for instance, the atomic doctrine

of which no part has been accepted by

either Mann -or Vyfisa or other authorities

[i. e. which do not belong to the AW//J,

are to he considered as 'explained
1

i. e.

refuted by the same reasons which enabled

us to dispose of the prmlhfnm doctrine (the

Sanikhya system]. .
."

Analysis is given separately].It, 2, vol. 1
I'-

3S1

11 ___ 17.

11. 2, 37. vol. 1 !>• 435 Refutation of the theory, given by the

Vaieesikas and others, that the 'Lord' is

the operative cause of the world. [Cf. here

the chapter on Theology.
|

II, 3, IS. vol. II p. 33. Discussion, on the doubt ..whether, as

the followers of Kanaua think, the sold

is in itself non-intelligent 1
), so that its intel-

ligence is merely adventitious; or if. as the

Siimkliyrns think, eternal intelligence con-

stitutes its nature". [Cf. here the chapter

on Psychology].

11, 8, 50 vol. II p. 00. Refutation of the Vaicesika doctrine of

and 51 Ac. the plurality of souls and the conjunction

between the souls and the internal organs.

Refutation of the Vaicesika doctrine of

(irfrijfa as a quality of the many souls.

Of these rive passages only the second is of importance and may

be analysed more fully.

Analysis of Ved. Sutra 11, 2, 11— 17 and comments:

A. Congeniality of\cause and effect. Objection raised

by the atomists against the upholders of Brahman. This reason

shown to be fallacious on the ground of the system of the Vaice-

sikas themselves. (Sutra II).

a. Formulation of the objection : „the qualities which inhere in the

substance constituting the cause originate qualities of the same

kind in the substance constituting the effect Hence, if

l) Cf. NvHvakmidnll p. 97, 1. 18 &c.

•
.
5»
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t-hc intelligent Hiahman is assumed as the cause of the worm,

we should expect to it i »«l intelligence inherent in the eflerl

!il>u. viz. the- world. Hut this is not the ease. . . .
" (transl.

//. iHrseriptioti of how the world. is created out of ntoms•($, 8#£).

r. Conclusion drawn In tin* Vcdantin from this description

:

...lu>t a> from spherical atoms binary compounds arc produced,

which are minute and short , and ternary compounds which

arc big ami long, but not anything spherical.... so this

non-intelligent world may spring from the intelligent Brahman".

. tl. Ueply by the Vaieesikas (transl. p. 883);

c. Ucjonmlcr by the Yedantin : the doctrine of effects be-

longing to the same class as the causes from which they spring

is loo wide.... Nor is there any reason for the restriction

that substances only are to be adduced as examples lor sub-

stances, and qualities only for qualities.' ..." .(p. .'JN.'I— 38(5).

//. The unseen principle {mlr*ltt) and the atoms. Im-

possibility of creation and world-destruction , from the standpoint

of the Yaicesika (sutra 12).

a. Imposition of how the world is created out of atoms by the

influence of adrntji (p. .'ISO).

6.' Refutation of this doctrine: following suppositions are made:

endeavour or impact is the cause of the movement of the atoms

at the time of creation; or a<lr*ta residing in the atoms; or

ailr*ln residing in the souls — all three suppositions give rise

to absurd consequences.

r. Conjunction of atoms is impossible. [Cf. n similar refutation

as Camkara's, used by the Yogacaras, MiW'On JV. S. Up. 179].

('. S a hi a r <> if a and conjunction of the atoms. The

notion of inherence, applied to the supposed relation between atom

and binary compound, leads to a regressus ad infinitum, (sutra 13).

a. Imposition of the objection (p. Its'.)).

h. Self-defence by the Yaicesika : mwnptlfft is eternal ami there-

fore cannot give rise to an infinite regress (p. 880).

ft, Dispute continued (p. 300),

I). The movement of atoms proved to he impos-
sible by a prasangika argumentation (sutra 14).

..Moreover, the atoms would have to be assumed as either essen-

tially active (moving) or essentially non-active, or both or neither;

there being no tilth alternative. Hut none of the four alternatives

is possible. If they were essentially active, their activity would be

permanent so that no pratayn could take place. If they were essen-
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tiallv non-active , their non-activity would be permanent, nmlno
creation could take place..." (transl. p. Mi)).

[NOTE: the argumentation is a beautiful instance for the close

relation which esists between Vecliiiita find Miidbvannka Ihiddhismj.

A'. The colour Of the atoms. ..And on account of t.he atoms

having colour, iVc , the reverse [of the Yaiecsika tenet would take

place], .
." (sutra 15) from the circumstance of the atoms having

colour and other (polities there would follow t lint . compared to

the ultimate cause, they are gross and non-periiinm'nt". (p. 31)1).

/*'. The d i f feren t n u m her of quail ti es w h i eh a re sn p-

posed to inhere in the atoms of earth, water >Ve. form

ii n objection ngainst the Vaicesika system If we nssiune that

some kinds of atoms |e. g. earthly atoms] have more numerous

qualities [than e. g. the atoms of water], it follows that their solid

size [wiirfi] will be increased thereby [i.e. tin' atoms of earth will

be larger than those of water], and that implies their being atoms

no longer. That an increase of qualities cannot take place without

a simultaneous increase of size we infer from our observations

concerning effected ' material bodies [We may notice here that

(/anikara's observations have not been very accurate!] ...If, on

the other hand, we assume... that there is no, difference in the

number of the qualities, we must either suppose that they have

all one quality only... or else we must suppose all atoms

to have. all the four qualities..." (Comment on sutra 1(1; transl.

p. m).
(i. [The atomic theory] is not accepted [by any authoritative

person] (sutra 1 7).

[Of. II. .Iacoiu— Sitzungsher. der K. Preuss. Madeline* 10] I

p. 732 &c. — who characterises Yedanta-Mimamsa, Samkhui-Yoga

and Nyaya-Vaieesika reflectively as: (/rufi, Smrti and Ciistra].

//. Egression in the comments on sutra I 7 (transl. p. 31) t).

In the comments on sutra 17 Camkara gives a long polemics

independent of Hadariiyana's Sutras. We may distinguish the fol-

lowing points:

a, Polemics against the assumption of six cate-

gories. „The Vnieesikas assume six categories, which constitute

the subject-matter of their system. . . . These six categories they

maintain to lie absolutely different from each, other, and to have

different characteristics. . . . Side by side with this assumption they

make another which contradicts the former one, viz. that quality,

action, &c. have the attribute of 'depending on substance. Hut that

is altogether inappropriate.... The substance is in each case
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cognised by means, of the quality ;.the latter therefore lias itself in

tin- substance. The sninc reasoning applies to action, generality,

particularity and inherence." (transl. p. 30 4)

h. Polemics against the notion of ft// u la it <(<lh i. (i. e.

..the relation of one not being able to exist without the other").

W'e inav paraphrase (,'anikara's argumentation as follows: we may

distinguish three respects in which «/inl(i*UI<llii, conhl be thought

of: aiitihixlihlhi as a spacial, as a temporal or an essential relation,

{ii/iil/nt/iilrrfttrn . fi/trl/ift/,/:(il(tfiUt , ft/irllift/,*cat)fnl cti fra).

x. Suppose (t/;nt<tsi<l(l/i> to mean the fact of one thing only

existing when in the same place as .the other thing'. Then we

should arrive at the following consequences: according to the

Ynieesika system 'the cloth inheres {jamaveti) in the threads', [but

the eloth is not said 'to inhere ill the cloth itself] i.e.: the cloth,

originated by the threads, occupies the place of the threads, hut

not the phiec of the cloth; further the qualities of the cloth,

white-ties* <\e. must be considered to occupy the .same place as the

cloth, but not the same place ns the threads; — further from

V.S. I, |, 10 we must conclude that the cloth, inhering in the

threads, occupies the place of the threads, and that the qualities

of the cloth occupy the place of the qualities of the threads. We
may put these conclusions in the following tnhellic form:

not occupied

:

place occupied : place

(1) •loth threads cloth

(2) pialities of cloth cloth thread

(3) •loth threads

(1) pialities of cloth (pialities of threads.

Now the fourth conclusion 'the qualities of the cloth occupy the

same place as the qualities of the threads'
|
which (pialities in their

turn oceupy the sime place as the threads], [leading to the conse-

quenee: 'the (pialities of the cloth occupy the same place as the

threads'], is contradicted by the second conclusion 'the qualities -of

the cloth do not oceupy the same place as the threads'. So we have

pitted ex abmrtfo that the definition of tn/ulax'uhllii as ft/»//Hif/(te<-afcft

cannot he upheld.

• (2. Suppose fii/ufnxi(U/n to mean 'the fact of one thing only

existing provided that the other thing exists during the same time,

then one horn of the cow is to be considered to inhere in the

other horn of the cow.

7. ..And, if finally, you explain it to mean 'non-separation in

character'
, it is impossible to make any further distinction between

the substance and the quality, because quality is then conceived as
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being identical with substance, [whereas the Vaicesika wants to

uphold their difference; see here under letter r].

c. Polemics against the distinction which the Vai-

cesika s make between conj unction (»ff ittt/rx/a) and in-

herence (8a M/ffi'fl/jffi), (transl. p. .'P.MJ).

(/. Polemics against the distinction made between
conjunction or inherence and the two things thus
connected (cf. here letter a) transl. p. :il>7.

c. Conjunction between the atoms, the sou I a nd the

internal organ cannot take place, because they have
no pa its.

'/. Polemics against the assumption of hum flex a

between the simple atoms and the hiuarv compound.
(S<tnirle*a 'is that kind of intimate connection which exists, lor

instance, between wood and varnish'). TiHBAlT, translation p. 390.

[NOTE. Cf. this discussion with the first passage, quoted from

Wassiuew's Huddhismus, under letter //}.

1 do not remember to have met with the term wmvIpm in

Vaicesika writings. Upai;lc*a is found Nvavakandall p. '\'2't I. 11).

//. Polemics against the theory of (ivritdvrayabhiivn*

[According to the Vaicesika] ..the mmavfiya relation must be assumed,

because otherwise the relation of that which abides and that which

forms the abode — which relation actually exists between the effected

substance and the causal substance — is not possible". (According

to the Vedantin] ..that would involve the vice of mutual dependence

[jtarolarrivrtniiih'a).'" See further transl. p. 3!M). Moreover ..the Vediiu-

tins aekowledge neither the separateness of cause and effect, nor

their standing to each other in the relation of nhodc and thing

abiding".

h. Polemics against the notion of atom. ...Moreover, as

the atoms are limited [not of infinite extension], they must in reality

consist of as many parts as we acknowledge regions of space, whether

those be six or eight or ten, and consequently they cannot bo

permanent"..

It is interesting to compare this passage with the information,

given by Wassiljew (from Dsuam-.Iancs-Dscuahi'a's work nboti't the

Buddhist Sautrantikas and Vaibhasikas.

Wassiuew p. 271). „l)ie (,!ravaka's nahmen iiberhaupt Monadcn

an, welchc keine Tlieilc . Imbcn, nach< der Meinung des Lchrers

Samgha-raksita (?) blcibcn dicse Monade nicht eine an der undent

klcbcn, sondern eincn /iwischenraum Kwischen sich lasseud, um-

riugen sic einander wechselseitig, um cinen Korpcr m Itildcn...
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libcrliaupt nehnicn alle bnddhistischen Sysfcmc gleiehniiissig an,

dass es keine kleinere Form als diese giebt tind sie weder gespalten

uocli getlieilf werden kiimi; sic weiehen von einander nur dririn ab:

ol> cine Monade ans Theilcn besteht oiler nicht — mid wenn dabci

anch (till ersten Fall) gesagt wird, dass die Monade aus aeht

Klctucnten gehildet sei. d. h. ncht.Scitcn hnhe, so sagt doeh

niemnnd dust si<* cine Yerkcttung sci".

Wa-siljew |>. :$ OS. ,.1m Rctreffdcf [Atome] sagen die [Vogiicarva'sJ,

dass., wenn man (wjc die Sauirantika's) die Monade nls cine Ver-

bimliing \<»n sec lis (Sei ten) betrachtet, dies bei all dem bedeutet,

dass sic ans Theilcn besteht: wenn man aber nlle seelis als etnas

einiges ii im in t (wie die Yaihhasika !

s)', dnrili muss man aneli einen

K mlt<*1 al> cine Monade betraehteii; folglich iVe.
? *.

/'. I? el* u't. at ion of the Yaieesika theory „th't1 things
can lie d mim posed only b v t lie 'separation of their,

parts." ...Iu<4 as tin- hardness of ghee, gold and the like, is

destroyed in consequence of those substances being rendered liquid

by their contact with lire, no separation of the parts taking place

all the. while; so the solid shape of the atoms also may lie decom-
posed by their (Hissing hack into the indift'crcnccd condition of the

highest cause'*.

When we now look buck on the analysis given, we may state

the following points:

I. The author of Madnrayana Sutra II. 2, 11 — 17 is only

interested in the Yaieesika system in so far as it gives (see Prac.

'

Hhiisya hook II eh. 2 $ <», p. 48) by means of its atomism a

theory of the creation and the destruction of the world. This

criticism concerning the treatment of a subject surpassing human
research and science, was no difficult tusk: and since the remarks
of the critic are of little importance, we may pass them by.

j

2. The polemic*, given by (/amkaha under sntra 17, arc much
nore interesting. Still his discussions on the six categories {a) and
»n the notion of inherence (c. // & //) must be considered to be

a failure. Fvery use of language, every daily experience, every

expression of a scientific thought, supposes such distinctions as

tiling, quality, action. And the distinguishing such a relation as

that between a thing and. its qualities, does much credit to the

Vaiccsikiis and may be termed an admirable result of abstraction,

riiiretoiv although dialectics has a right to show the antinomies
to which all our fundamental notions give rise, it is unjust to

deny the great merits of m system which first succeeded in dis-

tinguishing and defining many of these notions. And even though
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we must admit the thesis tlmt a tiling is nothing apart from its

qualities, still we arc obliged to Icgimate this distinction and to

continue making us«r of it, I consider it a great shortcoming in

Indian .thought that it has always indulged too much in dialectics

and sophistry, but striven too little lor that, called l>\ European
scholar*

: 'scientific explanation', a form of science requiring patient
observing and ingenious (combination of experienee. I think it a
pity that the right tendencies of the original Vaicesika alter all

resembled 'a river dried up in the sands'.

8. The polemics, directed by Camkaia (in h) against tin- notion
a>i»taxi<Wn is interesting as a typical example of snbtle dialectics.

Vet I cannot agree with (.'ainkara Aciiryn's argumentation. Ji/nta.

nidillti signifies the logical necessity which exists between correlative

notions such as quality, aggregate and chiss on the one side, and
thing, parts and individual on the other. Ami thus tu/iit(i*i>/<tf,i pos-

sesses a fundamental importance in the structure of human intel-

lect (see here book II chapter I section .*{ $ (I and 7).

I. The polemical remarks, made by (ninkara (under letter //)

about the notion of atom are interesting for the history of philo-

sophy; It seems to follow from the sentence, quoted, that (,'amkara

makes no distinction between flic atomism of the Vaicesikas and
that of the llinayana Buddhists. That a close historical relation has

existed between these systems is also proved by the fact that and
the Vaicesikas — to begin with Vw acasiapaua — ami the. San-
trantikas divide time into Asanas (moments, i.e. nndi visible dura-

tions of time, see here the section on Itmldhism. p. 8(1 $ I). We may
surmise that the kymUfivfldft . wns a theory laid down first, by the

Sautrantikas, and atomism by the Vaicesikas, and that then these

two theories were accepted by both schools, lor the rest the s|ie

eolations, given , on the atoms or monads, arc rather naive. They
show an unsufKeient insight in the properties of space. That space

has 'three dimensions' , but that the number of its •directions'

— taking any point as its centrum — is infinitely great, was not

understood by them. They talk of an atom having six or eight or

ten parts, six or eight or ten sides (thus identifying part and side)

according as they distinguish four cardinal points plus zenith and
nadir, or eight cardinal points (?), or eight cardinal points plus zenith

and nadir. It is worth noticing here that, whereas Kiuiiida and

Pracastapada mention ten directions (di^as), (>iiuiaka in discussing

the existence of atoms, distinguishes six parts or sides of the atoms.

We learn from the first of the two jmssages, quoted (under

letter //) from Wassiljew, that Samoha-raksita taught that an inter-
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space exists between tin* atoms. I do not remember to have found

such an explicit statement of the porosity of matter in any of tlie

Vaiccsika writings. •

"t. Tim. refutation of atomism, given by (,!amkara (under letter /'),

eau lie expressed m a more modern and occidental form thus:

matter nee<l not necessarily consist of atoms, i.e. physical bodies

which arc indivisible, and never changing in form or volume —
but ' iimv consist of eorpnscula which, according to circumstance,

change their form, their volume or both, with this one restriction

that a change in volume is accompanied by a change in the degree

or intensity of their internal quality' (called force &c), in other

words, matter may consist of material eorpnscula to be defined as

the mathematical product of two factors, viz. spacinl extension and

iutcrmd intensity.

As we shall sec later (book II chapter 8) the influence of lire

noticed in the melting of ghee and gold, has given rise to long

dissipations on the part of the Vniccsikas.

. AI'IMINDIX.

Tat rcfuhilhni »f lhi<l<lhtxt'iv r/nr/ri/tfx h) I'oth'iHhi-Stitra anil /i//f/xi/(/.

A lengthy polemics against Buddhistic philosophy is found in the

jpHMifige Vcdant.i. Sutra II. 2. 18—82. In book IV section VII II,

I have given its analvsis to which I should like to add here the

following annotations:

I . The passage consists of two portions II, 2, IS— 27 and
'.' s $%, The lirst part is directed against the Sarvastivjidins ; the

second is explained bv ('amkaha as a polemic against the Vijnana-

vadius; but II. .1 a* oiu has decidedly proved that H.\i>.\h\ya>a him-

self attacked by it the Madhyamikas, his contemporaries. .Iacoiu,

namely, Jias discovered . that the Vrtti-passage, quoted bv (/abaua-

swmin under Mini. Sntra I, I, ft *), contains in its beginning a

refutation of Madhyamika doctrines, further that the author of this

Vrtti verv probably commented upon the I'ttara-MTinainsa as well,

and finally that in accordance with this, the Vrtti-passage referred

to, although preserved in a l'urva-mTmainsa commentary, is really

an old explanation of Vcdauta Sutra II, 2, 28— 32.

i KreW l»«.k IV s,,ti..n VII Mil. A.
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-2. The first pnrt of the polemics, directed against tin*

Sarvasti vadins, may be divided into two parts:

(sutras 1$ & ID) a refutation of the tlhnfa-%knudha theory, i. e.

thi' theory stating the physical bodies to have originated at the

time of creation from material elements, <ltnihi*, and psychical life

similarly to have risen from psychical elements, *k nmllm*\

(sutras ;!0--27) a refutation of the' kyhnthfifini/n-rai/a ,'\. v. the

theory that everything - of material and psychical nature —
undergoes momentary destruction.

\\. From Ounkara's comments on sutra 10 we learn that tl.o

notion fl/ftt/fi-rij/ffl/tf/ (j. e. 'ai state of consciousness in which one

feels oneself perceiving, willing iVc.'. thus not quite the same as

'self-consciousness, i.e. the identification of the self of this moment

with the self of a past moment,'), n notion, first formulated by

the Vijnanavadius was also accepted liy the Sarvastivadins. Thin

agrees with the account, given by M \diiava \c\hva of the Sail-

trantika school.

I. With reference to passage II, "Z,. 2 8—31 , as ori-

ginally understood, we may notice: that the question, referred

to in sutra JiO, namely, whether ideas are directly perceived or

not, has also drawn the attention of Brnhmanie philosopl t. The

Vaiccsikns believe an idea, and in general a psychical state, to be

directly perceived by the internal organ, whereas the Mimamsakns

affirm the presence of cognition to be only found out by inference

(see (Janoanatiia Jiia, The IVabhiikara school p. :li) = Indian

Thought II |). IK)).

5. Further we may notice that the objection, raised by the

Vcdantin against the Buddhistic conception of self-knowledge

or more accurately expressed: against the theory that one intellection

is known by another intellection — is based on the general Bud-

dhistic theory of momentary destruction. So there is parallelism

between the argumentation of sutra 20. showing the eontmdictioii

of the notion of causality with the fynHabha'ii
t
qarcild<i

%
and the

argumentation of sUtra 31, showing the contradiction between the

Buddhistic theory of perception and the same dogma of universal

kxaitikafca.

0. The difficulties; noticed by R\oak\ya\a in the explanation

of psychical facts, on accepting the momentary existence, were also

felt by the Vaicesikas, who have accepted the last mentioned dogma

to a certains extent from the Saiitriintikas. Thus the complicated

theories were originated as we find iti the IVacastapiida-bhasya,

book III chapter 2 $ 7, edition p. Ill (see here book II chapter IV).
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7. \Yhcn comparing the original meaning of Vcd.

Sntra II, 2. 28—$2 ir.it fc that assigned to it bv ('am-

is a r;i. are mav observe: ft, sntra»2S lias got a narrower application

b\ r.iinkiiia. Iml the proof, given in sutni 21) , has remained the

same; h. sntra W has fpiite changed its meaning ; heing originally

a refutation of the perceptibility of ideas ami becoming by later

interpretation ret'ntntion , of the ti In >/fi-ripinna as the exclusive

cause of the complete scries of psychical life ; the premiss, brought

forward in sntra .'M , has remained the same: viz. the theory of

nnivcrsiil inomeiitariness; its application, however, has been changed.

8. H\ comparing the polemics in \vava Sntra IV, .3, 4—31
with that in Vedanta Sntra II, '2, 12—27 we mav notice: a.

the Nvava accepts the atomism, also forming part of the Santrfin-

tika and Vaicesika philosophies, .but- lladaniyana and Cnmkma

agree here respectively with the Miidhyamikas .ami Vijniinnvadins,

both, rejecting atomism. (Cf. nil the agreement in this respect be-

tween Madhyamikas and Vijhanavadins the exposition of .lacobi's,

.I.A.O.S, vol. XXXI p. 11): //. on the other hand the Nviiya and

Vedanta Sntras agree in their rejection of .\l ml hya mi ka doctrine

expounding that all perceptions have epistenmlogicaUy the same

value as dreams and illusions.

Sr. ction \\,

SAMKIIV.V & V()(J\.

| I . Tin' cl/t'oti'i/o//// ft/' IIn' Siiiiiklii/it ami ) of/a.

lor studying the Samkhva and Yoga I have principally used

(I Altai's book 'hit- Samkhva Philosophic' (2nd edition). A list of

passage* occurring in this book, of value for the study of the

Vaiecsika texts, are collected by me in ln»ok IV. section VII table C,

I should like to insert here the following annotations to (iarbc*s book :

I. .Iacohi has proved that . I\\tan.f\i,i, the author of the Yoga

Sntra cannot be the same as the grammarian of that name. ..The

adoption of originally heterodox doctrines (viz. 'the atomic theory

which originalh belonged to the Vaiecsikas' and 'the doctrine that

time consists of hmms] lev l'atanjali [the philosophical author]

therefore nnmisiakeahly points to a relatively modern time-, and
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thus it serves to confirm the result ill which we arrived by examining

the. allusions to Huddhist doctrine* contained in V. 8. : namely,

thnt the Yogfl Sutrn mnst be later than the 5th century A. 0. It

is probably not far removed in time from lr\\u\ Khsna, the

remodeler of Samkhva". (.1. A.O.S. vol XXXI p. 20 & <i,nhe p. I \S).

2. S.vne ('ani)hv Vinvvimi san.v (Med. School jr. S3) mentions

n legend about n controversy between the l.huldhist Di<;N\<;\ and

levara Krsna. (Cf. TaranAtha'b (icschichtc des Huddhismus, von

ScniKr'NKR |). |.32, where tin* name Krsna is read). Since levari!

Krsna mnst have lived before 550 A. I). (M. Mi ij.f.ii, India, what

can it tench ns? p. 301), Yidyiihhusana's conjecture about the

identity of I evara Krsna. the legendary opponent of Digna'ga and

l(;vara Krsna, the author of the Sanikhva Karika. seems very

probable, although the Samkhya-karika* and the works of higujiga.

as far as we know, treat of quite diH'erent subjects (l'\\ (Jarbe

p. 7S, on \ \si hamhia as a contemporary of levarakrsnn).

1. The teachers-list, given in iMaiMava's'

(,'ntitkiim-vijiiyii (Wf.wh's

Literaturgesehiehte, 2to Ausgnbe, p. 200 note 2B.8) is too un-

reliable to allow us to draw conclusions about the date of Vyfisn,

the .author of the Yoga BhiTsva, or (Jamlapada, the author of the

Hhasva on the Samkhva Karika. So much is certain that Ciiiudnpiidn,

the Sanikhva-author, cannot have written the Vediinlic (iamlapiidiM.

Karikil (cf. however (inrhc p. 44 n. 2 & p.
'
S7).

5. As is settled now by St'AM (Introduzione p. 5S cf. (iarbe

p. SS Vacaspati-Miciia lived in the lirst half of the ninth century,

thus before Ciunu aha's time. A more thorough knowledge of this

versatile author would undoubtedly give us a deeper insight into

the history of Indian philosophy and the mutual relation of the schools.

$ 2. fevara hrp/n ami I'nfmtjali, qmtlml in the Nyflyakntnlah

.

On the historical relation between Vaieesika ami Yoga see .Iacom

(.1. A.O.S. vol. XXXI p. 28), We learn from this article that the

systematical Yoga has been the lending party, the Vnicesikn the

borrowing one.

In ChIdiiaiia's Nyaya-kandah the Yogasiitra and the Yogasutra-

bhiisya arc quoted a few times in short jmssages (p. 58 I. 3;

p. 171 I. 21; p. 172 1. I; pag. 27S I. 8—10; p. 270 I. 2) >).

In the same book Icvaha Ki.ts$A's Siimkhvn Kfirikii is referred to

four times, on p. 113 Kiiriku IX, on p. 270 Kiirikfi LXIV ft LXV,

') .See moivnviT hero book 11 ehnpter VI ncction 1 $ f> for nn intrrpstinjj |inrclit>I between

YoganHtrn ond Prn^astRpftdnhhllMB.
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on p. 284 K:iiik;i LWII. In the three last of these quotations,

referring t«» mnfoti, ('ndharn intends to show the eonniinnis opinio

of divergent systems in regard to the difficulty and possibility of

liberation.

& .'J. Ihixxiitjox in Sihnlfitiii fCOfH betiriiifi on Ihe Vafyeykn xi/sffni.

I shonld like to add the following annotations to the list of pas-

su ifrs collected in hook IV section VII table C;

I. Mo>t of the statements, made 'by < I ahhk. refer to works later

in date than (,'rnlhara's \vaya-kandali, to wit: to the Sanikhva Sutra.

Amim niniVs and Vi.in anaiuiiksi 's commentaries. Kxceptions are:

no. | / on the (i.safhini/a-crrt/fi , no. 24 about the a/tft/fl n'tr*'///.

no. 20 ahont the exist; nee of the Lord: no. 28 about the soul and

its (problenmtie) qualities, no. 38 about the theory of nauuHlMt (this

eoneerns a reference to Vacam'ATI-Micka'k Tattva-kaumudi).

2.. (Jarbe's conception of no. !\ (the maxim of logical simplicity),

no. I \). as typical for the Snmkimi system, when compared with

the other dareturns, seems a priori improbable and is contradicted

by the facts. The ft/n/oufih-rut/ft or aRyvttyaiiUHp'rtt/a is often referred

to in the N\aya-kandali (e. g. p. *1 I. 10; p. S7 I. 10; p. 12 I. 0;

p. 30 I. 10) and so is the miarasl/in, auftrnsf/inna or anavaxffiid' (Ny.

kiuidah p. 07 I. 4: p. 12 I. 8; ef. moreover I'dayaxa'n Kiranavali,

Henares edition p. 33 I. 1). Cf. Sr.\i,i Tntrodu/ioiic p. 110—117.

3. The questions formulated in no. 10— 15 are points, much

discn^ed by Vaiecsikas. No. It) is meant as a refutation of ahhlm

as a seventh category,, an opinion held by t,Vidhara and the writers

of the syncretic Nyaya-Vaiecsika; no. 12 is opposed to the Vaieesika

view of. the cternality of the sfhmhiyas and the transiency of the

individual things; no. 13 is opposed to the dharma-dkarwi-hhetfa ,

defended by (/ridhara (Ny. kandalf p. II: p. 101. p. 114): no. 14

seems to be directed against a" similar thesis, of the Mliniunsakas,

for in the official Vaieesika system the notion vakli is not ackow-

ledged (see Ny. kandah p. 1 14); concerning no. 15 see Ny. kandah:

p. 1MI* I. 2s \c.

1. Tin* Halhrinia-vthht of the Sanikhva (no. 17) is attacked by

(/ridhara in the N'yava kandah (p. 143). This egression occurs in a

commentary on a .paragraph in Pracastapada's Bhasya, dealing with

*"»<//"//«. a clear proof that the (piestion had not yet raised Pracas-

tapada's interest, (/ridhara quotes here Sanikhva Karikii IX and

comments npon it.
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Skction 4.

BUDDHISTIC PHILOSOPHY.

^ I . hifrnt/itrfon/ tieui ark.

With regard lo philosophical speculation ire ma\ divide the*

history of Buddhism into two periods: the prac-Kaniskean mid (he

post-Kaniskean. A few quotations from Kkhn's Mainmt of ]Ui1<1hi*n

I should like to insert here

:

p. 121 : ..The ivigitof the Imlo-Scvthian king Kimiskii . , . marks
in more than one respect an epoch in the histon of India. This

conqueror of (,aka or Tnrnska nice. . . extended his s\\iu over a

wide tract of country comprising; Kabul, (iaudhara, Sindh, N. W.
India, Kashmir mid part of Madlmideca. The N. Buddhists..,

have a tradition that the might v inoun reh was at lirst no adherent

of their creed; they ascribe his conversion to the instrumentality

of the reverend Sudareana... We have no single indication of the

probable date of his conversion, but we shall hardly go fur amiss

if we assume as the approximate date of the Council held under

his patronage A. I). 100.

p. 122: „Thc most significant trait of the Third Council is that

it closed a period of old quarrels between the seels; it did not

prevent the rise of new aspirations. Mahiivanism , which in an inci-

pient state was already existing, ere-long boldly raised its head.

Buddhist authors explain this fact in a semi-historical wa\ b\ relating

that the Boddhisattvn Nagiirjuna, the founder of tlic Madhyamikii

system, was born at the time of the Third Council, and became

the greatest promoter of Mahayanism . . . Considering that the

Rajatarangiiif represents Nagiirjuna as having flourished immediately

after the Turuska kings, we may hold that Niigarjuna lived about

the middle or in the latter half of the second century".

The Buddhist philosophy of the |M>st-Kaniskean period is cha-

racterised by its more developed, technical methods. Four schools

arose in. these times, two of them being the continuation of the

eighteen sects of the prae-Kaniskean |>eriod. An acquaintance with

these four younger systems is indispensable for the understan-

ding of the polemics inserted in Brahmanic philosophical works,

specially for the explanation of several passages in (>Tdhara's Nyaya-

kandali.
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Though prae-Kanisknin Buddhism is loss important for our aim,

w\ it few points of its speculation mnv be indicated here, us they

still will prove of souk; help for our research. h>r this sketch I

have principally Used Kern's Manual and the two studies, written

In Oi.ik AMAUK and IH. Ml Vai.i.kk IVaatfi on tlie Theory ol'. the

Twelve Causes.

| 2. Vnw-Kmiixkvaii Ihn/iHiiimi.

The creed of the oldest Buddhism contains principally:

1. the Four Noble Truths, .lr>/(txuti/tii)i

\

2. the Theory of tin- Twelve Cnnses, l^dfiti/a-xnUiiil/Kithi ;

.'{. the doctrine of the Shni<l/ia*\

I. the doctrine of Karma* (i. e. the <t<(r*frt or unseen quality

of the Yaicesika-systcui).

The last-mentioned article of creed is eoinmoii to nH Indian reli-

gions thought: and some the contents of the lour Noble Truths,

their preaching of pain, with which every form nnd phnsc of

existence is imbued: .yet the formulation iii a fourfold clause which

imitates medical science, is typically Buddhistic. The quintessence

of ancient Buddhism , we may say, are the Four Noble Truths

,

compared with which nil other dogmas are secondary.

And whereas the Four Noble Truths form one ingenious thought;

which does not hear or need any alteration , the Theory of the

Twelve Causes is only a later formed conglomeration. Before proving

this, I shall, for convenience; write down the series in their

authentic order, adding to each member the English translation

of Kern's.

1. av'ulyn ignorance

2. mitixkfira* impressions

\\. rijhana clear consciousness

I. mimart'/m nnmc-and-forin •;*
•

5. *fi(/tlyat(tna the six organs of sence

('». Kpmya contact (of the senses with exterior objects)

7. vcdanfi feeling

8, trqnn desire

5). u/Hldrnm clinging ,
•
ell'ort

10. bfmni becoming, beginning of existence

I I. jnfi birth , existence

I -l. jarfnnaranam ^okapnriileraiiailii/ih/iailfiitriiimii/o/toi/nsn/i ,

old age and death, sorrow, lamentation, pain,

grief, despondency.
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The lirst point to ln> noticed in reference to this twelvefold
series, is tlint it has been evidently raimpcniecl from two older,
independent parts: „°. 1- 7 , n°. S \>2. The necessity of this

division is proved Ivy the prominent significance which tr*»il (desire)
has logically in the scries, secondly by the circumstance that only
the tncinlicrs S to 12 form n series which nin he explained as A
eansal chain without difficulties, thirdly h\ the fact that most of
the seven lirst members occur also in the theory of skamthm.

Rut there are not only a priori reasons for the division of the
twelvefold chain into two series, hut also historical material has
been collected by 1H. i.a Vai.I.KK I\h ssix in supj>orl of this thesis.

Theorie des Douzc Causes p. I: JM definition de la deiixieme
Xohle Verite (Sermon de Henares) fonrnit le cadre ct explique lc

hnt dn Vra1i1ya-Mmn1jMl(ja (a mvuir: derivation de la souflVauce,

explication des causes de la renaissance): I/origination {tauiHtltV/n)

de la souflrance. e'est la soif (= desir), qui conduit a la renais-

sance {/tinimb/iflra: re-existence), qui est accom pawnee de plaisir et

d'attaehement (naurfi-rffda)
, qui se complait en et la ; elle est triple:

concupiscence, desir d'existenee, desir dc non-existence". Vx
"re-existence" est synonymc de souttranee (premiere Xohle Write):
„Ln naissanee est souftVancc: la vicillesse est son ffranee , la inaladic

est souflrance, la mort est souflrance le corps et lame, la

vie physique et la vie morale (=- akantttas) sont souflrance".

..C'est-a-dire
, pour degagcr une ..chaine de causalite" : la soif

Vrwfl), desir sensuel on intellectuel, accompngnec dn plaisir {nainfi)

qu'elle trouve dans son ohjet. et de I'nttaclieinciit (ray/a), produit la

renaissance {punarbhfwn)) , cYst-a-dirc la souflVanee (dulHa)'. nais-

sauce, vieillesse, mort; tons les incidents dc la vie et la vie elle-

.

memc sont souflrance."

Theorie dc l)ou/.e Causes p. 35 „ Renaissance {janman) ct souf-

franee {f/itf/Ha) proccdciit de 1'acte {barman): clles en sont le fruit

iphahi) le ..ripening" (vipota); u son tour, I'aete precede de In

passion, „ infection" (klefa): tellcs sont les donnecs logiqncs (In pro-

hlemc. ],c pratltya-tamHtjHlda, qui sc domic coinnie une description

analytique de la production des phenomencs douloureux. . . doit

|>ar consequent ex poser trois phases, on ehemins, on ornieres. ..,

u Sfivoir klera, ..infection", barman, „acte", vipnka ou duHha on
lanman

, fruit, e'est-a-dire souflrance, c'cst-iVdire naissance". (Dc la

Vnllec Poussin refers in a note i.a. to Visuddhiinagga, XVII, sum-
mary in J.P.T.S., 1891, p. 141).

IJcfore now further explaining the Twelvefold Chain we must
ohscrve that it has no cosmic significance (as Pai i, Dkissen hits

Verhanrt. Kon. Aknd. . Wet.n«cb. N Reph* 1)1. XVIII W. 2. . *i
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neeepted). but onlv bears upon the sullcring of (lie individual being

(<T Oi.tkamarf p. 37). From this ensues, that the eausal chain of

Buddhism cannot be compared to the twenty-live principles of the

S.imkhva, as was proposed by .Iacom.

jmt, on the contrary, if we want to find a parallel in Krah-

m„,,ir philosophv , then' the list of pwmtf** of the Nyaya-system

will, certain!?, he the nearest of all. We have already noticed that

'this' list likewise consists of two groups, of whieh the first only

enumerates the most important subject-matter of Kxplanatory Science

~- IM.ysics and specially Psychology — whilst the second explains

the causal series of ortmMrn. We have further stated that dm
prtginnlh had the meaning of drew, »'»«" occupied the first place

in "the series; so that the order of the links was originally :

I . dvesa (& raga) or 1 .
dvesa

•2. pravrtti %> pnnrtti

iS. prctyabhava 3. janman

1. phal'a 4 diiljkhu •
.

5. duhkha

It cannot, I think, be denied that tluMe is a striking resemblance

between this series and the one. quoted In l)e la Vallce IWsin

from the Yisuddhimagga , and which may he written in inverted

|. kleca (= moha, avidysi & trans").

2. kannan (i.e. action, and not karman in the sense of adrsta).

:\. phala (or vipaka).

I. janman.

."». duhkha.

So we see that in botli places (in Vistlddhimngga XVII &

\\ii\iidarcana 1, 1, ~) mawIm is described as consisting of five

links, with this difference that the Yisuddhimagga places phttfo

before jnummt. Further no serious objections can he raised against

the identification of the five last links of the authentic I'ratitya-

samutpada with the'fivefold chain of sainsara whieh we.have attained

in the above described way. In other words /ftna is cf|iiivalent to

<lcr*a (vV nh/a). Hpwhlna io.kannan (activity), bhaca to pha/a,jafi

to jauman, and jarmuarava to (h'hkha. We may notice moreover

that the explanation of hhara as phala (i. e. ar/rsfa) is one given

h\ Hirddliist scholiasts.

Only a few words may be added here in reference to the seven

first links; they are exactly, like the [\\v first prainrt/as of the

\\n\a-s\stcm. in origin the headings of primitive science; namarttpa

originally meant the external world, characterised as it is by exterior

appearance and name (for to primitive thought name is it real quality
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of the things); the *of/>it/affiua nrt" the imlriiphn • (organs of sense)

of the Nviiva; vijMnn is the mind-stuff, the alfyf as it was ron-

(•eivcd by the Greeks. Afterwards lu'niiartt/m was titkotl in another

sense, rupa was called the external world mid nauta became a

collective for nil psychical facts. As to. the first term ari<h/ii, it must

not In; taken in a eosmieal, later Vcdailta sense, Init it simply

menus, as previously indicated, the ignorance about the real cha-

racter of litimnn life, its essential miserablcness and its foundation

on desire, hiilya, therefore, is the same idea as the niif/npijiidna,

which appears Xyava-daieana I. I, 2 as a hindrance to iiparanja.

When avittyfi or wiffa/a}iiana makes, place for tattraj»rnw(\. c. true

insight), then desire vanishes and with it all its consequences

{pravrf/i, or iipfidrina &c). Vet there is one great difference Ih>

tween Buddhism and Nyava-Vaieesikn; for, whereas these Itrahmanic

systems consider ire/tit, mii/ii/ajTitlini Ike. as qualities of the eternal

a fuiaii, Hnddhism denies totally the existence of soul, a denial

which received afterwards a dialectical foundation, when the old

aiti/i/a/ra-n'/d/i (the dogma of transiency of everything) had developed

into the haiiab/iaih/a-rdi/a (the dogma of . momentary destruction of

everything existent).

Whereas in the Xvava-systcin the ten prawn/as were left a loose

enumeration, the series of Hnddhism — originally two series; that

of the vkaiid/tas, i. e. elements of existence aiid consequently topics

of scientific disenssion, and that of chainlike *anwlra - - was recast

into one causal chain. The most logical attempt, which is seemingly

old (cf. De la Vallec Ponssin p. 36 note 3) and which afterwards

dominates in scholasticism, is the one which divides the twelvefold

chain into three portions:

a. 1. avidt/~i (with the inclusion of the other Meras: /rifiid and

dtr^a), '2. miiiskrira (i. e. karinan or adrffn). This group represents

anterior life.

b. 3. v/jiiaiia, 4. nnniarnjia (now : the human being), "; fad-

fnpifana, 0. spared, 7. vedand ; these arc the results of the former life

in this life; 8. (rfnrl, !>. itpdddna , 10. Mara; these represent the

causes in this life of a following life. Together then the notions

3—10 constitute the present life, lihaia here menus hmitan and

is synonym with minskdra in the first group (Sec De \a\ Vallce

1'oussin).

r. 11 & 12 jdli & jardiuaraiia &e. ; these form the future life.

The facts that the scission Iwfore tryia is more or less neglected

and that two different terms stanisldra nnd Mara are used for the

same notion, show clearly that this twelvefold chain has never
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ken one immediate thought, as was the case with the lour NoWe

Truths The /tro /////(/««>» /<//>«'/« has been the ortteome of cotttimieil

scholasticism, mill as such lacks even poetical or scientific value.

v
s :i. The chapter OH BmMhtm nr l/ic S<irca-<ln,-(;mi<i-H<ini<ir<ilia.

The- chapter on Kuddhism in Mmmiava Ac akya's Sarva-dareana-

simigrnlm limy he considered to he the lust introduction lor the

panskritist into the technicalities of .the tour post-kaniskean schools,

For in spite of this work having liccw written some centuries alter

(lie disappearance of Buddhism from India and with the help of

indirect. MMirces, vet its fulness of information, its limited size and

(he verv admirable and richly annotated translation by Dr. i.A

Y\i.i.i.k Poosin, place it miioiig the most important sources of

information concerning Huddhism.

in the following analysis (cf. here book IV section VII I)) and

rritMsm I shall refer to the translation mentioned (Museon. Noil-

velleSrric Up. r>2-7o, |>. 171— i-M»7 ; 111 p. 40 - 54. 99 1-401)

nml the edition in the AnandaVrama series, 1'ooiin (respectively

abbreviated as M. II; M. HI ; and V).

jfeforc commencing my analysis 1 should like to remind the reader

„| the plan of composition which Madhava Aearya has followed in

'

his Saingraha. He describes here sixteen systems of which the (/ainkara-

VVilfmta W the last. The order, chosen, depends on the philosophical

value. HWlgllCll to each of the systems. Therefore nine heterodox

system-* are described first and then the seven orthodox Dareanas:

besides the six', commonly called so, we ft nil here a I'aniui-Darcana

(..Madhava sa\s Cowiu, uses thi* peculiar term because (ho

mammalians adopted and fully developed the idea of the Purva-

uiiniamsa school that sound is 'eternal. Me therefore treats «,f .v/V^/

here and not. in his .laimini chapter'). The determination of their

philosophical value clearly shows the narrow-mindedness of the author

ami the influence of sectarian jealousy and prejudice. So we find

for instance placed second and fourth the Hauddha System and the

H\M\MMA-V<'drinta, but ninth the inereurial system teaching tlie

effecting of an artitical eestaey with the help of drogue*.

Further Madiuna aims, at showing how all the heterodox sects

refute cadi other. Thus the Itamhllia chapter begins with a polemics

against the materialists (Ciirvfikas) who deny inference to Ik? one of

the trustworthy sources of knowledge ; whereas the next chapter on

(In- .lainas begins with a long passage against the doctrine ot

complete monientariness, upheld by the Hauddhas.
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In the polemics against the ( arvakas, with reference to nnntinlnn,

Madhava uses two quotations from.. DikMHTAkiitTi (M. II 57; M. Ill

81?2;"'P: 5 Ik M. II 01; M. Ill 303; V. 7), one of the most

known. Buddhist authors on logic. Further l>e la Vailee I'oussin

mentions, a few parallels between tins introduction and the Nyava-

bitldll and the Nulyabindu-tika (see liis notes n°. 8 and 10).

Thus we may conclude the introduction to tile Ntlridliist chapter to

have been borrowed either directly or indirectly from the Buddhist

logicians.

The exposition of Buddhism itself begins thus: (M.IIOI; I'. 7)

..Les bonddhistes font render la. supreme utilile de riioiume thins

line quadruple meditation {rnhnviil/ni hhnvonu). Connus sons les uoms

de Miulhynmikns, de Yogfiefirns, de Sautrantikas et de Yaihhasikas,

les bonddhistes soutiennent respect ivement les doctrines dn vide eom-

plet
( tsarrn'-r/f////fi/rft), du vide cxterne {hnhya-ctiujatvtt), \\v Ta|>cr-

ception imlirecte des elioses extericurcs {tiahiffirthfiHtimeyatm') et de

lenr aperception immediate {hrih/nrtlta-prattfafyritm)"

After a sentence on the diversity of teaching (la divcrsite tie

I'enseigncnient) comes another passage which I should like to quote:

..'Tout est niomentnne, moincntnne: douleur, douleur: individitel,

individnel; vide. vide', (''est cette quadruple meditation {bhurumi-

r/ihtsl(ii//i) qui a etc enscignee
|

par le Maitrc]".

We must notice that Madhava uses, in the pas>ages quoted,

the term bhilMWl in different meanings: in the first passage witli-

reference to the main dogmas of the four sects; in the second to

the lour main points distinguished by himself in the Madlnamika

and Yogacara doctrines (see here book IV section VII table l>).

This second bfiaranfl-caftrttai/rt ') reminds us of a passage in

•Wassiui.w's Huddhisinus. where the 'llauptpunktc der llinaulna-

!<ehren- are described (p. 108):

„Hndlich beschiifigt vorzugsweise nicht nnr die nltcn Cravaka's,

sondeiii auch alle ubrigeu buddhistisehen Schulen, indem die Knt-

scheidung dersclben eincu Ausgangspunkt fur ihrc philophisehen

Ansehauungen bildet, eiue viel abstrnctcre, wahrseheinlicb spftter

als alle ubrigeu hervorgetrctene I'Yage, niimlich : oh die Kxistena

der Materie anzunchmen sei? Diese Fragc ist unzweifclhalft eine

Kntwicklung des buddhistisehen Bcgrifl's von der Qtffi/ ttnd der

(mirretlicit oiler (iegenstando, welehe nicht* Dancrendcs represent ircn

und, iudem sie temporal- existiren, Uniwandlungen linterworfen sind,

weshalb der (Jeist auch hci nic/if* fm ft mnehen kann"

.

') ('f. mr»irov«r Ny. Siltrn IV, 1, nmt Inn- Imh.Ic IV MVttoR VI.
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This second formula, then-, wlii«l» really belonged both to the

||ina\aiia ttltfl the Miiliimlni'i schools, WW used by MadhaUi as

groundwork for his exposition of the Maliaviinn schools. Tins

innovation of his however, led to incompleteness in the detcrip-

tion iintl mi.irht give tilt; impression that, the aittlirntic ami revered

dogmas of the lour Noble Truths and the IVatityn-saniutpiida were

Lily adopted by the Hi navana. It is almost, superfluous to contra-

dict thi>. .

It' wc cxnininc e.g. N \<;\iui na's Madhyamika <>stm •), then we

ciui dearly distinguish thief 'groups of chapters: A. eap. Ill A

tlisciission on the nktuuttm vVc, //. rap. IV -XII description of

wimfira (f<f/?a rap. VI, tt/w/thM dtp. iXi mmnrn specially cap. XI;

v///////^ nip. XII): r. nip. XXII— XXVI discussion on the most

revered dogmns of the Ihiddhislic church: the natuiv of the

lluddhn. the lour Noble Truths, the Nirvana 'mid the Pnitityii-

siiniutpilda (or ilvijilaru,h/h). This arrangement gives us quite another

insight into the Madhyamikii seliool nnd proves the insufficiency

of Miidhiivii's exposition.

^ I. Mtirlliftrn* c.r/Kixifioii of the Mtitl/ii/amifot seliool.

In the Snrvn-diircanh-siiiiigrahn the Miidhvamikn school is described

under the four heading*: l*aimhbit»j}<i , Mkha , walakwifnTrn ,

<;mn/tihh The discussion on the kMiiahluiiijia contains two points:

a. the ktmtUnnhla itself (M. II H2— 71 , I?. 7—10): *• the refll-

tntion of K'huaiii/fi iind the two other Vnieesika notions: vice*ft unci

mutiny*, (M. II 71—7 a I'. 10—11).

A passage parallel to •/ is found in the Nyaya-kundnh p. 7'1 &c. f

where ihe eternnlitv of soul is upheld ; passages parallel to b ihiilem

p. UJ. 17 nnd p. :1I7 -.-J»20. where the Vnieesika notion ol' «*intifnfa

. is discussed.

I should like to lay stress on the fact thnt in passage n and

its parallel in the Nyiiya-knndalt, L*min does not simply mean:

'moment, indivisible duration'', but 'niomeutary, individual con-

tents of consciousness'; as example of such a hand the [sensa-

tion
|
'blue' is often mentioned in the Nyjhn-kiimliih (ef. M. II 17*2

note 50).

•We may surmise that the ha,iara,la which taught the moinen-

tarv evidence of everything, took its origin in the .Suutriin.tika

•) St \V ,m».u'* Iniiislntinii.'

'
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school '(see IH. ' i..\ Vm.u.i. Poissin , Opinions p. ITS At.) ;
Hint it

was accepted liy Pracnstapada with slight alterations (see .hconi,

.I.A.O.S. , iinim 1
(
.> 1 1 p. 3ft), Uut that it wn* totally lounged w

rhnniktvr by Hie MiicUivfiwikiw. I'W thorn the orijpnnl l*tt»jkt*-Mifo

was not rmltonl enough; For if \ve suppose thai time exists, that

it goes on in a succession of temporal atoms, then there would

he a fixed arrangement of all the tiling in the world during sueh

a temporal atom. The acute dialectics of the Madhyamikas would,

however, discover many antinomies in the notion of such a momen-

tarily tixed relation between all tilings. Not temporal atoms, there-

fore, hut a chaos of momentary sensations was the ultimate result

arrived at by this mania of negation. So with them the formula

'sarram k»<nnkai,> hecame renlly identical with the formula >/mi«/

svalaksa,,aw\. Ami in accordance with this the denial of genus and

the apol,aril<lrt were discussed by Msmiava together with the

!>*<,,HthlKhHja . though both do-mas couid just as well have hcen

considered as appendices to the sralalsa/fafrti-t'fitla.

With reference to passage h which contains this denial of

genus and the a/**haratla , i.e. n defense of an extreme nominalism

upholding genus to be neither in w nor h cmircptu — we may

notice that this refutation of *<hmi»i/a has taken in Miidhnvn's

account, Hie form of a polemics against the Vaiccsikas. in ns for

as ricr*,, and samara lire also brought in. Vet 1 do not Meivc

the' Buddhist apohnhlu to have been first laid down as a reply

to the Vaieesika theorv . I'or not the Vaiccsikas ,
but the Purva-

m,.nan»akas and through their mfluetieo - the Hn.h.nan.c

Naivavikas were the great antagonists of the Buddhists (sec here

p. hi \ 1). A reason for thinking that there hns been an active

interchange of thoughts for centuries between Buddhists and

Hrahmanic theologieians. is the frequent occurrence of tin- proble-

matie eternnlitv or transiency of sound in the passages of the Bud-

dhist logical works'), dealing with the theory of inference. I'or

the belief in the eternnlitv of sound wns a question of vital inipor-

tai.ee for the Purva-niimanisakas. And it was their grammatical

and exegetieal studies which led then, to raise the question whether

words refer to individuals or to classes. Their answer to this quest. >n

was attacked by the Buddhists, and vice versa Kimakh.a's (/loka-

vnrttikn refutes the apohacftda in connection with the 'vtbtimynrMcHa

santbamlltal/\

I) N.M- Vii.vmim «.\.>\V M«<lin.-v.»l Nchml \*m\n.
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Tltc (wissages on the notions dnld/ia (M, II | 71) and sntlnk*<i,,alra

(M. II, 171) are very short.

In the passige on runi/aira, as conceived, by. the Madhvainikas,

w'v may distinguish lour points:

11. (M. II, 172). Proof for the thesis Unit the .object ami the

qualities of the object and the relat ionJietween object.ami qualities,

and further the act. of perceiving and the agent of perceiving do.

not exist. This thesis is proved by the example* of the dream and
the m/h/am (e. g. the taking the shell lor silver)..

[XOTK. The siime argumentation, attributed here by MuuiAva
A< \in a to the Madhynmikas, has already been met with in the dis-

Cnssion (if the Nvava-Sntra, the lladaravana-Sntra and Boimiwana's
Vrtti on the Mimilmsa-Stttrn. Further we have seen that Kimmiii.a

in the (.'loka-A.iittika mid (/amkaka .\eiir\a in the Vedanta-Hhiisva refute

a rather similar argumentation, used lev the Yogacnras- for proving
the non-existence of external things only. It is interesting to see

lure that Madhava Aearva has accepted the formula in its oldest

form and application],

b. (M. 11, 173). The fourfold formula: mrvnm nut///am, xarrmii

tinH //am. sarram 91'ftfaliffinnnj, Htimtni fv////<v///, gives the order Hi

which the xarta-rH/iyafra is to be proved.

M. II 171). Proof for the thesis: „\M nature des chose*
{In/Ira), e'est le vide, depouille des qunfrc alternatives, etre, non-
clre, etre et non-etre, ni etre ni non-etre."

[NOTE. Though in this often quoted formula four alternatives

are successively denied and the third alternative is obtained by a
Combination of the two first, vet we must not think exclusively
f/iis form to he used by the Mndhyamikas. So for instance we lind

in Nagarjuim's (.'astra (Wai.U:skr , die mittlere Lehre nach der
libetiselien \

r

ersion p. I |) the following instance:

..Das Tun ist nieht mit licdingungcri behaftet, nicht mit

Itedingiingen hchaftctcs .Tim exist lit nieht,

..Nieht mit Tun behaftetc llediugungeii existiren nieht, —

-

existiren sic dejm mit Tun behaftet'r"

Mere are successively denied: the existence of an action dependent
"ii conditions, the existence of an action independent of conditions,
the existence of conditions exempt, from action, the existence of

Condition* accompanied by action. Mere the third proposition is

ttbtained by the conversion of the first. Neither is the number of
I" 1 pn»positi „ s necessarily limited to four; it may vary according

o e.g. ii proposition containing two terms may lie put
to tin- case. S
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in iiinc different forma owing to the proposition successively being

put in a negative, n double negative and a combined negative-

positive form with reference to ciiltcr of the terms (ef. Nagnrjiinn's

(,'iistra chapter VIII).

if. (M 1 75). The <lr*l(irff!ac;/fiva/i<ira, is only allowed at tlie slaod-

poiiit of relative truth.

^ ">. Mn<llinv<ix aposition njf the' .Yoffiirdrtt vcfiwt,

MADHAVA Acarya hegilis his exposition of the Yogneara school

by saving (M II 177): ,,1ls adlarcnt a la ipiadruple mrdilation cit-

seignee par le inaitre et a la vaeuite ties
f
phciiomcnes] cxtcrncs,

inais ils. . . . se deniandent : 'dans quel sens la vaeuite des
|

pheno-

menes] internes a-t-elle etc admisc [par Ithagnvat }':'' Thus the

Yogiictira accepts the formula .virrmii kyuiikam , wrt'ftnt tlnhkhitm
,

sarrihii xraUdytiiain , xarnhti rimt/ain' , hut the lust member of this

formula is restricted to external phenomena, whereas the existence

of psychical phenomena is acknowledged. Concerning this last point

Madhava Acarya is hen' very short; he only mentions the nv/-

mmvedana (self-consciousness) accepted by the Yogacarn and quotes

from DliAUMAKtRTI a verse in which this self-consciousness — the

being awnre of one's self ns perceiving — is upheld :

„apratyak*ofHtlm»bh#*yft iHirlhtidrxtil; prmidtiyii .
•

i.e. .,Si |'apercept toil n'est |>as cvidentc, elle lie pent pas reiulre

visible** les ehoscs exterieures".

Then leaving this topic 1
) Madhava Acarya gives three argumen-

tations bv which the Yogacara proved the non-existence of exter-

nal objects. These three argumentations are the following:

b. The external object can neither be produced, nor non-produced.

(M; II p. 178).

e. „Oire/.-vous: '(''est qunnd rite est juissee epic la chose devicnt

objet de la eonnaissaiiee; — paree cpi'ejle engelidre la connaissance? -

(.'est parler comme nil enfant car 1. cette explication est contredite

par le fait (pie nous avons conscience de Tactualite |de lohjet de

In eonnnissanee]. et 2, die cntraiiie la pereeptihilite des sens et [des

antics facteurs de In eoiinaissnucc]."

d. External things can neither be atoms ((indivisible bodies) nor

nggregntes (divisible bodies). M. II p. 1 78— 17^.

After having thus proved indirectly that external things do not

i) In.lient.-.l in Hie taWr irf.rml to - Inx.k IV M-.ti.rn VII inti II l.y 0N letter <».
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exist and that psychical state- and the so rolled external things are

reall\ one, Madhava mentions:

c.'.n direct proof (M. II p. ISO -185; P. I S) lor the oneness

lahliiiht) of object (f/i'i/it/a) and HiibjoH (//m//"/v/).

The argumentations, here summed UJ) £—*, f^ive rise to the

follow iiig observations:

argumentation h is borrowed from the Madhvamikas In the Yoga-

(•aiiis; it points out the (supposed) ditlirultics of the imtion '/////<v///\

hut does not derive this antinomy from the externality of the objects

di>eiisx'd; so we have here to do with a capricious restriction iii

the application of the argument:

argumentation c is again borrowed from the Madhvamikas. it

originally consisted of three members which show the impossibility

of perception in the ease of precedence, simultaneity or subsequence

of the object with reference to its perception (ef. Nyjiya-sutrn 11,

I, IS \r'. and .Iacoiii, .1A.O.S. vol. XXXI p. 18);

argumentation <l again originally belonged to the Madhyamika

school and was accepted without any change by the Yogacaras. We
have met with this argumentation in tin- N\aya-sutra (IV, 2,.4) and

the Vedanm-sutra (||, 2. 12 &c.). It occurs in the Xviiyn-kimcliili

on p. 41 &e., namely in the comments on n paragraph, discussing

lire (/(•/(/*).
•

Passage <• may be compared i. a. with Cainkara Aeiirva's inter-

pretation of Vc(l. Sutra 11, 2, 2 s 52, Kunulrila-Hhatta's comment

on M.S. I. I. 5 section 2 \c, ami fitfully with a long discussion

in (j(imi\n\V Nuiyakandab p. 122 ff. In the last mentioned ease

iwc may notice) this insertion, discussing 'twoness' i.e. 'the separate

existence of external things and psxehieal perception' is placed

under IVaeastapiida's paragraph on 'twoness. threeiiess \c
;

nud

nuiiiher in general". (,'ndhara was obliged to make use of this

forced insertion, since I'laeastapada nowhere refers to this cpiste-

mologieal question.

. The argument c deserves still mo** of our attention. It really

consists of two parts, the second .of which can lie found in the

first paragraphs of the account given by Madhava of the Sautriin-

UWii school (M. II p. |v"> 1DJJ). These paragraphs namely have

the form of a dialogue between u Yijuiina-vadin and a Sautrautikn.

The lirsl part of the argument can be expressed in its Yogaerira-

forni thus: tin- duality, supposed to exist between an object and

our percept of it. has epistemologically the same value — i.e.

jintrust worthiness - as the quality which man, during dream or

hallucination, inmuiucs to exist between his mental fanev and its
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object. This pjirt is un adaptation of u Mndhvamika argumentation

for the {un I/aftut of everything (see-jM. II \r*— I7H),

The second part (cf. here book IV section VII, A and ibidem

H sub II) had originally this form: 'it is not true that the form

of the object moulds the mindstuh" and jrivrs il a similar form,

so that man may conclude, on the ground of the existence of this

internal shape that an object of a corresponding form cxixts cxtcr-.

liallv; but the object with its form and the percept with its form

an i identical'. In other words: the second part of the argument e

was originally a refutation of the 'imposition theory '< teaching tile

external objects imposing their form on the mind-stun" \ri')hnmi)

of the soul — a theory we may notice, closely resembling the

idea which an ordinary man, one not trained in philosophical

thought, possesses concerning the process of perception. According

to this nuivc conception, consciousness is a kind of looking-glass in

which the external objects arc reflected or a waxen table in which

the impressions coining from outside;, are stamped.

The refutation of this imposition-theory was perhaps already put

forward by the Madhyamikas; but they only intended to show the

(insufficiency of human intellect.

The argumentation became, however, the basis of the whole

Yogaeiira philosophy ; the identity of object and percept was then

more fully explained by the aid of its theory of nhyn- nnd firavrfti-

vijhilna. Before entering upon this dogma (§ 7 n°. I) I should

like to insert here a paragraph on the diKeren I theories of general

psychology and psychology of perception which have been current

in Buddhistic philosophy.

$ fl. Ptyc/ioloqica! muf ejHslCHiufoqicnl tkcurien rnrrcnl in

Hnddhmfir ffi/a/ciit* .

In this paragraph I shall give a short exposition of some psy-

chological and epistemological ideas which have been accepted in

Buddhistic systems, cither for a shorter or longer time with more

or less adherence, but the trace's of which will be often found in the

Brahmnnic texts such as the Nyaya-kaudali dealing with Buddhism.

1. Soul no permanent entity. Soul as a permanent entity

docs not exist. The series of states of consciousness forms the only

psychical reality. We may distinguish in them two classes : l.'the

reflections referring to the Kgo' or those states of consciousness in

which the individual feels himself to l>e the pereeiver of the objects,

to l>c the thinker of his thoughts fte.; 2. all other reflections and
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'ill |Mi'<*i'|>t i(»ns • i.e. those slates of consciousness in which tlic in-

iHviiliml becomes aware of his own moods, desires &c, or of exter-

liiil objects.

The first ehiss is ended that of the ftfaja-cyXiitHt, a term trans-

lated liy S.viaun TiKM as 'sensation <lu trcfond' ; tliis notion reminds

us ot 'the nhamhud of Hrahnmnic philosophy.

In the system of the \ ijhanavadins the series ot" vijW»m is

determined by nixfitto (M. II p. 192), in tlmt of the Saiiti ;int tkas

In th< eiiiisiil influence which the really existing, extcrnid ohjets

exertise on t!ie soul.

\\ e I'e re n ees. </;iiiik;i in Aca'rva's interpretation of Ved. Sutra

II. 2, 'M, MadhavaV Sarva-darcaim-sningraha.Alus. II p, 1 !> 1

—

\\V.\.

2. Perception not preceded by n physical process
which is transmitted through a medi urn. In other words:

neither do the sense-organs travel through space and grasp (i/r/u/atifi)

the objects, nor do the objects themselves send out their influence,

e.g. iti the form of soundwaves.; hut the ohjeets remaining sepa-

rated from the hod.v of the perceivcr. exercise a direct .influence

on the internal organ of the perceivcr. Thus each most ordinary

perception innv he called a process of telepathy. j-

.

Kclerenees. Cndhara's Nuiva-kan'dali p. 23itml the Nyiiyn-

koea s.v. fii'<iftt(U-/irtif)'Hrft-kiirifra.

,-i'tl. Existence of rijhnim as mindstuff {x&vif). There

exists a kind of niindstuH' which is similar to the other elements:

earth, Witter &e. The object causes — either through a physical

medium or through a process described under nV 2— a change of

form in this inindstull'.

References. \\ v sec traces of this naive conception in: I. the

r'ljiiiiiiii being called a il/itifu ju*t as prtkivi, ti/j/tx &C. sec ,Kl,HN,

Manual of Buddhism p. 55 note .'5: t. the imposition theory as

upheld by the Sautrantikns, see Madhava's account,

I. I

; or one moment can the object of on r eon scion s-

Jtess be only one. We shall meet this idea again in the IVa-

cavtapada-bhasxa. for the whole theory of the origination of num-
ber ' i. is tin* result of it. The general idea, however, has been

still more restricted by some of the l,*uddhists; then it may be

formulated thus: for one moment only one sensation can occur in

our consciousness. This is the radical xntlakminitva-vrnht (theory of

of eoncreteness as conceived by the. Madhyainikas. It is in flagrant

contradiction with the teachings of our internal perception.

1 *•< Ixt. i k II etwptfr III s.rti,.,, 1 Jj I a. .
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NOTE. This idea <>(' such n limitation thai only oiw percept

or concept or sensation may enter mind for one moment, is far spread,

not only in India, hnt also in Kuropc. We find it fur instance in

the beginning of Kant's Kritik dcr rciuen Vcriiniift. This dors

not take away the fact of its being totally wrong. In one 'moment
a whole thought, nay even a eompleetion of thoughts, for instance

the contents of* a hook, may he in our consciousness, although

more felt than* clearly perceived. The mutual connection of thoughts,

and that, of concepts, in consciousness does not resemble a river

in which the drops of water are bordering each other in space

and pass the same spot in temporal succession, for although in

psychical matters the factor of time is prominent, yet the relation

between the psychical contents cannot be described as a mere

temporal relation. A whole thought is often the Contents of our

consciousness, and remains so for some time, whilst meanwhile

the notions, contained in it. are placed one after the other, in

the centrum of our attention. The erroneous idea of one percept

only existing one moment, is the consequence of a complete

lack of insight in the importance which the 'subliminal' has in con-

scions life. ')

References. See the appendix to the chapter on the Vediinla

n°. ('» p. 75 and the passage on xphofa in the Nyayakandali 2oS,

24, translated here in book III.

5. The explanation of variegated colour. A question,

often discussed by Buddhists, by the Vaicesika philosopher C'ui nn aha '-')

and by all writers of syncretic Xyiiya- Vaicesika , is the following:

how is the perception of variegated colour caused? Though many
of their argumentations may by their subtleness irritate the Knropcan

reader, yet their laving down of this problem , is highly to be

praised.

NOTH. In order to show its. importance I shall choose here a

similar example , taken from modem European physiological psycho-

logy: When we put our hand in water — of the Vame temperature

as the surrounding atmosphere — we receive .the impression of

wetness. Now man possesses in his skin only two; kinds of nerves,

nerves sensitive for temperature and those for pressure. Although

therefore wetness seems to be a simple sensation, it is really a com-

1) These two shortcoming** of Indian psychology — its unsnfnYicnt understanding of

the r strenm of thought" nnrt it* ignorance nhont the existence of the snhliminnl - also

leil to the complicated */>/«»/f>-theorv of language.

2) Nyaya-kandall p. 30
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pound of a feeling of cold and n complex of feelings of incessantly

varving pressure, owing to the irrcsit niovableness of the liquid.

Tli us a seem high simple sensation is based oil a vcrv

i-oim |> lien ted form <»f nerve-excitement. In a similar way •

a speech-sound which is the compound of feelings of touch in the

tongue-surface , feelings of tension in the inuseles and feelings of

audition, gives its the impression of being ofilv a simple unity

:

uherca> reiilh csich of the three compounds mentioned, is again

ii \crv complicated system of subliminal sensations.

lit \\ assii.mw's Ibiddhismus 27$—27fi (803—808), three opinions

about the origination of variegated colour are mentioned:

I. .,wenn wir. etwas Huntfiirhiges sehen werdcii idle Knrben

dessclbcn so viel -Hirer nuch sein mogen . . .• in dem m dieseni

Himtlarbigfji uingeuandeltcn Sinn 1

)
des Sehcns oder in Bcgritt'

zuriickgest nihil oder civcugt. Mian dieses wird aueh glcichc Menge

des Subjects mid Objects genannt.

'2. ..Andre sagen aueh (lass... bei der Hetrachtung von etwas

Hiintfsirbigcm. weder die dunkelblaue nocli die gelbe. noeh die

iibrigen Knrbeii sich Iwi tins darstellen. sondern nur die Huntfar-

bigkeit uiid nur diese I'mm uiniint der Sinn des Sehcns njif; dieses

wird (lie Zertheilung in die lliilften eines Kies genannt".

8. ,.Nach Andern:. . . wenn man etwas Huntfarbiges sieht, ent-

stcht — wenn aueh das Object selbst sich in dunkelblauer, ge.ll>cr

nuil den iibrigen I'lirbeii darstellt. ill dem Sinn des Seheus den-

noeh nicht cine solehe Menge, sondern es wird nur in der form

der liuntfarbigkeit vorgestcllt. Dieses wird aueh die untersehiedlose

Maiinigfaltigkeit genannt".

The difference of the second and third opinion wants ii short

explanation. According to the third, which agrees with the one,

given bv modern physiological psychology, the blending of the many

colours into the one variegated colour, is n subjective, i. c. somato-

psuhical process. According to the second the separate colours are

themselves changed and blended into one colour, before exercising

their influence upon the human eye.

References. See especially Dk i.a Vau.kk IVhssin, Mus. II,

p. ISO n. 111.

(». A percept is a result of intuition (i. e. the seizing of

the object by the sense-organs), combined with reflexion,

in which reflection {wlli;/(iM*nt/a) remembrance has a predominant

part. The early discovering of this important psychological prin-
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ciple. we may notice, docs much credit to the acutcness of Indian

thought.

Reference*. I. Sarva-dar<;ana-saingraha. Mus. II p. 201 — 20.*l

(description of the Yaibhasika school); 2. S.vTn; Candha Vidya-

hiiisana, Mediaeval School of Indian Logic p. 83 \ 1 4 (description

of Dignaga's. explanation of perception). -9. l'niciistapada-bhasyu

p. iso I. 10— 19; 4, Nxnyakamlali. p. I M> 1. 13 \e. translated

here in hook III; 5. Atuai.yk's notes on the Tarkahhasa, p. 215,

$ 7. Ihhtliarff'x (lescri/ilinn of Iho Soiifiiint'dn ami

I'aib/iiixifitt xr/zoo/x.

With reference to M Ami ma's description of the Saiitrtititikn nml

Vaihhasika school I should il1\ii .-to limit myself to the following

points:

1. In the dialogue between (he Vogilenni* and the Sautritntika-

Huddhist (Mus. II p. I S 5— 103) oiflv two points of tile live which

1 have distinguished ') in Madhava's account of the Yogacrira system,

hit eonsidered, namely those termed c (the temporal relation be-

tween object and percept) ami r? (the direct proof for the oneness

between object ami percept) The answer to point, e runs: ,,1'olijct,

mis en contact avee I'organe. possede la qualite d'imprinier m forme

a la eonnaissance (pii va etre produite; et il sen ensuit que cet

objet possede la (pialite de pouvoir etre ronnii par raisonnement

{(muniana) en mison de la forme f(|u'il a) iinprimee [a la connaif

sauce]" [M. II p. I8*|. The answer to point c contains inter alia

the following argumentation! ..'l/ohjet <pii est interne apparnit

coinmc externe';' Ocln est inadmissible ear etant pose (pt'il it
*v a

pas de ehoses externes puisqu'cllcs ne peuvent prendre naissance,

il est absurde d'etablir hi eomparaison Ynmmc externe': quelle per-

sonne sensee (lira jamais: 'Vasumitra a lapparenec d'un lils de

femme sterile" [Mus. 11 p. 1871

2. The explanation of MrnHdnya (or prafilyaMmtt//*l(fa) [M. II

p. 197—190] is not an enumeration of the twelve iiidriitas (Kkrn,

Manual of Huddhism p. 47), but the distinction of causes in. o two

classes {prati/ayn and hvtv) which might l)e called 'transient and

immanent causes' or more correctly 'the materials and the succes-

sive stages in the internal development of things'. Both classes of

causes lead ultimately to pain {(bhklm) and further only they are

I) Here V . ft*
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inserted to he active in this world so that the activity of mi levara

is here excluded.

.'V. According lo Madhava's plan of composition ') eiieli sect of the

HuddliMs is shown to refute the' preceding one; so the Yogacaras

hold up the existence of self-consciousness (M. 11 p. 177 am-

miuirrifdihi) against the Madhvnuiikns ; the Sautrantikns the existence

of external things against the Yogacaras. Similarly the Ynibhasikas

refute the theory of perception, given by the Sautrantikas.

The last-mentioned school , as we have aceil , explains perception

by the imposition-theory. From the internal form of the vijnniia

we infer the existence of the external thing with its form. The

Vaihhasikas contradicting this explanation , assert our perception to

he-direct; when our sense-organs grasp the object, then we perceive!

by an immediate, process this object. The seizing of the object Ivy

the . .organs and its perception are identical. A causal relation be-

tween the object and a supposed creation of an internal form does

not exist, neitlivr is therefore perception a kind* of inference.

(M. II p. 200). ,.Si If connaissable ne pent etre connu (pie par

raisonnenient . il n'existe anemic chose' qui soit evidente: done il

n'est point d'appui pour la commissi lice de concomitance invariable;

done il est impossible (pie le raisonnement entre en jeu".

(M. II 2(1(1). ..lies Vaiblnisikas souticnneiit que I'objet [memo]

est atteint par la connaissanee: les Sautriintikas nc veulent pas que.

I'objet (In /ntiff/ttkxtt soit exterienr'' [in other words the Sautrantikns

tench that the external object creates by causal influence an internal

form in the human rijhaiid].

I. besides a refutation of the imposition-theory we receive, from

Madhava's account of the Vaibhasika school, information concerning

the positive belief of this sect about perception (M. II p. SOI).

This is the theory of the *acikalpafai- and inrv'dalpnha-jlinna

(M. II 201 —203) -.which has been referred to in the precedent

paragraph under n°. 0. This theory was not restricted to the

Vaihhasikas; it was accepted by Dionaoa and in general by the

Vogiiearas; by the Hrahmanic Naivayikns , Vaicesikas and Piirvn-

uiimamsakas Of the Huddhists the Sautrantikas too have adopted

it. This at least become* probable from the description of the skamllm*

which Miidhaui gives in. the passage dealing with that sect. I'V

there (M. II p. 10,'j f.) we find the vijurinaskmulfia defined as 'le

eourant des /tr/irr//i-rij//f7/t/is ct des n!ai/a-viJH(ina* and the KfinjjTtn-

xkaiit/lia as 'le eourant des [/j/Y/r/7A'-]r//'/7tf//tfs exprimes par les
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mots 'rar/wi tVe. (cf. Dk i,\ Yai.i.kf. Poinsin, ibidem note \i\l).

Moreover, this distinction between the vague or innncdintc sen-

sations ami the fully developed and by psychical intlnences distinct

percepts, can be very well adapted to the imposition-theory. We
have only to posit that the external object causes in onr conscious-

ness a Vftgtie form which only can he fully developed by the

influence of associations with latent psychical impressions.

$ 8. The Study of fagic in Ihuldhism.

The contributions of the Buddhists towards the science of logic

will be expounded in book II chapter VI section 2;

Vorhnml. Kon. Ak:i.l. v. Wctenwh. N. Hccki. HI. XVIII. N°. 2.
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PRELIMINARY REMARK.

Ike of f//r winces ami arrmnfeittcut in the fnUmring cv/msition.

Si am. (he Itnlinn historian of Indian scientific philosophy, has

followed principally the arrangement of the Iml inn compositions

themselves; thus he discusses successively: the categories in general,

the ' category of substance, of quality, of movement, of generality,

of particularity, of inherence, of negation; only deviating from his

Indian examples in so far as he has given separate chapters on

the theory of causality and on the theory of knowledge at the

end of his Recount.

This order has its advantages and disadvantages. It offers great

facilities when dealing with the'more recent texts of the syncretic

Nyaya-Yaiccsika: nearly all of which are ha^ed on the same scheme

of composition. Rut when we have to do with texts such as the

Yaiccsika-Siitra and the IVarastapada-Hhasva which differ greatly

from each other in composition , there the advantage, gained'hy

Scan's method is completely lost.

.Rut there is a more serious objection. The form, chosen by the

Indian scholiasts, is anything but praiseworthy; The separate treat-

ment of substances, then of qualities and lastly of actions (movements)

instead of a complete discussion of even substance together with

its characteristic qualities and actions, does not give scientific insight,

but has only led to worthless, dialectic subtleties. And should we

still force ourselves to obey the original form of composition, there

would be the chance of our overlooking interesting thoughts in our

system through the overwhelming mass of scholastic formalism.

Therefore, we need a new arrangement, in which according to

European habits of thoughts, physics, mathematical speculation

,

psychology, logic, ethics, theology, will be chosen as headings.

Rut though in this way, 1 hope to make my subject more inte-

resting, I do not deny that the adopted scheme presents certain

drawbacks. So for instance the form of Praenstapada's Rhjisya is in

agreement with its aim of giving a full and accurate classification

and distinction of the categories and their subdivisions; whereas I

have treated this subject as of secondary importance and bestowed

on it a single paragraph.
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A> I have intimated before. I have limited, my study principally

Bi Kaniida's Sutra , Piaeastapada's Uhasya and f'ridhara's Nyiiya-

k:iii(l;tli. Ilcforc I entered upon the study of these works, I had to

make myself acquainted with their methods and aims, as well as T

could, with tin- help of the easier texts, written in India during

the Inst centuries on behalf of elementary instruction, works such

us: theTarkabhasa, the Tarkakaumudi, the Nvava-siddhanta-muktiivali.

No doubt, references to these works would have been easy, the

lore so as these texts of the syncretic Nyava-Vaiecsika have often

Ben explained in the last years both by Occidental and Indian

scholars; I think it. however, not desirable to begin a comparison

of the oldest form of the Vaieesika system with its latest outcome,

and to leave out the historical link between them : the scholastic

its. Miches of (Januec.a and his immediate followers. A.jid to extend

my studies already as far as the Tattva-Cintainani , would be a

hopeless undertaking.

• With reference to mv use of the Sutra, Hhasya and Kandali I

have to make the following remarks, f have put the results of my
ntudy of the Kandali, in the form of translations of the most im-

portant fragments. They make the third book of the present work.

In tin* book, I have referred to the Kandali only occasionally,

in those cases where it could be of use for the understanding of

the older texts

Further, I have as a rule followed in -my exposition this order:

Inst I have collected all the sutras which bear upon the subject and

quoted the translation, given by Xanua Lai, Sin ha: then 1 have

examined, how far this translation is based on the context and drift

of tlic sutras themselves and to what extent Camkara Micra's inter-

pretations might have obscured the original meaning. After this 1

have consulted the passages of Praeastapada's Hhasya, bearing on

the same subject. If nccesary, I shall translate them, otherwise

merely refer to them. A full translation of the Hhiisyj, seems super-

tluous, since this work has been promised by Si am ').

From what 1 have said, the relation of my exposition to the

Sutra- and Bhasva-tcxt will Ikj clear. What Kaniida and I'racastapiida

have treated separately under the headings quality and action, will

be discussed here immediately in connection with the substance to

which they belong. The subject-matter which Pracastapada has collec-

ted under the headings: generality, particularity and inherence, forms

a part of the next chapter.

^ S-e Introdnxintir j>. '.\2 imtc



CHAPTER l.|

GENERAL QUESTIONS OF METAPHYSICS.

Sf,( tion 1.

GENERAL EXPOSITION AND APPRECIATION.

$ 1. Sntras bearing "pen the division of the categories.

(Nantia Lai Sinfas translation).

4, 1, 4 The supreme good [results] from the knowledge, produced

by a particular dharma, of the essence of the prcdicahlcs,

substance, attribute, action, genus, species and eombina-

. tion, by menus of their resemblances and differences.

Or: the supreme goril [results] from [the study of] this

treatise or system, produced by a particular virtuo, which

teaches the knowledge &c.

5 Earth, water, tire, air, ether, time, space, self and mind

[are] the only substances. .

Attributes are colour, taste, smell and touch, numbers,

measures, separatenew, conjunction and disjunction, prio-

rity and posteriority, understandings, pleasure and pain,

desire and aversion and volitions.

7 Throwing upwards, throwing downwards, contraction,

expansion and motion are actions.

\ 2. Quotation* from Nanda Lai Sinhas Appendix li

(containing extracts from (landrakanfa 'larknlandara's notes) p. I.

To sutra I, 1, 4: „Dharma presents two aspects, that is, under

the characteristic of pravrtti or wordly activity, and the characte-

ristic of nivrtti or withdrawal from wordly activity. Of these dharma,

characterised by nivrtti brings forth tattva-jtlana or knowledge of

truths, bv means of removal of sins and other blemishes. . . The
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separate enumeration of 9dmil*$a &C- < s unnecessary on account of

their non-divergence ; lor *fnnniitm Ike., foiling, as thev do, within

substance &c. do not differ from the latter. Their separate'mention,

ho\vc\cr, is justified on tin* possibility of dill'erence in the mode

of treatment, adopted by the author. Systems, differing in their

methods are thyught lor the benefit of embodied souls, differing

from one anutlier. This is, then, the Vaiccsika system, of which

the distinctive features are xtumlniftt iVe. . . . Accordingly, this system

is enabled to sland apart hv means of *>iiiitn>>/(t and the other pre-

diejibles. and so it is called the Yaieesika system. . .

.,.S»M<h////i means possession of' similarity. ....
#
Doubt and error

arise from [observation of] 9ftm*inyn and from non-observation of

rirrsd or distinctive) peculiarity... raise cognition , again, is the

root of all suffering. It is for this reason that Hihinhiyn has been

separately mentioned.

..I'icoKti is that bv which a thing is reduced to itself. False cog-

nition which springs from [observation only of] the common pro-.;

jK-rtv is corrected by the observation of the distinctive property:

whence arises correct knowledge which is called hitlra-jluhm . . .

For this reason cirrsa is separately mentioned, although it is included

in substance \c. If again it is a single reality that, being deter-

mined in particular ways, comes to be used as HflmoHi/n and r/rrsa,

then it falls within [the class of] attributes. Or, if these are mere

technical names, then thev are not additional predicables.

„S///,/f/n///o means complete approximation,' i. e, identification: as

has been .said 's/nitfiroi/tt is inseparable existence'. . . Hnmnrtlyrt is

»n attribute which is the counter-opposite of separatencss, citlier

characterised as plurality or characterised as difference in kind. It

inheres iu substance, and does not possess attribute; nor is it a

form of action. Now, birth menus a particular conjunction [of the

self] with the ImkIv, the senses and the feeling's. Thereafter the

.fiva errs that the self has no separate existence from the body &C.

M . consequence of which a person' transmigrates and sutlers a mul-

titude of pains and on the cessation of which he is liberated, the

stream of sufferings being dried up. lichee ttimhv9gn
t

though

included in attribute, is sepately mentioned...

..The supreme good results from knowledge of truth about the

sell. fire, while knowledge of truth about the rest is auxiliary to it.

False knowledge about the self &c. is of various kinds, e.g. the

sense .of non-ego iu the ego, the sense of ego in the non-ego."

Ibidem p. II note to T, I, 5 ; ,.Cam>rakaxta Tark ai.avka'ra

observes: the separate mention' of time and space is intended to
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indicate the difference in the iwcs of these terms according to the

difference of the effect*. .tlm-a, though it is one, still admits of

a variety of names and uses, Recording to the difference of effects.

Tt is not that time and space are essentially different object* from

ala^a, ether."

$ 3. Annotation* to sutras /. /, /

—

7 and In Aanda Lai Sin/in'

$

translations.

I. 1, 4 is considered by Hon\s (J.lt.A.S. Hornbay llr. vol XIX

j). 320) as not authentic. ..This sutra ...most probably later in-

terpolation.... Hesidcs it is very awkwardly worded, if not posi-

tively uugraminntienl . . . . According to the kiranavali this passage of

the lYaeastapada-bhasva [scil. I'rnc. Bh. hook 1 chapter ,1 \ 2 & 3]

Cxplains only the first three sutras of kanada which implies that

the fourth sutra quoted was unknown to the scholiast". !

) Accord-

ing to my opinion Udayana intends only to say that paragraph 3

refers to sutra 1,1, 1— 3, but he does not mean to comment

on paragraphs 2 and 3 together. Tor it is quite out of the ques-

tion to suppose that V.S. 1. I, I containing the important enun-

ciation of the categories was lacking not only in IVvvahtapaua's,

hut even in ('ridiiaha's and 1 dayann's time.

Though I believe I'raeastapada to have, known the four first

sutras m the form in which they are now preserved , still in accor-

dance with my introduction'-') I uphold the idea that sutra I, 1,4 has

only gradually got its present redaction. So satl/atnnt/a was originally

the same as stinianya, and vaid/iannj/a the same as cirrsa and more-

over only three categories were distinguished : dran/a, fjvna and

karman (Cf. V, S, VIII, 2, 3) v In those days the sutra might

have run for instance: ^dracyaflnnaharnmnam*) padarthanani sania-

in/ai'ircsabfiganj faftvajhanan niltfrcyamm\ I am inclined to believe

that and the sutras I, I, 1—3 ahd the expression UlharmacH;w-

prasnlarC in sutra 4 are of later origin than the rest of sutra 4.

With reference to Naxda Lai, Simia'h translation I should like

to remark that I myself am accustomed to use the expressions:

categories, quality, generality, peculiarity (or difference) and inhe-

rence, instead of those chosen by Nanda Lai Rinha: predicablcs

,

attribute, genus, species and combination. The signification of

1) The parage referred to t»y BoMfl «ccnm on p. 19 <>f the Ben«re«-edition of thin

work (1885) at the end of the comment* on Pracantapflda-hhasya hook I chapter 1 $ 3.

*)Cf. here p. 12; p. 18; p. 21 § 3.

a
) Cf. Ny*y»-rtKra I, 1, 1.
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stniKiin/fi is not yet fixed in the Mltri , sometime* preserving the

did meaning: resemblance, generality, sometimes approaching the

notion of genus. A simitar remark applies to r/'rew. For hamtwiJfa

cf. here hit rod net ion p. 12.

I , I . "t. The tniiisliition of likavn by ether is very misleading.

Aknvn luis nothing in common either with the Greek notion of

x'tbttf. or with the notion of ether, us conceived by modern Kuropean
physics. It is ..space us the medium through which sound is trans-

mitted". I have called it 'physical space' in order to distinguish it from

ifir, i.e. spjiee regarded with reference to direction, termed by me
'mathematical space'.

I, 1. ft. In mv translation of pnriwtlHtt I use without discrimi-

nation the terms: measure or extension: for buddhi I have chosen

as translations: intellection or cognition.

I
. I . 7. I cannot agree with the explanation of the rive kinds

of movements which was gircii In Atiiamt.. (See his notes on the

Tiirkiisnmgniha and here book II chapter 111).

$ I.. CrUiriHtu on the union of CttiulrakHnla TnrhTilnnd'firfi.

Although (\m»h\k\xta Tahk\i,amk\ka's edition of the Vaicesika

Daveiniii is highly praised by .1 acoiu (in his article on Indian Logic),

I must confess tlmt I wns not fa vo liraMy impressed by the extracts

which Nanda Lai. Sixih has given from this editor's comments. I

considered therefore a full study of this work unnecessary. His notes

have the same tendency as shown In older Indian commentaries.

These scholars instead of explaining what needs explanation seem to

consider it their task to put in the text their own thoughts us far

as possible. They remain theologians and philology is not to lie

expected from them. Typical in this respect are: the mentioning of

doubt ami error, false knowledge and suffering on account of the,

term «<lwnnya, of fftftrajininn on account of r/Vw/; of the relation

between body and soul on account of tamavilya.

Caudnikanta Tarkalamkara's opinion, according to which mathe-
matical spjiee, time and physical space are considered by the Vai-

ccsikas to be really one and only by appearance several, is not based
on nny sutra mid is explicitly contradicted by the Bliasva.

$ •">. .l/i/ncviot'mH of //tc fable of cateporie* in f/te Va'^otihi sj/stcm.

Although the composition of the Yaic.-Sutra is far from clear and
elegant, yet the classification of categories, which it has given,
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deserves the highest praise. To prove this. I cannot do better than

take n quotation from the Logic of Cim. Sic.wakt. in which this

European scholar of the nineteenth cent urj- tries to delineate the most

genera] ruhrics of the human notions. This quotation runs as follows:

„\Vas wir uns Vorstellcn nnd was als Subject oiler I'riidieat oder

Teil (les Subject* nnd I'riidieats in unsere Trteile ein/.iigehen ver-

mug, sind :

I. IHuge, ihre Eigonschafteu nnd Tiitigkeiten, mit dcren Modi-

Hcationeii;

II. Helationen tier Hinge, ihrer Eigensehaften nnd Tiitigkeiten,

unci zwar toils riininlichc nnd zeitliche, teils logische, teils catisnle,

teils module.-"

The Vaicesika table (litters from Sigwart's classilication: in taking

the spaeial and temporal relations as qualities (belonging to the

second group); in not mentioning the causal relation in the enun-

ciation, though much attention is paid to it in the system itself;

in treating number as a quality, although just like generality,

particularity and inherence, it is a relation resulting from human

comparison ; in not distinguishing modality as a separate category.

Another difference is this that the Vaicesika system takes the. cate-

gory 'action' in a much narrower sense than Sign art. Hut the

proposition of the Yaioesikas asserting that qualities and actions

have no qualities and tile formula, chosen by Sigwart, that quali-

ties and actions possess modifications, are probably to be taken as

expressions of the same thought.

The great resemblance in both classifications has its foundation

in their origin. They are based, just as well as the Aristotelian table

of ten categories 1
), on the properties of the human language.

For, when taking, into consideration the typical and most original

meanings of the word-classes, we are allowed to say that substan-

tives, adjectives, verbs and particles respectively denote things,

qualities, actions and relations. And this holds true, though a more

developed form of language possesses substantives which denote

qualities, relations or action* as well as objects. The adjectives are

an exception — and apparently an original one —: to this general

rule, in as far as several relations, of number, distance, time, rank,

must always have been expressed by attributive words. So it is

quite natural, that these relations arc considered as qualities by

the Vaicesika system.

1) Deissen, Alljrrmcine Oeachichtc der Philosophic I, S, p. 3'»S> Mm refer* to Plato

p. 2M C ami Plotinu* VI, 1—3, where five categoric* are accepted: tUtm. tri*« amf

ktvnnt, T*iTrf«r« and irtftrm.
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A scniasiologienl classification of the verbs will show in the

clearest way, how the Vaiccsika- conception of action (namely us

movement or cause of movement) is related towards the signification

of iliis part of speech in general. Although
'

'sncli a table, as far as

I know, has never been eonstrneted . nevertheless it would hove

been useful for gmmmiittcnr' speculation. Kor the system of the

cases of any language cannot be explained without an understan-

ding of the relations which may occur between noun and verb..

And this again re* pi ires a division of the verbs under ft few headings,

according to their meaning. The. following classitieation is given as

an attempt in this direction and at the same time as a basis for

my further discussion on the Vaiccsika categories.

Classification of verbs.

1. Verbs which describe the world in general.

1. intnuisitives of general description.

ft. verbs of rest or movement.

I), verbs of (qualitative) state and change.

i. trausitives of general description (conveying an idea of

eausalit>).

n. verbs which express an influence on the rest or

movement of neighbouring objects.

h. verbs which express an influence on the (qualitative)

state or change of these things.

II. Verbs of description of mental states and processes.

1. verbs of the physical processes which cause mental stales.

2. verbs of the psychical - states ami processes themselves.

3. verbs of human actions (& sociological verbs).

111. Verbs of abstract relations.

1. verbs expressing relations which, result from human com-

parison and- distinction.

'2. verbs of temporal relations. .

3. verbs of causal relations.

I. verbs of modal relations.

If we accept as a principle that the main categories may be

found by taking the most typical meai.iugs of the word-classes, our

group III. the abstract relations, falls out. The same remark holds

good to a certain extent for groups 1, 2: II, I and 11, "3, as

implying an idea of causality. 8o three classes of meanings remain;

tiift rest and movement, secondly qualitative physical state and

change, thirdly psychical state ami process. Rett, physical and psy-

chical state may be left out again, as we had better take them as

qualities or relations.
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It fellows from the enunciation which Kaumla gives of action

in V.S. I, I, 7, that he limits this category to physical movement

ami its munition: only the lixing of the attention in external per-

ception ami reflection is explained by him as n. movement of an

internal organ (mana*). Hut all other psychical processes ami further

all physical changes without exception are taken by him as qualities.

$ (>. Sutra* lira nui) on the n»l'un 'htnnftn* s/iccia/h,

(Kamla Lai S'niliatt 1tan*fatfan.)

A. II. 2, 25 'Hie resemblance [of soiimVJ, although it is an attri-

bute, with actions, consists in its spccd\ destruction.

li, V,l. I Action in hand |
is produced |by means of conjunction

'

with, and volition, of the soul.

2 And from conjunction with the hand a similar action

appears in the pestle.

3 in the action, produced in the pestle iVc. by impact,

conjunction with the hand is not a cause, because of

the absence [of volition].

4 In the case of action in the hand, conjunction with

the soul
|
is not a cause],

f) The action [i.e. upward motion
|
in the hand is from

' impact and from conjunction with the pestle.

(i Action of the laxly and its nienilxrs is also from

conjunction with the hand.

V, 2, 21 Space, time and also ether are inactive, because of

their difference from that which possesses activity.

VI, 2, Id [It has been] declared that the actions of the soul

taking place, salvation [results],

NOTE. Nanua Lai. Sinha's appendix H does not contain any

notes on these sutrns.

* 1. The notion* qualitative chnnge ami action, mm/tared.

Explanation of thexrifra. quoted in $6 *nb I.

That qualitative changes are not to he considered as actions, is

explicitly stinted bv Kanada in V.S. 11/2, 25, to which (/amkaha

MicraV commentary (in Nanoa 1,ai. Sinha's translation) runs thus:

„If it is said, that as it speedily disappears like throwing up-

wards iVc, therefore, sound is an action: so he says: 'The resem-

blance' &c. . . . A}mvan,a means speedy destruction. And this, even

in the case of attribute-ness. is dependent upon the incidence of a

rapidly appearing destrover, in the same way ns duality ftc. are.
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This constitutes only its resemblance to notions nml not its action-

ncss. The quality of undergoing rapid destruction which you [i. e.

the objector] advance as an Argument, is not one-pointed, i. o. multi-

farious, because it is found in; duality, knowledge, pleasure, pnin

,

ns well. This is the import.*'

The passage requires sonic explanation.

The sutra which I have quoted is a part of a discussion on

physical space (aknea) and sound. The Vaicesikas teach that sound

is only a qualih of (physical) space, and not for instance of a musi-

cal instrument, in which onlv conjunctions and disjunctions take

plnce. These movements produce a quality sound — and not a

vibration <>f molecules, as an Kurojicnn scientist would say — in

the immediately surrounding space. This quality: sound, spreads itself

gradually through space in the same way as the waves do over the

water. Hut its duration is only momentary at every spot of its

course. Tor this reason the opponent in the I'paskara says: ,,lf

it is said: that as it speedily disappears. . . , sound is an action.''

The defendent in his answer compares sound tirst to ..duality",

afterwards to qualities of the soul : intellections, pleasure and pnin.

The first comparison will get fully clear in the chapter on Mathe-

matical Notions. For the present I shall merely state that numbers

arc not thought of as real and intrinsic qualities of objects, but

as only momentarily inherent in them and creations of the human
mind — or to follow the Vaieesika-system more closely — of the

human soul {atman). Certain qualities of this soul namely 'intellec-

tions' of numbers, of the number two vVc, cause the existence

of the correspondent numerical quality in the objectrve world. Just

as the intellection in the soul is considered onlv to exist three

moments, so is the quality in the objects destroyed after three

ksafias. This destruction of number in the objects is effectuated

by processes — i.e. new qualities — in the soul in a similar way
as the production was brought about.

The meaning of this strange theory will be afterwards examined,

for the present 1 only intend to prove that action, i.e. movement,
is sharply distinguished from transient quality, and consequently

from qualitative physical change. .

'. .

^ h. The notions Psychical Qua lit// and Action, compared.

I!r/ilanation of lite Sudan, quoted in $ IS sub B.

The proposition that soul reveals qualities and not actions seems
to be less strictly adhered to. It is clear that confusion has arisen
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between the ])opii1m* meaning of the word notion and its technical

signification , accepted by the school. The sutras which benr (or

may l>c explained as bearing) upon our subject, are V, 1,0; V,

2,'ei ; VI, 2, 10.

Got oil formerly translated V, 1, (> : „ Action of the soul is also

from conjunction with the hand". Camkaua Micra gives ns expla-

nation : utmn-enhdah carirricai/nvapara itpncfirfit , which wns trans-

lated by (tough: „Thc term soul tropically signifies a portion of

the body". It is impossible for such a forced interpretation to be

true, at least if we accept (lough's translation. Hut we may

make it more reasonable by taking oimnn as a pronoun and

translating: ..Action of oneself is also from conjunction with the

hand" (and the comments:) „The word oncxrlf tropically signifies

a portion of the body [or: the body and its members, if one prefers

to take rarinnat/fivn as a dvandxa]".

I should like however to propose another explanation of the

sutra, for which purpose it will be necessary to consider the whole

passage in which the sutra occurs, beginning from V.S. V, I, 1.

For the first five sutras I can accept without, any change the trans-

lation which Nanoa Lai, Simia has given of them.

The sutrakara describes in this place what is happening when a

person is using a pestle. The first movement downwards is caused

by volition of the soul (sutra 1 & 2); the movement upwards results

from impact with the mortar (sutra 3, 4, 5); when pestle ami. hand

have again reached the state of rest , then a volition of the soul

arises, for hand and soul are mutually connected, (which connection

implies that the resting of the hand is perceived by soul). .

If we accept this interpretation of the sutra: „action of the mul

is also from conjunction with the hand", then the word */«» might

refer f. i. to the wish (iechn) of grinding the corns in the mortar.

One might be inclined to take en V.S. V, 2, 21 in the meaning

of 'and'; the commentators, however, interpret it as 'also'; f. i.

(,'ainkara Micra cnkrirml ntmammyrahah — i. e.: the word 'also'

implies the addition of soul. (Cf. Pracastapada-bhasya p. 21 Visrian.

edition).

The translation of VI, 2, 16, given by Nanda Lai Sinha, is in

accordance with the Upaskara, where we find the gloss: atmakar-

maxit safstt. We may, however, explain this sutra as a reference to

V, 2, 18, then its translation would run: „woV has been explained

in [our discussion of] the movements (actions) of the soul." 1
)

i) Cf. here bonk II chapter IV «ection.3 | 3C.

Verhand. Kon, Aknd. v. Wetenwh. N. Rcekt. HI. XVIII N°. 2.
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Moreover we need not take the former Member of the* compound

(ilmiihiiniKixii as standing in the relation of a subjective genitive to

Larwan; we are free to assign to it the meaning of a nhnitta-

mjulawl; in this case the translation would run: ..Kmaneipation is

declared as dependent on the actions in behalf of the soul", i. e.:

on the actions, such as hearing and meditation, which lead to the

right conception of soul.

The conclusion of our examination of the three mentioned sutras

ma\ he. that it is not quite certain that Knnjida has always strictly

adhered to the idea of the soul heing without actions.

Karman therefore never signifies qualitative physical change! and

seldom denotes any psychical state or process. . From this, however,

arises a certain lack in the table of categories, in as far as there

is no sufficient distinction between the notions 'quality' and 'quali-

tative change', f. i. the yellow colour of wax and the melting of

wax above a tire. The original shortcoming of their table led the

Yaieesikas to accept the asatkdn/a-vada , the doctrine that a product

(f.i. a pot) is not identical with its material (clay).') This denial

of identity, however, only concerns the qualities of the product

ami the material, but has no reference to their constituent atoms.

This axatknn/a-vdda enabled the Yaieesikas to describe a qualitative

change, f.i. the melting of wax, as an anterior non-existence of fluidity

and a posterior existence of this quality through the influence of fire.

I cannot therefore accept IIandt's theory that the asafkftn/a-vada

of the Yaieesikas should be contradictory to their theorem of the

eternity of the atoms, and consequently I am obliged to deny his

conclusion that this contradiction should prove the Buddhistic origin

of the Yaiecsika-system.

Though tin* limiting of the term barman to movement is a weak

point in the table of categories, yet this classification as a whole

highly deserves our praise. Hut a final appreciation of it must depend

on the question, whether the general categories may be derived

from grammar, or from another source, f. i. from an analysis of

m ieutifie reasoning or from psychology.

$ '.). The Vracastapada-bhnsya on the classification of catenaries

and the notion of karman.

With reference to the Prac. Bhasya we have to state that karman

is here strictly limited to the movement of the physical bodies and

atoms, and the movement of the internal organ.

^ Cf. p. ti'.i. §2. '
.
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For in the first place the absence of movement in soul is clearly

implied in Bhasya lw)ok 11 chapter 1 $ 1 (see here hook IV section

IV table B ii°. 4).

In the second place a parallel to y.S. V, I, (t is lucking in

the Hhfisva. The two references in Dmvkdin's accordance ')
(see

here book IV section V) are valueless. On the other band Hlulsyii

book IV 19 (edition p. 2 (.)7) omits entirely the atmakanuan.

V.S. VI, 2, 10 is compared by Dvivedin with Bhasva book 111

chapter 2. § 5S (edition p. 2S1). We tind here i. a. the expression:

„nirbijaxt/aftnana// caiira<linirrffilf\ i.e. 'the attainment of the

gertnless soul from body iVc.' So we see here again the careful

avoiding of the expression almakannan.

Section 2.

DISCUSSION ON SOME OF THE CATEGORIES IN DETAIL

$ 1. StifidH bearing upon the categories; SSmftnj/a t
t'i<;r»a, If/aha,

Jb/taca, Samarfiya (Xanda fail Sin/at'* Translation).

A. Sutras, on wniianya, vircxa, b/iava.

I, 2, 3 The notions genus and species ore relative to understanding.

4 Existence, being the cause of assimilation only, is only n

genus.

5 Substancc-ness, attribute-ness and action-ness are both genera

and species.

[The statement of genus and species has lieen made] with

the exception of the final species;

7 Existence is that to which are tine [the belief and usage,]

namely *[lt is] existent' in respect to substance, attribute

and action.

8 Existence is a different object from substance, attribute

and action.

9 And as it exists in attributes and actions, therefore it is

neither ottribute nor oction.

10 [Existence is different from substance, attribute ond action]

also by reason of the Tibsence of genus-species in it.

1) Bhlaya HI chapter I § 2fi and III chapter II 1 10.

&
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1, 2, II Siihstaiirc-ncss has been explained by menus of its

containing more tlmn one substance.

12 [Snbstauee-ncss is distinct from substance, iittrihnte nml

action
|
also In reason of the absence of genera-species in it.

18 [
Thnl attribute-ness is distinct from substance, attri-

bute and acti(»n] is explained from its existence in

at tributes.

14 [Attribnte-ness is distinct from substance, attribute and

action] also by reason of the absense ofgenera-species in it.

15 [That] action-ness [is distinct from substance, attribute

and action] is explained from its existence in actions.

10 [Action-ness is distinct from substance, attribute and

action] also bv reason of the absence of genera-species in it.

17 Existence is one, because of the uniformity of the

mark, viz. that it is existent and because of tlie absence

of any distinguishing mark.

ft. Sutras, on uhhi'ivn.

IX, 1, J In consequence of the non-application of action and

attribute, [to it], [an effect is] non-existent prior [to

its production].

2 The existent becomes non-existent.

3 [The existent is] a different object.'[from the non-

' existent], inasmuch as action and attribute cannot be

predicated of the non-existent.

. 4 The existent also is non-existent.

5 And that which is a different non-existent from these,

is [absolutely] non-existent.

C, Sutras on tamavfiya.

VII, 2, 20 That is combination 1

), bv virtue of which [arises the

intuition] in the .
form of 'This is here', with regard

to effect and cause.

27 The negation of substanee-ness and attribute-ncss [in

combination] is explained bv existence.

2^ The unity [of combination, is explained] by existence.

$ 2. Quota links frtm Awtah Lnl Sinfins Appendix B , p. FJ1.

J. .('anuraknnta Taukai.amkaua explains 1, 2, S thus : Existence

i* h different object from substance, attribute and action. Substance,

1
I prefer t.> translate *nm*t<Hjfd bv 'inherence' instead of flu- translation 'combina-

tion', iriven by Kasha Lai. Kinhv. cf. here p. It, Xiniilnry f should prefer to translate

mi/. fir, njn- l,n,Mm r. not by 'combinative can-e". but bv 'inhrrential cause".
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attribute and actions hit called objects (VIII, 2, II). Existence is,

therefore, included amongst them. Bui it is not contained in the

Ascertained classes of substance, attribute and action. Hence it is

said to be a different object from them (tlic known classes)."

Ibidem: „He reads I, 2, 1/ with the omission of the \xon\finya

in viceqa/i iiyiib/iarnt
'."

li. Ibidem p. VI: ..He interprets IX. I. 2 ami 3 to mean that

whatever is non-existent prior to its appearance as nr effect, is

non-existent onlv by the nature of an effect, but is really existent

at the time by the nature of a cause, and that, therefore, it is

essentially different from absolute non-existence."

(\ Ibidem: „He interprets VII, 2, 28 to menu that combination

is proved to be an attribute in the same way as existence ami further

that like existence, combination also is produced by itself',, i. c.

does not depend upon any other combination lor its production."

$ 3. Explanation of these xtt/ras.

./. The second ahnika (I. 2) of the Vniccsika Sutra treats of

M/iM'//f//a. and vicexa with I he exception of the two first sutrns which

belong in contents to the first ahnika.

The sutras I, 2. 3 17 can be divided into four groups: a. on

generality and peculiarity themselves tt— 0; b. on existence 7— 10;

r. on dracyatca ,
gunatca and karmatea II— 10; rf. on the oneness

of existence {bkilva) 1 7.

In sutra 1, 2, 3 snmfinya and viresa are declared to be subjec-

tive categories, in comparison with the first three, objective, cate-

gories (ef. 1,2,7).
In sutra 1 (Wttvrtti has been translated by Nanda Lai, Siniia as

assimilation; I myself prefer the rendering: agreement, accordance.

In sutra 5 draryatca is called a species in comparison with b/iava,

but n genus with reference to prf/tivifva.

Vox sutra we find two explanations in the I'paskara (sec transl.

p. 45 and Hibl. Ilid. edition p. 58) „Jntc 'va-t/ine bharantity anfya,

yah na vydvarttahlntaram asttty acaryq/t; vtpadavinneaynr ante

'vasrlne bhavani'ity anfyrt nityadravydt/i tc*tt bhavanty antya vicetf

iti vrltikrtah. By the title aeftrya often Udayana-AcAbya is meant:

in his Kiraniivall (Itenares edition p. 24, in the comments on Prac.

Hhasya 1 eh. 2 $ 5) we read: „Ke fe 'nfyff.' ante 'vasdnc bhavanti

santiti yavat; yebhyo 'pare viveyt na tanilty art/tafi". As mentioned

in my introduction ') the Vrtlikrt to whom Ca*kaha Micra refers,

») p. 36 no. 3 and p. 37.
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lias not yet been identified. Now it is interesting to notice that

in the lYacastapada-bhasya itself both intcrpetations are contained

(sec tlr.' explanation of the sixth hook which 1 have given in § 5

of this chapter).

Returning to thr sutra itself we cannot fail to notice that the

Indian interpretation* of this sutra, as hearing on atomism, is not

the only one possible. In sutra 4 bhnva is stated to be a mere

genus; in sutra 5 drnn/afra , rjmiatra and hunnalra are called genera-

species; one would expect as import of sutra 6: in the same way

lis (lifin/fifrn , as a species, is contained in the genus bftriva and

in its turn contains the species prthicitta &e.; so is jnlhinlva

a species of the genus ifrariffifva , but contains as genus the species

jiiiHihinh-n vVc. ; and so we may continue the series until we arrive

at the ultimate species, i.e.:... the individuals.

It is clear that the traditional interpretation is based on a logical

fault; in stead of distinguishing the notion of containing which

applies to genus and species from the notion of containing which

applies to part and whole, the Vaieesikas, confusing these two

notions, did not consider the individual things, with their individual

arrangements of qualities and relations to the surrounding world, as

the terminus in the series genus-species; but conceived the qualities

of the atoms ns such.

We are not sure whether the Sutrakrt has already made this

logical mistake; at all events, even if he has done so, '"these vatye-

*(/,-a-(/ro/fis of the atoms would have been brought in so parcnthiti-

cally. that, when comparing this with the importance attached to

the method of characterisation {raidharutya- or rirrxa-nirtipfma) we

can ho longer doubt about the origin of the name Vaiccsika Darcana. ').

Sutra 8 needs no explanation. 'Object' here is the translation,

chosen by Nanda Lai Sinha for padartha (category, object of a

eategorial notion).

Sutra suggests the question why arc only qualities and actions

mentioned? I should like to propose the following answer: the

Sutrakrt did not expect a confusion between existence and drnrj/a-

/m, but only between existence and the other two categories; for

we see in language the participle sat used in the same way as

e. g. the adjective ndla and the verbum tinitum bhavnU as tjacchati.

. The comments on sutra 10 given by Qnniknrn Micro and trans-

lated by \anda Lai Sinha p. 47, may be paraphrased: the notion

of the class 'existence' is different from the notions. of the species

1) Ct p. l».
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'substance', 'quality' and 'action' in as far as the term 'existence'

lias not the same .,connotation" as the term 'substance' &c.

The translation of the sutras II — 10, (riven by Nancla l*nl Sinha,

docs not seem to me satisfactory. The sutra 13 and 15 are parallel

to sutra 11; thus f. i, gun^n bhfitrif means here aHcka///f//avaf/trua.

Further the sutras 12, 14 and 10 are not only verbally identical

with 1, 2, 10, but also parallel to it in signification. Draryaica,

gunatra and karuiatra are here the classes (Hfimrtnt/ftni) and

prt/iiclfca &c. the species or sub-general itics {sannliofa-vi^d/i).

So we arrive at the following translation e. g. for the suttfcfl

12—14:
12. [Substancc-uess is distinct from earth-ness. watcr-ncss, lirc-

ncss &c.J similarly by reason of its not being a sub-generality ')

[i. c. by reason of different connotation, when compared with its

species],

13. [Quality-ness] has been explained by its existence [i. c. inhe-

rence] in [several] qualities.

14. [Quality-ness is distinct from eolour-ness, smell-ncs \c.
|
simi-

larly by reason of its not being a sub-generality.

With reference to sutra I, 2, 17 we may notice that I'kacak-

TAi'.\n.\ in a parallel passage (Bhasya book V §2) reads >,lnknunn-

i'ife*ff(f' and „vicc*aUikxai)rtbhrivn<ra
s

\ from this we must not con-

clude that the siitra had another redaction in Pracastapada's time,

but only that this commentator rightly considered linf/a to have

here the original, wider meaning of property, and not yet the

technical meaning of //eft/ (i.e. inferential mark, or probans).

./?. The passage IX, 1, 1—5 demands several annotations.

In the first place we must notice that these sutras occur in a

discussion on |>crccption, whilst abhava is mentioned in the Bhasya

intentionally in connection with inference. This discordance is

really of slight importance. For perception — in the ordinary

sense of the word , i. e. the mmkaljmkam vijnanam of the Bud-

dhists — and argumentation arc both very complicated processes

having many factors in common. Thus for instance we find in both

the application of relational notions. One of these is the notion of

existence, by which kn object receives its place and im|K>rtance

in the totality of the real, whereas by the notion of non-existence

the possession of such a place in objective reality is denied to an

object of our thought. Thus although abhava is mentioned by

') Cf. the compound* formed of a noun-predicate and -bhnin, Spkyeh ,
Surukrit

Syntax § 214.
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I'raciistapadn Under the heading of qnummia, still it is ocuisionallv

siiid in his paragraph on /nah/fiA*a (Hhasva book II! chapter II

$ 21 p. 1*7 I. .">) that a thing is seen to be existent.

According to the Ipaskjlia siltrn IX, 1, 2 refers .to tttntuftn Of
posterior non-existence; this interpretation is in complete accordance
with the meaning of sntra I. Hoth formulate the awtlftn/a-rnda
of the Vaieesikas, a theory which means: thiit the aggregates
{(ivm/ririns) must he called transient in as far as the change in their

qualities mid movements is concerned, but not with reference to
the ultimate atoms of which they are composed. The difference
therefore between the Yaiccsika awtkarya-vada and the Samkhvin
*atknni<t.v<hh is more a question of words, than a variance in

ideas.

The argument, given in ultra I for the legitimacy of the notion
prnqahhnva

. is applied mutatis mutandis to the notion dhcamsa in
sntra 3. As we may notice, in these three first sutras the non-
existence is merely applied to substances.

Sfitra 1 «arcr,Mat, which in formulation is nearly identical with
siilrn 2, is explained by the Tpnskara as referring to mutual or
reciprocal non-existence {mnjoiiiinbhuva) and is illustrated by the
examples: 'anjMM ttfvo gaefitmau/i* i.e. 'the horse is nonexistent
by the nature of a cow'; 'man qmtr acvritmaiw : or in other for- *

mutation: Wjw $a»}\ 'a cow is a not-horse': agaitr acvah.
Sutra 3 is no less enigmatic than sntra 4. Ciiniknni Micro explains

it us follows (Rib!. Ind. edition p. 377):
„fi/ft/t as pXrvollflH abhrivntrayftd

//fid anyatl ami,

tad mat — Ind alytiHhlmttvam"

According to this explanation the most important notion of the
whole sutra: ah/anta (absolute) would be merely implied.

.

Not only arc the sntra IX. I, 1—5 - which according to
<;mnkara Miera distinguish four forms or aUfnur. prior non-existence,
posterior non-existence, mutual non-existence, (i. e. difference of
potions) ami absolute non-existence — of r very enigmatic form,
but they are nearly totally ignored in the l^/astapada-bhasyn. >) On
the other hand (/RfmiARA mentions the distinction of the four forms
of obhovn in the Nvilyn-kandali, p. 230, and Ovaimtya in Ins Sapta-
padi.rth. and all writers of the syncretic Nyava-Vaieesika attach much
importance to this tftoa-thcory. In chapter V section 1 , dealing with
perception I shall try to find an answer to the question: how much

') Sw hm p. 29.
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authenticity we can accredit to the verbal tradition of the ten

(in the ^mssage IX, 1, I — 5) Rn<1 Camknra Micro'* iuterj

tation.

Merc I should like to limit myself to Knowing tin* insufficiency

of this aM/tva-theory. Ahhdm, namely, is n composite relational

notion, containing, the notions of negation ami existence. Negation,

however, can he applied to all kinds of relations and not only to

identity mid existence, as supposed by (,'ndhara and his followers.

Therefore if in any way a complete classification of its use were

needed, then the one, given by the Yaieesikas, would he quite

insufficient. Thcv evidently reasoned as follows-, non-existence or

negation — these two. notions were for them identical — can ho

applied either to one object or to two. In the former ease the

non-existence of the object may refer to all times (absolute non-

existence), or to the time before the production (prior non-existence),

or to the time after the annihilation (posterior non-existence). Secondly

the non-existence with reference to the relation of one thing to

another means the non-existence of their identity.

The classification, thus obtained, is far from exhaustive; and this

whole nbfiflva-i\woY\ has led in syncretic N\aya-Yaiccsika to that

needless complication and bulkiness of expression which make its

study a torment to the European reader. Tor its technical language

has not been limited to a predilection for such terms as nhhuca,

nnn^vn i\c, but the relation between bkfica and ahhdvn was again

considered a special case of pratijfogitit , i. c. „the fitness of one

object of thought for enabling us to have an idea about something

else which cannot be conceived of, independently of it" (see (Iuatt.'s

note on n°. 73 of the Saptapadarthi).

V. Passage VII, 2, 20—28, although short, is still very inte-

resting. As we have noticed before, the discussion of xmimvriyrt. has

been placed by the Sutra-redactor next to the explanation of the

second group of qualities, which bear on physical as well as on

psychical matters. This arrangement is logical enough, although

deviating from the ttddc\a.

In the definition of mmavnya (sfttra 20) we have to notice in

the first place its vagueness. '/Mm' forms in its enigmatic form

a companion to the definition 'atyedam of laiTifjikanj jiianmn (infe-

rential knowledge) in V.8. IX, 2, 1.

In fact the original Vai'cesika system distinguished three forms

of necessity: 1. the logical necessity, aynlatiddhi , between corre-

lative notions (such as parts and aggregate, thing and quality);

2. the necessity implied in the notion of cause (i. e. of the causa
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fault); .*}. the necessity expressed in the major of a syllogism.')
Of these three forms of necessity: the scroml, the causal relation

has nor vet been explicitly defined, by the original Vaiccsika svste.n,
neither In Kanaoa nor by I'racastapada. Still by analysing V.S. \,'

% WH shall find in the next section that causality is hased accor-
ding to them, either on vrmaciJjr* or on «mtnpyri; although thev
do not examine, or at least unsufficiently, what"u common to both
forms of eansalitv (ef. V.S. I, 2. 1 and 2).

Further we may observe that *amacr,Va is a much more intimate
relation than the relational notion which is the basis of hnnqikan,
j*fm<m, a difference expressed respectively by the loeative-like adverb
'tta and the genitive 7/.vy,/\ Moreover we learn from the mere
Mltra Ml, 2. 20 that the relation of xamnvrn/a is alwavs to be
considered a lorn, of eansalitv (thus the thing the cause of its
qnnliti.fi

,
the parts of the aggregate;, whereas eansalitv mav be found

Hi eases (namely of conjunction], where mmavni/n is not met with.
V.S. VII, 2. 37 is a reference to I, 2, 8—!) and states inhe-

mice to be neither a substance nor a quality, so that its not being
an action is taken for granted.

V.S. VII, 2, 2S is « reference to I, 2, 17 and states the one-
n«'ss of inherence (we should say: the property of inherence for
not giving rise to the application of number). That tatlva here
means clrafnt, is continued by comparing the passage V S II I
2y_;j0 with the redaction of V.S. I, 2, 17 and bv the inforina-
tion received from the Praenstapiida-bhasya

l8ce next paragraph).

h 4. Ttejfftk book of the\Mnya
% trtatimf of iHm/lttja,

The fifth book (Suiaxva) of the BhXsya eonsists of two para-
graphs. The first of them may be divided again into three parts^
* <lehmt.on of gencndit.v; //. sathl as parnm sawtinumir, C. aparam
9(~n»f'nn/fnH.

In part A samnni,n (generality or genus) is described as:
1. sva-vhaya-mrva-yafan, omnipresent in the objects resorting

to it (this refers to the ..denotation" of a term).
2. abhinnfUmakam, possessing the same character [in all instances!
6. anekavrth, abiding in several [specimens].

4. eka-dvi-bafow rit»m-M'anipflnitgm,M'pral>/at/a4riri, bringing about

J .hI

h

hC"»h^ticT
iV

n
,en,

?
the

,

,m,i"n *yll°Shm * n°f the ^^»eal form Barb„n,

* - «" ««^nce ,„ the c. of ft, existence i, indicted bv Kane's ^,W
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the notion of the agreement with its own innate nut nre, after one,

two or several specimens [having been perceived].

5 . 8varfipnbhedcnndhTire><nprabandliena (wr/imtfwrw,abiding c)minlik(

[or uninterruptedly, prabandhena = annparaincna, according to £nF-

dhara] in [several] abodes whilst it remains identical with its essence.

(>. annvrffi-prafi/ai/a-karanam>', cause of the notion of concordance.

After this, the interrogative particle kafhani! introduces an cxpln-

nation which in the redaction of Dvivkmn's edition runs thas:

Vrafipindain %umaniplpek*aw prabandhenajiinnofpatlnr abhiplu

pratyai/a-janitac ca nanmkarad afita'jnrina-piabandlta-prafipin

Ifaitfid ifad amiffa tarn axfi , fat sfnndni/a'm.

Now we find in the Nvavakoca p. !)2 (
.) note 2 a varia lectio ii

which besides other deviations, we notice the absence of ca niter

janitad; further in the Nynvnknndali pra/i/arckfaniid w explained

as 8inara>Kld. If it be allowed to use these two means of help, I

should like to propose the following translation: ..When nn intel-

lection arises, referring uninterruptedly to several specimens, one

after the other, in consequence of a generality — [this takes place];

through the xamkara or psychical latency of a notion which ml
often repeated and through the remembrance of this series of pre-

vious intellections — then that which is the congruent [part], is-

the generality."

Part ]i of $ 1 runs as follows:

„Among these [two kinds of generality], the generality 'being'

is only cause of the notion of concordance. Just as the accordanci

of the notion '[this is] blue, [that is] blue' takes place with refc

rence to leather, cloth 'and wool, though (littering from each other,

in consequence of their common connection with a blue substance

[i. e. with blue paint], so is one undistinguished accordance of

the notions: '[this is] being, [that is] being' met with in sul)-

stanccs, qualities and actions, though differing mutually [cf. V.S.

1, 2, 7], And this [accordance in the notions] must result from

another category [than substance, quality and action; cf. V.S. I,

2, 8], therefore that other padartha is l>eing; so then [being] is

proved. The concordance of notions: '[this is] being, [that is] being'

[results] from the connection with existence; therefore this .is only

• generality [and not a species], [cf. V.S. I, 2, 4]."

Part C begins thus:

„The lower [generality]: — the generality of substance (dravyatva),

that of quality and that of action, — is both a generality arid spe-

cies, since it is the cause both of accordance and of distinction

[cf. V.S. I, 2, 5]."
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Then this general definition is explained with reference to the

generality of substance. This is the cause of concordance in the

ease of earth, water iVc, but of distinction in regard to quality

and action.

The same formula is then ' mutatis mutandis repeated for the

generality of quality «nd that of action. After this the genera still

lower, such as earthness (prthin lea), colourness, throwinghess, cow-

ness, elotlmess \c are mentioned and characterised as both genera

and species. In the Hist place {jirfH/firiiigena) they must he consi-

dered as generality, and \\y transference (b/iaklgfi) they receive the

name of series.

$ i give* a characterisation of *fhiu~niga which applies to its highest

a> well as to its lower forms. „ln consequence of the difference

in properties {lakytnn) it is proved that Hilnwnga is another category

than substance, quality and actum [cf. $. 1 and V.S. 1, £, 8], Its

cternality also follows from this [i.e. because quality, action and

composed substance are transient, and because stlmfinga is different

from them]. [The lower generality dravgatm is either than , non-

identical with that of gnnnlra &c, so] there is 'otherness' (aiigafra)

between them. Considered one after one, there is oneness of the

generalities [i. c. there is one highest genns: being; one genus Caith-

ness iVc.], because, there is nnn-difference of properties and there

is not ii property [in the niimHiiga] of having differences {lafaaiifl'

virCHiirf, rirrMft//rlM(///f//j///?rrlcrr/) [cf. V.S, 1, 2, 17 where lingo is

used instead of lak*a»a\,

^ "). The xirjh book of the li/i(l*i/a, treating of viccya.

The sixth book (VrCRs\) of the Mhiisya consists of one paragraph.

This may be divided into three parts: A. definition of the notion;

\anlgfi vietrfk !
), and explanation of how these anfgfi vicryl// arc

perceived by the yogins; B. and /'.. refutation of two objections.

In part A „antgril" is explained as ,,/infe bhavalf and accor-

ding to the Xyaya-kandali this would mean : ^utpmla-vinCivayor ante

Uaxffiitafcrid antarabdavftcgam uilgadravgdni\ tern bhavdli st/iitd it//

arf/ia/t" i. c. : the eternal substances are meant by the Word anta

(border)) liccause they reside at [i. e. beyond] the border of origi-

nation and annihilation; the existence [of the anfgd vicc*fl// is]

based on these [eternal substances]; • such is the meaning of the

passage". — It seems however that antga is used by Pracastapilda

»» Cf. htrt v 117 and 118.
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ambiguously and sometimes equivalent to atyanta in the following

JK1SSUS.

The term wVymws is used, continue* the HhiTsya, ..since thev cause

their abodes to be different [from other objects]. They are causes

of the intellections about the ultimate (or: very last, ah/unfa) dis-

tinctions, in as far as each of them resides — one in one substance,

another in another — in the eternal substances which are void of

origination and annihilation. And just as in [ordinary] human beings

as we arc, a distinction of notions is seen [to arise] with reference,

to rows Xe. compared with horses &e. — a distinction which

finds its cause in like shapes, qualities, actions, parts, conjunctions;

and which may be expressed thus: [this is] a cow, white, with

swift (?) movement, with a fat hump, with a largo bell - so there

arises in men superior to us, namely in the yogins, a distinction

of notions with reference to all eternal substances in as far as they

possess like shapes, qualities and actions, namely with reference to

atoms, liberated (?) soids and internal organs — [a distinctic of

notions] which can la; expressed with respect to several objects as:

'this is different from that'. Simirlarly those [yoginsj possess recog-

nition with reference to one and the same atom, distant in space

and time, [a recognition which can be expressed in the words]:

this is the same as that. [That this distinction of notions and this

recognition result from the distinctive properties in the eternal sub-

stances, follows] from the fact that there is no other cause {nnya-

nimiHnbhricnt p. 321 I. 20). These differences [now, in the eternal

substances] an; the ultimate differences {antytl r/cew//).."

Part II refutes the olyjection : could not this distinction of notions

originate from the ilfiarma which the yogin himself possesses and

not. from the properties of the things? *

111 the beginning of part C the question is raised: why does t lie

distinction of the eternal substances take place with the aid of dis-

tinctive features, and why not directly? The answer to this question

is: Tndritmynf. This expression is then explained as follows:

„Herc [i 4.e. in daily life, or: among ordinary human beings]

one feels assured [of objective existence] with reference to afarirti-

wakftni [i. e. things which have not got 'nature of that', in other

words-, the nature. of rousing our assurance themselves], when some-

things else brings that ahout. For instance [such feeling of assu-

rance arises] with reference to pots Arc. in consequence of a lamp;

but not with reference to a lamp in consequence of another lamp.

Just as impurity exists by itself e. g. in cow's and horse's meat

and only through connection with that [impurity] in other things,
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so there arises here too by itself, the distinction of notions (per-

ee|)ls; /aah/a//a*) t lirc>ti«^li hldatmya (the nature of that, i. e. the

nature of revealing itself) with reference to the anti/d vivcxdfi, l>nt

through .connection with these with reference to the eternal sub-

stances."

This explanation of todatiiu/a seems to he rather forced, vet, I

do not doubt, 1 have grasped the meaning of Pkacastapaoa's words;

the more so, since on the words: ,.i/a//id ghahldixu pradipat, na fu

frmlipe prtrdijifiHlarak" . we find in the Nvava-kandali the following

jiallifi i/liahh/isn aprakora-svah/iarexit

praih/nhhdi pralaeaxvahlnlvat

prakaro hhavaii ,

nd hi pradipr /tradipaiitaraf prokara //, k/'iii hi xcafa eva.

At all events with the technical meaning 'identity' which the

term hldahtiya has in ihe writings of Buddhist logicians (cf. Satic

Casihia Vim xitm sa\a, Mediaeval school of Indian logics p. 110

^ S'.J n°. I and i»k Stciikkbathkoi Museon N.S, vol. V p. 114) we

•cannot explain the passage quoted, Tadiihin/a must be interpretated

here as 'immediatencss, independence'.

$ 0. Tftc hiKt book of the R/ifty/a , treating of xatuardi/a.

The -

last hook (Samavaya) of the Hhnsya consists of tivc para*

graphs. The first paragraph gives a definition and examples of this

notion; in $ 2 the notion 'samaraya (inherence) is opposed to

xdmi/of/a (conjunction) v in $ 3 it is proved that inherence most he

acknowledged as a separate category, after that the oneness of

tttmarajn is upheld; $ t contains a polemical dialogue about the

last-mentioned point: § 5 states first the eternality of inherence,

then gives an answer to the question „in what way does inherence

Itself] abide in the substances iVc.V and finally proves that inhe-

rence cannot he perceived, but is inferrible {amnneya).

$ I begins with the definition „a////hts)dd/alHdw ndhrmfddhara-

hli n (a tifltij ifah xantbandha i/ia-prah/ai/a-Zir/ii//
, sa xaniavaifahy This

definition occurs in the Herhamporc edition of the Sutra (p. 38,
as I. 2, 13). I should like to translate it as: „inhcrcnce is the

relation between things inseparably coexistent and of which one is

the iccipiens and the other the recipiendum: [in other words:]

[inherence is] the cause of the idea: [this is] in that."

This definition is then again enlarged with the evident wish of

expressing jt ,„,„•,. accurately: ..The name 'inherence' is given to
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the relation, from whieh 1° there arises the intellection: '[this is]

in that' with reference to [object* such as:] substances, qualities,

actions, generalities, peculiarities, whieh objects may cither be can-

wily related (kdrga-kdraiia-bhotd //) or not causally related ; which

objects inseparably coexist, whilst one is the recipiens and the other

the recipiendum. [Moreover, Sly from this relation called 'inherence'

there results] the arixvagbhdra [i. e. the not totally being strange

to each other; the anrdtantrga , non-independence, says (/rIimiai a]

of such things whieh occupy a limited place and the non-identity

(otherness, angatra) of which is conceived."

The last part of $ I gives a list of examples: „the cloth is inherent

in the threads; the mat in the reeds; qualities and actions in a

substance: existence in substances, qualities and actions; substance-

ness in substances; quality-ness in qualities; action-ness in actions;

ultimate differences in eternal substances."

$ 12 distinguishes inherence by the following principles:

(1) xambandhindm agnfasidd/iatvdl-, because of the necessary coexis-

tence of the things related;

(2) angalarakarrnddi-irimittaxambliardif.(cf. V.S. VII, 2 . 9); because

the movement of one of the things concerned &c. is not the

cause of it;

(3) rib/idgdntatrddarrandf; because disjunction is .not experienced

as the terminus of it;

(4) ad/iikarandd/iikartargagor era b/idrat; because it exists only

between two such things of which one is the recipiens and

the other the recipiendum.

The thesis that the notion of inherence does not coincide with

substance, quality and action is proved in paragraph 3 where the

differences between existence and the existent things, between dra'

rgafra and dravga &c. are used as drxtdtitas. The last jwirt of para-

graph .'* is a paraphrase of V.S. VII, 2, 28.

Paragraph 4 begins with the objection: „nanit //ad// cka// sama-

vdgo, drargagitt/akarmandm drargatragiii/atvakarmatcddirivexaifaih mha
xambaiid/iaikaivdt paddrthamiikarapraxaiiga j/f?" If we consider fidi

in the compound, ending in virc*anai/i as due to a mistake, we get

the following translation: „If there were only one inherence, then

the relation between dravga and its characterising [generality] dra-

vgafva, the relation between gtn/a and gu»afva, the relation between

karman and karmafva would be identical, and thus an intermixture

mf categories would be the result". The most important part of the

answer is contained in the words: „ihcti samavdgatiimUlasgajndna-

Hydnva/fadarcanat tarwtraikah tamavdga iti gamgate; dravgatvadini-
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iiiilf'hi'hu riintirohhlarroiiiit pratiniyamo jiidipi/c." I. e. because wc

see agreement in. the intellection [which is expressed by the words

:

'tin's] in that' and which has inherence for its cause, therefore there

is everywhere one inherence; that is certain. And because we notice

the exclusion of the intellections which have rfratya/ra iVc. as cause,

m we become aware of the restricted nse £o£ samara ifa], [coinpared
#

with the notions* just mentioned
J."

The etcrnalitv of >am/ira/pt is interred in paragraph 5 from the

circumstance that we cannot discover by pramaiias (trustworthy

sources of knowledge) any cause of its origination, just as little

as we ran do with reference to hliara."

The -answer to the second question: kniff) ptoiar vrtfyfl dran/adixu

xtiumnij/o rar/afe/" is principally contained in the words: 'tailahnifaf . . .

<r////a/malav/a xamira//ax/fa nampl rrffir asfP'. \. e. '[Inherence docs

not reside in substnm-cs \c. either by conjunction, or by inherence],

lint by innate nature \(adatmyaf = xrata era, in (.Yidhnra's com-

mentary j. Inherence has no residing again, for its own essence is

to reside'.

The imperccptiliility of samarai/a is upheld by means of two

arguments: (I) xaltadniam ira praf/pihcxtt rrth/ahfalrat'• (2) sraf-

ma<i<ita*anir(><la)iiihliaraf. The first expression is rightly paraphrased

by (,'rulhara ..iptf/ai xalladniam jiraftfafoexr arlhcxu vrffir axfi, feiia

to xamipiktasamaraipld iiulriifciia f/rfii/aiife, nairam samaraipixipi rriti-

xamh/iara/i, ah '/hidrii/o '//am", and the second tblis: /pt//iciidri//ei/a

*(tm//(H/a/jrafit)firixn, nairam xamaraipi-prafiblinsali' '. I. e. „(l) whilst

existence &e, reside in the- perceptible objects and thus can be per-

ceived by the sense-organs, by means of sami/iikta-xamavaya [i. e.

owing In .the fact that the sence-organ is conjoined wit the object,

in which the existence Ac. inhere], inherence itself cannot reside

I in anything] and therefore it surpasses the reach of the senses";

(2) whilst there is a clear perceptional understanding (samredaiia,

nalrii/niii pratihliaxah) of conjunction, stich n clear understanding

concerning inherence does not exist."
'

It may be interesting to compare with the last paragraphs of the

Prae. Hhasva the following quotations from Ganoanatha Jha's de-

scription of the Prabhilkara School of I'urva-Mimainsa (p. 81)):

•Subsistence' or 'inherence' (paratan(rata) is not uitj/a or eternal

(like the xamarai/a of the logician); because it subsists in perishable
things also, being a relation whereof it cannot be eternal; it is both
produced and not-prodnced, and also perceptible and imperceptible, in

accordance with the nature of things to which it lielongs.' Nor is it

one (like the logician's samai-aya); it is .many as there are things."
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Qamkara Acarya's polemics against the notions of samavilya and
aipttaxidd/ii linve been related here p. 70.

$ 7. Prfhaktca in Sutra, Bhnxipi and the more recent I'aieexika.

The so-called quality prfhaktca, the different shades of meaning

of which correspond to the IEnglish terms 'eoncretencss, individuality,

separate existence', is mentioned by the Siitrakara in the same

aphorisms as ekafca (see here the next chapter, section 1). Phacas-

tapada bestows on it a separate, paragraph (book 111 chapter 2 $0),

First he defines it us apoddhara-n/acahnra-kdraiia (apnddhara =
separation, distinction). Then he mentions eka-prthakfea, dciprthaktca,

triprthakfea i\c. ; alludes to the dogma that ekaprthaktca is eternal

in eternal, transient in transient substamvs and dciprthaktca &v.

are always transient. Samkh/pi and prfhaktca differ from each other

in so far that one, two, three <\c. are subordinate to the one

general notion of number, whereas ekaprthaktca, dci-prthaktca &c,

are not subordinate to a general notion, [i.e. to a notion which

has a name of its own].
ti EtacilHj8 tu cirexah: ckafcadicad eka-

prfhaktcadixc apara-sdmfhu/abhacah

.

'

'

(.'luniiARA has spun out this last-mentioned detail in his comments;

Further he lavs down the question: what is the difference between

affpintnbhaca and prfhaktca? .,/fare/arabhaca-nimiffo \ipim ci/acahdra

Hi cetf -—• Nn: prafixedhast/a vidhi-pra ff/a//a-vixa//afcd//ofplt'." I. e.

prihaklva cannot be the cause of [our notion of] mutual non-exis-

tence, in as far as a negation is not tit for being the object of a

positive notion. In syncretic Nyaya-Vaicesika the difficulty has been

more clearly answered. Atiiai.yk defines it as follows: „prthaklca. . .

tells us something more than anyonyabhaca , for it not only informs

us that a jar is not a piece of cloth, but also that it is a different

thing. . . We can gay that a jar is not the quality of blueness resi-

ding in it, but we cannot say that it is distinct from it, the two

being inscparately connected. Similarly we say that a black unbaked

jar is not the same red jar when baked, but it is not prfhak from it."

The passage, bestowed by Cridiiara on prthaklva, does not allow

us to decide whether he intended to lay down such a distinction,

as defined by Athalye.

In concluding I must say that I do not admire the Vaicesika

system for calling prfhaktca a quality and combining number with it.

Verhand. Kon. Akad. r Wetantch. N. Rwki. Dl. XVIII. N°. 2.
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Srctios .'J.

Tilt: CHARACTERISATION or TIIK (UTOJOKIKS AND
Tin: TIIKOKY OI'OAISALITY.

$ I
.
Sn/rax fn'tiriin/ n/m <'l„,racf<>risntiiH} and Mtnta/ffy,

(Aft/tf/o hi/ Siitfm'tt tra/hitafion.) .. •

A. Sutras, containing rhe'eharnetcrisntioii of sub-
stance, quality and action.

I, I, 8 The resemblance of siil.stai.co, attribute nml netion lies in
this that they arc exigent nml non-eternal, hnvo snUnure
ns their combinative >) cause, arc effort as well m tmiise,
mid aiv both genus and species.

The rcscml.liincc of substance and attribute is the charac-
teristic i.f Iwitig thr originators of their congener*.

10 Substances originate another substance, and attributes
another attribute.

11 Action, producible by action, is not known.
IS Substance is not annihilated either bv effect or bv cause.
18 Attributes [are destroyed) in both wins.
14 AHioti is opposed bv its effect.

15 It possesses actio,! and attribute, it is a combinative
ranse - snrh [is] the mark of substance.

18 Inhering in snbstanre, not possessing attribnte, not an
independent ranse in conjunctions and disjunctions— such
is the mark of attribute..

17 Uesiding i„ one substance only, not possessing attribute,
»ii independent cause of conjunctions and disjunctions —
such is the mark of action.

IK Substance is the one and the same cause of substance
attribute and action.

I M Similarly attribute [is the common cause of France
attribute and action].

20 Action is the common cause of conjunction, disjunction
and im|>etus.

2

1

Action is not the cause of sulwtanees.

<'f. |». in; .,.(...
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I, I, 22 [Action is not the muse of substance], because of its

cessation.

2.'l A single sulistnuce may be tlic common chYet of more

than one substance.

2 I Action is not the joint effect of many actions on account

of the difference of their attributes.

25 Duality ;nul other nuinb(>rs, separatcness, conjunction and

disjunction |are originated bv more tiait one substance].

20 Action which is the joint result [of an aggregate of two

or more substances] is not known, as it is not found in

combination with them.

27 Substance is the joint effect of many conjunctions.

28 Colour [is the joint effect] of manv colours.

20 Throwing upwards |is the joint product] of gravity,

volition and conjunction.

510 Conjunctions and disjunctions [are individually the pro-

ducts] of actions.

Ml ruder the topic of causes in general, action has been

stated to be not a cause of substances and actions.

]i. Sutras containing a definition of cause and
effect.

I, 2, I Non-existence of effect [follows] from the non-existence

of the cause.

2 Hut non-existence of cause |does] not [follow] from the

non-existence of the effect.

C. Sutras discussing causality.

X, 2, 1 '[It is the combinative] cause' — such [intuition and

usage], with regard to substance [arise] from the combi-

nation of effect [in it].

2 Ami through conjunction [substance heroine* the efficient

or conditional cause also],

tt Through combination in the [combinative] cause actions

[are non-combinative causes].

4 vSo also in colour through combination in the same object

with the cause.

5 Through combination in the [combinative] cause conjunc-

tion [is a non-combinative cause] of the cloth;

And through combination in the cause of the cause [con-

junction becomes a non-combinative cause bv means of

the major proximity] also.

7 Tho distinctive attribute of fire [i. e. heat] [becomes an

efficient cause] through combination in the conjunct.
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} t. Quotation* /torn Nando tnl Sinkn't Appcndir Bi

./. NOTES on passage 1, 1, S— 31 :

..('andh.vkanta Takkai.amkaua interpret* T, 1, 13 to mean that

iin Attribute sometimes destroves its cause (e.g. in chemical com-

pounds) anil sometimes does not destroy it (e, g. in physical com-

|)(iiiik1s <»r masses). •

..lie observes nmler 1, 1, 15: Although the self is void of action,,

i. e. change, still it appears to possess action by the action of the

mind or, internal orpin of sense in the state of its phenomenal

existence; and henee it is rolled ii substance.

„IIe reads I, 1, I <•> as nhkaoatkti annil& instead of lalha (jmiah

and interprets it to mean that-attributes sometimes become the cause

of stibstanee, attribute and action and sometimes do not.

,.lle reads I. I, '21 and 22 as one aphorism and interprets it

thiis: Action does not become the immediate rouse of substances.

IVbv? In consequence of its cessation. F«r, when a substance be-

comes what it is, at that moment cessation of action takes place.

Action in the constituent parts of a substance ceases on conjunction

and the substance becomes what it is. Action therefore is not an

immediate rouse in the production of substances. What the author

means to say is, as the expression shows, that the mediate causality

of action in the production of 'substances is not refuted."

//. NOTES on passage 1,2. 1—2:
..('andrakanta Tarknlamkiira introduces I, 2, 1 as follows: IVedi-

cables, called substances, attribute and action, have been mentioned.

Their tftMflnifa or common chiracteristic has been stated. Their

rirr-ff/ or distinctive characteristic, again follows from its contrariety

to the common characteristic. All this is sufficient for the produc-

tion of tatteajkflna, The supreme good results from lath'tifitann.

This is ii/inviin/a, salvation. Hut what is its characteristic form?

How does it appear? All this is now being explained.

„IIe explains the same to mean: Nonexistence of the effect, e. g.

the faults (namely desire, nversion and infatuation) &c., (results)

from non-existence of the cause, e: g. false knowledge (e.g. the

idea of the self in the non-self) Ire, "Thus pain, birth, activity,

faults and false knowledge — on the successive annihilation of

these in turn, there is the annihilation of the one next before the

other" (Nvaya Sutra 1, 1, 2), the ultimate consequence being eman-

cipation, the return of the sell into its own nature.

..He introduces I, 2, 2 as follows: the aphorism is meant for them

who think that apavarga is mere absence of pain, and he explains
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it thus: non-existence of tlie enuse, vi/. birth, &v. does not follow

from non-existence of the effect, ' viz. |>ain. Hiifh, iVe. therefore,

may still tuke place even when mi pain exists. If birth &e. arc thus

possible, then there is possibility of (mill also, in consequence of

the appearance of the causes of pain. Aparartfa, accordingly, docs

liot lie in the mere absence of pain, but in the permanent impos-

sibility of [mill, resulting in the order of the successive non-existence

of false-knowledge, &*f."

(\ NOTK on jwissage \, 2, I— 7:

..Caudrakanta Tatkalnmkara reads X, 2, 4 as two aphorisms

tatltd rupc and karanaikartltasainavai/fh' ca."

$ 3. Explanation of the antins, quoted in § 1 , as far as

hearing on eharaetcrisafion.

The theory of causality has been discussed in sutra 1,1, 8—31

for the purpose of characterising the main categories, so I shall

first consider these sutras in this respect and then the conception

of causality itself.

As already noticed 1
), the sutra characterises broadly the main

categories, whereas the Hhiisya does the same for the subdivisions:

substance and quality.

The order, followed by the Sutrakara in this characterisation, is

shown in my marginalia (sec here book IV section II).

First (sutra 8) substance, quality and action together are charac-

terised in comparison with the three last categories. As IIandt has

noticed, (/rart/a is conceived here as 'compound substance', thus

excluding the atoms; since the theory of substance in the Yaiecsika

system was originally a distinction of elements and not in the first

place a doctrine of atomism 2
) , there is not the slightest objection

against this interpretation.

Then sutra !) — which is commented u|>on by sutra 10 — states

that substances-paits effect substances-wholes, and qualities (f. i. the

qualities of parts) qualities (f. i. the qualities of wholes); but action

does not produce, unother action, [for the beginning movement of

an object produces inertia as a quality of this object and this quality

is cause of the movement in the sulwequent moments]. Therefore

cause and effect may be homogeneous in the erne of substance and

quality being cause, but not in the case of action (Hhihjya book II

chapter 1*1; ,K>°k H* chapter 1 $ 1U; book IV $ I n°. 11).

i) Cf. p. S£
2) Cf. p. 18 and p. 118.

J
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If we follow the interpretation of the Upaskara; then this would

Im- the meaning of tin- sutras 12— 14: two substances relating to

each other as eause (composing parts) and effect (product! or agge-

•rate) do not destroy eaeh other; for the eause of the destruction

of the aggregate either lies in the <h>xlnicli<»i of the abode [i.e. in

the destruction of tin* parts, hut not in the parts themselves] or in

the destruction of the adherence {firmi/fi/i'da-wiiti/tir/a) between these

parts, lii the ease of qualities the effect ran destrov tin; cause and

vice vcisa; c. g. the first sound [i.e. the sound as a quality of the

part of physical space bordering on the source of sound] alter

having produced the second sound [i.e. sound in the following

port of '

tlkflfri] destroys it and the last souml [i.e. sound where

it heroines' inaudible] destroys, the last sound hut one. All action

is ill ways destroyed by its eH'eet [i. e. by the conjunction of the

moving tiling and the obstructing thing]. The interpretation of \, I., 13

given by C\MK\i«\ Mum, is forced mid doubtful. I ty blotting out

co in .sutm 12 the first two sutras mil hi he translated as follows:

..The suhstaiiec-cfjcet does not annihilate its eausefs]. The quality-

effect nun or may not annihilate its cause [i. e. when the quality

of the aggregate is produced ill the (pialities of the composing

parts, then these remain ill existence, but when pleasure e. g. gives

rise to desire, then pleasure itself is annihilated |." With V.S. i, I, 12

coir.sp.inds Mlulsui book II chapter 1 $ I; with V.S. I. I, I |

Bltfisvii hook IV ^ 1 n°. 17 (see here hook IV section IV table

h and c);n passage corresponding with V.S. I, |, I 3 is lacking in

the Hliiisva. If my emendation and interpretation is right, then the

three sutras tell us about the three first categories whether they

arc annihilated or not after having produced their effect.

Th« sutras I
">— 17 contain definitions of substance, quality and

action. Three different kinds of causality: inherent int., dependent
mid independent causality, are applied in these definitions. Partly

Shese terms have been already explained 1

), jKirth I shall dwell

again on this topic in the next paragraph. ror the present it is

Miflicient to state that the term causality is taken in a very wide
jerise: so c. g. substance is called the cause — and namely the
Itilierential cause: mmavthfi-kiirnnn — of its (pialities and movements,
nnd- similarly the parts are called the mmavat/i-kniaiia of the aggre-

gate (Y. in the IMiasya hook II chapter I § I and 4; book III

chnpter I $ I; book IV § 1 n°. 2 and s. A passage statin}; that

quality, if independent, cannot be the cause of conjunctions and

I II- iv p. 30 8.1.
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ilisjunrtioiis, is not met with in the chapter on the characterisation

of qualities' (ImiTsva hook NT chapter I); since, however, the

knrmamh WHHfofjfirififitl(jpxr> nuaprkxn-lriraiialvfnti is mentioned in the

Hliiisva, it is certain that the sutras I, I. 15- 1 7 existed in their

present form in IVacastapada's time.

In the sutras. |s—22 it js said that substance may he the cause

of snhstances. qualities or actions. Quality too nmv be a cause <»f-

n substance (e. g. tlie conjunctions as qualities of the parts produce

the aggregate), of a quality (e.g. the colour of the parts effects

the colour of the aggregate) or of an action (c. g. the conjunction

between a moving hand and n pestle produces the movement of

the latter). Movement, however, is no cause of substance (2 I) nor

of movement (this is implied by sntra I, I, 20 and is explicitly

stated by I, 1, Ml), but only of the three qualities: conjunction,

disjunction and impetus. Hy comparing this sntra with I, I, 17

and .'JO, and Hhasva book IV § I n°.. s, and by considering the

fact that rcf/a (or santxkriM) is not explicitly mentioned in I, I , ft,

one would be inclined to surmise as original form of the sntra:

„*mi)i/<H/ari/i/nif/a//o/i karma aflmilnifiiM [/v7/viw7w]". For the interpre-

tation of I, 1, 22 cf. the I'paskara a|id V.S. V, I, 13,

Two points deserve notice in the sntras discussed (I, I, S- 22): the

term nnmanya is used here (18 and 20) in a distributive meaning;

all these sntras refer to substance, quality or movement as causes.

The sutras 23 ami 21 belong together: the translation by N.\M>A

Ii\ii SlXilA of sntra 2 \ cannot be right; his expression ..on account

of the difference of their attributes" is completely void of sense

(cf. V.S. I, 1, 17 ^nflHiinm. . . Hi kar»m-lak*a>im>r)\ neither is

Camkara Micro's interpretation correct: „it has been already stated

that the resemblance of substance and attribute is that they algi-

nate their congeners; also it has already been denied that actions

are productive of. actions in the aphorism: 'action, produciWe by

action is hot known'; this is here repeated". Before giving my own

translation 1 should like to notice that *riin~ni//a has here a collec-

tive meaning, and substance, quality and action are treated in their

function of effect. We may render the two sutras: „A single sub-

stance may be the joint effect. of more than one substance. [And

so may a single quality l>e the joint effect of more than one quality].

Action is not the joint effect of several actions [i. c. the action of

the aggregate is not Brought About by the actions of the parts],

since it differs from quality, [here, namely, the colour of the aggre-

gate is the effect of the colours of the pahs]." Cf. the parallel

passages in the Hhasva l>ook II chapter 1 $ 3 and Iwwk III chapter I
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i, ikI $ |3; bat in hook IV chapter I $ I an explicit denial with refe-

rence to action is absent.

Sntra 25 states that some qualities e. g. duality arc produced

hv, i.e. reside in several jiibstunces, (scih as we must imply:) in

substances- which remain apart: so then sneh a quality is an effect

of these several, loose snltstanccs. One action, according to sntra

26j is never a joint, efl'eet of several [loose] substances; for, as the

Sntrakara tnutologientry adds, an action never inheres [in several

snlistanccs at the same time* J. A discussion on this topic with refe-

rence to substance seems to have l>een considered superfluous, ("f,

Hhasva -MMik III chapter 1 .<> 5; book IV, f In . 2.

The sutrns .27— 20 examine to what extent substance, quality

and action can l»e the joint effect of many qualities. By comparing

1. 1, 20 with e. g. V, 1, 1 and V, 2. 3 one would lie inclined

to restitute as original form of the sittni: prn^atnannmyujabhyflm

iif/,st'f,min)ir\ i. e. throwing upwards is the joint efl'eet of volition

and conjunction. — Of. with this passage j Hhasva hook III chapter I

$ 13 and hook IV <j I n°. 8: ,j/iirntra-ftraratrfi-/trai/a/iifi'X(inii/ofja-

tram"; since however this dvandva has a distributive, and not n

collective meaning, it is not likely that Hracastapada intended here

to allude to V.S. I, I, 20. I'crhaps w.e mnv eonelude that the.

whole passage 1,1., 27—20 did not \et exist in his time.

In sutms 30 and 31. we shonld expect the question: to what

extent can snhstance, quality and action he the joint effect of

several actions? Tims the import of sntra 30 would he: ..conjunc-

tion.[can he the joint ell'eet
j
of [several] actions

|
residing in several

objects), and so can disjunction." And similarly sntra 31, which

is in form a reference to I. I, 20, should be explained: ..[snhstance

is never the joint effect of manv actions, nor is action such a joint

efl'eet], for it has been s:iid in the passage dealing with cause in

general (I, 1, 0—22) that 'action does not produce snhstance or

action'." The sutms .30— 31 give us a strong impression of being

later additions.

Since the passages I, 2, 1 and 2: X, 2, 1-7 exclusively hear

on causality, they will he explained afterwards ($ 5 of this chapter).

The theological explanation, which Cam>uak\nta T.M«K.\iaMK.\«A

has given of 1,2,1 and 2 is not even worth refuting.

\ 4. The mettaut of characteri*ation in the Prav.-H/nl^a.

The Hhasva gives characterisations of the main categories in

Hook 1 chapter 3, of the substances in hook II chapter i, of the
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qualities in hook HI chapter 1. of the actions in hook IV SS 1.

The Imiisvakara hits not given (in hook I chapter 3) such a full

characterisation of the main categories as is found in the Sutra.

lie only gives points in which six, or live, or three categories

resemhle earh other. And he specially contrasts tlie first three cate-

gories with the three last. Hut he docs not try here to distinguish

suhstance from quality or action &e., although he must have known
V.8. I, 1, 0—31, even if not in its complete present form.

Different reasons may have induced IWiistapada to deuatc from
his example. So for instance he has gained by his arrangement
parallelism between the chapters 1, ',)• ||. I and Ml, I, where
he first gives characterisations of the whole class and then of some
suhdivisions. Or he wished to conceal the points in which he dis-

agreed with the Sutra; for here classes are often defined hv charac-

teristics, only holding good for some of their species.

A few other |w>ints in the Hhasva still deserve our notice.

In hook I chapter 3 $ 1 nafifea is used with reference to the

six categories. Attitea, corresponding with the term bhtiva of syncretic

N^aya-Vaircsika, can he rendered hv '(|>ositive) heing'.

In the same chapter $5 nathlmmbnudlm i.e. connection vifh

Hfithl, is used with reference to suhstance, quality and action. We
could render tttfftl thus hv '(objective) realitv'.

And in $ srnfrifasnttcn .and hmhlhihik*tiHntra are assigned to

generality, difference and inherence; this svutiHttsattvn can he para-

phrased as: «a way of existing typical for them' and y<l<lhihk*a,mh'a

as 'subjective form of existence'.

In a later paragraph I shall return to this distinction; for the

present it suffices to show how Prncastapada .
has ohtaincd a greater

accuracy of technical language than the Sutrakara. For in the sutra

sat and snltr, are in 1 , 1 , 8 and I, 2, 7 exclusively attributed

to substance, quality and action, whilst blnlva is used n ilhnika

I, 1, us n synonym for snftn so that the form of existence found

in the three last categoric* and the form common to all six have

been left undetermined.

Another point worthy of our attention is the use of the term
vfticrtitoyto/a and srim/lin/a-gum in Hhfisyn HI chapter 1 $7 and 8;

these paragraphs clearly show that vaicr*Ua was originally synony-

mous with vaidtmrmika , thus signified 'distinctive, characteristic' and
had nothing to do with atomism. Atomism, indeed, is a Inter

addition to the Vnicesikn, which system at first intended to give

characterisations. Moreover the sjmcc, allowed in the fundamental texts

for dissertations on the suhjeet, do not leave uh any doubt.
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I must |iostpoiic tin* discussion on two other interesting points

in the chapter mentioned, namely: the theory of causality '), and

(lie theory holding tlint sound ami psychical quality only 'cover

a pint of (physical) space oncl soul.
,

§ ). Kr/iftiutitiitH of the .v////v/.v, qnutcj iii $ I , ax far ax fuming

oit rnnsfifihf; Ihi; ll/ro/y of rmisafifi/ lit. flu' II li'ixi/ti.

In hiking iip'again I lie explanation of the siitnis, quoted in §> I

,

ns far ;i* they icier to causality, we may begin by noticing that

siitrn \, 2. I and 2 do not give rise to any difficulties, they simply

contain n definition of cause and effect , the two notions which were

often made use of in the chiracfcrisitiou of substance, quality and

.action in alniika 1,1.

Further we may observe that in si itml, I, 1.") and 17 the

Sutrakiiin himself introduces the terms xamarniji-hlrniia and aiKijichxa-

idifhiti ami in the passage X, 2, I 7 Nanda Lu, SlNtiA is

obliged to use many insertions in accordance with (,'amkah a-Mk;ii a's

explanation. In these insertions we meet with the terms: xmiim-tii/l-

Itii'inri (combinative or iuheicntial cause), fitfiinaC'lyi-krirann (nou-

coniliin.it i\e. or iion-iiiherential cause), niinilla-kfnaiia (ctlicient eau<r).

Although these terms are found in IVaeastapada's Hhasya, yet 1

doubt that they were existent in the lime of the Sutrnkiirn. Hcfore,

however, explaining my own conception of siitras \. 2, I—

7

I think it desirable lirst to explain the causality-theory, implicitly

accepted by IVaetistapada.

According to the still current Vaieesika teachings (cf. here

p. 12(5 V(» and Atii.m.tk's notes on the Tarkasungraha p. 08)'

MMtirihiH is of six kinds: I. the relation between parts and

aggregate, 2. thing and qualities, .'V. thing and action, I. atom
Ami distinctive qualities, 5. genus and individual, 0. being and
the main categories. In tho four first cases the component parts

or the thing as abode {«<;raif(i) are considered to be the cause

ot the aggregate,: the qualities \Ve. This causality, coinciding

with th«- relation of inherence, is termed xamnurn/hkarmut by the

Vnieesikns.

Further we learn from the labellie exposition of the Pray. Hhasya
in book IV section IV table E n°. 8 and 0, table C n°. 10—SI,
n°. 2<»—2S :

(f. ji. 140.
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action, cause of conjunction, disjunction [and impetus], is exclu-

sively annum rrh/i-ktlra ita; *'..'''

tlie psychical qualities, not only HtnfSi, stfkift, iluhklm, irr/iO
,

ttvew, and /nagahia, but also Manna, adlairma nntl lihdrana (Intent

impression) nits exclusively. nimiffa-karaua;

the warm touch (irxiia-sparca) [which |mrtlv, residing in the com-
ponent parts, brings about the warm touch in the iiggregnte, ami
which partly, residing in tire, brings about the warm touch in

earth &c, conjoined with tire], is sometimes asmian'iit/i-kdiai/a

,

sometimes iiimif/a-karaiia;

conjunction [which partlv, residing in an aggregate or a part

with reference to a second object, brings about respectively con-

junction in the part or the whole; which partlv, e.g. in the ease

of drumstick and drum, brings about the quality of sound in the

surrounding (physical) space; which partly, e.g. in the case of the

moving hand and the pestle, brings about the movement of the

object conjoined; and which partly, in the case of the conjoined

parts, brings about the aggregate, thus a Vmrjw], is sometimes

aaamarai/i-kaiaiia and sometimes nimitla-karaiia\

disjunction [of which similar cases can be distinguished as of

conjunction] is sometimes asamarai/i-kaia/ia and sometimes nhuilla-

humtin
\

on the other hand, to quote only one cxemplc:

rfipn , which is merely .saniana-jafi/-aiauibfiaka , is exclusively willed

asaiiiarai/i-karana.

I think, the given distinctions can he explained by the following

hypothesis: Originally only karttiin and iiinntfa were, accepted, t In-

former term corresponding to our notion of cimse (i. c. causa liendi),

the latter to the notion reason or motive (causa eognoscendi, causa

agendi). Subsequently the notion n'nuilla wan applied to all psychical

states and karana was divided into nai/iarai/i-k/hana (i. e. karana

coinciding with sawarat/a), and that form of karana which was not

samardyi-karaiia. Finally the application of the term aimilia or

niiiiitfa-karaiia was still more widened and also used in those eases

where one quality could function as a cause in different respects.

in syncretic \yava-Vaicesika for instance in (.'ainkara-Micra's

I'paskara the notions attaiiiattn/i-kdraua and niniitfa-karaiia have

changed in character. JMniifta-karana is here left undefined; xamarnyi'

karana has preserved its old meaning; asniiiacdi/a-kdraiin is defined

(e.g. Upaskara on V.S. X, 2, 3, Nando Lai Sinlm's translation

p. 334): „Non-eonibinntive causality is causality comlrincd in (wrwtfcc/flr)

one and the same object connected with the relation of effect
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and cause. StM'li causality results cither from combination in the

mine object with the ttkvi\ or f'r«»m combination in the same object

with the mute. Of. these the former is called, in the terminology

of the Yaieesikas, the slighter or minor ami the latter, the greater

or major proximity (respectively: faciei and wakati prdhftixatfiff)''

The relation between movement ami subsequent eonjiMie-

t ion. is an example of fixfiuifirtii/ifoiraiififrrtiii fay/in/a /trali/fixa/fi/a
\

IteejuiM' movement inheres in the same object in which the

effect, i. e. the conjunction, inhere*. The relation between 'the

conjunction, technically en 11 ed prarttyn , i.e. [loose]

a er. n inn I at ion, residing in the constituent parts of

a hale of cotton' and 'the magnitude in the hale

of cotton* is mentioned l»v (,'amkara Micra as an example of

axaitHiviiiiiki'iraiintvahi imiftafyti pra/r/tixoffi/fi , hecanse here the con-

junction inheres in the same object, scil. the parts, in which the

cause (or abode) of the magnitude inheres (sec l* pa sk lira on V.9.

X, 2, .6).

I can scarcely believe this definition to have been known bv

Pit .vcastaiwiia , for then he would not have called the psychical

lacts e.g. an intellection causing another intellection, or an

> inlelle. tion causing a pleasure — iiimiflu-hlranrtiii , but \lanfin/n

/inili/iix'itfi/il\ fixaniac<iyi'k<ii(iiiiini.

And whilst (,'amkara Micro's conception of causal it} differs from

that of IVacastapada, his interpretation of the still older ideas of

Kanaka's is neither right. Tor, we may notice that a translation

of the sutras X. 2, 1— 7 is possible without introducing the terms

xinmtnii/i-, nxm/if/crti/i- , iiiiiiifln-/,'ir(iinliii into them.

Sutra I :

'f
It is the] cause' — such [intuition and usage] with

regard to substance [arise] from the inherence of effect [in it].

Sutra 2. Or from conjunction [e. g. the moving hand is called

the cause of the movement of the pestle].

Sutra :\. Actions [are causes] through inherence in the cause

|e. g. action is cause of conjunction, because it inheres in the cause

or abode of the sul>sequent conjunction].

Sutra I. So also, *[it is the] cause' — such [intuition and

Usage] with regard to quality, [arise] from inherence in the same
objc t with the cause; [e.g. the colour of the parts inheres in

these parts in which also inheres the aggfegate, cause of the effected

colour].

Sutra 5. Through inherence in the cause, conjunction [is a cause]

of the cloth.

Sutra ($. And, through inherence in the cause of the cause
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[conjunction becomes a Cause] also; [e. g. the pracai/a as a cause

of the magnitude in the hale of cotton].

Sutra 7. The distinctive quality of fire [i. e, heat], [Incomes n
cause] through inherence in the conjunct.

The sutras, translated, give rise to the following observations:

Sutra JJ gives the impression of lieriig nn insertion, far a) we should

have expected the discussion of barman to he placed alter the exami-

nation of the qualities, b) the gramiuntieal form of surra I . 'iflranaw Hi

(fiftn/r and of siitro 4 'tathtl riipv would require n correspondent

formulation in sutra 5, namely: %

tathi\ kamtatn\ hlrane samanlyn(.
Further we limy observe that in these sutras, causality is either

based on inherence, or on conjunction, or on ii double inherence,

or on inherence combined with conjunction.

The occasional dependence of causality on conjunction mat he exa-

mined a little more fully. In European science the notion of (physical)

causality has often been treated in connection with the notion of

spneial contiguity. In this case one considers the law of mutual

attraction between material bodies to need fill ther explanation mid

attraction to be a similar process as light and heat. Further we
find in European thought an ;i version to the ideas of telepathy or

the direct influence of human will at a distance. And even if psy-

chologists do not pertinently deny such ideas, still they believe that

such telepathy or magical influence if existent, will one day be

explained by a process carried on over a series of adjacent |>oints.

One of the postulates, underlying I'lurojM'an science, jis that all

causal actions between things, suppose an activity in interjacent space.

This idea is not meant by the Vnicesikas, when they teach that

causality is based on saw/opa; for soul, according to them, is omni-

present and thus conjoined to all things in space; the perception of

tilings at a distance is therefore possible for yogins; and similarly

the action of their will at a distance. Nay even the influence of

the adrsfa of any ordinary person, e. g. of a jiotter, |>ossesses such

a (we may say) magical influence on neighl>ouriug objects, e. g. the

clay from which the pot is originating, farther the Vaicesikas had

not vet learnt to consider gravity as an effect of attraction; gravity

was merely a quality of one thing, taken by itself.

$ 6. Exposition of a theory of relations and causality, based

on the distinctions of grammar.

In his notes on the Tarka-samgraha Athaiaf. has compared the

theory of causality, given by the syncretic Nyaya-Vaicesika, with
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the distinction of four kinds 'of mnses by Aimstoti.k. As both theo-
ries have indeed very little? in common mid the Aristotelean expo-
sition of tin- notion „|' niiisidih may he roiisjdcrcd- tn be antiquated
m liuropc, this f«Mii|>;nisoii has remained rather unfertile.

.Much more satisfactory results, I think, may be obtained by
taking the theon of causality not apart, but in connection with
the theory «»f relations.

Thi* theory of relations is in many |)oiuts still an open problem
in Ijuopean philosophy. Tor we are placed here before the -same
n.cthodo|ogie;.| dillieulties as we met with in explaining the distiiic-

1,0,1 ol ,n< '

'•• !| i»i • •ategories, namelv : must the principal forms of
relations be found by means of ;m nualvsis of Itmgniige, a psveho-
logind analysis of human coueiousness. mi e\amination of the history

of science, or a special dialectical form of thinking such e.g. as

IsHght by Ilium,. I do not intend to study this question; it may
sulliee to state that here too we mav obtain some elucidation by
the aid of grammar. Independent, however, of the method Used,
we ma.\ be sure to lind a certain vagueness of transition between
the different main forms of relation*.

When lor this purpose we consider the relations occurring in

language between the different parts of speech, for instance between
subject and juaedieate, between praedicate and adjuncts, between
main clause and dependent clauses, we may distinguish three main
groups for which I shall use terms borrowed from general philo-

sophy : ')

:/. Tlit" reflective relations,

//. The constitutive relatins,

('. The modal relations.

./. My reflective relations I understand those relations with refe-

rence to which the part played by our consciousness in their for-

mation, is easily made conscious; these relations can be likened to

a net, thrown by the human mind over the tilings; and although
thev are not capricious inventions, still to a certain extent thev
seem to be subjective.

Kxamples of such rellcctive relations arc':'

1. The relations ofidentity And otherness — in which
relation we .run easily state our subjective net of identification and
distinguishing.

2. The relation of inherence, e.g. between n quality or

' Cewpim with th<> following exposition: Cmr.' Sihwast, tiofik'.I 8 ('• nnA Winiiei.-
tiwi. _V.mii Svst.ni «trr Kafegorfea" (in the .HYrfwhrift n Ri£wnrt*s TUstmi (ithtirts-

t«ff l'.too-
.
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an action and an object - in which relation without difficulty til

can truce onr subjective act of abstracting.

3. The ((|iialitative) rein t ion fif likenes and mil ike-

ncss — n relation clearly originated by our 'subjective act of

comparing.

4. The (quant itati ve) relations of number, in en sure,
weight &v. — the subjectivity of which relations is unmistakable,

for we are free to choose the things which we wish to count, to

compare in size tVe.

5. The relations of coord

i

nation, subordination iVc.

between individuals, species, genera in which rela-

tions tin 1 subjective processes are so main and involved that it almost

seems as if this distinguishing of classes is a completely subjective

and even capricious act of tin; mind. Thus nominalism, the nftnhn ntiia,

could arise notwithstanding the fact that a deeper investigation

would have shown the legimate. scientific and, in this respect,

objective character of the distinguishing of classes.

<>. The relation of logical necessity between facts,

namely between such
.
facts of which one cannot be said let have

produced the other; e. g. two sides of a triangle am equal, because

two corners are equal. I. c. the relation, called ralio cwc/n/i by

Scuon.NUAiF.ii.

//. By constitutive relations I understand those relations which

seem to constitute, to 'build up' the world; in other words: those

relations which -prima facie seem to be exempt of subjective influences.

Such relations arc:

I. the spac in I relations,

H, the temporal relations,

fl. the causa I relations.

Concerning these relations 1 should like to make the following

observations

:

When we examine how far these relations are applicable to t lie

physical and psychical world, we may state: that the spaeial rela-

tions are only applicable to material nature, that the temporal

relations bear on physical nature as well as on soul, that causal

relations Hre, partly of an unconscious character (physical causality,

causal actions of nature on soul, causal action of sou? on the sur-

rounding nature) and partly of a conscious character. In the latter

case we may distinguish the argumentative causality, or relation

between reason and conclusion, from the volitional causality or

process of motivation, i. e. the relation between motives and voli-

tional decision. Thus the relation of causality contains three species
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which were called by Schopenhauer: ratio Jhndi, ratio rnqnoscendi,

ratio aijcudi.

Further we may notice that the reflective and constitutive rela-

tions are often interwoven; thus all spacial relations, directions as

well as distances, suppose the application of numeral relations (cf.

group A ii°. 4). Similarly the ratio essendi (group A ir°; '.(5) and

the rutin cognoseendi (group R \f . fte) -arc- closely connected.

('. \\\ niodal relations I understand .those relations in which at

least one of the related members is a psychical' state. We may sub-

divide them into:

1. the relations aeeeptcd as existing between our percepts or con-

cepts and the objective world; e. g. the eorrespondance or repugnance

between Our mental ideas and what is considered to lie the reality;

2. the relations between our emotional or volitional states and

the objects to which they refer;
,

:J. the relations between appreciative judgments and the psychical

Mates to which they refer.

We may notice here again the close coherence between the rela-

tions of group (' n°. I and the reflective relations of group A.

Hcfore we can use the table given as a canon for appreciation

we are obliged to consider two questions more closely: I. where

must the notion of existence be placed in this table? H. does the

notion of inherence indeed belong to the reflective relations, or is

it (as WiMHuiANn asserts in the article quoted) one of the consti-

tutive relations?

In answer to the first question we may state that the object is

called existent, when it can be made cither, the object of a trust-

worthy (normal) perception, or can be inferred by trustworthy (normal)

inferences from the data of perception; that the object, thus called

existent, receives its place ill the totality of the objective world;

and conclusively that existence may lie called a reflective relation,

closely connected with the modal group.

In answer to the second question we may acknowlege that there

is an appearance of reason for considering, as Windelband does, inhe-

rence to possess the same objective character as the thing and the

quality themselves, but on the other hand I myself feel more for the

decision chosen by the Vaiccsika system, which declared sa/i/arat/a

to Ik* 1»itl(th>iapek*a , i.e. reflective. The following fact pleads for

this decision: in the sumo way as the legitimacy of the notion

mmfinya was denied by nominalism, by the apoltavada , so the

notion winarflya was denied to be trustworthy by the dialectician

', \yk\u\ AeviiYA. This polemics would certainly never have taken
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place; if the relation of mwavflyti possessed tin* character, attributed

to it by W indelband.

$ 7. .1/tpmiatioH of /lie ///cor// of relafi/>tf* t/iccii />// ////• VaiirtHa*.

Taking as n basis the table, given in the precedent paragraph,

I should like to formulate my appreciation of the Vaieesika theory

of relations in the following , way

:

1. In spite of my admiration for the ea t egory-t heo r v of

the Vaieesikas I still think it more eorreet to aeeept four main

categories vi/. t/rt/ci/a . fltt/tti, karma* ami mti/htm/ha instead of

their six or seven. (Cf. the'..expression j/)l/4/i///)-t/////a-stim/)/tn///ia

in an eggression in (,'amkaka Acaiua's (ttta6/ta*j/a, I'oona-edition

|). 3S5).

2. It is a pity that the Vaieesika system has not succeeded in

giving a complete classification of the mambamlba*. It

only accepted two »atftba»(/Jba*: m/uyoaa, which is called at the

same time a quality, and xawa /•/)//// which is one of the ////////////as.

The insufficiency of this #am6amMa-t\ieorx will hecome apparent,

when we shall explain V.S. VII, 2, 14— 20, where the relation

hetween word {cfifxta) and meaning {ariha) is made the subject or

discussion without any satisfactory result.

3. The notion xawac/i//a was looked upon by the Vaieesika

system (see here l)ook IV section IV table A n° J)) as belonging

to the reflective relations, by the l'mva-inimanisakas to tin; Consti-

tutive relations, this last follows from the I'urva-mimamsa-thcory

stating that xamarai/a is visible in visible and invisible in invisible

things. ]

) As is clear from the precedent paragraph Winih i,hand's

exposition agrees with the Purva-mlmainsii, whereas I for myself

should like to admit the Vaieesika conception.

4. Number, spacial fames* and nearness, tempornl
Tarn ess and nearness were considered by the Vaiccsikns as

reflective relations (Bhasya book II chapter 1). This is (or para/va

and apara/ca only partially right; sec here $ (> .letter B.

5. Sawanj/a and vicr^a were called by the Sntrakara him-

self hnddhif-apckna, i. c. reflective; V.S. I, 2, 3. Cf. here \

sub A 5.

C. My appreciation of the .teachings about hhlra, a6///lva, pr//tal/va,

kari/a-kafana-b/iaca has licen given together with the exposition;

see p. 119—121; p. 120; p. 138—141.

'.) See here p. \2*.

Veibnnd. Knn Aknd. r. WVtenwh. N. Her**. Dl. XVHI N". 2 lu
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7. Th<; mod ill re I nt ions were not specially treated liv the
Niii.rsikiis. Saviblnnrt (numerical inclusion, e. g. of the number hun-
dred in thousand) is wrongly iuterp.etated by modern |);ni(lits n*
probability (cf. rpaskara. Hibl. Imlica edition p. 400' and here
chapter V see(ton M $ 1).

Skc'tiox \.

Tlllv l-IMSIKMo^MiV OK TflK \ AK/KSIKA SYSTEM.

(Sawhi l.ai tii/t&ft'g trrnmiafhut).

Li 3 Tl»e notions genus and species ate relative to the under
standing.

VIII, *, I "I'Ims-. 'thaf. 'done by yoii', 'feed him' — such [cog.
mtmiis are dependent upon understanding.

2 [Swell cognitions depend upon previous other cognitions
m as much as they appear in respect of objects seen

,

"'»«! do not appear in respect of objects unseen.

1 Atmttnth** h tl„> *»tr«* bearing' on ajH-kmbmhthi.

Nam.a Lxi, S,n,, a , as wc m% give8 hV() (l,„, s |ati(ms fo|. w „

^'t''
.'n

;

l

;

,tive t,>
'

t,,,, «»<««*W#tf «nd 'dependent on under-
^.ndmg. l» l( . htter pleases n,e best. In the precedent section I

C^ve given jw rendering /reflective', and in accordance with this 1
should like to translate ,,/WW,,W// as 'reflective cognition* More-

.

"vcr I shall make, use of the translation •fundamental cognition' for
aiH«nb,,,HI,i in „m >rdance with the expression bv which this tern,

? rxpla.ned ,H the hac'.stapada Imasya (book III chapter 2 &/•
jM see here chapter III section I * f,).

; •hnMir ,,,!>„ ,,/W.vy,,.
. .

!

* °' "B WtelfcetHMi on the basis of which [certain relations are
Momentarily created in the objects]'.

Whereas in VS. \, 2, * only the notions ^^„ iM,d c/
(^m railed reflect^, we tind in the I'rae. Ilhasyu this reflective

SfcTlvTE /"
mor

" mikm: * H,mavn»n Mte»tak.i*- .on I \ table A n »), to r/vifr^i
, ^rMfrof/i. ^,,,/m andymratr* (dndem table C u°. 18).
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(.'amkaka Mich a introduces his gloss on Y|l I. 2, I in the follow*

Ing.wiiy (translation NmikIm Lai Sinh/i |>. 2SH):

,. I Inyiiiix described the mode of production of perceptual cogni-

(kin, both discriminative (*ftriht//mht) and non-di*criminative (#/Vfi*

kalpakn) now the author, with n view to describe the perception

of [fi double. specialised nature . or]: the lieiug specialised in the

specialised (ririxt(i-raici*tj(i), gives a few examples (rlar/eiym fitft) \e."

Then all the words in the sntra including hlnm and h/m'/aya are.

explained as examples of aprkyihinhlhi,

I do not think that the notion ot-rrriM/u-n/ir/*///// , introduced

here by (/amkara-Miera, goes back as far as the Sntrakaia, and

further it. seems to me that, only the words ajprm, <'*«, tniyft and

vnatit are meant ns examples. In other words; the Sntrakaia sa\s

that the pronominal indication, which we find in language, is an

example of a reflective category. The reflective character becomes

a p|mirelit by the fact that this pronominal .indication only takes

place after the perception of individual, objects (tuitl is not realised

together with the perception].

From Dvivkdin's concordance '.) we learn that these two sntras

i\, 2, U 2) are ignored by .I'kacAhtAIWOA. Perhaps thei area
later insertion.

$•8. Tin' nprky'ilnnltllii of lln> irrriro.

Special importance is attached to the apck*ilb»tl<lliJ of the Lord

during the time of creation. This 'fundamental intellection' of the

irraro is left out in the detailed description of the world-creation

(Hhasva book II chapter 2 $ (i; see licre chapter II section

I § •%), but is met with in the paragraph on extension (Hhasva

book II chapter 2 $ S, see here chapter II section 2 $5). Exten-

sion is said here to originate from three causes: number, extension

and loose conglomeration. When two pieces of iron me welded, the

extension of the piece thus formed, is caused by the extension of

the two original pieces. When porious substances like cotton balls,

are heaped together, the extension of the heap is caused by pracaya.

lint when at the time of the world-creation the separate frntm, are

Comprehended by the Lord's apA*nbinlilln , in numbers of two,

three &<•., then the ultimate atoms without extension create the

smallest physical hotlic* with extension. In this case the apeknabmlilln

') fee hw> Wk IV wetfaa V.
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is not monieiitarilly active, hut (faring the whole tunc of the world's

existence tip to its /irahitt/i.

" 'jn'Mnittdhi is clearly ;in artifice to get rid of the

»n in the fdea that corporeal bodies with extension
I 111 ll/li</l)lJ//,.4/k' \1 it l,.lll «>%.*.*<. .. >.

This irrarri

self-contradiction

are formed out of i>atntntliins without extension.

S \. 77/r ft/fire nuilistn of Ifa Vnirexiha ttystc/N.

European science has accustomed us to the idea that the qualities

of material bodies arc of two kinds: primary qualities; such as

weight, volume and movement, which ran he expressed quantita-

tively, and secondary (|imlities snel| as sound, colour and taste, and
further that the perception of the so-called primary qualities is much
more adequate to objective reality than our perception of secondary

qualities.

Secondly Kantian philosophy, in many respects the culmination
of European philosophical development, has gone further and has

asserted that all our perceptions.- conceptions Ac. concerning the

world, in their most essential structure, are of a subjective character

and that it is our mental habitus which moulds all experience into

the form of things with qualities and actions; of things existing

in space and time and causally influencing each other, In other
words: the distinction of the main categories: thing, qunlifv and
action in general ami the constitutive relations especially possess

a reflections! nature; ami the reflection, the mental creation, on
which -they arc based, is sub- or prne-conscious.

This Kantian conception is not a capricious illusionnlism. For
objectivity here. consists in the legislative character of consciousiu'ss.

Objectivity is mi ideal which science seeks by applying constantly

the norms of our conscience of the true. Hut it does not consist

in an adequate correspondence of our notions with a kosinos, the

existence of which is upheld by realism.

If we try to characterise Indian philosophy in comparison with
these two European conceptions, we may notice: first that Indian
physics has never made a distinction between primary and secon-

dary qualities, a natural result which arises from its neglecting the

methods of mathematics in its research of nature: secondly that

De STciiKRBATsKofs explanation of the Buddhistic rijTulna-vmia with
the help of Kantian philosophy, is too favourable with respect to
this Indian system of thought. For the corner-stone of Kantian
thought is the notion of the «a-priori\ the notion of 'norms of
scientific conscience'. We can scarcely expect such notions to be
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reached by Indian.'philosophy. A scientific explanation of nature,

an hwight' of any value in 'causal explanation' has never existed

in India. The theological conception of human adrnla with its

magical intlnencc on the whole kosmos, was moreover opposed to

such development of science.

When we finally direct onr attention to the Vaiccsika system,

we find here a naive realism without any consciousness concerning

possible ditficnlties. Whereas the Nyaya-sutra bestows some pole-

mical passages on the nihilism of Naoahjina, Vaiccsika Srttrn and

Prac. Hhasya are totally silent on this point. And it is only in

(,'hiimiaha's Nyaya-kandali and in an insertion of the Ynicesikn

Sutni (V11I, I, 10\V 11), pcrhnps jmsterior to IVacastapildn, tlmt

any regard is given to the theses of the Vijnana-vada.
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PHYSICS

////rof/t/r/i,/// remark In l//c rhnplvr tin l'f/ia'*i/[a pln/xicx.

The discussion on the substances in Hie Yaicesika-svstein, though
of loss a jiIih* Hum lln> elnssjtieiition of the categories, is not less

interesting.

Kiimula Kiimm up nine (/wn/rh/i in A.I, .">
: earth, water, light,

nir (wiml), pliysinil spnee, time, (mathemniicnl) space, soul and the

internal organ. Tin' first lour form the group of the elements (((ran/ft-

rtiuihhfihhfi rf.
'
IVni,im(ii|milii-l»|in>yii p. £}). Those together with'phy-

siiiil space which <!ocs not originate indiviiliuil things ami therefore

i* nut mi element, are called hlwhuii by IVaeastapiid.ii (p. i'2). We
ma\ arrange the substances in three groups: I. the blitiiain', the

trciitnient of which wilj show the phtnies of tin: system, '1. space

and time, .'{.soul and mind, the subject-matter of jwyehology.

The Vaieesika physics will he discussed under the following
headings, the general theory of matter, the theory of sojund . the

physiological notions; the physics of the other Indian systems; the

physical notions of the ancient (ireeks, compared with those of the
Indians; appreciation of the Yaicesikil physics.

Th« movement of the different elements and its causes will he
explained more extensively in the third section of the chapter on
mathematical .notions.
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Si. ctkin I.

Till: (MINIMAL THEORY- OP MATTKH

\i I . St/fras bearing upon the theory of matter.

(uYantfu Lai Sinha'x trauntatum).

A. /°. 8u train lion r i ti ix upon the gross elements in general.

II, I, I Karth possesses colour, taste, smell and touch.

2 Waters possess colour, taste and touch ami are tltiicl

ami viscid.

'A Piro possesses colour mid touch.

t Air possesses touch.

5 These
|
chiiriieteristies) wro not found in ether.

(> The fluidity of cl:iriiied butter. Inc and W8X through

conjunction with light is similar to that of water.

7 The llniditv of tin, load, iron, silver nml gold through

conjunction with tire, constitutes their similarity to water.

II. 2, I The non-production [of the smell which is perceived ill

the cloth] alter or during its contact with a flower,

from the attribute [of the constitutive cause of the cloth]

is the mark of the non-existence of smell in the cloth.

'2 SinellV is established in earth.

:\ Hv this hotness is explained.

4 Hotness [is the characteristic] of tire.

5 Coldness [is the characteristic] of water.

./, 2°. Some siit ra s, benri n jj u poii t he inoveme n ts, t v pi-

cal for the different elements, (lor a complete

treatment see next chapter, on mathematical notions).

V, 8, ;* The falling of waters, in the absence of conjunction, is

due to gravity,

t Plowing [results] from fluidity.

18 The initial upward flaming of fire, the initial sideward

blowing of air, and the initial actions of atoms and of

mind arc caused by atlrnta.

A. V\ Sutras bearing specially u pon air.

II. I.N That it has horns, a hump, a tail hairy at the extremity

and a dewlap — such is the admitted mark of l>cing a cow.
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II, I. Ami touch (is « mark] of i»ir.

10 And if is not the touch of the visible [subslancesj: hence
the mark [of the inherence] of air is not tin: mark of
the visible

;
suhstjuici-s

j.

11 Air is a substance, because it does jiot [contain orj

reside in substance.

12 Air is a substance, also because it possesses action and
attribute.

1.1 The etcrnality jot air] is evident from its not combining
with other substances.

.
I I The collision of air with air is the mark of its plurality.

IV There being no perception of the association
[

i. e. univer-
sal nhitioit

j with air, there is no visible mark [of the
existence of air

j.

Mi And bv inference by analogy air is not proved as a

particular substance, but as substance onlv.

I< Therefore, [the naine| 'air' is proved by the. Veda..
1^ Hut name and effect are themark [of the existence} of

beings distinguished from ourselves.

It| Hecause name and effect follow from percept ion.

//. Sutras he ii ri lift upon the atoms ( P. their existence,

2 , their qualities).

|1, 2, (5 (See here p Mo and p. 117 \r.)

:
IV. C. I The eternal is that which is existent and uncaused.

2 Tlic effect is the mark jot the existence
j
of ll^cf ulti-

mate atoms !.

8 The existence [of colour A. I iii the effect,
j
follows [from

I
their [existence in the cause.- — --

4 •Non-eternar —such ( intuition and expression) can be
accounted for only as the negation of the eternal.

*> [It is] an error [to suppose that the ultimate atom is

not eternal
j.

Ml. I.
1 Attributes [have been' mentioned [above

j.

2 The colour, taste, smell and touch of earth,
[
water, tire

WmI air! are also mm-eternal. on account of the non-
etcrnality of their substrata.

» By this is in.plied etcrnality [of colour iVc, which reside]
in eternal substance*.

I And also i„ conserpienee of the etcrnality of their [res|>ce-
'"< substrata [colour &t>] are eternal in water, tire
Mill air.
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VII. I, 5 In non-eternals [colour, iVc. arc] non-eternal in conse-

<|uence of the non-etcrnnlitv of tlieir substrata.

(\ (No passage occurs in the Yaiecsikn sutras on the creation
and the destruction of the world).

I). Sutras bearing upon the change* in the atoms,
can sco1 by fire

VII, I, <> In earth, [colour, laste and touch] have lor their ante-

cedents [likeJ attribute* in
|
its combinative] causes*

j
and

are also] due to the action of heat.

7 Because their substratum is the same.

\. '2, 7 The distinctive attribute of tire [i.e. heat)
j
becomes nn

etlicient cause] through combination in the conjunct.

$ 2. Qnofafion from JSanda Lai Siaha* Append) i It

„('\M>it.\K\NTA TarKAMMKAHA prefers to read IV . I. IV— 5 as

two aphorisms only, viz. kiiraiiahharnl karyahhtlm 'nih/a Hi and
vieenatah pra(ixe<Umhlifm> 'rit/tp/ and interprets them to mean, respec-

tively, 'The nature of the effect, [though] following from the nature

of the cause (which is eternal
|

is non-eternal' ami 'It is an error

to suppose that because things [e. g. atoms) exist as effects je. g.

compound^ bodies], therefore they cannot exist in the causal [or

atomic] state'*) — in order to explain the application of the word
'non-eternal' in I. I, S. where the reference is to things which
are products."

$3. Annotation* to the stttrfin, bearing un phymr*.

A I. Annotations to the sutrns on the gross elements in general.

In V.S. II, 1, 2 dravdh Hnijpthah is probably an insertion, us

is shown by the context and the word order, used in the sutra itself.

In V.S. II, I, 5 fa is explained by Camk.aka \liri<\ as rupihtayah.

Then he discusses the objection „nann dadki-dhatalam fihleain Hi
kafkam pratilir Hi re//". A similar discussion is already found in

the iNy.-kandRli (p. 17!) I. !) \c.)

To Vnieesika Sutra 11, 1,7 (/amkarn Mieui annotates (Hibl. Ind.

ed. p. 70, Nanda Lai, Siniia's trend, p. (10): ..This is an indica-

tion (i(patat*ana); bell-metal, copper, brass &e. are also implied.

J
) Cf. fh«> u*e of the tfrni vicryl in the Njnnkhy* nynt^m, ht-re chapter II wotton 4.
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The character which is common to those which have liecn mentioned

(rnh/'i) iiimI those which :n:c implied ' {luksyas is thiit they are the

foundation {(tilhikni-aiiiifni) of the fluidity which is produced {jatiya),

I mi t not «lest roved (fitiiicchi'h/a) by the closest conjunction -of tire."

"

I in \ti". in his notes on n°. 7(> of. the' Saptapadarthi says: „it is

\
Hear... that the bright' "tittering and the difficulty of reducing

. it to a gaseous state with the application of intense heat, induced

(lie \ai\a\ikas to regard gold as ffjrt* and opposed to firfjbiri.''

1 1 is not (juite clear how the difficulty of reducing metals to a

1 guM-oiis state can have led the Vaicesikas to assign to the metals

the nature of light. The peculiar glance found on the .surface of

rill metals without exception, must have been the onl\ reason for

i regarding them as- mixture of light ami earthly matter (see I'rac.

Hhasva hook II chapter 2 $ t; Vi/.ian. edition p. 'M)). At all events

I he n)i"ir/ii'/if(i-t/riirtifr(t given by Canikara Micnl to the metals, is

! mentioned nowhere in tlie I'lae. Hhas\a (see e. g. the paragraph

on ilrnni/ni, hook III chapter 2 §•'»•.' \ i/ian. edition p. 2'M).

The siifras II. 2, I
-."» are evidently an insertion, for thev

tmnsgress the order of the enunciation, in a* far as the last siitras

ol the precedent, lesson ill, I. H) .'Hi are bestowed upon physical

space and the following siitras ( II , 2, li s<|(|.) upon time and niathe-

, matical space. In siitra I the first member (/tnnititfirn of tlie com-

poiind stands in an ablative relation to the final member ft/t'r/if/ttr-

'limrti. The argumentation of the live siitr;is may be paraphrased as

.follows: when a cloth,
j
first possessing a smell of its own. which

sincll !.|so belongs to the threads
j

comes into contact \\ ith a flower.

ii gets the scent of the latter. This smell, not originated from that

"t I lie threads, is not an essential (pialitx of the cloth. Similarly

when water possesses a smell, this is owing to the fact that it is

mixed with the element characterised b\ smell, scil. earth. Touch,

winch is common to all four elements, may be divided into warm
touch.- cold touch, and

j
touch which is neither warm nor could,

•

i.e. which is merely pressure j. Warm touch is the characteristic

hptnlity of fire; when water or earth is warm, this is due to the

mid it ion of fire.- -('old touch is typical for Water, a (pialification

evidently given U\ the Vaicesikas. because 'water, when of the same

temperature as the surrounding atmosphere and thus colder than

"in body, absorbs more animal heat than other objects in contact

with it.

I-!. The siitras V. t K . 3: t ami 19 mention movements
fvpieal for [earth], water, fire and wind. -Judging from

Modern European standpoint the 'Miens, developed, in these three
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sutras. are of more value than the definitions, based on the supposed

correlation between the elements and their respective impressions

on the sense-organs. (See $ 1 seetion ."> of this chapter).

The term <t<lr*la in V, 2. I \\ may be
|
mmphrased as 'the unseen

quality of soul': it is namely that quality of sold which is not

directly pereeived in reflection (see here hook IV section IV tahle

C n°. II iV 12). This mlrxla is to he com pa red to naive Kuropcau

conceptions of Divine Providence; this. notion makes up, hut in a

very capricious and unscientific way for the laws of nature, accepted

by methodical research. My exposition of the creation of the world

and of the changes, caused in earth liv baking, will mnke this

still clearer. To illustrate the notion of f'tf/rxtr/, I shall now quote;

a sutra of Kan Ada's with the comment of the Ipaskara.

V.S. VII, I, 22: Physical space is (infinitely) great, hceause it

is all-pervasive, and so is soul.

I paskara : All-pervasiveness is conjunction with all material (things)

and as this is not possible without infinite greatness, it obliges us

to infer this infinite greatness. For the coming into being of sound

is experienced both here in Itcnarcs and in Pataliputra at the same

time. In respect to this only one physical space is the inherentinl

cause. Thus the pervasiveness of physical space is proved. — (We

can paraphrase (,'aniknru Micro's thought thus: man, wherever he

goes, will meet with physical space, as the substance which carries

sound, therefore physical space must pervade the whole universe
|.

Pervasiveness is only possible, in ease fa substance
|

possesses infi-

nitely great extension- for there would be a needless intricateness,

if we suppose several physical spaces. Therefore we must admit

only one physical space. The expression 'a
f
certain

j

place in phy-

sical space', is only metaphorical, as it is based on the condition

of conjunction with a pot and the like, [things] which possess

place, the metaphore here is [Imsed on the fact j that physical-space

is conjoined with substances possessing place. 'And so is soul' —
physical space is infinitely great, because it is all-jjcrvasive, i. e.

because it is conjoined with all material [things], and so [for the

same reason] soul is infinitely great. If there were no conjunction

of soul with nil material [things], then action [i. e. movement)

would not arise now in this and now in that material [thing] as a

result of the conjunction with a soul possessing orfr*ta t
in as far jus

the unseen [quality], being seated in different [souls], causes these

actions in consequence of its close proximity {pratyOsalti). And this

close proximity is only [possible] in the case of conjunction [of the

material things] with a soul, possessing the unseen quality. I i this
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\\n\ whilst the 'human! IkmIv is moving, the :i rising of knowledge,
pleasure Ac. first in referiMiee to tins and then to Hint object could

iimI Ijikc place lint for flu- pervasiveness of soul. Therefore so ,,| j s

wll-pen.tialing. Hill soul is not, like physical space, merely one:
because we -sci' re>|>cctive differences: [our soul is happy, smother
is Unhappy tVe.l: thus it is said

|
\ S; |||, >

, 10 L This is then

I he mm .uiirtLT lot Kiiiimlirs sutra j. And this greatness is itlisnlittf and
eternal, just siM tin- miiiiIIiicsm in the ntonis. Wt? . tiinv in the same
way conceive

I
the idea of) infinite length in physicnl *\mcv Ac as

of iulmile shortness in the ntonis.'*

./•"/. The sutra* II |, s S(|(j. bear specially upon air. The\ do
not seem to possess u-gmit authenticity; at JcumI the sntnis hV 10
arc probably a Inter nddition. Let ns first eonsider the sepnrnte sutrns.

In II, I. »» ft,*/,,, hns been translated by N'nncln \a\\ Sinhn ns

..admitted" and ' similiirlv In (imnii ns ..received". This coi responds
frith the comments of the Ipaskara . where we rend for instance:
„«//.vy/,/,WA/ fn jnasiihllmirn </,,/,<• /n,y„/,/" (nearly synonymous to

IH-tixhiSani
. . . .liiHjnm). Indeed., the* context, in its present form.

do,s not allow another interpretation. In as far ns the expression
„<lr*fa„> fi,$ifmu'\ however, is also a technical term (Pracastapada
IMinsvn p. 205 I. 1 0V which is opposed to ''.jflmfiniffilo (ii*fft»",

met with in V.S. II. |. )<;, the use .of ,tntmn ill our sutra is

rather surprising.

The .sntnis II. I. S— in eontain the complete proof for the
insistence ..fair: (S) often XVe make a conclusion about a thing —
for. instance we infer the class to which if belongs — from pnrti-
«*Hlar properties

, possessed In it: (0) so we infer the existence of
'»!'. th.ii) its being an object of our sense of touch and (10) from
it" not being an object, of our visual organ.

IV Ultras || and 12 give a reason, why we should consider
'''

.

,(
»

he ji substance, and not for instance a quality. Sutra 1 1\

gives an argument tor the eternity of the aerial atom; juimiiHH.
laUtl,a.nh,nr if, venal" as the Tpnskara annotates; sutra It proves
'he multiplicity of air,

Suddci.lv after this, sutra lft repents more broadly the ideas

* *»lra 10. To this sutra 10 adds: ..and by inference' by analogy
"'"•

i*J
not [proved] as a particular

J

substance, but as n substance
I I- For the present I leave aside the question whether the trans-

wtum ..inference by analogy" is not rather misleading. Here I want
' ' )""" out that from the vagueness of our knowledge about air

—

"eli substance is only perceived by tactile perception and not by
i-ht —

.
the sntrakiira draws the conclusion

:
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..If, I, 17 Therefore (the name] air is proved by the Veim!" ~
CI, tin- gloss bv (,'amkara Micro; nii/ur Hi ,io„„,;juu>\k

:
ii,u . ot/ftmn

loihitf. Indeed iliis addition of »,iMa follow* (Voiii the neutral, form
uijmiiikmu iiiul from I ho following sutras.'

The sutras IS and I!), nniuefv. deviate from Hie subjivt-iimttcr

and unexpectedly hrgin to prove that there must he Mugs, miperior
lo fiitm mid institntois of human language. In sutrii I* minjinh
ktirma is explained Ivy the I pnsknra us n <lni,,</m ntnl accordingly
translated In Namla hil' Stuhn lis ..mime niul effect"; h comparison
with VI. I. 2, however, shows flint this intcrpietntion hJ wrung;
the I'paskara explains there rightli mmjhukamn hv mmikaranaw
i. e. the making* the attributing of nnme. Whilst sutrn IS thus
infers the existence of superhuman beings from the existence of
human language, siitm lil add* that these beings must possess

intellect, ..because the making of nmnes must he preceded hv the

perception [of the things to he nominated]."

I think, the. given analysis sufficiently shows that the sutras I!.

I. 15— H) •(•nn hardly he originnl.

Ji. T|ie notions eternity and transiency are mentioned several

times in the Vaiccsika Sutra: I) inn passage (IV. I. I— 5) follow-

ing the discussion of the suhstances (II and III); 2) in a passage

(VII. I, -2 s(|(|.) referring to the first group of qualities (*•///*»,

rngfi, qnndim, .y>arra)\ '.{) in some separate' sntrns, hearing on exten-

sion (VII. I. 10—20), number and prthnktvo (VII, ?< S).

The place of the sutras IV. I . 1—5 shows that they must henr

on the eternal suhstances. Since the existence of soul, internal

organ, physical space, mathematical space and time has hecn dis-

cussed, we may methinks accept ('aiukara Micro's interpretation

of these surras as hearing upon the existence of the atoms.

Granting this the sutras IV, I, 1

—

;\ are char hv themselves.

The I'paskara gives two interpretations of IV , 1,4; both are

hased on the same admissions: that the suffix fa* may have the

meaning of a genitive and that the tenii vifefn may he synonymous
with /tf/i/ff. The first admission is improbable; the second contrary

to the terminology of the Vaiccsika Dnirnna, although it complies

with that of the Saipkhvins. Thus the two interpretations of C'ninkara

Micro's can no longer he upheld. Instead I should like to suggest

the following rendering: „the negative expression 'non-cteriud' is

used with regard to distinction*' [i. e. places 'non-eternal' things

against eternal things].

The Upasknra interprets sutra IV. 1, 5 hv the following gloss:

..//ftrf/iHfti/or nnilynlvm'itayft *mvrl/it/ fnmmitk avidgri , hhrai>iurnjnl."
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Similar interpretations occur in (,'vMk.\i:\ A< uoa'n (Jiirirttka-lilifisi/n,

in nit Tin ii- I lit* sulra is explained a< a condemnation of one or

other opinion nlxtut the atoms. (CI. lien- |». Ml and Vaie. Sulrn VII,

2. 5). A It 1 1 < » 1 1 lt 1 1 this interpretation is allowable* yet' h comparison

with VII, I, -.' I . similarh closing n passage on eternity, would

>U'_ri:e>t llic following • rendering: ..non-knowledge
j
is a prohans of

knowledge: i.e. the false theory, thnl substances may lie divided

still further, will lend to the right knowledge, that the atoms form

the last stage in the dividing j."

The sittrim VII, I. I— 5. are eas\. We should Mot ice here tlmt

the atoms, according to the Vaicesikas, do not only possess mathe-

matical qualities (size, position, movement) its in the Demon itie

svstein of the (irecks, Imt also colour &C.

I). Annotntions to the siitrns on the influence of tire on earth &*c.

In (,'amkara Miera's explanation of the tliree sutras, (ptoted in

$> I under letter I), much attention is In-stowed on tin- division of

ciiuse into ttamarflifi-kiiraifa , axriHHtniy'i-hnraiio nnd uiwiUn-kriraiia.

Thus when the Mack clay, after having been shaped on the potter's

wheel. gets haked by
. the fin; into a red pot, the atoms of the

clav which in the meanwhile have changed in Colour. :— are

the MiiHivfiyi-krinhui (inherontinl cause) of the pot. The conjunction

between atoms and tire — a conjunction therefore which partially

inheres in the atoms — is the aMMaroyi'kftram of the originated red

colour of these atom* (see ("paskara. Jlibl. Ind. ed. 2D3 i, 2 & 8).

The heat, inherent in tin* fire, is. the mtHiFtn-karaita of'thc colour.

In chapter I of this hook (p. 130 \'c.) I have expressed my doubts on

the accuracy of this view. Nothing really proves that the Sutrakara

has troubled much about such a distinction. Thus we may translate

Mitia Nil. I. n ns: ..[the qualities originated] in earth through

the influence of fir«', are preceded by the [same] qualities in the

mimes [i; e. in the component atoms]": and V.S. X, 2, 7 as ..The

distinctive quality of fire [Incomes h cause] through inherence in

the conjunct."

Sutra VII. I, 7 offers more difficulties. In the first place we

ma\ notice that its translation by Nauda Lai Sinha. does not agree

with Camkara Miera's comments. On the whole the connection be-

tween sutra and commentary is difficult here. Let us first consider

the text of the li|it*kir*. It consists of two parts, the second put

being a correction of the fust. The translation of the first part runs

as follows (ef. Nandn J^al Sinha p. 21!), whose rendering I have

partially used):

..In order to establish that the colour of the terrene ultimate
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atoms have conjunction of tire as their non-inhercntinl cause, he
says

; the expression "of
|
<|iitt I it iis

|
produced from burning' is

the complement of the aphorism. «Heing qualities' auitl 'lieing effects
1

mm also intended here. Tims the forfiml syllogism [prai/iyti) runs
ns follows:

Vfirf/nrti'/nndDhiim-ni/Hhtnifafi wmyogfi-Miuuvilyikrirniiaktil;

hiriiapmialvc
|

i. c. kiin/afre ymutti'c m\ nnti, Hi1ifa-ni*tk<}-
,

<hix/(f-f/t///f//r/~//;

rftMftrnt/, hmhUniuilivnirn.

I. c.
:
colour Ac. of terrene ultimate atoms, lime conjunction for

their non-inhcrcntial eause;

inasmuch as these, being effects ami i|mil i ties, are at

the same time non-ineoiigruent (|unlities, inhering in

eternals;

like sound, ami like understanding \e."

We may paraphrase this argumentation as follows: „j It is an
innate tendency of th<\ human mind to explain changes in the objec-

tive world as mechanical processes, thus as changes of a mere
qnantitave nature; therefore

|
we are inclined to doubt whether the

qualities colour iVc. of the terrene atoms, could change through
conjunction with fire; this doubt is not well-founded, because the

originated colours are effected qualities which arise iir eternally

existing substances [scil. in the atoms], ami which are not excluded
by their nature from such inherence. For we also see [that

| sound
[arises in the eternally existing physical space, owing to a conjunc-

tion e. g. betweendrum and drumstick] ami [that
j intellection [arises

in the eternally existing soul, through a conjunction between the

senses and the objects]."

Although this argumentation is not a direct comments on the

siitra: ckadraciftitvat, still a connection may In: found between

aphorism and gloss, when we remember that ckatra (oneness)

inheres eternally in the ultimate atoms, in soul and in physical

space. Thus it seems probable that mhi*(a must be corrected into

adviiffha, i. e. 'non-inhering-in-two'. Then we have to emend the

above-given translation of the hchi or apmfcpi of the prayoga as

follows

:

inasmuch as these, l>eing effects and qualities, are at the

same time qualities inhering in eternals and not inhering

in [aggregates of] two [or more parts].

Nanda Lai Sinha's translation is in accordance with the Vivrti,

which recent commentary is, however, of no decisive importance.

Verhnnd. Kon. Akad. Wetonnrh. Niouwr Reek*. 1)1 XVIII N" •„'.
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\V i. I'(i*«<i(/r« i„ fl,,> I'lmnshiprH/a-libo*,/,,, ,/ra/inif irif/i Ihe

tliritrif of mailer.

.1. The theory of the elements.
'•'I"' rtiei*? "*' *• lemenfs. «ri\«n l )V the Vai.rsika 8iitr», is

partially repeated In PkavastaVxha m * more svshin:itiriil form
see Hhasva boob H chapter 2 f •>_ I, book IV \ M ft lO.and
here book IV). partially enlarged with some details. So whilst the
Sutra (|| (livid es */ian

f
fi into ns>>a- and etfii'njxirvft , the lirst of

which if typical for lire, the latter for water, the hac. Hhasva
distinguishes still more kinds of cjualities and divides them ns fol-

lows over the different elements:

,;,,lh : Severn! M| kinds faffMll k neither a frclinjr of ltd. ,.
'2?

kind* of of fate iKNt-frafri nt warm nor touch i. c. 1. |5 17
colour

:

whiteness
•

-UK II cold (i. ...

mere f'celiiis:

hardness or

softness

•

-
.

• of pressure) which can

he chunked

l>v the iti ft ii-

'in-.

//•

:

whit*'

white .V

rc*plcnd

nit

NTflH

-1

:
J

•

1

cold

w n rm

Mi-it her

w ;i rm nor

cold

ence of (ire

a fwiinjr of

touch i.e.

of pressure 1

not to he

clumped liV

tiro

p. 38

|». 3'J 1.

p. 1 1 1.

1. 24

2 -:{

In eoiirlnsion I want to state the tact that a passage parallel to
Nai,-. Sutra II. I, |.v_|.o.

js lacking in the Hhasva. The references,
pve« hi DvivF.niN, an- here rather misleading.

/' A torn is nt.

In comparison with the relatively loni; passive which the Sutra
Iwstows oll the atoms (IV. |, |_f,) the Hhasva is short, It simply
mention* that the four bhulfnn have an eternal" and a transient form
'""I* II chapter 2 $ '2-5).

One point, however, is of interest in the atomism of the Hhasva.
mean the double oeenrrence of the term tlryanHka (Hhasva p.

*4«

»

:

|» '<»' I. I), which shows that the molcenjar Ihcorv ', in later
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days one of thr most import,,,,! chapters of the Vaicesika philos,
must have had its origin j„ ,„. |„. (o| . (l

t(l

Since, however, the devel

recent form of our system

vince of my investigation - - it n,ay *,itli<v here
passages dealing witli this topic, wliiHi occur in tl,<

nml are here, translated in liook III

"' '»• W»rt! tin- (|,ms of hacastapnda.

»P"»«'"' i>f Hiis theory belongs to a more
which does not Inlong to the pro*

to refer to the

Nvjiui-kninlMll •)

(frnguieni CO,

C The a cut rnct ton & rrcnliii.n of the world:
IVacnstapadn-lthnsva, p. t^ I. 7-

-line now the process of the erection ..ml destruction oj the
lour kinds of material tiling is explained. At the time Hint Urahman
npproaehiitg the end of „ hiimlml years as measured bv Ihahuum^
chronology, reaches his liberation, whilst at the same time the
(ircat hm\, the Ruler of the Inverse, desires the destruetion of
the world „,. order to give rest at night to all living creatures
'exhausted by Ba»wlra — then there is no longer activity of the'
MHseen [cpinlitics] possessed by nil souls and with whieh* bodies
organs and material objects cooperate- then in consequence of the
Lord's wish ami the conjunction between atoms and souls, actioMB

I
movements] ar.se [i„ the atoms of the bodies and the organs];
from this separnlioH* result in the atoms, the causes of (i.e. the
mnterinl of] bodies and organs; and when tin- nnmlnlal,,,, of wuhal
rov/wcttoN takes place, there is an ullmah ,?e*tr»rtmn of these
[InmIics and organs], till only loose atoms remain. So in the same
order the material things: earth, water, fire and wind are succes-
sively destroyed. Hence the ultimate atoms remain separated and
likewise the souls whieh are full of the namkilm* of their merit and
•lenient, for the same duration [i. e. for a hundred Hrnhman-yeais].

..After this there arises the wish of the Ureal Lord to create the
world in order that all living beings may experience [pleasure and
JWlli]; the unseen [qualities], possessed "by all souls, recover their
activity; then conjunctions between these [i. c. the souls and the
atoms] arise; then actions [movements] originate in the ultimate
atoms of wind and by the mutual conjunction of these atoms wind
as a developed element is gradually .produced through the series of
double atoms &C.; and then in {physical) space this wind is blowing
and blowing. Immediately afterwards, having arisen through a similar
process from the ultimate wateratoms. the great ocean in the midst
of this triad is Mowing and flowing. Then again in the midst of

I)
|». 51,

11*
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this ocean the earth, as ;i developed element, is formed from the

ultimate earthh atoms, thus forming a compact muss. After this,

having originated from the fire-atoms through the scries of double

atoms 1

) fee. , an enormous lire in the. midst oi* the same ocean is

Mazing and Raring. When thus the four great elements have arisen,

a large, egg is created by the mere meditation of the Mighty Lord

from the tire-atoms combined with some ultimate earthly atoms;

then in this egg the Lord creates IJrahnian, fonr-lotns-faced, Pitfl-

maha (grandfather) of all the worlds together with the universe;

ami he entrusts this (iod with the creation of the creatures. And
Brahman, in ohevance to the order of the (treat Lord

|
undertakes

his task]; ami so. possessing superior Knowledge, I'assionlessness

and Power, and knowing the different ways in which the himmii

of the living beings ripens, he create* his sons, the l'rajapatis, who

have knowledge, object* of enjoyment and [sort of] fife according

to their knrmmi . then the Manns, Devarsis and. Hosts of Fathers,

who are excellent in power of mind, and then tin; four castes

from his mouth, arms, thighs and feet, and last of alt the other

being*, noble and vile; next he provides them with merit, know-

ledge, passion Icsmicss and power according to their a^raya (treasure

of Hainxkfivns).

"

With reference to the translated passage from the IVncastapada-

Hhasya | should like to. make the following remarks:

I. The destruction and annihilation do not completely correspond

to each other in this description. The destruction take* place in

the order: //. the Lord's wish and the non-activity of the unseen

<|iialitics; h. the destruction of bodies and sense-organs (cf. V.S. IV,

2. I)j c the destruction of the four elements: earth,water; tire

and wind (this order correspond* to the enunciation in V.S. 1, I, 5).

The creation takes place in the order: a. the Lord's wish and the

renewed activity of the unseen qualities j

.

h. the creation of the four

elements: wind, water, earth and tire; c. the formation of the

world-egg; d. the creation of the (/eras and other beings. The prin-

cipal difference lies in the order of the elements: tire, instead of

being created immediately alter wind, is formed last. The author's

reason for changing the order was to place the creation of the tire

immediately before the formation of the mundane egg, the hirnnt/a-

ijtivhlm, which being of gold, consisted of a mixture of fire and
earth. The harmony of the system was thus broken for the purpose

of complying with current mythological -ideas.

•) Sr. hep- |». Iffif mil) //.
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•hitira
2. The distinction of karman, rihnat/a , tawyaffa-nirrtti nml n

(in the detailed description of the creation) is an instance showing
how the author

.
liked to divide ill processes into momentary stages

(see here p. \\2 ami 33 $ 4).

3. The importance of the Lord's a/tcfaalwdd/ii for the formation
of double Atoms \v. from the ultimate atoms, is nnmentioned (ef.

here p. 147 $ 3).

4. On the whole the role of the Lord, compared with the unseen
qualities of the sonls, is superfluous.

."». The |vissage, taken altogether, with its eclectic tendencies,
gives the impression of not having formed part of the original
Vnicesika system. A question, which nc*t rises, namely: whether
the Vaieesikn system might have been originally atheistic, will he
considered in the sixth chapter of this hook.

(J. As we have seen in hook I p. (I? ami p. 72 sub I. this

Vaieesikn theory of the creation nml destruction of the world is

refuted by IIadakaya:?a ami (/.uikaka Acmoa. The cosmogony of
these Vedantiii teachers (see Dkcsskn. /)„« St/ntcm tie* I'cddnta

p. 2.VI) is based on Tailtiriya-rpanisad 11. I. where we read that

from soid is originated physical space, from space wind, from wind
fire, from tire water, from water earth, from earth the plants Ac. —
For the difference l>etwecn the Vaieesikn cosmogony and the Sumkhva
see here section 4 $ 1.

I). The changes, caused in earth In fire.,

IVacastapada-Hhiisya p. I (Mi:

./flic process of tin; arising of [new] qualities by the influence
of fire, namely of colour &c. in the ultimate earthly atoms:

..When an unbaked substance, a [clay|-pot for instance, which
is in conjunction with a tire, is pressed or beaten against by this

fire, then consequently action* (movements) arise in the atoms which
form the thing. By these, tcphrat'mn*. originate ; by the separations,

'festwctiouH of conjunction* originate; by the destructions of conjunc-
tions the product- f/,i„q i» tie*troyal. When this is destroyed, thou
the destruction of the black colour iVc. takes place in the indepen-
dent atoms, by the conjunction with the tire - [which conjunc-
tion itself is in its activity] dependent on the heat [of the fire].

Again by another conjunction with the fire, assisted by its heat,

the [new qualities, colour fte.], produced by tire, arise. Immediately
afterwards in tho atoms which jh>sscss the arisen fire-prod need [quali-

ties], actions arise, in consequence of the conjunction between the

souls and the atoms [which conjunction itself is in its activity]
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dependent on the unwell [sotiUpialities] of tin* eiljoyers [of pain

mid pleasure, i. 0. tin* afore-mentioned souls]. [When these move-

ments have taken place], tin* atoms form conjunctions with each

other, ami so tiiroii;_rii the series of double atoms 1

) iVe. the product"

thing originates. In this
j

product I the origin of colour &c, arises

thi'onu'li the series of the qualities of the causes [i.e. the producent

parts — namelv. Hrsf the colonr of the atoms, then that of the

double atom-;, then that of the triple atoms \c.]"

[should like to inake the following annotations to this passage:

I. The explanation of the intlnence exercised l»v tire on the

«m I Nances with which it nmus into contact, is an old topic of

dispute between \ai\avikas ami Yaiecsikas (sec I'rae. Ithasyu, p. 10?

I.
•••") <>; \\a\a-kandali p. 100,'-) ami Aim \i,vi:'s notes on the

TurinM t*ft p. I HI).

I Previously (page \!\) I have suggested that the Yaiecsikn

atomism ami tin; correspondent (Jreek system arc due to similar

tendencies. Hot li philosophies .tried t«i reconcile the belief ill the

existence <»i an eternal substance with our experience of the

fransienev of all things. lor this purport (Jreek atomism divided

the qualities of the objects into the primary qualities, such as

volume. v.'erghf and movement, which can he expressed- _ numeri-

cally, and the secondary (pialitics. The secondary T|iialities were

considered to he our mental reactions mi the impressions of the

external world in which only quantitative relations exist. This ten-

(Icikv of (i.erk atomism has been of the greatest inipovtance for

the development of European science. One of the first, great dis-

covering* in physics, the explanation of floating, given by Ahcui-

\iii»i>. wrns a brilliant example of the application of mathematical

method*. to the >tml\ of nature. This first >tcp was never ttikcii bv

Indian physics during its whole course/of existence.

Modern psychologists have sometimes given the following expla-

nation for this development of (Jreek science. In our mental life

the sensations of touch; of muscular tension and relaxation, of

friction in the joints are of the greatest importance. Causal relations

are first of all experienced ill the relations between our -

will and

the subsequent movement of our body, ami between the movements

nf our limb* ami those of the objects grasped. We may further add

that in the ease of sound out eye sees the string vibrating,- whilst

W t* h ll>.- fenti
f.

>,' in tlv

bitfttyitn, llil.l. I...I
*

. 1 ,, m i.

>1 lliis v ,l,,,,.,li., th.oi

,;< ,,nl„!.,.„„ fcrfWfl

t. I >lf-\l«M«t I I MIA. N'.V
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the car hoars the sound. Thus arose the idea of interpreting the

colour and heat of the object* sis subjective pictures of the move-

ment* and tin* primary qualities in the objective world.

A tendency towards this direction, shown so ingeniously by

Greek science, may be recognised in the Vaieesika theory concern-

ing the influence exercised by lire on earthly mid other things,

e. g. on the black, soft clny, in the producing of a red, solid pot;

or on wax in the forming of a fluid.

When n mint takes an iron hammer and smites a stone with it.

then the forces -of cohesion, which hold the stone together, are

conquered, the pieces fly about, till at last) only 11 line pnlver remains.

And whereas the stone was. it haul object obstructing the movement

of a foot or hand, the pnlver is soft and yields to the touch of

the parts of our body.

To this fact of common experience (he Vaieesika system added

another explicitly expressed by IV\o\srAi\\n.\, Hhasya hook IV § IS,

namely in his explanation of movement through xaHtytrtfthMHtytifl/t

:

when you put your foot on mud. not only the mud under the

foot, but also that round it will be pressed down.

Thus when we expose soft, wet clay to the influence of lire, the

sparks of this element beat against the surface of the clod; the

shocks, received by the external parts, are transmitted to the cen-

trum and. with more force than the blows of a hammer, dissolve

the niaterial into ultimate atoms, and this happens in too short a

time for the human perception to grasp.

To this first stage in the process tin; Vaieesika system added a

second, which reminds us of the Vcdanta theory of elements.

According to this the elements can pass into each other. The Vai-

eesikas modified this view in such a way that the ultimate atoms,

when in a totally dissolved state unci, under the influence of lire,

are supposed to lose certain qualities and to gain others.

The third stage in the process is similar to the creation of the

world out of the ultimate atoms. The adtfla of the potter plays

here the same role as the unseen qualities of all souls at the time

of the arising of the universe.

3. With reference to the momentary stnges, accepted by I'nicns-

tapada, ef. here book 1 p. 32 and 83 $ 4,

1. My supposition that the ifihpfikii-rmh mat he looked upon

as an attempt to explain the physical world by mere mechanical

processes, is confirmed by the rpaskiira-coininents on \ .S. VII. 1, 7.

For the difficulty, which (,'amkana. Micim tries to solve here, is

again: how can material substances change their qualities? IK
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comparing lliis sntrn with the Hhasya-passage translated, it heroines

donhtlnl whether this aphorism was extant in Pracastapada's time.

A'. The physical process of visual peremption.

Although neither the Sutra nor the Wiasva given direct informa-

tion concerning the way in which the physical process of perception

is supposed to take place, yet we may saj'ely attribute to them the

Iheon which (.'imimiaka still gives of it, in different passages of his

kaudah. for instance where he tries to explain why we see objects

close by and objects far off simultaneously , how the optical illusion

of ;i double moon may originate iVc. .For his explanations do not

(IHfer in any respect from the most naive aetiology.

Already in lire I panisads the sense-organs are called ..graspers"

iii'i/ki>) and the verb t/r/nidfi and its several derivatives (frahya,

//>// />f/ /,ft . (/rn/i'DDi -sire repeatedly used in the Nyaya-kandali with

reference to. perception; In the same way, then, as man grasps the

object close by with his hand and feels its presence immediately

>o that only centuries of scientific thought could show the necessity

ol the internal nerve-system in the process- — so naive thought

imagines eye-beams to leave onr even, which, helped by objective.

light, gra>p the object and then immediately make the soul coil-''

scions of its presence.

\\ hilst thns the cytsheams travel towards the object, the sound

on the other hand is in naive thought conceived as entering onr ear*

holes. The difference is most likely line to the fact thnt the eye

localises its objects with greater accuracy than the ear.

See Tins 2. .

IMF TIIFOKY OF POUND.

* I

.

'
Satnix ht'tnintj ti/xm the tlicor// of sonnil.

, ( Snndii in! Sin/iaM IraHxfafionj.

I. Sutras on physical space {fiktl^n),

II. I, 20 l.gress and ingress — such is the mark [of the existence
J

of ether.

t\ That is no mark, as an action has but one substance [as

its combinative cause I.
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II, I. 22 And also became they differ in property from the dm-
ractcristic of another [i. e. the non-combinative

j
cause.

23 Action is not produced on account of conjunction.

24 The attribute of the effect is seen to he preceded by the
iittrilnite of the ennse.

25 Sound is not an Attribute of things possessing touch
i

Ih«-

canse of the non-appearance of
|
similar) other effects.

20 Because it combines with other objects and because it is

ii attribute of sense-perception, therefore sound is neither

an attribute of soul nor an attribute of mind.

7 Hv the method of exhaustion [sound
j

is the mark
ether.

28 The siibstance-ncss and cternalitv of ether have been

explained by [the explanation of the snbstance-ness and
cternalitv of] air

25) The unity [of ether is explained
j
by [the explanation of

the unity of) existence,

HO
|
lit her is one|. because there is no difference in sound
which is its mark and because there exists no other dis-

tinguishing mark.

31 And individuality also belongs to ether, since individua-

lity follows imitv.

Ii. Sutras on doubt, and on sound.
M, 2, 17 Doubt arises from the perception of [the object contain-

ing] the general property, the non-|>erccption of the

different in and the recollection of the alternatives, [all at

once or in one act of thought].

IS And that which is seen, resemble* that which was seen,

[this also is the source of doubt],

1U [Doubt also arises] where that which has been seen in

one form, is seen in n different form.

20 Doubt [arises] also from science* and nescience.

2

1

Sound is that object of which the organ of apprehension

is the ear.

22 [Doubt arises in respect of sound], beeaime its difference

is observed both in [from] homogeneous objects and in

[from] heterogeneous objects.

23 [Sound is] not a substance, since it resides in one sub-

stance only.

2 \ Nor [is sound) an action, because it is not an object of

visual |>erccption.
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II, '2, in The resemblance [of sound]. «l t hoiit^li it is an attribute,

with fi«*» ion , consists in its speedy destruction.

•i(i [Sound (Iocs not exist before utterance j, because there is

no mark of [sound as! existent [ before utterance
|.

11 [Sound is not something which only requires to he brought

to light), because it differs in property from what is

eternal

28 And sound is non-eternal,
|
because it is observed to Ik*

produced
)
by n cause.

-.'!• Nor is
j
tin* dependence of sound upon n cause) disproved

b\ its modification*.

.'{0 Sound is not eternal j, because the theory that it requires

t»» lie revealed only, will *>iit;itl a delect.

HI Sound is produced from conjunction, from disjunction

and from soil ltd nlso.

32 Sound is non-eternal . also because .of its mark.

.'W
j

Sound is eternal j, liceause [otherwise! the 'occupations.

of both
|
the . teacher and the pupil) will vanish out of

existence.

•< I Prom the word 'the first' [it follows that sound is eternal
|.

3.*i [The etcrnality of sound follows
j
also from the |M>ssibility

of recognition.

. 3(1 Plurality [of sound
|
existing, (these arguments nre] incon-

clusive.

.'17. The existence of number
j in sound

|
is with reference

to the genus.

* ",'. Qttofafitwt front' Mamfo I,a I Siit/m'x .!/>/,ait/it li.

I. VOIDS on passage II, I, 20—31:
..('\mui\kwta T\iik\'i..\MK\K.\ rends H. I, 25 as two aphorisms,

\iz. -aUo beciuse of the non-appearance of the different effects

\l><n;iri,)tn,(ii,rthliirhhuvanii\'and 'sound j_isj not an attribute of tan-

gible things [ynhd'ih xf/urraraffhii a(/>riialf)\ the fllcllWIHg however
remaining the same.

..lie observes under II, I. Zl that the idea of K.\y\n\ is that

time as well as space lire renllv identical Avith ether."

/»'. N'OTKS on jMSMtge II, i. IT—37:
..('•mdraknnf.-i Tarkalamkara read-* II. 8(31 i>r<ilh<i»i<i<lir<ih<lnt

while the inclining remains unchanged {fuli less ami others, e.g. the

neeoial),

..He rettth II, J, :{(*» <i« simply xiu,itiujdlitih>. supplying for himself
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the reason for the declaration there, and joins the latter put of
it to II, 2;,«87 and interprets it to menu that in spite of plurality

of individnal sounds, their.definite enninenition is possible by means
of reference to their genera or types."

$ 3. Annotation* on the xiitra* bearing njmn sound.

Sound is disenssed in V.S, II. I, 2t-r-2) and V.S. II, 2,

17 'M. The former set of sntras occurs in its proper place; the
latter transgresses the mtdeea.

•/.. Annotations to the passage II, I, 20 \c.

V.S. II, I, 20 is explained In Oamkaua Micra as a Samkhva
thesis. We indeed m»«*t with this thought in the Smidhy(i4rm»n-
thjiihi \\\ 32 (see (i\ititi: ( Samkhga-VhiUmtpliie p. 303 note 3); this

is however a rather recent work (ibidem p. OS n°. 2), although.
older than Yu\ \\ uuiiksi 's SomH^a-pracaeana'bha»ifa, In (,'amkaha

Acunv's Vedanta-bhay/a, tinted about SOU A. I )., this idea is attri-

buted to the lluddhists (see here p. 2* note I).

The three sntras ill 23, which are not alluded to hv IY\-

castai-ada (see here book I
\" -section V), are brought In (,'ainkaia

Micra into connection with the theory of the three causes, lie

explains I hem as refutations denying respectively physical space to

be the inherential, non-inhercntial or occasional cause of egress and
ingress. (Xanoa Lai. Simia's transl. ji. 73— 74). These interpre-

tat ions seem forced and far from convincing. Then' is not the

slightest allusion to htinrtrfh/i- or nnnUta-kanntn in the sntras 21

and 23, and as to sn\rn 22 this could be translated and interpreted

as follows:

..Heeause of the logical connection and disconnection with regard

to other causes [than this snpjjosed cause: ftCvirVJ."

that is to say: annkfpti in the sntra is nut to Im- explained

by fak*aua (property) as Cnmkara Micra suggests, but is synony-

mous with the term anan/a and thus nnuklpli-raidliarinifa is a

drandra. eorres|>ondinii with the nsnal logical term: anraya-n/afireli

\liehh\

This anrai/a-n/a/irelin- argumentation may be expressed as follows:

wherever pragatna, gnrntrn iVc. act on a substance, whilst no

obstructing object is in the way, there action arises;

and: wherever action does not arise (i. e. whenever a snl>stance is

at rest), there either /aaga/na . guritfra &C, do not act. or an

obstructing object is in the way.
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The sutras 2 I— 27 give ;m argumentation for the thesis that

sound is m quality o!' physical space. Sutra 21 is si n iiirro<litctioii

lo sutra 25. In this sulni I want to deviate from Nutidn \a\\ Sinha's

rendering ami to choose the formulation:

..Sound is not a quality of things possessing touch, because of

the non-appearance of other effects [i.e. of effect-qualities dissimilar

to the qualities of the constituent parts |."

I agree here with Xamla l/il Sinha's rendering in Accenting the

first member of the, compound hnipiii/m'it as standing in the rein*

tion of a subjective genitive to the final member apiinlurhliilru', and

in Inking kiin/n synonymous with the karmadharaiia: l>iinpipnna,

i. e. 'effected quality, quality as effect*. If niv interpretation is

right, then tin- arguments of sutra 24 and 2."> are really identiciil:

although differently expressed (cf. Prac. Hhasya p. 58 I. S— II

and N\aya-kandali p. ."ill I. 17 \c.). In sutra 2C> pmlyaknntca is

explained by Tamknra Micra as hiihip'ndriipnjviilnpih'n. The sutras

41—2(1 give- imiIv' arguments for the negative theses that sound is

not a quality of tangible things nor of soul or tin? internal organ.

Sutra 21 draws from this the conclusion: ..My the method of

exhaustion {/mrivexflt) [sound is] the proband of physical space."

This sutra is interesting for its term prrriresn . which is com-

mented upon by (,'anikara Micra as follows:

...///>/pi :

vnhilah kvtl viil iirrifa/t;

ifmi ftfro/.

niptiiiiniil

ili xthii'iiti/nia-t/iKttnl asf/i-ilmn/ii-' tirikfa-itr<ici/it-\i<t<ffii/i.'

Whereas, namely, in the Nyaya-sutra (I, I. .">) three forms of

Ifiiiiil'ikiiin jiDiiiniii art* accepted, the Vaieesika system >— in the

I'racastapada-bhasva book 111 chapter 2 \ 2(>. Viz. ed. p. 20.1 —
onl\ adopts i/r/f/ftiti and mtwtfmipjhhttrftrtm Imtyiimm jiimimn. In

aeeordancc with this (,'amkara Micra considers the /w/rr.y/-argu men-

tation to be only a form of smii/iiiipt/o-i/iMUt. /'fho- question will be

fullx discussed in the fifth chapter') of this book.

I'or the suti-as 2^—31 see V.S. H, f, 11— 13 and I, 2, 17.

Ii. Annotations on passage II, 2. 1 7— :t7

.

Riant inn tion of doubt. The sutras 17-20 discuss doubt

*'">>rni/ii) in the form of an eggression, similarly as in V.S. III. I,

•1 1 7 the theory of inference is given for the purpose of intro-

ducing the -discussion on soul.
'
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III iitra 17 vn is explained In (.'.amknra Micm m adr§tfldi (cf.

Pray. Hhasya p. 174 I. 21); this interpretation is not convincing;
ra only, means ami here. Further wc may .notice that all three
conditions, mentions! in the sutra, lire toother wanted for doubt
to arise. This is dear from the eominents. given l»v hacastapada
(Hhasya 111, 2 $ p. 17:>).

..[Doubt arises] also in reference to an object of perception; c. g.
after seeing only the general projierty of tidiness common to a
trunk and to a man: after not-seeing the particularities such as
crookedf nesa J iVc, and after remembering the particulars of both
[supposed objects

J,
whilst there is no appearance of particulars charac-

terising the- genus trunk iVe.; then our soul, which is drawn into
two directions, wavers in its judgments; ..Is this a three or is this
a man?"

The sutra IS—20 offer different grammatical difficulties, which
we shall first consider. 1)r*tnvut in sutra Is should, as it seems, be
explained as an adjective with comparative meaning (cf. WniiNn.
(Sanskrit (irammar 3d ed. § 1233 f.); y«1h<i<h;*{«ni in sutra Hi hi

apparently a kind of elliptical expression (cf. 8rKVF.il, Syntax \ MM!)
and means 'something which is seen in a certain state'; vUiymitlynfok
in sutra 20 could be explained as an ablativns causae, 'owing to

knowledge and to ignorance' or as an ablativns limitativus, 'as to

{the question: is this] knowledge or ignorance?' The former inter-

pretation seems to be supported by the context.

Thus the literal translation of these sutras would inn:
IS [Something which is] seen and is like [something else] that

was seen [previously], [may be the canst: of doubt].

.19 That which was seen formerly in a certain state [may lie the
cause of doubt], because it is now seen in not such a state.

20 [Doubt need not arise from a prafyakw, soil, sama/ii/a-

/trnfynhn. ami an apmtynksn, scil. vi^n-prntynkna, as was taught
in sutra 17, but] doubt [may in general arise] from knowledge
and lack of knowledge [i. c. from half knowledge].

In commenting on these siitras Qimkara Micin does not limit

himself to an explanation of the text itself, but also tries to recon-

cile it with the jMiragraph in the Pracastapiida Hhasya on doubt.
Here doubt is classified ns follows:

Sainpiya :

A. antah-Bani<;rnf(t

B. bahih-samvaya : a. apratyttkssa-vinaya & b. prafyaktnviwya.

According to Qanikara Micra sutra 20 refers to antnhsamraya;

(tpratyakw-viwyah mm$ayah is indeed a form of pmiyul*a-vi*ayah
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sthHcfii/ii/t il'paskaia. Ilihl. I Bel, ed. p. \'1'1): .. rirti/,x<,,iitilr<if /"

rti,i//iiiiiii>/rif,i'//i'i/iiii,i i. e. "tin- slab incut of tlic hvo-foldness of [ex*

tcrnal doubt) is, however., a figure of speech'. Therefore this division

of f/////l//si/i//r/f/(t into /irrr/i/iiis/i- ;iinl /
,//v/v////^/y/-/v.sY//A/ is omitted

in the sutra: (,'nmkara Miera. namely, explains Y.S. II. -J. I
s $

l!> its referring til doubt arising from a. gencralih inherent in

several. mikI fi in filth one object . „i/it/ .soiiitliiyani sitniriii/nftrliix,

In I iiiii'ltilrti <lr*l'hii xttiiicrii/akfnii: ckiilin >f/minimi rn driftam sain-

nii/fi/ii'hifi" lii oilier words: doubt with regard !o |H*n-<>|>t il»l<«

objects is either the uncertainty concerning the class in which rill.

individual in u^t he placed . or to recognition of one and the sinie object.

I believe (,'ainkara .Miera 's interpretation, as far as the sutras arc

concerned, to be right. Further I mil inclined to look upon sutra.

I* and \\) ns insertions not. yet existent in IVaeastapiida's time.

Originally, then, sutra 17 defined doubt with reference t«» concrete

e\iiiii|>les, slit in -JO amplified this definition and so formed n trail-

-iiion to tin- following passage, which treats of two difliculties

doubts) : 1. is sound a substance, n ipiality or fin action? 2. is

sound eternal or transient ?

The next sutra (21) introdnees the inn ill topic with the words:

Ciofiyii/ia/ifinn i/o 'rf/in/i mi vabihilf.

Though doitht has been completely discussed, vet sutra 'I'l dwells

again on it. This stitra is not referred to In IVaeastnjiada and I

am inclined to take it as an insertion. It runs as follows:

Tii/i/fijiihi/cHr <irtluiiit(ti<ibli /'/('fi/ riri'Masi/o/i/mi/tif/iii i/ix/n/riil '.

(Jftn.ii translated it: „Sinee . the particular [class of sound) is

perceived both in things homogeneous and things heterogeneous j

a

dotilit arises with reijieet. to itj." Now, it is an interesting fact

that a completely parallel expression occurs in the Xvavabhasya

on Nv.iya-sutra I, I. 28. This sutra runs: *aHH~lnantkndltar»V)pa*

'ptiffer riprntipfttfcr "/></laMhyannfin In b'tkiffivjfarHiilhiita^cfi nreijfijjelin

ritnmrn/i Hniiicmfnh . The commentator explains the sutra its giving

live different causes for the arising of doubt:

I. sa iiiri/ifiiflinrino/)/t/Hi f li . 2. fiti('k(nl/irti'ini)/)fi//iifti, IV. ri/irnli/ifilh
,

I. ii/>tihihi/fu/nri/(ir/ix(/iri . 5. r//it'/Hf/rr//'//>>/fin/ni'//x//if).

<J\Nc,\N\iiiA .ln\ (hid. Thought vol. V p. 'f tsa The A//th/fi

Pbifamfifiy of (innlnmn p. 71) gives the following English expres-

sions for this: I. cognition of properties common to the objects

concerned. :.'. cognition of properties [that serve to distinguish an

object
j IVom diverse [homogeneous and heterogeneous) objects, 8, the

presence of contradictory opinions, 4. the appearing of suclj wavering

judgment* as are due to the uncertainty attaching to perceptions
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and 5. non-perception. I nhnll give in full onl\ the comments on
the second point

:

.

Xpyn-bhasva (V'u. ml. p. 34 I. It)): .Itelmifiarmo/m/"*"(*
>(>. S<i,ii,bi<ij<ihi/fi,n iwtHiiiitn},WifuiH en, nnchiiii; /(t*t/o»cifrx»,i a"liar-

mnfio/iiil'/a-
. rU-CHuxf/uhhnjnllia drntnfnit'. Sn„iniifij,ilii/('ti/,i,ii

l

namtlHH'
j'itii/i'/i/n/fir nnl/iii ciciiti/tnitc. (inmiliartillnit //r/liiri/ uhtn/ih/n/o rin-

•V/"l*', (/I'ltak/iniHi/iliytirca.
. hii ra taluk vilt/tdj/a/alraui viccmi/i. 'Dunlin

drniyaiti //ima/i karma r-eti Haiudehah , riccxxtyoliluti/ttflni driflalrdl. ,

I >i-i
,

M/~(/i<'Ax(it/,i 'iit/fif/mifiK,//! n/arnMf/ififiidiini illinriiuun nn/Mi/afi/in Hi
lit/(Id//ir ifi.

I.e. ,.Hy the t'jict of being a quality ol* several [things Re.].

Several means homogeneous himI heterogeneous;, by the fact of being
h quality, of these several [things iVe.j, i. e. by the seeing the par-

ticular in the two groups. Artha* [i. e. whatever may become an
object of onr thought: things iVe.

|
are distinguished from homoge-

neous and heterogeneous arf/taK f. i. earth is distinguished from
water iVc. by its |H)ssession of smell, and by qualities and actions.

The fact that sound originates by separation [f. i. the sound of

cracking when a reed is broken], is a characteristic of sound. Doubt
arises in regard to this; is it a thing, a quality or an action, as

the characteristic is found in each group... If I rely on this

particular. I do not grasp a quality which is decisive for one [of

the three possibilities]."

We may draw two conclusions from this passage, first that (tough's

translation of V.8. II, 2, 22 is wrong, as this sutra means: ..since

a characteristic [of sound] is perceived «yc", secondly that we have

to do here with a very recent insertion, which can only be explained

with the help of ideas current in the Nvaya-sehool. ')

The discussion' of sound with regard to its sub-
stantiality and etcrnality:

lor the rest the sutras 21— 25 are clear by themselves with the

exception of sutra 23. Camkara Micra gives the explanation: , yEkam
draryam sawavnyi yrw/a, lad ekadmn/aii/." To understand this, we
must remember that the term xamavdui [i. e. gantavdji-frlrawa,

inhercntinl cause] has three meanings: ]. the several parts which

build up one material thing, 2. a thing as seat of its qualities,

3. a thing as a seat of its actions (movements). We may therefore |>ara-

phrase the sutra according to ^ninkani Micro's comments thus: Sound
is no substance 2

), since it has onlv one substance as inherent hi cans*!.

•) <'f. here p. 10 note.

}) Ml lii'ir wcti.m I g I .n '. f; ilijrlim g ft; fcmfc IV wi-timi VII «nl. liUrr H.
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Alter settling the ditlieulty whether sound is ;i tiling, n quality

or .in action, the :tiit hor considers the problem whether sound is

(•formal or not. 1 1 «- decides far the latter nlt«'rn:ittvr, whilst the

Mimnnratkn* choose- the former. .

•'.'.
The sutras (2fl— .'$7), dealing with this topi*-, may lie divided

into two groups, the second of which (219 iVc.V begins with the

ijnot.it ion of Miinaiusa-argumentations.

The sntnis sjfl- -2H may he expintned mi positive arguments for

tin- transiency of sound [i.e. of speech-sound |; namely siitm 2fl

refers to it* iiccartiiHtt /niiff ablnlviih , sutrn -7 to its umirai/mf tni/brain

nhlmniti . sutra 2'H to the fact that sound Ims m cause, sutrn. 21)

to the fiiet thiit sound is subject to phonetieal change.

In this interpretation I deviate from the I paskara ami from

\anda Lai Sinha's renderings. My reasons for doing so, will he

given in section 4 of this chapter.

Accordingly I should like to translate sutra 21) as follows.

..Nor is this [ac.il. the given argumentation
j
unproved; because

of the moditication [to which speech-sound is subject)."

Sutra MO is a refutation of the revelation-theory, i.e. of the

theory that speech-sound is really eternal and its articulation is not

a production, but merely a making audible of that which is latent.

The refutation of the theory has in (,'amkara .Micrn's gloss the form

of an argumentation ab absurdo: if the articulation of language

were the removing of a veil from a latent object, then not only,

one speech-sound, but all speech-sounds would become audible. This

is not the case, ergo articulation is not revelation; ^kahnrfibhiryaklait

sarin rtirntibfiin/tdfi/n'nsaiK/afi ."

Sutra '.\\ is explained by (,'ainkara Miera as referring to sound

in .general. Thus he mentions as examples of namfoqfi-vibhflgajrtn

nibi/nii: the sounds caused bv the conjunction of a drum and a

drumstick and bv the splitting up of a bamboo. (Jabthjnh rnbdah

is explained bv him as follows: (Nanda l.al Sinha p. UO): ..Where

sound is produced in a distant flute, and the like, the sound which

is produced in the order of a current, reaches the portion of phy-

sical space limited by the hollow of the ear, ami thereby becomes

heard. Therefore sound is produced from sound also."

This interpretation whereby cabtla is taken in its most general

sense, is in accordance with I'nicastapada-bhasya book III chapter 2

S 5W. Still I do not consider this to have been the original meaning

of the sutra; I look upon the whole passage 20— 37 as a polemics

Against the Miniamsakas and thus as merely an examination of speech-

sound. I shall give my argumentation for this interpretation in
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section 4 | 2 of this chapter. For the present I only want to say

that the conjunctions and disjunctions/meant here, refer to the

. movements of our organs of speech, e. g. of our tongue toward
and from the palate.

In sutra 82 sounds of musical instruments &c. are mentioned
as a probans for the transiency of speech-sound , so that hero again

articulated sound remains the principal subject. The Upaskara gives

here a formal syllogism (prayoga) running thus:

Varnatmikah fadJo 'nilyah:

jnlimatlve sati crotragrahyalvad;

vlnadi-dhvanivad, Hi.

The sutras 33—35 give Mlmamsaka-argu mentations for the eter-

nality of sound. The first and third of these sutras are clear by
themselves, the second is explained in the Upaskara as follows:

(Nanda Lai Sinha p. 100):.„The meaning is that the thrice reci-

tation of the first and the last mantra for kindling of sacrificial

fire, as enjoined in the text, 'the first should be recited three

times, the last three times' is not justified or accountable without

the steadiness of sound."

The sutras 36* and 37 are the rejoinder to these Mimamsaka-
objections. From Qamkara Micra's explanations I should like to

quote the following:

(Nanda Lai Sinha p. 101): „It is observed that there can be

learning, repitition, and also recognition, also if there is a plurality

or diversity of sound. . . For *he learns dancing, he practices danc-

ing, he danced the same dance twice'. . . in these cases, learning,

repetition and recognition [of action] are observed."

(Nanda Lai Sinha p. 102): „The meaning is that the existence

of the number, fifty, &c. arises from the class-notion of ka, ga &c. . .

.

in the same way as substances,, attributes &c. are nine, twenty-

four &c."

$ 4. The passages in the Pracastapada-Bhnsya on sound

(book III chapter 2 $ 27 & 59, book II chapter 2 |'7).

Cabda is twice discussed in the Pracastapfida-Bhasya , once in the

meaning of 'sound' and once in that of 'verlml authority'. Only

the passage on sound interests here
; yet we may just mention that

PracastapXda in $27 quotes V.8. II, 2, 23 HngSc c9 'nityak,

interpreting caMa as amndya.

In $ 69 cabda is first defined as: a quality of ambara (a= 9k9ca)\

perceptible for the ear; momentary; destructive for its effect and
Vwhwd. Kon. Ak.d. t. Wttmach. N. Boeks. M. XVIII. N°. X 12 "
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its cause [each sound
v
as a quality of a certain point of nhl$a, is

supposed to annihilate the sound, as a quality of the precedent

point; moreover the sound-quality* of the last point but one, anni-

hilates bv its own destruction the last sound as well]; caused, by

(conjunction, disjunction and sound [cf. V.S. II, 2, 31]; abiding

in one portion [of the ahlcd]; cause of homogeneous and hetero-

geneous effects [scil. I. the sound of one spot of the nk<i<;a causes

the sound of the next sj>ot of the aku$a\ and 2. sound causes air

intellection in human soul].

Then sound is divided into kinds: speech-sound (vanut) and non-

articulated sound {d/tra/it).

The origination of speech-sound is divided into the following stages:

conjunction between soul and the internal organ;

wish to utter the sound, a wish based on remembrance [of

former utterances];

volition

;

conjunction between soul and the air [of our lungs];

movement of this air;

upward-movement of this air and its striking against, throat &e.

;

conjunction of air and respective organ of articulation;

conjunction of physical space and this organ of articulation

;

sound.

Non-articulated sound is either originated from conjunction or

disjunction. First e. g. fcikes place the conjunction between drum

and drumstick; then the conjunction between drum and physical

space, then sound.

Or first e.g. takes place the disjunction of [two] pieces of reed,

then the disjunction of the reed from physical space, then sound.

After this the transmittance of sound [i. e. the succession of a

series of sounds] through physical space is compared to undulation

{riri'Htintiinn) ; for neither the organ of hearing moves, nor sound,

[but the origination of sounds travels in HtSfa],

Besides the two pamgraphs on pttda, also the paragraph on

physical space (book II chapter 2 $ 7) bears upon our subject. The
passage is analysed here in book IV section III. A few remarks may
l>e added to this. The paragraph corresponds principally with the

passage on sound in V.S. II, I, 20-r31. The formulae apaydd
anyntropalabdhei; ca na *par$avad-vi<;eiiagiina/i , i. e. 'sound is not a

quality characteristic for tangible things, i. a. because it is perceived

elsewhere than in its abode' and $rotram. . .nabliodeqah i. e. 'the ear

is a spot of physical space' will prove of imjiortaiice for characteri-

sing the Vaiccsika system in comparison with other Indian systems.
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$ 5. Conclusions to be drawn from the exposition in the

precctten i paragraph .

Wo mi\y notice in thes* passages the following points:

1. I'kavastapada seems to have known- passage V.S. 11, 2, 21—37;

tor he alludes to sutra 11, 2, 82. Further he mentions the fact

that sound is originated by a cause ami that it is momentary. Still

there is a great difference between Sutra and Hhasya, in as far as

lYacastnpnda limits himself to a positive discussion without the inter-

mixture of polemics.

2. Pracastapada explains V.S. II, 2, 32 as referring to sound in

general, and he considers speech-sound only to be originated from

conjunction.

3. IVacastapada attributes to air only a very limited function in

the origination of sound; air is only a factor of its production

during expiration; but as soon as it gets into conjunction with

the organs of articulation (palate iVc), then physical sjMice is con-

sidered to be the medium through which sound is transmitted;

further in the car itself physical space, and not air, is involved in

the perception of sound.

4. When it is said in the Hhasya that sound is perceived else-

where than in its abode [in its source], then the contrast between

sound and colour {riipa) is implied. For although it has only been

said explicitly by Qridhaka, x

) still we may be sure that also the

original Vaicesika system conceived sight as a process in which our

organ of sight (the l>eams of our eye) travel towards the object and

'grasp' it in its place. On the other hand through a series of local

caftdas sound is supposed to be transmitted to our ear. The reason

why hearing and seeing are understood so differently by naive

thought, is obvious. What we see, is clearly localised by our visual

perception, the localisation of sound on the other hand is vague

and uncertain.
'

'

5. The theory of sound-undulation, given by the Vaicesikas, has

nothing to do with modern European physical notions, for the Hindus

have never discovered that sound is due to vibration.

I) Nv. Kmvlnh p. ttt 1. 12 * M.
12»
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Section 3.

PHYSIOLOGICAL NOTIONS.

$ I . Sutras bearing on physiological notions.

(Nanda Ldl Sinha*s translation).

IV, 2, 1 The [afore-said] product-substance, earth,. &c. is again

threefold, under the names of body, sense and object.

2 [Nothing exists which is constituted by five elements, or],

[the body] is not constituted by five elements, for the

conjunction of things, perceptible and imperceptible, is

imperceptible.

3 And by reason of the non-appearance of another attri-

bute, ') it is not composed of three elements.

4 Rut a conjunction of atoms is not denied.

5 Of these the body is twofold, sexborn and not-sexborn.

llccatisc [a-sexual bodies] are formed by ultimate atoms

inconstant in direction and place.

7 And [the action of the ultimate ntoms arises] from a par-

ticular dfiarma or virtue.

S Also because names and definitions exist.

D [The existence of a-sexual bodies is proved] from the pri-

mitiveness of the name.

10 A-sexual bodies exist.

11 [The existence of a-sexual bodies is proved] also from

the Hrahmana portion of the Veda.

| 2. Quotation from Nanda Lai Sinhas Appendix B.

..Canpraksnta TarkXlavkara reads IV, 2, 3 ns two aphorisms,

viz.: gmiilntarfipraditrbhnvilc ca and na tryntmalam"

.

S 3. Annotation* to the sutras on physiological notions.

It seems to be nn opinion, easily accepted by naive thought,

that the sensorial qualities of the surrounding objects find corres-

pondent qualities in the human organism and that man, owing to

*) Cf. Nyiy»bhi?y« HI, 1, 28 tfMrfhivatfi gunnntarofwiabdheh", nnd itn r«ri« lectio,

quoted in the Uptekim, tab IV, 2, 4 ..prtrffcimrji Indi-if^gntfopalaMhe^.
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this correspondence, is capable of perceiving these objective quali-

ties. The origin of this belief may be found in the fact that the

understanding of passions and feelings of our fellow-man always

supposes the experience of similar psychical states in our-sclves. At
all events the doctrine, found in Empcdocles J

) :

yaLtv\ fiev yap youav oTUTa/xev, vSxrt J' vSwp^

z&ipt & x&ipx itov, Scrap rvp) irCp xiSyiXov,

is also accepted by Indian systems of thought. Thus we find it in

Vaic. Sutra IV, 2, 1 and in Pracastapiidabhasya l>ook II chapter 2

($ 2 earth, § 3 water, $ 4 tire, $ 5 wind). Cf. moreover Gahbe

(Die Snmkfiya Philosophic p. 320) who teaches the same doctrine,

for the Siimkhya philosophy. The remark which (iarbk adds here,

also applies to our system: the earthly touch-organ, the nquaceous

taste-organ &c. are seated in our skin , in our tongue &*c. , but may

not be confused with them; they are themselves ahndriya\ i. e. they

tran gress our perception.

To the theory about the composition of the different sense-organs

the Vaicesika system has added a very fantastic mythological belief

about bodies, consisting of water, of wind or of light, and living

in the world of Varuna, the Maruts and Aditya. The same mytho-

logy, as IIandt has reminded us, is found in Jainism.

The sutras 2—4 offer greater difficulties in the interpretation.

A clear reference to these sutras is lacking in the Hhasya. The

meaning of the Upnskara is not quite perspicuous in all details, yet

with its help we may arrive at the following explanation:

of sutra 2. The body cannot bo considered as an organised

aggregate {avayavin) of earth, water, fire plus wind and physical

space, [or of earth, water, fire plus wind], because wind and

physical space are imperceptible. And a conjunction between a per-

ceptible and an imperceptible, i. g. a tree and air, is imperceptible.

Were the lx>dy thus a conjunction of earth &c. with physical space,

then it would be likewise imperceptible.

of stltra 8. The body cannot be considered as an organised

aggregate of cwth, water and fire. Undoubtedly a saiuyoya between

atoms* belonging to different elements, is possible, but such a

mmyoga docs not produce an aggregate. For when an atom of fire

which lacks taste, is added to an atom of earth which possesses taste,

then the total formed by them, would be without taste. Or when

an atom of fire which possesses hot touch , is added to an atom of

l, HUtoria») See Bitter A Preller, HUtoria Philomphiae Graeme 8th ed., no. 176.
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tiirtli which possesses „ neither hut, nor could" touch, then their

toliil would he without touch, „ckas//a flHnasyrnw/avini (jnuaniTram-

b/i/ikntifir, i.e. because one quality [i.e. the quality of one atom,

when not supported by the same quality in a conjunct atom] does

not produce a new quality [i. e. does not produce the same quality

in the product].

With the sutra TV, 2, 4 and its explanation by the Upaskara

we may compare e.g. Pracastapada-bhasva p. 44 I. 8, where it is

said that earthly atoms &t*. may offer a certain support {upa*tambh<i)

and capability of enjoyment to aquaceous bodies.

To sutra 5 we may annotate that the Bhasya also divides the

bodies into uterine and non-uterine. The non-uterine bodies are:

the aquaceous, aerial and ignious bodies, the bodies of different-

insects, and the bodies of ancient saints. (Prac. lihasya p. 27 1. 22;

p. 'M\ I. 4 &c). The uterine bodies are divided into those directly

born of the womb and those developed in an egg.

A clear reference to the sutras 8— 11 is lacking in the Hhasya.

Kor their explanation see the Upaskara (Nanda Lat, Sfnua's trans-

lation p. 101 iVc).

Suction 4. ,

THE PHYSICS IN THE OTHER INDIAN SYSTEMS.

$ I. The theory of the elements, in the Snmkhya-nt/steni.

In order to be able to compare the Vaiccsika physics with those

of the Samkhyas, T now wish to quote a passage which (tahnf. hu
devoted to the theory of the elements in the latter system.

Die Srnukhi/a-Vhilot>ophie (Leipzig 1017) p. 300: .,Dic feinen

Elemente {xiUxma-bhftta , hhuta-xiik-xma) oder (irundstofle fiihrcn gc-

wohnlieh den Namen tanmfifra, etymologiseh 'nur dieses', womit

nusgedii'ickt wenlen soil, dass in jedein Grundstoff einzig und allein

(lessen spccielle Kigenthumlichkeit ruht. Das ist so zu verstehen.

Wiihrend von den fiinf grolnui Elementen das nachfolgende jedesmal

die Fiigenschaft des voraugehenden mitl>esitzt in der Weise, dass

der Aether (als Trager des. Tons) gehort, die Luft gehort und ge-

ffili.lt, das Fetter, gehort, gefiihlt und gesehen, das Wasser gehort,

gelfthlt, gesehen und geschmeekt, die Krde gehort, geffddt, gesehen,
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geschmeekt mid gerochen wild, haben die funf Gruudstotl'e nur je

cine Kigensehaft unci heissen deshalh naeh der Keihe der Grund-
stolf. dcs Tons, des Gefuhls, der hirhc, des Gesehmacks und dee

Geruehs (raMa-, spared-, riipa-, raM-,ymuih<i-tanmutm). Diese Grund-
stofl'c sind als solche iiur von den Gottern und Yogin's, al>er nieht

von uns gewohnlichen Mensehenkindern wahmmehnieii: wir erken-

nen nur Hire Wirkungen in den Kigensehaftcn der Derivatc, d. li.

der groben Eleinentc. Die Grundstofle hesit/en ilne Oiaractcristica

nur in abstractor der Ton-Grundstoff den Ton, aber noeh nielit

<Ue vcrseliiedenen moglichen Tone, die wir horcii; der Gelfihls-

Gruiidstoli' das Gcffihl, aber noeh nieht die Varietiiten weieli, hart,

sehlupfrig, kalt, warm u. s. wT;. . . Darum theilen aueli die fcineii

Kleniente noeh nielit die Kigensehaften der grol>en Materie, je naeh

dem Vorwnlten eines der drci giit/as ontwcder Kreude oder Selimeiz

oder Apathic zti erregeti; oder teehniseh: sic sind noeh nielit pinto,

tfhora oder mtUfhn. Aim diesciu Grande werden sie avi\r*tt 'die

uutorschicdsloscu Suhstany.cn' genannt, im Gegensatz y.u den vi\r*a

oder den mit 1'iitersehieden hehafteten groben Klementen. W'eim

aueli die Grundstofle von ausserordeiitlieh kleiner Ausdchntiiig sind,

so darf man ihnen doeh nieht Untheilbarkeit KUsctireihcn ; demi

kein Product ist untlieillmr."

Several differences are to be noticed between the Sainkh\a and

Vaicesika systems:

The former distinguishes elements in an unmixed state, |M*sessing

only one quality, from the elements in their mixed condition. The

latter does not know of such distinction.

Gakre (|). 208) informs us that in the Siiinkhya system the mixed

elements originate from the unmixed, which ]>ossess only one quality

(sound, smell &C.); these again arc produced from the spiritual

substances (bitdtifti and n/iamkara). Such a common origin is not

accepted in the Vaicesika-system. It is distinctly said in tin? respec-

tive paragraphs which Phacastapada bestows on the four elements

((Iran/firamh/tnknni) that they
#
nre eternal as far as their atomical

nature is concerned.

The Samkhyins attribute sound to all elements (in their mixed

state); the Vaicesikas consider it only a quality of physical space.

The former system — at least in one of its more recent texts; see

here book II chapter II section 2 | 3 A — takes the possibility

of movement as an argument in favour of the existence of akd^a,

the latter denies this and only accepts sound as such a probans

(%«).
The tanmntrm of the Samkhyins are very small , but still liable
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to division; the a/tux of the Vaiccsikas are infinitely small. The

former system applies the term vieesa only to products and with

reference to the three f****\ the latter uses the same term, originally

in the meaning of vaidharmya, later with reference to the atoms

and the other nifyani dravyflni, 1
)

The term vi^esa has given rise to the name of our system itself.

The word Vaicesika nnraely may either be interpreted as: a philo-

sopher who believes that absolute differences {anfya vi^esdh) inhere

in the original elements, or as: a philosopher who considers it his

main task to minutely define the differences between the several

categories and notions of human thought. The first interpretation

would be in accordance with the name Kanada or Kanabhuj, given

by opjmnents to the sutrakiira of our system; the nnme Vaicesika,

thus taken as referring to the atoms, would characterise the system

ns principally a physical theory. We may indeed call it a current

opinion, that the Vaicesika system is the physical philosophy par

excellence of the six darcanas. I can scarcely believe this to be

right. A closer study of the texts shows that the Vaicesika philo-

sophers have paid attention to all scientific problems which existed

for the Hindu mint}, not only to physics, but also to ontology,

psychology, logic and dhornta; on the other hand the Siimkhya-

system contains no small amount of physical doctrines. Undoubtedly,

we may conclude, the term Vaicesika originally was synonymous

with Vaidharmika.

\ 2. The /tasmye on sound in the PurcamlMflmaa-Sutra.

Of. here book IV section VII letter F.

The passage on sound in the PurvamTmanisa'-sutra contains three

parts: the first, sutras C— 11, contains purvapaksa-argunients, uphold-

ing the transiency of sound; the second, sutras 12— 17, refuta-

tions of the six preceding sutras, and the third, sQtras 18—23,
other arguments, added to those of the second part.

Several of these sutras offer difficulties in the interpretation.

The meaning of sutra 9 was uncertain already in the days of

KiMvaiLA Hhatta (and of Qabara-svamin?) sec Cloka-varttika transl.'

p. 410 (adhik. karika 9 and 10). Yet with the help of sutra 15
cf. its interpretation ^loka-varttika transl. p. 435 adhik. karika

103), we may gness the meaning to have been as follows:

If a speech-sound or a word, e. g. the word ga%h
t were eternal

*) Ct here p. 18.
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[and one], then it could at a certain moment he used by only one

person, but really it can be used (pronounced nnd perceived) by

several persons in several places. Therefore it resembles the other

things, made by man, it is met with, in many specimens, is pro-

duced and perishable.

The answer (sutra 15) runs: although the word gank c. g. is

eternal [and one], still like the one snn it may be perceived by

several |>ersons.

In this argumentation the notion of oneness is implied in that

of eternnlity.

The mentioning of vrddhi (sutra 11), next to prnkrti nnd vikrti

(sutra 10), suggests the idea that sutra 11 had originally an other

form and referred to vrddhi in the grammatical sense of the word. ')

The translation of sutra 12, given by lUlXANTYNK, follows the

rending: sawam tu intra darcannm; (tANoSnatiia Jiia translates

(Qloka-varttika p. 413): „[The fnct of being perceived] nfter effort

is equal [to the theory of ctcrnality ns to t lint of non-etcrnality]."

This supposes a rending: snmnni in intra dnrfnNfti, jwrallel with

sutra 0. Moreover dnreann receives here a causntive menning:

effort of producing, which is nlso adopted by Hallnntync in siitra 18,

where he uses the rendering: exhibition.

For the purpose of explaining sutra 18 we may quote £loka-

varttika, adhiknrnna 242 (trans!, p. 451): ..llceanse a word, whose

relation [with its meaning] has not been [previously] ascertained,

cannot signify anything. Hccause if this could be the case [i. e.

if such a word were to signify a meaning], then any previously

unknown [newly-coined] word would be capable of' signih'ying any

and every meaning."

Sutra 19 is commented upon by Paktha Sarathi Micra in his

Agat/a-rafnakara (GhowkhamhS ed. of the C/lokn-vnrttika under

kfirika 355 p. 820) as follows:

„Gocabda uccarite mrvagavifu yugapnt prafgago bhnvatg, nta

nkrtivacanah fabdo, na en "krii/rl sambandhah cakgale kartum, iti

\C/ibara%vami-krtatti\ Bh<i*yam gambaHdha-mfgatdm cca j/ralipadayati"

As one sees, the interpretation given here differs from that,

offered by Ballantyne. It seems to me that sutra 19 is nothing

else than a variation of sQtra 9, due to a mistake of memory.

Of the two synonymous redactions one was left in its original place,

the other was placed in an other context and changed its signification.

SQtra 20 mmkhgnbhfwnt is explained by Ballantyne and already

») Cf. here p. 43, the remark on Nyiya 8ntr» I, 1, 24.
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by Kitmania Hhatta (tratisl. Cloka-varttika p. 472) as sand'/iyd-

nhliiirut. Yet wo meet in Vam.abuAcauya's NtfOjfn-lilfimti with a

tradition which shows that once the sutra must have been under-

stood as mmlli;in-bhiivnt. It was then used to show that fabda is

a substance (see here hook IV section VH under letter H first group

of passages). Number, namely, is a quality; and whatever has quali-

ties, must In; a substance.

This Vallabhacarya, the author of te Nyaya-lilavatT, a commen-

tary on the IVaeastapada-bhasya, is mentioned in „n Cauarese

poem named Dareanasara" written in the first half of the 13th

century. (<>f. Hodan, J.K.A.S., Bombay br. vol. XIX, anno 1807,

p. 338).

According to Hiiimacakya this argumentation is assigned to the

liliatta-inimrimsakas (i.e. the followers of Ithatta-Kuniarila) *); in as

far as the (^'loka-varttika explains the sutrn Mmkhi/abhrwat other-

wise, this information (a surmise of llhiniacnrya himself?) seems

to be wrong.

Yet the fact that the question concerning the substantial or attri-

butive nature of sound is dealt with both in the Vaic. Sutra and

in the Nvava-hlavatV, shows that the belief in the substantiality of

sound must once have been a generally accepted dogma; also pro-

bably by some of the Mimamsakas.

The scholiast . Fartha Snrathi Micra connects sutrn 21 anajjek-

antral with Cloka-vairttika adh.ikarana (I karikii 444: ,,ln the case

of the cloth X'c. we find that they are destroyed either on account

of their being cut by instruments, or on account of their becoming

too old; whereas in the ease of tlie word, there are no such causes

of destruction." (Chowkhnmbsi-edition p. S44).

Sutra 22 is explained by the scholiasts as meaning: „if the sounds

were substances consisting of air, then these would be perceptible

for the organ of touch, for the skin; as this is not the Mime, the

sound cannot be a formation of air."

In sutra 23 which is not referred to by kn mania Hhatta, ftftt/a

is explained as 'proof, i. e. a text of the scripture'. This meaning

is quite general in Purvamimamsa-writings; sec e. g. the Artha-

nmgraha text p. 6 and Twbait's translation p. 12, where the

meaning of the Mimamsa-terni is more accurately defined.

If we finally coin pare this passage in the Purvamimamsa-Sutra with

Vaic. Sutra II, 2, 26—37, then it seems likely that they are

historically connected. This may be shown by the following table

;

') «*e here book IV •wtion VII Uble H.
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Vaic. Siitm TT, 2.

20 Sato livynbhavnt

2 7 Nitya-vaidharmydt

28 Anitync cnyam falranatah

2!) No cdsiddhnm , vikdrdt

PGrvanmn. Sutra 1, 1.

6* Karmaike, tatra dareandt

7 Anthdndt

S Karoti-vahdril

10 Prakrti-vikrtyoc en

38 Drnyos in prarrtfyor abhdvdt \* Riiyaa fti sydd, darennaxya

(P.-mTm. thesis) pardrthatrdt *
34, 3(5 h 37 Prafhamdcabddt &c. 20 Samkhydbhdvdt

.

35 Sampratvpatti'bhaviic ca 19 Sarvnira ymiyapadydt (of. the

glosses, men tinned above)

This historical relation between the two sutras need not be in

such n wny conceived that one sutra-rcdactor used the sutra of the

other school; but both darcanas here, although each of them adopted

its own solution of the question, were the outcome of former dis-

putes between the schools*

Supposing this comparison to be right, it follows that the whole

passoge Vaic. Sutra 11, 2, 2(5^-27 with the inclusion of sutra

31, Iwars on cabda as speech-sound , and ''specially on ^abda as

dmndya, sacred word. 1

)

$3. The pannage on sound in the Nydya-Sdfva.

Tn accordance with the more recent origin of the Nyaya-Siitra,

the discussion on sound (speech-sound) is much longer than in

Vaicesika- or Purvamimamsa-Sutra. In the second aL.ika of the

second adhyaya (see here book IV section VI) we find three adhi-

karanas on cabda, called in Vicvanatha svrtti: eabdq-nityatva-,

cabda-paritidma- and cabda-cakty-adhiKarnna .

The two first of these three adhikaranas deal with the etcrnality

or transiency of sound (see here book IV section VII under letter (i).

The first adhikarana begins with a sutra (II, 2, 81) mentioning

three arguments for the etcrnality of sound; the' following sutras

(82—85) contain a short dialogue between an opponent and a

defendent, on the ideas expressed in sutra 81:

Sutra 86 gives a new argumentation in support of sdtra 81.

Again follows a dispute.

In the sutras 80, 92, 94 and 100 four ^*>F«/w*ftf-arguments

are brought forward in support of the etcrnality of sound. Each of

the sutras are followed by refutations.

») See but p. 176 and 177.
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I liave quoted (in book IV) two sutras, belonging to the adhi-

karana on phoiictical change as a proof for its transiency.

The historical connection of this jwissnge on sound of the Nyaya-

siitra with those in Vaicesika- and Purvamlmamsa-Sutra is evident.

$ 4. The passage on sound in the Cloka-vSrttika.

The sixth adhikarana of the C'°k»-varttika, containing the com-

ments on hirvamTnuunsa-siitra T, 1,6— 23, covers in GaSganatha

.Iiia's translation about 75 pages. 1 shall limit myself to pointing

out some passages of special interest in connection with the prece-

dent paragraphs.

1. Karikas 121— 130 contain a description of sound-revelation

(the ahhirunkti of the polemical passage in the Vaic. Sutra) as con-

ceived by the Qrotriyns (PurvamTmamsakas). l
)

First volition on the part of the speaker takes place, then the

internal air (knsf/n/o voi/uh) Iwgins to move upwards. Before this

air leaves the mouth, the speaker produces different conjunctions

and disjunctions between tongue and palate (saini/oga-vibfHlgau tiki-

vailch). After this the air, having left the lips, streams on, owing

to its impetus (cet/a) and enters in conjunctions and disjunctions

with the still air (xfimito vrlynh; cf. SaptapadarthT n°. 14), through

which it psisses. „ I laving reached the tu/oman = akova of the ear,

the air imparts a certain faculty {fakti) to the auditory sense...

And since this sound is heard only when this [faculty] appears,

therefore we admit of its existence in the shape of a change \sams-

kfira — produced in the sense]. . . And this 'faculty' that we assume,

is like the faculty of producing [the sound, held by the other party]

{iilpattifaktival)"

From this passage we learn that the saniyoga and vibhrif/a in

Vaic. Sutra II, 2, 31 were understood by Kumarila Bhatta as

conjunctions nnd disjunctions between the organs of speech ; for the

whole passage, analysed here, shows clearly the influence of the

Vaicesika system.

Further it is necessary for us to bear in mind the difference

between the described Purvanrimamsa- and modern European ideas.

The movement of air from the speaker's mouth towards the hearer's

ear is not the same as the air- vibrations, accepted by modern scien-

tists. The Purvamlmamsa-thcory that the change, caused in the ear

by the influence of the air-current, makes human soul capable of

x
) Cf. GftRnKNXTHA JhX, The Prnbhakara School of PMrmmfmamna p. 59.
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perceiving the latent and eternal 1
) sound, may not be confused

with the European insight, which shows sound to be a mental

process, brought about by several physical and physiological processes

in the surrounding air, the ear and the connected nervous system.

The Purvamlmnmsakas have always believed in an external and

objective existence of sound qua talis. Yet a certain resemblance

between Indian and European conceptions cannot be denied, although

we must attribute this more to chance than to merit on the side

of the Indians.

2. In kilrikas 106— 122, we find a refutation against the Jainas,

who believe sound to be material 2
) and tangible, to travel from

its place of origin to our auditory organ, and to consist of com-

ponent parts (pudgafas).

„(}nbdasyn "gamanam tfivad adrqtam parikalpitam

,

murtisparpidimattvam ca tenant abhibhavah aatnm" (cf. (iaiiganatha

Jha's transl. p. 477 sub 107— 10S).

This belief in the substantiality of sound must have had originally

more supporters than the Jainas. In Europe too it has liccn upheld

for a long time and is expressed by Lucretius in his Do natura mum.
3. Karikas 113 sqq. contain the refutation of two conceptions,

both assigned to the Samkhyins. Here it is said that some of these

philosophers taught the moving of our auditory sense-organ towards

the object [in the same way as the eye-beams travel towards the

object seen] and others the immediate perception of sound at a

distance [in the same way as some Buddhists belk/cd ordinary

sight to be a kind of telepathic process; see here p. 92 sub 2].

$ 5. The notion of sound in primitive human thought.

The sound-theories, explained in the foregoing pages, give us

occasion to examine more closely the question : how was sound

conceived in primitive human thought.

Sound, then, that is to say: language, was conceived in a still

mythological form of thought. Two conceptions very probably

existed side by side. In the first place the names of things, like

their shape, colour and taste, were qualities of these things. Secondly

words were eternally existing things themselves. Although these two

1) Cf. here book IV eeetion VII sub letter H, second group of passages.

>) Cf. here book IV section VII stib letter H, where the doctrine of the substantiality

of sonnd is falsely attribnted to Ki'mXbii.a himself.

*) Cf. Wam.ESEH, bit phiUmtphiKht Grundlagt dei AUtrtn Bvddhintnut p. 82.
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notions worn contradictory, still being vaguely felt and never clearly

pronounced nnd analysed, they could exist together.

I consider the formula namarupa a clear indication of the first •

conception. The name of the thing is here coordinate with Colour

and sha|K\ This belief will no longer be strange to us, when we
take into consideration, that even advanced thinkers, like the Pur-»

vamimamsakas, believed in the jndtatca — the possessing the quality

of being known — of the objects when seen pr heard by man;

thiit transitive verbs in all I ndo- European languages express not.

only the eausal relation, but also the relation between mind and

object; that we ourselves are still unvoluntarily inclined to take

beauty and ugliness as qualities of the objects, though they arc

really judgments pronounced by ourselves; in one word, that it is

difficult to draw the right line between that which belongs to the

objects and to our own thought.

How sound could be looked upon us an eternally existing thing,

is easily explained by comparing it with fire, Fire, the process of

burning, was called both in India and Greece, one of the elements;

was considered to be matter in the same way as earth, water and

air. This conception is not an invention of philosophers, but is

already a common possession of the intellect of primitive man. So

it is said in the fourth book of the Odyssey that the (Jod Proteus

by magical |M>wer successively assumed the form of water and tire.

Further we may state that the idea of matter changing from one

form into another without any gain or loss in quantity, is rather

a new one. The wood burns and is gone, n lew ashes, a little-

smoke in the air, that is all that remains. Hut that the quantity

of matter, contained in these ashes and this smoke, is the same as

that which, was contained in the log of wood, has not occurred to

primitive thought. The appearance and disappearance puz/Jes the

naive man; fire comes, but where docs it come from? fire goes,

but where does it go to? It must have hidden itself somewhere and

comes forward from its hiding-place on certain occasions, for instance

when man rubs two pieces of wood, till they catch fire.

We may resume that the belief in the cternality and substan-

tiality of sound belongs to a mythological way of thinking. And
it is highly interesting to find some relics of this old view still

preserved in Indian philosophical literature.
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• Section p.

*TOT PHYSICAL NOTIONS or THE ANCIENT GREEKS.

$ 1. The theory of elements and atoms.

In pointing out some analogies between Hindu unci Gree.k phy-

sics, I shall for the sake of brevity refer as much as possible to

Hitter & PrellrK, llutoria Philosophiae Graecae (8ih cch, Gothae

1898).

The Gjpek philosophers accepted either four a Hve elements. The
number four is chosen by Kmpedocles (HP 1G4), by Pinto (HP 382a),

by Aristotle (HP 408</). We find the number five perhnps men-
tioned by some Pythagoreans (HP 79: Philolai Jr. 20 Al up. Stob,

Eel. I 10 p. 18, 5 W. kx) roc ev tx trtyxipx <tu[jlxtx TfW hri'

rot ev tx <r<pxipx rfy, uJwp kx) yx kx) aqp, kx) 6 tx$ trpxipxi oXKxt

re/xTTov. The interpretation of this fragment is extremely difficult.

I should like to read x. . .6*x$, a noun formed from foot like (lovxn

from fxovoi; in this case the word vufixTx would have a wider

meaning than element here, referring as well to the sha|>e of the

four elements as to the construction of the global universe. The
whole fragment, I think, should be compared with UP 80 and

Plato Timaeus 55 C and be considered of rather late origin, as it

supposes a knowledge of the five regular polyhedrons of stereometry.

Whilst it is thus uncertain whether the Pythagoreans Acknowledged

five elements, it- remains an ascertained fact that the Peripatetic

school held the number to lie five.

Those who accepted four elements, considered as such: earth,

water, air and fire. The fifth element of the Aristotelian school was

xifyp, the material of which the human soul 1
) and the heavenly

stars consisted.

Though many a Greek philosopher maintained the existence of

empty space, yet it was never reckoned an element. To prove their

opinion they brought forward the same argument (cf. f.i. HP 76</)

which is mentioned Vaic. Sutra II, 1, 20, whereas sound is never

adduced, as far as 1 know, as an argument for it.

As in Hindu philosophy, the elements nro defined by referring

either to their typical movement or to the sensations which they

*) Cf. the vijfiana of some of the Bnddhint*.
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cause in the human mind. RP 409</: „Quattuor elementa esse

[ab Aristotele] duobus argumentis demonstratur. Nam primum quae

contraria tactu, qui scnsus ceteris omnibus subest, deprehenduntur,

frigidum calidum, aridum udum, ea diverse composita singulis

dementis ita continentur ut ignis sit calidus et aridus, aer calidus

et ndus, aqua frigida ct uda, terra ' frigida ct arida. De Gen. et

Corr. II, 2, 3. — Deindc, sicut motus circularis aetheris proprius

est, ita clementurum dircctus, qui natunilitcr aut sursum tendit

ant deorsum. Klementtim grave quod deorsum fertur est terra, cle-

mentuin levc quod sursum nititur ignis. Practerea necesse est medium

esse, quod et sursum et deorsum feratur; id duobus rcliquis elemcntis

continctur, acre ct aqua. Do Caclo IV, 4, 5." — Moreover a passage

in which Aristotle expresses a connection of the elements with our

different organs .of sense, is quoted by Dkissen, Das System den

t'crfrtnfa, p. 25G Anm. (Aristotclcs de sensu, p. 4.38 K 17 &c.)

QoLvefbv ws ht toCtov tov rpiTov ocToSiiovoct x&) TfotrctTretv e.K&<rrov

rxv aW^yirvjfi'xv ev) riv ffTOi^eiwv. toC fitv b'fifixroe to opxTtKov vSatroe

VTofyTTeov, ccepos <Jf to tuv 4/6Quv xIo~^t(k6v^ Tiifbs ie ryv ovfypvfiiv,

— to fr ctTTiKOv y>j<, to Se yevo-TiKOv eUos ti x<piJ4 eo-Ttv. Though

the differences of the quoted jHissuges with Hindu views arc consi-

derable enough, yet we may recognise the same general tendency.

Both Greeks and Hindus were unacquainted with the property

of expansion, common to air and all gasscs. All they were aware

of, was a horizontal deplaceuient of air.

The Lcueippcan formulation of atomism, which attributes only

primary qualities to the atoms, is recorded by Aristoti-k (Metaph.

I, 4, 985* 4 = RP. 192).

The resemblance between the Greek and Hindu doctrines of ele-

ments, however striking it may be, cannot be considered a sufficient

proof for their historical connection. For the notion of the four

elements: earth, water, air am] tire, may be a priori, expected in

primitive philosophical thought. It is, in the first place, clear that

the elements earth, water and wind arc something similar to our

three states of aggregation: solid, fluid and gaseous. Yet this con-

ception itself was not yet known to the Greeks, nor to the Hindus;

and never do we find f.i. the expression that water by freezing

becomes a kind of earth. The elements earth, water and wind are

cognate notions to our states of aggregation, but not the same. As

to the fourth element 1 have mentioned how natural it was to

consider fire, the proces of burning, an element and how this idea,

current in many fairy tales, is of ancient origin.

From the comparison of the Greek und Hindu theories of elements
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with the modern European distinction of the three states of aggre-

gation it follows that the greatest credit is due to those definitions

which took into consideration the typical movements of the elements

such as blowing, running and falling, or their impression on our

sense of touch (hard and soft).

$ 2. The explanation of muntl by the (ireefo.

The need of air for the arising of sound was discovered in Greece

at an early date. We find the following fragment f.i. in HI*. 177A

concerning Kmpkdoct.es :

Theophr. Sens. 7 (Dox. 500) 'E/tATfSoKXijn , . .<$v\<ri, . .tvjv S'xkoviv

xto t&v eZufttv yive&XL fyotyvv. orxv yup Cto tvh <Puvy: x/vifS'j},

yi%ttv IvTot. uxTTep yxp tlvxi xubuvx rm iV«v (Schneider emendavit:

etrw) ij%uv tvjv xkoyiv v\v Tpotrxyopiisi rxpKtvov otyv (Wi miner propo-

suit: xiXov). KivovfJLfvy,v c)f tx'kiv tvjv xipx Tpb$ rx jrepex kx) TOitiv

Empcdocles tenches that bearing arises from noise nround us.

When the [organ of] hearing is moved by [the air of] the voice,

then sound is produced within; for the organ of audition, ealled

jxpKivoi oty;(r) is a tube for the sound from outside;; the wind

in its movement beats anainst the hard [walls] and causes the sound.

Ueberweo-IFein/.e (GrMndri** rfer (>'e*r//ie/i/e tier Plnhmphie (let

Mfrrthinn** Ste Anfl. Berlin 1*1)4) paraphascs this quotation as:

..Die Tone entstchen in dein trompetenformigen (Jehorgang beim

Kiltstromen der bewegten Luff."

The explanation, given b\ Empcdocles, is still puerile, but the

honour of rinding the right explanation, belongs to Aristotle.

That sound is carried by air, is taught to pupils of modem

European schools with the help of an aerial pump. A Im-11 is placed

under the clock of this instrument, whilst it is kept in movement

by a spring, and as soon as the air begins to be pumped ont,

the sound gets Weaker and weaker, and at last becomes unnudible.

'

This experiment is certainly clear and simple. But even obser-

vation without any instrument can lead to the same conclusion.

When we notice that the vibration of a string causes sound, the

hvjwthcsis will easily occur to us that sound produced by flute

and tube, must have n similar origin, that something must exist

which, though unseen, is in vibration. The hy|M)thesis becomes

more certain , when we observe that the pitch of the tone in l>oth

cases, with strings as well as with pi|>es, depends on the length

of the source of sound. This ingenious conclusion was arrived at by

VtrhniHl. Hon. Ak«l ». Wttwweh. Ni.uw. Rtrtt pi XVfll N". I II
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Aristotle, who thus InA the Hindus far behind him and anticipated

modern sciense.

S. Gijkntiif.k ((leaehivhte der antiken Xa/tirtrixxenw/iaff, Nord-
lingen LSSS) p. 52: „l)ic physicalische Krkliirung der Schaller-

-rlieinungen ninimt ihren Anfaug mit Aristotelcs. Dorsclhe hat crkmitif.

•lass die Imft die Tragerjn und- Yermittlcrin ttilef Sehallcrsehei-

miiigeu ist, er iibcrtriigt das pythngorcische Gcsctz von ilcm Zusain-

menhauge zwisehen Saiteiilangc und Tonhohc nnT Ffeifcn, cr weiss

eiullieh. dass die I'ortpflanzungsgeschwindigkeit de* Schallcs in den
versehiedenen Tagcs- mid Jahrcszeiten eine imgleichc ist. An Ari-

stotelcs, den er wold studicrt haben muss, kufiplt Vitrnviiis wieder
an, der Bcgrundcr der Tlieaterakustik. Die Verhreitung des Schallcs

in k:igelfomiigen Wellen, deren ZeHtrnm der Sehallerrcger ist,

wird von Vitr'uv mit wiinschenswertcster Klnrhcit ausgesprochen."
Vet in order to lie just to the Hindus, we may not forget that

also most Greek-Koman philosophers upheld ideas eouccrning sound
similar to those proclaimed by the .Ininns in India (see e. g. Lu< ftfc-

tiis, |)e rerum natura IV 524 sq.).

S 8. Explanation of the physical process of oisttai perception,

(ireek and Indian philosophy agree in accepting the ymric roC
ifioiou tm 6fj.cio) (Kuipedoclfs' formula, preserved b\ Aristoti.K, de
annua I, 2). Further they believed in a movement of the sense-

organ or eve-beams towards (he objects; but the Greeks also postu-

lated the existence of ccTopfotxi from the objeets towards the eve
and finally tried to explain in more details the importance which
light has for the process of visual |>crcep»ion (see Lucretius, De
rerum natura IV, 2S0— 21)5).

$ 4. Conclusion: the value of (Ireek and Indian physics earnpared.

Finally if we undertake to estimate the relative value of Greek
and Indian physics, we ma\ notice that Indian thought offers

nothing worth ranking with such discoveries and theories as: the
l,eueip|>ean formulation of atomism, AimiMKM*' explanation of
Moating, Aristotkk's theory of sound-vibration. This difference be-
tween Greek and Indian science has been attributed to the different

capabilities of the two nations: the |K>wer of observation on the
one Iwin.l and the tendency towards meditation on the other. Me*
thinks, this formula does not solve the question. I am inclined
to refer to social and not to psychological causes. For what the
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Indian* have reached in grammatical mid pliotietirnl research, shows
certainly their power of observation. And although their epic lite-

rature is too prone to absurd imaginations, still we must feel their

love for animals and plants, their eve for the beauty of nature.
The difference between Greek and Indian physics lies principally

in this fact, that the Greeks have taught us to apply mathematical
methods to the study of nature, whereas the Indians devoted all

their attention to dharma , adhnrma and mokfr. in other words the
Greeks toon reached a theoretical attitude of mind, whereas Indian
thought was always surrounded by sacerdotal interests. We cannot
indeed praise the Greeks highly enough for having so soon, already in

Homeric times, put an end to the ton great power of the priests.

13»
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CIIAPTEH III.

MATIIKMATKWf, NOTIONS.

Sk< tion I.

\ I M ItKR.

$ I. SMfrm bearing tr/nm number. (Manila La/ Sin/ia* Iranx/a/ionJ.

VII, 2, I Itcciiusc of its difference from colour, fate, smell ami
touch, unity is ii different object.

2 Similarly, scpnnitcness [is a different object].

8 The lion-existence of unity and in<livi*lu;iiitv . in unity

and individuality, is explained by minuteness and mag-
nitude.

4 Actions and Attribute* being void of number, universal

unity does not exist.

5 That [i.e. the cognition of unity in action and attri-

bute) is erroneous.

(5 In consequence of the non-existence of unity, however,

sceomla riness would not exist.

7 Effect and cause are neither the same nor similar [in

being equally distinguished from all
-

other things]; there-

fore, unity and [single] individuality do not exist in them.

8 This, [as] explained in the ease of the two non-eternals

[namely, number and separateness, should be understood
only in the ease of non-eternal unity and separateness

of one}

fl Quotation* from iXanda Isil Sinhas Appendix R /pane V.

..<'\ni>uak\nta TarkUamkAka explains VII, 2. 5 as demolishing
the view contained in VII, 2. 4 and explains VII, 2, f> in sup-
port of this interpretation of VII. 2, 5, thus: Did not unity exist
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everywhere, there wouhl he no hhnkti
t production of things, at all.

For, any one thing is the joint product of several things; hut there

can be no such production in the absence of one-ness or unity;

unity, therefore, exists in Till places.*

$ 3. Annotations to these x titran.

We may consider the sutras I— (> as relatively easy. In sutra I

it is said that oneness (twoness \c, thus number in general) is a

notion which is different from the notions colour vVc. The word

artha is used lien; in the general sense of pndflrtha (category, general

notion); cf. V.8. VIII, 2. 3 and Proe. Ithiisyn book I chapter 3

(= here book IV section IV tnble A T1 . 5 and 9), where the word

artha has the special meaning of 'one of the three tirst padjirthm

(substance, quality and action)'.

Nanda Lai* Siniia has translated the term prtfiaktta by „sepa-

mtencss", the term ekaprthaktva sometimes by ,,separateness of one",

sometimes by ..individuality". Kor the meaning of these terms the

reader is referred to the explanations, given here p. 129,

Sutra 3 is a reference to VII j I, I, where it is said that measure

(a special quality) is not found in mensure, just as little as is any

quality found in quality, or movement in movement. In the same

way, then, number does not inhere in number.

Sutra \ may be parnphrased thus: oneness, (twoness &c.. , being

qualities, do not inhere, according to V.S. I, I, 10 & 17 in quali-

ties or actions. So then, the notion ..number" cannot be applied

to every object of thought.

The interpretation of sutra "> & is uncertain. (.'AMkAiiv Micka

explains sutra 5 as a mere affirmation of \ (Itibl. Indica edition

p. 31"), translation of Nanda Lai Siiihri p. 230): „ I low, then, do

such cognitions arise ns "one colour", "one taste" tVe.? To this he

replies: The moaning is that the cognition of unity which arises

in the ease of attributes and actions, is crroneon*. 'Cognition' —
this Is the complement of the aphorism, because an objection of

an opponent has been thrown into it. The application [of unity in

these cases] is, however, derivative, and it is non-difference, or self-

identity, which constitutes the derivation."

Sutra is explained by (,'ainkara Micra as an answer to an op|>o-

nent who would deny the applicability of number even to sub-

stances (Upaskara Hibl. fad. p. 315, translation Nanda I^hI Sinha

p. 237): „lt may be asked : 'Let the application of unity be secondary

I
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ill the case of substance also.:." To this lie replies: „lf unitv in

its transcendental or real sense be nowhere to be observed, then

.the application of the term could not be secondary, for the secon-

dary lias for its antecedent the primary use. Nor again could the

intuition be erroneous, for error has for its antecedent certain

knowledge. .
." This last argumentation that wrong knowledge always

presupposes a right notion, often occurs in our system (cf. V.8.

VIT, 1, 21).

Whilst the sutras 1—-0 delineate the notions 'oneness' and 'scpii-

liitcncss' with reference to substnnce, quality and action, the two
following sutras consider them in relation to causality. The causa-

lity, here meant, is according to the I'paskiira (transl. p. 237),
the xmiifwm/i-kriniHnica existing between parts and whole. The
Sanikhyins -uphold tin; view that the whole is nothing else than the'

parts '). The Vaieestkas reject this thesis. A full discussion of this

question is found in the Xyiiya-kaiidali p. 104. The sutra of our
passage has really a tautological form; its literal translation would
run thus: ,,Sinee oneness 'and single-sepaiatencss do not exist in

effect and cause, therefore oneness and single-separateness do not

exist | in them]." The meaning seems to be: the cause (f. i. the

threads) is not one with the effect (the cloth), nor is it the same
individual as the effect; because it is not thus.

Sutra H is paraphrased by Nanda Lai Sinha in the title, inserted

above the sutra, as. „only non-eternal unity ami separateuess of
one proceed from like attributes in their causes." This paraphrase
is Iwsed on the comments of Qamkara Micro's whieli run as follows:

(1 paskara Bibl. Ind. p. 318, translation p, 230): „lle points out
that non-eternal unity and separateuess of one have for their aute-

eedents attributes of their causes." The import of the sutra, accor-

ding to this explanation would be: the oneness and individuality

of a transient and compound thing are produced by the oneness
and individuality of its ultimate parts, in the same way as the
eulour of a thing is produced by the colour of its parts. On the
other hand, twoness &c. of things are not caused by the qualities
of the parts, but are based on 'relative understanding'. Though
this theory of relative understanding is found in I'racastapada's

Hhiisxa, still the interpretation, given by Camkara Micra, seems to
be rather uncertain. Pandit Dvivedin, the editor of the IVncastapada

-

Hliiisvii, does not consider that the sutras 0—S are referred to in
this work ; in the Berhampore edition the eutra letad aniitjayor

»> Sh> h.-r* U.k IV ftrifaa VII Mlfa V, n
r

. U and 1*.
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vyiikh i/titan occurs in another context and is used with reference

to 'yonijnyonije tariff (Herb. ed. p. <>7). Still it remains likely that

the sutra has its proper place in the vulgate text in connection

with ekatra and prthaktva, because we see the (pialities 'colour,

taste &c.' and the quality parimdna discussed likewise with refe-

rence to 'eternity and transiency (VII, 1, 1— 5; VII, 1, 18— 20).

The interpretation of the sutra, however, remains uncertain, the

more so, since the precedent sutra (VII, 2, 7) is evidently a newer
insertion, meant as a polemics either against the Siunkhvins or the

Hauddhas. Possibly the sutra owes its origin to an older reading

which mn: 'elan nitytlnityayor eyi\khyfita\n i.e.: this topic [ekat-

raikaprthak/ra] has Ircen explained [further] in [the passage dealing

with] eternal and non-eternal (V.S. VII, 1, 2 vVc.; in other words:

number ami prthaktva are eternal and transient according to the

nature of their abodes, similarly as in the case of colour Sic.

$ 4. Tiro tablet for the explanation of the dritva-theory in the Hh<t*i/a.

A. Table for the explanation of Pracastapada's dvitva-\\wuxy (Bhfisva

book 111 chapter 2 $7, p. Ill 1. &c.)

intiriyA-'rtha-nammkarwh

ekah<a-mmlinijn-jii(tnam

aprkftt-buddhik

rtritram (= dr
-ijunnh ]

* (r-MmiunjnjnuuiUU
T*~^\. £

<lvilv.,. lju,mjiu„t«,

a •-* i«\ y tlravyo-Unddhih

y
tumkmvh

The line, beginning in 1 , represents the ntpatti' {the arising itself)

of the different stages in the processes. Tin; stick line, l>egiuning

in 6, represents the udjiadyautftnala (praegenctie state) of these

stages. The letters *, /3 and y refer each to „one time", of the

translation.

X means vinacya/ta (decline); • vina\a (annihilation); - blranata

(causation).

In the translation of the imssage I have used the following

renderings:

1. Jndriyilrthasamnikar^ah by ..contact of objects and sense-organs".

2. Ekatva-Mmanya-jMnam by „intellection olwut the generality

'oneness'".

3. Ajtekta-buddhih by ..fundamental intellection".
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4. bcitcam (i. e. (kitcn-t/inta/i by „twoucss (i. e, the quality 'two-

ness')". ; . .

.

5. Dritra-Mntfluyft'jiirniaw by ..intellection aliout the generality

'twoness' ". . •

6. Ih'itcti-fjtuKi'jiinttfiin by ..intellection about the quality 'twoness'",.

7. f)racjja-hint<l/ii/f by ..intellection about the; substances".

S. Saninknrnh by ..impression laid rtowu in memory".

•//. Tabellic c\|xisitiori of tire mhniiam*tlniHit'Vmlil, ^demised against

by IVacastapada (lUiiisya, p, 112 I. Itf An.).

iiftikyi hiidilltih

tivilrmn

ilriltn-s,i„)iiii>i<i jmilium

riiitni i/iiiyi-iimn/tiii » (\

ilrnvyn-builtlhih

§ "». 'IrdiixfafioH of tin 1 iHixmijc n't the Hhii*t/a tut n kiiiIter.

(/i/t„«t/ft p. IN.)

Number is the cause of expressions ns one &e.

This number inheres in one or more substances.

Klernality ami non-eternality occur in the number which is inhe-

rent in one substance, similarly as [eternity amt non-eternity occur

in] the colour Kc. of water [& lire] ami the colour &c. of their

ultimate atoms; [jn other words oneness is eternal in every atom,

and transient in their nggrejpif.es].

Number, inherent in more than one substance, begins with two
and ends with parnrdlm (1 00.000 billions). Its origin is from units

which are accompanied by an intellection of several objects. Its

disappearance ensues from the disappearance of the apeknii-hmhlh*

(rumlamental intellection). Mow?
When there is a contact 1

) of two objects, (either belonging to

<»ne or different genera), with the eye ol the knower, then a know-
ledge 2

) of the generality 'oneness' originates by xatitt/Hlfa-.snmaretft-*

«r///'/rr//7-|M>rcc|)tioii ; [i.e. the knower sees the object* themselves

by contact-perception; he sees the quality 'one' in each object

through the fact that it inheres in the object which is in contact

with the eye. or in scholastic terms: he sees the quality 'one'

in each object through coiitnet-iuherenee-|>erception, i.e. sami/ukfa-

<*<7//"//Wr/-pereeption ; and finally he sees the generality 'oneness',

la-cause it inheres in the quality 'one', which itself inheres in the

1 Sr UlUc A of 4 <in.l«-r n". I. K) ibidem n*\ 2.
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object &c, <»r in scholastic tonus: lie sit* tli«> generality 'uwemW
through contoel-iithoraice-inliemiue-pm'eptioii, i.e. mufytiktk mm*

Then hy the generality 'oneness', by its relution [to the quality

'one'] :iml hy the knowledge about it, there hi effected one intellec-

tion 3
) in [the one person) who perceives the objects, nn intellection,

namely, of two ((utilities 'one'.

Then with this one intelleetion us fiindiiiuent . twoitcss 4
) origi-

nate* in the two seats (ohjeets) out of the two onenesses.

Then again the intelleetion of the generality 'twoiiesw'*) arises

with reference tt» this [originated objective twoness]; this intcllec-

tion of the generality 'twoness' causes the decline (r/*#rjNr//ri)

of the fundamental intelleetion; by the generality 'twoness', by

the relation between this [generality mid the quality 'two'j and

by the intellection shout it. there is brought aliout the prac-genetic

stnte (*t/>rtt{fnmtl*ttM) of the intellection aliout the quality two-

ness'. *) This tlam is one time [one moment of time].*)

After this now the complete annihilation (riMtifft) of the funda-

mental intellection yaftrl-ffiJimM^ causes (lie decline or the qu.-ility

'twoness': the intellection aliout the quality 'twoness' causes

the complete annihilation of the intellect hhi aliont tin* generality

'twoness*; by the quality 'tonnes*' [which at this moment is in

its decline], by the knowledge about this quality ami hy the relation

of this [knowledge and this quality] is caused the prac-genetic state

M the knowledge about the sulistances. [which knowledge is expressed

in the words: ..here are] two sulistsnas". ') This again is one time

[one moment of time].')

Immediately after this take place: the complete genesis* of the

knowledge alauit the substances, [which knowledge is expressed by

the words: ..here are] two substances**; the complete annihilation

of twoness; the decline of the intellect k»u abnat the quality *tsro-

ness*; ami by the inflection about the substances i* effected the prae-

geaetie state of **«•***« (psychical impression stocked ia memory I.

This again is one time.^

After this, the annihilation of the knowledge about the

akes place 1
); by *»«*!*» is similarly effected the

of the knowledge aboat the
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Hv this is explained the nrisinir of twoncss un<) ollittr [number*].

Their origin is from units which me nccomp;inir<] l>v tin intclh ft inn

of several object*; their Aimftttmtnnn ensue* from tin* <littip|>ciiriihce

of the a/trl*ti-hnrl<ljii (fiiti(lfiincnt;il knowledge).

[Here I leave out tin- }auai|0j Vr.u;. Hh p. 112 I. 4— 12 which

only dnxwu a sjHf-ial anal with reference to the exposition given.

In line 12 a polemical (aasanjOJ is begun:]

This expl.iiiiition, given from the stund|K>int of tin; vaJtyaykfiUkth

theory — \'\. e. the theory tliat any stage in (lie proci** dertro*$

a previous «*t;ige only when the latter tuny hf ilen/royett] — is quite

smti^f;icton . Hut in the other theory (enntradictorr to the one jn»t

rtWribed = rirn*thii), a theory charaetcri«Ml hv tah'inficHMllnnin

(i.e. by the cin-umstfinrc that two *tage* of tlic prorc** which are

required to coexist, r/o aW t*erht) f the unwi»hcd-for consequence

would lie that the intellection about the *iih«tancc» eonld not origi-

nate. — How is tliwr — Because by the annihilation of fundamental

intellection, the annihilation of twonn* is Irrought atiout at the

naanrnt when the origination of the intellection about the reality

[twnn, '1 takes place: so then the consequence wiaild he that the

iatrllrct*.. ahmit the «uh*tanee« •>, f which intellection is expressed

in the word*: ..here arc! two snhrfance*'. eonld not arise with

reierrwrc to that ftwoars*).

lOppnawat : If the meaning were Jthe Jr*ej*J>*44hi arise*]

front knowlcdjor only [«cil. from 4rilm-j**mii*mi\. \nm\ not with

irsVrrare to snnsrthing extent , Moubriy a* in the easwr of inferen-

tial Lanwlcdjpr? Jwt as enm\mn%r intelleetion fammto) ant l«e

oak front ka-^VHsr. even when ihrtr m [tor the sno-

non-rd*lenre «f the nrolsan * — fin nthrr won*]; in the

«*e t» iW« the netn I, Manny Umt**m . the anKiHtnit >*-
•anwV4r existent' V,« III. I. II refers — an eonld the

afeajt ftarn] rajh-lwr. .?> arise fro* the nacre ntfeftWtw* nf
fr ftsnsars*]*). mm than** the aaaahtr nwtf> h*» *ananV*

n. Far it. [the boawfrnV ahonf the nliii.nwm.),

*" » .> >*** * '*>«js« * usa thsae; to he fnhM anal tin?

at a rwrya ranpst cxast nnhont the nktkwm to a
% faihat i am n ant nf the n afcum [of thr *»>»***^ **"1P*1 %•« 1 I * has hrrn snoJ ha the

in. 1. 9 JTmm thr osh.ii.nl •toXewr** Irons the

na [seal tis

fc.tEnv i | i i m«ajnw»ainv
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the object] are related as effect and cause [i. e. as inherent quality

in the function of characteristic, and the tiling in the function of

tfie matter to he qualified]". Hut inferential knowledge does not

originate from abheila [lion-diflerence; here synonymous with sfirupya

p. 112 I. 20, 'compliance', 'congruence' . 'agreement', such as exists

between vi^ey/a and vigefdMOJ; therefore your mentioning [this as

an example] does not hold good.

[Opponent]: No, [you are wrong]; because of the quickness of

the process. Just as, when we state [the proposition]: „ physical

apace |M)ssesses sound (is the seat of sound), three intellections

['physical space' , 'sound', 'physical space as characterised by sound']

quickly originate, so is it with the arising of the knowledge of

twoness and other [numbers]. Krgo, there is no mistake. Moreover,

if I should mean : a similar mistake occurs in the vadhya-ghalaka-

theory? Therefore, surely, also in this vn<tlit/a-f//i(italia-\\wuv\ would

arise the [same] unwished for consequence, nam. that the knowledge

about the subvtance could not arise. Mow? Hecause of the anni-

hilation of tin; fundamental intellection by |the origination of] its

own Mtffsl'flra at the same moment when the knowledge about the

generality 'tWoncHs' originates. (The opponent buses hen; his

argumentation on the generally accepted Vaiecsika view that any

intellection only exists during three ksanas, moments; in the third

moment, namely, it heeoines an impression stocked ill memory.].

[Dependent]: No, [you are wrong]. Bemuse the knowledge of

the composite [suimi/m; i. e. as (,'iumi\a.\ explains: the knowledge,

about the substance as characterised by the quality 'twoness') is

cause of a snnishlrn. The knowledge of the composite is the only

cause of a mmikilrax and not (llocnnn-jhana [i. e.' according to

(yridhara: nirviknlpakajiiona , vague, indistinct, not yet mature know-

ledge]. And thus there is no* fault [in my theory].

[Opponent]: If 1 should answer-, the unwished-for consequence

would arise that [several] intellections would exist simultaneously

[in the soul]? — that is to say: 1
) this unwished-for consequence,

[simultaneity of intellections], would arise in the theory of my adver-

sary, who defends the vadh/a-ghfitakafva of intellections. [In as far

as my adversary seeks refuge in the notion of a miiiu/m-jnana, he

really advocates simultaneity or cognitions, which is absurd] 2
).

[Defendent]: No; [you are wrong]. Hecause the denial only bears

upon the staying of two [intellections] which do not vanish [i. e.

which are lioth in their fullest state of existence]. By the sutra

») 8fe {Mm* !*•» t- ,23 '• ,7 -
2
) W'

hm V- !n} *nh 4-
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[Ill, 2, 'A] \'t7i'in(J'inii(fapa(t;in . .
.' (' . . , non-simultaneity of intellect

tions . . .') the simultaneous origination of two intellection* and the

simultaneous occurrence «>f* [two J not vanishing [intellecttons] is

denied. And the simultaneous origination w two intellections and

the simultaneous occurrence of [two] vanishing [intellections | do not

take place in this radln/ti-;ihiihika-\\m\v\.

\ (». Erphinal'wn of VraeaxtnptldaH theory of number

In trying to explain this r/«/tw-fbeory of Pracaptapada's the first

point to he noticed in this capricious and after all nonsensical

construction is the author's wish to analyse the whole process in

successive! steps, moments, kmna*. This feature, which will strike

ns in several places of the llhasya (in its discussion of *amytvga
%

rib/itifffi and kmuian), has uudouhtcdh given rise to the name Ardha-

vainiicikas which the followers of the Vaieesika have received from

the Vedantins. For whilst on the one hand they believe hi eternal

space, time, atoms and sonls, yet on the other hand they like to dwell

upon the eontinnent flow of transient states in our world of experience.

When we now consider the table in which I have summarised

I'racastapada's views, then the order of the steps in the process

will first demand an examination.

The lirst two steps {indritpl-rlh(i-n(inmikai'*<t iV ekdlvn-sriiuninpi-

jiiiimi) do not need much explanation. They express the well-known

fiict that for the arising of a perception an action of the object on

fin 1 sonl is not sufficient, but that a more active attitude of the

sonl is required. This point, the theory of nirrika/paka & xmikalpa-

)?nhm, will be more fully explained in the chapter on praty(ik*a.

The first two steps then express: that first a contact between sonl

and objects must take place; secondly to the impression, thus

Originated , the sonl must answer by producing some general ideas,

i. n. the general idea of „o'neness" which belongs to each of the

objects.

The third step in the process, the npek*n-huddhi, is the most

important of the whole series. In this the antor has expressed his

conviction of the subjective nature of number. But this . , subjecti-

vity" has been exaggerated as well as applied rather naively by the

Vaieesika philosophy. For though man is free in choosing what
things he likes to count, to measure, to weigh, yet neither is an
objective factor lacking. When the standard of counting, measuring.
weighing, is given and the objects to be counted, measured, weighed,
then this subjectivity stops and only one objective answer is possible.
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In calling the application naive, I am specially thinking i»f the

view, upheld by the Vaicesikas, that the activity of our will creates

number in the things. This is similar' to the j7mnnhl
y
the quality

of 'being known' which the MTmainsnkas accept to he created in

the perceived things liy human soul during the time of perception.

As we shall see presently, in the explanation of the Vnieesika-theory

of 8nmi/o(ja, this takes place in consequence of the omnipresence

{vitjfnttva) of soul. The wrongly understood and applied notion of

the subjective character of number has led again to another conse-

quence. According to the original Vnieesika doctrine psychical states

are momentary, that is: their fullest state of existence only lasts

one moment; as a ride, this kmiia of complete existence is preceded

by one moment of arising and one moment of vanishing, but this

is not strictly adhered to. In as far as, then, psychical states onlj

last in their fullest form one moment, and altogether a few /w//r/s,

the Vaicesikas concluded that number, created in the things by

psychical states, follows the same ride with reference to its dura

tion. So we have now explained the three first steps of the process:

I. the contact of the things and soul; 2. the Harikaljmkn-jTHhta

with reference to each of these things, including the idea of one-

ness; 3. the relating knowledge, which creates in the things the

quality of twoness, threcness, iVc.

In a similar way as the mitnuhiria (I) was followed by. the

ekafva-sriMrtnt/rt-jTiaNa (2), so is now the creative intellection (8),

which to :i certain extent may be compared to a sanmikarw, fol-

lowed by an intellection ( !•) which contains the general notion of

created number. The further steps are a result of the author's insight

that this idea of number and the perceived objects must be brought

into a certain relation; that is, the nnm'.cr must be conceived as

a quality of the things. This is realised by two steps, first the

intellection .arises: 'this number is a quality', and then the intel-

lection: 'this qualifying number belongs to these substances'. Accor-

ding to the general ride that a psychical state leaves behind its

'impression stocked in memory', the psychical process, just described,

is followed hy its sanwknra.

Now that we have explained! the order of the steps, another

point 'deserving our attention is the complicate speculations which

I'racastapada bestows upon the development and vanishing of these

steps and their order, of succession. It would not la; worth while

examining all the motives of its capricious construction. Yet we

may state that very prolwbly the jxik*a, upheld by the opponent.

was. the older one: every step in the process was brought to nought
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by the total annihilation of the precedent step and every step had

its own mmhlra. This, however, led to the difficulty (see table B

of $ 4) that deilva has finished existing, whilst dravt/a-bttdilhi is

arising; to avoid this difficulty, the total duration of ajwhtabmldhi

and dvitva has been extended to four kgana*.

Suction 2.

SPACK AND TIME.

$ 1 . Si/fra* bearing upon space and lime.

(Nanda Lai Sinhan translation.)

A. Definition and on to logic a I properties of.time.

II. 2, ('» 'Posterior' in respect to that which is posterior, 'simul-

taneous', 'slow; 'quick', — such [cognitions] arc the

marks of time.

7 The snbstanee-ness and ctcrnality [of time] are explained

by [the explanation of the substunee-ncss and eternalitv

of
|

air.

8 The unity [of time is explained], liy [the explanation of

the unity of] existence.

!l The name time is applicable to a cause, inasmuch as

it docs not exist in eternal substances and exists in non-

eternal substances.

//. Definition and ontological properties of s pace.

II. 2. HI That which gives rise to such [cognition and usage] as

•This [is remote, &c] from this', — [the same is] the

mark of space.

I I The snbstance-ness and ctcrnality [of space are] explained

by (the explanation of the substanee-ness and eternality

of] air.

12 The unity [of space is explained] by [the explanation of

the unity of] existence.

13 The diversity [of space] is due to the -difference of effects.

14 | The direction comes to l>e regarded as] the east, from'

the past, future, or present conjunction with the sun.

15 South, west and north also are similarly [distinguished].

H» IK this the intervals of direction are explained.
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C. Time iv space, considered in relation to movement
and causality.

V, 2, 21 Space, time, and also ether are inactive, because of

their difference from that which nonsenses activity.

22 By this, actions and attribute are explained (as inactive).

28 [The relation] of the inactive [i. c. attribute* and actions],

[to substances], is [combination] [which is] independent

of actions.

24 Attributes arc, however, non-[combinative] causes.

25 Space is explained by attributes.

26 Ity way of [efficient] causality, [the reference of action

to time as its seat, being explained] time [is explained

to be inactive, so far as combinative causality is con-

cerned].

J). Distance (paralva and aparatva).
VII, 2, 21 The prior and the posterior [are produced by two

objects] lying in the same direction, existing at the same

time, and being near and remote.

22 [Temporal priority ami temporal posteriority are said,

by suggestion,, to arise resjwetively] from priority of the

cause and from posteriority of the cause.

2.1 The non-existence of priority and posteriority, in prio-

rity and posteriority, is explained by minuteness mid

magnitude.

24 Actions are [void] of actions.

25 Attributes are [void] of attributes.

H. Kx tens ion or size {pa rim an a).

VII, 1, 8 Cognition and non-cognition of the atomic and the

extended or massive,, respectively, hnvo been explained

in [the. hook treating of] the eternal.

9 [Largeness or magnitude is produced] from a multipli-

city of causes also.

10 The contrary of this is the atomic.

11 '[It is] smaller', '[It is] larger' — such affirmations,

in respect of one and the same object, arise from the

existence of the species [or of the peculiarity] and from

the non-existence of the species [or of the peculiarity].

12 [The attribution of smallness is secondary], because of

the simultaneity [of the cognition of largeness and small-

ness in respect of the same object].

V.rh.nd. KM. Akftt <r. Wrtwiwh. N. KMkt. HI XVIII N» 3. 14
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VII, 1,13 Also because there is the analogue.

14 The non-existence of minuteness and magnitude, in minu-

teness and magnitude, is explained by [the explanation,

already given of the non-existence of actions and attri-

butes, in] actions and attributes.

1 5 Actions have been explained [to be void] of actions and

attributes of attributes.

]f> Hy minuteness and magnitude, actions and attributes

an; explained [to be void of minuteness and magnitude].

17 Hereby are explained length and shortness.

. IS In the non-eternal [measure or extension also is] non-

eternal.

19 In the eternal [measure or extension also is] eternal.

20 Varimandala is eternal.

21 False knowledge is, moreover, the [inferential] mark of

[true] knowledge.

24 Hy attributes, space is explained [to be all-pervasive].

25 Time [is the name given] to [a specific, or a universal]

cause. [Hence, in either ease, it is all-pervading].

$ 2. Quotations from Nanda Lai Sinha's Appendix B:

p. IV, on passage It, 2, 10— 10. — ..CanurakantaTaukai-amkara

observes under II, 2, 12: according to Ka^aoa it appears, there

is but oife substance, variously called as ether, time and space.

For, he has taken much pain to establish the difference of ether

from tangible things, self and mind, but lie has made no attempt

to prove the difference of time and space themselves from any

other substance. It may 'be, therefore, considered that with the

difference of ether, the difference of time and space also have

been established. But it may be asked, if there be one substance

only, how does it come to be variously called ether, time and

space? He replies that this is due to the variety of effects produced

by it (II, 2, 13) ami also to the variety of external conditions

attending it (11, 2, 14—16)".

p. V, on passage VII, 1, 8—25. — „Candrakanta Tarkalamkara

interprets VII, 1, 10 to mean that minuteness and magnitude may
be predicated of action and attribute. He t«kes the word parimandala

in VII, 1 , 20 in the sense of perfect sphericity and introduces VII,

1 , 22 as giving examples of it which may be both small and large".

p. V on the formula: „fattmm bhrwena\ (occuring II, I, 19

with reference to akfica , II, 2. 8 with reference to time, II, 2, 12
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with reference to space and VII, 2, 28 with reference to inherence);

„Candrakanta Tarknlanikara interprets VII, 2, 2S to menu thnt com-
bination is proved to he an attribute in the same way as is existence

and further that like existence, combination also is produced by itself,

i. e. does not depend upon any other combination for its production."

$ 8. Introductory remarks.

Before explaining the sutras quoted it may be stated that a

complete definition and analysis of the notions 'space' and •time'

would require the following points to lie mentioned: spnce allows

mental construction which is bound by the tri-dimensionality of

space and has consequently to do with three kinds of figures: lines,

planes and bodies; space has two fundamental forms of mensu-

ration: mensuration of straight lines (distance) and mensuration of

corners (direction); further n movement of an object is not only

defined specially by the distance described and the direction follo-

wed, but thirdly by the sense of direction in as far as the object

may first reach a spot a and afterwards a spot 6, or first the spot

b and then the spot a. In all three respects time is distinguished

from space: time does not allow a direct mental construction (a

comparison of time-intervals with straight lines is only a symbolical

artifice), it has onely one form of mensuration and the moments

of time arc occupied by the events only in one fixed order which

docs not allow inversion. In contrasting time and space' we mnst,

moreover, notice that the notion 'simultaneity' has not an equiva-

lent correspondent in relation to space; for, whilst (infinitely) many

events oecnr at one and the same moment, only one physical l>ody

occupies its part of space, a property of matter, called impenetra-

bility in physics, though in mathematical argumentation it is sii|>-

posed that different (mathematical) bodies may oecupy the •stone

place. On the other hand, in as far as time and sjwee equally

allow the application of number it follows that both. are infinitely

great, so that whatever extent in space or whatever duration in

time is thought of, still a greater extent or duration is to l>e accep-

ted ; that beta time and space are infinitely divisible &c.

$ 4. Explanation of the tUtrat.

I intend to give first a discussion of the passages quoted, sntra

after sutra, in order to finish with an appreciation of the total

contents on the basis of my introductory remarks.
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A. In passage II, 2, 6— 9, sutra strikes us in mentioning:

„ posterior in resjiect to that which is interior", whilst we should

expect: M posterior in respect to that which is anterior (& vice versa)."

This reading is indeed met with in the Herhampore edition and

seems to be the original one. Strangely enough the reading: „apa-

ra.sn///ut aparam" (which inversely implies: ,.para#i//i/t param") is in

fact not explained in the Upaskara. We rind here the following

comments (Bibl. hid. ed. p. 10*, transl. p. 82): ,Jf we make a

youth our point of view or starting point {ynranmn avadl/im krtra),

then the cognition of priority is produced in an old man, whose.

hirth has been distanced by a large number of the revolutions of

Ike sun. . . .; in the same way the production of posteriority should

he ascertained in a youth with an old man as the starting point."

We find, however, a satisfactory explanation in another recent

Vaicesikn work, namely in Kkoavamicra's Tarkabfinyi. The passage,

in question, runs as follows (Poonn edition 1009, p. 70): „Sam-

tnlute vrdd/ie samnidhftnad ajtaratvarlic viparitavt para fram t/tpadya/c;

vtfiivahiic i/uui vyavad/idnfit parafvdrhe vipantaw aparatvam" \ it is

pain phrased by the editor Paiiawji»k thus: „ Although an old man

is sitting immediately near the speaker ami deserves for that reason

to be called apara (nearer in point of space), still an idea of remote-

ness is produced in connection with him; whereas an idea of

nearness in created with regard to a young man. although he is

not sitting immediately near the speaker and deserves for that reason

to be willed para (more distant in point of space). Thus ideas of

remoteness in an old man and of nearness in a young man, not

l>eing the result of dtr, lead one to infer that their cause must lie

knla." This explanation which makes the sutra express in a very

subtle way the logical independence of temporal distance from

•pacial distance, seems to Ih5 right, in as far as a similar thought

is expressed in sutra II, 2, 14. The subtlety of the thought sterns

to Ixj, however, an indication of the relatively recent origin of

the reading** «

The substantiality, attributed to time in II, 2, 7 can of course

not l»e accepted, though this thought naturally enough will suggest

itself to human Understanding.

In sutra II, 2, 8 iattvn is translated by Nanpa Lai. Sinha as

unity in accordance with the Upaskara, where we find ekatva as

interpretation of taUva. The correctness of this interpretation is

proved by comparing V.8. II, I, 20, where the some formula is

found, and II, 1, 80, with V.S. 1, 2, 17.

Sutra considers time in connection with causality. This subject
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is more fully treated in passage V, 2. 21 &c. The word ifi is

accepted by (^'amkaua HffcRA in a causal sense, namely with refe-

rence to the precedent ablative (Bibl. Ind. ed. p. 112; trend, p. 85).
We had, however, better explain its use as indicating the conclu-
sion >of the discussion of the topic 'time'. Instead of translating

the expression .Mrntie kalak" thus: „the name time is applicable
to a cause", I should prefer giving the rendering: „the name time
applies (or refers) to a cause". This part of the sutra is repeated
without change as sutra VII, I, 25 and in the form: ^kdrai/ena
fol/a/t" in sutra V\ 2, 2(5.

Ji. Nanda hil Smha's interpretation of Jfa Mew" (ill II, 2, 10)
is in accordance with the Upaskara, where the sutra is completed
by the impressions parnm & aparam.

Sutras II k 12 arc to to be explained similarly as 7 & 8.

In/Utra II, 2, 13 Candkakanta Taijkai.amkaka's interpretation

(see hen; p. 210 $2) is different from the one, given by the

Upaskara and followed by Nandti La I Sinha. According to ('andra-

kiinta, namely, nnntitva would refer not only to <//'r, but to flbitya %

fci/n and r//c together. When we, however, remember that ilkfl$a

w discussed at the end of ahnika II, I, and is sepanited from
the examination of killa and rfjp by the sutras II, 2, 1—5 which
treat of qualities, this interpretation seems rather doubtful. Still it

is a fact worthy of notice that even later Vaicesika philosophy

(ef. here book IV section IV table A) did not try to sum up the

distinguishing characteristics of time and space. This and the fact

that Kuro|Tean science does not recognise a distinction of. physical

and mathematical space have very probably suggested this inter-

pretation to Candrakiinta Tarkalamkara.

In sutra 14 & 1G I should prefer not to follow Nanda Lai

Sinha, but to use the same translation for dif as liefore, namely:

mathematical space (ef., however, sutra VII, 2, 21 and here p. 21 1 $,'!).

Sutra 14 is amply explained by the Upaskara (Bibl. Ind. ed. p.

116; transl. p. 88) as: „The east (praci) is so called, because the

sun first (prilk) moves {ancaii) there. Thus that direction is called

the east, wherein the first conjunction of the sun took place or

will take place, or is taking place, in the course of its circulation

round Mount Meru."

C. In order to understand passage V, 2, 21 fcc.one must remember

that Vaicesika philosophy distinguishes three kinds of causes : 1. the

inhcrentiai cause (a. a substance is the inherential cause of its qualities

and movements ; 6. the parts are the inherential cause of the whole)

;

2. the non-inhcreutial cause (as such qualities and actions occur;
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f. i. an notion, i.e. movement, is the non-inherential cause of the

following conjunction; 3. the occasional or efficient cause which in

one, other than the inherential and non-inherential cause. (Cf. here

,i. I3H $ 5).

Now it is said in V, 2, 21 that time and space are without

Movement. In 22 and 23 the same is mentioned , by way of egres-

sion, with reference to qualities, movements and inherence, whilst

*<i,inhnia- ami rire*a are left out. Next to these sutras which examine

the relation which time, space, qualities &c. hear to movement,

wo find some sutras (24— 2(5) which consider the connection of

those, notions with causality. Things have their spot in space and

their duration in time, similarly movements occur in space and time.

Since, however, the portions of things are already considered to he

the inherential cause of the things and the things themselves the

inherential cause of their movements, and since on the other hand

>pnec and time an; without movement, therefore space is considered

to he a non-inherential cause of everything which it contains (siitra

85), . similarly as a quality is a non-inherential cause, (sutra 24);

and time is called an occasional cause — Recording to Qamkara

Micro's explanation of sutra 20, where kihiuiena is to he taken as

HHiiiffit'ktlrfiticna — of movement, and in general of all things

existing in time (ef. IT, 2, 9). No doubt, the passage V. 2, 22—20
is an insertion. This is clear both by the contest and by the fact

that the distinction of the three kinds of causes is of rather recent

origin.

I). In passage VII, 2, 21 I should like, in accordance with the

I paskara, to replace Nanda Lai Sinha's translation by the following:

..The (expressions, notions] 'prior and |H>sterior' arc produced by

two objects being [respectively] near and remote, which [either] lie

in the same direction (die) [or] exist at the same time." 'Nearness*

is paraphrased by Qamkara Micra as: snnnfnkta-snnn/nprilpatnrntva,

the state of containing a smaller number of conjunctions with the

conjunct (i. e. with that body which is in immediate conjunction

with our sense-organ). The expression 'remoteness' is paraphrased by

sann/ukta-amnt/oqab/ttit/aafva. The expression: „ which lie in the same

direction" refers to sjwicial nearness and remoteness, in as far as

relative distance is most directly perceived when the perceiving

penon and the two objects in question are placed in one straight

line. The expression: „which exist at the same time" is explained

by means of the example of an old man and a young man, in

which case the birth' of the former is more remote than the birth

of the hitter. We notice that the word <#c is here used in the more
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original meaning of direction, and not .vet in the technical signiti-

eation of space (a notion which include* two forms of mensuration:

direction and distance). .The interpretation, given by (^ainkara Micra,

agrees with the one, by I'kacastai'Ada. A more detailed excursion

on the origination of the notions 'nearness' and Remoteness' is

found in the Nyaya-kandnl! (p. 1 lis).

Siitro 22 (as we shall soon see) must la; explained with the help

of II, 2, 1). The Upaskiira refers sntra 22 merely to time; the

Vivrti to space as well. DVlVKlHN, the editor of the IVanistapada-

bhnsya, connects our siitra with the paragraph on space (p. 03

line 21 &c.) as well as with the paragraph on time (p. ()7 line

I & 2). Now, we have to notice that the reference in tin; former

place is a literal quotation, whereas >m indication in the latter

place really does not exist. The meaning of the siitra, according to

L'racastapnda and Ctomkara Micra would be thus: „we call two

events A and H respectively near (recent] and remote |old], when

the event A is conjoined with a nearer |M»int of time and the event

B is conjoined to a remoter point of time.*" The formula of the

sutra itself is clear when we remember that time is called the (etli-

cicnt) cause of everything existent. The sntra really hints at the fact

that time has only one mensuration and that its moments only allow

of one order without inversion.

We may paraphrase the sutras, 23— 25 thus: jnst as movement

does not inhere in movement (24), nor any quality in quality (24),

nor the special quality minuteness in minuteness (28, cf. VII, I,

14), so docs not priority inhere in priority.

AT
. With reference to the passage, treating of panmana (VII, I,

S—25) I want to make the following remarks; — Sntra 8 refers

to the fourth book; see specially IV, 1 , 6 & 7. Whilst anupalabd/n

(in sutra VII, 1, 8) is both related to anor and niahatah, vpalabdki

of course can only relate to mahatah, since the atoms are always

imperceptible (except for the yogins). Nanda J*al Sinha's insertion

of ..respectively", therefore cannot be right. — Sutra tf is explained

by the Upaskiira as referring to the origination of parimana. The

particle ca is explained there as implying parimana and pracaya

(loose conglomeration) under the causes of parimflna. Kxtension is

produced by number, when tertiary atomic aggregates originate from

ultimate atoms; here number itself is an effect of the I/u-d's apektf-

buddfn[(fundamental intellection). 1
) Extension is produced by extension,

I) Cf. Ptk- Bhigr* p 181 L 5.
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when solid things are Joined together. Extension is produced by

praeaya, when loose, porious matter, like cottou balls, is heaped

into one mass. This explanation is in accordance with a passage in

Pracastapada's Hhasya (p. 131 I. 4—14). Still T do not consider

tin; siitra a decisive proof of the Sutrakara's already possessing the

theory of apektfl b*Mh\\ not unlikely the particle en is an insertion

in sutra 9. — Siitra 11—19 are explained by the Upaskara with

the help of such a conception of the notion '«//«', as is explicitly

stated by Qridhaha (Nyaya-kandall p. 137 I. 7) and which seems

to completely agree with the ideas of Pracastapada's (Hhasya p. 131

I. 14— 17).. According to Qiidhara an atomical size, added again

to an atomical size, would produce a still more atomical size. \\\

addition, namely, the quality itself, and not its counterpart, would

increase. Small, added to small, would produce 'smaller' or 'smal-

lest', but not 'larger'. For this reason a tertiary atom (which pos-

sesses size) could not be formed by simple addition of three ultri-

mate atoms, but only by a fundamental intellection of the Lord.

It is clear, when we define 'ultimately small' ns a variable quantity

which, in course of its variation, Incomes smaller than any quan-

tity taken ad libitum (the only 'definition which can be used in

mathematical science), that then the sum of two 'infinitely small'

quantities is not smaller, but larger than the two separate, terms.

So then ^'ridhara's argumentation that ntiv , added to a»n
s
becomes

(iiiiiUirn, appears to be the outcome' of a wrong analysis of the

notion num. Returning now to the inteiprctntion of sutra 11 .we

should notice that in the Vaicesika system anu properly and rightly

means 'ultimately small', and figuratively 'small'. Thus siitra 1 1 is

explained by Qatnkara Micro in the following way: we can call

the same thing small [in comparison to large things] and large [in

comparison to small things], because [smallness is only a figurative

expression, in as far as] the particularity [greatness] exists [in all

experienced objects] and the particularity [smallness,! taken in its

real sense] does not exist [in any experienced object]. — Sutra 13

is explained by Qamkara Micro thus (Bihl. Ind. p. 300; translation

Xanda Lai Sinha p. 224): „The meaning is that it is seen likewise

that in the natural order of things (vas/i/jpah) the practical recog-

nition i. c. the application {vyaualicira) of large, larger and largest,

must bo with regard only to things possessing magnitude. . . just

as the application of white, whiter and whitest is according to the

nature of things {vaatvyati) with regard only to white objects.. ."

When we, however, compare the sutras 11— 13 with Brae;. Hhasya

p. 181 I. I— 1 a nother interpretation suggests itself. Then vice*ab/t<lra<l
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vi^esobhruTivcn seems to be parallel, with pmhirsnb/innibfuicam apeksya

so the translation of the first two sutrns would run thus:

sutra 11. [The use of the expressions: 'it is] small' [ami 'it is]

large' [with reference to the same object] results from the existence

of the peculiarities [sinallness and largeness] and the non-existence

of [these] peculiarities in it; [i. e. from the limited existence of

these distinctive qualities in it"].

sutra 12. Because [.they inhere] at the same time [in the same

object].

The translation of siitra 13 remains verbally the same ns the one,

given by Nanda Lai Siiiha. although its interpretation must l»c

changed. — Sutras 14— 16 state that minuteness and magnitude

do not inhere in minuteness and magnitude according to the general

rule that quality does not inhere in quality. Another consequence

of the same thesis is that minuteness and magnitude do not inhere

in quality and action in general. Candrakanta Tarkalamkara's inter-

pretation of sutra 10 breaks the consistence of the system. On the

other hand his interpretation of siitra 20 in which parimandnla

would refer both to' atomic and infinitely sphericity is worthy

of notice. 1

) — Siitra 21 is explained by (,'amkara Miera in the

following way: (Hibl. Ind. p. 305; translation Nanda IjiiI Sinha

p. 228): „...it is admitted by those who hold the doctrine of

of ant/atfia-kfit/rlti', illusion of the senses, that everywhere unscientific

knowledge {apramtl) is just preceded by scientific knowledge (praml). 2
)

8o that true coneiousness of minuteness as well as true conscious-

ness of shortness, should be inferred. This is the meaning. In like

mariner, secondary use of words (btinktah cabdnsann/oqati) being

impossible without the primary use (muHt/a), minuteness and short-

ness, in the primary sense of the terms, must be thought of to be

present somewhere." — In the comments of sutra 24 (,'ninkara

Miera says (Bibl. Ind. p. 308; translation Nanda Lai Sinha):

„gu)taih": by qualities i. e. by qualities, characterised as priority

and jwsteriority inherent inistha) in all dense bodies, and appearing

in the forms of the intuitions of the cast, the west &c. common to

nil persons inhabiting all the inlands or divisions of the globe ..."

We may notice that two facts are expressed in this vib/tufva.of

space: 1. that all persons have notions of space; 2. that all things

are in special relations to one another, r- In the comments of

1) Ct. however Tim;. Bhi?j» p. 131 1. 24.

*) Cf. here book IV liection VII table C n". 31 and OaRhXnXtii* JhI, BiMholil

Lectins p. B3.
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Htitrii •-'."> C/iimkaru Miyrn gives lour arguments for the cib/ttdca of

time, which CM really be reduced to two: 1. all person* form

temporal notions — or (to express it more in the terms of the

original) when people use words like posterior, anterior &c., then

time is the efficient eanse of these words through the intermedium

of the notions, whilst physieal spaee, the medium for sound, is the

HfiHHictii/i'kiJnnia of these words — 2ly, time is known to he the •

efficient cause <»f all Hint if produced. In the insertion of Nanda

hid Sinha's ..specific" meWHi to refer to time as a eause of

our notions and ..universal" to time as a eause of all things.

Strangely enough ril/hn/ia with reference to space and time is

explained here in the same way, namely, Until as genend applica-

bility and as general couccptibilitv ; Imt the great difference in our

eoneepts of time and space are totally ignored.

' 4 5. .Ippreciff/io/i of the laicesika IAeon/ of space and time.

Finally I shall attempt to shortly formulate my appreciation of

the Vniet'sika theory of spaee ami time:

I. The tri-dimensjonality of space has not l)een sufficiently under-

stood (See V.S. II, 2, 14—10; VII, i, S & 17, where only

antt, maha I , hranca and dir////a are summed up, thus only cubic

and lineal quantities).

t. The twofold mensuration of space: direction and distance, is

(X pressed in the mitre II, 2, 10 and II, 2, 14.

5. The non-inversable order of time is presup|>osed in VII, 2, 22. '

4. The notions ..infinitely small" and ..infinitely great" are not

yet sufficiently analysed; the notion of ..continuance" is not yet

attained. Kven in later Vaiecsika philosophy the analysis of the

notion aintfva has remained unsatisfactory. Similarly the notion of

time as a 'quantum continuum' has never been gras|>ed; the Vaice-

sikas have never learnt to understand that comparison of temporal

durations — similarly as the comparieoti of spacial distances —
leads to the idea of irrational number and in connection with thin

to the mathematical notion of infinitesimal; their ksaitas have always

remained to them indivisible moments, time-atoms.

$ 0. damages in the Pracastapada'Bhfinya on time and space.

The passages in the I'racastapada-bhasya wich refer to time and

space, and to tempore] and spacial relations, are principally the

following (see here book IV table 3 and 4): Prac. Bh. book II '
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(substance) chapter I (characterisation of the nine substances)

$ IS p. 25; then the two special chapters on time (lxx>k II chapter

8 p. 03) and space (hook II chapter Dp. 00); further the

paragraphs in book III chapter 2 (nam. $ 8 parmit** nnd 4 13

panttcilpamlve) and finally in book IV (toman) $ 10 (absence of

movement in fv7/fl & «%.

In the first of these passages mentioned (hk. II eh. I $ 13) time

ami space are both called ii'nnilta-kurana of nil things. In the com-

ments of CAMKARA Micka's on sutra V, 2, 25 \- 20, however,,

space is called an OMmavflyi-hlrana and only time a nimiffa-ki'tiana.

Since this explanation is evidently supported by the context of the

IWcano, it seems probable that in I'racastnpnda's time the passage

V.S. V, 2, 23—20 did not yet exist (cf. here p. 20 S I »ub 7).

The S|M?cial chapter on time in Phacastacada's llhasva does not

contain much that is new in comparison to the sutras. It mentions

the parftparavyatikara , the reciprocity of posterior and anterior, so

that it seems probable that the Hhasyakara still has read parattminn

a/xiram in sutra II, 2, 0. — Time is called both the n'mitta*

kftrana of human notions concerning temporal relations and duration,

and the hcl* of the origination, existence and perdition of things

(cf. Camkara Micro's comment on VII, I, 25). IVacastopada under-

stands tatfra in II, 2, 8 as ekatva. He quotes literally (under the

formula iti-vacamlf) V.8. VII, I, 25 and VII, 8, 22. The nfmatva

of time is explained by the upr/d/tis, here the two similes of the

mani and the pneaka, already known from Samkhya sources, are

brought in. The nrinatca of time is not explicitly mentioned in

the Sutras (for Oandrakanta Tahkaf.amkaua'h interpretation of II,

2, 13 cannot be accepted), but was certainly implied.

Neither docs the chapter on space add anything new to the

discussion in the sutras. The (pialities, attributed to the one space,

are the same as those belonging to time and — with the addition

of cabda — to physical space (See ficrc book IV section IV table 1)).

In the passage on parimana we find the same unsatisfactory

division as in the sutras, namely the distinction of anit, makat,

diryha & krasva. Further the following subjects arc discussed: —
anu in its eternal form (inhering in manas ft the ultimate atoms;

to these the term pflrimandalya is restricted); anu in its transient from

(belonging to the double atoms); the term anu in its secondary

meaning (jkhfikta)-, — mahan nityam & mahad anityam; — (anitye)

diryhatvahraavatve inhering in the same things as (respectively)

mahattvftnutvc; — the three causes of nilyarn parimfinam: namely,

Bainkhya, parimflna & pracaya (Transient mahattva & dxrghalva are
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originated in tin* cum of triple atoms by the Lord's apeky/-b/iddhi\

transient an/ttva & hraxvatva are similarly created in the double

atoms); — a question about the difference between vtalmt & dlrq/ta,

anu ft framm, is answered by referring to the distinct use of these

terms in Innonage „///rthat«n (t/rt/l/am aniyataM, dirqf/e*u ea tunhad
(hm/afrito ifi vieiMfa-vyava/ir/ra-darvanaf" ('an't//a fat//' = 'one should

calculate'?); — the vanishing of am ft/a/// parimai/am takes place by

the vanishing of its abode.

Parafva and nparafva are not qualities of space and time, but

of the things which abide iu them (cf. here book IV section IV
table I)). These qualities are not perceived directly, by the senses:

but are obtained by reasoning. They are called in Prnenstapnda-

hhfisva (book III ch. 2 $12) the causes (nimitla) of the terms and
notions para and apara. Further this paragraph contains a long

discussion on the origination of d'/Hrfc pa/afvnparafee (the state

of l>eing farther or neurer than a certain point, with reference to

nn olwcrvcr) and hllahrtc parafvaparafee (the state of having hap-

pened previous to, or later than a certain event). After this discus-

sion, the author still more broadly dwells upon the vanishing of

these notions. 1 should like to insert here the translation of the

passage, dealing with diHrtam parafvaft/ (IV. lib. p. 1041. C>— 11):

..When two objects, lying in the same direction [from the observer],

are conjoined to the [place] conjunct [with the observer; i. e. with

the spot on which he stands], respectively by many and few con-

junctions; then, in case he makes the neighbouring object [i.e.

the object conjoined by few conjunctions] his starting-point, there

will nrise [in the soul] of this one oliserver a „remote intellection";

fan intellection, which resides] in the abode of parafva, [and which

can be expressed by the words]: 'This is remote compared to that'.

Then, on the basis of this [intellection] the quality 'parafva' is

originated by the conjunction [of this thing] with this farther sj>ot

of space." — In order to understand this passage we must remember
that every soul (just as well as space, time, and physical space) is

omnipresent. Therefore a thought, arising in the soul, can be at

the same time located in a certain object. And similarly as we
have formerly seen that the human intellection •twoness' creates in

the things the corresponding quality, so will the intellection 'parafva'

create the quality 'parafva'. This parallelism in the theories of

number and distance becomes more striking in Pracastapada's dis-

cussion of 'parafvast/a vinfleah' . I have summarised his ideas on,

this point in the appendix to this chapter. We may notice there

that similar steps occur in the processes of parafvasyofpafti-vinact
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as in those of dvitvasyotpatti-vinace. The apcksa-buddhi is followed
by the origination of [the quality] l

jntratva'; this by a parafva-
samanya-bt/ddlti; this again by a /jaratrayitna-budd/ii, and this in

its turn by a dravya-buddhi. The causes of the vanishing of the

quality ''paralva* are three in number: I. the vanishing of the

relating intellection; 2. the vanishing of the conjunction between
the thing and its previous sj>ot in space (in which easo the object

begins to move in tho same ksana in which the relating knowledge
arises); 3. the. vanishing of the thing itself (in which case one of

the portions which make up the thing in question begins to move
just one ksana l>efore .the arising of the apeksd-bnddhi; then namely
tho quality parafva is destroyed by dratya-vinaca at the moment
immediately following its own origination. Moreover the Nhasya-kiira

has constructed four complicate case* (by putting case 1 with case

3; 2 with 8, I with 2, and finally 1, 2, 8 together).

Section 3.

MOVEMRN T

I

\ 1. Sutras bearing on movement, conjunction Sf disjunction.

(Nanda Lai Siul/a's translation).

V, 1, 1 Action in hand [is produced ) by menns of conjunction

with and volition of the soul.

2 And from conjunction with the hand a similar action

appears in tho pestle.

3 In the action, produced in the pestle fte. by impact,

conjunction with the hand is not a cause, because of the

absence [of volition].

4 In the case of action in the hand, conjunction with the

soul is not a cause.

5 The action [i. e. the upward movement] in the hand is

from impact, and from conjunction with the pestle.

6 Action of the body and it* members is also from con-

junction with the hand.

7 In the absence of conjunction falling [result*] from gravity.

. 8 Owing to the absence of a particular molecular movement,

there arises no upward or sideward notion [in the fruit,

bird and arrow].
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V. 1,9 Particulnr molecular movement [resultsj from particular

volition.

1 From particular molecular movement [resultsj particular

throwing away.

I I By the action of the hand the action of a child [has been]

explained.

12 The same [is action directed towards the killing of a

felon] when, [a house set on fire by him] the body of a

person burnt therein, is torn open by fire.

13 Movement of the sleeping [takes pjace] in the absence of

volition.

14 Action in the grass [arises] from conjunction with air.

15 The movement of the jewel and the approach of the

needle have adr»fa as their cause.

10 Peculiarities of non-simultaneous conjunctions of the arrow

arc the mark of the diversity of its action.

17 The first action of the arrow is from impulse; 'the next

is from resultant energy produced by that [i. e. the first]

action; and similarly the next, and the next,

I* In the absence of propulsive energy, generated by action,

falling [results] from gravity.

V. 2, I Action in earth [results] from impulse, inpact and con-

junction with the conjunct.

2 [If action in earth happens] with a particular consequence,

it is caused by adrtfa.

tt The falling of waters, in the absence of conjunction, is

due to gravity.

4 Plowing [results] from fluidity.

5 The sun's rays [cause] the ascent [of water], through
conjunction with air.

f» [Particles of water fly upwards], by means of concussion
with impulse and of conjunction with the conjunct.

7 The circulation [of wnter] in trees is caused by ndriffn.

R Condensation and dissolution of water arc due to con-
junction with fire.

!> The pealing of thunder is the mark of that.

10 [There j„] Vedie [proof] also.

I
I
[Thunderclap results] from conjunction with and disjunc-
tion from water of the cloud.

1 2 The action of fire and the action of air are explained bv
the action of earth.

13 The initial upward flaming of fire, the initial sideward
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blowing of air and the initial actions of atoms an'd of

mind are caused by adrsta.

14 The action of mind is explained by the action of the Hand.

VI J, 2, 9 Conjunction is produced by action of any one of two

things, is produced by action of both, and is produced

by conjunction also.

10 By this disjunction is explained.

11 The non-existence of conjunction and disjunction in con-

junction and disjunction is explained by minuteness and

magnitude.

12 Actions are [void] of actions; attributes are [void] of

attributes. This [is explained] by minuteness and magnitude.

1

3

In consequence of the absence of separate existence, there

exist not conjunction and disjunction of effect and cause.

% 2. Quotations from Nanda Lai Sinha's Appendix B:

p. V: „Caniirakanta Tarkalajikara reads in V, 1, 7 samsfolra-

in stead of mnnjoga-. lie explains adrsta in V, 2, 2 in the sense

of unseen natural forces, the causes of seismic disturbances, of the

revolution of the terrestrial globe round the sun, and of other actions

in earth. lie splits up V, 2, 8 into two aphorisms, viz. Apfun

samghntalj and vilaganam ca tcjah'Saniyogat. lie reads VII, 2, 12

as two aphorisms, viz. larwabhih karwani gnnair gvnah and Ann-

tramahattvubhyam iti and explains them in the same way asVI 1, 1 , 1 0".

$ 3. Annotations to these sutras.

The two ahnikas of book V are so related that the first discusses

movement and its causes in general, and the second, the movement
of the different substances.

We can distinguish in ahnika 1 four coherent passages^ 1—

6

the movement of a pestle held the whole time by the hand, 8—10

the particular movement of an object thrown away with the hand

(for I shall prove this to be the import of the passage); 11—18
human action done in an automatic way; 10— 18 the movement
of an arrow shot off with a bow. It seems probable that the third

topic, mentioned, was a later insertion and that the iihnika origi-

nally existed of three parts which respectively described movement
of an object, moved by the hand, thrown away with the hand and

thrown away with the help of an instrument.

The passage 1— has already been discussed above (p. 118);
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however, I should like now to draw the attention to the meaning

ot ahhh)li'il(i in antra 3; according to .the comments of (^amkaha

Mum's it means: a conjunction [mimfoga) between two objects (in

miii ea«e the pestle and the mortar) giving rise to a movement

which separates the two objects conjoined. The definition agrees

with the context, lor the sntras mention here the case of a hard

object recoiling through the reaction of a hard surface.

The passage S— 10 has to do with the notion ytiann\ this is

defined in the HpaskSra (again, under V, 2, I) as: a conjunction

giving rise to an notion which does not muse the separation of the

two things conjoined. This definition too is in agreement with our

text, for it is said in sutra It) that a particular throwing away

results from it particular tun/rout: i.e. when we throw awav mi

object with our hand, then during the time in which the movement

of the hand is transferred to the object, no separation takes place

between hand and object, and only afterwards separation is caused,

not by the nndatm, but by the mmiblm of the object. The trans-

lation, therefore, given by Naniia Lai. Simia as 'molecular move-

ment' is quite misleading. According to my opinion, sutras S— 10

are to be interpolated thus: „A (solid or fluidj object will neither

move upwards nor sidewards, [but will fall downwards], when

[literally, because] no movement has been transferred to it from a

conjunct object. A particular nodana (transference of movement)

arises from n particular volition. This particular nodaun gives rise

to a particular throwing up- [or sidewards]." It is scarcely worth

noticing that in these sUtras vicoja has nearly the meaning of an

indefinite pronoun. The insertion which Nanda Lai Sinha has made

in sutra S is based on the comments of . (,'amkara Micro's of this

and the preceding siitra 7. This sutra 7 is merely a variation of

V, 2, :\ (cf. moreover the reading, mentioned by Candrakanta

Tarkalamkaha and sutra V, I, IS) and is here in disagreement

with the context. Qamkara Micra, endowed with the gifts of an

Indian commentator, explains 'samyogdbhavut' as menning by impli-

cation. 'aaiHi/ogub/if'tvfit, prai/atnabfuivfift
samskfirdb/ifivficcn ,

l
) And

consequently sutra * must bo explained thus: „when there is no

conjunction [in the fruit], no volition [in the bird], no impetus

[in the arrow], then there are no upward or sideward movements

in these objects]."

The sntras II & '12 an* explained by Qamkarn Micra thus:

though the movements of a child and an action, done under excusable

1

( t. !*(. Hh. ,.. am I. i«; ,, MS I. M.
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anger, are effected by volition, yet these, so as the automatic
/action of the hand' (sutra V, 1, 5), brought about by conjunction
with the pestle, do not cause Hkarma or adhnrnm. According to

(>mknm Mien, the movements, mnde in sleeping, are 'caused by
[vital] air* (vffjtrtrfm).

I'or the explanation of V. I, 15 sec the llpaskiira: the 'jewel',

referred to, is a magical means for discovering a thief; the adr*t*
of the thief's soul causes its movement; -- the •movement of the

needle' takes place by the influence of a magnet, and magnetism
is according to Indian thought, a result of the «*//?/«, belonging
to souls.

The translation of 'ai/iffjapaf-Sfnin/ofjavivcsn/i' in II, I, 10 by
'peculiarities of non-simultaneous conjunctions', as given bv Nauda
Lai Sinha, cannot be accepted. The meaning is simply: 'the

several...' or 'the particular non-simultaneous conjunctions'. The
import of the sutra is: what we call a movement in daily life, is

really a series of movements, in as far as each movement lasts

only one knmm. In the first moment barman is produced by nodnna
(conjunction between arrow and bowstring, from which the move-
ment is transferred): this barman creates mimkara (impetus, Nauda
Lai Sinha: resultant energy) in the arrow; this creates — until it

is exhausted — a series of successive karmdni.

To ahnika 2, treating of the movements of the several substances.

I should like to add the following annotations: Sutra 1 mentions
three kinds of *a»>tfoga by which motion is produced. Sutra 2 is

an egression, vi\r*r//a is explained in the • Upadara as 'with a

particular consequence' or as 'in deviation from' [i. e. .when the

forms of xmih/of/a, mentioned in sutra I, arc lacking]. Very pro-

bably Rutra 3 had originally the form: 'mmynfjnbhnve. . .', apam
was afterwards added. The sutras 5 and '7—1 1 form an egression,

some of them do not even relate to the movements of water, but to

its states of aggregation. It seems that 'nodanapidanaC (in sutra <>)

should be taken as a dvandva and as a synonymous variation of

'HodaHnbhiuhntnf in sutra 1. (,'ainkara Micra and Nanda Lai Sinha,

following his example, take it as a tat|>urusa. Perhaps we must
explain sutra 5 as follows: „[in the same way as the flames of tire,

dancing and moving by the influence of wind, cause the water of

the cauldron to evaporate], so do the sunbeams, when conjoined
with [and brought into movement by] wind." In sutra 8 l>oth

freezing and melting arc explained by the influence of heat; this

reading is supported by the explanation of Qamkara Micro's and
by the older parallel passage in the Procastapada-bhasya (sec below).

Verhand. Kon. Aksrt. v. Wetenwh. N. Reek*. Dl. XVIII N°. 2. 16
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TIic breaking up of the sutra into two parts, as lins been done in

tin- edition of Candiakanta Taikalamkara*s, is r weak attempt to

free the Vaice>ika system from one more absurdih. I'or sutra '.)- 11

see the I paskara. Whilst sutra V. 1. II with lnislnknrmnnrt refers'

to -sutra V. I. 5 fmotion physically caused), sutra V. 2, I t explaining

the movement ol' the internal olefin, refers with /mulfikannnifii to

V, I, I i motion psychically caused, pniifatiui-krlu).

In pasture VII, 2. S) \e. wliieh deals with xn i)n/o(j.fi and rib/iflipi,

the translation ol sutra I'J by \anda Lai Sinha seems rather absurd.

That qualities arc void of qualities, actions of actions, was. already

stated in book I of the Dan/ana and need not by explained 'by

minuteness ami magnitude'. If the tradition of the text is trust-

worthy, 1 should like til render it: ..|The quotation of] 'ftiii/-

trm»fiknflruhhifiim [i.e. of VII, I. 10
|

(in the preceding sutra,

refers to the general rule); 'qualities are void of qualities; actions

of actions.'* In sutra I .'I effect and cause must be taken as aggre-

gate {(tM//ftri/t) and p;irts (nr/n/itiy/). Conjunction exists between

parts mutually, for these can be removed from each other; but

intimate relation exists between the parts ami the whole. Therefore

when disjunction takes place between the parts, and the aggregate

is destroyed,. W4i iire, strictly speaking, not allowed to sny that the

parts are separated from the aggregate. •

i \, ViiH>iiiin>H iii I /it' I'rar.-li/iiixipi mi niomi/n// Ac.

The passages in the IVaeastapada bhasya . treating of karuunt and

its causes, are partly found in the fourth book and in some para-

graphs of the third book chapter t. § 10 conjunction. $ I I dis-

junction. $ 50 /Jtfft/fif/ttf, § 55 & 50 mfrjftt, § 51 weight. $ 52 fluidity,

$ 58. adhesion. $ &4 -xtmjxkilrti.

I shall give an account of these passages in the order in which

I have mentioned them with the exception of puitpilna iV mlrxln

,

for which I refer to book li chapter IV (psychology) & chapter

VI (ethics \ theology).

In the book 'forma*' of the Ithasya $1, the different properties

which are characteristic for movement., are summed up (see here

hook IV section IV table K). In $.2—.(» the definitions are given

ol n/kxrpioin , ant /,*(>/>« iia , nkiuivmia
, praxnm,ia and primano. Mere

a ihepana (throwing upwards) is limited to the jxirts of the body
and thorn things which are in conjunction with them. The definition

• •I rjraite/Mifta is similarly restricted, This limitation is in correspon-

dence with the transitive meaning of the verb k*ip. Akinicana
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(bending) and i//rasftra*a (stretching) are movements by which the
form (attitude) of the body is altered, (iamana is defined as 'move-
incut which causes conjunctions with, unci disjunctions from uncon-
fincd spots of plnco\ This chissitientioh, if it may he willed so, is

very unsatisfactory. In origin it has merely to do with all possible

bodily movements: our arms and legs we can move upwards, move
downwards, stretch and bend, we can go ourselves to any place

whatever. This popular distinction was sanctioned by the school

which vainly tried to use it for scientific purposes.

7 begins thus: , , FJai paTieacidln apt karma rarirarai/ar<>xn

tatsambandkew m »afprafgayam a*afpra/i/at/am ta ; gad nut/a I lad
apratgagam era. Te& a/igc^n tm tad yamanam ///." In connection

with the beginning of \ 0, If), II, 12 it is necessary to explain
'natpmfgagatn as referring to 'variraragaresn' and 'amiprat,/ayam
as referring to 'tatmwbandhetn [road : tatxambaddheyi]. So we get
the following classification:

Movements of things which

are under the control of soul

(f?tmad/,iift/riteiftf) § I 2

H. Movenientsofextcrnal, material

things {anadlii*thite*u bahgenn

n)a//ab//tfte*tt) § 1

2

Movements of the limbs of the

human body {earirdvagavefn)

— movements with accompa-

nying consciousness (naf/jra-

tgagam karma).

Movements of objects, directly

or indirectly conjoined with

the body {tatsambadd/tetft/) =
movements of which the effect-

ing psychical state exists no

longer {amtprattjagam karma).

Kinds of movements which

are always void of conscious-

ness {apratgagam karma).

la = paneavidhani karmatn (thus gamana included)

Ab Si li = yamanam eva.

The actions Aa are discussed in f '#at//ratt/aga-karma-vid/fiA'

,

the actions Ab in $ 10 'panimttkiein gawanavid/ti//', and in § U
'gantramnkte^n gamana-vidliih '; the actions B in $ 12 sqq.

With the exception of the few lines, containing the division,

just described, $ 7 gives a proof for the thesis that there are no
more than five species of movements. $ S discusses the difficulty:

is gamana a synonym of karman or is it a species of it? I have
given a summary of them in the Appendix to this chapter;

16*
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the, art- neither interesting in themselves nor in reference to the

svstcm.
#

.

'

The point which deserves most attention m the following para-

graphs, M their eorrespondance with the sutui^ of the Dareana.

J II (file explanation of *nt- ft a.vit,,r((h/m/a,>> hiruui) corresponds

with V.S. V al.nika i: fit &C with V.8. V al.nika *, Ami

spn-iallv *t> with V.S. V. I.I T, (<\); movement of the hand

„ ll( | „f the \w4\e; S It) with S— 10: throwing away {nflnmitn);

| || with H» IV shooting an arrow. Since the same thought as

in V.S. V. I. 15, is expressed in the IVaeastapada Mhasya p. 300,

I. II 'ft !•">. wc way iclmlc that IV\c as r\iv\n\ considered: V,

I
y. \, I, | | -IT) as inerc egressions. This is in agreement with

i|,r result which I arrived at Uy tin- anahsis of fhis nhnika (alnive

p. 2»'f I Mill-? and p. 223 $ 8). Further my explanation

of Mitra V. I. S, deviating from (,'amkara Micha ami Nanda

I.ai. Simia, becomes alHnned by corroborative evidence (see here

p. SS2t).

lor the rest the description which IMicastapada has given of the

different slage> in the movements of the hand, the pestle, the arrow,

is still more ridiculously spun out than that which we find in the

sntras. Ohv interest i« only roused at the end of $ !l where we find

tin- question raised: is at the moment of recoil a new 8<tni*kf1ra

produced or does the old uttuntkf/ra of tin; moving pestle continue

[whilst only tin- direction of the movement is changed]? Since this

dilemma is left open, we cannot say that the Vnicesikas have already

discovered the 'principle of action and reaction' as it is called in

European mechanics. Neither do we find here any attempt to explain

the nhh'iijliftln (recoil)* h\ the xtfiitisl/iujiafoi (elasticity) of the two

colliding objects.

\ 12 -17 from one coherent passage, treating of the movement

uf the different 'substances. $ 12 ami $ 1 3 (really belonging together;

the tirst sentence of ^ 18 even belongs grammatically to the last

of $12) treat of Mmyoga (in its forms: norlautt, ab/iifj/inta and

x<iuii/nkt<t->«iitui»;}<i) as a cause of actions in the four elements earth,

water, tire and wind. The definitions of nodaiia and ahhifjliuta are

the same as those occurring in the I'paskara (here p. 224). At the

end of I 13 (jvnttcit is only attributed to earth and water, and is

called the cause of falling. With reference to the eorrespondanee

between the Yaiecsika Dureana ft the Bhiisya we may state the

following |M)ints: Hlms\n book IV $ 12 and the beginning of $ 13

correspond with V.S. V, 2, I ft it & 12 (sfiHjyofjn in three forms

as cause of movement of the four elements); the lnt»t part of $ 13
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with V, 2, :i; $ U ((lowing of water) with V. 2, I. — Whilst

the egression in V.8. V, 2, 5 jiii (1 S— II on the state* of aggre-

Ration and the origin of thunder do not occur in the Hhasya, on

the other hand $ 15, the discussion of 'rotation by ww^fff' —
a subject, the insertion of which in the Hhasya itself deviates from

the plan of its composition — is not found in the sUtra*.

§ 10 treats of two subjects: the movements of vital air and the

lack of movement in physical space, time, mathematical sjmicc and

soul. The tirst topic is not found in the Vaie. Dareana; V.S. V,

2, 12, namely, to which Dvivkimn refers, treats only of air in

general, whereas in the passage of the Hhasya vital air is discussed.

Its movement, whilst one is awake, depends on conscious volition

{icclifi-d£c*a-/)in'i'(ifai-prai/afii(i , literally: volition dependent on wish

and aversion): in sleep it depends on unconscious volition {jiraita-

piirrnkft'prayatna , literally volition, based on life, or: vital volition).

The second part of $ 10, treating of the absence of movement in

the four last substances (physical space vVc), is parallel to V.S.

V, 2, 21 (by m soul is implied, cf. here p. -113, according to

the explanation of (,'amkara Micra's).

\ 17 first treats of the movements of the internal organ and then

of all those movements which are caused by »<//•*/«. The movements'

of tin; internal organ arc always effected by the conjunction between

this organ and soul (cf, V.S. V, 2, 14); the character of this

movement varies according to whether soul is qualified by con-

scious volition (fixation of attention), by unconscious volition (at the

moment when one awakes), by merit and demerit: a. nt the time

of death and birth, cf. V.S. V, 2, 17; b. in the case of yogi lis,

whose souls may wander freely to any desired region. For details

I refer to the chapter on Psychology. At the end of $ 17 we find

^ disenssion of all the movements by mlrxhi (cf. V.S. V, 1, 15;

V, 2, 2; V, 2, 18); or as expressed by IVaeastapada (Hhasya p..

309 I. 10) „all those movements in the gross elements which are

vffiitcapable of bringing advantage or disadvantage [to the souls] and

of which no [other] cause can be found by perception or inference.'

Mahfibhuiilnnm prakmbhannm in line 14, is explained in the Nyaya*

kandali as bhCi(p)lakrjdinain cafannm. This seems partly in accordance-

with the explanation which Candrakawa Tark \f,amkara has given

of V, 2, 2. It is, however, clciyr from-the context of onr Bhasya-

|*issiige that adrf/a in all these cases is considered as a quality of

soul (or souls) and not in the sense of the European notion 'force,

natural force'.

I have already mentioned (p. 220) that several paragraphs of
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book 111 in the Hhasya are (»f interest for our present suhjrct, nam.

I'.
10. ft M {mmfoff* ft rihfiih/t,) and § r>0 5(5 (volition, weight,

fluidity, adhesion, wmkOra, atb-fftr). 1 shall (pve a summary of

thof paragraphs with the exception of those treating on the two

pswhical qualities /volition' ft 'ai/rslo.

The paragraphs 'on xnon/of/a and r&kityn remind us muchof the

theory of nunilicr. In the same wa\ rtii i»iinthcf t
.KO are conjunction

and disjunction considered in lie qualities which have no objective

foundation and an based on (i. e. created Ity) hunuui intellection.

Though one should expect a complete parallelism between the theory

of conjunction anil that of disjunction, vet one linds that the

second notion has given rise to much more complicated discussions

than the fir<t. This find* its origin in a pcciilnir conception of the

notion vihli'lffrt. Whilst conjunction is used with reference to objects

which come into contact and to those which abide in conjunc-

tion: .disjunction is only used for objects which become sepa-

rated, but never for objects which are placed at a distance from

each other.

kj It) (page I'M)) begins with characterising .smiii/oj/rt in respect

to .causality; it i* called the ellieieiit cause (itiitiitltt) of the notion

•conjunct'
|
in the same way as time is the n'milh'k'Hrann of the

notions 'former', 'later'' &e.j, the independent cause (////v//;c/w) for

the origination of Hubstances, the dependent cause (wtficfyft) for that

of qualities and actions. I have already explained these technical.

terms in the Introduction, p. :\ \ . There we. have .found that

KHi»)/of)ti is called an independent cause of substances, in as far

as the mere conjunction of the parts is supposed to originate the

Aggregate. The *uhii/<h//i of our hand with a tree causes a Mmyofjn

of our body with the tree, always by the intermediation of the

xdHHirtii/a . the inherence of our body in. the parts which compose

it, i. ». in the hand. A immi/offa 'between hand and pestle causes

it movement Tn the pestle, only in as far as there exists (inheres)

inovement in the hand.

After this vfiur/o(//t is divided into three kinds: I. conjunction

consequent on movement in one of the two objects which come

into contact; 2. conjunction consequent on.movement in both objects;

ft. conjunction dependent .on another coiij unction. This division

agrees with V.S. VII. 2, 0. ()f the two first kinds the following

examples are given: l. conjunction between trunk and hawk; eon-

junction between the infinitely great substances and the material

things of limited extension: 2. the conjunction between two wrest-

lers or two rams. The conjunction, 'caused by another conjunction,
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is described p. 139 1. 22 (cf. bore -p. 28(1 } 2) as % ,n cotijunc-

• Ao* of something [J] inactive [~ not waring] which has origi-

nated just now or some time ago, with other (kitty* [If] which

arc not cause* [i.e. which are not eohijKwhig parts, but are

aggregates themselves], tint have con]unction with composing part*

[of tin; aggregate A]; — [a conjunction] which is based on a con-

junction of causes [== eoni|M>ncnt parts of A]' with nn-causes

[= things wbich do not originate things again, i. e which are

themselves aggregates; B] and which is located in the effect [= aggre-

gate A] and the non-cH'ect [= B, which, namely, is not produced
by the composing parts of A, just mentioned]." cor this wonderful

and deep abacadabra we lind in the JV//aya-loea the following expla-

nation, for the case that the thing inactive [A] has just originated:

(cf. Appendix):

„./ conjunction of a piece of cloth [woven
|
from two threads,

with a blade of i/rax* (which has conjunction with the two
threads), this conjunction is based on the conjunction of

the two treads with the grass-blade, and is located in the

two-threaded cloth and the grass-blade." ».

This 'conjunction, originated by conjunction' is subdivided into

three kinds: 'from one, from two, and from more'. rollowing

examples are given: a. the conjunction of a grass-bladc with one
thread originates conjunction of the grassblade with the cloth;

b. the two conjunctions of [two] threads with physical space

originates a conjunction of the two-threaded cloth with physical

space; c. the many conjunctions between threads and the weaver's

brush originate one conjunction between brush and cloth. The
•author surpasses himself by discovering another, fourth subdivi-

sion (p. 110 I. (i IS)); fortunately 1 can refer here to Nanda
Lai Sinha's translation of the I'pnskara (p. 117) where a parallel

passage occurs.

In p. I 10 I. 10— p.. 1 |.| 1. :j thu Imasya-kara remarks that

conjunction is never eternal, because — the siitnis do not mention
this (cf. V.S. VII, 2, .0—1:1); and it is a fixed rule in the l)ar-

cana that the oteriudity, if occurring, of a category is stated (f. i.

VII, 1, 20, where the cternality of parimantjala is mentioned, 1.0*

the cternality of a certain species of dimension).

In p. 141 I. .3— 1. 7 the Bhasya-kara states that the conjunction
of the ultimate atoms and physical space is one of the first, kind
(i. e. a conjunction consequent on the movement of one of the
two conjunct objects); and that no conjunction exists between
omnipresent substances (f. i. soul and space; space and time &c),
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-because then' is no '////A/v/VA////' between them. This 'ifutitxithUn

is then defined (for the explanation see below the discussion on

rifj/tf/f/a).

At the end of $ 10 (p. 141 I. ? 18) the Hhasva-kara discusses

the annihilation of conjunction; this has two forms: 1. conjunction

dent loved by a disjunction now located in the same objects in which

foimerU the conjunction was located; 2. conjunction destroyed bv

the annihilation of the abode. The last form is explained more

filth (cf. here p. 287 % 2 B); we liml as example given, the con-

junction of two thread* one of which is destroyed In a movement.

pf"a composing particle. Here the author again indulges in his usual

meaningless distinction wf stages.

Though the disenssion ol' dinjimrtwH in the llhasva (§ 1 I) is more

involved than that of eonjnnetion, m\ exposition of it can he

simplified. The contents ol* this paragraph can he put under the fol-

lowing headings: Definition mid charjtetcrisation of disjunction with

reference to causality (p. 141 I.. \ iV •">).. Division into three kinds:

I. -disjunction, caused by movement of one of the two objects in

question, 2.. disjunction, caused by movement of the two objects,

<\. disjunction, caused hv another disjunction (I. 5 & ti). Subdivision

of the third species into kflraHfi-vih/iftflilt and aknrana-wbhfHjnf (p.

Ill I. 7 p. 142 I. 7). Agression on ^ufasulSi (p. 153 1. 7— 1!)).

Discussion on the annihilation of disjunction. (For the last three

topics pf. here p. $37 \ '.\ A. .'< It and $ 4).

I should like to make a few notes on some of these subjects.

The first subspecies <»f the third species of disjunction; the one

called ,.kiir<iii<t-rihha])iit" refers to the case when a movement arises

in one
[
A

j
of the two portions which compose an aggregate; from

this a disjunction arises between the two portions (A 8i \\\, the

aggregate is destroyed, and the disjunction located in the two por-

tions, effects a disjunction of the moving portion ("A] from its

original spot in physical space. The second refers to the case when

I movement f. i. of the hand [a cause, i. e. a composing part of

the body], effects disjunctions of this hand from the spots, occupied

b\ it in physical and mathematical spaec, — [these spots are here

the non-catl*es] then these disjunctions between the cause and
the non-cause effect disjunction between the effect [i. c. the aggre-

gate or the Imdy] and the non-effect [i. e. the spots of physical

and mathematical space].

The notions i/iifnxidd/n and (n/utnxiddfii are discussed in some
s\ neretic Nvava-Vaicesika works (e. g. in the Tarkabhasya) in con-

nection with causality, in the l*rae-.-Bhiisya together with samavaya,
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sa>)ii/o(/a and vibhaga; and in the Vaic. Sutra -with xamj/n(/a and

vibhftfia. These arrangements nrc logical enough, if we bear in mind

the fact that causality itself according to the Yaiecsikas depends

cither on inherence" (sanim-ngn) or conjunction. Yittasidd/ii (or as it

has been translated by Nanda Lai Sinha: 'naturally nnassoeiated

existence') is a condition of conjunction and disjunction.... It is

\(t] the prUiftf/f/alhialtcn (the independent possession of movement)

of two, or of one of two things (the Nyitya-kaudali gives respec-

tive! v as examples: two ultimate atoms, an ultimate atom and

physical space], this in case of eternnl things; — and [b] it is

inherence in separate abodes, in the case of transient things; thus

we find yutasiddln , mtnifoyn and ribfifh/n between the sense-organ

of touch and the body (the sense-organ of touch, namely, is not

a portion of the body, but an addition to the body; this is clearly

shown by the fact that the body is, made of earth, and the imlrit/fnn

lire all formed out of different materials; the sensory of sight out

of light &c.]; similarly between an ultimate atom and physical space

[in as far as the ultimate atom moves through physical space,

whilst this remains at rest]; but ijitlasiddhr , mmyoga and mbhngn

do not occur between part and aggregate, f. i. thread ami cloth

(cf. V.8. VU, 2, 13): between two omnipresent substances [such

as soul and space; for these do not possess movement].

The last part of § II (p. 152 I. 21—p. 154 1. 15; cf. here

p. 238 \ 5) contains a widely spun out discussion on the anni-

hilation of vibfiaqa. It begins with the sentence: „riniifrti tit sarvav/a

ribZ/f'/f/ftSf/ff ktaitiknlvad Hltnra-MnnfOfltlvadhi'XadbhilviH knmiikn ///";

if we are allowed to consider %k^ntikatcHf as an addition of a

eopiist, the translation may run: „The annihilation of every dis-

junction 'happens within a extremely short time' {k*mnk(i) in ns far

as the last conjunction forms a terminus" [i. c. when the object

is moving, it is in successive conjunctions with a series of spots

in space: but when its movement is checked by an impeding

object, then „the last conjunction" takes place; the •becoming scjmi-

rnted' is finished; we cannot say anymore that there is disjunction,

vibhfnja, Iwtwecn the object A and Ji\ they are simply at a dis-

tance from each other]. Secondly the annihilation of disjunction

can l>e caused by the annihilation of the abode. The discussion

of this point takes the form of a dialogue. P. 153 1. 3— 11 con-

tains the defendent's exposition which can be paraphrased thus: it

may happen f. i. that, in the moment following on that in which

two threads A & B Income disjoined from each other, the thread

A gets annihilated, then this annihilation will cause the annihila-
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I„,i. of the disjunction between ./ & //. I'. ItlS I. II — p.

|.")l I. 3 frfvi* the argumentations of nn opponent, if on©. 'of H*o

objects which nr« getting .disjoined., is annihilated , ami this anni-

hilation causes the annihilation of the disjunction between the two

objects, then the absence of this disjunction will bring about the

inuence of the disjunction of the moving object from its spot in

place: this absence will cause attain the absence of the 'iilfara-

$au)ifO(ffi\ of .the 'last conjunction' which linishcs action, thus (r) the

action will be endless in the case when the moving object is

.something eternal (sett, an ultimate ntonijv
|
And according to

Vai<;esika conception endless movement is an absurdity]. -r~ The

solution, or more correctly the two solutions (p. I n I I. 3—8

and I. H -la), fciVeii by the defemlent ,. are no less subtle examples

of Indian dialectics, but would. I am afraid, surpass the patience

of the Kuropean reader. •

In s\.">| the Imasyn-kara states I. that weight is the cmtse of

Ike falling of water and earth (ef.
\
'.S. V, 2. '\ and fny cxplann-

tiou nhoye p. 22a); ['the fact that 'wind*, i. e. air. po-scsscs weight,

was unknown to the Vaicesikas: nor did they ever offer an expla-

nation of floating and sinking); 2. that weight cannot be perceived,

but can only be inferred from' the falling of things (ef. V.S. IV,

I. 10); [the pressure which things, when carried, exercise on our

skin; the tension which thev cause in our muscles, is not even

ft)jtided to j
; .'{. that it is counteracted by conjunction, volition and

impetus {*a)H*ktlr<t)\ (ef. (,'amkara Miera's explanation oi V.S. V, I,

7, <pioted above p. 221); \. that it is eternal in atoms and tran-

sient in aggregates.

In \ 52 fluidity is called natural and artificial. It is natural in

water, and artificial in earth ami light,
j
as 1 have formerly shown,

the metals, owing, to their peculiar metallic glance, an; considered

by the Vaicesikas as bring in essence- light and as having weight

onl\ through additional earthly matter |. Natural fluidity is eternal

in atoms and transient in aggregates. It is not right to deny the

existence of natural fluidity on the ground that water exists also

in frozen Umn.{*aip(/tnlht, ef. VS. V. 2, S); for
.
tlis solid character

of ice is the consequence of a substance-forming conjunction (or

cohesion, 'dravtflmmbkakah Mmjopnt') of the •water-atoms, when

conjoined to heavenly light ji. e. to the light of the sunbeams, ef.

above p. 22a j. Kinaiha list is given of the stages in which the

melting of earth (wax &*c.) and light (gold \c.) is supposed to take

place through the influence of tire.

In ^ M xnelia is mentioned of water (ef. V.S. II, I, 2; 0; 7);
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Impetus Im»

nrgmi [this is not

V.S V, |, 17;-

movement of

it is the onuso of ,ts stirkinjr to a mrfmm t of its fitness for

cluing &c. It is eternal in atoms and transient iu aggregates.

L
We m%ht translate mn-Ai l»v adhesion, rememl»erM.g however

that the Vaieesikas did lmt know this property as common to nil
matter].

Iff § 54 #W,7r* (the properly of bringing forth again h stale
which existed liefore) is divided into rya (imprtus, inertia), hhnvani)
(the condition of remembrance; of, n.y chapter on I'syehologv) mid
xflnhxthnpnka (the returning to a previous form),
longs to the four gross elements mid the eternal
explicitly stated in the. Dnrcimnj ef., however
V. 2. 12; V, 2, U]: it is effected [either l)V the
the. moving object itself, or], sometimes by the impetus which
inheres m Hie ports forming the aggregate [namely, as tyidharo
explains, m those eases where a mass of water moves]. '

A'////-

h*thnp„ka inheres in aggregates, formed out of one of the four gross
elements. When these originally possess a fixed arrangement of their
pints, nml, after being noted Upon by n disturbing influence, remain
J'Mslmg. then they receive by this xfhilislhn^b, their first form.
[The best translation for xlhilixflnlpob, would be 'elasticity'- yet
we do not Jomw, how t |u . Hlmsya-kara would npplv this notion* to
water, wind and tire; m Knropemi elemental v textbooks of physics
the mojeenlar forces of expansion which arise in fluids mid gnssCi,
when their vobune is compressed, are compared with the elastioity
ol HO Ml bodies. Vet, it. k more likely t,|,»t the Vaieesikas have
Minilght ol sneh phenomena as: the returning of the wate.-surlaee
l«) the horizontal level after interceded disturbance, or: the going
back of a current of water fe. into its former direction on the
'•'"•oval of the impeding object. In other words, it is far from
ecrtain that the Vaieesikas have grasped the full importance of the
physical notion 'elasticity', Vet we may rounder the oxplieit state-
ment of the notion «1hUMr,pakn a progress in tqe Hhasvn in
comparison to the Darcana. On the other hand the aecoptanec of
impetus, psychical retention and clnstieity under the one notion
tmmkara is undoubtedly a groat mistake. For the rest it. is super-
fluous to say that the Indians have never realised the complicate
character of falling, which* results from the cooperation of vega
and f/fmtha, for even in Europe this idea was not grasped
before the ingenious diseoveries of the Italian founder* of modem
science].
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$ •). The fnixsanrx in Ilic lair. Sutra irlnch beat- ii/inn tin'

anf/titie* , rrlalnl to movement.

ITlc qualities, discussed in the Pnie. Hhasya hook III chapter 2

1*31) —.")(»: volition, freight, f 1 1 1 i < 1 i t \ . adherence, xamxbh'u and adfiffat

are inosth met with in Vaie. Sutra V ahn. I and .2. Tims prayahi'i

is mentioned e.g. V, I, I explaining the movement of tin 1 hand;

ifinntm in V. I, 7 explaining the falling of bodies; druralea in

V, 2, \ explaining the movement of water; xamxhara in the nigHi-

ti<*nt ton of impetus in V, I, 17 explaining the movement of all

arrow; adrxla in A, I, 15 explaining the movement of n magnet &e.

On the other hand xne/ai \s only mentioned by way of egres-

sion in II, I, 2. xamxkara in the si^uiiiention of xlhitixlliajiaka is

not yet found in the Sutra.

The quality gnmfra is referred to in V.S. IV, I, It), if we
believe the I'paskara. Should, its interpretation of this enigmatic

sutra he right, then at anv rate it must he an insertion.

APPENDIX.

$ I. The annihilation of ttrn-nexs, according to li/iaxi/a hoof,- III

ch. 2 $ 7.

Table for the explanation of: ffeifvaxyvf . viatica

h

, aerat/a-cina^al

(p. 112 I. 4—12).

inihujn 'rlhn-tanniikfirytlf f\

rkuhii •xiimtntiit-jiittiiinn \ J i'kntviidliiivii\'injnri> kririmi

<'))ikviliiiil,IUilf \ \ nriiiio<niilin;n( uhhfujuh

iMlntm
; \ yji *minji>tjnviinutiU

il< il> ti*,uitinij<t-bii<ltlliili •' «\ \*r ilmvijO'Viiioi'nh

IF"
$ 2. Conjunction originated In/ conjunction n/nt tin' annihilation of

conjunction according to lth>ixya 6*ml III ch, U $ 10.

./. Samyo^ajnh snmyngnh (ef. here p. 231).

IVaeastapada-hhasya p. 1311 I. 22.

fttmyognJAfl tutpanuasya eirotpanna.sya \a nixl,ri//axr/o karana-xann/o-
r/itttnr abiiranaih

, kmlinakaranasamyopt-purvakah, kiln nkiiroigiititli

mmyognh. »~" - '

Kxplanation, given in HiifM.\en\in.\ .Iuala-kikaks Ni/aifa-kova

|> M7 note 4) with the help of an example:
utpannanwltnisva niskriyasya : dvitantukasya patasya

torarmamnybgini
. , kfiranasya tmitoh .snniyoginn

W*n»neiw . viranena (trnnvieegenii)
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vah saniyogah

ssi kiiranasya : (alitor

akiirancna : vimncna

sainyogfit

kffrye : dvitantuka-patc

akfirye : vi nine

jayatc.

li. V i n a c; a h s a in y o g as y a , a <; r a y a v i n a r ii t (cf. here |). 232).

Piarastapada-bliasva p. Ill I. 0.

I. Yalta, tantvoli saitiyoge saty.. anyatani^antv-iiianibliaka aincau

Annuo 'tpndyatc,

. 2. tcna kainiaiiaiw/vaiitaiad rihhlgah kriyatc, „

3. vihhitgitcca Uiiitv-aninibhaka-^v^^tf-wWrff^

,

4. saniyogavina<;at tnnlii'cinacas,

f>. tadvinaye tad-iicritasya tnntv-nnUirn'MmyoflfHtya vinncah.

'

$ 3. Disjunction originated 6t/ ({injunction according to Bfmxya

book III rh. 2 $ 11.

A. Vibhagajo vibhagah, kainna-vibliagat (cf. here p. 232).

Pmcafttapiida-bliiisya p. 151 I. 0.

1. Kiiryaviate ktiniiie ka'rmo 't|mnimm yada (tasvavayavantarild

vibhagain knroti, mi tadakacadideciit; yadii tv akiicfididcvail

vibhagain karoti, uti tadavayaviintariit ; iti sthitili. Ato 'vavava-

kanna),

2. avayaviintarad cva vibhftgam iirahhatc,

•3. tato vihhngiicca dmvyaratnl)liaka-Mwyoyrt-r/»<7r^,

4. tasmiii vinastc (kaianabliavat ktiryahhiiva ') ity) avayavi-vinOcak,

5. tadil karanayor vartainano vibhagah (ka^ya-vinaca-vicistmn kalain.

svatantrani vavayavain apeksya) sakriyaayaivavayavasya kfirya-

snniyuktiid flkflcftdidecfld mbhilgnm iirabhate, (na niskrivasya,

kaiaiiabhavat; uttarasamyogaiiutpattav anupabhogyatva-prnsari-

gall. Na tu tadavayavakarmakaciididecad vibhagain karoti, tadS-

raiiibhaknlalitatvat; pradeyantarasainyogain tu karoty eva, akrta-

sainyoga9ya kamianah kalntyayabhavad iti).

Kor example, sec Kgagn-koca p. 704 note 1.

H. Vibhagajo vibhagah, kiiraifakaranavibhagat.

Piacastjipada-bhiisya p. 151 I. 22.

1. Yadii haste karmo 'tpannam (avayavantarad vihhngam akurvad),

2. akiiciidideccbhyo vihltilgfln iirabhya,

») Cf. V.8. I, 2, 1.
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"J. priidenilitarr *<tiin/n</an arahlinte.

I. tada !<• karniiidvaraiiavil ha^a'h — karma vain dieam prati

kar\aia'!il>hal>himukham
, tiiin ap« ksva k;in;lkjii\a-r//y//<7///w

nrahhante,

•*). tadaiiaiitarain karaiiakaranasiiiuvo^aeen km \TiVf\r\ ».<<,! iiti/oi/iii/. Iti.

<"> I. Tin' imliiht ifa I(taiil(Ihi iirrttritiiK/ to ll/n'isi/a hook 111

.rli. 2 $ 10 and 11,

IVariistapiida-blmswi p. I'M I. \\. (<-f. p. 152 I. mid here p. 232).

[Ylltasiddhih]. S;i pitnar dviryor ttliVRtarasyn vfi prthaggatiniattvain

pilhauiMTavanavitvam erti.

Sii puiiar ilvnyor nnvatarasva va prHiaggntiiuitttvain ; ivain tn

iiitvanaru: anilvauani tu vufesv jiei'iivesu s'lniavavo vutiiaiddhir iti.

T\aur indriva-camav«>l.i |trthafjrgatimattvam misti, vute.sv ncravr-gli

snnavavo 'sti: iti paranipiireiia snitivognh siddhah:

\u\-akaeavos tv aYravaiitariibhnve «pv aiivatarasva prthaggati matt vat

Kamyognvibhagau siddhaii:

luutu-patayor anitvavor arravaiilarabhavat parasparatali samvoga-

Yihhagiilthava iti;

Dig'tidinniii tu prthaggatimatt vain niisti,. iti paraspareiia sauivogn-

ubhiigabhnva iti,

NOTE. <T. die following passage in tin- t'paskara under VII, 2,

IWbl. In. I. p. :{e«;, CfriimL Namm Lai, Sinha p. 248: (the

insertion in the lust line is In me)

..Moreover, ifatiKuhlln or uiieoiiihined or naturally unassoeiated

BXlstenee is n neecssiin condition of conjunction (mmyntfato prati
priifftijihi), and it is n.it possible in the wise of two nil-pervading
sulistaners. Tor j/nf„si,/,tlii is \,,\ merely the separate existence of
two. or one of two (unrelated) thing*, or [h'\ the relation of one
thing bring inherent in another as its substratum, when the two
|i.«'. the two substrata) have been externally brought into relation
with eaeh other;'*

UYutaernyHcnivitvnin*' in this, passage is parallel to ..prthagncravn-
Viii.vitvnur: in Imiisva p. IH I. (5).

$ >. Tlir ii iniiliifn/ion tif i/ixjitHcfiou ncrnnliiHf to H/nlsi/a

hook III rli. % \ tll\
.

•/• > ibluigiisv ji viiiiieah, a «; i ay a- v i n ilea t. 1st example.
IViivaMapada-bhiisvii p. \V.\ |. i.

I- ladS dvitaiituka-kaiiiiiiivnvava amcftU knrmo 't|>annaui.

2. amrv-antiirad viMtignm arabhate,
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T. hi e for ex p.) n nation

1antn A r/i ilanttda .1— ft

nni^u a am^n *

1 knrman

2 vibbaga

1 sainyoga- ") vibbaga

vinaca

7 tantu- (> sainyoga*

vinani vinaea

3, ta<lai\a tntitv-antare 'pi farm tpadynte,

i. vibbagacca teiitv^ftfnl»hnka-»//w
(
jw»jrw/*^v»<l

,

5. tantv-antara-karrnana tantv-antarad vibkagak kriyate.. Ity ekab

krilab.

0. Tato yasniinn evn kale vibliagat Uu\\y'H\\Um\'MMi/oi;a-viHf7{nfi,

7. Uutiiiiiii ova kalt; sainyoga-vinaVat tautii-vinfiytis,

s, tasinin vinafte tadacritasya tantv-antnra-r/A//tf//f/*//tf vinfipi iti.

Ianlii II

l\ kannan

S vibbaga-

vinaca

#,

71. Discussion on -vibbagasya vinfieab, arraya-vinayat' (1st ex.)

IVacastapada-bbasya p. 153 I. 11.

[Opponent]: tivaip tiirliy nUnia-vibhaga-'iint|)atti-pnisMngah. Karana-

viblmga-'lHiavat, Tatah piwU^ntaro-smipyogalmfiva !
) ity, ato

\ irodbi-}<nna-'sainblia\ iit kannainu; drakalavasthayitvam nitya-

ilmvya-sanmvctasAa ea nitvatvani iti riogali. •

(Jlosses from tbe Nyava-kandall, p. 102 I. 3 Jke.i

nttaro vibbagab : sakriva»yn tantor fikncailirieceiia

safnani vibbagajavibbago not-

padyate *

knrann[sya] s tantvor

vibbagasvabbavjit

. . . .Virodhi[no] gnnasvabhavat : uttara-samyogasyabbavat. .

C. Vibbagasya viiiiiyab, ay ray a-vi n-av^t . 2d example

(given by tbe opponent).

Praynstapada-bbasya p. 158 I. 15.

I. Yada "pya-dvyannkiirambbaka-parninanaw htrmo 'tpannam,

I) Reading in accordance with Ma. VII and the Nyftya-kandall.
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2. aiiv-antaiad vihluiyam kai'oti

:{. tndaivanvantare 4

pi karma,

t. tato-vAsmiiiii em kille viMiagiid ilmvyilininl)h«ka-^/w//(/^/-r;«^Y///,

.'». tadai\anv-antani-kannana dvvauiikanvor vib/irh/a/i kriyate/

(i. tato vasminn eva kale vibhiigad <lv\anukanu-ww//w/^//i7 rinacaft,

7. tasiiiinn eva kale samyoga-vinaead dryativkaaya vina^ah,

• S. tasmin vinaste tadaerjtasya d\ s\\\\\\V\\\\\\-nhha<iaxyit vinnrah

,

«> tasmad virodhi-gunasamblinvair nityadravyasamavetakarmano.

nit vat vain , iti.

Ta l» 1 o • for ex p la nation.

ilryamiln A licfafiwi .1 />' ai/n H
aim a an" h

1 karman
.

i viMiiign •'* karinan

\ snimoga- 5 vilitiiigH

vinara

t dvyannka-

vilinen

i\ sainvopi-

viiinea

s vibhaga-

.

I). Discussion on 'vilihapisya vinaVali, liriaya-vinarat' eon-

tinned.

' Pmea*ta|Mtda-MiFiHVii p. I'll I. jj.

j
Opponent ]; Tasmad virodhi-guna'^ainlihawiti nitya-diavva-samaveta-

karmano nit vat vain iti.

[
Defendent j: Taiitv-amev-antara-vilihaiirijl viblltigil it v adosnh. Aerava-

vinaeat tantvor eva viMtitgti vinasto; na tantv-nmev-antarn-vi-

hhagaiti. Ktnstiiml itttnrti vilihago jayatc; an^nly-akaVa-vildiagac

. clianrakac.avildiagavat,
;
tota* tasminn iitpamte vitihlge karma

Haimognm kitva vinaeyati, itv adosah.

(Jloss from Ny aya-ka ndal i |». 102 I. 20 : (The inserted

'figures and letters refer to the tabic below &• the one. given un-

der the ..first example"):

. . . . dvitantnkn-karanc tantaii [ li\ karma [l\\ utpnmmm, tantv-

antaiad
j
./] viliha^a-| ."> j-samakalain tad-amennii [ft] npi tantu-[7i]-

sonynktena sainam viblnignni liiahhate; sn ea vihhagas tantor

\H\ ameoe \h\ eavasthanad a\asthita it.v iiha: ..ncraya-vinacat

tantvor eva vilihiigo vina?tah, tantv-Hiiiev-nntarn-vibhfigas tv nvns-
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thita" iti. . . . Yntha knrmajad nii<^i ily-iikat.ti-vil il-ingnr charir-

alifiea-vibhagah, evniii karmajad am</n-[A]-tantti-[/J]-vibhagat

tantv-fikaya-vibbagali [9].

Table for explanation.

ta»/H A Relation Relation fanfv li Relation between B
b-B ./- li k akflca.

atii^u a am(pt h

I karmaii

2 vibbaga 3 knrtnn.ri

4 saiiijogrt- .">* vibhaga ."» vibba^a

vinaca

7 tut.

S* vibba-

ffasvava-

stbanant

8 vibba-

g»*y»

vinricab •

W ribbaga

(effected by 8»)

7i. V i b li a g a s v a v i n a e a It , it e r a y a - v i n n e a t. 3d ox .mple.

Praeastapada-bhasya p. 154 I. 8.

Athava: 1 . . . .(not, ox pressed),

2. aniev-antara vxbhilgn 'tpatti-samakiilatn,

8, tasmiim cva tantati knrmo 'tpadyate,

4. tato 'mev-antara-vibhagat tantv-arambliaka-^/f^rytf-wji^yjrij

5. tantn-karinana ea tantv-antatad vibhflgah kriyate, ity ekah kfilah,

0. tatah samyoga-vinaeat tantM-viwlptk ,

7. tadvinaeaem tadaeritayor vibhagaknrmnnor uigapad-viitiieah.

Table for explanation.

tanftt A relation

ffw/rw a. relation nm^n b. /a/t/u ./as A-B
a-b "a whole

1 kartnan

2 vibltaga 3 kartnan

4 arp-snrny°- 5 vibhaga

vinaea

tan tti- vinaea

7 karma-vitiHca 7 vibhfiga-vinHca

Verband. Kon. Ak«d. ?. Wetentrh. Nlevws Rcwki. Dl XVIII N*. S. 16
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§ (>. Tabic* for the cij)lnn(ifi<») of paratranya cinQ^ah. (Pra<?Hsta-

||gflabhn?vai Look III cfi. 2 j \2 p. 104 Ac and hero p. 221 | 0),

J) apeksa-biiririh i-viniivti t p. 164 1. 21:

riprnkftfH bwMhth
t

~~ npekfi fc*
'

. pirntntm

liurtitfit-\itiihitiifii hmhlhili . ;\\ )Mirotin-ijunn-buddhihrdtvit-vtmnnifii hiiilrffuli . \\
dravi/a-buddbih

NOTIv Tin' thick Kiw,' beginning in I , re presents the ittpatti

of tin- different stilus in tlie process: the thick line, beginning ill

I, the iif/itnfi/tniHiiifi/ra (pracgciietic state; of thfi shiges. The arrows

.represent knrtniulra (causation), X I'tnan/athl (decline), • vinfya

(annihilation).

2) saniroga- v i n n v a t p. 1(15 I. 7.

«(/»'Av' hmUlhih /» ./ puralrndhiwe karmn
/»«)•.^^•^

|
.</ll»(.»V X T dik liimht-ribhiiniih

ftntalvtt-mtmnntffi-hn Idkit sX_-N^ •/°-/«'n«/«»-iw»»}ij/f»;rt*»/rt vindnih

futratm-quiut hii'lilhih , \ \ft' iHtmlrniifii riwlaih

li) d ra v v a-v i mica t p. 105 I. .13.

itviUfnnrii-'inifmi' kurmn
<if>,k^iU,„l<lh<h ; \JT ovmjartlntanid rihhagafy

(
iltr<ttv,i

l

.,juu,i!,' \ >* snmytuj.isif.t rnnnnh

\fuirnrviiiiniini- rni/itre kit

nvngavOntaniH rihhftt

smny.uj.iH,/,, ri>i.i<'

Ihniyti.i'intifiil

i) dravvii-'prk^abiiddli vor v ngapad-vi niiciit p. 1(55 I. ll):

huddhih ..\ \&

ftprttfd huddhih \ J i><iiiiti;nlh<lrit\<<it(<nr karma
/"""''"i'l" '.""''' :\ V 'innj.iniHturiVl viUluVjuh

i,in>.mifahu,t,lhih •». \ \& s,i,ii,fl <n,is,/„ vimn.ih

drnvynrimnali

NOTE. Tin- samyafl*,. meant in HI. is the ttriwyfirambhaka-

xnmyo,ja (i. e. physical cohesion).

•*») <lr:i v\ n-sii in yoga \ or v ina cat p. 160 I. (>.

• <f>-ks.i.b„ddf„'l,

i>"<itr,i,n . \ V7 V dik-pindft-ribhiujah

\o ^1 iiiixlitkitrnta

\ N^V* dik-pindn-vil

A \AAr <hk.vi„4-ltn<liit/<i-htitl,lhtl
r i.fyV*\c <Hk-(>inda-*tt>)n(oga-viHacah

Sigi.itimti.ui „f ,|, t , H.miuiii ciphers: 1 paratiTnl/irmlrm/m* karma;
II 'irniffinm/nrrnl ri/thh/,,/, III x«»,y<uja*ya n,,aca/r; IV phiffaiin^ah.
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f>) samyoga-'peksabjiddhyor vinficat p. Iflrt I. 17:

npekxa-huddhih %
jutvit Ivn in \ J )>tiratv<hlhitif karma

miliumyu-huddhih ,J« \M' dik-i>niiht-vi(ihoaah

*-«f»
N* '/»/.'-^iM</fc-M«iNii/(>ga<i'inA(fi^

7) t ray I n fi hi nam a vly y -a sa in a v a y i - n i in i 1 t a- k i r a n a-

itfiin y ugapad viniicat p. 1(57 I. I.

a/irkx/i-hudd/iib

pnrntvnm

saniaii>/n-buddhih

\ V ^t piifilf- krtt'ma

fj> V Y dik-phnhi.vihhfigah

dili-iiiii.lii-sitniijDiiit-riniti'ah

Signification of the Roman ciphers: I pindavayave karma; II

aoayavilnfarad vihhnqah , III xann/oqasya rittacah; IV pindavinricah.'•'.'."
.1 •

.'

$7. Proof for the them that there are only five kind* of movement*.

(Summary of lW;astapmla-lMiujya Rook IV $7.)

14.

I. 15

19.

p. 292 Opponent: One ought not to distinguish live kind* of

I. 10— actions, Init only one, nnin. r/awatta, i.e. the movement
which causes the successive conjunctions with spots border-

ing one on the other.

Defendent: There are two reasons tor distinguishing five

kinds of actions: 1. /jratqaya-'nf'vriti-vt/avrtti-darvanat, i. t.

because [we see that any occurring form of action] is

included [in one of the five classes] and excluded from

the other four]; 2. ttd-adq-itpaMrqa-riveylf prafinh/afa-did

vi(;^(a4arqa^rainbhakatvnt. i. e. because [each of these five

forms] brings about an effect, characterised by a defined

spot
; and this in accordance with the use of the several

praefixes ml i\t.

p. 292 Opponent: A refutation of this argument is based on
I. 20— the following grounds: 1. The praft/a/pl- ' niivrfti-vt/avrtll

p. 298 (the respective inclusion in, and exclusion from a notion)

I. 7. also holds good with reference to 'entering', 'leaving' &e. 2.

And if you should say: 'in the case of the last-mentioned

movements the agreement and disagreement only depends
on the difference of the effects, but not on a difference

in essence', then I deny that there is any reason for making
such a distinction. [In this and in what follows 'effect'

16*

:
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refer* to the visual 'impression rallied iu the observer's soul

h\ the objective movement, ef. Hhasva |).
'2 (M I. 2'//t/n/////\-

I. I 'arj'kyilc; I. (i 'paryati].

p. 299 Notions Mich as 'entering*, 'leaving' are. relative, in as-

}.1 I \) far as the) depend on the <pot where the observer is placed.

So then, if one should <lislinj*ui>h 'entering', 'leaving' i»s

separate categories . jfili-xnuisblra iconfuMon of classes) would

arise. Terms, therefore, such as 'entering*' Ac. are <>nlv

baM-d on ^difference of effects.

Opponent : Hut how can se\eral movements take place

in the same object (111ring the same time? fn other words:

how ran different persons who observe an object simulta-

neously, have various notions about its movements? .

IM'ciidcut: Hut it is m, .because there is difference of

notions in rcgnrd to 'entering' &e. in as far as difference

of etl'ects exists (i. e. in as far as the obseiver, placed iu

a lixed position- with reference to the objects and their

parts, receive* different visual impressions, according to

whether entering, leaving Me. takes place). So then, it is

settled: the difference of notions iu the ease of 'throwing'

iVc. is based on real difference of class; but iu the ease of

'entering' Ac. it merely depends on variety of effects.

$
s

. DinfUMtoa <>f
Iho Hifjtenftn (mniirat/H), whether going in tier/ itijiollent

or Mithtinliimle 'to the notion 'u/oretiti'/it'.

(Summary' of lYucastapmla-BhapYa book IV f S).

p. 290. Foundation of this doubt (I. 2—5).. First solution

proposed: gamam is both a- svnonvm of f.ariiinn, and the name of n

subordinate class which embraces all kinds of actions not falling under

the notions: ntk*epana< aval'Qejmna , nlinuuina and prasilrana. -

—

Second solution: (I. 1*2— Mi) ganiatia is properly subordinate to

ktmnan . but in a secondary sense the word is svnonvinoiis with Aarihaii.

p. 203

1. \\)

22.

p. *!•:*

1. 23

p. 204

1.
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/
C II APT EN IV.

PSYCHOLOGY.

Skctiom 1.

THE SOUL AND ITS ONTOLOOlCAIi PUOPKRTIKS.

$ I . Sfitrftt hearing upon the avisfettee of mml and
' its imhUttfical pro//crtien.

A. Ill, I, I The objects of the senses are universally known.

2 The universal experience of the objects of the senses

% is the mark of [the existence of] mi object different

from the senses ami their objects. -

3 Perception [ns n mark inferring the Iwdy or the senses

ns its substratum]
f

is] a false mark.

4 [The bodv or the senses ean not be the seat of percep-

tion], because there is no consciousness in the causes

[i. e. the component (nuts of the bud)'].

5 Because [there would bo] consciousness in the effects.

(J And because' it is not known [that am minute degree

of consciousness exists in the waterpot iVc.].

18 That [i.e. knowledge] which is produced from the

contact* of the soul, the sense, and the object isomer
[than a false mark],

10 And activity and inactivity, observed in one's own soul,

are the mark of [the existence of] other souls.

/?. Ill, 2, 4 The ascending life-breath, the descending life-breath,

. . the closing of the eye-lids, the opening of the eye-lids,

life, the movement of the mind, and the affections of

the other senses, mid also pleasure, pain, desire, Aver-

sion, and volition are marks [of the existence] of

the soul.
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B.Jtt, 2, ") Its snbstiuice-nevs jiikI ctcrnulity mr explained, by [the

'cvxphniat ion of the substaiicc-ness and etcrnality of] air.

Oi 111,2,0 Then' is no visible mark [of the existence of the soul],

because there being contact [of the, senses with the

bodv of Yajuadattii], perception does not arise;, that

[thi> tottl is] Yajuadattn.

7 And from a commonly -observed murk [there is] no
[inference of anything in] particular.

"S Therefore [the soul is] proved by revelation.

!l [The proof of the existence of the soul is] not [sold v]

from revelation, because of the non-application of tJie

word ..I" [to oilier designate* or objects].

10 If [there are] such sensuous observations [or percep-

tions] such us -I mn Devadaltir, I tun Yajnadatta',

[then there is no imhmI of inference].

1

1

As in the (vise of
f
other

|

percepts, so, if the soul, which
is grasped bv perception, is also accompanied with,

(or comes at the top of), marks [from which it can
be inferred

J,
then, bv means of continuation, the intui-

tion becomes fastened to one and only one object.

12 'Dcvadatta {foes', '.lajundutta {roes', — in these cases,

the belief {that their res|iccti.ve] bodies [go] is due to

transference.

13 The transference, however, is doubtful.

U H.rause the intuition 'I' exists ill one's own soul, and
because it does not 'existOtherwhere, therefore [the

intuition] has the individual soul as the object of per-

ception.

15 The intuition of T has the body for its object. There-
fore to say, that, in '• DevndattH goes', there is a trans-

ference [of epithet], is a mere fancy.

10 The transference
, [as characterised bv you], however,

is doubtful.

17 But the thoughts of Vajfiadatta and Visnumitra do not
become objects [of perception to them], while [they
perceive] the diHerci.ee of their bodies, [Therefore
consciousness is not an attribute of the body].

IS [The soul is] not proved [only] by revelation, since,
[as ether is proved by sound, so] [the soul is] proved
in particular, by the innate as well as the sensible

[cognition] in the form of 'I', accom|Minicd by the
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invariable divergence [of such cognition from all othc

thingx], us is the wise with sound.

C. Ill, 2, 10 Soul is one, since there is no difference in the pr<

duction of* pleasure, pain, and knowledge.

20 Plurality of souls is proved by status.

21 [Plurality of souls follows] also from the authority or

significance of tin; (,'nstras.

D..VI1, 1.22 Rthcr, in consequence of its vast e\|Ninsioii, it infini-

tely large. So also is the soul.

$ 2. Quotation from NanHrt Lai Siulian Appendix, II p. IV.

Sati an on son I in //a/era f.

..Candhakanta Takkw,\mk\ra interprets 111, I, 3 to menu that

the sense or the object cannot lie a mark for the inference of the self.

,,lle reads 111. I, 5 and (i as one aphorism and explains it ill

the sense that as cognition is found within one effect, c. g. the

body, and it is not found within another, effect , e.g. ajar, there-'

fore it follows that there can be no cognition in their combinative

causes (which must be the same in both cases).

„lle explains III, 1, 7 [ef. here the' chapter on annim/na]

thus: Something quite different is the mark of inference [of the self];

[the sense or the object] cannot be such a mark. What this 'something

quite different' is, is declared in tin; 1 Stli aphorism of this chapter.

„lle observes that in 111, 2, (>— 17 the author gives in the

form of a dialogue, contrary arguments as to whether the sell lie

an object of perception only, or of inference only . or of both, and

gives his own conclusion in 111, 2, Is.

„IIe interprets 111, 2, 10; 20 and 21 in the munis, ,c sense,

namely, that there exists only one self, variously' differentiated on

the phenomenal plane,, as witnessed by such texts as 'One only,

without a second', 'One shining being is immanent in nil crested-

things', 'All selves become one', 'All selves emanate from this, same

self, 'Two birds', &c.

(p. V ibidem) „lle introdnces VII, 1, 22 as giving examples of

(parimandala) which may be both small and huge."

$ 3. Kxpfanation of the antra* qnofed.

Introductory remarks. — If we accept the translation by

Nanda Lal Sinha as mainly correct, we may distinguish in the

sutras, quoted in $ 1, the following groups according to the meaning:
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1. Sut l*:»- proving the existence of soul (III. I. I

—

<>; HI, I,

h: ni. 2, i). '
,

•

2. Sutras stating the ontological projiortieH of soul; it* .substan-

ti.i! and eternal nature (HI. 2, •"») nntl the plurality of souls (111.

I, ID \ III, 2. I!> 21). \Ve imiy add to this group VII, I. 22

on t in- infinite extensjon of soul miuI V. 2, 21 on the ;ilist*in
:
*» of

i'nrnuiii in soul (el here p. \\% S *T.

.'{. Sutras, discussing the difference between soul and body, and

refuting the opinions that soul is known In perception and by

re\ cliii ion (III, 2, l> IM. .

Wli.il strikes ii- tii-t i-, the irregular arrangement of. the su Iras

which bear on tin* Hrst two subjects. In this respect two supposi-

tions can lie made: Kithcr we way consider III. I . I— \
K us being

originally the complete discussion on the existence of soul lor III.

1. \\) compare the explanations, given further on), with an eggrcs-

si»»ii in the middle of it (III. 1,7- 17) on nnopivh\fi and III.

2. I .'I us being the disetission on mturns, which wotild thus close

the treatment of the two substrata of. nil psyelueal pin immena. Or
we ma\ consider the discussion of mantis to have hee.n placed from

•the l»cginiiiiig. within the two passages on' soul (111. *l, I H) and

III. 2, t »V .*»)-. the reason for this insertion was the mentioning

of tHuiKK/fili. the movement of the internal organ in III. 2. I.

If we accept the lirst supposition, then HI. 2, I would be a. later

addition, taken from the Nyaya-sutra (I, I, |(h with the omission

ol bntblbi or jiMHfi to. wliicli the preceding lihnika has already.

referred; and III. 2, *> would have been a<lded in order to get

parah'Hism with the treatment of the other substances. In both casex

tin- polemical passive III. 2, (i - 1 ('» will be of later date.

I lu III. I. I iminifurtbfih i* explained in the 1'paskara as

iHilru/ti,i,iiif' tirllitth . thus a tatpurusa: ill. Ill, I. 2 tnffi'inhirtixi/a

.

"an object different from' as tltuittimh . the soul itnlrifftir(b.t.'bbt/<ib as

ihlrhfrhfiyn 'rlbvbbjftiira . thus as a dvandva. In Camkuiv Mieuv's

commentary on III. I, .'? we read i. a, : ..IjcsI it be said; let the

lx»d,\ or the senses be the seat of general experience \j>rmililhi)
%

f\
In says..." \ ..The meaning is that the being an etl'ect of the

body or the senses is the mere semblance of a mark, inasmuch as

it applies to the cognition produced by a lump, ami is therefore

multifarious" (anaikhilikn).

In other Words; only the fact that something is a factor in the

production of an intellection, tloes not make it the seat of the
intellection. The antra HI, 1,3 is thus explained in such a way
th.it the pronoun m refer* to a. liiiya of an argumentation, upheld
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by an opponent, in this case bv n materialist. ((1. V.S. IV, 1,5
ami its interpretation hv (,'amknm Micrn).

According In Canduakanta Takkai.aaikaha the pronoun w refers

to the argumentation in llie two preceding stitrns; thus these sntras

would contain an opponent')* opinion {pvrca/»il,*o), whereas III, 1, 3
in combination with III, I. 18 give* the *Ul<ll,<hila. Thus the sutni-

kara's argumentation can he paraphrased as follows: neither do
the sense-organs nor (he sense-objects, which undonhtcdlv exist,

prove the existence of the until; lilit something else, namely: expe-

rienec, afiords this proof: for intellection cannot arise inerelv from

a working together of sense-organ and scnsc-ohjcels , hut supposes

a third and most ini|K»rtant -factor which may la* colled the soul.

The interpretation of III, I. 5 as: ..because there would he

consciousness" is rather forced: the emendation of ('andrakantn

Tarkalamkara seems necessary.

We cannot decide hetwecn the two interpretations of 111, I, IS

given hv Camkara Micrn and CanJrakanta Tarkalamkara without

having settled the meaning of III, I, 7 which (together with an

examination of the coherence of tin; complete nlmika III, 1) I shall

discuss in the section on nnmnflun.^) I'or the present we need, only

state that, no matter which of the two interpretations we accept,

the import of sutra IS remains the same as that of sufra 2;

namely: we have to accept a sonl as the subject of sensorial know-
ledge. Sutra 1-S, however, expresses this thought in the form of a

circulus vitiosus, seil. in Nanda Lai Sinha's translation : ., That [i". e.

knowledge] which is produced from the contact of the m«l
%

the

sense, and the object, is other than a false mark [i.\\ is'a real

probans for the existence of the tout]." Or in Candrnkanla Tarkft-

lamkara's interpretation; ..Something quite different, [from the object

or sense] is the mark of inference [of the «•//"], this •something

quite different' is 'that which is produced from the Con act of the

soul [or te/f], the sense and the object'.

If we accept the tradition of III, 1, |<> as trustworthy, then no

doubt the interpretation, given by the Upaskam (Hibl. Ind. p. I.'J I,

Nanda \m\ Sinha p. 123) must be admitted. But there are two

objections to this: 1. the sutrn breaks the logical order of the

exposition in as far as it in placed between two discussions on

existence of soul (III, 1, 18 and III,. 3, 4): 2. the nunlyHis

PracastajMida-bhasya, book II chapter 2 § 1° (*» tore book IV

section III) seems to show that in the Hhasynkiira's time III. I, I!

I

l
) Chapter V wction 2 § 6.
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find another reduction than the one. given by the present editions.

In mm analysis, of this paragraph, namely, I have distinguished 8

.(minis, whieh together prove the existence of sold. The tirsf point

'the mimI ns the subject of sensoriid knowledge' corresponds with

V..S III. I. I*; the six last points C\ -8) rv|N!nl VS. Ill, 2 f

:

4.

The reader will observe that- point i. of the analysed paragraph

(be soul iin /tin i/a f/tfiniit) treats of a topic, imill. /Jint/ahia which

occur* again in the list of psychical qualities, summed up in point

V There can- lie no doubt,, taking in consideration the complete

parallelism between the Hhasva-paragraph and the sutras quoted,

that the Mhasyakara followed here the example of the Daren mi.

Now firarrtti and ///////. which arc mentioned in V.S. Ill, I. \\),

are indeed nothing else than the h\o forms in which jHnyatna cilii

occur. Therefore I consider it likely that the original form of this

sutra might have been for instance ..pranffi-iiirrfh ra pffih/a(/n(-

iiiumi a/Hinim /i/tt/fhif"; i. e. ..netivih and inactivity are moreover

another probans with reference to the individual soul."

//. ()u occasion of III. -2. I (,'ainkara Miera accepts (besides

prayatint in its ordinary -sense) a /frnnfT-t/o/ti/b prin/nttifi/i or (as .Nanda

I .id" Siiihn translates) 'volition the source of vitality': this then would

be a kind of unconscious volition. ')
. „ lmhiifilnlartt»eikurfih" has

been translated b\ Nanda hid Sinha as: 'the affection* of the other.

miisis', it would be clearer to render it by 'the iiUections of another

sense
.

;
than the one on which the . impression is inade|'. The I pa-

skiuii give* as explanation illibl. Intl. p. I/.M. tiiuisl. p. I'M))-.

„Kor surely is observed an overflow of the salivary juice, induced

b\ a strong desire for the taste, of one who, alter experiencing

the particular taste, accompanied b\ the particular colour of nu

mange. • . . ol»serves sueh fruit again." In (,'auikara .Micra's comments
on III. '!

,
.."» we rend: ...\s there is no proof for the supposition

«>f parts in the ultimate atom of air, and therefore air is eternal,

f>
k1«» •<> the ease of the soul. ' The proof lor tin: eternality of

soul is thus based here on the indivisible nature of soul.-)

C The passage III, », d |S is one of the i t difficult of

tin- whole dareaiia. In mv discussion of it I shall follow this order:

llial I first Rimlysc the passus as conceived by Nanda Lai Siului;

tin u I shall examine how far this rendering is based on the anno-
tations of the I'paskiirn and how far we must accept or reject it

IYi.,nl.i|.:! 1 |i|.l,l, i ,..M, ,,. .J»;[ I, |

ft. tl„. ,„,H,f givra tat the .l.nmlitv ..t wmt l.y ili»> O.rinnn phittMnf&rr Mi\-
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for grammatical or other reasons; finally (in the next paragraph)
we shall consider if PiuyXsTmiM |ms k„own the present jwissnge.

According to Nandn I,;.! Sinhn's translation our passage consists
of six pieces which we mny paraphrnse'ns follows:

a. (fl—0). An opponent defends the thesi. tlmt the son I is known
by revelation. - In the refutation the restricted .use of the word
'V is referred to: both revelation nnd inference nre the source of
knowledge liv which we know the existence of send.

h. (10—11). An opponent defends the thesis tl.nl the person
[i.e. sonlj is already known by perception; so that inference is no
"•ore needed. - In the refutation it is granted tl.nl the soul is

perceived, 1)1.1 inference is .still upheld ns „ corroborative menus
ol proof.

c (12). Expressions such as 'Devadatta goes' do not imply that

,

DcvndnttnV soul and bodv are identical; for though filename
Devadatta refers first of .nil to the koi.I, vet in (his expression the
name is applied metaphoricnllv to the body.

<l. (13—14). An opponent denies the metaphorical character of
the expression quoted. - In the refutation the restricted use of
the. word V is .aid to indicate that we also have a perception of
something else [than our body; scil. of our soul].

'•• (15 17). The opponent (sutra 15) denies again the metapho-
rical character of the expression 'Devadatta goes'. —- In the rein-
tntioii it is said that we do not perceive somebody's thoughts by
the mere perception of peculiarities of his body; 'body and soul"
therefore, cannot be identical.

./'. (1*). The soul is not merely proved by revelation; the restricted
use of the notion T in its original as well as in its secundary
.meaning, gives a 'proof in particular' of soul.

The comments of Qnmkarn Miern on III, 2, begin thus: „&**.
kurw nut,, ajfdm ,/ajnmtoifa Hi erf pratgdlytm nasfi, tadil ih^im
(pratyaktafo grirrfavynptikam) Hngow «flf/j"; Nnnda Lai Sinha: ..Then
being contact, if no such perception take place as 'This is Yaji.a-
dnttn*. then there is no visible mark, i. c. no mark the universal
relation of which with the ttWn/a (or what has to be proved), has
been grasped by perception." Sutra 7 is explained by Qunkara
Mien, thus (Nnnda Lai Sinha): „ A commonly observed mark (*9w*
iiynto Offfam tifyam) also becomes a n.nrk of inference. Hut it does
not prove the soul as soul, nor as a substance over nnd above the"
eight substances." (For the almost identical passage II, 1, 15—17
which benrs on the existence of wind, see here p. 158).

The insertion of 'solely' which we find in Nnnda LalSinha's translation
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rif >ufrn !>. is iluc to (amknra Miera 's comments, which contain

the sentence: ..nriiiauitinullram promtmam Otntaui. kint I". .
. "; (Nanda

L:il Sinha): ..revelation alone is not the proof for the existence of

flir Mini, htit iVc" Further this sutra is explained In the I'paskara

in the . fallowing way: ..hut the soul is proved also by the inference

that the \\<m<I T or the word 'soul' must have some designate

lor objective reality cOrrcspottdiiig to it), because it is n word,

like the-, word 'walerpof. \e. Lest it might be said that it is

earth t\e. which fire the designates, so he says, 'because of the non-

applieation'."

In the siinie commen 18 tlrxtmn in sutra 10 is explained to bean

equivalent of a substantive.,- in other words to be synonymous with

ihurmiii (perception): the insertion, given by Nanda Lai Sinha:

'then there is no need of inference', is taken from the l
Tpaskara:

'///// iuiiim<iini-prnjj<iHtuni
.' '.

The explanation of sutra II. given hi Nanda Lai 'Sinhn is very

foired, evidently he Huts , constructed the sentence thus:
j

Anipt-\

//rafi/fiLfnvtitf. tlrqtn titnutn't lint/fi [-- wlhit/t", or according to (,'am-

kara Miera: nnmbhttln-ttthuatirik'f\ tlrtlhalri'td [= prdini'i/m-saniphirf-

itiiiiiiall)u-hliiif<i'(-,i,nkii-iiirartai)ii-/)(tliilrol
, according io the same com-

mentator
j

r/v/ fuontinalive, = eknvw*ayika , says (,'. M.| era pin-

ii/fti/ii/i \*t/ut\. Herein prnlynk'narat is explained by the Tpaskara as

fo|l<»w>: „ !fH even when there is perception of water from a distance,

yet inference of water hi the mark of the h'tfakln (waterbirds) is

made for the purpose of corroboration. So it has been said, 'skilful

logicians desire to understand by inference even what has been

grasped In perception'."

We meet with another hazardous interpretation in siitni 14,

nrllutnltiiti-prntiiHkHu is thele translated In Nanda Lai Sinha as

'intuition in which the individual soul is the object of perception'

'p 137): in the Lpaskara we lind here the gloss: 'arlhiitilarttm

'ifuiasruriip'iHi ) yatra prattfage, m prati/aya arlhnntni'a-prnljfaktfalf

.

The interpretation of sutra Id, with its sophistic insertion of 'as

charaeterised by you' is more than doubtful, though Nanda Lal

Sinha follows here (,'amkara Miera who says: .J'paniro \t/mu ablti-

iii'inikft/i. kirn In rrtrirtt i'1'i/i/f/ni nlifiiiipratipii/a Hi yntl nkfnm, tnfrnpi

xa>n/r/i<i i'ii'/i/ m f/ii/k." .

The translation of vru,rari<;r*n<l In Nanda Lnl Sinha in sutra 17
M 'while they perceive the difference of their body' is based on the
I pn-kiiia. when- we Hud the paraphrase: cnrimblirihnt prtlpyn and
the grammatical rule: 'the ablative has the meaning of an implied
absolutive*.
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In the comments on sunn IS, given by (he Upasknrn, wc may
distinguish several parts:

exposition "f the objection to which tlw sutra is supposed
to give the answer; of this 1 should like to epiote the beginning
and the end: „lt may he objected as follows:

The soul is not perceptible,

since it is a colourless substance,

or a substance without parts,

like physical space . .

,/riiat which has to be supposed as the substance of pleasure &u
must be established by revelation. There is no perception of it."

answer to this objection: ..[the soul is pereeptible, lor]

the cognition *I feel pleasure', or I mil in pain' is neither seriJ
tnral, nor verballv communicated, nor inferential, since it arises

without the help of verbal coinmiinication or of marks of inference

inference, given in support of the thesis that soul
e xists: ..It has been said [by the Siilrukiira]; caMnutd tyafire-
kavyahhivarati circm-shtit/ier, i.e.: from proof of a particular [sub-
stance] by invariable divergence, as is the case with sound. As in

the substances, earth, iVe. the absence of sound is invariable, and
their is thereby proof of a particular substance, namely physic*)
spnee, in addition to the eight substances, as the substratum of
sound, so on account of the invariable divergence of desire from
earth, iVc, the substratum of desire must also be ilitf'ercnt from
the eight substances."

the perceptibility of soul upheld: ..lest it be argued
that all this goes to show that, the soul is a subject of. inference,
not an object of perception , the word* 'aJtaw iti WMH/taynffytiMyiim*
(by the innate as well as the sensible cognition in the form of 1)

are employed.
. . The cognition in the. form of I {aha® iti jhhnam)

which is produced without the help of verbal communication (raUa)
and mark of inference (liiiga) in one whose eves are closed, should
lie explained by the innate [idea] of egoitv [in' the Sanskrit original:

Hiitklii/enn = akatutcaonM] and its sensible (or perceptible) attributes

[in Skr.: t/offt/eau = pram n,;amith<>na\ In this translation by Nanda
Lai Siuha the worn* 'idea', which would correspond t<^ a Sanskrit
prah/at/a has been inserted; moreover the rendering of yofjtfCHa
(gloss; pramo>>asi<lill,cna) by 'sensible or perceptible attributes' is

very free and scarcely accurate. The literal translation would lie:,

'by a secundaiy [notion], i. e. a notion which is bnsed on an [other]
proof.

J

The many insertions, needed by Qainkara Miera for his explanations
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ninl hit forced ghmo* i'iii'Ii n< l'»!;" interpreted by ttft/i/i//fi, do not

i v i. Ih llt-|»il'<' Willi MltH'll eollUdlMU'e, \\V IIIHS Wltljl.l Hl|ll*lll(tt« that

iui iiiillifiilli' lindllloii Willi I'l'l'i hiii'c Ml III!' lllt'HIilllu, mIIIii' |ni»IIH>'

III, S, o -II was not current in his time. Our mistrust in (,'tup-

kiini M it;rfi*<* comment* iwereiiM'* whcii wr nee how iti«'V urn eon-

iiikIhIi'iI bt mi implied nIiiIoiuoiiI in one of I he -mitriM themselves,

h.i whilst. according !<• Iih di<eihMons, <piotod iibote, the existence

of soul h proved I iv inference, lit direl perception mill by the

mitlioiih of the (,'ruli. V.S. VIM, I; I and '2 wiv (Nimilii Lai

Sinha |). 271 i\ 27'JV): ..Cognition ( has ImtiiJ uxfilnincscl among

substances- |i. e. in tin? hooks which trout of substances, specially

in the ahuika which treat ol soul: III , i) Among substances the.

ImmiI, the mind and others are not object of perception.'' — It is

true that sutra l\. I. II runs thus: ..perceptual cognition of the

soul
|

results*) from a particular conjunction of the soul and the mind

in the soul", hut this refers to an exceptional case, to the percep-

tion (if the yogi us. ')

Now hefore explaining the Sutm-piisMigoOurselves, we may notice

I) that Htii/atuik(iHi does not mean ntifjamikamtttram as it was explain-

ed by (,'ainkara Sliera. hut is simply a denial of Cruti as a proof

for the existence of soul; 2) instead of complementing sutra 10

with tint aiiiimiinnfiidiftiMt'iift we could interpret //W/, . . Hi as synony-

mous with Hi 'W in later scholiasts; :)) in sutra I I we may explain

<(r*ln i t/r*/r) as concordant with /i/'t/je and forming together an

absolute locative; alumni as u niinitta-saptaniT, oka pwt as a nomi-

native concordant with /nod/ai/a/i; \) the translation of sutra 15,

given lit \anda \a\\ Sinha. is not demanded, even if we follow

the I 'paskara. pealyakna (perceptional ; hut also: looking towards,

hearing ujmhi. referring to) is explained there by ri»f///an/, 'object';

now we can just as well take this to he, 'the object of an infe-

rence' as 'the object of a perception'; by reason of these alterations

we arrive at the following arrangement of the jmssage:

a. (0 SI). An opponent defends the thesis that the soul is known

by revelation, because an inference I iv menus of a sflwflnyato dfi(atp

\liii</fi»i\ would not prove the existence of a particular substance.

The siddhautin shows that soul is proved by inference, because of

the restricted use of the word T.
b. (10—17) dialogue between an opponent who upholds soul

and body to he identical and the siddhautin who accepts soul as

a separate entity. This dialogue may be divided into three parts

a.'f. moreover den book II chapter V seetion 1 § 8 O.
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10 12 \i\ |4, 1 r»— 1 7 ; each port lupins with one sntrn pro-

'I 'V';

1

,

'> '»•' W I. Thin. i„ „,,„.„ 1(1 ,|,c opponent raise*
""* 'W* 1 '• »"» I^VHllfllldi I IHM V»JUH<lMM!l

,

l |«l|l«h M.HrimMlU
Mcr to) sensorial perceptions" ,.u,| ||„. nitMlmnliii , IMswers : jf „

|

sH.H,M-inlh
|
perceived ]m\mn will, reference |„ the soul ww «.,.„,

MM
>

,,,,M,,

i

*"'»"' »<' "»«' |mihri>..l
I
opinion „„ H,is nmltitr, hmiiwf

'7' WW"W '"VH'lMiuh, mh in tilt" «*w uill,|M.n|M|,|M.r,M.,(r
Mtion[whatever) ftr,

' '

. ' '

Ml*)s„f.n, |s K i v ,.s greater dillieullies. MfJ,n„-l, (!,<• intrrniv-
tati.ni, by (>n,kurn Mien., js vcv forced, vel no other aecms to
»» jx.ss.1,1,..

| „,,. therefore inclined to tiiko the present redac-
tion .is,. w*rong muling. 'IV original Conn may ,>erlmps l» recoil-
strncted by a e<nu|>nrison will, siitrn 0. If we, nmnclv, put these
sutrns next to each other:

.,flr//«w /// cahtaaya vyal'wkm rttltfmmkam" A
1
S „akam iti wM,/a#oyt,flbty*m piMawid r,,athoh,njnHicfn<n<1

viceiatidfttw unt/mnifafi",

then we mny notice that caMavat cannot hnve been the original
reading; ns such I should like to prop.*,, nham iti mnHyaynqyayoh
<;ab<hn,or ryatirckaryaUivrmld fro.", i. „.: because the primary and
the secondary words .']' [or the word I . used with immediate refc-
rence to soul and the word I, indirectly used, f. i. applied to t|, (,

boclj conjoined to the soul] are always used differently [from the
words 'earth* &c], therefore. . .

Although .....eh in the passn-e III. 2, (\~\s remains uncertain
vet m concluding we may state that originally the Vaicesika accepted
the existence of soul to he exclusively known In inference, at least
for ordinary men. And it is this standpoint which we shall meet
with in the JVacasta|iadahha"8yu.

T). For III, !>,|<) 21 see here p. 2S, and for VII, 1,22 here p. 167.

k 4. The paragraph in the Bh<l*ya on soul and its properties.

A full analysis of the paragraph in the Hl.asya on soul has-been
given here in book IV. One passage in this paragraph deserves our
full attention, p. 70 1. (}- 10, as it proves the statement with
which T closed the preceding paragraph.

In Bhasya II, 2, $ 10 we road (p. 70 I. 6—10):
..[The existence of the soul as] an abode of qualities, is proved

by inference, because of [the existence of] the qualities: pleasure,
pain, desire, aversion and volition [= V.S. Ill, 2, 4] and these
are not qualities of the Iwdy or of the sense-organs. Why?

Vwhand. Ron. Akad. V. Wttenwsh. N. Reek*. Dl. XVIII. N<>. %. 17
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|
) tilHiiiikiiieiittikanlkiiiil'ibhiinit

2 I

/,rti<l''<;(irrt(i/rfit

:\i
ai/(it:a>/lrarifa-h/iacifcfit

\, fj'~ifii/rii<lritt(tprQfgak*aft'itc co .

5) l,ilft ri/i(iritnib>l<-Htl/ii />rtf>iri}-mti-r<ib>fn-n/<iftrefoil

i... I) because [the quiilit irs . intiit JoiumI above, pleasure iVe.
)
can

|,e put together in «>nc sentence with thc'tewii 'I' [f. i. I feel happy,

I feel unhapp\ &e:}:

2) Inmhiisc they take plaee -lit one «jpai; [for explanation aee here

p. •:<»:. siii» H]r
'

•

3) because they do ii«>t last as long as the subtrtimee [iif which

tluv inhere];

I) iiml because thev are not perceived by tire external organs

of sense:

5) also because the word T is
[
used] differently fronj the words

•(•aitir &e. [i. c. eannol 1*3 used in eases where we use tlie iiiiines

carlh \e.)

Moreover, |>. fit' I.
<*> tU in lln* sjmit' paragraph is <»f 'iiii|mrtiUH*e:

MS{nce I lie soul is imperceptible because of its subtlety {BatifaiHifri),

its existenee is proved h\
j

the existence of
j
its organs, the auditory

orpin K'e. which
j
in their turn) are proved by the perception of

souuo \c. ; for we see that instruments (organs) such as an axe.

five to he used by an agent.''

IVonr these quotations we nun eonelude: that I'rac.'Astapaiia

considered inference as the onb source by which ordinary men

itlius logins excepted) know the existence of soul, for he calls the

soul imperceptible and has not bestowed one word on the question

whether the pro<>i for the* existence of sold is supported by the

(,'ruii: and that he attached importance to the restricted use of the

pronoun T; but only together with the fact of our internal per-

ception of pleasure, pain \c. Further we may surmise that his

expression: 'brilii/c,i</rij/ti/)rntj/fifr!}nft'iif' (p. 70 I. S) is a reference to

V.S. HI. 2 . and his v\\nvss\u\\
l

(ili(o)icabilcn/iprtfiii:i/-ri(li-cabtla-

n/nHrckat' a variation of VS. Ill, 2, 9 (without the later addition:

Hti//r/nnAfi/ti).

NOTfi. In lthasva book III chapter 2 % *2o we tiiul i. a. a division

of lintfa (mark of inferetiee) into two kinds: dr*tjnn liin/nm & siinnl-

Hi/of*, (lr»fmn lingani. \< an example of the tirst kind we find: when

sonic (»ne has noticed that a dewlap is peculiar to a cow, then

another time, seeing an animal with a dewlap, he will conclude

that it is a cow-; and as an example of the second kind : when some

one sees that the husbandman, the merchant and the royal servant
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reuck an aim in conscience of their activity, he will conclude

that those, belonging to the <r»sl»s mimI aeramns, who arc active

bnt not for a visible aim, still must obtain irn.it. - It is clear

that Pracasfapad.'i refers here to V,S. Vl, 2. I (of which X. 2. 8

is air untrustworthy variant); lint we ore not sure whether he was
already acquainted with VS. ||, |. 15— 1? find V.S. NT, 2, 6
last clause {tlrtta-tiu^im nn vidyate). 7, 8, II, where the distinc-

tion 'of drntam and silmilnifaio • Hrntani tiattain is applied to the infe-

rences About sonl and ImrIv.

S KCTION 2.

.«

TlIK INTKIl.NAL OILCAN AND ITS ONTOMMJKJAL
I'KOPKRTIKS.

S I
.

Sutra* hearing n/jon the internal ortjan ami it* outohyieal

properties. V

111, 2, 1 The appearance and non-appearance of knowledge, on

contact of the soul with the senses and their objects,

arc the marks [of the existence] of the mind.

2 The subsfnuce-ness and (ternalitv of. mind are explained

by [the explanation of the substance-ne>s and eternality

of] air.

3 From the non-simultaneity of volitions, and from the

non-simultaneity of cognitions, fit follows that there is

only] one [mind] [in each organism],

VII, I, 23 Tn consequence of the non-existehec of [universal expan-

sion], mind is atomic or jnfinitely small.

Quotation from Nanoa |,ai, Sixiia's Appendix H p. IV:

XANnaAKSNTA TahkaUmk \u \ reads the words bharah and abhtlvah

in III, 2, 1 in a compounded form as 6//arab//aa/?/t."

\%. hitrodinfory remark.

Whilst the Sainkhya system has hyposlatised throe psychical func-

tions intellect, sclf-conseiousncss and attention-decision in bnddln ,

ahamktlra and manas, the Vaieesika system accepts only luana* as

17*
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I separate organ, wHisidew hMki to be a quality of iltott* and

(according to nil prol»bility) would have taken ahamknra as a special

cmm" of ////'/'////• (Or JM'hi'i).

Thus we see that only for that function of tho soul which con-

cern* tl"* entrance of impressions and the exit of will-derisions the

Naices'ika sv>tem lias ncee|>ted ri se|mmte organ, lor tliat function thus

which stands on the bonier of soul and physical nature.

In the proof for the exigence of this separate organ and its onto-

Ingical properties the reader will notice how the Yaieesikas taught

that at one;. liimtteiil the soul mil only hold one psychical qmditV,

either intellection or will-decision or sentiment. Although this view

„„,v he explained ih nil exaggerated expression for the limitation

to 'which our consciousness i« subject, still it is wrong. lor the

most simple facts of language, eniinot he explained, unless we admit

that simultaneously a complex of ideas forms the contents of our

eonseioustiess. whilst a different amount of psychical energy is diffused

over them, so tlait one is clearly and another only indistinctly

npperceived. Moreover each of these ideas, representations &e. con-

tain a 'number of ..subliminal" component parts, and again all,

representations and parts, are associated with an innumerable series

of other subliminal representations, the existence of which must he

accepted in order to arrive at a satisfactory, seientitie explanation

ol several fnets ill our psychical life.The discovery of the „subli-

m j n„r __ connected as it is with the name of LkibmZ - is un-

doubtedly one ol the most important stages in the history of psy-

chology ami it is rather strange that never any of the subtle Indian

analysts, who have given so much attention to the psychology of

language, have postulated this notion.

1*9. lirphtnation of (lie sntrns.

In sutra III, 2, I only one argument is given for the existence

ol the internal organ: the dependence of our intellections on atten-

tion. Sutra 2 is a reference? to II. I, 11-— 18, which according to

the prohnhlc interpretations of the Indian scholiasts bear on wind

in its atomied form. Thus III, 2, 2 .would infer from the atomical

size of iimutix its substantial nature ami eternalitv; logically, there-

fore, this sutra should have been preceded by VII, 1, 23.

Sutra ;t shows that also the Indian philosophers have noticed

the relationship between ..attention" in perception or thought, and

will-decision. Tor the rest this sutra hns been fully appreciated in

the introductory remnrk.
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In VII, I,. 23 (ait refers to vibhava (in slitm 22) t
which is in

its tutu explained by «areawUrta*amifogatva in the UiNwknra. The
reasoning, ns understood by Qamkvra Micra, runs ns follows: if

manaa were conjoined with nil objects of definite extension, then

it wonld be conjoined with nil sense-organs nt tlie snme time, thus

simultaneously many cognitions would l»c possible, but (his is opposed

to the view, upheld in 111, 2, 3.

Keally this argumentation, is not tit for proving the infinite-

simnlity of manna ; it Would .only show that maiut* is too smnll to

cover at the Kline time the. sent nf two uulri^uii. It ensues from

whnt hns been further slid, by (>nikiim Miein tlmt I \\\ thought

of two possibilities: either manan is indefinitely smnll or indclinitely

large. The dimi' insight of the Yniccsikns in the real nnture of soul

nnd psychical phenomenn, which nrc void of extension ami spncinl

relations, led them to deny definite si/c to maims. A clenr expres-

sion for the truth, abstract ns this is, cannot he expected from

thinkers who believed that snints, men of extraordinary power,

receive the gift of seeing innthcmnticnl space nnd time. (V.S. IX,
I, II & 12 nnd the Upasknra ihidein ; haenstapfidn-llhasva p. 187
I. 7—13).

$ 4. The li/ittsya mi Hie internal organ.

The internal organ hns been fully discussed haeastnpada-bhasva

book II chapter II $ II (see its analysis here, hook IV).

It begins by giving three prohnntin (tiih/fnii) for the existence

of wanas: I) the dependence of psyehicnl facts on our attention;

2) the arising of reminiscences, whilst the organ through which
the original impression entered, is inactive; 3) tin; necessity of a

sepnrnte organ for the perception of internal facts.

Further this pnrngraph contains quotations from the Vaic. Sutra

(III, 2. :t; VII, 1, 23: V, 2, 17) nnd proofs for the different

qunlities of the internal organ. On the whole this parngraph does

not offer difficulties. Only one expression deserves our attention

for a moment: „*adhftranawfrakavattvapra8angftd ajfirt/ca»/"
f

i. c.:

the internal organ does not possess consciousness, beennse the unwished
for consequence would be that it would possess the body in common
[i.e. two mnsters, soul and mind, would govern the body).
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S|;rn..s :i.

Till; P3TOHIUAL STATES.

$ I. Sitrati bearing upon th$ pnyckicnl sfatrx,

I. I. I. 6 Attributes.are colour. .

.

, numbers. . . . 11 tit1en<tHiidfup*,

pleasure anil pain,, desire and aversion, and volitions.

li. \, I. I' in consequence of tire difFereiiec-. of [their] causes, in

.tin* form of desirable* and undesirables, ami mi account

t)f [their] mutual opposition*, pleasure ami pain stand

in the relation of objects different froiii each oilier.

'1 And .the iioif-inelusion [of pleasure and pain
|
in doubt

or certainty is. the mark that tliev are other than

cognition.

H The production .thereof [i.e. of doubt and eeitaiutv
j is

• l»\ means of ''.pet cent inn and inference.

I ..{It
J

was'* such
.

i modal ditftiiictii >\\ ] also ("establishes

the differenee hehveeu pleamire or pain and cognition].

5 Also
|

pleasure and pain are not tonus of cognition],

inasmuch as the « tV«-«i .
j

pleasure or pain], is not observ-

ed, ulnae [the antecedents of cognition] are -present.

t» [I'jensure and pain arc not forms of cognition], be-

cause tln-v arc 'observed, when [there exist
f

otlier

causes co-inherent ill one and the same object [i. c.

the soul].

/The head, the baelv . the stomach, the vitals are in the

parts erf one and tin- stime
|
-body]; this their difference

(results] from the .differences thereof (i.e. of their

causes]. •
,.

'"

VI. 2. 10 From pleasure [arises] desire.

I I
|

Desire and aversion arise] also through habituation

to that.

12 [Desire. and aversion arise] from atirfta also..

13 [Desire and aversion tirise] from .racial distinction.

II A])plieation to dhamn ami adharwa has for its ante-

cedent* desire and aversion.
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d\} f 2,15 Conjunction [of soul with body, sense him) life] pro-

dnccd by them
|

i. e. by dknrwa mid miknrmn] (is called

birth]; disjunction [of hodv' and mind, produced by
(hem, is called death].

1(1 [It has been] deelared that the actions of the soul

taking place, salvation [results].

// IX, 2, (> Kciuiniseence [result**] from conjunction between the

soul and the mind and also from impression or latency.

7 So [also is] dreaming.

H [So is] consciousness accompanying dreams.

J) [Dreaming and consciousness accompanying dreaming
result] from dharma also.

10 false knowledge [arises] from imperfection of the senses

and from imperfection of impression.

J I Thnt.fi. c. ari(h/(l\ is imperfect knowledge.

12 (Cognition] free from in perfect ion, is [called] vidtftt or
scientific knowledge.

I J* Cognition of advanced sages, as also vision of the perfect
• ones, [results] from dharma or merits.

S 2. Quotation* from Nat/da Lai Sintins Apftbndix li p. It.

C To the .passage \ ,1,1— 7 :

..Canukakanta Taukw.amkvka reads xa/i tm of X. I, iViw a sepa-
rate aphorism and explains it. thus; Cognition arises, mti i.e. in

respect of objects actually existing at the moment. Cognition accord-
ingly relates to past, present and future object*, lint this is not
the ease with pleasure, and pain. Herein. also, therefore, there is

ditl'erence between cognition on the one hand and pain on the other.
,.llc reads ehutep ifi of X. 1,7 with X, I , (J and explains it

as giving an additional reason why pleasure and pain cannot Ikj

forms of cognition, the meaning being that pleasure and pain arc
localised in the body, whereas cognition is not so localised."

$ $4 Notes to them* Stitras.

A. Enunciation of the psychical qualities.
In I, 1,0 the sutrakarn only enunciates those psychical quali-

ties bmtdhi iSre. which can be perceived by internal perception, but
adrntn and samskdra {bhOvana), the existence of which is inferred,
arc omitted.
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li. Discussion of pleasure ami pain.

<;\UKAiu Mir».\ explains \, I, I as referring to Nvfmi 'Sutra

'. I. and *<» " N'aiyiyHui doctrine which teaches that pleasure

is really a form of pain. If is not n< cessary lo attribute this pile-

inical intention to this siit.ru: for the Vaiecsika system aims in the.

first- place .it distinguishing; it is therefore natural thai it should

characterise picture and pain umtiiidly.

lint, moreover, this antithesis of pleasure and pain is characte-

ristic for sentiment, in comparison with intellect ions. And although
according In the Sutrnkar.i (X, I, 2) a similar antithesis mav l»e

found in ih«- intellectual state* of doubt ami certainty, pleasure

ami
|hiin arc apparent)* no forms of these states of com-iousness.

Tayoh in mUra 3 conhl grammatically he explained as uttkhmhli-

kkayah or as nanirayfinirnftyai/oh \\\\\\ the I paskara I prefer the

latter interpretation.. The sutra would then he an attempt to cha-

racterise sentiment in comparison with certainty and doubt, in as

tar :i> doubt and certainty are ..stages in our research for trust-

worthy knowledge", they are clearh distinguished from sentiment.

The Vaiecsika s\>tom, however, has not seen able to clearly define

this point, for origination from perception and inference (which it

gives instead) is' not limited to certain^ and doubt, Imt also plea-

Mire and pain have this origin. This dependence of sentiment on
intellections is implicitly stated I'mcastapada-hliasui hook III chapter
I v^ ill and Ol, hook III chapter 2 § Mi v\ 47). in the Vaiecsika
Sutra Lull, perceptions and sentiments arc considered to take their

origin from a conjunction of objects, sense-organs, internal organ
and soul (V.S. Ill, I. |s ami V, i> . 15); the attempt, made in

V, I, l\, is therefore also inconsistent with other parts of the
hareana.

Wo mav paraphrase and interpret sutra 4 as follows: cognitions

contain objects (rjfrfjws); Imt sentiments do not contain objects

themselves, but bear on the objects of the cognitions. A cognition
or sentiment, when experienced, is of course experienced as present,
hut the object of the cognition mav be placed in any of the three
times. The sentiment by its mere subjective nature, lacks this form
of temporal relation.

Paraphrase of sutra 5: when a conjunction of objects, sense- ",

organ*, mind and soul takes p|»ee, then always a 'cognition arises
and only smnetimes sentiments. (Cf, my notes on sutra 3).

Paraphrase of sutra (> : the origination of pleasure and pain is

dependent on different qualities [: mbsta, mpa, dvc»a. prm/aina]
of which intellection is more independent. (Cf. the Upaskira),
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Sutra 7 nm scarcely be bused on a trustworthy tradition. The

explanation of the Upaskara is not only forced, but mnkes the

sfltra totally transgress the subject-matter to l)e discussed. I am

inclined to take the Siitra as a product of misunderstood oral

explanation. Originally then it would have had the eniginntie form:

ckadtye and expressed \thc
|
supposed] property of [somatic] pleasure

and pain to be localised in a certain part of the Iwdy. Then the

formula ckadccc with a closing Hi was tirst paraphrased liv cka*miti

[r/<?c<?] in order to show that the compound was a knrmadhiimyn\

further the separate „spots" of the ImmIv were enumerated in the

or;il explanation as nominatives: <,ira//, prslfiam &v.\ and finally

was added the formula tadriveqiid ftrda'cr*c6fypt//; i". c. the difference

in that | i.e. pleasure ami pain] ensues from the differences in the

[parts of the body]; { for instance tooth-ache is an acute pniti;

head-ache more a depressing pain, fre.]. Although my conjecture

may seem daring, still I can adduce some favourable arguments in

its support: so we read Prae.
.
Ilha'sya book II chapter 2 § 12 (p. 25

I. I) that the characteristic qualities ol* physical space and soul

[i. e. sound and pleasure fire.] are of one. moment's existence mid

located in one spot; and ibidem book II chapter 2 § 10 it is s;iid

of ..pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, and volition that they abide

at one spot {pra'/eeacrttifva); and the last-mentioned expression is

paraphrased in the N\avn-kandah (p.- 85 I. I) as follows: dicyafe

pmdcetivrllHottm *nkh(id\ninyi
, ftfldo me unkhntn, viraxi ma duldlimn

iti prafga//rlt. 7afay en rarlrcNdriyftffNHrttetlbJiftrad, fftririvexatiHiid/Him

viplpi/acrfli-vt/abfiiraruf. Ye fn enrireudr'npivivexafpnifix, (e vjpipga-

rrttayo dr*(f~f/t
,
yathu rtipfidaifah ; na ra tatkii (Htl'huhjfo lyipjpi"

vrffnt/n/t. It is true that here a localisation of all psychical qualities

is upheld in order to distinguish them from .somatic qualities, yet

the expressions of the Nyaya-kandalT „pradccavrffifram wkhtld\n(im %

pfide me fttkfiam" remind us much of our sutra and almost prove

that it has been formerly otherwise explained than by Quukara

Micra.

C. The concatenation of the psychical states.

When we compare the concatenation of psychical states; given by

Vaic. Sutra VI, 2, 10 with the similar attempt in the Nvava-sutra

(see here p. 45), thqii it will strike us that the Nyiiya gives a

much more regular series. Vet both concatenations have this in

common that they combine a very simple theory of the inter-

dependence of psychical facts with the dogma of metempsychosis.

Thus V.S. VI, 2, 10 shows the dependence of pleasure [or gene-

rally of sentiment] on desire [and aversion]; the sutras II— 13 add
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further causes of pleasure (v\\ the Ipaskara). The use of the term

rot/a in sutra 10 instead of vrhn i> rather peculiar.

Sutra 1 4 considers prarrtti, a notion which is parallel with

/noi/ntna in VS. I. 1. 0. This pmvrtti originates from ia-firi and

rtrrsa, CI*, the two links tlu*nh [i. c. originally ^v^/j and pmrrtli

in" the Nvava-scries (here p. 45).

Sutra 15 tins a very enigmatic form; Camkara Micro comments

upon it : (iiblijioiu tl/mrniiitl/ifitwii/j/ii/iini mmyogo jattma; opi/nnb/n/i

vtirirrnilruin-vrdnnnhhih xamhaiitlhrili nattij/ot/a i/t/ negate; rih/niifas (tt

lon/(Jii/rr/ior>6//'if/o marai>alak*ai>aV' which is translated by Nanda

\,\\. Si mi a as .J'roinfhem., namely, dharmn niul mlharwn^ con-

junction, i. e. birth, results. Connection with non-pre-existing both,

sense and life is here termed conjunction.' Vihhlffn again denotes*

disjunction of body and mind, characterised as death." In this

explanation tat is rightly taken as a separate word, meaning: ..then,

conse<|uent!\ " and explained by dfnirwililhartoahhifu'M occui rintf in

the precedent sutra. Thus janinan originate* from ptnrrMi. CI*, tin;

two identical links in the \vava-series.

Ill sutra 10 Mmakarmaxu l
) is translated bv Nanda IjiiI SinfiH as:

,,the actions of the soul taking place" in accordance with Qiinkiira

Micro's gloss: atmahinii'imi *ttf*H; \ct the locative may also have

meant a reference to the passage where the' filmanah harmihii were

discussed, that is to sa.\ to the passage V . '2, 15 1
s in a now

lost redaction, the reconstruction of which will he attempted in the

next section.

/). The cognitions I states of'sonl in general.

After that the Sutrakara has discussed in adhyaya VIII and in

adliyaya IX ahnika 1: perception ; in ad!iya\a 1\ ahnika 2 sutra

I
") inference, he shortly mentions in the following sutras — I .'I

the remaining cognitional states. The\ are given without classilieai-

tion in the order: remembrance (<»), dream (7 . 0), false knowledge

(10. 1.1). trustworthy knowledge (1:2) and inspired knowledge ( 1 3).

I should like to add here the following annotations:

According to the Yaieesikas an infinitely great substance like

soul and a substance of limited or inlinitcsinial extension may some-

times lie conjoined and sometimes be separate: on the other hand

two infinitely great substances are always conjoined. Thus it is said

in sutra l\, 2, for instance that reminiseence results from con-

junction between the soul and the mind.

The difference between snipna and xrapttru/tika is explained in

Cf, fen r- ii-v
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different ways by (,'amkara Micra (p. 41 J I. 0) i. «.: „efavffn eva

rt\-c*o r/at wapnajduitam piirrnnvbhavajanital xanwkarfif, dVapnHn1ikan

fu fatktiliitjia/i/i'iifitff/iactijatiitfi.'ianixhirtiil em" . According to this inter-

pretation xrttpHtiiitika is the conscious state which takes place during

the waking from a dream and is still untrustworthy in consequence

of the influence which the. Intent impressions, formed during the

dream, still posses in our soul.

$ 4. The Bhrixya on the qualities ami. mtales of the stmt.

.1. V, ii u n e i a t i o n of t h e p s y it li i c a I q u a I i I i c s.

The psychical qualities are enunciated b\ Pi« \c\srAr\n\ in hook

II chapter 2 $ 10 (p. 70 I. 10 &c); first are mentioned the typi-

cally psychical qualities which admit of internal perception, then

merit with demerit, then samkiira (a quality which in the form

of physical inertia belongs to all moving bodies with the inclusion

of mind, mid in the form of latency of impression belongs to soul);

niter this are enumerated the general qualities: number, extension,

individuality (separateness). conjunction and disjunction (cf. here

boik IV section IV table I)).

The paragraph ends with quotations from the Vaiecsika Sutra

(III, 2,4. VI, 1, r, : ]\, 2, 0; III, 2, 20; VII, 1, 22: V,2, 15)

in order to prove by reference to the authoritative sutra, the exis-

.tence of the typical qualities which can be internally perceived,

of merit and demerit, of saiijukara, of plurality (and individuality),

of infinite extension,, of conjunction, (and disjunction).

The quotation, proving the occurrence of conjunction and dis-

junction in soul, has, the following form: „saiHHikar*ajalr0l 8tf

kluldinam samyoyah; tad-rittacatatrad vibhOya ///", i.e. because [the

Sutrakara mentions in V, 2, 15 that] pleasure \c. arise from con-

tact [of soul, sense-organs, mind and object], conjunction [between

soul and sense-organ &c.] exists; and because this [eon fact can be]

destroyed, disjunction takes place." /

We may add that this is not the only case in which a conjunc-

tion between the infinite soul and a substance of limited or infinite-

simal size takes place. So we meet c. g. in the Nhasya liook IT

chapter 2 $ (p. 49 I. 19) with sanjynya between ntmnn and attm

iu\ the time of world-creation; ibidem II ch. 2 $ 1 1 (p. SO 1. 8)

samyoya between dfwan, indriyfini , manas and artha as a general

cause of psychical qualities; ibidem III eh. 2 $ 44 (p. 25S 1. 2)

mmyoya lietween ritman and ntrtnas as a cause of inspired know-

ledge; ibidem III eh. 2 $ 21 (p. 187 I. 2) gamyoya between iltman
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and itNhi'ix as a condition for reflection or intertill] perception of the

psychical qualities; III eh. 2 ^ 57 (p. 88ft I. 22 &e.) //«//// (i.e.

xatiiyoijn) of soul with bodies, sense-organs, objects, l

) pleasure v\:c.

as the quintessence of xnmstirn.

Alth«»ntrli conjunction and disjunction are attributed to soul (ef.

niA annotation here to V.S. IN, 2, ('» lure p. 200),. farn.es> Mid

nearne-s are denied to it (Pracastapada-blmsya book III oil.' 1 $ I).

II. I> i se n ss i o n ii f the psychical qualities..

Although a passage, parallel to Yaic. Sutra X. I, I 7 in .which

>cntiinriit is characterised in comparison with cognition is lacking

in the llhas\a, still the psychical qualities are broad li discussed,

parth in boi»k Iff- chapter I -(specially $ 2<> 2&), partly in book

III chapter 2 $ III iVe.

In book III eh. I $20 xnklm, Hiihkha, iof/ni % dvc*n and fjrrtfjattm

are called (txani<ina-j<jfyfii(Tmh/ifif,ti/i , and in $21 bmhllii\ d/mruta,

adharmn , namknra: *atnoR(t)<1ttffimm1ihttkub, That is to sav; senti-

ment may cause wish or aversion, but not another sentiment; but

intellection ma\ cause an intellection just ns well as sonic other

myelirnil state.

In the same chapter $22 ami 'l'.\ hm/d/it, stillm. i/n/iUm. Urhri

and fireifa are called nn'iqwyaxania'vclrn'qmhhaki'ih , whilst prayaltia

is termed paratriirnmhftnktlh , That is to. say: tin* first psychical

qualities give all rise to other psychical states, whereas will-decision

is followed by movements of the body, or as we :dso niav express

it: the first psychical qualities possess ..immanent", the will ..tran-

sient" causalih

.

Itefore leaving this chapter of the Imiisya J should like to ndd
a few annotations to § 33 , where (among other qualities) the psy-

chical states are called ai/mtHk/rari/ahfmritiaft , i. e. not lasting as

long jis thi'ir abode does. About most of the conscious states we
ciiii, however, say still more. In the same way, namely, as the

\;i.iecsikfi 'system has exaggerated the limitation of our conscious-

ness b\ accepting the doctrine that only, one representation can be

present to us during one moment, so it has also used too sharp

an expression for the fluctuation of our consciousness. We have.

namely, seen in the exposition of Pracastapnda's theory of number
iiml every intellection has only one moment's existence, or if w-e

imply its preparatory nml decaying states, at the utmost nn existence

of three moments. Apparently it has not. been possible for the

Viiieesikn system to strictly adhere to this view, so that in course

1) Stiirllv Pj^okinc tketv i* *n t ,„,,;t,
t
a twtwron ko»1 nn,l plensnrr.
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of time we meet with the term <(hnrnvnh>hiJH(ina , which expressed

a longer ilumtioii of one intellection which is due ton constant

revival brought about In our attention' (<•!'. e. g. Nyaya-kamhrli p. 124

I. 1^-. p. MM I. II).

The discussion of the psychical states, given in I'rae. Mhasya hook

III eh. 2 \ 10, is on the whole of little interest. We Hud here

definitions, divisions, causes and ell'ccts of the ditlercnt psychical

qualities enumerated without receiving real psychological informa-

tion. So desire is divided in § 48 according to tin* objects to which

it is attached. Further we may notice that in this paragraph there

is no allusion to V.8. VI, 2. II— I ft, unless in the mii of niHatiif*

ft/tftyif. Whilst $ IS gives definitions of the different kinds of iccJtfl,

^ l!t only an euuneiatiou of the species of draw, probably we may

state here a fault of the. tradition of our text. In $ 50 we meet

with a division of prat/afna into jivana-pRroakafi prayalnah , which

we should term ..reflexes and automatic movements" and itr/r/7-

ilreAapi'trvaknh prayalmh. Among the first kind of prai/afun the

Ima'syakara also reckons the first movement of mnnas after one's

awaking from sleep. In $ 54 (p. 207 I. 2— I ft) b/idvaufi is

discussed: it is the. cause of remembrance and recognition with

reference to seen, heard and experienced objects, it is destroyed by

|
contradictory

|
intellection, by drunkenness and pain; it is origi-

nated from I) paluprntyatfft, i. e. an impressive notion, for instance

the perception which a donkey makes on an inhabitant of the

Dekhan [in which country this animal does not occur), 2) ahfiyfim,

repetition, such as a pupil applies in order to master a science or

a handicraft; ft) adara i.e. interest, or praya/ucltiffiya (a surplus

of exertion) ns (,'iUdijaka pharaphrases it: for instance people, trust-

ing in the tradition that at a certain date of the year (cf. Nyiiya-

kandali p. 271) at midnight they will see golden and silver lotuses

in the lake Devahrada, will apply all their attention to this expected,

view and then the perception, short als lightning, will leave a last-

ing bhcivana in their soul.

C. The concatenation of psych ieal states.

One coherent passage, parallel to Vaic. Sutra VI, 2, 10— 16

and treating the concatenation of psychical states, is lacking in

the Ilhasya. For the rest see here chapter VI on ethics and

theology.

D. The cognitional states of the soul in general.

The treat incut of the cognitional states of soul is in the Bhasya

much more regular than in the Sutra. Thus we find in the Bhasya

book, 111 eh. 2 f 15 (p. 172) and * 20 (p. 186) the following
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cta«*tftcation which, may be given here in Sanskrit itltd l-'njrlish with

reference* to; tin: paragraphs of the qttoted chapter:

I aprftmA I false knowledge

j sdni<;ai/u ^ 1(5 I doubt

1 cipqr/piya $17 2 illusion

•\ ft/Ki(/////ar(7fi////f/ $> I
s 'A non-uscertiiininent

I xnipiia h 19 I dream

II pnniKi II trustworthy knowledge

1 pmtyah'i •> 2' I perception

2 iimiiHdfiti \S 22 12 2 inference

.'{ mfli § 13 A remembrance

[ ,n-Hii 4 inspired knowledge

I lisivc already referred I" Ibe paragraph on doubt (p. 178— 174).

Tin* paragraph on ripnfyoyii (wrmig notion) defines it its vlammn

tad ifi . p>(ili/tiyn/i\ it may arise I) with reference to mi object of

perception, i) in Hie wise of absence of perception; 3) with refe-

rence to inference :.. .the paragraph closes wit li the mentioning of

several hcrvttejd dogmas as examples of ripniyni/a. It is specially of

interest in connection with the broad discussions which this topic

has found in Inter Vaicesika and I'lirva-inlmnmsa philosophy (ef.

(»aso\n\tii\ 1h\. Sadholal Lectures on Nyiiya, p., 51— 70).

The notion anaff/itpjrn/trii/a is discussed with reference to percep-

tion and inference. Whilst doubt (Mmraya) was illustrated In the

example k'nii nu khnlv. mpmi xflfinuh s'/plf. purttxo ro/\ non-ascer-

tainment is defined as kim if// ftloranmiirifraui ; thus it is clear that

*ai)irai/a refers to n definite question, itnadhynvnHfijfn to a wider

one. In 'scientific works we therefore .have more, to do with <wwe/ry/»:

and we often meet with this term both in Naiyayika and L'urva-

numaipsil works, where always the minvaya (the doubt or problem)

is distinctly stated, before the two parties are allowed to pronounce

their opinions.

Whereas 'the paragraphs on mmyiya , vipftrynya and ana<(hija-

vnxmpi bear (ill logical or cpistcmological notions, the discussion on

dream in $ I!) has more psychological
'

value. The paragraph begins

with a short definition of srapua in two lines; then by the inter-

rogative

.

kalham a long commentary is introduced on this definition;

thus p. |'S:l 1. 14—20 bear on /irftl'uiainannxhift; 1. 20 on itparafen-

'h-ii/iujnihia/,; I. 21—23 on iii(/riyo<lnlrciin. The latter half of the

paragraph gives a classification and discussion of the different causes

of dream. What is most interesting, is the fact that here the Vaicesika

system attributes to the internal organ what in older speculation
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was an action of soul itself. Thus the internal organ. is Mid to stand

still within the heart timing dream.

With reference to. the paragraphs on' pramfk I wwh to make here

only h few annotations on the paragraphs I.'J * 45. 'Hie discussion on

mrfi, prepared as it is, by the previous broad explanation of latent

impression, is very short. The fact that remembrance is classified as

trustworthy knowledge, whereas the' Pnrva-munainsa attributes prn-

miltva exclusively to primary impression {au/tbl/ara), deserves our notice.

Inspired knowledge ($44) principally belongs to the gods and

the saints, who were the authors of sacred tradition, but also

leclings about future events, arising in the hearts of ordinary people,

belong to this class of knowledge.

$ t") gives an argumentation for the thesis that nutdInulavrann

does not form a separate kind of trustworthy knowledge. What is

called thus, is either a special form of perception or inference, or

it is perception, together with inspired knowledge.

NOTE. Ii1 (iUatk's notes to the Saplapadnrtlu p. 7S we meet

Willi, .the following explanation of the difference between doubt and

lion-ascertainment. „/lna/t////arat<f/f/a. non-ascertainment (indefinite

knowledge) which does not socially refer to two extremes as opposed

to each other, but refers to tire thing in question in general

terms, in the form ko '/»// avatn' (this is somebody), without any

reference to the special character. Thus, for instance, when we
see a tree whose name we do not know, we have a cognition

'this is a tree of some name. What may its name be?' This is

anaftf/yavasar/a. We do not Jiaveif sawraua. proper, which would

be the case, if the apprehension is of the form 'Is it a tree or some-

thing else?' &e."

Section 4.

THK FUNCTIONS OI< THE INTERNAL GROAN.

§ 1. Sntras bearing upon the functions of flic internal organ.

V, 2. 13 The initial upward flaming of fire, the initial sideward

blowing of air, and the initial actions of atoms, and of

mind are caused by adrsta. -
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V, 2. I I- Tin* action of mind is explained by the action of the hand.

J5 Pleasure and pain [result] from contact of soul, sense,

mind and object.

Hi Non-origination of that [follows] on the mind becoming

steady in the soul;' [after it, there is] non-existence of

[mill in tin; embodied soul. (This is] that yoga.

17 Kgrcss and ingress [of ..life and mind, from and into

hodvj. conjunction* [i.e. assimilations] of fowl and drink,

and conjunctions of other products, — these are caused

by a(II*la.

18
' Mnkxn Consists in the non-existence of conjunction with

the body, when there is, at the same time, no potential

body existing, and consequently, re-birth cannot take place.

NO'IT,. \\sn\ Lai. Sinua's Appendix H does not contain any

notes on these sutras.

$ 2. Solex on tkcw xuhax.

Sutra \\\ is paitlv a closing to the passage V. 2. 1— 12, where

the movements of the elements are discussed, partly a transition

to sutra 14 dealing with the movements of tin; internal organ.

Whilst the falling of solid Itodies .does not seem to deserve any

further explanation, the upward flaming of lire and the sideward

hJowjng of wind arc explained by the influence of the unseen quality

of soul. The adjective fitlyam docs not relate to ayncr lird/najralaiiain

and rdi/ox fiiyakjuaranam , as constructed by (,'amkaka Mic-iia and

NaNDA LAI- SlNUA.

Siitra II contains a reference to V, 1. 1 (cf.tbe Ipaskiira);

sutm 1") is an introduction to sutra 10.

In sutra 10 ranra is explained by Camkara Miera as ^arrra-

vaccln>niiilman\ this explanation is of course wrong; the Sutrakara

means pain localised in the ..body" (ef. my notes on V.S. X, 1 , 7

p. 205). Originally it was according to all probability not the mind,

lint the soul, on whose .standing still extasis depended. Similarly

sutra 17 and 1* must have borne on the almaii, for the exclusive

mentioning of the mind M the organ with which the food, taken,

is conjoined, makes a very strange impression; this food is also seen,

lasted iVc. Thus the a/xisarpana , ujiaxar/jaiia also are to be explained

n* having once referred to the soul. In the historical Vaicesika

system an infinite substance can be conjoined or not conjoined with

a substance of limited size; thus samara takes place without any
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movement of soul; it only forms at another spot a conjunction with
notter.body It seems, however, that orally »fc/thc V.^ik.system had other notions about this subject and imagined thcL- really movmg at the time of death and birth. Kur^tara^o^
* explained in the n,,nskaru as the conjunction [i e. the nhV^caladhe*o„ between the parts] of another product [than the producers],
[i.t. of the embryo]; tins explanation could be aeeepted«Mr ln Slltni , 8 is |1S||||line|| ))s .^ ^
Qupkar,, Miyra; tins explanation, at least in this form, is too forced
to be true: originally the sutra must have meant:

..When there is no longer [an apa*arpa,,a or »;**«,?,„,* of the
soul] and when ,t is no longer conjoined [with body or bodily
experiences], then it does nor come forward nnvmore; this is
liberation.

,..•
•This interpretation of the sutras Ifi-ls would agree with the

expression utmrikarmatH in sutra VI, 2, 1(5 (ef. here p. ||.'{).

S •'*. The li/,n.
V/n on the function* of the manas.

Although the nmnat is the most important instrument of the
will so that without tttm«* no perception, feeling or whatever
psychical rputl.ty could arise, still all this is merely brought about
by the movement, disjunctions, conjunctions, rest or Hmmknra of
tins inn.iitcs.mal organ. Tl„,« the |w,ssages in the Hlulsva which
give the fillies^ information about mnnas, are besides the one specially
devoted to ,t, those which bear on movement and Bamshlra

Samkflrn in book 111 chapter 2 * 5 t i, divided into vena
bhr,va>,n and *Mti*thr,paka. Vejp is attributed to substances of limited
s^e [thus also «,*», n substance of infinitesimal extension]; bhavnna
to the soul; tthilhthnpakn i. e. elasticity onlv to tangible substances
,.7r,to rer,o nnlrtmnts,, pnnrtm, drnv,,oV, . ..jayate. . . Sihiththlpntat
f» »parvnv«MrmV,eVrrmtamntmir &c, .|„ m f„ r ns elasticity bears
on the form of solid substances and mana* is merely considered to
be a moving mathematieal point, this distinction is natural enough.W hat the Vnices.ka system psychologically understood bv this speed"
of the internal organ, is never clearly expressed. Perhaps the ouality
was merely attributed to it by analogy, still we mnv explain it as
the inclination of our attention to persevere in the same direction
so that a change of occupation is always more or less difficult to us'

III book IV I 17 treating of the movement of the internal organ
we find V„,c. Sutra V, 2, 17 partly quoted apa^r^aka^o/^ar-
panakarma catnmmannh namyognd adrttnpehnt. In the explanation of

V*rh. Kon AkM. t. WtfMMfc. N. Keek*. 111. XVIII. N«. 2. |ft
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Skcimiv ('».

tin: rsv(iioiA)(;v of thi: vanksika systkm
wmmwxEU rno\, bukoihsan standpoint.

S> ) . lnfrot/nefio/1.

Whilst h lair and ol»ii«fti\i- appreciation of Indian physics can
be obtained In « omjiai milt it \\ itli the historical ilevclopiiieiit of tlmt
science in Ijirope, the ,.

f,sc is different when' psychology is con-
cerned. Iacii in Europe :i communis opinio exists with reference to

n very feu subjects, ns lor inquire the physiological-psychical research
of the sense-organs, or the ingcuous investigation of memory initiated
In KniiiNciiixts: more general questions, siieli ns the definition of
soul, the clarification of the psychical phenomena, nre still topics
of dissension.

Ill the following appreciation (which for these reasons necessarily
has n subjective ami peisonal tone) I intend to discuss the two
following points: I) llrahiiianie psychology which believes in the
exigence of the soul, stands on 11 higher standpoint than lluddhisfic
psychology, which does not recognise this basis of all psychical
pheiMmiena; 2) the cl;is>itication of psychical phenomena, given by
the Vnieesikii system, posxs-es a fundamental value.

.
v> 2. (n'Hriti/ appYcvialioH of lira/unaair //*//r//o/n}/y.

!»' order to. defend my lirst tin-sis I should like to refer to the
l>ook of Si/.ki. written in defence of Mmldhism. In this writing
the author considers the denial of soul as a substance, to be the
outcome of psychological rcM-arch in Europe, a result which was
""lieipated centuries ago by Huddi.isin. lie further believes that
onlv this denial of the Kgo as a permanent entity, allows an eradi-
cation of Kgmsm. As long as man believes in the Kgo, his feelings
will remain concentrated upon thi> Boo

Now it is true thai the majority of modern Knropean psvcholo-
gist, either denv in principle tin- existence of the Kgo as a substance
«»' Mhjve at "least that the development of empirical psychology
denmmUi "".• keeping aloof from such a metaphysical principle. How'-

fW, the name of II. Urn; and I'. Hhkstano. quite outweigh
M« niy opinion the host of psychologists who have upheld the
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baselessness ami transiency of psychical phenomena. The denial of

the soul as ii substance, in other words: the disbelief in the verdict

of our self-eonciousness — by which self-consciousness I feel assured

that I am the same being (onlay as I was u\sterd»\ or years ago;
by which I feel, when occupied with scientific argumentation, (lint

I who now assert certain propositions, am the same I who asserted

other propositions which are the premises for the assertions, arrived

at now. by which 1 feel responsible lor acts, done previously by
mc; by which 1 feel that promises, given now l>\ me, will have
nn obligatory force for me in future —- the disbelief in this onr
self-conscionsness has really not been an outcome of psychological

research, but a necessary stage in the development of philosophical

though?. The denial of the substantial nature of soul was preceded
by the denial of the „thing\ What is the thing apart from its

qualities, apart from its form and volume, from its duration, from
its hardness and weight iVcr Or if most of these qualities change,
can we si ill talk of the same thing? If a piece of wax is melted
above a fire, and volume, temperature, colour, hardness, form are

changed, are then the hard piece of wax and the fluid which in

time succeeds it, really identical:- The question : is tin-re a thing
apart from its qualities, seems indissoluble; and the answer, given
by tin; Buddhists and European sccpticists, seems quite natural:

there is no thing; only the qualities, in their conglomeration, or
even more accurately the mental slates of which these qualities arc

the object, is all thai exists. However, common sense rel»els against

this view* and common sense is right here'— to a certain extent.

And it is one of the main teachings of Kantian philosophy, that

if we analyse the most common daily experience, the most simple

knowledge on which our daily doings arc based, we shall find that

this experience presupposes u belief in certain general principles —
principles which, moreover, we have to accept as a basis for all

methodical research, as the a-priori basis of science. One of these

principles is the belief in the thing; the distinction of the remain-

ing substance from its changing states — the notion of matter in

physics e. g. in such an a-priori basis therefore, and not a result

of physical research. Hegelian philosophy has arrived at another
seemingly different, but really very cognate view. All dialectical

examination of notions ends to show us the .insufficiency of these

notions, and obliges us to fake refuge in others. Hut yet by this

process the first notions are not put aside, they keep their impor-
tance in the equipment of the human . mind; just as well as the

notions, to which they gave rise, in their turn appear to be only
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the caress and ingress, we meet wit li ihi atirdhiko^orirn , a body

of transmigration; by which the mohox, when leaving the dying body,

i> -uppnilrd. until it again reaches another Ixxlv in which it remains

for another existence. Moreover the motion of the yogin can travel

fill .owe the world and hack again according to his liking. The

last line* of the paragraph (p. 800 I. H>) discuss movements of

bodies. beside> those u$-iHflnW, which are caused In odrHto. Men*

\>. V, #, IS ,V V, I , l.j me quoted.

Sf.ctkin 5.

tmi; I's.vt vouHix in tiik othkh inihan systems

^ 1. SohiHi i/a ond loi^evka psip-holoqi/ compored.

The |»syehology of the Sa'mkhya is pi veil in this paragraph in

short notes in comparison with Vaieesika psychology.

I ) 'The on to logical q n :i I i I ies o f so u 1. Hoth systems accept

that sonl is. infinitely great, existing in infinite number, and eternal.

' The onto logical qualities of man oh. The Vaieesika

sv>tcm teaches thiil 11/oiio.s is inu'uitcsiuinl and eternal. The Samkhyins

accept its small size, but deny its inliiiitcsimality, moreover it is not

an independent orpin, but together with hnddhi ami ohomhora a

part of the antolikaioiio. This organ is not eternal, but originates

from the prakrli.

3) The psychical qualities of the. soul. In the Vaieesika

fcystem knowledge, feeling »Vc. arc -qualities of the soul, the Sain-

kh\iu- teach thai they are really qualities of the oulahkorann
,

although the\ seem by illusion to belong to the soul \iUmnn or

P»ri'*o;. A simple classification of psychical qualities as we have

met with ill the Vaieesika system, is lacking in the Sfmikhya; the

different |»yeliieaj states are without much discrimination distributed

nvcl the different parts of the nnfohkninno. The following quota*

Rons from (iujiu.'s book J)ir Smiik/n/o Philosophic) may prove this:

..l):i> prate tier iiineren Orpine ist das der rnterscheidung, der

I'eststeflting, des Irihcils ' uml . der Kntseheidung (adhyacasfn/a)"
',

p. •«;
. .a\u fmddhi [ist

i der Sitz samnitlicher fruheren Kindruckc,

die niiMrm iViikrn und llandcln die Kichtting anweisen, mid dnmit
anelr des liediichtnisses" (p. 30S).
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„l)cr afiaiiihira [wtj das itinere Thatorgnn" (|). 318), „das IVinzip

vermogc dcssen wir mis fur handlend mid Icidend iVe. halten.

witlircnd wir selbst. d.lk. unserc Seele, davon ewig frei Uloihen"

(p. ••ill).

„Wcnii die Sffmkhyn-Iinhrer ilem Mimas uicht die Kiroktionen

des Wunscheiw uud des zweifclndcri Ueticrlegens (jmmkrttfMi-mkatptiu)

zusohrieben , so wiirdc es lediglich ein an sieh indifferentes Zcntral-

organ scin, diis semen jeweiligen ('haraktcr <1<*m Kuiiktiotien der

aiissercn Sinne verdmikt, dencn cs sieh in dan Augenhlick angleicht,

. wenn diese in Thiitigkeit treten*' (p. .SI 4).

„Wiewohl bndd/ii', ahamkara uml manrm sieh in der gcschilderten

Weise specifiscli von einnnder untcrschcidcu. . . . linden wir sit; in

unseren (Jnellen doch iibeiaus htiufig als ein eiuheitliohes imicros

Organ {nnlahknmnn) zusamniengefnsst" (p. 315). „l>eni (Jesammt-

lunerorgan {antahkarana-xftmanifti) gehoreii naeh (lor Siimkhya-lichre

dicjeuigen QtinJitntcii on, welohe in dor Yniecsika- uud Nyava-

Philosophic der Seele zugcschrichcn wcrdeii: Freude, Schmeiz, 'He-

gierde, Abuoiguiig u.s.w." (p. 316).

A description of Vediiufci jisyeliology can ho found in Dkisskn's

System den Vedftnta p. 306—382. The main dogma of the Ycdautti —
at least in the form in which QJamkaha AeAaYA teaches it — is'

the oneness of soul in the whole universe and the complete illusio-

nism. On the whole, this system has hestowed very little attention

on the empirical data of psychical life.

The following passage, taken from Deusscn (p. 357) is of some

interest for the theory of maiids: ..fur [(,'amkara Acarva] gieht cs

itur ein Imienorgan, das manax, und auch die buddlii ist ilnn nieht

ein hesonderes Vermogen, sondern hald die. Thiitigkeit des Erken-

nens, bald das Krkcnntiiisvcrmngen. der Intellekt im allgemoincn .'
. .

Ehenso ist ahamknra in unserem Systeme kein hesonderes Organ,

sondern bedeutet zuniichst „das Wort Ich", tK'C.

A clear classification of the psychical qualities is lacking in the

Vedanta. The theory of the four main states of poill: the being

awake, dream, sound sleep and unconsciousness is of importance,

although the mystical interpretation outweighs here again empirical

olwervation.

18*
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relatively valuable. Wo cannot give up the notion of the thing, even

though it contains insoluble dilliciiltics.

And what is true for the tiling, is true lor the soul. Consistence

in debate, reliance till onr memory, moral conduct, they would all

become impossible . if we were to deny seriously the existence of

sold, as a remaining entity, as an acting factor.

Many scientists and philosophers in Europe have believed that

the notion of causality could lie'-formed independently of the notion

of the thing, at least to a great extent. When we keep a stone

itl utir hand and then open our fingers, the stone will fall. The
movement of the lingers is the cause of the movement — one move-

ment is the cause of another movement. ( iih. Siowaut has opposed

this view and upheld the one which' he called the substantial theory

of causation. Not the movement of the fingers is the. nanno of the

movement of the stone, but gravity, i. e. the influence which the

..thing", in this case the earth, exercises upon another ..thing": the

stone: an influence which becomes apparent under certain conditions.

This is what physics really teaches, and what philosophy has still

to understand about causality. We cannot believe in causality, unless

we believe in the thing.

II we accept herc'the dualistie conce])tioii of the relation between

soul and body, then the consequence of the aubstanlial theory of

causality will be that soul is to be considered as a substance- which

exercises and undergoes influences from the bodv as an organised

thing. Hcsides this transient causality between soul and body, and

indirectly between soul* and the surrounding world . we are obliged

to accept a second form of causality, the regularity, namely, by

which certain psychical facts are followed In others; for it is a

constantly returning experience that percepts give rise to feelings

<\e. lien- we do not see the influence of one thing by its move-
ments or qualitative changes on the condition of another thing, but
we see a series of states in the same substance: the soul. Thus
we have to distinguish^ bet ween a transient and immanent form of

causality.

Let us now turn to another point, mentioned by Srznu : the

thesis that tgc substantial conception of soul necessarily leads to

Kgoism. As long as, according to this author, man believes in the

T.go. as a permanent entity, and has not yet risen- to the insight

into the transient nature of soul as a mere fluxus of psychical

state>. »o long will the feelings of man remain concentrated upon
this |,go. — |f it Were. indeed, true that Egoism depended on
such theoretical conceptions as the permanent or fluetionnl nature
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of soul, the consequence would be that, as soon .is iiiiiii had reached

the true insight into the nature of soul and fully realised tliat it

is ii mere conglomeration of phenomena, he would not only leave

off attaching his sentiments and wishes to his own Kgo, but he

would at the same time become indifferent about his fellow-men

whose soul-life too would be nothing else than deceptive phantasms. ')

Morality, however, is really not so much a question of scientific

insight, as of education and self-education. The basis Of nil morality

is the moral judgment and the habit, of putting our wishes and

resolutions under the moral judgment. And in ihe same way as the

compliance of one's wishes and actions with the moral judgment

enn only be got or at least aimed at, in a continued self-education,

so does the moral judgment, though it''really contains a canon in

itself, not answer to all moral difficulties in an immediate and

automatic way; it is only by experience of life that man, that

mankind, become clearly aware of their duties. Although the „eon-

science-theory" therefore is really to be considered as ihe standpoint

of ethics, yet at the same time the theory of the Summum Bonum
should not be completely set aside. For even supposing the verdict

of moral conscience to be always clear in every particular case of

private life, it would not be a suflieient help for man as a member

of state and as such responsible for his political ideals. For this

purport he must be able to lay before him, lines of moral Con-

duct: moral maxims and aims, which, approved by his moral feeling,

arc built up and united into one Highest Aim .by his imagination

and intellect.

To summarise my opinion: scientific discussion and research pre-

supposes the trustworthiness of our self-consciousness. The notion

of soul <ts permanent during life cannot be given U| . Rgoism,

and moral conduct in general, arc not based on scientific insight,

but on education and self-education. And certainly the eradication

of egoism, as Suzuki pretends, does not depend on our belief in

the absolute transiency of psychical life.

$ fl. .Ipprccintion of ihe cla**ijicafion of p*yrhirat phenomena

by the V.aieeifika. system.

It is striking how closely the Vaiccsika classification of psychical

phenomena resembles the most generally given division in Kuropcan

i
) In the Hntlrihiftt Aslnxiilimrikit Prnjii>>ftiirtimin ethir* eiilmintttt-* in the narmtox

:

the Nnviour flora not exist, nnit the creatures (to not exist; still it in thr «lnty of thr

Saviour to nave the crcat tires. •
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lilriiilmc. When we leave aside dhaniHt nittl ndlmrmi, not mentioned
in tlit* nM-ri, -VS. I, I, \) wv max de\ide | he si \ remaining
typical <|ii:ilitics f-v''Y'w-//////^si iif the'soul: jlmim , xiiklm, dtfklha,
,<••//'/, 7r-'.w. pfajfatka into three groH|*: intellectm-l. sentimental
an.l volitional Elites. WV may further conclude from the emu position
of the Vai-vsika sutras that this threefold division whs also known
to (he Indian psychologists themselves. Undoubtedly this tripartite

division has a fundamental value, although it has not heen elearlv

pronounced before Kant whose three principal works are based oil

M Knlik der ivinen Veriiiinlt; i.e. examination ol the a-priori

elements in human intellect; Krilik der praktisehen Vernunft, i. e.

examination ol Ihe a-priori elements which govern moral conduct,
in other words ol' conscience as the trilmnal before which our
volitional slates are judged: Kritik der I rthcilskiaft'., which has to
do with our ienlimvnlal and emotional slates) Hut rcallv we can
trace this division even in (J reek philosophy, and throughout the
Ku.turies. we ma\ easily refer the dill'ercnt.edifications to this

Fundamental on.-. A division ol the psychical slates into active and
passive {aetitme* and /mxtiokn), as found in DiscunTs. makes an
exception.

Before examining the |»vchieal foundation of this elassilicalion,

we iim\ notice tliat already some grammatical facts suggest to us
the distinction of these three group*. So we see f. i in Lath, |),ut

many verba seutiendi.& dcclaruudi (verbs which express intellectual
stales and their utterance) govern the accusative with infinitive;

thai a great ii.au> of the verha affectHum allow a construction with

f*f*i\ that several verha volitixa require itt finale.

When we now consider the topic psychologically , we must in

the first place distinguish heiwcen soul as a suhstanee, and. the
series of experience's slates of consciousness - which it pos-
sesses and undergoes. Then we May notice that on the one hand
sentiments and volitions hear in first instance on soul as the sub-
stance in which the* inhere and that on the other, intellectual
states (representations) hear in first instance .on objects.

Hoth group* are connected with secondary suites of consciousness
or reflections. By these we know ourselves to be willing, to feel,
to understand Ac. These reflection* may be called introjeetive, in
comparison with the immediate representations which arc projective.
When we experience for instance sugar to be sweet, we do. not
attribute the sweetness to our representation of sugar, but to the
sugar itself, i. e. to the object of the representation.
We are conscious of our feelings and desires by the reflections
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which accompany t hem and in the same wa\ as our representations

of exterior objects mat appear, in course of time, to newt correc-

tion, so also tin- reflection about our feelings and wishes mav after-

wards prove not to have been eorreet. So we mav be surpri^d bv
an action or utterance of ours, which shows the modality of our
inmost self in a new light.

Thus reflections too are representations, and we mav classify the

psychical facts, found up to now, as follows:

I. representations: A. representations of exterior objects or projec-

tive representations, and II. reflections or representations of interior

states;

II. feelings and desires (emotional and volitional states).

Besides these two main elasses we ma\ distinguish:

III. judgments, mental states in. which the soul acceptsor rejects

representations according to their value, bv which we pronounce
scientific, aesthetic or ethical appreciations.

The acts of judgments and the- volitional states resemble each
other," in as far as in both eases the soul allinns or rejects, thus
chooses; but on the other hand the obligating character, typical

for tin? judgment of our reason, forms a sharp difference. This
obligatory character has been considered by Kantian philosophy as

the link between man-and (o»d; that which man feels to be true,

beautiful and right, might be mistaken and so have to be ••hanged
for other insights; but at all events his intellectual, aesthetic and
moral judgments remain unshaken by his caprice; am! he still keeps
the conviction that by repeated self-criticism and by full experience
mankind will get more clearh conscious of the right —and there-

,
fore one - canon of truth and morality.

Kinalh summarising my appreciation of the Vaiccsika p.s\chologv,

we may. accredit to this school: 1) the merit of a tripartition of
of the psychical phenomena (into intellectual, sentimental and voli-

tional) which is still the most usual in KnrojHJ and which, very
nearly approaches the right division which Mas given by K. Bkf.NTANO
into representative, afl'ectional and judiciary states; 2) the -merit

of discriminating in the right way between cognitions on the one,
and sentiments Sec. on the other side;; 3) the merit, in this ease,
common to all Brahmanie psychology, of- keeping up the belief in

soul as a substance notwithstanding the attacks, delivered at it

from Buddhistic side.
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Gil APT Hit V.

TIIK TIUSrWoUTIIY POUKCKS OK KNOWLEDGE.

SUCTION I .

TIIBOUY OK PKIIGKITION.

\ I. Sutras fieri) in([ on I'nih/ukyt ilmn*/. Ad/iita Lot Sinha).

A. IV, 1,6 Kxtcrnal perception [takes place] in respect of mi object

possessing magnitude, bv means of. its possession of

that which is composed of more substances tfmii "one

.'mil b\ means of. its colour.

7 The non-pciceplion of nil*, in spite of then! Inring

substanee-ness and magnitude, is dm; to the non-exis-

tence of the evolution of colour.

N IVrccplion of colour [arises | from its combination 'with
a compound of substances more tlmn two, ami from

j

its possession of
j
some special cliarncteristic of colour.

9- Hereby is explaineil [perceptual] knowledge in the cone

of taste, smell and touch.

16 Mci-MUsc of the non-existence of this, there is no viola-

tion [of the above law of perceptibility in the case of

gravitv.j.

I I Numbers, magnitudes, sepa lateness, conjunction and
disjunclion, priority and posteriority, and action become
objects of visual perception, through their combination

,. with substances possessing colour.

12 In substances not possessing colour they are not objects

of visual perception.

19 By this it is explained that knowledge in regard to

attribute-ness and existence, is ommsensuous (or of all

the senses).
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//. VIII, T, 1 .Cognition [has been] explained among substances.

2 Among substances the soul, the mind and [others]

are not objects of perception.

.3 The mode of the production of cognition is l>eing

described, in connection with the differentiation of a

particular cognition.

4 Substance is the cause of the. production of cognition,

where attribute* and actions are in contact [with the

senses').

5 In consilience of the non-existence of genus and
species, cognition [of them] is due to flint alone.

[Cognition which is produced] in respect of substance,

attribute and action, [is] dependent on genus and
species.

7 [Cognition] in the ease of substance [is] dependent

upon substance, attribute and action.

8 [Cognition] dependent upon attribute and action, does

not exist in the case of attributes and actions, inas-

much as attribute am) aetion do not exist in attribute

and action.

1) The cognition ['it is white'] in respect of a white

object [results] froln whiteness of [the substance] iii

which combination [of whiteness] exists and from the

cognition of whiteness. These two, [cognition of white

object and cognition of whiteness] are related as effect

and cause.

C. VIII, 1, 10 In the en.se of substances [cognitions arc] not causes

of one another.

11 The sequence of the cognitions of the waterpot, the

Cloth &e. [results] from the sequence of their causes,

due to the lion-simultaneity of the causes and not in

consequence frf the relation of cause and effect [amongst

the cognitions],

D. VIII, 2, 1 'This'. «tnat', 'done by you', 'feed him' — such [cog-

nitions] arc dependent upon understanding.

2 [Such cognitions depend upon previous other cogni-

tions] inasmuch as they appear in respect of objects

seen, and do not appear in respect of objects unseen.

8 [The Vaiecsikas apply] the term 'object' to substance,

attribute and action.
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II VIII. t, t lii
I

flic topic dealing with the ascertainment, of] sub-

stances, [the theory] that !><><lics to. are a compound
of five elements, bus boon refuted.

5 Bv reason of its predominance and of possession of

smell earth is the material cause of the olfactory sense.

III like manner water, fire and air [are the material

causes nf the sense-organs of taste, colour and touch],

inasmneh as there is no difference iti the taste, eoloili

and touch [which they respectively possess from what
they ropectively apprehend

|.

I'> '*. Ki • In consequence of the non-application of action and
attribute [to it], [an effect is] non-existent prior [to

it> production
j.

2 The existent [becomes) non-existent.

:? [The existent is] a different object [from the non-

existent] inasmneh as action ami attribute cannot l>e

predicated of the non-existent.

4 The existent also is non-existent.

5 And that which is a different non-existent from these,

is [absolutely] non-existent.

<» [It is] non-existent* such [perceptual cognition]

is similar to the perception of the counter-opposite [of

non-existence], because [in both cases] there is non-

existence of the percept ion of that which is past and
gone, and there is recollection of the past.

/ Similarly [there is perceptual cognition] of [antecedent]

non-existence in consequence also of the perceptibility

of the existent.

R Hereby also arc explained 'not-waterpot', 'not-eow',

'\\{>\-dfntrni(r'

.

i> That which has not been produced, docs not exist; —
this is an identical proposition.

10 The waterpot does not exist in the room — such
is [the form of] the negation of association of the

existent waterpot with the room.

rom0. IX. I. II Perceptual cognition of the son! [results] fr<

particular conjunction of the soul and the mind in

the sold.

\t Perceptual [cognition is] similarly [produced] in the
case of the other snbstanecs.
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(>. IN, I, IS They whose internal sense-* »i nuns arc not attached to

meditation, arc those by whom meditation lias been

given up. They -too [liuve perception of hidden and
distant objects).

I I [Perception] of actions and attributes [arises
|
from

|
their] combination with substance.

I") [Perceptual cognition] of the attributes of the noil I

[results
|
from [their] combination in the sonl.

S 2. QmdiilioH* from Xtmdti fatf Sin/tan ,lftpp/ttfij> ft, >

//.Notes to passage VIM, |, l-<> :

..('andkakama Taiikm-amkama observes under VIII, I, 2 that

among substances, self, mind and ether are not object* of perception.

„lle reads VIII. I, as two aphorisms, viz. Mmavrtyinat cvai*

fyilc cfivaityatwdd/ttya cvefe huddlnh and te etc kftryakmannblnite"

F, ..lie introduces the topic of non-existence with the observation

that non-existence is not the seventh predicable, inasmuch as abso-

lute non-existence, e.g. a castle in the air, is not a predicable at

all, while non-existence of the existent, in the form of non-prod no-

tion, destruction and absence of identity cannot exceed the number
of the six predicable*.

..lie interprets IX, I, '2 and 3 to mean that whatever is non-

existent prior to its appearance as an effect , is non-existent only

by the nature of. an effect, but is really existent at the time by

the nature of a cause, and that therefore it is essentially different

from absolute non-existence."

$ 3. JSott's on fhexe nulla*.

A. Notes to the passage IV, 1, (5 &e.

In sutra IV, \ , aiickadracyavaffvnd is translated by Xaxda
Lai, Siniia as: ..by means of its |>ossossioii of that which is com-
posed bv more substances than one"; this rendering is based on
the following gloss by Qamkara MicrA: „aueka>n drauyam Arroyo

i/oxt/n, fad anckmlravi/ani ; fad yanynsfi, fad anekadravyavaf; tad-

hhava* [— aNcAftdrmymaffcam]." In this explanation anekadravya
is first accepted as a bahuvrlhi and then anckadraryaunnf as a new
derivative; we may however explain anekadravyavanf as a derivative

with su|M»rfluous possessive suffix (ef. Wackrrnaoei,, Altindixche (iram-

matik II, 1, \ 53 0) and so we arrive at the translation, formerly
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given !>\ ( MX (ill : ..in nniscrpiemv of its containing substances more

than oiii- .' The interpretation by (>mkara Mi(;ra presupposes the

molecular theory that every solid body consists of molecules, each

of winch containing at least three atoms, hi C'kiiuiaua's Nyiiyii-

kamlnli i|». I
ss I. 84) (tm'f>(i(litin/(icatfc<n» is explained as h/uigo-

'mijiir.irritafrnm 'the inhering in- many parts', which is in aeeor-

dancc with (Jonah's tra?islation (cf. moreover V.S. IV, 1 .
S).

In sntra 7 tactile perception is excluded from the general notion

of perception; therefore the existence of wind is considered to.be

known b\ inference (cf; V.S. II, I. »). Tor the' interpretation of

the term nftmskftra see the I'paskara.

Whereas Nanda 1*1 Stnl'm translates nnfkft in sutra it by 'more

than one', he use-, in sutra s the expression 'more thrill two',

although there is no reason lor this variation.

In his gloss on sutra.'.) (junkurn Micro tenches that coexistence

with colour is ncces>aiy lor the perception of any quality, with

the exception of touch [with reference to wind). „Sfiar^ltiriktna(im

ru/>'is<hiiitii'i'lltiktn<ti!>/<i>» '''" bakwi*Hrifi«flrrihit[rfmfimyojakaw .
Thus

the perception of smell for instance; would depend on I ) inherence;

in an aggregate; 2) coexistence with colour; \\) a particular form

in which the smell reveals itself.

Sutra 10 is explained by Cmukara Micro as two sentences:

Tiixiidhli'iniil: .tn/tihliicii(i/i\ and these are completed as follows:

hiHi/n r/'/"ii'cti'lr/i .s/h/uh/i/fhst/ ilh/irtvaxi/a ea ijunilve lhhi'wdn nn girwtvam

prtih/aksmii . ffkaikfndriyagr(ihynfmm prati rii/)alnitlimltn jmhcamim

jijlumiit nryahlnn'mih .

I.e. according to Nanda till Sinlisi's translation:

..(iravit\ is not perceptihle. bemuse of the non-existence in gra-

vity of this, viz.. the genu> of colonrne>s, \c. ami development or

appteciiihility. . . There is 'uon-de\iation' i.e. unhroken uniformity

of the live classes or universal*, e.g. colouruess \e. towards appre-

hensibility by each individual sense." .

This interpretation by (>mkara Micra i> very improhiihlc. His

argumentation is far from clear; it seems to he based on the follo-

wing idea: each of the five ijlMilitlO*: ni/xi. rnxa, (/au'/liu. */tar<;a

and rahdd, has its specific *en<e-organ. Hut gravity is something else

than these five qualities, thus imperceptible. Hut what does (/atnkarn

Micrn mean by saying that there is nomlbhava in gravity? Mis

inti rpnUition tries to ascribe to the Sutrnkara an idea, pronounced

l>\ the more recent Vaicesika >ystem, for instance by Pkacastapada,

viz.. that gravity* surpasses the reach of tin? senses; in the same way

»s wind whs couriered to be imperceptible, because it is a mere
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object of tactile impression ;in«1 debarred from ocular perception,

so the quality 'gravity' whs also put down its aftm/nya. We have,

however. In take refuge in too forced interpretations, for explaining

sutra 10 iis referring to lcijin it v. Perhaps -we ma\ tintl its correct

explanation I in comparing in willi Nyaya-kandali |>. |8S I. 21:

., ft/'/M/Nj/ti pmknea ii</f)!i<ini-xamiif,/ii/ii/o r/'/H/syn illmnMuh; tjnrfnhltAviht

vniixthe tcjtisi ftraff/nkxnh/iiira/i"'. If \vc accept t lit* parallelism between

(his passage and sutra IV, I, 10. the translation of the latter

might run:

..Hceansc of the non-existence of this \tt<lhliarti\ or ml/i/iiitntrn

.

implied in the term riiryi of sntrn S] there is no violation
| of the,

above law of perceptibility ill the ease of light hidden in water,

i.e. of lightning still abiding in the clond|."

Hut even with this interpretation it seems doubtful, whether

tins sntrn has formed part of the oldest redaction of the Daren nil.

Willi reference to sntrn I I we may notice that onlv the Quali-

ties mentioned in the Htltltfa (I, I, ('») are enumerated, so that

c. g. (liai'dlvtt *V xm'hn are left out.

//.. Notes to the passage VIII. I, I -0.

Sntrn VIII. I. I W t is ii reference to l\ ', 1,0- I M. Thns adhvfmi

IV is here explained In the author of this sntrn iis hearing upon

'drarija* and not yel on puni*. for him, it seems, the discussion

of the qualities did not begin before VII, I.

for sutra 'I see here p. 250.

Sutra 3 could be a reference to III. I, IS and III. 2, 1 Si .'I.

where intellection is mentioned {nirt/irt/atc) jis a proof for the exis-

tence of soul and internal organ* and at the same time is shown

to be -dependent in its origin (///*/</////) on conjunctions, resident

in soul and mind. The I paskarn, however, explains uklnli as ttri/nh,

i.e. as (leiiotating an incipient action, with the help of Piinini

ill. I, 71: and considers the jhaiifiitirihyti , 'characterisation of

intellection', to be the passage which now begins.

Since substance, quality and movement arc considered to Ih»

objectively real, but generality and peculiarity to possess a more

subjective nature {fw(l(tfiyrn/tri*ft) according to I, I, Sand 1,2, 3,

it is said in VII. I. 4 & 5 that substance is „a" cause of the

arising of the intellections about its qualities and movements, but.

..the" cause of the arising of intellections nliout generality and

peculiarity.

Tor sutra — S see the Upaskiira.

Sutra 9 is a comments on the three precedent siitms. In this

sutra the ini|>ortancc of the objective quality and of our possession

Ve.hand. Kon Aknd. T. Wrtentrh. N. Reofcu. Dl. XVIII N"\ 2. 19
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of the notion (generality) of the quality is stated with reference

to our
. perception or mi object as characterised l»v this ipmlitv.

This ibeon reniimls us of t Im- '/>v//y/-speeulation of the Hhasvn.
Tin- suira is referred to In IVaeastapada in his paragraph on number
p. I 12 I. 21).

C Notes to tin: passage VIII, I, 10—11.
Tin; sutras lo & II ore not referral to by the Pracastapada-

l»has\a. T|nv polemise against the Vipmrinvada. In the beginning
"I >nti;i I I J,(h(iif'\tfftm/a/)fi'h/<if knra,;tdrmn<inn two synonymous
readings have been combined. The lipaskara compares this sutrn

with \ .S. Ml. 2, ;{ where the non-simultaneity of* cognitions is

attributed to tin: influence of the internal organ. Hy the action of
this organ the surrounding objects are onl\ allowed to exercise an
influence on our soul successively.

I). .Notes to the passage VIM. 2, | . ;j.

The sutras U||, 2, I k 2 hear on the force ol pronouns (this.

that, yon, hilff); it is not nerejwnry to aseri.be, as (>mkarn Micro
does, (he notion of vhiiffiraiciifljaJHihia to the - Sutrtikara. !

)

In Mitra \\ substance, ipialitv and action are called objects; impli-

eitly the\ are placed b\ this term opposite to generality and pecu-
liarity, which arc dependent on intellect (6r>(/(//,//-ap<>Jl*a) according
to \ .S. I, 2, {J. ») These three sutras may be looked upon as an
iippendix to nhtiikn I of adhvaya VIII.

I! Notes to the passage VIII, 2, 4 -fi.

In IV. 2, 2— 8 an argumentation was given in defence of the
thesis that the body can only consist of one clement; herein VIM,
2. I this argumentation is again mentioned and now applied to
hf sense-organs.

Tor sutra .*> iV (> sec the Upaskpra; with bhnga*tvn we may
lompare e.g. IVaeastapadabhasya p. 2> I. jalutiy-anabhiblniiaih

l>arll,n liva,„uair..\\\ each sense-organ thus the correspondent element
must have the prodominance.

/•'.. Notes to the passage IX, I, | -IM.
The sutras 1—5 have been discussed here p. I 1 \c. We have

seen there, that according to the I'paskani

mitra I refers to prtyuat (anterior non-existence)

* ~~*
</liramm (posterior non-existence)

\ a»//n'u//abhnva (reciprocal non-cxistence)
•*»

nh/antuhhilvft (absolute non-existence).

1

<'f. km p. 147
ft f,

*) Cf. here p. t»<; § J.
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It we follow the same commentator for the next sutras, thru

sutra f» refers to the perception of dbramm
7 „ praqabhava

* „ (inyo'iiyitb/iriva

H .. ah/aHfdh/nlm

1 tonus an egression.
I

On the whole the meaning of these sutras is uncertain, miiecially

the interpretation of sutro \) us referring to absolute non-exis-

tence seems very forced. Hut let us first consider (aiukara Miera's

flosses in detail. According to him the statement of non-existence

is a result of perception and inference. Tims we meet already in

the eoniments on sutr-. ^ with the expression: .,yatfni knrauanpipiirat

pitrvam jiniti/ak-t'iHi'Hhiittili/iitiiHi kilrtpixyfmtttram prmHit/afe* , i.e. As

the non-existence of the effect, prior to the operation of the cause,

is proved by pcreeption and inference. \v.

Thus at the end of his eoninientan on sutra (> Camkata Miera

mentions a ftirka (reduefiu ad ahsiirdum) as an auxiliary to- per-

ception, further we may notice in this eoniments that .rirndhin is

explained in the sense of pra/itpu/iti (counter-opposite) of the Inter

\aieesika and Nvilvn. The expression in the sutra: ..wind Hi..,

rimilf/if/nitj/(iharaf" . therefore means:
J

the pereeption of jn 'non-cxis-

tenee' |e. g. a non-existent pot
|

is of the same kind as the percep-

tion of the eou nter-opposite (in the quoted example: of the pot
j.

In sutra 7 ahknva is explained as prfiqabhara. Similar explana-

tions which presuppose that, the most important word is left out

liy the Sutra kiira, have already been met with before (ef. V.8. IX, I. 5

with I'paskara). The ra at the end of the sutra is explained as

Iwaring iqion praliyoqi-nuHirana and the /aria, formulated at the

end of the commentary on sutra (». Now this tarHa is quite an

invention of the commentator's, for there is not the slightest allu-

sion to it in sutra C> itself. As for prafit/oqi'smarmia we can

really with some effort distil it from the precedent sutra, where

we meet with the two expressions blnita-mirti and rhod/ti-prn/yakfia,

and where according to the commentator rirodfiin means pra/iynqi/t.

In sutra S according to the commentator the perceptibility of

reciprocal non-existence is taught. Now aghatah and aqatf/t are terms,

made by logicians, to indicate all objects with the exclusion, respec-

tively, of pots and cows; let us admit that all these objects are

perceptible. The ease is more difficult with adharma-, according to

^^The^ ordinary use of the term adharma means demerit, i. e. one of

the two forms of the unseen quality of soul. In order to give the

wished for meaning to the sutra Cnipkarn Micra explains adharma
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iis iHiii-ii.icrit. and paraphrases it by ..know'ledge, pleasure &'€.*', which

are llie perceptible mialilics of the, sold.

The interpretation ul' sntra H as hearing upon absolute . liotl*

e\islciiee demands still more scholastic >kill. < >nv interpreter spins

mil the words nhlivhui) mixti ami iinfiifhnnhinnii i»f* the sntra into

live other formulae

:

I) itft ttfmm i-/ihinii ii'tx/i i.e. a formulation of posterior non-existence.

•J i 1 1a >ii ihixli , i.e. a formulation nf alisolnte non-existence.

:{) iihliiilnm, the not being based on origination ami annihilation (?)

X) thi'irl/i'iiihrifni) -- ftufiit'j/ii/iiiii/a/.fhii , i.e. ..meaning the same",

e. g. 'water is not earth' ami 'earth is not water' incan the same filing.

5) imx/i.

The l;H formula i> introduced in the following passage (I paskara

p. o s ;{ I. .'{) ) m/ vft*fit i/tilrn in/ hnili'ijii ti/ttirixi/iiti . nil en kiuln

nil Illinium, Inxi/ti nislininx fiilr<iti/tiiiftil)lniro ni/ti/liiri/ali ;

lili'/iih/mrixi/iiliir in In Irit j)r(HlltV(tni><ti~iiri~ii)fibli<il'iil<iHihfina ri'ft, falni-

it'InIn i n n r 'iii/sli' 1 1 /ii/(li/iti/fi/i

;

iiln cnn/iiin 'lifi/i/iili/.itx liiiihiilikn ill) i/l/liiill/ii/iilc.

< >! the-e three paragraphs the lirsl and last refer to alisolnte

non-existence, the sreoml to temporal non-existence. The second

paragraph, which with its repeated Ultra is nitlier dillleidl , mnv lie

translated as follows:

..The cognition in the form that. 'it does not exist* in a certain

abode, is ba-ed on the posterior or anterior non-existence of that

whieh has been or
j

respectively
J

will lie in that aliode."

Ilnw all these deviations niav lie called an explanation of sutra

'.), will of course never lie clear to a Knropean reader.

Sntra 10 is rather remarkable, liecanse it shows more understanding

about negation than the traditional Yaieesika teaching of the four

kinds of non-existence. \on-exi>tencc is n relational notion which can

he applied to an\ relation. Tims we can also deny a spacial relation,

between two objects. In the I paskara two attempts are made to recon-

cile the ea»c of >utia Ml with the traditional fourfold classification.

\\ hen we now look hack at the four sntras '(>-----•'.), it seems

donlitfnl whether the four kinds of non-existence were originally taught

here. Sntra !) is onlv a paraphrase of the terhi abhirfa- the men-

tioning of this word is due to the words agauli , nf//itifa/i in the

pice, dent sntra. It m'imiis prohalile to me. that the Sntrakara only

taught in this passage the (ixnlkui^ivndn , so that e. g. sntra 4 is

only a snlitle variation of sntra 2 and sntra 5 a later addition.

whilst the sntras S and (
.) have nothing to do with nni/o'iii/ahfuiva

and iili/niiH/,ain tnmt.
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li. Notes to til o passage !X, I, II 15.

This passage is interpreted by the I'naskara as irtVniii-r to the

perception of ynginsj this is in accordance with the paragraph of
the IWastapadabhasva on perception. In the sntras themselves it,

is not clearly said, for the sutra I 3 is rather strangely inserted aim
is enigmatic. We shall follow again first the interpretation In (/amkara
Micro. I !«; begins in his comments on snlra II by dividing the

vogins into two classes: I) the vogins who are 'railed i/tdhi and
whose internal organ is still fixed {9<miihiiri)\ 2) the yogins who
have risen higher, who are called viyidin nnd whose internal organ
need no longer remain fixed. The sntras II k \2 hear on the

ifuHil y'aghnh. In these vogins there arises a spread conjunction
between mind and soul, a conjunction which owes its origin to

merit, consequence of yogn. \\\ this rihuannniaml, xm„i,n</n/> ihc\

obtain a perception of the soul, that, is to say according to (/ainkara

Miern": ..of their own sold as well as of the sold of others
'

In sutra I 2 the tlrmyrmtnrnii'r. ..the other sulwtnnccs" arc explained
by (/amkara Micra as: the atoms, the mind, wind,

|
mathematical

|

space, time and [physical] space. The commentator thinks that more-
over different invisible qualities iVc. are included in this word.

.. Dtrtri/apwfcHft fml<pihi(fWnfotrHm*rnufiHy<infim
. . .. mmqrnlmh."

Sntra 13 is explained a* bearing on the vogins in the second
stage. They have obtained several magical powers {ctintmhlttHi and
iii(triyn*iiMfti)

t
by which they feel that simple fixation of mind is

insufficient; and thus with the aid of their superhuman powers
..they make the whole universe of things, hidden and distant

[vt/nvnhilnm ripmkrttam en) objects of their perception. (( >n this last

gloss Nanda Lai Sinha's translation of fcylm en is based).

Although sutra I t is clear in itself, the Indian commentator succeeds
in combining it with some far oH' mythological conceptions. The vogins
sec (he says) the qualities and movements of the invisible snbstanccs
(atoms, sonls, minds &c), because thev inhere in their abodes; but
this perception takes place in two ways: sometimes the yogi it's own
internal organ is conjoined with these objects, sometimes his son I uses

..sterile minds" {pn*ttaintt*ilm«i); i. e. minds which do not belong any
more to sonls, and these minds are conjoined with the objects.

Tor sntra 15 sve the Ipaskara itself.

The strange way in which sutra 1 3 is inserted in this parage
(for tnf in talmmnvnifnt of sutra 14 refers to drnrfilntttret* of sutra

12) seems to indicate that the tradition of this passage is not quite
authentic. If we leave out sutra 13, we may explain the remaining
sntras as follows:
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Origin*lh there wi'i'i; in tli •. Vaieesika school two branches: out;

of which mught tin- impcrceptibilih of soul (V.S. VIII. I. 2), the

other the pcrceptihilih (IX, I. 1 1 4fc».)i. In ' them M^entitmoil

Ultras the reflection or internal perw»pti«Hl b\ which wc known our

internal" stales and. the substratum of these internal states was

Considered to he coordinate with external perception, and the manner

in which psichicul qualities are |M'iveivc<l (i.e. reflected upon) was

compared with the process by which we
,

jwrwive the qualities and

movements of external thing*, ItiM the first of the two branches

got the uppcrhand ; and the aphorisms, current in the second branch

were accepted, but changed in their meaning. So it was taught that

the existence iff soul can only be interred, or perceived with the

iiid of magical perception. This choice was natural enough. For also

tactile perception in the ciise of wind was not considered to rank

cipialh with visual perception ; no wonder that reflection was

underrated.

) t. '/'/"• paragraph on Vratyakyi hi the I'ravantafHltta- Hhiltya

(book III chapter I S 21).

I n t rod ii ct io n.

p. I Hi I. 12. Ktvmological definition of pra1yak*a.

I It 15, Knumeration of the six sense-organs ii. e. the five

external senses and mind).

Ordinal) hum an perception.

I. Iff- -Ht. Siuiriipinmlin'omnmilraii) of substances described
|
i. c.

according to the Nvaya-kandali p. I MM. tfl .,r//,o/-

fHirahitam f>rattfak»am(ltram]\ cf. V.Sk l\ , I , (>. Con-

ditions: (mm Ihi 17/v/), anekadravyatatlra, t/<tt/i////tntpfi'

praknvti. Process; a fourfold set of conjunctions [cf.

\\ava-kaudab p. I** |. 2<1 |, In this passage the

meaning of dviridlie after t/r/in/r is not clear, it is

not referred to rn the Xyiiya-kiindah.

I. It»- -Itt, \8<ivikafpahnn\ prntipiham described , c\'. V.S. VIII,

l,b.

I. 19— 21. the perception of colour, taste, smell aiid touch,

cf. V.S. IV, 1, R \ «.).

I. 21 — p. 1*7 I. 1. the perception of sound.

p. 1871.1 — 3. the perception of number, extension, individuality,

conjunction, disjunction, farness, nearness, adhesion,

fluidity, speed and movement takes place by oeulnr

and tactile perception (ef. V.S. IV, }, 11).
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2 9 5

p. 1871.3— I. The [internal] perception of cognition
,
|)leasnrr, pain,

desire, aversion and exertion, due to tlif* conjunc-

tion of soul and mind. [Although thews qualities

are implicitly considered to In* perceived in the

passage on dhiuin V.S. HI, 2, 1. yet nowhere states

the Sutra explicitly that 'reflection' is based on the

conjunction of soul and mind].

I. f)— 7. (icneralities such as 'existence, substance-no**' me
perceived by the same sense-orpin which grasps their

abodes (cf. V.S. IV, I. 13 and VIII. 1, 5).

The perception of the yogi us,

I. 7— 11. The perception uf jfukifl yayimnh hears. on their own
sonls, other souls, (physical) space, (mathematical)

space, time, wind and internal organs; on the

(pialities and movements, generalities and distinctions

which are inherent in these substances; on inhe-

rence in general. It is dne to the internal organ

when helped by a tlhnmm which originates from

yoga. (Cf. V.S. IX. |, |H and IJpnskffrn).

I. I I -- 1 '\. The perception of viyi'kfn j/<H/ina/i bears on things which

are too subtle, hidden or remote. It takes place by a

fourfold set of conjunctions.

[
NOTK. For the difference between yukhlh and vipikhi j/ot/i/ia/t

cf. Nvaya-kandah p. It)* I. 5 1.

Definitions of praw fin a iVc.

I. r3 — 1 5. First definition ofprawdm, praweyn\ftramiilr $ijiramiti\

prawfiua •= vague knowledge with regard to generali-

ties and distinctions

prawcya — substances \c.

pranuilr = soul

pramiti — the knowledge which has substances i\r.

for objects.

I. 15— 17. Note to this first definition.

I. 17—:p. ISO I. 2. Second definition of these four notions:

pramfnja= the trustworthy knowledge which arises

with reference to all categories (owing

to a fourfold set of conjunctions)

pramet/a = the categories: substances tVe.

pramfiff a soul

pramiti = the insight into the good, bad and in-

different (pialities of things.
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Skiiion 2,

TIIKOKY or AMMANA

| I Si'/him hcariii;i i'/mn f/ir mark of i#ft>rewc.

/ IV '-.'. I I' is t h<* eflrel or rnitse of. conjunct with, contrad ic-

lon to, or combined in, this' ~ such is (cognition]

produced In tin- mark of inference.

2 It is its' j — this cognition is sufficient to cause an
illation to be minlej; whereas

[
the introduction of ] the

relation of effect anil cause arises from j.i particular
J

nieinlier
j
of file argument

j.

,1 Keatton, description, mark, |)roof, instrument these

are not autonyms.

//. J 1.1. 1,11 The conjunct, the combined, (lie co-combined ami the

contrail ieton also {are marks of inference
j.

10 One effect
j
max he (he mark of inference] of another

etl'cct. \
11 The opposite i.e. the noii-c\ixtent

j
is a mark

|
of the

existent.

\-2 That which has taken place [is a mark
|
of that which

ha> not taken place.

I.'{That which has taken place, ( is a mark
j
of that which

has taken place.

I f
I

These an* \alid marks j. because the characteristic of
an inferential mark is that it is preceded bv |the

recollection of thej universal relation [of itself ami of

that nf which it is the mark I.

C. II, I. N That it has horns, a hump, a tail hairv at the ext re-

in n\
. and a dewlap - such is the admitted mark of

being a ciiw. >
. .

1) Ami touch [is a mark
]
of air.

10 And it is not the touch of the visible [substances J;

hence the mark [of the inference] of air is not the

mark of the visible [substances],

15 There being no perception of the association |i. e.

universal
. relation] with air, there is no visible murk

[of tin- existence of air].
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V. II, 1, Hi And In inference by analogy, air is not 'proved jis ft

particular substance, but tis n substance only.

J 7 Therefore the name, air. is proved* bv the Veda.

I). Ill, 2, (> There is no visible mark [of (be existence of the soul
j,

because there being contact [of t'lie senses with the

... body of Yiijftmlnttn], perception does not .arise that

this soul is Yajnadatta.

1 And from a common I v observed mark [there is] no.

|
inference of anything in] particular.

8 Therefore [the soul is] proved bv revelation.

§ 2. //ifroditchhi/ remark.

A full explanation of Indian logic can only be obtained bv
computing it with the European treatment of this science. This
comparison will be given in the fifth section of this chapter. A few
preliminary remarks, however, may be inserted here.

The Indian 'syllogism (nnNmaua) combines a deduction with a
superficial induction. The form of the deduction resembles more our
hypothetical than our categorical syllogism, although, as a rule, it

is compared with the latter.

In the sutra of Kanvda's the main notion of logic is the /%*.
In the hypothetical syllogism:

If something is I, then it is II,

this thing is //,

therefore it is li,

the term A is called tin? likfla; Thus for instance in the much
quoted example (which is here given only in its deductive port);

if something has smoke, then it has fire,

this mountain has smoke,

therefore, this mountain contains Hre,

the smoke is the probans for the fire.

We may distinguish in the relation between the probans (c. g.

the smoke) and the probandum (in the quoted example: the fire)

as many kinds as there are species of relations in general. Hut
also the source of evidence, possibility fte. of this relation can be

different. Kither the relation can be of an axiomatical, or of nn
inductional character (cf. the fifth section of this chapter). We
may call it a shortcoming in Indian philosophy that it has not

made sufficient distinctions in the logical value of universal pro-

positions.
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v^
.'{. r.i'i>liintiti(ni of flu' gfrtrtt* fjroteet.

I. IX; 3, 1 ~'3. Probantial cognition [faijtijikam jSa/tfhtt) can lienf

Recording Ni this sutr:i on lour kinds df relation: inherence, con-

junction, causality and contradiction (virod&a). In the l
Tpaskara

the last-mentioned notion is explained as follows (Nanoa Lai. Simi\

p. :W\).

..Inference from a contradictory uf repugnant object is stub as

tin- inference of an ichneumon concealed by bushes \e. from, tile

observation of an excited snake which is its natnral antagonist.''

}{ this explanation of (.Ixmkaua Micka'k is right, then the

c'ntvlli;i-(imnii'in<i would. only be a special case of kiirjfriHHWiiia, since the

incitement- of the «*tmke is a -consequence of the ichneumon's presence.

in sutra 2 kiirytfa'ttattantmhttnilhiik slands (as (amkara Micro

righth observes^ for all the relations, enumerated in the first sutra:

these relations arc only examples of tin- form which the probantial

cognition ma\ have, traifaratl seems to be an adverb, in the .men-

Ring of ..partly", Thus the sntra ma\ be translated:

,,lt is its, | this cognition is 'sufficient to cause an illation to

be iitmlcj, whereas jthe introduction of| tin 1 relation of effect and

cause takes place with reference to a part [i.e. docs not treat of

the subject completely. |."

The explanation of avayam as one of the five members of the

more recent pariirthdnunirina is \w\ doubtful.

Sntr#i 1 (teems to indicate that in the days of the Sittmkarn the

terms, used in- logic, were not quite settled.

/». The passage III. I. '.» \c ., forming partof the discussion of

nlninn. is parallel to l\, 2. I \i\ In sutra J) we find here again

an enumeration of the kinds of relations which may .be found in

probau'ial cognition. We meet here with Conjunction, and contra-

diction; inherence is given in two forms: simple inherence and

co-inherence; causality is left out. Since causality in the Yaicesika

system is really based on inherence or conjunction, this omission

cannot surprise us. i('f. here p. 10*2 $ H and p. III).

S;itiii 10 states explicitly co-inherence as a form of probantial

cognition.

Sutra II -1:5 arc explained by Oamkara Micro as giving exam-

ples of riroil/it/niitotiiiihi.

In sutro I I prntiddhi is explained in the l
T paski»ra as tmimyfinxliifl

rj/ujili/i; it would be historically safer to translate: ..certain, trust-

worthy knowledge." PraxiiMki, in this sutra is opjwiscd to aprax'nM/ia

in sutra I
.").
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('. Tltc passage II. |, S \(\. hearing on nit- unci explain™! here

p. 15s suh ./.:/, is also of importance for the notion t/,0/0. In intro-

ducing sutrn s we may notice '.thai the application of h general term
to mi individual object is indeed cognate to inference. Thus if the

definition of ji cow, given here In the Yaiecsika, were right according

to zoology, tlinn we could formulate the following- inference:

if nn miinial has horns, a hump, a tail hairy at the extremity

and a dewlap, thru it is a row;

this animal has horns, ;i hump \c.

;

thus it is a eow.

After this explanation of tifttfn
%

the Sutrakiira says I hut touch is

the prohnns of air. In sutrn 15 mid 10 the /wt/tlNt are then divided

into tlrttflHi nud attf*tani I'nUjoni Siitrn Mi is explained l>\ (/nmknra

Micro as:

ynsmOd rteetrlloreua nounmifit/ , tasmmi ro//ur iti iionnh/oiiiihiiii.

This insertion of noma in the stttra is required by the following

sutrn, so that we have to accept Taiukara Micro's interpretation.

/). The passage 111. '2, (> &e., dealing with soul, is parallel with

II, I, S. Yet the conclusions differ: in one ease the name is sup-

posed to Ix- proved In the Veda, in the other case soul itself is

taught to lie fiqainika.

$ \. Sutra* referring to tin- term ' .tno/untcro'

.

HI, I, \\ lYreeptiou [as a mark inferring tin- ImmIv or the senses

as its sultstmtiim)
j
is] a false mark.

I [The Iwidy or the senses eanuot he the seat of perception),

because there is no consciousness in the causes
[

i. e. in

the component parts of the body
|.

5 Heeause [there would lie] consciousness in the effects,

(i And heeause it is not known [that any minute degree

of consciousness exists in the waterpot iVc.

)

7 A mark is certainly something else [than that of which

it is a mark). Hence [a mark which is identical with

the thing of which it is n mark. is] no mark [nt all
|.

8 [Although a mark is quite different from that of which

it is a mark, still they are not wholly unconnected],

for [any] one thing cannot be a mark of [any) other

thing.

15 The unproved is a fnlse mark; the non-existent and the

dubious also arc false mnrks.

10 Because [it] has horns, therefore [it is] a horse.
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Hi. I. 17 Ami 'because [it lias horn*. tfictijfbro jit. is| a cow' sucli

is the example of ;i man\ -siilcil j 'mark J.

I
s Tliat [i.e. knowledge

j
which is produced from the con-

fact of the soul, the sense and the object is oilier
j
than

a false mark].

^ .">. ()i'i,hifinnn fium Siiinla I. n! Stalin $ .tppemliv li .

NOTI> on the jwsmijre III, I, ;t s
:

,,('am»u\k wrv Taiik \i.amk \ha interprets III. I . :i In mean thai-

the sense or the object cannot he a mark for the inference of the self.

..He rends III. I. .") and (i as one aphorism and explains it in

the sciim" that :is cognition is found within one effect e.'jjf. the" body,

.Hid is nut found within another effect, e.g. a jar, therefore, it

follow-. tha,t flier*' can lie no .cognition in their combinative eanses

(which, must lie the same in both ettses),

..lie explniiis III, I, 7 thus: Something <piite different is the

mark of inference of the self; the sense or the object cannot be

such a mark. What this 'something iptitc different' is, is explained

in the I Mil aphorism of this chapter."

NOTK on the pav>aiie III. I , I V 18:

..('aiidrakanta Tarkalamkara splits up III. I, I
."> into two aphorisms:

'a/nilsii/iUnt •,i'l/)tl(lrni/i' and 'axum/it/i/fiar C'//t(i/>(l(h'i(t/t\"

\ <». h',r/)l(itmfiiw of f/ic Sttlras. rjiHifnl in \ I.

'lite passage* |||. I.tt S ami 15 ~|S, which treat of mta/tnt/fra

ifalse probnns) in connection with the proof for the existence of

nliinii! are rather enigmatic.

In the first place we must notice that the translation of antra '.\

b\ \\m»\ Lai. Sinha is not ipiitc. clear. In order to correct this,

I want first to quote tin- two first sntias of this adhvaya, which
I should like to translate as follows-.

Sutra I.
|
Tin" existence of

J
the senses and the objects is certainly

know n.

Sutra 2. This certain knowledge about the senses and the objects is

the.probans for something else {nrllianhna) than these scnscsnml objects.

.'wimiiv Mi<;h\ in introducing sntra .'1, makes an opponent say:

\ thin rn rinun i/ti/rii/,i,ii rl i»'<txi<l(llivr .nrifli/o '.i/i',

Which ihe>i< i> supported by the following argumentation s

ClllhllUpHH r/tllll/i/li/l/f/l
.

/af/iiiri/fifrf/f,

fii'/rn/iiii/ira/.
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The sutm, then, is interpretatcd iisii refutation of that argument:
Talhlrtfalcam pratfifHtjnHjfnjhlnfuUlr nii>>ik<iiitihitni<l aiiftfifitfrca/i.

The three quotations mr translated In Nanda Lnl Sinhn sis follows: 1

(Opponent]: ..Let the body or the senses he the' foundation of
this prnnidtlhi . . .

consciousness is nn attribute of the hotlx .

heing its effect,

like its colour.

|Si(|,|h,in!in j: Tin" being an elleet of the
|
hod\ or the senses

|
is

the mere semblance of n mark, in ns much ns it applies to the

Cognition.- produced hv ii lamp. :nnl is therefore multifarious."

Tims following the I'paskrirn, we have to translate sntra \\ as

follows

:

..('oiiseiunsness (prhxMtMi or raitrtHtja), (Considered as an effect

of the body or the senses], is n false mark
|
with rrgnnl to the proving

of the thesis lint Consciousness is a quality of the ImkI\ or of the

senses}."

Although the sntra is thn> clear, the interpretation demands too

many insertions for ns to will it trust worth v. Willi (,'amkara Mina's
.interpretation of this sntra his explanation of the whole passage

I". I. •'* s in connected. Mere we. ran hase our discussion on
N'anda Lai Sinha's translation which clearly and correctly follows

the llpaskiirn.

Sntra t consists of the compound kilraufijuunri', if we had met
with it elsewhere than in a philosophical work, we shouK. have-

immediately translated it as: ...ignorance about the causes", the

rendering, given by Nimda Lai Sinhil, runs: ..because there is no
consciousness in the causes", thus jhtinu is taken as synonymous
with pratiddki in sntra I ; further the first member foirmia is accepted

as a locative in the strictest sense of the word.

The explanation of sntra ."> is similar with the exception that

the translation demands an irrealis: „there would lie". This diffi-

culty could he removed by joining the sutms "> and and accepting

the interpretation by Candrakmita Tarkalamkara (see here f 5).

Also the sntra-s 7 and 8 require great insertions on the basis of

the Upaskara.

It is not possible for me to give an easier interpretation of the

text, unless I may make use of an emendation, namely the omis-

sion of sutm 6.

According to my idea Qamkara Micra's interpretation of our
passage ami the insertion of sntra (i are both due to the wish of *

finding in the Vaiyesika Darcana a passage parallel to the one,
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occuiring IN t tie N \ six a l>ar<,ann, which refutes the theory that soul

iiihI ImhIv arc identical. T myself should like ti) explain the passage

jis follows:

In tin' sutras I iin«i 2 the Siddhantin inters the existence of

soul from the existence, of our knowledge about the objects and

tlir senses. An opponent contradicts this view:

Sutra ST.- ..This is a false probans [i.e. this probans. viz. the

existence of «»ur knowledge about objects ami the senses, is a false

probans with reference to the thesis that there is a separate soul ]."'

Sutra 4: ..Hccnusc we ha\e no knowledge about the cause
j
i.e..

about any abode i>r substance in which t h« • jtrnxitU/ii nf sutra 1

ami 2 inheres).

"

• Sntni •">
,, Because we possess wilt knowledge aliont the effect

ji. c admit the inhering quality ;."•

Sutra J: ..One tiling as the probans Jul if not her], this is a false

probans" [i.e. We mtiv not infer one thing - arlhrintrrrnm- of

siitta 1 from another, thus neither an unknown eause from the

csistciice o| the effect j.

Sutra K; ..One thing [considered us the prolwins] of another thing

is a false prolians." [The sutra is synonymous with, and perhaps

an old gloss on sutra
7J.

After this wrong theory of inference, given li\ the opponent in

the sutras '&• S, the Siddhantin gives the true theory utl'Hitja mid

tingfibhaxa in the passage III. I, 11 17. Of these the sutras W— I t

have been explained in a previous paragraph.

.With reference to sutra 15 we limy notice that it contains two

parts, a definition of the term ana/xn/fni and a division of this

mtHtpadcva into two kinds asan and Mntligtlkah , sutra hi contains

the example of the former kind and sutra 17 of the latter.

The interpretation of sutra I
s may run as follows:

..That [i. e. knowledge which is produced from the contact of

the soul, the sense ami the object), is that something else \t/,///af =
(irl/niiifurmn of sutra 2, which proves the existence of the sold]."

The sutra slates thus the correctness of the proof given in the

two Hist sutras of the ndhvavn.

$ 7 Tho paragraph* in the Pravastnparla- Hhri*ua nn inference.

Inference is discussed in Praeastapiida-Bhaswi book 1 1 1 chapter 2

in two passages $2'2— 20 and $ 95— \%. See here book IV section III.

A. The former passage treats of the probans, the latter of the-

complete Indian syllogism in its traditional fivefold -form. The theory
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of tlie prohantial mark is based im Kanvua's Snfra; the theory of

syllogism on the Nyaya Dareana.

$22 gives a definition of laiiafihiiii.jitanani
, $ 23 consists of two

clokas. The first clokn contains n definition of tittya , the prohan-

tial mark:

a) it is found in tli«* tHtvmeyd [which term moans here the

ftaksa or the subject-matter of tlie discussion]; .

ft) it is found in the tad-nnvUti
|

i. C. sapalxa or positive

instances, i.e. instances in which the Hadht/a occurs],

r) it is absent in tad-ahhaca [i.e. vi/taXftt or negative instances,

i.e. instances in which the ttad/tua is absent].

The second cloka divides the false marks into three kinds: vhuddha

(contrary), nsiddha (not-accepted, non-existent), sandigdfm (doubtful).

This division is attributed to Kacyai'A i. e. Kaiiiida (ef. Hhasva III

2 \ 25); that is to say, it is based on a wrong explanation of V.S.

Ill, I

The

15.

A paragraphs in the Hhasva (24 and 2f>) are commentaries

on the two elokas of $ 2&. In $ 2(5 we lirst meet with an example

of the application (ridJbi) of a probantial mark.

if smoke is somewhere, then there is fire;

if there is somewhere no tire, then there is no smoke.

|
XOTK: Tims the aa/iakw, mentioned in the first hypothetical

proposition, are those instances — with the exception of the

pnltfa — where both smoke and lire are met with; the vi/uiiifa,

mentioned in the second hypothetical proposition, are those

instances where the proband inn, in the case; quoted: the fire,

is absent].

Then $ 2fi gives a formulation of this cidki; the statement which

follows: cvani sarralra deraknlait titlbfi iffaw iiaraHi/a litigant, is parallel

with V.S. Ill, I, 7 and 8 according to their probable original

signification. Next to this the Bhasyakafa states that the formula

V.S. IX, 2, I is only illustrative. Finally the litigant are divided

into two kinds: the dryfatti lifujam is for instance met with: when

somebody, having first learnt in one sj>eeimcn of a cow that this

animal has a dewlap, afterwards on seeing an animal with a dewlap,

infers that it is a cow.

[Thus when his argumentation runs:

if an animal has a dewlap, then it is a cow,

this animal has a dewlap,

ergo it is a cow].

The ndr^fam fit~ir/avi/\s met with e.g., when somebody, having

observed in a few cases that the husbandman, warrior and merchant
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work lor
-

ii certain ninr, afterwords on seeing an ascetic exerting

himself, concludes that also this religions man strives for an aim.

According to the lluasya the difference between lite two /im/aiii

is: iliat the ascertain**!
(
prfuidtftnt) and inferred {nfldhipi) cases of,

the ilrsliim (ini/aiii air of Ihfl same kind (a/i/aitla/afi/alilfda); whereas

the ascertained and inferred cases of the adr*tani lini/am arc of

dissimilHr kinds \a/i/ati/a/<ifil)/icda).

The paragraph end* with two sets of dclinitions of pramaiia ami

jiinuiih with reference to amiiinaita.

/{. I n I he second passage ($ .'{ I iVc.) we liist meet with a

deliiiilion of pnrarlliainiimiaa: it is the communication in a fivefold form

of a truth, reached lor ourselves b\ xrartliaitinnaiia, to somebody who

lion I its, has ;i wrong notion or is ignorant alront the matter. The

following paragraphs give dclinitions of the live members of syllo-

gism. Moreover we liiul here c\|)lan:itions of the fallacies occurring

in the the>is ($35), in the apadrra or statement of the prohantial

mark ($ .'J/i, and in tlic examples (§ 91))'. For the present I refer

the reader to the table, given here in hook IV section IV letter I',

whilst in the next paragraphs I shall give a translation of two

passages of some importance in the paragraph on aptiHiriibftnttri*

In the second half of § II we find a nummary of the theory of

tlic live arm/firus. In the following table I give the example which

I'll \c\sTAi'\!>.\ uses here, and add in the second column the forms,

applied bv the Hhasvakara himself and in the third column the

terms, occurring in the Nyaya-kamlall.

ndida anilyah.

/iiai/a/iiaiianfariyakatral.

ilia 1/0/ jirai/afnanaiilarij/akani , lad

alii I ifa in df^ffiM , ijalli<i //lialali.

in Iitaiu aprai/aliifi/iaiifarh/idani dr*'faiii,

i/n Ilia I, drain.

lathii va /irai/aliiunaiitarii/akali rah lo

ilislo. 11a en talhdkararad aprat/af-

ndiiaiilani/akali rahda/i. aiiiisandlidiia

TfisiiK)//. anili/a/i rabdah. /irali/dmiidi/a

When we analyse this example, then we shall, notice that the

ainninhia, as thaught by IVaeastap.ida, is a combination of deduction

and superficial imlnction. It is usked to prove that sound is tran-

sient This is done bv the following syllogism:

jinilijlta pralijiid

apadcra hclii

aad/iarin//en a

n idarratia 111 11daliaraim

raidharinifCiia

ii'idarraiiani t>

11pa 11a 1/

a

n if/aina
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if 8(>iiivthtiig follows 'direct I v on n human effort, then it is

trniisient,

a sound follows directly on n human effort, -Krgu: sound is

transient.

Hut in the Indian nnmtaina, rjmmi supposed proof for the general
premise is given. This is done by putting first this. general pri-uiisc

in two forms: I. w hv|M>thetieal proposition with positive members,
'I. the inversion of this proposition .with negated members. Thus the
proposition. ,. if something follows directly on ti huuiiiii effort, then

it i* transient", l>eeomes: ..if something is not transient, thru it

docs not follow directly on n human effort."

According to the logind laws of iuunedinte inferenee (see here

section 5 S
S :{) fhese two propositions are identical. Indian logic, now,

thinks it accessary to prove both forms, hut In (in practice) a verv

insuflieient means, that is to say by one e\ninple. Thus the propo-

sition: M if something follows directly iVc." is supposed to la- proved

by the example of the pot, which is baked by the potter and tran-

•sient; and the .negated proposition b\ the example of (physical)

space, which is eternal and independent of human activity.

According to Pracastapilda (cf. here section I $ 5) an an innana
is only trustworthy, when an example (besides the pakna, the object

for which the quality must be proved) can In- quoted in behalf of

the positive proposition , and an example on behalf «>f the proposi-

tion in its inversed, negated form, and no counter-examples exist

in both inspects. The more recent Vaieesika-Nvava school was gene-

rally satisfied, when the ln«*t and one of the two lirst conditions

were fulfilled, ')

$ 8. First c///c.v.v/«// in the paragrtifib in the li/mst/a a-Inch

hi'tltx of .1/>(nf<-vahlnlm.

(IVaeastapadabhasva p,
k2:\s |. 20 Jfce.)

[
Definition of 9nn.ttii/tlha\. That probans which exists in the ammaya

(here —- /*//•*/?] and is common to objects homogeneous and hetero-

geneous with this [/Mtkffi], is Mfiinlif/ilfta, because it gives rise to

doubt {xantlcfin). Tor instance:

because [this animal] has horns,

therefore it is a cow.

[Opponent]: Some say. when two probantial marks which are

contradictory {virwblhn) to each other, but jmssess the characteristics

l Cf. hrr»' w'cfinn 1 4; A,

Vrrhnnrt. Son. Aknd. r. WrtM**, N. MerV.' Id. XVIII. N '2. 20
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described , then this is another form of xmnHf/t//ni , because here ;i

doubt (sinn/i'/in) arises. For instance: [there is such a xaH<fr/iu\

with reference. to tin* mtrtntm (limited extension) and miun/nti-H

of tin* internal organ, [eltlier of which can In* upheld, rcspecl.-

i\ci\ I
l»v reason of its aptihility for movement or the absence of

touch in it.

[
hefendentj: Hut we say: this. | simiiltniieoiis occurrence {xaiiiii-

fftita) of krii/rirfiffra nnd fi*pttrrat/tftcti\ is ttxoi/htlrmin |i. e. does not

allow Monti* to Ik* both in ii i hi nnd anntilti\. because one of these

two contradictory opinions (pal'fd) cannot exist, just as little as nil

object cfti Ik* simultaneously invisible and perceptible, and thus

i this case) is (iH(t(llii/(ii'(t*iffi I i.. e. it is not an instance of xaiiiniya,

tin* not bring abb" to decide in the affirmative or negative^ but of

tiiiail/iiffiniKiii/a , uncertainty in general
J.

[Opponent]: Hut in.the castra [i.e. Yahvsika Sutra] tin* uhlmifu/hii

ihirranmit (the seeing of a thing in two respects) is often called a

cause of xaniyiya.

|
DefeinlentJ: No, [yon are wrong);, doubt arises from the .seeing

of a twofoldness of objects; in tin* arising of doubt the seeing ?»f

a twofoldness of objects is the cause; but in as fur ;is these two

j

probiintin. e.g. krij/iiratlni nnd mparptvattrti] are of eqntd force,

tfceir mutual repugnance will not vet lead to certainty (nirufiya),

but not be the cause of xfiuir/n/a. Hut moreover thoe two prohantia

\irii/tn'fi//r<i and axpavvuni/tca\ do not possess equal force, lor one

of the two statements about the tutmmy/t Iscil. the thesis that maun*

is of definite size) is contradicted b\ iigamn
|
i, e. according to the

\\ava-kamlali bv Yah;. Sutra VII, I, 2:JJ; thus it is merely n kind

of riiin/il/ifi (contradictory form of fallacy).

^ 9. ScrtiMt/ oi/rrxninn in f/ie ft/mii/iti/i/i in //if lifirixifft ir/iir/i

deaf* irilh AlHii/ernbhilsn. \ .

(IYaca*tapadabha!?ya p. 2.1l> 1. 10 \r.)

[Definition of ftnat//it//iroxi/n\: That jprobansj which is present

in the nnniiic/ffi [i. e. /xikxrt], but absent both in the homogeneous

and heterogeneous instances, is called the utmriliyavnsilft (not yet

settled), because it gives rise to aii(i(l/it/acax>ijfa„ in as far as it falls

short in one of the two required resects, for instance:

the efl'eet is existent [before the arising],

because it originates;

(the notions 'effect' and 'something which originates*

nre identical].
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This form of fallacy is included in tin- formula [of Vale. Suirn

III. 1, 15]: aprntidtlho %nnpndr^nk\

[Opponent |: Hut this kind of fallacy is mentioned in tin 1 ciistra

ns a cause of douht, iituiio.lv in the words [V.8. II. 2, 22|:

/<i///ffj//fi>/t"fr arlhrinlarahhnt- ,*ii rivntastfuh/mifnl/iii <ir*lalnil" *)

[Oefewlent]: No, [you nrc wrong j, lor the meaning of the pas-

sage is otherwise. For although it is accepted that [there would bc|

no arising of douht fas to whether sound is a ^distance, (pialih

or movement], if we could perceive some charact eristic mark (r/Vvw)

in sound, yet mere audibleness [which is identical with the notion

of •sound) would not suffice to characterise it as either a suhstanee

J
or quality or movement); hut only a |more| general tmtinn (to

which sound is subordinate] could suffice. Why? [The answer is

given by the stitra quoted]: fir/i/ajatiye/ftr Ac. i. c. ;, because am
[supposed) characteristic is seen on hoth sides: in the category

j
which is supposed to be] homogeneous as well as in any other

category — [which means j: in all single species of suhstanee iVc.

This is, however, no cause for [merely twofold) douht, [hut for

vague uncertainty
J;

since otherwise the unwished consequence would

he that douht would exist with reference to the full six categories.

Therefore douht only . arises with reference to a general notion,

[i. e. could only arise, if we had first found the more general

notion to which sound is suhortlinate].

Suction ii.

THE PUAMANAS WHICH 'OTIIBR SCHOOLS ACXJKPT

HKSIDMS PBIiCKITION AM) INFKRRNOB.

$ I . Srifias bearing upon Cabin a* a Vramana.

A. VII, 2, 14 [There can he no conjunction of sound or words with

objects, hecnuse (conjunction) is an attribute.

15 Attribute also is known [to Ik; an object denoted by

word], or is established [by word].

10 Because [word and object are] inert.

17 [Word and object are not. in conjunction], also because

• in the case of a non-existent object there is such appli-

cation [of word] as '[It] does not exist'.

») Of. hen p. 174.

20»
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./. VII, i. I
s [Therefore], word and object ere unrelated.

10 [Cognition of conjunction remits] from [Unit e. g.] the

. start' which is in conjunction [with the hum! of a

innnj; and [of e(,nil)ination] from a distinguishing

clctm -lit which is in combination [with. the whole].

&0 T.b« intuition of object from word
j

takes place [according

to i he direction [of God |.

//. I\. 2, -i Hereby
|

i.e. by the explanation of inference) verbal

[cognition
J

is explained.

('. I, I, 3. The authoritiitivene>s of the Veda [arises from its] lieilig

tin- word of (iod
. j
or as being aiv exposition of il!taniin\.

X. 2, !> The aiithoritntivcness of the Veda [followsJ from its

being the word of Goo1

.

It. II, I. 17 Therefore, the name 'air* is proved bv the Veda.

IfS Hut name and effect are the mark [of the existence]

of beings distinguished from ourselves.

I
(
.» Heeause name and effect follow from perception,

A. Ill, i. K Therefore [the soul is] proved bv revelation.

II [The proof of the existence of the soul is] not [solely]

front revelation, because <Vc.

1^ [The soul is] not proved -[only] by revelation, since Wc.

SI
|
Plurality of souls follows] also from the authority or

significance of the Qastras.

§ *2. Xnlcx fit ///esc pasxancM. ,.'.

./. The passage VII. 2, It -20, bearing on verbal authority,

i< an egression, added to the sutras on conjunction. Although vahtla

as ;i topic is not mentioned in the sutras before I*, yet the refe-

rence of I \ \\e. to this subject, is sure enough. ('amkaua Micka

in introducing this sutra wty*!

..h/miim prtfaaiffilc chabihirlhajioh xaniketilam mmbnmlham xa-

rllunfihini /na/>(iriiii(hil(trfii)i.. Trttftt j>i<rra/infaa>n aha.". I.e. according

lo \\m>\ |«Ali Sinua's translation: ..Now follows from the context

soother section intended to establish the conventional relation of

words and objects. Therein he states an adverse argument."

I great l
;

\ doubt whether (,'nmkarn Micro's interpretation is right.

Tin- stttn I I mihI those following arc based on Vaieesikn notions
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niid cannot without. difficulty Imj called a /ituni/ialxti. The drift of the

whole passage seems to Imj: „there
1

is neither conjunction nor inhe-

rence —- thus no relation ntt all — between word and object.

Hut the object of the word is known In, convention {am»(iyn)"

Tainkara Micra and his predecessors have felt the nhsiirdilx of this

reasoning and have invented a third form of relation: nfimtttfikak

samhandhah , hilt we have rcallx no sufficient guarantee for accepting

'this notion as a part of the older Yniecsika system.

(,'amkara Miem further explains 1/unafro/ of sutni [ Insxaniyoi/axj/a

1/aant'nil; we could also complete the siitra as vnhilnsgn i/nnalnil:

for the signification would remain tin; same, namely: there can he

no relation between word and object, for word and conjunction

are both qualities (word of physical space, conjunction of anx two

things) and a qunlitx cannot inhere in a quality.

Tor sntra I
."> see the I 'paskiira.

It would be simpler to complete sntra Hi hx adding uthdaKi/a

than hx vabdaxya knxi/n rid arthaxyn en, as proposed in the

I paskiira.

The sutras 17— li) are satisfactorilx explained bv (ainkara Miera.

The explanation of mmffgika , given in tin* I
T

paskiira:

,,*(~ima i/ila, i/j xiniiaifii irem attainleiah, 'itwuffc vhnhdud ai/am tirlhn

ho'/luiiya i/i/-akiirah'\

seems very uncertain. In the Pracastapadabhasyn the relation be-

tween word and object has been left undiscussed.

li. In sntra ll\, 2, ft. verbal cognition (rahdo) is taught to be

a special case of inference. For inv appreciation of this opinion sec

here the beginning of section 5 $ I.

f. The explanation of lad bv dlmima seems to me more likely

than that bv irvaia- sntra \, 2, 1) is merely a repetition of I, I, 8

and has no Authentic value. Similarly X, 2, 8 is a repetition of

VI, 2, 1. Hut even on accepting sntra X, 2, 8 and 1) as authentic,

lad in sutra 9 could refer to the ritual actions, referred to in sutni S,

I). & E. The passages II, I, 7 and III, 2, 8 have been inter-

pretated before in the chapters on psychology and physics. Here 1

suould like to add the following supplementary reinarks:

Although wind and soul are similarly related toward-* proof, yet

it said, in the case of word, that its „namc" is proved by reve-

lation this interpretation of the sutra ensues both from the

neutre naqauiikaw and from the following sutra .mnijiiakarma \c. —
and in the case of soul that it itself is proved by revelation.

Sutra II, 1, 18 seems to. show that the sainat/a need not l>e

referred to a Lord, creator of the world, but may In) applied
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just ;is well to saints of olden times. It is, therefore, not proved

t lint the oldest Vniccsikn svstem accepted tlie existence of an warn.

ij %, T/ir paragraph* in fke I'larax/apm/ft-li/Hntya on Cabt/a.

Hhasva book li chapter 2 § V.) deals with rafola as a quality of

,il;«ni Ibidem \ 21 discusses nib la as verbal authority. This p;ira-

graph contains -Auwt interpretations or simple quotations -of V.S.,

IV 2. «:•!, I. i; II, 2, 32; VI, I. I; VI, I, &. IV\c-AnYai\\oa

interprets V.8. I, f, 8:-. •
,

^vratitutrtitak^ami '//// timitilt/o vai'frprawa^ifafiekfnfi.

>V t. Sutra bearing Hfton ii/tainana fyc.

I\. 2, •*> [Comparison, presumption, siihsumptinn, privation and

tradition are all included in inference bv marks), because

they depend, lor their origin, upon the cognition, namely,

•it is its'.

$ •*>. .l/i/ailaHoiih In Ilux .sttfra.

The interpretation, given by (.'amkau.x Mirav, of l\, 2, ">, is

in accordance with I'racnslapadahliasxn hook III chapter '2 |2!l W
(p. *2'2U- 2'MV), hut is not required b\ the context of the Dareana;

we could combine the sutras IX, '2, "i and (> and explain them:

the trims belli, ajuitlfra, lit'ir/a, /irainaiia, karana are svnonunous,

because the cases in which we use them, are all Iwised on the

not ion nxi/vilaui . given in IX, '2. I as definition of laiiujikatu jhanam.

The explanations of the terms n/nnnana vVe. in the IVacnstapiida-

lihasxa :ire all short and clear: The commentary, In (/itimiAiiA.

contains long egressions for which l refer to inv translations from

the Nyaya-kaiitlab.

Mete I should only like to add an annotation on the term xainhliara.

This should not he translated by 'probability' as is often done by

European scholars, but by „nrithmetieal inclusion" (or siibsumption,

n* Nanua L\i. Siniiv does]. If expresses that a smaller number

(e.g. hundred) is included in • larger number (e. g. thousand). Of

cnurse propositions 'of this kind, differ in origin from such as:

..wherever there is smoke, there is tire". The former are of an

axiomatical character, the. latter are obtained bv induction. The

absence of this discrimination is one of the greatest shortcomings

in Vaieesika epistemology.
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Section 4.

TIIK TIIKORY OK INFEIlfiNCK IN TUB NYAYA, INK
SA.\IMIYA AM) THE MJM)IIISTIC SYSTKMS.

^» I. Inlrotlnctotg .remark.

.

I sliall here only compare the theory of inference which is taught

l)\ (lie dill'crcnt systems. In mv translations from tin- Xvava-kandali,

I have collected some materia) which is of more or less importance

for the theory of the cither pramiiiiani. For the rest I should like

to refer to the works and translations of (iaNoanatua Jiia'n.

$ 2. The theory of inference in Ngaga ami Sdmkhga.

The passages in the, Nvava-dareana which are of ini|>ortanec for

the theory of inference are://) I, I, 5; b) I, I, 25; e) I, I, 20

iV 27; d) I, I, 32 as
; e) I, I, M— 10;/) 1, 2, I— !>;//) II, I,

37-—3M, I«et us first summarise the contents of these passages:

a. I, I, 5 contain* a division of annm/lna into three kinds:

piirvaval , ec*avat, mlmfingalah.

b. I, I, 25 gives a definition nVdriffilntn; this term is hero not

yet used in its technical signification of tin* later Vaicesika and NyavB.

e. ], I. 2(1 and 27 contain a division of aiddhanla into four kinds:

Narra fa ii frattamxfftifift

,

pratilantrn-mmtthitih

,

adhikarana-m>n*tliitih
,

'.

ab/ii/ir/ifiqama-samatfiiti/f.

d. . 1, I, 32 enunciates the five members of syllogism. $utra 33

.defines prafijna; sittrn
.

3-1 defines hefn in its two forms (positive

and negative); antra 35 and 80 define vddharana in its two forms;

here we meet with the term drf/fl/i/a in its technical signification;

antra 37- define* tfpanaga ; antra 38 nigamana.

c. In a new adliikarana (siitra 35) and 40) tarka and nirnaga

are defined.

/. In 1, 2, 4 hetv-abhflxa is divided into:

savgabhicara
,

virnddtta
,

prakaranasama ,

sadhgamma
,

•

afitakala.
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The sltlnw 5 U gi\e dcliiiitiom of these five kinds of /n'/ni/i/iiisns.

//. Th*' \wt> >utras II, I, :{/ and .'5* discuss ii /nirrn/i'ih'i with

n It ivnce lu amiinnmi. In order to show tin- untrust worthiness o|*

nmhiuiiui, the /i"iC<i/ni/,xiii gives these examples;

On,- iiilris: lluil it hit* rained (previously), when ii river is

>««»ll<n however it is possible that somewhere lower down the

river is blocked up.

(Mir infers thsit it will ruin (in
'

future), beeau*e the ant-eggs

hi^m |(. move however it is possible that the nest lias Imvii

shfiken.

One infer*. Hint peacocks are near (at this moment), because

Ihen *clenming is heard however it is possible that somebody
imitates ||it«i sound.

W e slmll now examine these [Missives more close I \ as far as ina\

lie ol n>e (or lll«' 'lliston of the Vairesika system.

a. The threefold division of (imimumi , given in Nva'va hareana

I. I , .it. has heen accepted liv the Suuikliyil system. Thus we read

in the Saiiikhsakarika n°. .">
: triri'l/imn amummam iil/ii/(i/ifi*i\ In a

decisive article Hi kkk has given a thorough examination of the

extant commentaries on these two passes of the \\a\a-daininn

and the Siitnk li\ n-kii rikii . I iitn fullv accept his eonelusions.

\iread\ VAIM AYAM » ho li\ed before I'lt.vc. \sT\r \n\
,
gives (tn

his \\;i\a-b|iasva) two explanations of the three terms, mentioned.

One of his interpretations combines N.S. |, |, f> with X.S. I. I,

S7 8*. Thus the fwrmvad huhmi!nam would l»e tlie inferenei' of n

[causal or temporal] consequent from an anteeedent; the n-savai/

amhiiuiHiM the inference of a [niusiil or temporal
j
antecedent, from

a consequent. The iiaine sthinim/nfo- k

mnu'lmnii for the third form

of inferenee is however repugnant to this explanation.

We have therefore to accept the second of Yntsvavnnn's inter-

pretations; tin; funjm'fiil (iinnniiimui is then to he defined as:

i/iihii jfiit/hijtinvaiij praltf(i/,yafi/i a fm/nr aiii/a/aiai/aiciriti'iith/i/a/aiasi/a-

/>)iililitl>xaxi/iimniit}/i(ini: i/af/ul i/finnn>n-ii/mr Hi.

Thus jiniritviiil ami tin? iiain corresponds exactly with the i/rxfam

iiii"i,"imiiii. as it is defined by I'raeastapuda (in his Hhnsva book III

chapter 2 \\ 20,, see here p. SOS).

The stjiiif'im/alo Minnfiikiin of the Nyava Dnreann is of course identical

with the .iiimdm/a/o i/rf/mii anmudmi in of the Vnieesika system.

The third, form of amnmiua is not mentioned in the Vaieesika

Haivana, nor does it occur in the IVaeastapadahhasva where we should

have expected it, scil. in the paragraph dealing systematically wiih

ammonia.
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We, meet however practiea.lh with this, n-yrni*/ annmanaw in the
proof which Tracastapada gives for the exigence of soul (hook II

chapter 2 § 10); here wc iiIho meet with the term />aric<>»a, which
is synonymous with vfifa.

Tims tin- reform! utnniiaiinnt is tliot form of inference which i*

termed ..tin- disjunctive inference" in KujojM'im textbooks of logic.

The major premise contaiu«~nn exhaustive division of possible pre-

dicates of h eertnin subject-matter; the minor denies the applicabi-

lity ( >'' » I of these predicates; in the conclusion we infer the

applicability of the y/th term; thus:

A must lie either /'; or Q\ or A'; or T.

A is neither /'; nor Q, nor A';

ergo A is T.

With reference to this disjunctive syllogism Siowvmt (l*ogik I

§ 5S) observes; „dcr sogcnannle disjunctive Schluss henihl anf kei-

itcin eigentumliehen I'rincip. iitnl cs ist insolent niehl gereehtler-

tigt, ilm nls liesomlere Schlnssweisc aufzustcilen . . . Der I'ntcrscliicd

des disjunctive!! Schlusses vom hvpothetischen ist mn in der gram-
niutiseben Form hegrundet."

Although we must not accredit to I'raeaslapada the disco\crv of

the truth that, the . disjunctive syllogism is mereh a form of the

hypothetical syllogism, vet his omission of the \v»nrmi auHManam
becomes now clear. The Indian logicians felt the secondarincss of

the r'siH-ftd HninuiiNrim, even where they were not capable of analysing

the reason for this fact.

h and r. In the (wissages on ihnfanfa and >si<l<Ui<li>ia these notions

are opposed to each other. A tlr*l/uitn is a proposition accepted

both by men of the world (/W7/y/s) and scholars or experta \/>ank-

•y/Xy/s); ti *Ut(lhlnia is a thesis, thanght bv a school. (ioTAMA dis-

linguistics four kinds of these tiddhtlnfm, which we mav arrange

in. two sets of two: either a thesis is taught by all schools {xarrn-

ItiHtiii'sUhllia) or bv a few schools {pralilaiitra-xi'ldfia); either a thesis

is itself the basis for other propositions {adhdaraita-aalilha), or it

is itself dependent on other propositions (ab/u/n)>aqania-sitl(l/ia)\ in

the latter ease it is often possible for us to accept the fundamental

thesis as if it were true; thus one mav start from the surmise that

sound is a substance ami then examine the question: whether it is

eternal or transient. It is clear that all these distinctions between
ttrs/anfa and auhUdnhi , and the different kinds of mddkftnUt arose

from the exigencies of debate, where part isms of different schools

met each other.

d and e. The theory of the arat/ara* and the notions fat'H
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iind oiukhiii Were accepted Inter oil by the Vaicesika system.

/. The tltvon of the In'tc-nhliuHii has had imi influence on tin*

speculations of I'ranotapada's. lor the rest it seems that Comma's

distinctions heir ngnin onh formulate the rtilw . of• ilclmte.

The xan/ub/tn-rlrn argument which leads astray, .i.e. 'away from

tin- point to he proved;) is also railed annihattlika (i. e. an argn-

incut which dors not settle the problem in the one, desired direction).

The rirml'llin fallacy is a probans which is inconsistent with pro-

position* previously upheld in the debate bv tin; disputant hi nisei I*.

The /tndtti'i.iti-xttiti/i probans is the mentioning of the point which

gave rise f« the problem, with the intention of using it to solve

the question, lor instance: we do not see an eternal or transient

iinalit* in sound, am! therefore we hi* down the prohlem (wiHptya)'.

is sound eternal or is it transient? It wotrld now he a fallacy to

argue:

sound is eternal,

Iiccmiisc it jmssessus an eternal quality,

The x<h{/ii/(i.vh,ni \> the mentioning of the thesis to he .proved ,

'

as an argument in behalf of the proof.

The nli Ink\>i/'i fallacy (otherwise willed the &f't/ft/j/ftyfi/M((i*f(t), may

ha\c original!*, meant, the bringing forward of an argument at too

late moment during the debate, thus when the ndversnn has already —
although implicith proved the iusutlicicuey of this argument.

I consider, this interpretation of the term tits the context best,

even although it has been given by none of the commentators.

//. Tin; passage II, I, 'M and US is of '.no importance with

reference to the development of the Viiieejjika system.

•

\X .'I. The ItixfnfH'ii/ rr/nlinti hrhrrrn I'nirrxihn mill littifrl/iix/ir

Inifir nrrofiitnij In tin' ct/tosr hi/ /)c Slr/n'rhnlxLni.

A bistort of Buddhistic logic has been given by Sun, Canoha

\ in*. uuhVvna ('l.t)OU). Tn. in. Stc'iikkhatsmh has published in Ac

.Muxron (N.S. vol. V, anno 11)04). an article, containing specula-

tions on the relation between Buddhistic and Vaicesika logic.

In this paragraph and the following 1 shall Hist give an analysis

and then a criticism of this article. Yidyahhusana's book will be

. occasionally referred to.

I>e Steherbatsko'i's article consists of an introduction, seven chap-

ters and an appendix. As a source for Dionaua's theories he uses

the Nyaya-bindu, written by his adherent DiiAUMvkiicn, for Dignaga's

Nvava-praveea could not yet be consulted by him.
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In his in trod net ion lie mentions ,1 Acorn's opinion about Vni-

cesikn mid Ibiddhistic logic: the BudtHnstie, logician Digniiga should

have derived' liis innovations in logic from IV\<;\st.\i\\i>a's Bhiujyuj

and finis hacastapiida have lived in or before the C>th century of our

era. De Stclicrbatskoi contradiets this view, according to liim I'm-

casta|widn has borrowed from Digniign and lie thinks that important

conclusions mtiy be derived from this relation:

„Vne periode de «li\ siecles environ, pendantlnqucllc s'aeeomplit

revolution panillelc tilt- Honddhisine et tin Hrahmanisine. aboiitit

ft' line epoqnc de pleiii epiinouisseinent de la culture indienne,

cpoqiic ii laqnelle le Honddhisine atteint a son parfait developpe-

nient. A ee moment. ImiiIiiiimics et bonddhistes ciitrcnt en liitte stir

le terrain de hi philosophic pour assurer le triomphe de lenrs prill-

eipes. Le point central tie lent* converse, e'est la question de

savoir s'il nous est perniis d'atliinier ^'existence de 1'etre universe),

principe eternel de lonte chose? I'ouvons-nous en penetrer I'oHScnee?

A eette question, 11 laqnelle les bonddhistes opposent line denegfttjon

forme lie, les brahmanes rcpoutlent allirmativeiuent."

Then De Stclicrbatskoi gives.it short expose of the epi si ontology,

upheld by Dipiulgii aiid his later adherent Dharmakirli. They (might:

there is no real object which could function ns a prolnilis; ..logical

consequence" ((tiiHiwiiKliuniiei/tihfuirn) depends on the ..condition ol

inherence and substance"' (tlfmrmatlhrmuibfiovfi), which is created bv

our mind. This doctrine ma\ be compared with Kantianism and

especially with the neo-kantianisin of (oiikn (I. I., p. 131 note).

Chapter 1 contains an examination of the notions otl nHMmiiitn

which are found in the oldest Nyilya and Vniccsika writings find

'in Buddhistic logic, .laeohi hits tried to. (hid a relative chronology

by the wny .in which the different authors subdivide or do not

subdivide at all the relation between probans and proband mil. To

this He Stclicrbatskoi says:

..Notts croyons, au eontraire, pouvour demontrer qne la notion

de connexion indissoluble appartient en proprc anx bonddhistes,

et que Dignagn en flit le promoteiir. Cctte notion so nittache logi-

quement ft l'idec fniidatnetitale de sa philosophic. Les Vnicesikas

se rassimilient d'une maniere toutc supcihVielle. puisque ccttc notion,

.lie s'ndaptnnt point au point du. depart dc leur systente — concejH

tion renlistc de la genese de notrc savoir, — se trome par lii-mcine

depouillce chcz etix de toute valeur."

„Tout nu contmire ties bonddhistes, les Vnieesikas et les Nniyfi-

yikas out |>our point dc depart line conception renlistc de In genese
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« It - notre mi voir: les pliciiomene* dn mondc oxteiienr ct iiilcrionr

out, scion ees eeoles, line existence nolle, et notre snvoir est le

jiinilnit dn contact ilircH (xnuniikaiyt ) eiitre lios sens ct les ohjets.

Co contact.. - on liieii, ee qui reviont mi memo, cetto experience,

Hani neeessaireincnt limit*'* a llll champ resilient, notre intelligence

ne pent arriver a In eonnnissjince (les loin univcisclh s el immunbles:

(l. reci acquis, il ne pent pit*, u proprcinent parlor, V avoir tic

connexion indissoluble. Anssi CnnYoi ak.\i:7\ refute-t-i.l cette notion,

tt'oil tiM-ttsint memo point <pie In lot tie eausalito nit IliMi portee

miixcrselle.'.'

Alter this discussion ot'ii >peculnti\e nature De Stelierl>nt>koi tries

to lit i < I ii liistorienl proof lor Dignaga's priority. Kor lliis purport

(Jddvotaknrns \\n\n-vnrttikn nnd V.vcas|\vtimii;ra'b Tiitpniuitikn lire

used. Iddvotnknra never mentions his antagonists by inline; ' Vacua-

pntimiera [who lived much Inter] explicitly attributes the dclinition

ol' aiiuiutiutt
|
which is coinnioii lo I'men.slnpnda nnd Dignngn

j

to

the kilter.
.

The Inst part of this chnpter is again given to speenlntive nrgu-

jwentntion. |
;rom this I should like to quote the following passjis:

..^iinnt mix rnpports reels, les lionddhistes les entendeiit dune

••iinieiv toiite dill'erente de celle des Yaiecsikas. ('envoi. identilient

le> rnpports reels nvee In connexion Ingiquc, declarant pnr cola

Memo con nnisftn hies lc> rnpports reels des choses. A In difference

des Vniccsikus, les lionddhistes (loots entendons pnrler iei, coinnie

pin tout nilleiirs, de I'eeole (les Yogriaims deolarent tonte realite

incnnnnissnhlc, dims son essence commo dims ses rnpports. Lour

ninniere de voir s'neoordc nvee colic de Kant en ee que, tout en

jhl met tn nt 1'cxtstcncc ile I'ohjet en soi, romine linso rccllc (snlitrnt)

de notre ssivoir, olle le declare a tout jnninis inaccessible n notre

hitendoinont."

lu ii note to this passage De Steherbntsko'i goes even so Inr ns

tn construct n table of ..ideas n priori", neoepted by the • Yogaenrns,

Mid to nppreeinte this table as follows: „fin oomparnnt ee tnlilonu

nvee eelni de Kant, on est f'rappe d'v reneontror jiistoiuent, cellos

dts categories do Kant qui out ivsisto a In critique ultericure, ot

d'v eoustnter (absence do pellets (pii out etc rejotoos pnr oette critique/'

Chapter II contains nn exiyninntion of the theory of Ih'ufn

which i> jri\* ii in the lYaciistiipadahhilsya nnd in Buddhistic logic,

rlo.th sy>toms of logic require throe conditions for the probnns:

..I. Le inoyen tonne est present dnns le sujet {fiafaa on 'petit

extreme') dn syllogismc Kxemplo: il y a de la fiimcc snr In montngno.
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2. Le moyen tenneYest. present dans tons les ens semblablos.

Kxcmple: partout on il y a do la luinoe. il y a (In leu.

3. \,v moyen trine est" absent dans tons Irs cas dissemblahles.

Kxenrptc: la fumce est totaleinent nbsente dans tons les cas on il ne

pent y avoir du feu, par ex. snr I 'win;"

This theory is polemised agaiiist liy t'ddyotnkara without any

name of the antagonist and by Viicaspatimicrn, who eon lessen to

attack D iguana. The last etaustilc ol' this chapter may he inserted hen-;

...II est encore digue do remarqiie qu' l
;ddyotakaia atlaqtic la

precision concise de la dctinition, pnr Hignilga, dw trnis conditions

qui constituent le moyen terme. 'Le moyen terme est present dans

le snjet tie la conclusion (on 'petit extreme') et dans les cas scm-

hlahles, et il est -absent dans les cas dissemhlables'. Ainsi foinuilee,

la dctinition ne serait point parf'aitcincnt exacte. II ne sntlit pas

que le moyen terme soit present daiis le snjet de la conclusion, il

taut encore qu'jl y soit eompris dans I onto son etendue et lion en

partie senlemcnt. De pins, le moyen terme ne sc pent reneontrer

que dans <los cas semblablcs, inais il n'est point obligatoirc de le

reneontrer daiis chaeun de ces cas et il doit, neccssaircincnt e.trc

absent dans tons les cas dissenihlahlcs. Les nuances iudiquccs Hint

cxprimees en Sanscrit par I'emploi dc la partienle era; sn function

eonsiste a 'aceentner' le mot, dont clle est iiiiuicdintciuciit preeedco.

Ce mode de style est parl'aitcincut en accord avec la theorie IMind-

dhiquc snr la signification de hi parole (ft/jo/w). Adopto pins tard

goncrnieiuent dans lu litteraturc, il est incontcstablement de source

bonddhiqne."

Chapter lit contains tin examination of the theory of the kefa

(ih/tfixt*. This theory is based on the three conditions of the fiefn

,

which conditions were discovered by Oignngu; ergo, the theory of

the ttefc-nhJirtna* must also have been his work. Hut moreover:

„Prneastapada ne se borne point a re prod u ire purcnicnt et sii'n-

plemeut les trois classes des bouddhistes et a les attribuer u Ka>\Oa.

Kntranf dans, le detail do cette classiHcation, il soumet a un rxnineu

critique les vites'de Digniiga et il leur oppose les sieuness propros.

(Vs dcrnieres, il prend aoin.de les attribuer a Kaniidn.

„f''est ce (pii rcssort des considerations suivantcs.

,,1'armi les subdivisions dn moyen terme doufcux, une place a

part est roservee par Digniiga an moyen terme „coutraire et pour-

taut certain (j'irutft/tirnyaf>liirrlrin). C'cst le moyen antinomiquc, dont

la certitude est contraire a une autre certitude, toutes deux egale-

ment admises. . .
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,.Kn rctraeatil l'hi*t«Hre (lcs variations «l«*s loiriciens sur lc movcn

Urine nntinomique. Rims siisixons sur le vif rinllncnee qu'excreu

sur renseijjtnetrt logiquc <!cs Vaictsikasel des Nnivavikas In doctrine

houddhiipic. Le movim tonne untinoniiipie est etahli par Dignfiga,

qui lc elusse JMimii Irs felines dolltcUX. D'apivs IVilCiistapmlll, lc

nioun tcrnie antinnmi'que, (pic 'H'witrcs*' coinptent [Mtrtlli Irs ino'veiis

dnutcux. doit ciii' exclu lie eettc elasse."

Cli a pt c r IV contains an cxnininatinn .
ol the theory .of fallacious

theses null examples. It will siitliee to give here the following

(|ilot;itions
;

..M.'ine iIiiiih lc detail, iioliintiiienl dans le eliissemeiit iles sub-

divisions de ia these detect neiise. I'ntlinite des deux theories smite

mix veiix."

..h'mitre part, ni les Naiyayikas, ni le> Vahvsikas, a IVxccption
.

de I'racustapadn ,
- ill plus tard les deux mile's rem lies, n'adnicttent

ni la these del'eetueuse, ni rexenip!e uYleetueux."

..lei encore nil a eru voir nil einpriiut effect ue par les houd-

dhistes sinon a IViiHKMnpada Ini-nietne, , (In mollis a I'iiii de-ses

snecesseurs. Mais, en rcalite. iei encore Pracastapada eniprunte une

tlicorie qui apparticnt en proprc an systemc Ixuiddhiquc. Yacaspati-

inicra nous le dit clairement : . *il n'v a (pie le Imuddliistc qui 'eon-

naisse des theses et lies cxemples defectueuxV

In chapter V we meet with a discussion of the distinction

between 9vfirlh(innmiittn and pnriirlhfiminifiim. •

..('ette distinction sc retrouve danstoutes les ecoles modernes:

niiiis elle est abscnte des traife* aneiens ((Jotama, Kaiaida) coiuiue

de tons ceux qui se cont'ornieiit a leur doctrine (I'ddvotakara,

Vaeaspatiinicra)."

..Dignaga. qui ne reconnait (pie deux sources it notre savoir.

a adiuis duns son svsteine rexainen du 'raisonucnunt pour autrui',

on syllogismc", qui n'e>t que I'cx'jM'ession verbale du raisonneinent."

,.l>'autrc part, la theorie du ..raisonneinent pour autrui" est

depouillec de si signification dans le systemc de Pracastapada. paree

que eclui-ci reconnait la parole ernpreintc d'autorite '

till Maitre

[rt/xfra, ni/<nnfi) pour source de notre savoir."

Chapter VI deals with the theory of perception and is in

argumentation parallel to the chapters, just now analysed.

Chapter VII considers the form of exposition in the different
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J.T ° ,,c ,1,,,,,rm,,s ..»"»»»«. »" tjiiotntHHH, iWmtiiijr in life
niisfli s nrifiun. IV..... n... \r • •.. .v

i ms^ in nig.nngHH writing*, iron, the . ViiiVr*ikn IWm mi.

6e/tree» I ai^ika ami lh„l,U,hl,v )„„;,.

\MH follow in this Hitirism H,« onler of „,v BfW..!••• ..
«•• " in* iwiiosr."" ,

;
l"ni

:'" ,.' i"" ti»»«ekc to „fc
tm. that IVvvast,,.,,., I„„T„ H , ( | ,,.,„„ , )|(1W|

,

1
..

•• .•".•",„>,;„„., stnkos „ illmic,, inl( .,v

:

,„.,„, ,,„,,. J „„. Mn
h ' M

"' '!" "'"' '"' -rt-n-lhv or Imnsieuey of sound. ,Ve It
"" lm,l" s M»"-n«ik» ,,,,,1 Hnddhials. Kurt «,. „„,., „.),.,, „,.
•iKi.nw.tatH. betnee,, . Ml***. „„,| „ Vai^ika, whiH, .,,„"
lor »n <vni.i|>l.- „f 'non-erroncom ennlrmlietinn'

2. Mor,„v,.r »,. ,„„ st ,,1,,,,,. „„„ ,.,.m,, stl, |Wl|„ is s|i „

:>fth::,:;,;ll;;:r'
,,,,mA " A,v ***** «»»•• «**•

» The Mwirn. between Digns^ il|,„i„„ is „,, Kl„ltinnmtwwi can Scarcely l>e taken an tfrionj.

With inference to ctmpter I, I should like to notice-

,,.,,,,

""' '• |7"™'i'>» »r the relations hrtw rn „| pro.
'>""">» "Inch n to„„,l in the V„ice?ika IW,,„,n. is um„|v an
"WW**"" <* Us .livision of rotation in general. (Cf. here p. I 15 4 7"Mb 2). I he el„ss,He„ti„„. „„.„tione.l l,y I>„am*M,ti '). is in.le.K-n.lent
"I Itas: ,t possess,., K„,,t merits, but hns re ined without inflnenee onl"\"He?1 kn svsten,.P,,„;„stn

I
m ( |nf,.| ( ,|m <|cH,.im,vofK , NSnA

^

hen ion - tins point hn.l been .dremlv nil, I i„ i„ tl,i, !),„-„»•,
Itwlf - but has not tried to Ki»e another arrangement instead.

•) MiiK.-..n H.8L V p. 144.
2
) V.H. ix, a, i ,„,| cf. inn ,,, ana.
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2. The existence of general propositions of empirical diameter,

need not Imvr been first discovered by illusionists and then borrowed

from them In realists. The history iif philosophy in Europe teaches

otherwise, The dillicnltics lor the illusionist are no smaller than for

the realist, when he tries to explain the legitimacy ami trustworthi-

ness ot general proportions.

'{ That \ \c\si'\ i imi«;|{ \ mentions Digmiga in his polemics, does

Hot' satisfactorily prove that Dignaga was anterior to IVaensfapfidn.

Hut lor the NaiViivikns the Vaieesikn system was authoritative; it

was thus wiser for Vacaspatimiera to he silent about hacastapada.

With reference to chapter II. I should like to mention:

I. the fheoiy of the three conditions of tin; Uitgn is the ncecs-

sar\
.

logical ouic c of the conception, which Indian philosophy

had from the beginning formed "itself ahont inference. This was a

s\nthe>i> of deduction and snperlicial. induction. The second and
third conditions would correspond to the methods of agreement
and difference in modern European theory of induction.

'2. The Muddhistic theon of afrnfm is nominalism, worked out

with a consistency, or rather exaggeration, unknown in Knrope.

With reference to chapter 111. I want to state:

the theory of the ln>lc-nhha$it ii only partly based on, that of

the three conditions of the Inn/a. In book IV section IV table 1/

sub // I have (riven a table of the kinds of hclr-nhlnina , accepted
b\ IVaciistapa'dii and Dignaga (in his \\a\a-praveea).

Whereas Digmijpi divides ketv-rihhftM into three kinds {fi,si<ltl/,a,

<i,nnk„nfihn and virmklka), iYacastapadii accepts four species {nxuhllm,

*<inilit/t//ia. (iH<i<ll,<i<tnixita and virmNha). In I'raeastapada's s\stem
the three last hetr-ukh*i*a* are also forms of a;.ir«u»rl\ seil. ttamrutftt

or stiii</'/ia), nnwlhifficnn'itfn and ri/uin/nya {vi\ Jthasya book. Ill

•hapter C \ 10— IS, p. 171 \>'Z). 'Vhe polemics which Praeasta-

pada bestows on the 'non-erroneous contradiction' is not directed

against Digmiga. but against those Vaiecsikas who interpret it as

a nam of smi<li<i,ll,<i, whereas he hitnself accepts it as a special

case of nntidhyavm'tla. For Dignaga this ipiestion could not exist,

because he only distinguishes anuihnnlihi (which embraces both
*tt,i,ti,j,//,„ and aiiad/ii/mnsita).

y nder the title ttmddhn we meet in both authors with two kinds
ol. fallacies: in the first place nxi-hllir: means ..non-accepted'' either
h\ both or one of the' disputants: in the second place iixitMfai

mis 'non-existent'. The formulation by I'rneastapada is here clearer
nit
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and perhaps more Ofighutl thnit the expression \mn\ by '|%tia*gn.
At all events the av'ddha — in the meaning of 'non-accepted'
does not result from the three conditions oftheje/i*, hut is clenrlv
a rule of debate..

In the disenssion of the mmlifl, Iha , anad/u/aravifa and virnddha
I'nicastiipiida is more concise than Digniiga. It seems difficult to
draw any eonelusion from this met.

ftnViwt*|Midn gives one example of each species. We shall be
better able to recognise the nature of each of the three fallacies,

when we write them in the form of hypothetical syllogisms, a form
with which the Indian anvwHna — as far as its deductive part is

eoneemed — is most cognate.

In this form then they timv run as follows:

It. Sandiadha

:

if an animal has horns, then it is n cow,
this animal has horns,

ergo it. is a cow.
III. AnadhynvaxHfi

:

if a thing originates, then it. is existent
|
before its origination!,

a product is a thing which originates,

ergo a product is exisfent [before its origination"!.

IV. Virnddha:

if an animal has horns, then it is a horse,

this animal has horns,

ergo it is n horse.

In none of these three so called fallacies then; is a mistake against

(led net ion; in the form sandh/dha, the hypothetical major cannot lie

accepted and should run: „if an animal has horns, then it waf be
a cow*'; in the form rimddha the hypothetical major can neither

be aeeepted and should runs 'if an animal has horns, then it cannot
be a horse'. In the form sandifjdha thus a doubtful relation is put
as certain; in the form virnddha the consequent in the hvpothetieal

major is the opposite; of the truth.

The fallacy anadh//ava*ifa is of another nature than the iandigdha ".

and virnddha. The error lies here in the minor proposition, which eon-

tains two synonymous terms, so that when the thesis to be proved
is not aeeepted by an opponent, he will neither be convinced by
the defendent's argument.

So there is n sutlicient reason for separating the anadfn/avasifa

from the other fallacies.

With reference to the 'non-erroneous contradiction' (or antinomy),

which Dignaga accepts as a form of the general anaihlntika and
V»rh»nd: Kon. Attn*, t. Wet*nwh. N. R«<k«. W. XVIII. N°. 2. 21
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I'rarnstapada ns | form of mmdfii/av/txi/tt, we must notice Unit it

onlv expressed a circumstance which must often have occurred iu

In. Inn debates. If the Indian philosophers had analysed the case

more carefully, they would have found the insufficiency of the their

theory of nnnuinnn iu regard to its imlnctional character.

Our eoneliision liere may run: the priority of Dignaga to Praens-

tapada is not proved by De Stchorliatskoi. We can onlv state that

these authors were either contemporaries or did not differ much
iu date and Ihut they |>oth u*ed common traditions.

With reference to chapter IV. I should like to notice

{

1. the authority of Vaeaspatimiera , as a historical source, is of
small vrci^ht in this ipiestion

;

2. the resemblance between Dignaga and haeasfapada's distinc-

tions of fallacious theses and examples, merely shows that these

writers were contemporaries or nearly so.

8. in the theory of fallacious thews (sec here hook IV section IV
table P sub a), the three first species belong together; IVaeastapada
seems to give here the oldest form; 'public opinion' is substituted

by the Buddhist instead of rritfi, one of the three regular pratnrnntm
in most of the Dan-anas and also practically accepted bv the Vaieesika.

The fallacies \ and si form another set ; they state inconsistencies

of tin- speaker himself. The fallacies (>, 7 and S of the Muddhist
are similarly rules of debate, demanding that a disputant should
reckon with the doctrines and notions of his opponent. These fab
|j„.j,.s .|_ s remind us of distinctions, made in the Nyayadarcana,
such as ^survutmitraxbhlhanla, pra!il<iul,tt*iddl»anta

% viniddha (— »/V/« .

dlnintmii ali/u/iipcfyri fadrimd/ii. N. |). T, 2, (»). ')

The comparison of these fallacies neither allows any conclusion
with reference to the chronology of the two authors; they have both
borrowed from a common trndition.

\. in the theory of fallacious examples (here book IV section IV
table p sub r) we ean distinguish iu both authors two common
groups: a. the example is fallacious with reference to sadhnta or
xo,l/,ya or both; ft. the example is either insutlicient for proving or
overthrows the supposed general relation between xfidh«»a and «r,dfa,n

(ef. the sandiffd/ia and v'triiddha fallacies of the prohans). Moreover
IViKM^ipiidii distinguishes a serrate fallacy with reference to the
abode, which reminds us of the aniddl,,, in his theory of the falla-

cious probnns.

») Cf. Il.iv ,.. :iti subVUrr f.
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\ith reference to chapter V, I should like to mention-
I he distinction made by IVaeastapada and Dip.agn, between

srarhrnnunana and pararthannmana. is merely a combination of tin,
Jloctnnes taught in the Vairesika and Nvava Dan/anas. The spec-
nt.ve argumentation, hv Do SteherhatskoV, is not convincing; also
the Vanrs.kas d,d not- accept rabda as a separate pramana , at least
not theoretically.

The rest of I)c Steherhatskoi's article may he left indiscusscd
here. It would only have had force, if the foregoing chapters had
been convincing. '

S 5. The lemhlitvayi* and tevaforyntirrtiH probanda; and the
annpammharin fallacy , i„ the more recent laire^a-A^a ^,,„,.

In l>K SrciiKRHATSKoTs article/discussed above, we find on p 152
an example of an inference

. considered by Diiarmakirti as , moven
douteux', by l'»ACAsrAi>A.,A as anatthtfamtUa. This inference, thus
called by the two antagonists fallacious, runs as follows:

„les corps vivants out nue-ttnie,

paree quits sout doues de respiration et d'autrcs
functions ani males."

To this l)c Steherbatsko. a<hls the following important annotation:
,,Cc raisonnement est kcralan/afirekin scion Ui»i>votakara (p. 125
5 et suiv.) et les Naiyayikas modernes, asadharananaikanfika

d apres les bouddhistes.
. . Prarastapada lie mentionnn ni le leva/an-

vat/m, ni le levafan/(, firclhi , les tenant evidemment, avee les bond-
dhistes, pour des termes fautifs. (/.udiiara, i.eanmoins, pense que le
kevalfmvaym et le kera/arytatirekht soi.t implieitcment admis par
IV'Msuipada (p. 203 I. 15— p. 204 I. 22). Quant an second
example,

') la Nyaya-bindu-t.ka (p. 20 I. 6-7) eonsiderc la these
cotnme mi asadharana, de lncine que hi premiere;.. A la page
239, 14- 22 IVaeastapada discute, a ce quil parnit, sur tin mison-
iiciiient qui aurait la forme suivante:

vahdo gintah)

craranatctlt..

on bien:

cabda ttarebhyo bhidt/atc,

cravanatvflt.

II s'opposc a cc (pie Ton regardc ce raisonnement comme doutenx.
Selon les modernes il est kcvalaiyafirckin"

To this I should like to add the following:

I.

„!<» mm rst rfernnl, pnrrv .jn'il nWnnr".

It <
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The passive IVaeiistapada-hhasya p. £.S!) 1. 14 &c. seems to have

been misunderstood by . I >e Stehcrbatsko'i; see t lie complete trans-

lation of 'the passage, here j). ilO'd ) 9. Hut I agree with the

|{iissi:m scholar in admitting thiit IVncastapada. rejected the trust-

worthiness of the kcrnlthivn'pii and tcra/nn/o/irrl/'/t.

In inserting here a few notes on these probanlia in the later

history of the Yaiecsika system, I wish to follow .Iacoiu'k article

on Indian logic. ,

We tiud here (p. 460) the following example of n trustworthy

lornhiiivityiii probans:

the pot is capable of being nominated,

because it is eapnble of lieing known.

Mere tin* general proposition in its positive, hypothetical form wil run:

whatever is capable of lieing known, is eapahle of being

nominated,

and this general proposition in its inverse, negated form:

if something is not capable of being nominated, then.it

is not capable of being known;

an example on behalf of this negated proposition, however, cannot

be adduced.

We Iind on the same page of the artiele quoted, the following

t rust wort h v kevafavyatirckin :

living organisms possess a soul,

because they have animal functions.

Here the general proposition in its positive form will run:

if something possesses animal functions, then it possesses

a soul,

no examples, besides the living organisms, can be given for this

proposition: on tin; other hand for the inverse, negated proposition:

if something docs not possess a soul, it does not possess

animal functions,

we can give as ninny examples, as we like.

<>n page 172 of the same artiele we tiud the following example

of an amnlhmthin fallacy:

the tone is eternal, because it is a sound.

Hera the general proposition in its positive form runs:

if something is a sound, then it is eternal.

Different examples of what may be called sounds, can be given,

yet none of them shows cternnlity. The general proposition in its

negative form would run:

if something is not eternal, then it will never be a sound.
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Different examples of what is transient can he given, but among
these, sounds.

On page t/3 we meet with the following example of the Mr/»
sanbruin fallacy:

everything is transient, because it is capable of being known.
The general proposition in its positive form will mn:

if a thing is capehie of being known, thin it is transient;

.
since the pak*,t is everything, we ean adduce no examples besides
this palpi. The negative proposition would run:

if something is not transient, then it is not eapable of being
known

;

we need not examine this proposition, for the probans is already
a fallacy beeanse of the absenee of examples for the positive pro-
position.

This wole theory of hrahlncm/in and tevataryatirck'w probantia,
and mUdharana and amijiamnharin fallacies, is from Knropean stand-
point almost worthless, in as far as it does not formulate in the
proper way the process of proving.

For instance, the thesis: ..whatever is capable of being known,
is capable of being nominated," is not proved by means of adduc-
ing things known, things unknown, tfe, but it expresses the
general experience: whenever limn discovers a new object, he pos-
sesses the power of creating a new word for it, because language
affords many means of word-derivation, but the discovery of new
objects and the positing of new notions is very difficult.

In general: when we prove a thesis, wc must first examine its

nature. If it expresses a causal relation, it demands other means
for preying than if it expresses e. g. geometrical relations. Indian
science, however, has not sufficiently carried out its attempts in

this direction.

Suction 5.

APPRECIATION OK THE INDIAN THEORY OP THE
PRAMANANI PROM EUROPEAN STANDPOINT.

$ 1. Introduction.

Judging from European standpoint we may call pratyakw, ami-
mtlna and cabda the three main pramannni of those, mentioned in
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'

Ilk' Indian systems. Of these three subjects the first mid last are

treated in Europe mainly in a phychologica), that is n descriptive

and explanatory form: the second in a normative or prescriptive form";

We nniy agree with the \
r
aicesikas that vpamuna

t
arthupaW',

satiihharu and aUitini are to be discussed in connection with nnininlna,

mid thus form subjects of the science of logic. Oil the other hand
..word 1

' or language, deserves a separate examination. And although
the Minnnnsikas have discussed the matter too much as theologians,
vet we cannot deny that many of their thoughts about language
will interest the European linguist.

The. contributions which the older Vaieegikn system has delivered
to the psychology of perception and language are of a small impor-
tance, it is only in the Xyaya-kandali that these branches of re-

srarch receive a fuller interest. Many of Hie fragments tlierefore,

translated in the fourth book of the present work, bear on them.
Here I shall limit myself to logic. In order to acquire a basis for

m\ appreciations, I must devote several pages to the results, reached
h\ logical research in Kurope, lor though very able Knropean
scholars have explained and appreciated Indian logic, yet it is

e\ideul from their writings that in spite of their having clearly

unterstood their Indian sources, they lack the knowledge of the
progress which European logic has made during the last century,
r.ven Hi-krk, who in his interesting article on Indian amiwana
quotes SmwAur's Logic in reference to sonic points of details, has
omitted showing how a better acquaintance of modern logic would
bid to a more just appreciation of the Indian theory of syllogism.

The fact is that the development of scientific thought in Kurope
did not only oblige Western scholars to restrict themselves to a
mure limited scope of study, but also caused philosophy to lose its

fundamental importance ami to be considered as a kind of special
study. This neglect of philosophy also showed itself in an utter
indifference for logical questions, from which however we have
»" eonfesn no harm has arisen, for logical thinking is not effected
by the study of logic as such, but by intellectual training, method-
fell study and mutual criticism. Moreover a widely spread preju-
dice has favoured this contempt for logical research, since it was
Mi.d is generally believed that logic was founded by Auistoti.k as
n consummated science. There is even a much quoted passage in
Kant's PmfefOHcmi in which he blames some of his contemporaries
l<»i- trying to surpass Aristotle and to add either psychological matter
to this formal science* (which should have the nature of mathema-M or information concerning the details of social scientific research.
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The (leveloj>inont of logical investigation Ims shown that Kant was
wrong, his contemporaries right. First I.otzk and Sigwart have

proved: that the ordinary routine in which logic is taught, is far

from infallible; then that the doctrine of the syllogism, propounded

by Aristotle, has its importance in the Aristotelcan inctaphxsics,

hut is unsatisfactory, when taken as an independent treatment of

logic; that this study only becomes attractive and instinctive, when
brought into connection with the methods which are applied by

the special student in his daily work. These three points: the

insignificance of the school-logic, the importance of the Aristotelcan

theory of the syllogism as part of his metaphysics and the necessity

of combining abstract logic, with discussions on special research,

might be considered, I think, to be settled. The relation, on the

other hand, between logic and psychology remains a dillicnlt ques-

tion. We must acknowledge that concepts, conclusions, arguments

are psychical facts, but we have to stnte that logic; and psychology

have different tasks , for logic gives norms, prescriptive rides

possessing an absolute nature, i. cr demanding a universal and

necessary acknowledgment, and psychology only explains, and does

not appreciate. I am inclined to think that psychological and

j)crhaps grammatical discussions cannot be avoided at the beginning

of logic.

1 shall follow this order in my exposition: first I shall describe

logie (and specially the theory of syllogism) iw explained by elemen-

tary academical textbooks, then I shall mention the criticism,

brought forward by I*>tao and Sigwart, after that I intend to make

a few notes on induction and the obtaining of general propositions

and linallv 1 shall give in my conclusion my opinion on the value

of the Vaiecsika theorv of ainimunn.

S 2. Exposition of European school' hair (deductive part).

The exposition of logic in the current manuals is given in three

chapters: the term* the proposition, inferences. The propositions

are divided into four kinds Recording to their quantity and quality

:

Universal Affirmative All X is Y (called kind A)

Universal Negative No X is }' ( „ „ E)
Particular Affirmative Some A' is Y ( „ „ /)

Particular Negative Some X is not ) ( „ „ 0)

Inferences are divided into deductive and inductive, the deduc-

tive inferences into immediate and mediate.

„An immediate inference mav be formallv defined ns a combi-
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nation of two proportions of which one is inferred from the other,

the proposition inferred being virtually included in the proposition

from which it is inferred. Of immediate inference the most impor-
tant forms are oppositions, conversions, permutations."

A deductive mediate inference contains two propositions which
have one term in common. The two propositions are called the

major, ami the minor premise, the three terms the major, the middle
and the minor term. The manuals, after having defined these teeh-

nic.il terms proceed 1n examining ..the possible, not the legitimate,

forms of syllogism." „llere there are two circumstances to be taken

into consideration: 1st, that syllogisms may vary according to the

quaat itv and quality of the propositions (.7, A', /, (J) of which
they are composed; 2nd, that they may vary according to the
position of the terms in tin; premises. The first consideration gives

us the IIUUiIkt of possible mot,,/*, the secoml the number of possible

/////ov.v. it is by combining these two sources of variation that we
shall obtain tin; number of possible syllogisms. There are, if we
take into consideration the conclusion, sixty-four possible arrange-
ments of the propositions ./, JJ, /, (J, i.e. in technical language,
sixty-four possible wW#, viz. J.I.I, AAK, III, LK), &c."

Then it is examined which of these sixty-four moods are legiti-

mate. Tin; result of the rather involved argumentation is often put
in the mnemonic lines:

Harfxufi, Vclnrvnl, Dnrii, /moque, prions:

Ccsarr. (Jfr//ti>.sftv#, VeHfino
t Haroko, secundue:

Tertia, Ihira/i/i, Dimmi*, Da/i*i, l'i'/apinn
t

linkunfo, ferim*, habet: Qunrta insupcr add it

Hidinmi (ip, Cametteg, I)imaris, Fcna/m, FresinnH:

Qtlinqne Subaltcnii totidem (icneralibus- orti,

Somen habent iiullum. nee si bene colligis, iisum.

..In the above lines, the initial consonants, /i, (J
t />, /•', shew

ll»"t the mood in the second, third, or fourth ligure to which they
are prefixed is to lie reduced to the mood correspondingly made
in the first... The vowels shew the moods... The letter #, when
it occurs after a vowel, shews that tin; proposition for which that
vowel stands is to be converted simply. .

." \c. &c.
We may say, if logical thinking really depended on all this

scholastic nonsense, scarcely any human being would produce a
logical train of thought and it would be quite a mystery how
a child of fourteen might ever be able to study his geometrical
textbook with so much success and profit.

After having treated simple syllogism, the manuals go on explain-
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ing the complex (hypothetical) propositions mid syllogisms, both of

which are again divided into conjunctive mid disjunctive forms.

$ .'J. The /troymix , made in dc<tactive lopic, la/ Lnkc ami S'a/irait.

The development of logical science is of interest for our purport

in two respects: its new formulation of the theory of syllogism and
its reseurches concerning the douhle problem: how do we arrive at

our most general scientific laws and how do we get certainty aliout

their legimaticy. The first prohleni has been promoted by Iiot/k and

Sir.WART; the second by the general philosophies of Mi mi: and

Kant and became of greater interest by the greater expansion of

physical science.

Rven the traditional order of term, proposition, inference has

been put aside by Sigwart in the composition of his hook. He has

divided his Logic? into tliree parts, called the analytical, the nor-

mative, the technical. The concepts (Vorstcllungen) and the general

meaning of the words are treated in a short introductory section,

the different forms of the judgment (Urteil) in the following sections

of the analytical part; the norms which the notions and the con-

clusions have teobey, are settled in the second (normative) part;

whilst the analysis and synthesis of the notions, the arriving at

scientific propositions by means of deduction, observation and induc-

tion, are explained in the third (technical) part of tin? book.

We need not follow Sigwart's work closely and may limit our-

selves to those questions having to do with the theory of inference.

Thus the theory of notions may be left out. For nut ions may Ik;

considered as condensed propositions , and the question, how do

we arrive at our general notions, is identical with the problem:

how do we obtain our general pronations, Only then when tin;

regular coexistence of certain attributes is proved, ft general notion

has a right of existence. Further the relation Itetwocti notions find

their expression in the different form's of propitious : disjunctive,

subsumptive &c.

a. The classification of the farms of jtah/mcitt.

The classification of the forms of judgment is then according to

Sigwart — that is if one wishes to continue speaking of a classi-

fication — not a subdivision of the judgments into a number of

coordinate classes. Hut what one gives here for a classification is

more ft sketch of the way in which human thought tries to find

necessary judgments.
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In ninny cases, a necessary judgment or decision is not arrived

;

nt, before, stinting from it stage of simple guessing (possibility,

question), one has proceeded through more or less intermediate

stages. The result of doubt can on further examination be: either

immediate rejection, or confirmation, or for example tlie insight

that the possibility supposed at the beginning, is itself dependent,

;i necessary consequence of some other possibility; or the insight

that the supposed possibility is one out of a limited number of

possibilities.

I'tiither examination is rendered superfluous by the first answer,

tlie negative judgment. However in spite of this the result is by

no means useless and may be of use in later decisions. \W menus

of the two last mentioned answers: the hypothetical and the dis-

junctive judgment; means are supplied for perhaps afterwards arriv-

ing at a decisive answer to the original question.

Sigwort, Logik I p. 313. ..Ik this we have justified why we

may consider separately the negative, the hypothetical and the dis-

junctive judgment, not because they are special kinds of judgments

in which the function of judgment is carried out in different ways,

but because they are judgments concerning hypotheses and indicate

the logical value and importance of these".

Resides this meaning of the hypothetical judgment as a shifting

of the problem, by means of which we substitute an easier question

for the original one, die hypothetical judgment can have tin; sig-

nification of a ..law of nature".

p. 2ti0: ..The knowledge that something is as it is, happens

as it happens, by exterior necessity, is always composed of two

elements: tin* general law and the definite datum, to which this

law is applicable. It is necessary that the planets move round tin;

sun in ellipses, this knowledge is based partly on the knowledge;

of the general principles of mechanics and partly on the knowledge

of the given mass of the sun and the planets, of their distances

and the relation between tangential velocity and attraction; another

relation would effect other courses. This empirical element can never

be eliminated, and therefore our knowledge of necessity can only

be given in hypothetical formulae which state that .if this or that

ln.ppens, something else will necessarily ensue".

This second meaning of the hypothetical judgment as law of

nature, is cognate with Sigwart's division of judgments into com-

municative (narrative) and explanatory judgments.

The communicative judgment is a judgment about individuals,

ami since individuals exist in time, such judgments are only avail-
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able with reference to n certain time. The explanatory judgment

is in its objective value independent of time.

This antithesis between the communicative and explanatory judg-

ments is of importance for the explanation of that which is called

the quantity of the judgment in school-logic. A plural judgment,

tnken as a communicative judgment, can be a final result; but

taken as an explanatory judgment, it will have the significance of

a special or particular judgment. (1.1. , § 15 and 10).

p. 225: ..When judgments of the form: „onc A is W or

..some ./ are 7?" are communicative judgments of empirical origin,

then they seem to have no other significance than that of attributing

a certain predicate to one or more subjects which are not separately

nominated, but oidy vaguely indicated; the plural judgment seems

to have no other meaning than a scries of single statements, for

no stress is laid on the number.

„Yet in the judgment: .,some people confuse red and green", some-

thing else is indicated than ill the copulative judgments: ...lohn and

IVter and Paul confuse red and green". In as far they are indicated

as „some people", the individual delinitcncss is lost; yet by the

indication with a general name, they are conceived in relation to the

totality of mankind; and this relation instigates further comparison.

„Tradition, now, teaches that the particular judgment does not

tend to the exclusion of the general judgment; „some ./are JV
%

does not mean that „not all //are //"
. . . This characteristic shows

that the plural judgment can either be a preparation for a general

judgment or an exception with reference to it" (For examples, see

Stgwitri 1. I., p. 220).

This distinction between the copulative and particular judgment

will help us to understand the difference between the empirically'

general judgment as a preparatory stage towards the necessarily-

general judgment.

p. 220: „[Sehool]-logic is not wont to distinguish between

the judgments which are based on the notion, i. e. signification,

of the subject-word and, whilst explaining this notion, attribute a

priori a predicate to every object, denotatcd by the subject-word,

and those judgments which pronounce a predicate about all things

within our knowledge and bearing the same name liceause of

similar properties.

„Tlius this school-logic conceals that which is most important,

namely the transition of an empirically-general judgment into a

necessarily general judgment, the formation of notions and judgments

from experience (For example, see Sigwart I, 1.).
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It. Tip ///con/ of i/t/nr/tn'.

Agiiiii in tin: tli<«irv of inference we meet with Si^wart's con-

ception of logic ns ii tcleological science, mid \vc enn, according

to him, formulate the problem: what value hnve the three Aristo-

tHcnn figures tor human thought, which strives to solve doubt and

question, and thus to arrive at sure ami generally valid decisions.

In the first place — as Lotzk has previously shown — Sigwait

points out the great diH'ereiiee between the two tirst Anstotelenn

figures and the third figure '). Tor l»v the application of this last-

nieniioued figure we can only inter the possibility of concoiuitance

between qualities; this figure can only lend up to a problematical

judgment, which in some cases may be the starting-point for the

discovery of a categorical judgment.

The first two figures are closely, connected with the principle of

reason, respectively in its |>ositivn and negative formulation.

This reduction may be done as follows. The four moods of the

0f$t figure are:

/'

AH .1/ is /'

All S is M
thus: alt S is

All M is /'

Some S is M
thus: some »V i>

No M is /'

All S is .1/

thus: No S is

4. N. 1/ is /'

S is M
/' thus: some S is not /'

All \f is P
All A', some S, one $ is M
All S, some S, one S is /'

Since the nature of the act of concluding is not elFectcd by the

quantity possessed by the subject of the minor premise, the four

moods enumerated above, can be reduced to two

:

No .1/ is P
All S, some »V, one S is U
All S, some 8, one 8 is not P.

When we sciireh in tliese two forms for the rule, governing our

concluding, then we find for the first figure-

If something is Ii , then it is ./ (1st and 3d mood)

If something is Ii, then it is not .V (2nd and 4th mood)

The minor runs:
;

certain subjects (' are Ii.

Krgo : they are t, they are not X.

^ <'f. Si-i\v\ut I g r»t NV r» with nftrence t<> tlic nlwiirtlity nf n(T«jitinjr n fourth

'vll"i:i»tic Igttrr; tlic Itatrr nf OtlvMb.
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The four moods of the second figure may be reduced to the
two following forms:

'• N«> P i" M 3. All /' is J/ ^

All A\ some A, one A is M All S, some A, one A1

is not .1/

All A, some A, one A is not P ; All A, some A, one A is not /».

Now tlie same two rules must be applicable for this figure as
for the first one, sinee these two rules exnress the only possible

conclusion to be drawn from simple relations between notions; with
this difference tlmt we now infer the non-validity of the renson
because of the non-validity of the consequence.

If something is //, it is A.

Now C (nil (', some (!) is not A,
ergo: neither is it //.

If something is /J, it is not .V.

Now (' (all (\ some C) is A*,

ergo it is not li.

Sigwnrt, Kogik I p. Kill: „The agreement as well ns the (infe-

rence between the two tirst figures lies in the fact thai in the first

figure we infer the validity of n (positive or negative) consequence
from the validity of the renson ; and I hut in the second we infer

ttie non-validity of the reason from the non-validity of the (positive

or negative) consequence."

NOTK J. On the nature of the concluding in the third figure,
see Sigwnrt Logik I $ 54 n°. 7. ..Strong genomincu also ist die

Kegel, naeh der geschlossen wild, imd welche die Ableitung des
Sehlnsssntzes nus den lYiiinissen begriiiidet, gar nieht in diesen selbst

ausgedriiekt; der vcrschwiegene Obcrsat/ zii den bejahenden Modi*,
ist: Wean zwei Priidieatc demselben Subjokte zukonimcn, simf sie

vereinbar, sehliesscn sic sieh nieht nolwcndig nus; die beiden I'rii-

'

niissen bilden zusammen die Assumtion m dem vcrschwiegenen
Obcrsat/,. ..."

NOTK II, The disjunctive syllogism is reduced to the hypothe-
tical syllogism in the same way ns in the elementary textbooks.

e. The immediate inference*.

When the hypotheticnl inference is made the basis of logic,

nnd no louger the cntegorical syllogism, then the consequence will

be that also the chapter denling. with immediate inference, thus

with oppositions, conversions nnd permutntions will receive another

form. So we mny state the following rules for the hypothetical
pro|M»sitions:
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Ill FiE I. I'rom the negation of the (original) consequcns wc
may infer flic mention of the anteeedens:

Tims from the judgment: if something is //, then it is //,

we may infer: if something is not Ji, then it is not ./.

IVoin the judgment: if something is ./, then it is not //,

we 'iimy infer; if something is li, then it is not A.
I'rom the judgment: . if something- is not ./, then it is //,

we limy infer: if something is not li, then it is A.

Tiom the judgment: if something is not A, then it. is not li,

we nmv infer: if something is Ji, then it is A.

IM'LI') II. From the original eonsequens we can drnw no con-

clusion — neither positively, nor negatively — about the original

anteeedens.

Tims from the judgment: if something is A, then it is 7i,

we cannot say: if something is Ji, whether it is or is not A.

in other words we nm\ only infer that:

if something is Ji, it may he A.

HI LI) III. I'rom the negation of the (original) anteeedens we,

ran draw no conclusion — neither positively, nor negatively —
nliout the consequcns:

Thus from the judgment: if something is ./, then it is li
,

we cannot say: ifsoincthiiigisnot A, whether it is or is not //,

in other words we can milv infer-

that if something is not A, it may he li.

And from the judgment: if something is not ./, then it is Ji,

we can only infer that: if something is //, it may he Ji.

\\\ I ill IV. When two predicates are possible for one and the

same thing, then we may express this in either of the two forms:

if something is A, then it may be Ji,

if something is Ji, it may be A.

I'rom these foil r rules the different prescripts for the conversions

«\e. of the categorical judgment ran be found by means -of substi-

tution (cf. Sigwart Logik I, p. 450—152}.

Farther we may notice that the first rule expresses the principles

according to which nil inference takes place. On the other hand the

three hist rules are of secondary interest, they only allow us to

infer problematical consequences from sure premises.

(/. Summary.

1. It is proper to distinguish in logic between the negative, the

hypothetical and the disjunctive judgment, they are judgments con-
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ccrning hrpothew* and indicate the logical value ami imix.rtm.ee
of these.

'

2. It is necessary to distinguish accurately the communicative
and explanatory judgments, the c.npiricallv-gcneral and necessarily
general judgments. '.'

!

3. The categorieal syllogism and the disjunctive syllogism mnyl
he considered as applications of the hypothetical.

1. There are two directions in which a conclusion can he drawn!
cither we infer the legimitacy of the (allirmative or negative) con]
sequence from the legimitacy of the reason, or we infer the illcgi-
nntacy of the reason from the illegimitaey of the (allirmative or
negative) eonseoiienee.

§ I. Umr (/or* m'ettre obtain Us general pn,ptmiliimn*

Ncfore entering upon the (piestion how does science acquire it

general propositions (and concepts) we must rcmeniher that science
finds its starting-point, in the daily experience of ordinary man
science therefore accepts language and the experience. Intel down
in language, as long as new facts or a hetter observation of pre-
viously known facts do not forhid this. Thus we understand in the
following hy seience not only knowledge, obtained hv science In
its more limited sense, hut all knowledge, as far ns it is not
rejected hy seience.

The general proposition, then reached hy science, arc of three
kinds: axioms, inductional theses, post ulata. All knowledge which
we possess, is dependent in its form on the receiving organism,
especially on the functioning of our mind. Thus we perceive exte-
rior things in space and time, interior phenomena in time, we form
notions afoot them, which are suhjeet to notional nxioms. Thus
all our experience obeys the axioms of mathematics and logic, and
obeys our deductions which arc nothing else than an application
of our logical axioms.

In gathering experience from individual facts man forms general
principles by which these facts can be understood, \.c. he guesses
from the special cases general rules from which they could Ik?

deduced. Induction, thus, is the opposite of deduction, so ns

abstraction is the opposite of addition , division of multiplication tfc.

And whilst in deduction the conscrjuenccs may possess the same
certainty as the premises, by induction we can only, arrive at

result! which possess a certain probability. This process of induction
is however so fertile and proves so satisfactory, that soon there
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arises in mag. the wish and even n feeling of duty to apply tliis

iii(liicli(»ii!il process to ns many facts of experience as are within

liis reach. And lie begins to build up in himself an ideal of truth.

In this scientific research, we may say, 111:111 is im i t st t i 1 1 ir with his

limited power, (iod in our of his attributes, iu his all-wisdom

,

ami the ideal of science nii^lit he defined as thes
'contents of a

eonseiousness in which all facts of experience have entered accord-

ing to trustworthy processes and arc combined with each other

completely and logically. .So then man begins to foster a belief ill

the explicahility of the world, in the uniformity of nature. Tin?

1110.4 general convictions, 011 which science rests,, may be called

postulatii.

In the inductional process two notions arc of predominant im-

portance: causality ami regular coexistence. According to the regular

coexistence of certain attributes'we limy classify the objects of nature

in their different classes and subclasses ; by the notion of causality

we learn to know the causal laws of nature.

The astroincr lliMsruui. and the philosopher Stv.uit Mh.i, have

formulated the exigencies which must lie fill til led in this investi-

gation of the causal connection of facts. PinwART enters upon a broad

criticism of this formulation. For my purport it will be sufficient

to (piotc the five canons of Mill's so as they are given in a much

used Knglish text-bonk on logic.

('ANON I. (Method of agreement): If two or more instances of

the phenomenon under investigation have only one other circum-

stance in common, that circumstance may be regarded, with more

or less of probability, as the cause (or effect) of the given phe-

nomenon.' or at least, as connected with it through some fact of

causation.

CANON II. (Method of difference): If an instance in which the

phenomenon under investigation occurs, and an instance in which

it does not occur, have every circumstance in common save one,

that one occurring only in the former; the circumstance in which

alone the two instances differ, is the effect, or the cause, or a

necessary part of the cause, of the phenomenon.

CANON 111 (Double method of agreement): If two or more

instances in which the phenomenon occurs have only one other

circumstance in common, while two or more instances, falling

within the same department of investigation, from which the phe-

nomenon is absent, have nothing in common save the absence of

that circumstance; that circumstance is the effect, or the) cause,

or a necessary part of the cause, of the phenomenon. Moreover
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(supposing the requirements of the method to he rigorously ful-

filled) the circumstance proved by the method to he the cause, is

the om/// cause of the phenomenon.

CANON TV. (Method of residues): Substract from any pheno-
menon aueh part ns is known to he the effect of certain antecedents,

and the residue of the phenomenon is the effect of the remaining
antecedents.

CANON V. (Method of concomitant variations): Whatever phe-
nomenon varies in any manner whenever another phenomenon varies

in some particular manner, is either a cause or an effect of that

phenomenon, or is connected with it through some fact of causation.

When we now analyse these five canons and the examples,
given for them in the text-hooks, we. may notice that the two last

rules refer to the application of mathematics to physical research.

The three first canons have to do with causality in general. The
second and third are based on the following, implicitly accepted

argumentation.

If we know nil the vicarious causes or sums of causes which
give rise to a certain effect, then we can infer the ahsence of the

effect from the absence of the causes. Thus e. g. when it is true

that only if A. or Ji, or {€ -\- /)) takes place. /' will take place,

then it also holds true that:

if neither A, nor //, nor(tf -f- I)) takes place, /' will remain absent.

Thus in the special case that a phenomenon is only due to one
cause, or one set of causes, or when we may abstract from other

possible causes because of their evident absence, then we are allowed

to conclude: \

if A takes place, then 19
" will take place in subsequent time,

if A does not take place, then Ji will neither take place.

Thus the investigation of the causality of a phenomenon obliges

us to examine its positive occurrences as well as the eases of its

absence; for we may notice that the two formulae, just given, have

both the form of a hypothetical judgment and both the same order

of logical antecedens ami consequens, but differ in logical positron.

Perhaps we must acknowledge an instinctive feeling for the proper

way in which causality is discovered, when we see that the Indian

philosophers think it necessary to prove by means of examples the

general proposition of their anumjln* in its jiositive as well as

negative formulation:

if A is, then Ji is;

if B is not, then A is not.

Yet the difference between the two methods will bo elear.

Vertwiid. Kon. Aknd. T. Wetrnarh. N. Reek*. Dl. XVIII. N*. 2. 22
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§ 5. Confluxion.

On the biisis of the given speculations our judgments on Indian

logic may be shortly formulated as follows:

1. We may scarcely blame the Indian, thinkers for their not

having distinguished, as Aristotle did, tile different moods and

figures of the categorical syllogism. The two fundamental forms of

inference from the affirmative (logical) anteeedens towards the

siil)sr(|ucns, or from the negated suhscquens towards the negated

anteeedens — wore clearly known and formulated by them. They

have explicitly stated that the two formulae:

if ./ is, then /Ms; or: yafr/i dlnnnah , talriiguih;

if //is not, then A is not; yatrn no/jni//. Intra nn dhumah;

are identical.

2. In Agreement with this, the speculations on farla, prasanga,

(inj/al/itiniipnpaffi, which occur in the Nyaya-kandah. contain much

tlint rail be aeeepted.

S, Their statement that knowledge proceeds from doubt (wwptytf)

towards ninnn/n and their method of disjunctive analysis on whieh

their (;c*rira<l nnmnfinam is based - see e. g. the proof for the

existrnee of soul, IYaca*tnpadahlulsyn book II chapter 2 $ 10 —
are praiseworthy. Their conception of negation is insufficient. The

introduction of inch scholastic terms as „non-cows" ftc. could only

produce eonfusion.

•1. They have insufficient knowledge of the way in which general

proportions should be obtained. As a rule they give their thesis

in two forms, one of which resembles a hypothetical proposition

with positive members, ami the other is its inversion with negated

member* Then they give tome example or other for each of these

two formulae, leaving the opponent to find counter-examples. This

necessarily leads to long disputes without method or satisfactory

results.
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G HAPTEN VI.

IMIARMA, ADIIAHMA, THEOLOGY.

SWTION 1.

IMIARMA & ADIIAHMA.

$ I. Stttrag bearing on dkarma St' . adkarma.

(Nando Lai Sinka't tramtatiott)

A. I, 1,1 Now, therefore, we shall explain dkarma.

2 Dharma [is] that from which [results] the accomplishment
of exaltation and of the suipreme Good.

3 The anthoritativeness of the Veda [arises from its] being

the word of God [or being an exposition of dharma],

4 The Supreme Good [results] from the knowledge, pro.

duced bv a. particular dharma, of the essence of the

predicates, substance, attribute, action, genus, species

and combination, bv means of their resemblances and

difference*.

Or: the Supreme Good [results] from [the study of]

this treatise or system, produced by a particular virtue,

which teaches the knowledge &c.

B. X, 2,8 The performance of acta of observed utility and of acts

the purpose whereof has been taught [in the sacred

writings], is for tho production of adriffa as [these

teachings are authoritative, l>cing the word of God in

whom] [the defects] found [in ordinary shakers] do
not exist.

9 The anthoritativeness of the Veda [follows] from its

being the word of (Jod.
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('. VI, 1,1 lii the Veda the composition of sentences lias Imjcu

preceded by unterstanding.

"2 The distribution of names in the lliahmaua (portion

in the Veda) is a mark of knowledge [on the pint of

the framcr of the names of the tilings named therein].

i 8.. [Percepts enjoining] gifts [arc] preceded by under-

standing.

4 The same is acceptance [of a gift].

5 [Result of action indicated by the eiistra accrues to

the performer], because there is no causality of the

attributes of one soul in [the attributes of] another soul.

(5 That does not exist when; the impure are entertained.

7 Impurity [lies] in killing.

S Demerit results from association with him.

This does not accrue in the ease of [entertaining]

one who is not impure.

10 Preference [should lie given] to a worthy recipient

[who is available] afterwards.

11 Preference [should be given] to an equal, or to an

,• inferior [if he is free; from impurity or fault].

I H Hy tliis is explained reception of property from vir-

tuous persons who are inferior, equal or superior

[to oneself].

I 'ft Likewise the making away with those who stand in

the way,
|
is justified].

I 1 Making awa\ with another [is not sinful], if [he is]

inferior [to oneself].

IS In the case of an equal, either suicide or destruction

of the other [may be resorted to].

10 In the case of a superior, self-destruction [is to be

committed].

I). VI, 2, 1 [Of actions] of which the motives arc visible and

invisible, the motive where no visible [motive] exists,

[tends] to exaltation.

2 Ablution, fast, brahmacarya, residence in the family

of the preceptor, life of retirement in the forest, sacri-

fice, gift, oblation, directions, constellations, seasons

and religious observances conduce to invisible fruit.

3 The observance of the fdur acramas [has been already

mentioned]. Misbeliefs and disbeliefs as well as beliefs

are also (sources of adr^fa or dharma & adharwa).
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D. YI, 2, 4 Upadha or impurity [denotes] impurity of emotion,

(or of tile soul); auupadha [deifies] purity.

5 The pure is that which |>ossesscs prescribed colonr,
taste, smell and touch, and is sprinkled with water

along with the recitation of snered hymns, and also

without it, (or is sprinkled with water with pronation

iind with supination).

Impure — bttch is the form of the negation of the pure.

7 [It is] also something else.

8 To the unrestrained, exaltation does not aecme from

eating what is pure, inasmuch as there is an absence of

self-restraint; and it accrues [where there is sclfrcstrnint],

inasmuch as self-restraint is a different thing [from eating].

1) [Self-rest mi nt alone is not the cause of exaltation], for

there is non-existence [of exaltation], where [the eating

of pure food] does not exist.

§ 2. Quotations front Aa/tda Lai Siiihan Appendix li.

I. NOTKS on passage 1, I, 1 Arc.

„ Professor OanorakANTA observes under I, 1, I: The classitica-

tion of dharma, merit or meritorious acts, is not shown by Kanaov,
as it does not fall within the seope of his philosophy ; for he has

undertaken the yUtra with the purpose of teaching (altrajhana

,

knowledge of truth only.

„lle comments on I, 1,2: Whcrefrom does the production of

the (iood and the Ultimate Good result? The production of the

Good and the Ultimate; Good, results from pravrtfi, activity or

employment, that is (observed in the world as) exertion of speech,

mind and the body. Therein, it is said, that a person cultivates

dharma with the speech, by telling agreeable and wholesome truths

and studying the sacred writings; with the mind, by showing com-

passion, contentment and faith; with the body, by practising charity

and relieving the poor and the distressed ami those wo are in

danger, • YajTmm yajnam ayajanla dcvan tfltti dharmd/ti'. This text

of the Veda also shows that dharma is the designate of the word

'yaja/t to perform (sacrifices &c.)."

(For I, 1, 4 see here book, II chapter II)..

Ji ft C. NOTES on
(
the passages Ji. ami C are lacking.

D. NOTE on passage VI, 2, 1—0. (p. 5):

„ Professor Candrakanta cuts off vidyaie vurlhantaratcdd yamasya

from VI, 2, 8 and reads it as a separate aphorism."
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$ 3. jYtt/Cs in ///c Milt/as on dharinn §• adharum.

I have previously suggested the hy|>othesis that the Vaieesika

system invcs its origin to ;i theoretical attitude erf mind. When,
therefore, this Dan/nun begins and finishes with sutras on dhanna,

we .must consider this due to the influence of surrounding Indian

thought . and specially that of the hirvii-Miimlmsti. In tin: last ease

we have to do with a mutual relation sinee we have seen that the

.laiininivaMimiiinsa itself has borrowed in its liistorieal development

many theoretical ideas from the Vaieesika.

/. To the separate sutras of passage I, I, 1— 1 f should like

to mid the following remarks:

In sntra 2 the eompoud abhi/iidfnpt-nihrreipixa demands our atten-

tion. The second member of it occurs in I, 1,4 whore /ilhcmprsa

is railed the result of true knowledge; the former in VI, 2, I

where is Hinted that those actions the aim of which is not seen in

this world, tend to abhi/inlinpi. This distinction Itetween ahhi/ndaya

(exaltation) and nihvrcyam (summum hoiiuin, i. c. nirvana, utok*a)

seems to be due to Vcdanta-influence.

Sutra 3 gives the impression of Iicing an insertion. We must

trace its origin to the influence of the IVirva-MlmnniHil. „Because

[Holy Tradition, i.e. the Veda] expounds it [i.e. dharma], there-

fore Holy Tradition possesses authority." Still later lad was explained

as indicating the fytartt; this interpretation existed already in

htArAsTAiwDA's time (sec Bhasya p. 3, i. c. Hook I chapter 1 $3).

I'or the explanation of sutra 4 see here p. 107.

li. The two sutras with which the Dareana closes are mere repe-

titions. X, 2, 8 is a wrong reading for VI, 2, I (the interpretation

will lie given under letter I)) and X, 2, D is identical with I, 1, 3.

With reference to Nanua Lai. Siniia's translation we may notice

that it depend* on the following gloss of the Upaskara:

„ /Jix/iitn/fii ass pramfinala upalabdhiinflin. karnmnain

;

i i/iiqndo nasnfi iirldinflinJ drxtaprayojanaiann = drxfam (upadixlain)

prnyojanain yvxlm ....

. . . .alft aha: drstflbhava Hi; Ulrntmn purnnantarc 'xmadadaif

lifnainnpramndatipsfldikanj pnruxaduxanani, tad-'abhdvc .mtt/y arthah,"

The gloss is again a specimen of the acuteness shown by Indian

scholiasts in explaining bad redactions which are produced by un-

sutlieient, mechanical memorising.-

('. The first four sutras of VI, 1 are connected with sQtra I, 1, 3
ii\ its recent interpretation (tad = icvara); two of them (I and 8)

are quoted in Pracastapada's Uhasya (p. 213 i. e. book IN chapter 2
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* 27). They polemic against the PilrvihAtFmamsiikiui who hold the
Veda to be eternal and thus not Created In .in ?emm, the existence
of whom is not discussed in this theological svstem.

The translation of sidd/,i (in sutra 2) liy 'knowledge/, as given
'

,

V N,,mI '1

.
1<r1 Sinhft

«
is' '» '««*>rdaiico with the U, M.ska.a (MM.

Ind p. 2u7), where mldki is explained as svnonvinous with h,,,l,lhi
(in VJ, 2. I). Since mMf/ has the inclining uf

.

ski ,|
(
.^^ t||(5

interpretation, given here by (/amkaka Micka, w not uiilikelv Tor
the sutius II, |, |s &,.., w,liHl „,,, , msi>( , 0M Uw f

«

see here p. 150 will A.

Sutra 4 i< another expression lor the same thought as given in
the precedent sutra. Tall,,, pratu/rntml, stands here for: /,,//„} ,;,„.
hqrhatiti, i. e. ./[the priest] neeepts [the gift]', this [expression too
proves the intellect of the hram who composed the Veda )."

Sutra -IS is quoted in IVncnstnpiidii's Khiisva p. 70 I I .'J (i.e.
hook 11 chapter 2 $ 10) and is commented upon by (>,uiuu in
the following way (Nyaya-knndnll p. S(i |. 10— 1«)'

:

„ Merit and demerit are proved by the [sutra] : >,;tman I,irn,,„„,,„,,„,
nblranutvnr. The Sutmkrt intends here to refute the doctrine,
upheld by some one, 'that the merit of giving, abiding in the giver
[cf. sutra VI, 1, 3], causes a merit in the receiver', ami thus he
says: 'a/mm,!,,™,/,,,,,!,,,!,,, (lf,>,r,n/,n,yH,,r*,/ akf,rn,,ntn,l\ The import
of this is: Because the qualities (pleasure &e.) of one soul are not
the cause of the qualities (pleasure &c.) of another soul; for the

'same reason it cannot be accepted that merit and demerit, residing
in one thing [namely, in a material thing] should effect [a eonsc-
qoence] in another thing [namely in soul]. \\y this means merit
and demerit are slated to be qualities of soul; otherwise [i.e. if

residing elsewhere] they would not be capable of efficiency, according
to the statement of their resemblance {*r,df,an»,/a) with pleasure fcc."

• It is clear that this never can have been the meaning of the
sutra quoted. We have to explain the origin of this interpretation
thus: Pracastapada considered Kapha's sutras as a supreme autho-
rity ; therefore the fact alone of dharina and adharma being men-
tioncd in the Darcana, was here fer him a sufficient proof for their
existence; Cridhara, however, has tried to explain the quoted sutra
itself as such a proof, lie was therefore obliged to ignore comple-
tely the context in which the sutra originally occurs. He refers to
sutra VI, 1, 3 ns if only the act of 'giving' was mentioned there
and not the expression 'he gives' as a proof for the intellect of the
Lord, who coin|>oscd the Veda. And moreover, his whole argu-
mentation is subtle and sophistic.
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Hut sit .ill events his attempt shows that in his time ( I Oth century alter

Christ) no fixed tnitlition existed (incoming the meaning.of this sutnt.

(,'amkara Miera given it long comments in the form of a dialogue.

Mr considers the sutra as referring to one of .laimini's Dan/ana

(NjiimIsi r^al Sinha's translation p. 192): ..Now in justification

of the aphorism of .Iaimint (I'urvamimamssi-Sutra) \aH(radrn(am

///ki/hih anuiff/idfari' i. e. 'result [of action], indicated by the

ea>tr;i, [aeerues] to the performer', !

) he gays. . .
". At th«^ end of

the dis|)iite (,'ainkara Miera quotes a certain Yrttikiira [we have

seen formerly that this author is not identical with the Hliiiradvit-

javrtti-kiira], who says (\anda Lai Sinha p. 103): 'Result [of

aetion), indicated by the (,'astra* &e, , is really it rule without an

exception. On the other hand, the fruit which accrues to the departed

ancestor, &e. results from the influence of benedictory mantra*

pronounced by Hralmiunas entertained at the f'rm/tUa iVc, the

mantra* in question being in the case of sacrifice for the departed

ancestor: May thy pifr* have their objects fulfilled..."

In accordance with this explanation by the Vrtlikiira one of the

interpretations of sntra (J runs thus: ,,'l'he meaning is that where

at a rrddd/ia evil or impure Hrahmanas are entertained, there the

fruit of benediction does not accrue to the departed ancestor. .
. ".

To Ultra 7 tin? I'paskara adds: 'Mere fiittixayriiii is indicative of

all prohibited acts whatever' and to sutra S „j|e [theSutrakara]

>a\s that not only non-existence of fruit [i. c. according to the

explanation of sutra 0: non-existence of fruit of the pronounced

benedictions] accrues [to the yajawtltta]" . Further mtnahhivifdhara

is explained as 'eating in the same row, sleeping in company,

reading in company &c.'

We may notice that sutras 7, 8 and 1> give the impression of

being old comments on sutra 0. In this case sutra 8 would have

been another expression for the contents of sutra 0. And the two

remaining sutras 5 and ('» eould be explained thus : ., In general —
thus not us a strict rule — a religious deed bears fruit for the

performer, because &c. Hut there are exceptions. Tor instance, the

ndlaintia of a priest, entertained at a sacrifice, can be a hindrance

to the adr*hi of the yajawana. Of. '
Hii.i.kiikandt, JiifuallHeratur,

p. 1)7 & 1)8.

The explanation of the following sutras 10— Hi is very uncer-

tain. These sutras are not alluded to by Pracastapada. 2
)

»).l have not Wn al.lc to identify tin- minted r.M.-ii|ili<»ri»m. Cf. Ny. Randall \\. 273 I. IH.

-i In the It.rliiini|.on- edition the nutra, treating ftnitttMtm does not occur, and the

other Mtra are Wfhiiri in a way totally different from th*> mterprctatimi by Tanikara Miyra
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According to (^aniknra Miera the sutras |() II refer to 'pre-

ference' [Nnnda ]<ul Sinha's translation here of pravrtfi), given to

different priests who offer themselves for the performing al' ii \r<iddfia.

Kurther all the insertions whieh Nnnda Lai Siithn has made in his

translation, are based on (,'amkarn Micro's glosses, (see that trans-

Intion p. 1S">— 100). Hut what specially deserves our notice is

that at the end of the comments on 1 1 /gaga is used as opposite

in meaning to pravrl//'. ,,jMniddhdnai)i param fgago , na (v adu*lana>n

xatua-ltinanam api/i bhflcah" i. e. „Thc import is that persons pro-

hibited are by all means to he rejected, hut not the pmc, whether

they he equals or interiors".

Of sutra 12 (,'ainkara Miera gives two explanations. According

to one parasumldna is synonymous with pratigraha. So the meaning

is „that dharwn accrues from the reception of a gift of land <Vc.

from a virtuous person, whether he he inferior, equal or superior,

to oneself." According to the other explanation paraxvaddna means

parasragrahana (..the taking away of another's property"). Thus

the sutra would refer to the different cases of need in which stealing

respectively from persons of lower, equal or superior rank is allowed.

In support of this interpretation the following quotation from the

(,'ruti is given: riidrat sap/awe, vaicg/ld daramc, Ami frit/'// paiicmfaco

,

brfilimanfit pronasals-aye . . .

Of sutra 13 oidy one explanation is given. Tt/aga is paraphrased

here by cadha (putting to death). So that the sutra would sum up

the different cases in which murder is allowed, in accordance with

another authority, quoted by the commentator. Now it its true that

we liud elsewhere the expressions atmanah tgagin (I'etrop. Diet. s. v.

fgagin: der sich selbst aufopfert, freiwillig in den Tod geht),

afmalgaga and afmalgagin, but although the verb fgnj in combi-

nation with atman seems to mean 'to murder', it would be very

risky to consider tgaga as in general synonymous with vadha '). More-

over one would expect to find here two explanations, similarly as

in the comments on sutra 12. This second interpretation, now, is

obtained by explaining tgaga as 'rejection', which meaning was met

with at the end of the comments on 11. Then sutra 1.3 'similarly

the rejection of those, who stand in the way [i. e. those who

are a hindrance to one's sacrifice]', would correspond with sutra

10. But on the other \ hand the interpretation of the following

sutras 14— 16 is quite impossible unless we accept the meaning

'murder
1

for tgdga. Now we sec in philosophical treatises of the

') We could only pxjtect t>jilijn to mean „thp forsaking in dnnper".
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INtna-mimainsa as well us of the Vedantn that karniuoi in the first

place meant saerilioial aets; the whole hook VI of our dnreana

has been compose*! under the influence of Minimal ideas, we arc

therefore nearly forced to (insider the sutras 14, 15 and 10 as

untrustworthy and recent insertions in which are laid down diffe-

rent jurisdictial notions of not the slightest philosophical importance. ')

I). The second alinika of hook VI consists of two parts, the

first of which (sutras 1- !)) hears on d/tarma, the second on the

eonciitenation of psychical states. Here we shall only deal with the

first section.

Although I agree with the literal rendering of sutra I ,
given

by Namla Lai Sinhn, still I think a paraphrase of my own, would

not he superfluous.

,/riiere are actions with a visible motive ("i. e. actions which, if

successful, lead to a rexuff in this world] and actions with an

invisible motive [i. e. which do not lead to such a rexulf]. When
the visible motive is absent [i. e. in the case of the second kind

of actions], the motive [or the irix/i which promotes the action]

leads to exaltation [i. e. xrari/aj\

There are two grammatical difficulties in this sutra. In the first

place the won! prayojnna has here two meanings; this stylistic

mistake coillcl be rectified liv accepting the word pratfnqa (under*

taking, deed) which occurs in the redaction, given in V. 8. X, 2, 8;

thus by reading: dixttldrxla/nai/o/aniiniiiii dr*fn l> fiare prayoyo 'bh/uda-

i/thja i. e. ' .... the deed leads to exaltation'.

In the Second place the partitive genitive with which the siitra

begins, requires some explanation. We know from Spkykii's Sanskrit

St/aim- ($ 117) that n genitive is often used in this prolix way. For the

rest, the import of this ideomatic turn, is sufficiently shown by my
paraphrase. (Cf. tin* IVacnstajjadabhasyu p. 200 1. 4— 5 and here p. 3(UJ).

Sutra 2 sums up the different lines of conduct leading to an

increase of our unseen quality [adtx/a; in this case: of OOT d/iarma,

merit]. This list is only 'illustrative'. In this the following groups

may be, more or less clearly, be distinguished:

n. itbhixomnn, ttpavdxa , brahmararifn.

h. i/n riihi /arilMa, ratiapraxf/ia.

*! Finally with reference to the comment*, given l>y the Ithuriii1v:)javrttihhiisy» I

hIii.iiM like to notice that /miiy ffi is accepted here in tin- ordinary technical sense which

it h:N in the Vaieesika system, namely a* Vigiiifyinir 'the jwwitive form of \onmtlnn,

thus: activity', wherca* r./rt./f* is considered to !* synonymous with nirflli, i.e. 'the

negative form of pmff*UfW i
t !iux : witlnlru\\ nl'; further the luMttfCl Hiunr, him', vtfiaj«

arc inti rpritattil an netitra, ami as referring to the net whieh one uiulrrtnkcs or omits,

tliiw mtmf -- vtmapkmhvmtl &.v.
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r. t/a/na, dona, proknana.

d. die, nak*alra, manIra, tflln (for the inclining of these terms
sec the Upasknra, translation p. 200).

c. niyama. .

*
•

The following sntras nre perha|w additions to sutra 2. Tims in

siitra 3 cn((truerainya might signify that qnridnlavdm and vdna-

prantka nre only illustrative, so that the two other neranins must
be implied: anupadhn may he connected with niipmm in siitra 2. *)

The sutras 5— 7 are an introduction to sutra 8, which itself deids

specially with yawa (
.-.- hiyama of sutra 2).

Sutra 5 gives a definition of rim, sutra (I of acttci , ,,'aPNrC is

the negation of r«r«"; sutra 7 (an old gloss?) paraphrases this:

„[antri, we ,uwy say] also, [is] something (liferent from [f*w]."
Tho meaning of the first elause of sutra S is elear. the explanation

of the second clause is more difficult; the gloss of (>mkara Mieru

which inserts 'nv/mne Bait and adds to 'nrthnntarntvud ipvnntyn

the ahlativus comparative bhojanfit', does not rouse much confi-

dence, although it also affords an explanation of the following sutra

(0). Further we may notice that in VI, 1, fl dn*lnbfiojana has the

meaning of the causative verb bfiojayali 'to entertain, to feci!',

whereas in VI, 2, 8 cucibhojnna has the meaning of the original

verb bhunkte, 'to eat'. This may be true, but still the coincidence

does not favour much the idea of a trustworthy tradition.

\ 4. Itcfcrcnccs to the 8 ft frax, of \ 1 , occurring in the

I'la^asfapadabfirixt/a.

References to sntras T, 1, 1—4 anil X, 2, 8—9 are met with

in the Hhasya on p. and 7 (book T, chapter 2 $ 2 & 3), and

on p. 213 (book I IT chapter 2 $27). r'rom these passages we ham
that the interpretation of fad as levara goes as far back as the time

of Pracahtaivvoa's.

The third passage, quoted here in $1 under letter C (VI, I,

1—-10) is only partly referred to by Praeastapada. Sutra I and 8
are literally quoted on p. 213 (bk. Ill eh. 2 $27), sutra 5 on

p. 70 I. 13 (bk. II ch. 2 $ 10). The sutras 0— 10 arc not. referred

to, unless we accept a vague reference for sutras 7 and 8 (see

here book IV section V). The references, mentioned for the sutras

1 , 3, 5, nre all to a certain extent accidental; that is to say: they do

not occur in a coherent passage which treats of the same subject-matter

') flfltra 4 » certainly an oM comment* on siitra .'I and did not originally Itelonjr to

the run to.
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ns the* siitiM. It may ho therefore admitted that the whole adhyaya

VT, I, existed in Pranistapada's time, but was ignored by him.

He lias treated the contents of adhyaya VI, 2 in a very inde-

pendent way, as will be shown in the following paragraph.

§ 5. Tfit> paratjra/tfa in l/ic Praraitfapthlaft/iaxtfa, dealing tn'//t

mrril and ifcnuml (book III chapter 2 $ f>5 and 5(>).

In Hhasva §55 we first meet with some general statements abont

illinium: its nature as a quality of soul, its effects, origin and

annihilation; its special forms with reference to car//as ami aframa8>

Then the means towards dharwa are classified (substances &c.) Next

follows a more detailed discussion in which we can distinguish three

parts: a. general means for merit (p. 272 I. 13—10); h. specifi-

cation with reference to the different can/as (I. 17— 22); c. specifi-

cation with reference to the four acramas (p. 272 I. 22— p. ,273 I. 15).

In passns a, dealing with the general means for merit we find a list

of 10 virtues which lead to the possession of dharma. As will be seen,

this list is very loosely connected with Vaicesika Satrn VI. Its origin

must be elsewhere. In order to prove that it is historically connected

with the fivefold list of //an/a* of the Yoga Sutra (II, 30) and the

(li/ritril/t of Buddhism,' I wish to insert here the following table.

Mm*. r..r

Pm... ISh. Ill,

Mean* for

lufhfirma

(VraK . Ith. Ill,

2 $ :>»;.

Ymnits Record-

ing to

Yo.'ii Sutra.

Dnrsirila of Buddhism '),

containing i. n. the

prohibition of:

1 "lli.irnir ermhlhn

M iiliimsa linnsa

•'> Minta liitatva

•1 --aUavaiana anrta

:"• nsti \a stcva -

<i lir;iliin;i<arva

7 ami|>:i<llia

H kro.llinvarjana

9- nl.lii-tcnna

10 < mi i-lravvasiviinii

II vi.Mn.l(va1iiMiakti«

M ipviM
1'! ii|>r;iiu;i<la

1 1 ij.va

pramail

l.'i M'llmivann
"

le 4,„u

nhimsa

Nttya

asteva

destruction of life

hing

theft

liralunaiarya ,
impurity

the use of intoxicating liquor*

nparigrahn ' the receiving of mono

v

1 St CiniKHts, Tali Dictionary *. v. tihnit.

•) In Ike text *l,ija is followed l»y iVli which seemingly refer* to nl>r<ilnvn<ari/n.
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A comparison of the four columns shows: 1. that the four lists

are, without final* , historically (HMiooetod with each other; 2. that
the first list contains some additions.

The triplet ijjfl, adhj/ayaiia , dana, which is separately added in

the Bhasya and is there opposed to the specific priestly duties of

/pijaiia. adhplpana and pratiqratia, seems to have popular origin.

We find it. in the second fable of the I litopadeea as the three first

components of the ..eightfold pith". In the Blmgavadgita (XI, 53)
we find « fourfold list containing: 1. Fedas (cf. ad/iyayana), 2.

tapas, :\.. drtna and 4. i/tpl, and placed in value beneath bhakti.

The numbers <)— 12 may be considered as another connected
set; they all contain priestly virtues; moreover their insertion has

caused ' a change in the meaning of the term prammla (instead ot

..intoxication" it received the signification of ..negligence"). This
is evident from the definitions which are given in the Nyaya-knndali,

where we read: p. 270 I. 4:

ab/iitecanain = Surinam

;

. cucidrat'i/aseranam =s curlnam tiladidravi/atiani krarit parvani niya-

mena seranam. ')

vivistadrvatab/iakti/t — frayisammafatplm 2
) devataifiim bhakti ti ,

vparasah = ekadacu-adi-bfiojana-nivrfti-ttaftkalpa/i.

apramadah — nitj/a-naimittikanaiii karmanam avaryambharena ka-

rriitain. .

'

Thus we may conclude that the Vaicesikn system of Pracastai'Apa

has accepted its enumeration of virtues, not from its own darcana,

but from adherents of the Yoga or of Buddhism.

Skction 2.

BONDAGE AM) LIBERATION.

$ 1. Sutras bearing on samsara and moksa.

{Nando Fsal Sintia's translation.)

A. V, 2, 15 Pleasure and pain [result] from contact of soul , sense,

mind and object.

*) For lila, cf. nii.i.KWUNitT, l\HuaUih>rnhir p. 72 § 41.

2) Imyi = RjgvnU, 8nmnvc«tn ami Yajnrvi-fU.
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A. V, 2., 10 Xoii-origiimtion of that [follows] on the mind becoming

steady in the soul; [after it there is] non-existence of

pain in the embodied soul. [This is] that ypfit.

17 RgrcM and ingress [of life; and mind, from and into

body], eonjunetions (i. e, assimilation) of food ami

drink, and eonjunetions of other products, — these

are caused by nd'r»la.

IS Moffat consists in the non-existence of conjunction with

the body, when there is, at the snme time, no poten-

tial body existing, ami consequently, rebirth cannot

take place. •

11. VI, 2, 10 I'Yom pleasure [arises] desire.

11 [Desire and aversion ' arise] also through habituation

to that.

12 [Desire and aversion arise] from adr*ta also.

IS (Desire and. aversion arise] also from racial distinctions.

14 Application to dharma and adharma has for its ante-

cedents desire ami aversion.

15 Conjunction [of soul with body, sense and life], pro-

duced by them [i. e. dharma and ad/iarttia], is called

birth; disjunction [of body and mind, produced by

them, is called death].

10 (It has been) declared that the actions of the soul

biking place, salvation [results].

$ 2. Note* fa these antra*.

The sutras, (putted in I sub A are explained here p. 272 and

those, quoted sub B\i. 205. We have seen there that probably

the sutras V, 2, 15—18 referred originally to movements of the

soul, in accordance with the etymological meaning of the term

saimoira, and further that the concatenation of psychical facts in

VI, 2» 10 fee. is cognate with the five last links of the Buddhistic

jirahfi/a-sfwiutpfida and the theory about $a»ixara wihich we tind

in the Nyaya-sutra (see here p. *2). These three theories have

this in common that they combine experiences about the mostly

occulting causal relations between the principle classes of psychical

facts, desire and aversion, will and activity, pain and pleasure,

intellectual states, with the popular notion of metempsychosis.

Whereas the other Indian systems have not bestowed any further

attention on this classification, the Vaicesika with its more theoretical

attitude, has built on it its systematical psychology, (see here p. 280).
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§> 3. The paragraph* Dn tamtam and niokta in the

Prara*lapthlahlias;ia.

Sanmna and „n,ha are «Ms«miss«m1 in I'm^stsiplftliihlir^vw, book
III chapter 2 $ 57 Mini 5S. The paragraph 57 dors not 'offer miy
diHiculties nor information of much interest. Paragraph 5H consists
of one long Konteneej if wo leave out I ho additions, we loiirn lioro:

rivuddhe kale jtlfasya ...

d''htha-riga»a>paya-jijna*or ajntna-nirrltan rirahlaxya
,

raf/adeetndy-ahhdrdf
, tajjaunr

dhannddhannayar anutpafian
, pdrramhritayoc mpabhitgan Nt'rodhe,

. . .cariraparicrhedant rutpOdya

kcrahi dharntah . , , airarlate."

Tims the paragraph follows in main lines Vnico?ikn Sntra VI,
2, 10 Sir., which passage mentions snhhn [and duhtha] in antra 10,
/>///" [and ,/W*,,] i„ sl ,|,.., |() lls t|K,jr consequeoees, dhanna and'

adharma. in sntra 14, and refers to >// and waraaa in sntra Ml.

On tin- other hand we tind in the Nvavu-kamiali ') a passage
whieh resembles the order of tho Nyava-sutra. (>imiA«A miotcs
hire some authors who affirm that God lacks some of the totalities

which belong to the human sold (cf. here Iw.ok IV seetion IV
table I)). It runs as follows:

flf(> »n
. . . withyujnunam ; niithydjnandhhaeo ca na tanniulan

rdyadreta/f ,- fayor althaeaa na lalprirn'td prarrt/ih ; prarrt/yahhdec
ca na lahndhipni dharmadharman ; Iayor abhavat iajjayar apt unhha-
dnHhayor abhdrah ; 'tarradaira rantdtharatadlthflrdt tinrlitaintlarao

apt nata/c" 2
) 4

Section 3.

\

Til BO LOG Y

$ I
.

Sfrtras explained in the Upaxhara. at hearing oh the Lard.

1,1, 'A The authoritativeness of the Veda [arises from its] being

word of God [or being an exposition of dhanna).
II, I, 17 Therefore the name 'air' is proved by the Veda.

>) p. 57 1. 20.

a
) For translation we hook III frajrimnt 10.

,V«rl.nn<1. Kon. Aka.t ». Wewmich. N.«nwe llMka 1)1. XVIII N». 2. 23
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II, I. IS Hut name and effect ait; the mark [of the existence]

of beings distinguished from ourselves.

19 Hecause name ami effect follow from [x>r<*«*|>ti«»ii.

VI, I. 1 In the Veda the composition of sentences has been

preceded by understanding.

2 The distribution of names in the ItWilimana (portion of

th« Veda] is a mark of knowledge [on the part of the

framer of the names] of the things named [therein].

X, t\ 1) The anthoritativeness of the Veda [follows] from its

being the won! of (Jod.
.

|*2. Annotations to these gt/tras.

The four passives, quoted ill $> I , have all been explained pre-

viously, (see respectively p. 346 (Mill A , p. I 50, p. 310 sub i) and

p. 315 sub II).

In passage !, 1. 3 and N, 2, \Y,tnd need not be explained
i
n«

irrar/i, but ean refer to tlharmn in I, 1.2 and to the actions,

mentioned in X, 2, N. In the passage II. I, I?- Ii> and VI,

I. 2 we are not obliged to think of a Lord; it is possible that

only prajiiftnti* are meant (see hen* book III fragment 1 I). Very

likely the system was originally atheistic.

$3. tie ferenee* to the fauira in the Vroeastapnitabhii^a.

References to tlfc lerarn in the I'raeastapadabha'sya are rare; e.g.

book I chapter I $3 and hook II chapter 2 $ (retranslated here

p. 163).

The notion of the Lord, as given by the Nvayakundnl! !),

approaches the Kpieurean idea, which is inconsistent, with devotion.

>) Arc Inn »>o..k III . t'niirnii'iit K
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H!i:UMIN\KY NOTK TO TI1H TRANSLATIONS
MOM Till: NYAYA-KANDAU.

The. Nvavaknndall is n difficult book.

Tliig is partly lino to tin- inaccuracy of Ihe tnitiitiou of the.text;

the deviations in the quotations specially show this. Moreover the

editor might have offered more help; a fuller use of dandas. a

division of the text into more paragraphs and some more indexes

would certainly have been useful.

Yet the difficulty is for the greatest part to he found in the

composition and the exposition of the work itself. The works of

the Indian scholiasts are for a great deal works of compilation;

this method may he easy for the author, hut never leads to unity

or clearness of composition. Then these schoolmen are too prone

to polemics and unfortunately these polemics arc in the Randall

directed Against Huddhistic works of philosophy which we cannot

consult any more in their original form.

Further the exposition approaches the form of a dialogue, without

however fully accepting it. Thus the objections, raised in the course

of an examination? need not always he attributed to one antago-

nistic school. Ami although The alternating objections and answers

give a certain liveliness to the style, we never obtain a clear notion

about the convictions of the opponents.

Another difficulty is the dialectical method* which is applied.

The anttwtlna, which is mostly used, is (as I have shown in book II

chapter 5) a combination of inference and superficial induction.

The general thesis is, in principle, expressed in a positive and a

negative form: each form is. supposed to he proved by one example.

Then the antagonist gives counter-examples. After this the two

parties try to find logical mistakes in each other's argumentations.

Pages and pages arc tilled in this way and the result is never

convincing.

My translation of fragments is principally meant as an effort to

make the study of the Sanskrit text cosier. For myself I am just

as deeply convinced of the shortcomings of my work, as T am of

the difficulty of the task which I have undertaken. I have added

only a few annotations to my translation; for the rest 1 refer to

book T chapter. IV and book II chapter V which may be consi-

dered as an introduction to the following part of my hook.
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NO'l'lv I mil sorry 1 have not bceiialnY to consult the translation

itf the Nv'a'yakaudali which appeared in the f 'sunlit (ef. •( 'oloncl (J. A.

J vcou. A Imihtfitl of popular ma.iiii)* I, 2d ed. Homhay 100 7 p. VIII).

TRANSLATIONS.

I. foiHtl,

\vava-kandali p. 10 1 . 4. ')

Piirxapaksin j: Some say: the dnih doings of people have to do

with that which is proved, by a praiHfiifft (a trustworthy means (it*

knowledge); this does not take plaec in the opposite ease; therefore,

existence in only linntul upon such means of knowledge.

I Siddhiintin j: This is wrong Heeause the mi wished -for con-

sequence would l>e the non-existence of an object before the

arising of the pmmihfa\ and the scizabloness of a something non-

existent, f. i. of a donkey's horn, does not exist; and because n

mutual dependence [of the two notions; existence and trust-

worthy means of knowledge] would take place [in as far as trust-

worthy knowledge is sneh knowledge as tenches us what exists,

and existence i-« that which i> based <>ii trustworthy knowledge].

And i
finally] because, if an existent pmrnfiint is the sei/er and

existence must he defined as the something seizahle by prumriim ,

an endless regress lakes place in as far as the M-i/.er. the pramiitta

,

itself, depends on another sei/er &v.

j
Purvapaksin j: Hut we do not assert the opinion: existence is

relation with prfimd/m . hut we mean: existence is the individual

nature of the thing which is fit to enter into relation with praimhtfft

Me who upholds the generality j existence, has to'•accept the indi-

vidual nature of things (padflrffim) as well, since existence cannot

inhere in something non-existent, as f. i. a hare's horn. If this is

>o. let only this
j

individual nature] then exist; what is the use

of existence 'as a generality |? We may -add to this; the individual

natures of things (p</r/,h//uts) are separate from one another, how

then can a notion of one forjn [n/o/ru) and the use of one name

arise in reference to them, for there is no seizing of any relation

in [an] infinite [number of] things?

jSiddhantin ]: Hut we maintain that one reason [for such a single

denotation] is existent in these [individual naturesi of the things].

' It. km iKH.k IV S,,ti..n VII Tal.lr. K.
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j
l'lirvtipakvitt: Wc iinswer:] though the cognition' of n precedenl

form arises in reference to n second individual [cow] in (the mind

of] him who ha* formerly seen « first in«li\ icluiil row; vet after

having formerly seen h mountain, there is no appearance of n pre-

vious I'orm in one's mind, when perceiving n mustnrdseed. How rould

there l»e the acceptance of n generality- [:,.existence") in this case?

[Siddhuutiu]: Is there not :i complete correspondence ol form in

;i mountain [and a mnslardseed |' Ac, or is it not found partly?

If the denial of n generality |*:,.existence"! in these [individual tilings]

is pronounced, hcenusc a complete correspondence of form i*> lurking,

then the general notion: „ro\v" liiis to l»e rejected just ns" well,

hecause there is no community of qualities is every respect between

si vihaloya nnd a bd/inh'i/n. Hut if tin* eonvs|>oiideuce of the indivi-

dual natures is only partly lucking, then this
|
reasoning of yours)

is wrong, because an appe:nsinee of correspondence [or ecpinlity
|

arises in reference to all these [individual things, mountains, mus-

tardseeds &c.], namely in their form as lieiug dill'ercnt from non-

existence. This, namely, is the difference [between the notions

mlh'i \ flotrti): The notion of sameness in kind arises suddenly

with- regard to individual cows, as there is a concspoudenee of same-

ness in a greater mind >er of parts. This notion arises slowh with

regard to mountains &e., as the generality is not clearly..manifested

through the correspondence of sameness in a fewer number of parts,

as f. i. [there is a slow arising of] the intellection: ..notion of

earth" in reference to a pot after one's having seen a jewel. —

;

By this [reasoning] [the definition of] existence as. that which

causes practical efficiency ') is rejected. Tor a non-existent enmiot

take the function of practical efficiency . and if the practical efficiency

docs exist, then, because snch is existence, an c nd I ess regress

comes in, namely in as far hs the existence of something practically

efficient presupposes another prnetjcnl efficiency &e.; [from which

logical fault of endless regress] the non-existence of everything would

be the u u wish cd -for consequence,'

'1. The physical prorcs* of viwal fmwpfnM,

Nvaya-kandali, p. 23, I. t

:

Some sivv: The senses do not consist of material elements, Ih-

eause they are effective without having reached [the object); for

it is a property of the material elements, for instance a light, to

be effective nfter renching [the object].

I) Gf. Nvrtvn Knn.lnh j>. tfl 1. VJ fte., AngMMli 1* "f trnnstnti..n«<.
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Snldliiiiiiin j: This is n<»t right. Kor one does not perceive [,«cc —
in Hie whole argumentation sight is tin* real topic] what is hidden.

If thr s,iisrs were effective without reaching, then they would grasp

(perceive) ft tiling, hidden by ft wall or something else; for there

is no dill'eretiee in respect to the Jilisenee of reaching. J

[I'urvapaksin]-. Thev do not grasp (perceive) a hidden thing,

because fitness is wanting.

fSiddh.infin ]: In the first place the titness on the part of the

senses is. their capability of grasping an object, ' as in this case

jwhen the scums me in a healthy condition and open for impres-

sions
I

thev grasp a not-hidden object. In the second place the fit-

ness on the part, of the object consists in its largeness [size, wafinftva,

us opposed to annfrti^, its being inherent in (i. e component of)

soini ! parts [, its possession of a ecrtiii.li colour iVc.-; this, fitness

does not erase because a thing is hidden. The condition of straight-

liei«s ihe fact that we see tlie things along a straight Hue] too is

of ii similar nature [i. e. proves that cycbcains go out of the eyes

;iikI reach the object}.

j
I'urvapaksin]: Hut this is not what I mean. The non-existence

of ii covering is a cause of the percept of a thing, just as the

uot-bt iug of conjunction is the cause of the action (movement) of

foiling \\ hen there is a covering, then the not-being of the covering

vanishes; therefore no percept arises, because the cause is absent.

[Siddliaiitin |: This is not right, as we see that the hidden state

.realh means the hindrance from reaching a tangilTle thing, f. i. an

umbrella obstructs [the reaching] of the falling water and the sun-

shine, but it does not merely cause the not-being of itself to vanish

|

;is you mean by saying: ..when there is a covering, then the

not-being of the covering vanishes"].

So then the inference (syllogism, mnn»<hin) for my thesis can

easily be understood :

The rye gives apparency to what it has reached, .

as it docs not do so to a hidden object,

so as a lamp

;

iind as it is an external organ.

like the skiii. the organ of touch.

I'm \npaksin |: Hut how then is the grasping of a remote object

possible?

'Snblhantin |: Hccatise there is a contact between the cycbcains

and the objeet. 'fhe eyebeains which have a latent colour and touch,

;iftrr going far. grasp the thing which is. For the same reason one

is w rong in mulling the objection : ,,ho\v is it possible that the
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organ consists of material elements, as it shows its power of mnni-

festation [even] in reference to large things"; tor tliis is brought

Rhoiit by its rays, ns is tlie case with the rays of a lamp. Ami
when- tin* eyebeams with reference to the greater number of their

parts come into eontaet with the whole of the thing ami its parts,

in that ease the grasping is clear, since we perceive the thing,

provided with all its properties; lint when* the contact only takes

place with reference to a portion, there the perception is nnelear,

as it grasps tin- object only' as characterised by its genera] it v (ge-

neral features).

f
Tin vapoksin ): That which goes, reaches the near and reunite

objects successively, ther«'fore how can n simultaneous perception of

a tree and the moon take place?

|Siddhaiitin j: I teen use the aetivih of the organ [.of sight
|
takes

place (piickl) just like the penetration through a hundred of leaves.

This (simultaneous perception
J

is an illusion, caused by the non-

perception of. the succession, lint the simultaneity does not exist really.

|
I'urvapaksin]: Hut in the case of tin' theory of [manifestation

after) reaching, the percept: ..this is at a distance" would not occur.

[Siddhautin]: You are not right; for this takes place in another

way. Since the 'contact with the organ [of sight
|
ennnot he seen

itself, the impression of famess and nearness are hot produced by

the occurrence or non-occurrence of this [fore-mentioned contact],

hut by the occurence or non-occurrence of the contact with the

body. Where there is a perception of a tiling, connected with the

laxly, there tin; impression: ,,this is near" takes place; hut where

there is percept ion <if a thing, not connected wifh this body, there

we have the impression: „this is fit a distance".

8. IJi/t/et'ri . lak*ana A pnrlk*fl.

Nyavnkandall p. 2(5 1. 15.

As long as the categories are not enunciated, their definitions

are not possible, since they would have no reference; and no notion

of truth can exist with regard to things undefined, since one of

the factors which catl«»e it, is lacking. Therefore, for him who under-

takes the explanation of the categories, there is a twofold procedure

in the doctrine: enunciation and definition; hut there is a limited

use of examination. In those eases where the truth is not ascer-

tained in reference to the given definition,; because another opinion

forms an obstacle, an examination is instituted in order to refute

the position, ndvanced by the other. Hut in such eases where the

\
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Iiulli is already ascertained I»y .tin* suHiciency of the mere exposition

dl' tin- definition, llicn this procedure, as being useless, is not

required, lie who requires n threefold procedure of the system,

dins uol in r<l mi exttinitintloM concerning the ftrnyujaun (usefulness

or in»jx»i tuiMV of a discussion) l
) \r. Why is this? Ikcini.se these

[mutters like .prpffiytttin] itirc already known from the -definition. If

it wire so,
|
i. e. if prnjfojftnn \c. had- to he examined], then tire

procedure would not he threefold, in compliance with the notion

of the topics.

Enunciation is the mentioning of the categories by their names.

|)t -Unit i<>n » s '» property of the defined
|
notion], which property

excludes all nolions belonging to am class other than its own.

l-AUiniiintion is an investigation of the defined ( notion
j
in reference

to the win in which it is defined.

'Pile division of what is defined, is not a separate, |a fourth
|

procedure, as it is included in the definition of enunciation, r'or

i
division

|
is only scpttmtcli 'mentioned in order to settle [the state-

ment only, these (genera belong to a certain category!, and in order

to make it possible for lis] to give definitions of the genera. These

definitions of the genera of categories are given after the categories

themselves have been subdivided: otherwise these definitions would

have no reference. Tor instance the substances are enunciated in

the formula: ..substances, qualities 4\: actions"; they are subdivided

in the formula: ..earth, water, fire". Now a new section is begun,

in order to define flic genera of this [substance], .

f. fjf/lfaNftSjpi /mit/ojaiHOH*

\\a\a-kaiulal» p.
s I.

%2\.

('mini in \ after having discussed Pit'icakta twin's definition of

jniliin. continues thus .

As has been mikl b\ IJfiliYOTAk \ i: a . the aim of the definition

i.- to exclude objects belonging to another class than its own class".

W\ this the following is also refuted:

[Objection quoted]: If the things are known, then they need

not be defined: if not known, then stifl less, because ( the defining

is thus I impossible.

SidJh.uitiii 'This is wrong], la-cause definition either serves to

teach ii- the p:i 1 1 icibi r use of language in reference to a thing of

which the nature is known, or to give us paiticulars about a thing

which is known in general.

') It. N\,.mi S„tr:i 1.1.1.
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[Opponent]: If I
. should -miswcrT in m (his «nr true, tf.cn

there would lie n rcgrcssiis ad infinitum, in as far us even
tunc the defining [notion] is to be delh.ed in the same wav as
was the [last J-dcliucd notion. .

'

[Siddhjmtin]: No; because a definition is unavoidable when the
««»tiiin is larking; and because the notion is not lucking in every
case [in other words: i„ our dcfmithii* we turd go only Imek
iMitil we meet with notions immediately known]. Thus skilful'people
will hind .the eons' heads to their forelegs, hut Hum do not think
jot binding] these [legs, to something else, lint instruction » m \

Meant for him who is ignorant in every respect, liceause we take
such people just as little into consideration as we do infants or mutes.

5. The ctphmaiioii of raruyiihtt colour. ')

Nyuya-kandali p. :j() |. g

.

[Siddlinntin]: Several eolours inhere in one ,;enns of earth owing.
to the difference between the individual Hpeciiuina. Sometimes loo,
runny kinds of colours inheie together in one individual thing!
[namely] where the aggregate is formal by pints' which have con-
niption with [i. e. in which inhere] several colours.

[<>pponent|; If I should ask: how -is this?

[Siddhantin]: In the same way as the Aggregate is brought nlioiit

by the parts, so will the colour in the aggregate be effected by
the colours of the parts. And in the parts we do not. lind exclti-

sivelv the colour white, nor the colour blue, but blue, white,
yellow &c. And of these one certain eoulour alone is not effective,

Mid neither are the others; thai is the ride; for we see in other
eases that all the eolours of the parts, without exception, arc capable
[of producing the colour in the aggregate]. Neither are We allowed
to say that all the eolours are ineffective in consequence of mutual
opposition. Because wo have the notion of an aggregate with varie-

gated colour and there is no perception of an object without colour.
And it is not the colours of the parts, as a plurality, which are
conceived in the notion „ variegated ". If we should Mipposc that
the aggregate becomes apparent only by this

f
perception of a plu-

rality of colours], then because the same thing would necessarily

happen in other cases, the putting aside of the colour of the
aggregate would be the unwished -for consequence. Therefore
[the colour of the aggregatej is effected by these [scparated eolours]

») Vt. hen h.H,k I p. PS.
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through blinding together.. And this effect has for essence blue,

white, yellow, in as tor as it follows the nature of the severnl

causes, and is called • variegated.

[Opponent] II I should answer: it is wrong that something
that is one, could have the nature of several. because there is a

contradiction (mutual opposition)? Moreover the wiying of Uf, oppo-
! Wilts, i prtirmhdas) runs: ,/l'his [thing] here is one and is called

..\am'gated" too, this [xaiie-raledness] is more variegated than that

!<»llr|H'N> j!"' ')',..
|Si(ldhantin|: What mutual opposition is there between hints &i\?

This opposition is not of such a kind that one [colour] is the non-
existence of the other, because they follow each the nature of being,
ami we should get entangled in a ei renins vitiosus.

[Opponent]: If I should answer: This o|>j>osition is the being
something else in particular nature.

|Siddhantin|: Von arc right in so far. Hut there is nothing
reprehensible in n colour characterised as variegated. FW [this

colour
j, equivalent to the capability of its different causes, exists

according to the perception, relied upon by cvervhodv.
i Opponent

j: If I should answer: the u u w ishecl-for conse-
quence would be that we shoul.l perceive the variegated colour
in Hip plain side of f. i. a piece of cloth in which this (variegated
colour

j
inheres, localise this piece of cloth is one".

Shhlhanfni]: No, because the perception of variegated.colour is

chVdcd by the seeing of several colours of parts, which is according
to agreement and contrariety {>i,inn,,i-n/<tthH fi,t) tit for that effect,
and this docs not take place on the other side ["of the piece of
cloth

j. \. "

/. •

[Opponent]: So then we do not grasp the variegated colour in

; substance, effected by double atoms .*) which have different colours,
since we do not grasp the colours of these parts.

|SJddhantinj: Whoever would say ..no" [to this question)? Tor
<»"• colour of an absolutely small object is not perceived discrimi-
natch :,

j. but we see the colours of the parts of that thing whose
Hour is Hiscrimiiiatelyj grasped. Whoever thinks: ..variegated
Colours,

L
as being] many; do not cover [the object]", [is answered]:

m this case no colour could arise in a double thread made of a blue
MHl a yellow thread, since the colour of cither part separately is

n-t the ctn.ctive factor. Hut mir opinion is, that one colour : „vnrie-

Tl... rlnka. -iu-t.,1. i< |^eei afW „iti <Yf, n« ..ff.n bappms in Mftft I cuso.
-i <'t. l.-tv p. a»T, .xpositinn nf Ife MnM l| rv.
"' Cf Sikvfic, S„„%knl S,,„i„x § .is 1

.
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gated" is then produced by these two; and it will be tints in.other

eases as well, since there is no difference.

The variegated-colonred object, the existence of which was the

topic of our dispute, is connected with one colour 1
),

because it is an object,

so as another object.

The colour of this object is one.

because it is the colour of an aggregate,

so as the colour of another object which is an aggregate.

6. Imposition of the ntow-fheory.

Xyava-kamlnli, p. 81 I. |(i :

What trustworthy means of knowledge assures us of the existence

of earth in its atomical form?

[Siddhantin]: The following syllogism {auiruiona):

At a certain point the continuant series of smaller ami still

smaller extensions conies to an end;

because it is a continuant scries of extensions;

like the continuant series of greater ami still

greirter extensions.

The point where [the series] stops, that [extension] than which

there is no smaller, is the atom (or infinitesimal part).

Tor this reason too it is eternal:

beeause it does not possess parts, whilst at the same time

possessing substantiality;

just like (physical) space 2
).

.
[Opponent]: But the atom possesses parts; and thus it is not

infinitesimal, beeause the notion will occur to simple people that

the extension of the parts [of this, your supposed, atom] is again

smaller in comparison to the [atom, their] product.

[Siddhantin]: Let then this pnrt of that [which was at first con-

sidered to be an atom] be the atom.

[Opponent]: Neither will this lie the case, beeause there w II

be again other parts.

[Siddhantin]: So an endless regress would ensue; and con-

sequently neither could the smaller and smaller [extensions] of

aggregates exist in as fnr as the greatness or sinallncss of the number
of the causes — [a greatness or sinallncss which is] the reason

') Rra«1: ekariipasmnhitnil/n I.e. the one colour, cullett nvarteiraten"\

2
) Id physical space parts only exist hy imagination, not jn reality.
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for the preeminence of inferiority of the extension — could not
exto, since nil tliinprs without exception wottJS be produced from
Ml] ciullos [scries 6fj cjiiim's. lint this dill'ercnce of extension

f in

the iijfgrepite*] M;crpo the alomical extension :.t a rerfnirt point
<l«.,s i,,,t ;,||ow a transaction. So the infinitesimal part is proved.

Ami this jntomj i. one, and unproductive, lor suppose; this one
eternal In ..he productive, then an uninterrupted iiri^iii^ of the e fleet

i «•• uf the n.^ivnatrsj would take pl.-.ce, in as ' fnr ns it, [the
ntoni}, Would not lie limited {in producing. The iiule.Minetivrness

[of evmthiiig] ..U would he ,-. mnw-tniehee; as neither mi nniiihi.
l:,,i ,r Hie MwMle ji. e. of tin; atoms in which the njjgrejrnte

.'.inhere." iHir-N w|mmti.ui of the parts [nliieJi ai.mhilnt.on or
s, paratioii isj the aim', of den.v woiild ever take ph.ee.

Neither iiiii we nttriiuite erentive power to three atoms »). |',»r,

with refereiiee to the timing of Jnr>y ellert-suhslnnees we lenrn
In expeii'e.iee t li.-it onlv nil efleet-sttlistiilice which (possesses in an
Ihwiliitti xM.se ,.h.rKe..c>s", mafatten, hut] is of small extrusion
eomprnvd with the extension of the Ihiinrin (piestion ( i. e. the
product,, is c;i|Nil)le [of pro.lnein^J. |To suinim.rise this in a svl-
logistic form]:

The threefold i,!niu
j
s onlv produced In, elhVt-siilistiineei s

J;

.

liecnust, ;this threefold atom- po^esses „lnrj(e" extension;
like a pot;*

ThiH hnvh.-r rejected the productive power of three ami one. we.
have proved: ..tJt.tt which .s effected |»V two ntoiilH, is the donhle i.tom'.
Thee ,s „„|, efiirtmitioii In several |i. e. three or n..,iv

|
double-

iiloms. ml* this restriction must he m..de,
: hut not % two pairs

«•• nI'Mus. Tor if thing* whieh have infinitesimal size, were effective.
tl'<n (hi* effectuation would !„ useless in as far as onlv infinite-
Mi.w.l.h would nrise in i.crordamv with the ui.ture of the cause. -*)

Thev ,s. however, no restriction for higher numbers. Sometimes
!/n. nggtvgnte] is effected bv three (double atoms j. (hi, is n.lled
I Av/Wv/, sometimes bvfour, sometimes by tive ; thus vou nmv
•m..-ine a> v..., wish [j. ... without limitation |.

— And' there is
m. um>Icm.css in effect; for we ohtain (this result]: the greater the

,' •'' ,
."

,

!;:;

vin
- 5* * ' ,l * °« n*>m th*.** „.• „.,„„„*„»,,(„.,„„ ,„„.

t« 11 link r-tw.rn the ,,.„,« ami tl.r lry*nn\m.
• f..,.,.h,^.

,,. „,, Wwm**m civ,,,: a ,,, thV} „i„ j, Mill infinitesimal; ,,„e

" ,"" 1

'

;""•'-»» MnWr, '•"•> W blm „!.,.„. ,,nv rU^, i„ ,|„. ,|,an,rt,r of ,|„
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number of causes fl c. constituent parts], the greater the degree

of largeness. Neither, with matters standing thus, would the, con-

sequence be that a pot is effected by mere double ntoms [without

intermediate parts], for when a |>ot is broken, we see a separation

of smaller and smallest parts and therefore we may conclude thnt

the effectuation is correspondent to that.

7. Tin' hotly is not hitill v)> of fiw etcinnil*. ')

Nyaya-kandalT p. .18 I. ft ;

[Frotn the standpoint
I

of those who have accepted the tlieorv

that an organic body originates from the live elements as inherent

tial cause, the body would be without smell; because tin- smell of

the causes [i. e. the constituent parts] would remain ineffective;

and it would possess u variegated (mixed,. n'/m) colour, taste and

touch, because several colours, tastes and touches are possible in

the [same] effects [i.e. aggregates
J

; but.experience teaches us other-

wise. Therefore the material of the bodv is not the live elements.

Tor the same reason it neither In* earth and water, nor cntth,

water and wind for its material.

If the material were wind 2
) and (physical) space, then the body

would be without smell and without taste. And you may continue

thus for all possible combinations.

Moreover, if the five elements were the iuherentinl en use. [of the

body], its oneness would never take place, because difference would

result from the difference^] in its nature. But:

The human body possesses [oneness, vix.] the nature of earth;

because it has smell;

like earth in its atomical form.

If one should ask: how is it that we perceive here [in the

human body] the qualities of water? — then we answer: in eon-

sequence of inherence in the conjunct fi. e. because these qualities

inhere in something conjoined to the main material of the body).

Thus it is enough.

') According to the VniccMka system nn organic IkmIv consists in its main formation

only of line kiml of ntoms. For instance the human nn<l thr animal Iwdy inheres in

|i. e. consists of| earthly atoms, to whielMithcr kinds of atoms are eonjoinitl. Thns the atoms

of the eye, being of the nature of lijjht, arc conjoined to the earthly atoms of the body.

The argumentation, given by ^RtQflARA, j s based on the fallowing admission: if the

Molalities of the constituent parts of nn Bggrebate differ, then cither they Mend into one

variegated, mixed quality, or they hinder one another, so that the nsrtfrcfrntc is void of

the correspondent quality. The first ah>mntive is siM-n in the ease of colour, tanta and touch

_

2) Rend: 'rayv-ilkara',

Verlinnd. Kon. Akad. v. Wrtenwh. N. I is. |)|. XVIII N°. i 84
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s
. Vrmf for flu- the*i* that He aSJrefoe fhiiu/* arc not

//(•/ titrh'ilrtl in (keif (j „ fl// /jr.s (,,i other irorth: the thinf) is not

turn'/// its qualitii'H .

'

\\a\.i-kaudali |). 41 I. 2:

.
..Opponent !: If I. should answer: wo do not accept such si

thing as gold 8
) which km sti imhIcvcIi>jm«I colour mid touch, because

there is nothing eta besides the perceived' colour and touch.
"iddliiinimj: No; because we possess mm idea of a total thing,

characterised in the respective eases as: this is a pillar, this is a
jar. though there is no difference in the particular natiire of colour
«\c. in llll these cases.

!

Opponent
|

:

If I should answer: with reference to the respective
composition there is ii difference in our ideas caused l»v the differ-

ences in our ctinanm\vmnHfl = impression nf itmthing renmining
lalenth in tin 1 mind

|.

SnldlmnlinJ: Let us suppose that also the differences between
our hlens of hlue \c. are mused hv the vnmnfi*. What avails [your
MTC|itiiig| ditrerences such as j an objective] hlue \c?

[Opponent]: If I should answer: [we arc obliged to accept] the
hypothesis of [objective] differences such as hlue &c, because, if

n«) objectiutv existed, there would he no reason win the ripening
of ..in rrutaMti*- - a N|>eiiing which would n.erch depend on the
MTies of [these rtiMd*] themselves should happen nt and during
« wrtnin time; l.or why our ideas of hlue &c, which (according
to Noui objection

j

me caused o„h by those |ww*//»], should We
at ii definite time.

[StdduSlltin]: Neither cm. limitation in time be applicable to the
•lith-vi.i ulcus ..pilhu" \c. which do not' comply with external
things. Therefore, wv are obliged to suppose a particular totality
ni.addu.oi, to [the ip.aluiesl colour \c, a totalitv. different [in
WeH <•'-«!. as being « cause ol the awakening"of a particular rmana
»". n«v«ml.iiicc with the composition [i.e. in accordance with the
d.llcrent manner in which the utilities in a thing are combined],
and hv this {existence of an objective totality] also our grasping of
one thing bv means of seeing and touch is rendered possible [i c
our sensations of sight and touch can in some ca*s refer to one

1 CI |„r. U,k IV s.rli,.,, VII Miff V x\\ l.'t.

. .\,,.„,li t ,c „, ,h, v ;ii,,, ika «,..,,„, ,_„,,,, (|tl(1 6thw ]|i)faro n<j knowii ^
"•»"> « -mvt..,, ,.|-nrtl.lv matte an.l Ifcht. Ligt.1 in i„ „,„„ ixt.,l Mll(o ,, ( , SS(,M , S wnrm
£* ,n,l I,,,,,. » <ltlill iti,, T.., !i,h, f-rnnn, ,,„••, „t «**< .,„, ,hm.

)|lla , itio,,l»w\rr, in :m iiii.I.v.-I.^h.I .-..n.litif.n.
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mid the same object]: ha! if the objective thing was merely [its

finalities] colour iVe., then this would he impossible, because [these

qualities: bine, white, hard, soft &c.\ are grasped by their ruspec*

tive sense-organs exclusively.

j). The existence of aggregates*).

N\ayn-kandal] p. II I. 12:

[Opponent]: Moreover, [those qualities as] colour ike. which are

of an intinitesimal nature-'), transgress without exception the ken

of the sense-organs; and an accumulation, independent of them,
does not exist; therefore, what, according to your standpoint, is

the object of sight and touch?

[Siddhaitin]: Though the atoms, [i. e. the intinitesimal (pml ities

of colour k, which you uphold] taken separately, transgress the

ken of the sense-organs, yet they become attainable to sense, when-
ever they come forth fitly and the internal Organs of sense &c.

are present.

[Opponent]: No; for even on their fitly coming forth they do
not abandon their innate nature of being ultimately subtle; more-

over, when visibility is a mere consequence of the fitly coming
forth, then both the internal and external organ of sense would
be perceptible, since there is no difference [in this respect between
the organs of sense and the external elements].

[Siddhnntin]: But if I should answer: my idea is this. Though
the atoms, taken separately, 'are not, gross (material, s//nr/a), yet

heaped up together like 11 mass of hair, they get a gross appear-

ance and become visible,, and in as far as there are no interspaces

between then, they are [collectively] apprehended under [the idea

of] oneness.

[Opponent]: Does then a one and gross form originate in these

many [atoms], or is this [one and gross form] not really formed,
but only perceived in them in consequence of our [own mental]

projection, as it is in the case [of the oneness] of hairs?

[Siddhanlin]: If it really originates, then we have what we call

an aggregate; but if it is experienced, when not being, then it is

a false impression (bfiranfa); and a false impression has a correct

impression for its counterpart {pratigngiti); so then somewhere a

') For 11 n analysis of tliis paring* «>«• hen Tnlile of eontents of Hie Nyaya Kandall,
hi book IV. Cf. moreover bonk I p. M A|.|..n«lix II, and Imm.U IV section VII letter K.
(Ny,iya Sutra IV, -J, I -17).

-) Cf. the passage Xy. Kan.l. |.. II I. i», translate.! hen- pag. JI70.

I4«
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01H! and gram [form] must be accepted as enlisting, and it is not
true tlmt its exist. 'iicc would only be in our cognition, because
the idea: ,.l uni something material" docs not arise and because
the unwished-for consequence would he that the fact of
[a thing

|
being a common object of scveial perccivers could not

exist. Therefore this one and gross [form] is the object, since it

always appears in a definite form and exhibits practical efficiency.

This then is the proof for [the existence of] the aggregate;
Opponent): No doubt, a notion is proved when no (logical)

impediment (bfififmhi) exists; in- that case we use the expression:
..so [it is!". Hut a refuting argumentation exists with reference to
the exivience »f aggregate. To wit: when the hand trembles, then
the bodv of which this hand is a part, does not tremble, or if

the loot trembles, then the bodv to which this foot belongs does
not tremble. So then the consequence would bo that one thing
would possess contradicting qualities, [seij. the bodv is at rest and
at lhc%ame time in movement

j. This is [logically] noncoherent

;

siuee no fixed rule exists for the bodv trembling necessarily when-
ever the hand trembles. Hut when a cause exists to make i merely
the hand move, then that onh moves : and not the bodv. for [with
reference to the latter; a cause is lacking: but when there is a
cause for the movement of the hodi as well, then the bodv moves
mid has no rest. .So where does contradiction 'Come in, when the
hand moves and not the bodv- Therefore there is pttnmttdhi
(relation of separability) between part and aggregate.

iSiddhantin): No; the relation of separability means an abiding
in separate abodes.. Hut movement and non-movement arc no [exflin-
pics lor thai

j, because, when a thing moves and its quality does
Hoi move {according to the general thesis that qualities do not
possess action, i. e. do not move), then there is no relation of
separahihh between this [thing and this quality]. The abiding in
separate abodes is not seen in part and aggregate, even in the case
when these two are separated from each other [f. i. when the hand
is cut off from tin- bodv; in this Case namely the former part be-
gins to form an aggregate by itself]; so then there is no question
ol « relation of separability

.

And the other point of refutation which is mentioned:
[Kefutationj: When one part is hidden, then we do nut perceive

there the aggregate which inheres in that [part], but we perceive
't s„ fur as we perceive the parts uncovered: so then of one and

r thing a perception and nou-perecption at the same time
ensues.
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[Answer]: This is neither right. For when [only] one p.irt is

Covered, then there is no concealment of the aggregate. Kor this,

being one, abiding in ninnv parts, is even perceived - though
several parts are covered — by means of the perception of the

many other, uncovered parts; because this [aggregate] is everywhere
[i.e. over its whole extent) nn retnoted [i.e. present]. With refer-

ence to anything which is characterised by the perception of several

parts [and not by the eollertive notion of oneness], the idea of

grossness [gross r= solid = Hlbii1a\ does not arise, because we do
not perceive the accinnnlation of its several parts, whereas the per-

ception would effect a notion [of ours] concerning an extensive

dimension. Hut where n concealment of more parts and a pcreeih

tion of fewer parts hike place, there the aggregate is not seized,

f. i. when we see only the head of some one, submerged in' water.

When one part is painted, then the aggregate in that part is painted

and in the other parts it is not painted ; so then the consequence
would be that the same thing is painted and not painted? With
this we have no difficulty, because there is no inconsistency. The
state of being painted means the conjunction with paint: and the
state of not being painted is the non-existence of that [conjunction].

And both [states] are found in one [thing], since conjunction does
not cover [the whole object; i. e. need only take place in a part of it].

|

Opponent]: This again is another point of refutation : Does an
aggregate abide only partially or totally in eaeh of its several parts?—
a third way namely is not |M>ssiblc. The abiding then does not take

place partially, since the [aggregate] without [all ils] parts would
not. exist in that one place. On the other hand, if the [aggregate]

abides [in any of the parts] totally, then it could not abide in the

other parts, because should the nature of the thing l>e defined by
its Mending {mmsarga) with one part, then the other parts would
be excluded and another xcarttpa (individual existence) [of the

aggregate] could not be admitted in addition to the tcarUpa, just

now dcscril>ed.

[Siddhantin]: We may give the following answer: Do you state

the thesis: „ whatever exists, exists {rartafe) cither partially or

totally*', as one upheld by yourself or as- one defended by others?

Certainly not as one upheld by your own [school]; no existence

(abiding, it/A) of anything in any place is upheld by the Huddhists
[i.e. they neither believe in the existence of aggregates nor of

atoms]; and the abiding of a thing in an either partial or total

respect, is not asserted by others, because the abiding is not of

those two [of the whole and the parts] and because these two are
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neither cause* of the abiding. Whatever exists (or abides) in rcalitx ,

i \isfs in n fo rni which xve may deline as the relation of tin- abode

and the abiding. And tin- blending {mmMrya) of one thing with

several is not contradictory. I'or the blending with \\wfikdra ..yelloxv"

\c". is experienced in the cognition of variegated colour 1

) which is

|

also
|

characterised by the ftkifta ..Itlne". And no differentiation of

this
j

cognition
j
takes place according to [the inanilohlness of] iit'tlf/t*.

If it were not possible for one [cognition] to arise from the seizing

of several ilkHfm, then the absurd coil sequence would l»e

that yon could not possess the notion : ..variegated''. Neither may

the .oneness of the FikUrm be concluded from the unity <!T the

cognition, since this i* repugnant to
[
that which happens in the

ca>e of the]perception of variegated eolonr. And in the same way

as
j

one objective phenomenon. I. i one colour], enters ["so to say
|,

by our perception, into the other parts, .vo Hint ffa-re arise* [ lite-

rally : xxith reference to] the independent nature of one aggregate

which is characterised by [or: in which dominates] one of the *

paits - similarly at the manifestation of one
|
thing) of a solid

(si/mitt) character, we become aware of a blending of several into

one. And if [yon refer to the case
J

where one abides in several,

this docs not make the slightest difference , in as far as in both

cases equally tin 1 blending of one is particularised by several. 80

then we have refuted both absurd co n se<| n e nces
|
which yon,

otir • opponents, try to deduce from our premises], namely, [the

thesis]: ., whatever is one. abides in only one place, so as one

colour- or one aggregate" am) [the other thesis]: ..whatever abides
-

in many [parts], is manifold, as f. i. the /W/tf-frit its which arc divided

into many portions or an aggregate which abides in many, [in a

maiiifohlne>y". And the [two instances of] universal concomitance,

,

[expressed in these two propositions] are refuted both from our

own and from another's [tlic opponent's] standpoint. From on r own
standpoint, namely, [as follows]:, one cognition abides in several

[factors]: object, external sense-organ and internal sense-organ, in

as far as it abides in them by causal relation, whilst it possesses

one undivided, individual nature. And also for the other, [the

opponent j. one thread abides equally in several jewels in a form

j

which is called
j
conjunction. So then the aggregate will abide in

its parts by the relation of inherence and will yet not be many.

Moreover, whilst this whole argumentation [of yours], based on

pramtfi*, destroys [the notion of] abode, it annihilates too itself

') Bm Nv. Kmi.l. y. SB I. 2:-hrn-
f. Mk
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[i. e. makes all argumentation impossible j. For if no aggregate shonld

exist and [consequently] the world [should consist] merely of atoms,

then the notions [used in argumentations, such ns] dharma (charac-

teristic), dhnrwin (that which possesses the characteristic), drifttinin

(example) Arc. would become baseless ; and [in accordance with this]

jio abiding (or existence) of a thing which has no abode conld take

place. Therefore, by that | argumentation of yours] the aggregate

which is proved by perception, illn not be annihilate*! ; for it [scil.

argumentation) is of less weight than that [i.e. perception], in ns

far as [argumentation ) is, dependent on perception.

[Opponent]: Tf 1 should answer: perception is mistaken (illusio-

iiarv, bhraiiln)'i

[Siddhantin]:. Why this?

[Opponent]: Hecause it is done awav with by a refuting fact

(bndhaha). ._- '"

[Siddhantin]: If perception is mistaken, then the refuting fact

is proving; and if the refuting fact is proving, then perception is

mistaken; so there arises [the logical fault of] mutual tie pen-

deuce [of propositions). Hut no such rule exists in reference to

perception, in as far as it is independent [of other sonrces of

knowledge]. 'And it is not right to say that such a thing |as per-

ception] which is in agreement with the practical efficiency [of

objective existence], which is trusted in by everybody, and which

possesses an immediate evidence, should be mistaken. I'or [should

it be so], then the u n w ished - to r co nscq uence would be

that even the perception of [such elementary nkara* as] bine »\e.

would be mistaken. So then your refuting fact has been put aside by us.

10. The existence of the aImm.

Nyava-kandali p. 43 I. 17.

[Siddhantin]: The atoms, [the existence of] which can Ik; deduced

from the [existence of the] aggregates, must be called existent.

[Opponent): The conjunction of the atom simultaneously with a

sixfold [i. e. with six surrounding atoms] leads us to accept [the

idea] that the atoms possess six parts (sides), and [consetpicnt'y]

excludes the existence of atoms. l
)

[Siddhantin]: How is this simultaneous conjunction to be taken?

Is it either a simultaneous origination of the one atom with six

other atoms? 2
) Or is it conjunction [which takes place] simulta-

1) Cf. here bonk I p. 71 letter h.

2
) Is the atom here supposed to h*ve the form of a cube?
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ncouslvr
1

If it is n simultaneous origination — of.«i thing without

part* [together with six otltei similar things] — in consequence

of the *imull»iicii\ »f the causes, what difficulty [could be raised]?

Hut il it is a simultaneous conjunction, then neither is this incon-

ceivable, lor conjunction of objects doe* not concern their parts,

tor it al>o lakes place with reference lo (physical) space, which is

without parts.

Opponent): If I should answer: Von arc wrong; for, supposing

that one portion j of the atom] were [identical with] the other, then

conjunction would remain] within the limits of one atom and we
should gel lite un wished -for consequence that it [scil. the

object or aggregate
j
could not lie perceived; however it is an object

in rcnl.it \

.

;

Siddhantin j: The being subject to several conjunctions is pos-

sible, if simultaneous causes exist, just as well in reference to one

undivisible atom, as in reference to a thing consisting of parts.

Thus von aicj not
|

capable of] refuting jthe existence of the atoms],

II. The HW of lit ntjiif/f/r rcsloi'i'<l', of the Unit; of crea/ioii,

Iti/ Ilii< I'i'ajiifiofis,

Nyiiva-knndaJi p. 5 1 I. :l -.

wtiHqnfiH Hi; in reference to the expression: ^spiritual":

..The. man. who [Assesses a body from the womb, docs not

remember anything of former births, for the impressions (famfitlrm)

have disappeared owing to the miseries undergone during tin- stay

in the wotnil Ac. Ksis, I'rajapatis and Manns, however, possessing

unseen (qualities of soul) which are distinguished by ,bodies, not

born from Hie womb, clearly perceive their gftmil/lrrrs, and remember
the com|ilcte use of word and meaning, just like a man who awakens
from sleep: they then, many as they are, having this remembrance,
make use [of the words and meanings] when among each other;
through their use [of language] the creatures who arc contempo-
raneous with them, get proficient in it: and from their use [of

language] others again
; thus the proficiency "in word and meaning

originates by tradition of use. This is the meaning [of the expres-
sion hithiavht ///].

12. The proof for //„; ciistmce of Iho Lord.

(Nyava-kandall p, 54 I. KM
Hut what is the proof for the existence of the Lord?
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[Siddhantin] : Sacred Tradition and Inference.

The quaternion of large elements is originated l»v a perci-

pient Iwing,

since it is a product.

Whatever is h product, is originated by n |H*rtri»ieiit lie'ing,

as f. i. a pot.

The quaternion of large elements is a product;

therefore tins too .is originated by n percipient being.

[Opponent]: If I should my: that earth *«. are products is not
proved, in as far as the ptinakotj is not arrived at by a trust worthy
means of knowledge, [i.e. Knrtli iVc. nre either products or not products.
The truth of the first alternative is not sufficiently proved by you].

[Siddhanthiu]: This docs not hold good, since [the large ele-

ments] possess parts. That which possesses parts, is n product, as

f. i. a pot: and earth »Vc. possess parts, therefore they too are
products.

[Opponent): We might-[ object : we may use inference [only]

after having grasped the universal concomitance (n/i/p/i). Tins-grasping
of the universal concomitance cannot take place with reference to

the [large elements] being products and to their being originated
l»\ a percipient being. Hecausc at the moment when we form the
idea of a maker in reference to pots iVc, then we become aware
of the non-existence [of such a milker] in the ease of sprouts tfe,

when coming forth. And you cannot argue thus: sprouts ftc. form
part of our paki* [the object or objects in which the existence of
the probandum is to be proved]. The division of what is pii-fa &c,
taking the opponent into consideration, [should be made] at the
time, when we begin inferring, after the universal concomitance
has been ascertained. Hut here the grasping of the universal con-
comitance does not succeed since a contradictory notion always and
constantly steps in ; as has been said la-fore.

[Siddhantin]: This conclusion of yours is contradicted as follows.

If it were so, then the grasping of tin; universal concomitance would
always be lacking, in consequence of the non-perception of the
two cases. Thus [f. i.] the inference by means of the general notion,

|
which inference is] given by the author of the iMimainsa-bhilsya,

in order to prove the movement of the sun, would fall short. Vor
at the moment when we perceive Devadatta's arriving at another
spot, preceded by his movement, then we observe in regard to

stars [and other heavenly bodies] only their arriving at another
spot [and not their previous movement as well]. However, in as

tar as the non -percept ion of their movement arises in consequence
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of l Inn- remoteness in place, the rciterated-vision, tnki nir place

without vpfidhit and [ji* such] the cause of the grasping of the

universal concomitance is not obstructed l»v this [non-perception],

uirtee [the two cases: Dcvadatta's reaching another place after going
and I Vie sun's olttiiinnicnt of another spot by, movement] counter-

halance each other. If >o, then though we do not perceive in refer-

ence to sprouts Ac. n maker who is to be conceived ns not pos-

sessing a body (for this lack of perception is due to remoteness in

essence, in nature), yet by this the capability of the reiterated-

vision, proceeding without /y/W///'s, is not destroyed. [These two
argumentations] sue equal.

(Opponent): Now then, is (the Lord) proved bv this inference

fifth us ii nuiker. or us capable of the creation of earth \c? Should
he only he proved its a maker, then what was meant, is not proved;
for not a maker as people like we are, is meant by you. 4'or he
eonhl not, whilst, looking downwards, create a product, such as

earth fire. [i. e. if the Lord resembled man, the creation would be
too tiring for him. since In' had to bend during all that time].

On the other hand [the existence of
j
the Lord, as capable of the

creation of earth iVe. is not proved, because there is no [logical]

agreement {nurm/a). [required for such an inference']. Namely by
means of (i,irm/fi, lie is proved a maker similar to those, mentioned
in the examples ('//•*/"// /f/s).

rsiddhantin]: This consequence does not follow
|
from what I have

said
J.

Since one particular kind of maker is not proved? When we
have proved bv the force of universal concomitance the general
notion, i. p. the fact that an intelligent being precedes [the product],
then also is proved the particular species [of the general notion],
having for qualification its fitness for creating earth &C , because
it is ini|>ossihle to prove a general .notion, devoid of particular species.

Opponent): |f I should answer: I fear that the general notion
i» not prove*).

jSuldhiiiitin): No. rW you do not contradict the universal con-
comitance [of a product with a precedent intellectual being] together
with the fad that [the earth We. are] products. Heeause [I ly] if

the pervaded (object f.*i. earth Ac. as products, or the smoke] is

not proved, then the general notion of tire would not be proved
from the smoke. Heeause [2 ly] we do not prove a particular kind
ol tire, for which no logical agreement (a/nv/t/o) exists, and Ijecausu
generality, devoid of particularities, cannot exist. Hut this is meant:
inference has • double character: the universal pervasion and the
t"»«-t <>f the [probaus] being a quality of the pahn. Tn this the
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general notion is proved by the sufficiency of the universal con-

comitance. By force of the paki}a<lknrnHiM is proved the wished-

for particular nature which may be illustrated hv the fire as charac-

terised by the iiioimttiiii &c. Otherwise what connection ') would

there be between the ffaktarf/inriunlO and the convincing character

{jinlman i/a) of un inference in which the proving factors nre acknow-

ledged? If so, the ease is similar to the inference concerning the

Lord, as we apply [the same rule] in other eases.

[Opponent]: Hut inv idea i*: in an inference the particular nature

is proved too, when there is no difficulty owing to [other] trust-

worthy means of knowledge, So how could there be any illegitimacy

in our conclusion from smoke: that there is a particular fire, [nam.

such a fire] which dwells on tin; ridge of the mountain. Kor dif-

ference in place, time &c. is noticed in individual things. Hut in

the inference, [given for the existence] of the Lord , this particular

nature is not proved, since other trustworthy sources of knowledge

form an obstacle. To wit. we have not to prove that [earth tVc]

are preceded by a [person possessing a] body. I'or if [the Lord] pos-

sessed a body, then his makersliip would not be possible, in as

far as necessarily [the possession of a body is accompanied with]

the reaching [of -objects] by organs of sense and the incapability

of |M>wer and knowledge concerning factors such as material, im-

plements, \c. which surpass the sense-organs. Neither can you prove

that [earth iV/c] are preceded by [the Jjord as possessing] no body.

Every maker first (I) determines accurately the character of the

factors [or ingredients for the action], then he (2) wishes „l will

perform this by that", then he (.'J) exerts himself (psychically), after

that he (4) sets his body in motion; then he directs the instru-

ments and finally he (">) makes. Hut without (I) determination [of

the character of the factors], without (2) wish, without (.'!) exertion

[i. e. resolution], without (4) setting the body in motion, one cannot

make; so then it is proved by agreement and contrariety {ancai/n-

r//a firekew) that tin: body of the intelligent being is a means for

the arising of the product. When we have grasjwd all the ti/xltlhis

by mean* of a trustworthy test [or: source of knowledge] which

teaches us a universal concomitance, then we are not allowed to

ignore the facts thus ascertained. For instance in an inference,

[deduced from the presence] of smoke, we may not ignore the fact

that fire |x>ssesses the property of consuming the fuel. And if we
omit such [ascertained facts], then intellect might be put aside [in

») Cf. Sirtm, Syntax | 410 K.
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«»"'* argumentation concerning the Lord as creator of earth iVc],

for lie, the Lord, will create without intellect, just as well as

without a body, because he is all-powerful.

jSiddlin'ntin j: If I should answer: he could not create, it* lie were
ignorant of the properties of the material, implements, \c.'r

[Opponent]: Why do you my so?

[Siddliantinj: It" I should answer: because this is never observed

?

|

Opponent j: Now my tree of wishes has also brought fruit, since

[observation teaches us that
j
wish, separated from psychical exertion

ii. e. not developed into
'
resolution

j
is not so important for. the

arising of a product, as the lately from which the motion is not

separated
j
i. e. the body in moving state]. So then what is the fate

of yoor generality ..the Iwing preceded by an intelligent maker"?
Total failure, since Iw.th its forms,, with and without possession of

body, cannot he upheld. And because a general notion, void of

particular speeies cannot exist 1

). [If- yon ask:
j
What is this fault

in inference 'to me? [then I answer;] just as little as we shall meet
with any one striking a sharpened a\t against (physical) space that

nuinot he split, so just as little is any one likely to Ik« found
using it prolians in reference to a generality which is unlit to lie

proved, which resembles a hare's horn. [i. e. which is as impossible
as a hare's horn), because it lacks particular species. And without
[ley proving] the fault in your argumentation vou would not he
satisfied. S ( » then this argumentation [of yours, for the proportion]
that [earth Ac] are preceded by a bodylcss [being), is refuted by
Wdliitjfaj/* |i. e. the trespassing of the moment ). in as far as it is

obstructed by right means of knowledge, which teach us universal
concomitances. (I) That which is obtained by means of universal
concomitance, obstructing the particular species, [i. e. the fact) of
possessing no body, (2) [the general notion] debarred from parti-
cular species, and therefore (:>) the obstructed subdivision — these
are the epitome of the /wrra/ifd*«

j

prima facie view, or view of
the opponent ).

[Siddbfintin]: The answer
j
literally: the correction, remedy] of

this [is as folbwi}j Is the generality. .makership" equivalent. to the
jJeiM'rality ..possession of a body" or to the generality ..employment
"t those factors the sutlicieney of which is ascertained?" In the
first place ..makership" is not ..possession of body", since the unwished-
l"» consequence wohW be that a man, fairy asleep or inert, would
pi be making (acting). Hut [makership it indued] ..employment

•) Prnpritina prvfefttyr W§em4 U l.y ON *i«Mhftntin, in fhe ftmgt Winning 6r>,7.
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of those factors the sufficiency of which is ascertained". In this

case, in as In r ns products arise, this [notion of mitkership] also

applies to a body-less [Hcing] in the same way as it applies to the

soul in reference to its power of setting its own \m\y in notion.

[Opponent]: Also in this [ease we meet with that] which the soul

has earned by its [former] action*: just this [result of former actions]

is our body.

[Siddhantin.]: You are right [in so far], hut [the body] is not

the factor of causation of movements; as it would contradict [the

fae.t that] the actions [inhere] in the soul.

[Opponent]: If I should answer: [the body] is [such a factor],

in as far as it is the thing to he set in movement.
[Siddhantin]: Similarly tire atom is the thing to he set in move-

ment by the Lord.

[Op|K)nent]: IT I should answer: Because, the causation of move-
ments in one's own body arises from wish and volition, and because
wish and volition [in their turn] take place when there is a body

,

and do not take place when there is no body, — [for these reasons]

the body possesses a [necessary] function in the causation of its

owti movements, by means of giving rise to wish and volition.

[Siddhantin]: No; since this [body] is only a cause of n second-

ary arising of wish and volition; but at the time when wish and
volition, having their own [i. e. original] nature, incite actions,

then the body is not a factor in their arising, since it is that which
'

suffers the action. Thus there is an exception to the rule [which
you intended to lay down]. Namely we may notice that conscious-

ness, only accompanied by wish and volition, without requiring
bodily movements, is sometime* able to net upon things void of
consciousness. But the general notion ..product" is bound to an
intelligent being [„ s precedent factor]. Thus the existence of the

Lord is proved.

[Opponent]: If I should answer: In the arising of wish and
volition the body is an indis|>ensable factor.

[Siddhantin]: When [wish and volition] are dej>endent [upon the
body], then they arc only adventitious; but when they retain their

innate nature, then their dependence upon the [body] is «u|>crfluou9.

Thus the existence of the Lord is proved.

13. The eternity of the divine eognition, irisfi &• votifon.

Nyaya-kandali p. 50 1. 22.

And there is no objection against the eternity of cognition, wish
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and volition. l
;or a double character, transient and a eternal

nature, i- also seen in eolour and suchlike qualities according to

tin- abode in which they inhere. And such is the ease with intel-

lect \r.

14. The indirii/uaf mat* cannot direr/ ffir atoms at the time of
iiurUI'oriflination.

Nvava-kaudali ]). 5(5 I. "2(\.

Here is finished the discussion between defendeut and opponent
on the' proof of [the existence of] the Lord. What follows now,
is .hi elaboration of a detail.

[Opponent]: Let me ask: 1)o . hot the atoms [at the time of

every world-origination] come into netio^, whilst being directed

by tin- [individual] souls, [and not bv one particular form of soul:

the l>ivine Soul or Lord].

[SiddhantinJ: No; because these [individual] souls, whose con-

sciousness depends on a set of sense-organs, earned by their own

j

previous] actions, are deprived of knowledge concerning all objects,

before the coming into existence .of the bod v.

[Opponent]: The [individual] souls too possess an innate spirituality

,
{eaifant/a) which penetrates all objects.

[SiddhantinJ: It is not innate in [those souls] which rely on the

connection with a body. Tor what is it [according to you ) that

confuses [the soul] so that it always manifests {the things] as if

occurring without a precedent?

[Opponent]: This confusion is laid upon the soul through the

interposition of the concealment of the body; but it. [i. e. the

appearance of nil things as previously not known] is not objective

ji. e. docs correspond to the real state of things].

[Siddluintin]: Hut how can you prove this theory of interposition.

{tiro'l/„hia), taking into consideration that soul is [all] -penetrating,

th.it its connection with the things is never cut off, that it V
eternal and that its essential properties of manifesting objets will

not cense:

[Opponent]: If I should answer; the interposition (obscuration)
o| spirituality is [effected by] the impediment of its functions (ertti).

[Siddluintin]: Mow then do the body-possessors [i.e. the indivi-

dual souls] perceive the objects?

[Opponent;: If 1 should answer: Sometimes their functions (cr///s)

are not obstructed?

[Siddhantin]: Whence this difference?
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[Opponent]: Prom the alternative of nearness [or remoteness] of

the sense-organs.

[Siddhantin]: If so, then whether the spiritimlity [of the sonl] uses

[or does not use] its functions, that would depend on the sense-'

orpins and not merely on the nearness [of the soul to the objects],

because the functions do not always take place, notwithstanding

that [the sonl] is all-penetrating and because, [supposing that near-

ness of the soul to the objects were a suthYient faet] the unwished-
for consequence would be that the sense-organs were superfluous.

It was well said :
•

„Souls without the support of a body do not jmjsscss

knowledge about objects"

And others have said thus:

„Svayainbhu bored the holes [of our body] in an outward

direction ; therefore the send looks outward and not inward".

And if the souls do not possess knowledge, then they cannot

direct [the atoms]; thus we must aekowledge [the existen.ee of] a

directing soul, who is different from these [individual soids], who
possesses an innate knowledge perceiving all objects, n»id who is

by nature a Doer; because inanimate objects cannot move without

a directing spirituality.

15. Ih there one 1/ml or more/

Nvaya-kandalT p. .">7 1. 15:

Is this Lord one or more?

We say: lie is one. Hecausc if there were many and they wen;
not omniscient, then they would be just as little capable [of crea-

tion] as we are. If we suppose them to be omniscient, then one
would be sufficient and the others would be superfluous. Neither

is. there a reason why there should be unanimity among more
[creators] possessing equal power; consequently the thing which was
to be done, would sometimes be omitted. And suppose: all should

net in compliance with the wish of one, then Lordship would
belong to that one, and not to the others; so ns we sec in the

councils of monasteries. If nobody should opjwse the carrying out

of the work which was to be done, then Lordship would belong

to none of them singly.

16. The qualities of the Lord.

Nyaya-kandali p. 57 1. 20:

So then because this particular Maker, proved from the particular
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character of the |iro<lur*t , is omniscient, He -will grasp the din"c-

rences (rirfyi^) between things without exception, Therefore in liim

thero i* no false intellection, based on this [non-perception of

dilleienees j; and owing to the non-being of In Ise i n tel I ee t i on,

love and hatred (which spring from it) will not l>c in Mini;

mid owing to the non-being of these two, activity (which arises

Iruiii them) will not take .place; and since there is no activity,

there is non-existence of pleasure and pain, horn from it; and

Ircause Ilis direct perception refers to always [i. c. because every-

thing, pa*t nnd future, is present before Mis perception], remem-

Innnce and .impression [caused In perception] . do not belong to

Him. So then the Holy Lord is the abode of eight (pialities. —

-

This is the opinion of some people. .

Others, however, who affirm: „OiiK Mis wisdom is free from

refutation, but his capability of acting is open to it", and who

neither . accept his wish nnd volition, say thus: „lle is an abode

of si\ qualities". *)

.17. /v the Lord a hound or lihrrafcd son!.'

Nyaya-kiilidalT p. ,57 I. 2t>:

Is Me bound or liberated?

He is certainly not bound, because klcni (affliction) &;c, which

are acknowledged as a binding and nre the cause of bondage, do

not exist in Him. Neither is Me liberated, since liberation is a

svnouvin of ..breaking of the bondage". He is an eternally-liberated

soul, so as the honourable Patanjau lias said: ..the Lord is a

particular kind ol soul, which is untouched by a mictions, ripening

of actions and stock of actions." 2
)

1*. />i.sci'ft»io/i of fhv Kyuiablt/iilfjn-rtlda.*)

A. (ic'nernl refutation of the thesis of momentary
d est ruction.

Nvava-kandab p. 73 I. IN :

[Huddhist]: All this [i.e. this argumentation for the existence

of soul] is not coherent. Bec*Ul< tlie relation of that which abides

and the abode does not exist, on account of the momentariness

>

i CC.Hm* »»x'k IV section IV tanlc D.

t] fcga Sutra I, 24.

i See «l«tiiilc.l Analysis, here \»«>V IV section IX tntile A mnl Wk IV section VII

laUr K.
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[of even tiling existing]. To wit: existence 1ms for definition : ariha-

kritfa-hdrUca\ l
) and this is contained under succession and simul-

taneity , since no medium is possible between succession and non-

succession (or simultaneity). 2
) For succession is the belonging to

several times (or moments) of several drtkakriyfto\ simultaneity is

the belonging to one time. And there is no third alternative, be-

sides one and many ; since the denial of one of two reciprocally

contradictory [statements] means necessarily the atlirmation of the

other. Hut succession is not possible in the permanent, since the

thing, capable [for an act], cannot put this oil, and since the thing,

not capable [for an action], will neither at another moment trans-

gress its own nature, [consisting in] unproduetivity.

[Opponent]: If I should answer: the [permanent], by assuming
successively subsidiaries {mftahlrin) accomplishes successively [its

actions].

[Buddhist]: They answer to this: If the subsidiaries do not afford

an add itament (nticmfa) to the [permanent] existence, then they are

not required, for they do not do anything. If they afford [such

an additament], is then [the latter] distinct or not [from the exist-

ence]? On the alternative that it is distinct, the effect arises [or

ifocs not arise] owing to [the occurrence or non-occurrenee of]

this adseititious additament, in accordance with agreement and con-

trariety Xanvaya-vi/atirckaii). And so the non-momentary [entity]

is not the cause, since in spite of its presence [the effect] docs

not exist.

[Opponent]: If 1 should answer : The [entity] produces its effects,

whilst it is accompanied by the additament (nfi^aya) which is effected

by the subsidiaries (sa/taltirin).

[Buddhist]: If the additament, [afforded by the subsidiaries],

does not give rise to [another] additament, how can there be com-
panionship [between the entity and the additament, since a second

additament which would serve as n link, would be lacking]. Ami
if [the additament] gives rise [to another additament], what will

then prevent an endless regress? — [So then] 3
) it is>not well said:

that an additament is effected by the subsidiaries and belongs to

the permanent, for no connection can exist between that which

cannot be hel|>ed and that which cannot help. [For] neither does
it hold good, that an additament, identical with the entity', is

ij^Cf. NyriynkancUll p. 12 1. 23;. herr p, Ml.
2
) Ki-ad : km)nakrmniin(tlmnka»ya.

n
) Head: nn nubha^ilnm.

Verhand. Ron. Akn-i. y. Wetciurh. Nieuwc Reeks. W. XVIII N». 2.
' 25
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effected by the subsidiaries, because an entity which has previously

originated, will not originate anew.

j

Opponent]: It' I should answer: The previous entity, that minus

the additament. is no more, and a new entity, identical with the

sidriitamcnt, conies into being?

[DtIridhist][• [In this way] the theory of inomentariness has been

proved [even by you who intended to polcmisc against it].

[Opponent]: Of what use are the subsidiaries to the Momentary?

[
Buddhist] : Of none whatever.

[Opponent]: ') Why are they then wanted?

[BinMhist]: Hut whoever has said that they are wanted? I'or

the /y/y///s, which are the last avast/tit [i.e. the last point to which'

an analysis of the world can go back] are quite tit by themselves

[independently of each other] to produce any effect, for what

iniiiiinl dependence [exists] between them? As for their collecting

together at a certain .time, this [happens] in consequence of the

strict necessity of the cause for this approaching of theirs to one

another; but there does not exist a fixed rule for the causes of

the coming together [of these fa/urns] at a certain time in order

that they should unitedly effectuate an effect. The causes, being

cjich by themselves capable of bringing about the effect, will do

so ench bv themselves.

[Opponent]: How is it that the many Accomplish the one

[Buddhist]: In this case you must examine the causes of those

[things] which, [as one], foster [the many, the causes], not inclined

to perform a thing each by themselves, lint vye, who simply explain

the innate nature of reality as it is seen, do not deserve any further

cross-questioning.

[Opponent, not taking notice of the last request]: If I should

say: an effct is accomplished by one cause, what do the other

[causes] accomplish?

[Buddhist]: They do not accomplish what has been accomplished;

but the other [causes] likewise accomplish what is l>cing accomplished

by the one.

[Opponent]: If I should ask: what is the use of other [causes]

there where one is sutficient?

[Buddhist]: That is true; but they — [the causes] — do not

act deliberately so as to remain inactive on such considerations [as

you have brought forward].

[Opponent]: Stil the fact that one effect originates from several

1 Html: M rn/wkxyitnle.
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[causes] remains a difficulty [for you], because a differentiation in

the cause is the reason for a differentiation in the effect.

[Buddhist]: It is not [quite] so. For the differentiation in the

effect results from a differentiation in the effecting complex {sfnuagri),

hut not from a differentiation in the subsidiary. To be a subsidiary

(saltakarin), that means: to be a producer of one effect.

Therefore from the standpoint of momentariness, it is logical that

an effect is brought about by the succession of existences, succeeding
one another.

Also [the supposition that the Permanent] produces [all itl con-
sequences] simultaneously, presents difficulties, for the innate nature
[of a thing], capable of producing its effects, will not bo Inactive
at another time. .

•

[Opponent]: If I should answer: there is no effecting of that

which has been already effected, nor is there anything which is

still to be effected by the [thing], as the complete bundle of effects

have been produced together. Therefore, it does not net at another
time (X'taua).

[Buddhist]: But so this [thing] would then [i. c. at that other

moment] be non-existent, since it is void of nil artlmkriyn*. Krgo:
existence is excluded from the Non-momentary, since we do not
see [in the Non-momentary] succession and simultaneity, which are

ryapaka [in reference to existence, i. c. which, either one or the

other, in all cases where we meet with existence, are present];

consequently existence is proved to abide in the momentary (transient).

Whilst such is the case, the inference for the Momentary can easily

be understood:

Whatever is existent, is transient,

And the twelve nyatana* x
) are existent.

[Opponent]: To this we answer: The proof for momentarineES
from [the notion] ^existence" docs not hold good, in as far ns we
do not see that it [nil. existence] is excluded from the vipnU^n

[i. e. all cases in which momentariness is lacking] 2
).

[Buddhist]: If I should answer:

That which is void of succession & simultaneity,

is not-existent,

like the horn of a horse,

and the non-momentary (the permanent) is void of

succession & simultaneity.

OCT. hf,n*m N. 8. II p. 20C n. 167.
8
)
The arjriimcntation in based on the admission that n „*«Mv?/.tnwyi hctnh" is fallacious.

See here book II p. 323 § ft.

2ft»
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Uv this refuting argument the notion that existence is excluded

[from the vipak*n\ become* based on the fact that succession and

simulriinconsness are distinct from the non-momentary.

|
Opponent]: No; for, if [you are right and] we cannot form

for ourselves a notion of the non-momentary, then we cannot arrive

at the notion that existence is distinct from it. For in the same

Wiiv as one, when having perceived water, becomes aware in respect

to this [water] that tire [the probandnm] and smoke [the probans]

an; lacking there ~ so after the perceiving of the non-momentary

we should be assured of the lacking of existence [gativdbJdivo , us

probiindmn] from the lacking of succession nnd simultaneity [ha-.

Mtn/fim/fi/iadi/iibliflva , ns probnns], ' Hnt according to yon there is

nowhere a mni-momcutai v. .

[
Mnddhistj: If I should answer: Just as we feel sure in reference

to a spirit (though he is not seen) that something else is different

from him. f. i. .,a spirit is not a trunk", so will it l>c in onr case.

[Opponent]: No: since distinction (exclusion, vyavriti) is equiva-

lent to the trustworthy source of knowledge, called „non-perception".

Ilecimse this non-perception has for its definition : the perception

of a thing other than the thing distinguished by it [fadvivilrfa i. e.

to which it refers] and because there can be no [trustworthy „non-

pcrception"] without the perception of the counter-entity [pratiyogin),

Hnt, in as fur as a spirit by its innate nature falls beyond [the

ken of onr perception], tin; notion of the pifaca being distinct

(from the trunk] will not arise.

[Hnddhist]: If 1 should raise the objection: but how then can

we possess the notion: the spirit is not a trunk. 1
)

[Opponent]: This is not a 8ai>i9ar(ja-prati*ctlli(i (a syntlietic nega-

tive thesis), but a iddatnnja-prat^cdlia (an analytic negative thesis).

This latter results from onr knowledge . that the pifflca would be

perceptible, if its notion were to be subordinated'. to the notion

..trunk" [in other words, if an analytic judgment were to exist:

a ///fv/crt is a trunk]; but [tho notion: the spirit is not a trunk

docs] not [arise] in another way. So ns it has been said: ..every

negation which rests on the principle of identity, is formed by our
assuredness that the property of perceptibility would necessarily

arise. In our case the notion of trunk, only determined by its

having the nature of trunk, is the reason for excluding all that

has not got that nature. If a spirit were a trunk, then it too

would l»c known by itself (flfoiMtf), But knowledge does not seize

') tit Si.kvkr, Sannkrit S,j„t„,r g 16 n°. 2.
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[directly] the ..spirit", so us it seizes the trunk, l*>go n spirit is

not that [i. e. is not a trunk].

[Buddhist]: But it is not my intention: let there be n 11011-

moiuentary or a momentary apart from [the phenomena] such as

blue. Hut a k*ana [a momentary object of human knowledge] sueh

ns blue which was known by a previous cognition and is imagined

(flropyafe) to be identical with a kyina of blue which is known
by a present cognition, is called the non-momentary. Hut a kmnn

• which is established [by us] as distinct [from itll other kffntas],

is called the momentary. With reference only to these [k*m/as] sueh

as blue, [we haved mentioned] the idea of the non-being of exist-

ence on ground of [the non-momentary] being distinct both from

. succession and simultaneity; if the same kaaiia (or object of a moinen-

tarv cognition) belonging to a previous perception is again perceived,

then [this kfam~\ would have done its present arthakriyCt (act) for-

merly, or its former mthnknipl just now, but it would not do its

[two artfiakriyds] in succession [one previously and the other now],

since it is contradictory that one and the same thing is free to do

or not to do [an act]. Hut neither could it have done everything

formerly, because the absurd consequence would be that [the k*nijn,

existing at the present moment] would not exist now, deprived as

it is of practical efficiency (art/iakri/pl).

[Opponent]: Even then, [we may again ask] have you shown

a really existing vipakxa of ..existence" as a prolwins, or a vipakxa

which is a creation of our imagination (Jia/patia-mutarnpifa)? In the

first place it is not really existing, because the non-momentary [as

defined now by you], blue &c. is not real. [Yet] any one who

wishes to arrive at a real conclusion by means of inference, must

first always show the reality of pak*a drc., a reality known by

trustworthy means of knowledge, in the wine way ns is done in

the argumentation concerning smoke [and fire], for only then is

the -threefold x
) character of the probans settled. Hut the non-mo-

mentary [according to you] is not of this nature; thus the exclusion

[of the probans from the vipakqa] cannot be proved; and when this

remains unproved , then there is no proof for the agreement (a/ivaya),

because the latter proof depends on the former; thus the fallacy, called

the amdharanatcam hetoh , takes place. — But perhaps the exclusion

of existence from the'noii-momentary [as you have intimated liefore]

is proved by a refuting urgument {bad/taka)? By what means then

is proved the agreement {anvayd) of momentariness and being? For

i) Cf. here book II p. 316 ft 317.
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flic character of probans cannot be upheld merely by its exclusion

from the ri/mfya, hecausc the unwished-for consequence would be

that the probans were asadhfimnn (too special). And an inference

only based on exclusion (kevalavt/atireki/ anurnfinmn) is in itself not

desirable.

[Buddhist]: If I should say: since we haw settled that existence

is not in the non-momentary, then, as a matter of course (nrthtlf) l
) t

existence is the abode of the momentary, and thus [we arrive at]

a proof for the agreement (mwai/a). <

[Opponent]: The consideration {pardmnr^n) of existence as a

probans does not arise as a ., matter of course"; for even then this,

the agreement (a/iraya) of which has not been proved, would afford

a probans. But the refuting argument — whether possessing both'

functions 2
) or whether affording another trustworthy means of know-

ledge — still in as far as it proves a universal concomitance, does

this only with reference to the twelve ot/afot/as, because a universal

concomitance without a correspondent object cannot be conceived,

and hecanse no object except those twelve dya/anas, exists. If we

Tiave understood the positive rule [of a notion] with reference to

the twelve ayafana* — [i. e. if we have -understood: „we have

to do with one of the twelve rn/atanns, in those cases where we

meet with a certain object- A"] — then we understand also its

concomitance with momentariness, in ns far as the notion of the

relation results immediately from the notion of that which bears

the relation. Thus the . notion of existence is superfluous [as a

middle term].

[Buddhist]: If I should say: one only grasps the concomitance

by means of a generality with reference to the pgk$a; but existence

is the probans for its particular form.

[Opponent]: No; because one cannot conceive a generality void

of particular nature 3
). When the general notions of momentariness

and existence, have been understood as abiding in particular [ob-

jects], then it is understood that momentariness abides in blue &c.,

as it has been justly said. Therefore [the notion of] existence is

superfluous [as a middle term].

[Buddhist]: If I should say. by -means' of the refuting argument

(hndliaka) we arrive at the concomitance between the exclusion from

non-momentariness and the exclusion from non-existence; but by

l
) Compare the technical term „nrth<\}Mtli".

J
) I.e. the function* of perception and inference?

3
) Cf. Ny. Kandall p. 5t>, I. 6 & p. 56 1. 4.
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menus of [the notion of] existence we understand the momentary
ness in it* form of an [individual] object?

[Opponent]: No, [von ore wrong], because exclusions (tydrrfth)

which are supposed to differ, in consequence of the difference {b/mda)

of the cxcludenda (vyuvartya) l
), cannot be identical {indntmyahhriva).

[Buddhist.]: If I should answer: Identity is called a member of

syllogistic argumentation. The identity of momentariness and exist-

ence, realised in a particular object, gives rise to an identity of

the exclusions (ryf/rrffis) which are laid down because [the latter

identity] is identical [with the former identity].

[Opponent]: No, [von are wrong], because the identity of the

positive notions (vttgfu) cannot be proved from anything else ; or if

this were possible, then the refuting argument {badhaka) would be

superfluous. Neither, in case you should ascertain mutual obstruc-

tion of the two exclusions, would there be a proof for the positive

notion (vasttf), because there is difference and lack of relation be-

tween a thing (rasfit) and a not-thing. — And with reference to

that which has been said by Diiakmottaha :

After having proved the universal concomitance (of momen-
tnrincss and existence] in a pot by means of o refuting

argument (brid/taka), we prove the momentariness in sound
by means of [the notion of] existence;

we may give the same answer: since nothing impedes us from
applying the refuting argument [badhaka) also to sound , the searching
for another form of proof is useless. Tims.

[Opponent]: And it is not true that practical efficiency is incom-
patible with the non-momentary. Nnmely in the case when there

is a subsidiary. For existence has for innate nature the effectuation

of effets, but has not got the innate characteristic of a factor inde-

pendent [of anything else]. Thus the arising of the effect takes

place in accordance with the way in which the subsidiaries, whose
fitness is ascertained by positive agreement and exclusion

, {anvyaya-
vyatirekan), join together. Also the unchangeable is effective in*

succession, because it is impossible for an effect, de]>endent on
several factors, to arise from one [factor]. Neither is it right to say:

„An effect, when dependent on a subsidiary, arises from the oddi-
tament brought forward by [that subsidiary], and the existing thing
[in question] does not effectuate". Because we have seen that this

arising of the effect is in accordance with the innate characteristic

of existence. For if [the existing thing in question] were not pro-

i) Cf. Ny. Kandall p. 208 1. 9.
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dactive, then a rice-sprout would come forth out of a barley-seed,

CftrHi find water being present; for the effect nation would not take

place according to any' rule (nh/wa). Neither do the subsidiaries

supply an additamcnt to the innate characteristic of the existent

thing; hut they are merely subsidiaries [i.e. they do not want an

intervening link]. Hut [what you call] the additamcnt, is nothing

hut the being accompanied by these subsidiaries; and similarly the

lack of an additiiment means the not being accompanied by them.

I'or when the subsidiary exists, then the effect exists, and when jt

does not. exist, then neither does the effect.

The acceptation of a difference in the IfattrtS, some of which

should lie productive and others unproductive, is refuted by per-

ception, which everywhere grasps [cases of
j

permanence.

[Buddhist]: If 1 should say: this mistaken perception (bhmmi)

of permanence is the result of not perceiving the difference of k*nna$

(momentary forms of existence) which closely resemble each other

and are originated one after the other without any interruption.

[Opponent]: If the momentary were proved, then the fallacious

character (b/irrwtntu) of perception would- ensue; and if this falla-

ciousness were proved, then the momentariness would be ascertained;

thus there is mutual dependence [of propositions].

And neither, when the cause of the origination of it [i. e. of a

kxmin, of any existing thing] and the Cause of its annihilation are

found by means of positive agreement and exclusion, is the suppo-

sition allowed, that when (respectively) the former or latter cause

is lacking, still its origination or annihilation takes place. And it is

also a false thesis {nxidd/ia), that annihilation is without any cause,

and that the seed [of this moment] is the cause of the seed [of the

next moment]; [for]:

The seed, produced by the sedd [thus: the seed of the

second moment, a seed which is supposed Hot toun-

dergo the influence of surrounding subsidiaries, such as

water and earth] does not produce a sprout;

because it is a seed;

like the seed which still stays at the top of the

stalk of the rice-plant.

[If one argues:] „The thing is not divisible. The two parts, given

to one thing, by attributing to it efficiency and inefficiency, are

not allowable" — [then this reasoning is] of no importance [to us].

[For] fire possesses efficiency with reference to burning, but ineffi-

ciency with reference to swimming. And neither does a differentiation

of the innate chaaacter [of fire] result from these two parts, and
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similarly one existent thing enn be productive in consequence of the

existence of a subsidiary, but unproductive in the case of its non-

existence.

[Buddhist]: If T should say: how is it that, when one thing is

present, another thing acquires efficiency? And even if we limy

accept the [fact of this] efficiency, why is it of only one thing,

and not of everything?.

[Opponent]: In this respect you must examine the innate tint u re

of the objects. Hut we do not deserve any reproach, when we
Attribute the function of an effecting complex {tuwagrl) to certain

things in a certain respect, after having found the fitness of these

things in thi* respect, by means of positive agreement and exclu-

sion. Ami even from your standpoint, only earth, water and seed

are the subsidiaries {m/ialrtrin) towards the origination of the sprout;

and no other things are such. According to you, what other cause

than the innate nature of things exists?

[Buddhist]: If I should say: seed &v. are capable [of producing]

each by themselves; they are not the subsidiaries of one another?

[Opponent]: Why then does the husbandman throw seed into

soil which has been prepared, and then flood it?

.[Buddhist]: .If I should say: he uses the means in order to

effectuate, in consequence of their mutual supremacy {ndhipatyd) !
),

a moment {ksatw) fit for the production of the sprout?

[Opponent]: But if the seed by its own causes has become capable

of producing a moment tit for the production of a sprout, whit is

then the use of earth and water? And if it has not become so [by

its series of causes], then the proximity of these two will not make
any difference, because earth and water will not abandon their

innate nature.

[Buddhist]: If I should say: the power of beginning a ijatta of

nny other kind than the uncnpnble kfatfftp — which power resides

in the [moment]-series of the seed — is frustrated?

[Opponent]: Let us grant that there exists an origination of [a

series of] unfit k*a>/as; but the origination of n fit l^mia is difficult

to compehend, for a cnuse is lacking. Neither can a power which

forms the innate nature [svabfiava, of a thing] be frustrated, because

the absurd consequence would be that existence (bhflm) is frustrated.

And that annihilation possesses its cause, is also in force; for we
cannot attribute to the seed the power to produce a kfana differ-

ent [from the former ki}ana%]\ because of momenta riness [i. e. because

i) Cf. Mmiott N. 8. II p. 193 n. 122.
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everything consists of loose, unconnected , momentary forms of

existence and because consequently surrounding earth or water cannot

bring about a change in the nature of the seed]; namely in the

case when it originates a power not distinct from innate nature,

the absurd consequence would lie that it originates what has already

been orginatcd. Thus you are placed before tin; dilemma: either

there takes place no action ofn [fauna -which] is unfit a ml' possesses

origination; or there is activity of a [fanna -which is] tit, but an

activity not differing from origination; [so that in neither case does

annihilation come in]; but thai [fanna] is not active, when another

thing is concomitant, because [this supposition] is not allowed [from

your standpoint]. [Our] opinion, however, is: titut-ss is [to be

attributed] to concomitant things, because an effect does not origi-

nate from one [cause] and because; wo see that it originates from

several. Mow then can you still stumble, before us, who say thus?

Therefore in as far as practical efficiency is possible for the non-

momentary, the probans [quoted by you] is undecisive {anaikantika).

, [Let us now consider the following argumentation] which has

a so been given [by the Buddhists].

I

[Buddhistic argumentation]: The annihilation of produced things

is inevitable, and from this fact the momentariness [of everything]

can be proved. As follows:

That [property] which is constant in certain things, is not

based on any other cause with reference to those things,

as is c. g. the. case with [the property of] ironness

with reference to arrows, swords iVc.;

and annihilation is a constant property of pro-

duced things.

And similarly an inference refutes the dependence of annihilation:

those properties which are based on other causes [than the

thing itself] are jiot constant [in that thing],

like e. g. paint &e. to a garment.

Thus if an existent thing should require for its annihilation an-

other cause than its own causes, then it might happen that this

produced thing would -not decay, namely in the case when this

[required] other cause was obstructed or incomplete. On the other

hand things which are born with an innate nature apt to decay

by their own causes, will be annihilated immediately after their

origination. Thus momentariness is proved.

Moreover:

suppose an existent thing to possess an innate nature of imperi-

shablcncss,
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then its annihilation is without a possible cause [i. e. no circum-
stance can cause its annihilation],

like the coldness of fire.

Hut:

if [the existent thing] possesses an innate nature apt to decay,
then no [extraneous] causes are required.

And further:

an annihilation which is non -different from existence [i. c. an
annihilation which is the quintessence of existence], is not brought
about by an other [i.e. extraneous] cause,

because difference [which would exist between cause and
perishing thing] would effectuate difference in the effect [whereas
we have admitted that the ..annihilation" is „non-different" from
existence].

On the other hand :

suppose that a [thing], different [from the perishing thing] were
to. originate from the other [i.e. extraneous} cause,

then the uiiwishcd-for consequence would be that we should
pergeive &c. a [new] existent [thing]; because one thing [c. g. the

pot] does not transgress its nature [i. e. does not become another
thing], when another thing [seil. „non-existence"] is originated.

For the expression „the pot has been destroyed", in which an
existent thing is the [grammatical] agens, would not exist, but we
should say: „an non-cxistcnec has originated". And on the same
supposition, when any one asks: „was there a pot?" an answer,
mentioning the annihilation of the pot, would be no answer.

So then annihilation is the nature of existence.

[Opponent]: To this we answer: does the originating existent

[thing] remain in one moment, or does it remain in a second
jnoment as well? If we accept the alternative f!i*t [it remains] a

second moment, then momentariness is given up; in as far as [one

thing] has several timc-[momcnt]s. Rut if [the thing] lasts one
moment, then there is non-existence of the abiding in the second
moment; and so there is no oneness of existence and non-existence

[as you would like to uphold], because of difference of time.

[Buddhist]: But we do not uphold the opinion: „existence is

non-existence of itself", but : the second k^ana is the non-existence

of the first faana.

[Opponent]: That neither holds goodTBecnuse the anterior and
posterior momenta are individual forms of existence (vyakfi) and
thus there is no contradiction (mutual negation) in their innate

characteristict8. Just as a pot exists together with another pot which
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abides in a
[
momcnt-]scrics different [from the . moment-scries of

the first pot], similarly eonld [tlie ..second !?«?«"] exist together

with a [kin**]' abiding in the one moment-series, because the one

trustworthy means of knowledge which grasps the ..second ksnnu'

and which knowledge is positive {oiitki) with reference to the innate

ftfciurc [of this '/•*«//#] and successful [i.e. of acknowledged value],

does not afl'onl reliable knowledge with reference to the negation

[pratited&n) of the first k*ana. Non-existence, however, may he

defined as the negation of existence, Inranse it arises from [such]

a notion fas]: „the pot does not exist", so then the arising of this

[non-existence] means the cessation of existence : the continuation

of this [non-existence] means the discontinuation of existence; the

perception of this [iton-existence] means the non-perception of exist-

ence ; so it is right, because they are the contradiction to each

other. And if so, there is no momentaiiness of existence. Necnuse

|
if this theory of yours were right], there would be no fixed

rnle for the close connection {anaalarya) between existence and

its non-existence, which eom.es after it and which requires another

|
i.e. extraneous] canse. And this is continued through the destruc-

tion (by means of a hummer) of an originated pot a long time

afterwards.

[Buddhist]: The destruction of the pot forms the quintessence

of its existence, but. the origination of the [moment-]series of the

shards is caused by the blow of the hammer.

[Opponent |: That neither holds good. For as long as the power

of the originating of similar \kqn*n»\%
located in a [certain moment-]

series, is not obstructed, a scries of dissimilar [4'jaytfs] cannot arise.

And when [you accept] the obstruction of this [power] through the

blow of the hammer, why are you hostile to the obstruction of

existence? — ^cither, if we accept [non-existence] to be effectuated

by a cause, would the consequence be that also non-existence is a

thing; because perception &c. prove that its innate nature is [to be]

negation of a thing. Its innate characteristic, namely, is as follows:

although produced, it does jiot perish, as existence docs; because

we do not perceive that which is destroyed. [In other words: although

existence and non-existence agree with each other in having a cause,

\et they do not agree in all resects; for instance the one will l>c

destroyed , the other will l>c eternal; the one is perceptible, the

other is no object of perception; thus you may not infer"from their

agreement in one point agreement in other points]. Suppose that

the innate nature of a thing — which nature is ascertained by a

trustworthy means of knowledge — were without shape, because of
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the similarity of its properties to something else [i. e. bernnto it

possesses e. g. knranaknn/a/va, fitness of being prod need bv causes,

just like non-existence], then the mauifoldncss of the world would

nlso be without shape 1
).

Neither may the question „how is it thnt one thing transgresses

its nature, when another is originated?" be used against us as an

attack; for we have here to do with the innate nature of things;

moreover the expression „the pot has been destroyed", [speaks for

our opinion]; and because non-existence arises bv a process which

begins with the movements of the juntions of the thing [and goes

on through the different stages summed up in the Vaiccsika system].

Therefore tlm non-existence is of th's [existence] and is not of every

[existence]. And there is no inherential cause of it, [i.e.- of this

non-existence], because it [the non-existent thing] is not. Neither

has it a non-inhcrential cause, for where do we meet with an cflect

[of such a cause], which has no abode? This, -namely, is seen: the

non-existence [of the pot] does not inhere in the pot, as this docs

not exist; neither does it inhere in the floor, because [this non-

existence] is a property of something else [namely of the jmtj.

(
Buddhist]: Hut how then is it explained as located in a certain

place?

[Opponent]: because it is in accordance with its counter-entity

(;»a/i//o(/in). This, namely, is the innate nature of it [of non-

existence], that in case of negation of the conjunct, it appears like

the conjunct; that in rase of negation of the thing inhered in, it

appears like the thing inhered in; ami similarly particularisation

[borrows its character from the relation on which it bears]. But

conjunction [of non-existence with a thing] or inherence [of it in a

thing] do not exist, because they are properties of existing things.

Thus we have proved that non-existence is the contradiction to

existence, the object of the notion: „is not". With reference to

the contradiction, made [i.e. accepted by man] between fire and

snow, „there is non-existence* of fire in snow, there is non-existence

of snow in fire", — the contradiction of these two is not due to

their innate characteristics, because there is no Contradiction between

one positivity {vidki) and another positivity. — And as to your

saying: „ non-existence, in as far ns it is the constant [property of

things], is not dependent on another cause", this is [shown to Iks

an] undecisive [argumentation] by referring to the rising and setting

of the sun; because if these [two movements of tho sun which are

!) Ttrnd: nirfiknraifntvatn.
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constant in it] were independent [of certain intervals], then no

distinction of time would exist; [thus properties can l>c constant

in a thing and still depend on other causes].

Also [your argumentation, based on the fact] that one [parti-

cular] effecting complex may Ikj obstructed, is open to a similar

objection. Ilee.iuse the cause of the paint in the garment [which

you gnve ns an 'example of an inconstant property] is still regulated

[by the course of circumstances], and its time too is defined, and

only as long as that time has not yet approached, docs the origi-

nation of the colour not take place; the causes now of annihilation

are unlimited [in number] and similarly their fixed times'; because

it is impossible for all [esiuses] always to l>e frustrated; one [cause],

therefore, whatever it may be, is effective, and being effective at

another time [than might be excepted at first] will destroy the

thing immediately. So then with reference to produced things, it

holds good that annihilation is constant in them.

II. Momentary destruction is repugned by the fact

of human recognition.

Nyilya-kamhdi p. SO I. 7

:

[Vnircsika]: This complete argumentation for the momentary

destruction is refuted by kftlnlijmja, for by „ recognition-perception"

^•cognitive perception) we cognise again what was cognised before.

[Huddliist ]: Hut this cognition (prati/aya) cannot inform us about,

the condition [of any thing] in a previous and posterior time. For

this is not one act of knowledge, since there is no cause for this.

The sense-organ embraces [literaly: plunges into] a near object,

but not that which existed in a past time. And similarly the

memory-impression, originated by a former experience and limited

to the object of that [experience], does not bear upon a later time.

Neither can wc find any thing that, being one, distinct from both

and [at the same time containing] the object of both, could bring

into existence such an intellection. So then this one intellection

does not exist, since [yve have to do here with] a manifoldness by

nature. For perceptibility is „this", and what transgresses [through

belonging to the past] our sense-organs, is „that". Moreover,

perceptibility and impereeptibility , being mutually contradictory,

cannot unite in one spot. *) Therefore, these two forms of con-

sciousness {samvittt), namely seizing and remembrance, have separate

objects.

*) Read ttaiktitr*.
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[VaiVe9ika]: We answer to this: One real object, characterised
by the fact that it belongs to a past and present time, is indeed
cognised by such an intellection. Moreover the opinion „that its
object docs not exist" is opposed to [what is taught bv] our con-
scionsness J he seizing and the remembrance, [considered separated
are not based on the same object; jnst for this reason we mnst
accept [the ex.stence of] this intellection which has both for objects
"' «s far as [this intellection, which I have previously called the
^cognitive perception] is capable of that notion [nan.elv of the
.dent.hcat.on of the object of the perception with that of the remem-
nance], rntclhgent people will snr.nise even on unseen cause for
the ongmahon of a seen effect; but never will thev ignore an
evident effect because they do not perceive the cause/ For [if this
were allowed], the unwished-for consequence would be that one
could ignore even the manifold nature of the world. Therefore,
although sense-organ and n.emory-impression, taken separately, arc
inefficient, vet tins one effect, namely recognition, can be produced
by them when combined; and it will have the [»n.e] object nH
both [functions], since they both [when united] possess a sufficient
causality and it will M „m|cr perceptibility, in as far as it follows
the capability of the sense-organ by which the object [is perceived]
l. e we recogn.se the objects cither by sight, bv ear &c„ we can
therefore, distinguish visual, auditive recognition &c.; so then rccoK-
uition possesses a perceptive character]. And [the opinion] docs not
I'old good: ..wherever the factors, taken one by one, are insuffi-
cient there they must be powerless even when united"; for we
see that earth, water and seed, though ineffective when separated,
produce a sprout &c, when they are brought into each other's

>

neighbourhood. Where the totality of causes is manifold, there is
he result likewise manifold; so it has been well understood. There-

tore, perceptibility and in. perceptibility, having res,>ectivclv a near
and remote object as characteristic, wil not obstruct each other.
For the same reason even where no contact with the sense-organ
.s met with, the [remembrance of a] past time possesses a percci,-
t.D e character, since it concerns an object of sensorial knowledge
ami since perceptibility o ily means the concordance with that [object
ot sensorial knowledge] alone. The sense-organ, though embracing
what is remote, yet only embraces the past time, but not the
tuture; because of the absence of the memory-impressions as an
auxiiary in this case. And nothing impedes one [state of conscious-
nessj from bearing sometimes on two times, by which [empedimentl
the embracing of two times by one conscious state would be a

1
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more fanny. Tor n relation between one [as the thing to lie dis-

tinguished] and several distinguishing attributes is a fact of expe-

rience; fwr instance that between Caitra and liis umbrella and book.

And there is not the slightest difference [in this respect] between

the co-temporal relation towards the umbrella and book, and the

relation of two times in successive arrangement; beeause in both

eases we have to do Willi the notion of a particularisation of one

[object] by means of both distinguishing attributes [or sets of attri-

butes |. Similarly recognition, in as far as it ascertains one objective

thing, subject to different conditions of place and time, puts aside

the momentary origination and destruction of existent things. Thus.

[

Buddhist j: If 1 should nays this notion is illiisiouary.

jVaieesika): No, because there is no sublative cognition {budhoka).

[Buddhist]: If 1 should say: „t he proof for the momentary nature

| of everything] is the sublative cognition which sublates it [i.e. the

trust worthiness of recognition]."

jVaieesika]: The inference [i.e. the sublative cognition, alluded

to bv yon] will arise, -when [the trustworthiness of recoguitive]

perception is refuted, beeause then the objects [of your argumenta-

tion) are not refuted: and perception will be refuted when this

argumentation arises; thus there is mutual dependence [of

propositions]. Hut this rule (of dependence] docs not exist

for perception, because it is an independent [means of knowledge].

And since perception has the particular and inference has the general

for an object with reference to tires Ke. [the things of the surroun-

ding world], and since there is no mutual obstruction [between

these two facts], therefore the arising of inference will not be

hindered by perception. This may be enough.

jVaieesika]: If any one should assert too boldly: ..momentary

destruction is a fact of perception", then we answer him:

such a perception (anitbfiara, fact of knowledge not due to memory)

(Iocs not exist. I'or what we are conscicous of, is: „this is blue",

but not ..this is momentary".

[Huddhist]: Momentnriness is not separated from blueness, because

it does not possess separately practical efficiency. Therefore whenever

blueness is grasped, inomentarincss likewise is grasped. But since

we do not grasp the difference between closely resembling kta/tas,

no apprehension of this sensation takes place.

[Vaicesika]: O greatest excess of wisdom, that somebody who first

mentions perception (anubhava) [as a reason for his accepting the

ktanabliaiuia], should put forward [the formula]: „that which is not

apprehended [i. e. the k^anikatva) is the same as that which is
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grasped [i. e. tlie nifafra]. This is h wrong doubling of the notion

[literally: u mirngc of the desert] on your part; because yon [as a

Yijiianavadin] do not accept, besides the apprehension which origi-

nates owing to perception , something else which is the hnsis (///-

bandliana) of the different forms in which an object is seen by

perception. Moreover the identification of two things \k*anikalva

and mlalra\, one of which is as a rule not npprehenulcd whilst the

other is, seems just as nonsensical, as to say that blue and yellow

arc identical.

|
Buddhist]: Perceptional knowledge, [in itself

|
momentary, cm-

braces the existence of a thing, as far ns this abides in the sumo,

time as [the perception] itself; excludes whatever is not bound to

that time; also excludes the relation Iwtween the thing, completely

existing in that time, and all other times; and consequently grasps

the momeutariness , i. e. the remaining [of a thing] during that one

bxana.
|
Bare perception thus bears merely on the thing; apprehen-

sion on the co-temporal relation of thing and momentary act of

consciousness].

[Vaicesika]: Now you support one absurdity by another. For a

cognition is not grasped by itself, how then could it grasp the

sameness of time of a thing with itself? Rut let us grant that it

does so, then this perception in which we realise: „thc object did

not exist before and will not exist afterwards" is a dreamlike
|
i. e.

an incoherent] perception, because we do not grasp in it either a

jxist or a future time. When the perception embraces the present

time, its exclusion of any other time [past or future] is tit, because

existence [present time] and non-existence [past or future ] are con-

tradictory to each other, but not so the exclusion of the relation

towards another time, because the relation between one and several —
so as that between a string and the jewels — is not self-contradictory.

This topic has been treated at length by us in the Tattoaprabodka

and the Tatim-wmtadiaw therefore we need not dwell on it here

any longer.

(J. The notion „samsara" is incompatible with the

Buddhistic theory of universal inomen I a r i ness.

Nyaya-kandal! p. 82 I. 2:

[Vaicesika]: Moreover, who would lie subject to santsdra, if we

aocept the momentarinesR of everything being?

[Buddhist]: If I should answer: the series of intellections?

[Vaicesika]: No, because there cannot be it series independent

of [a substratum] which possesses the series.

Vwhsnd. Kon. Akad. . WeUiueh. N. Peek* Dl. XVIU. N<>. 8. 8*
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f
Buddhist]: Hut my idea is: the .mmfira is not the conjunction

of <»nc [J*eNlg] Wtfc several bodies vVc. What is it then? The non-

interruption of the series of intellections • and this is not incom-

patible with the theory of niomcnt.'iriness.

|
Viiicesika] : This neither iivnils ; bemuse there is no proof that

the intellection f. i. of nn embryo is effected by n precedent intel-

lection. Neither does a thing originate exclusively from another

thing of its own class, since we see that smoke originates from

tire which is not of the same class.

|
Kuddhist j : If a thing (A) regulates its presence and absence,

and its accompanying surplus (fifirayrt) after another thing -(B),

then* the latter (K) is the material (tfp/ft/iftia) of the other and

belongs to the same class ns this. This is certain. And knowledge

possesses for its accompanying surplus the state of consciousness,

nnd this is not found in elementary matter such as earth; there-

fore, which thing (K) has the accompanying surplus of another

thing (A), this thing (B) is the material cause of that other

thing (A) and belongs to the same class. If we consider this

as ascertained, then it follows that the intellection of the em-

bryo must have another intellection for a precedent, t'or if

there were an exception with reference to the cause, then the

unwished-for conserpienee would be that the effect would lack a

wherefore.

[ Vaiccsika] : This neither holds good. For we sec that fire which

has burning (consuming) for an accompanying surplus arises f. i.

from the rubbing of wood, which process has not got the burning

for its intrinsic nature ; similarly the accompanying surplus (ofi^at/a),

the state of consciousness, can arise from the eye iVc. . which _ do

not possess a conscious nature; so then we are not obliged to sur-

mise a cause which is of n conscious nature; therefore, the proof

for the birth out of a precedent intellection will fail. Neither will

a following birth l>c proved. Because there is no proof for the

thesis that at the time of death another intellection is to l>e origi-

nated by the last intellection.

[Buddhist]: If I should answer: there is such a proof. If a thing

(A) has reached the complete condition of cnuse in reference to

another (K), then it produces this thing (B). F. i. a seed, is in a

complete condition of origination with reference to the sprout.

Similarly the last intellection [of the dying man] is in n complete

condition of origination.

[Vaicesika]: No; because we see an exception [to the rule which

you try to lay down] in the last moment of a flame &c. [i. e. we
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do not experience that the Inst glow, of mi extinguishing flnmc
arises somewhere else in the form of a new flame].

[Buddhist]: If I should answer: there is not the [required] com-
pleteness in the Inst moment of n flume, sinee there is incomple-
teness in the condition of the causes, of oil, wick &c

[Vaiccsika]: Neither is the completeness in the causal conditions

proved for the last intellection [of a dying man], an intellection

.
which sutlers by the suffering of death. Thus it has rightly been
said

:
in the theory of momentariness there is no room for the

existence of another world. Here then we may stop.

ID. The difference between sentiment lye. and eonnifion. i

Nvaya-kandalT p. DO I. 22:

[
IVnvapaksin]: If I should say: pleasures have the nature of

cognitions [literally: of something known], because they, (pleasure iVe.

aiul cognition], have the same cause; moreover the manifestation

of pleasure is not seized by another organ. ')

[SiddhantinJ; No; because if pleasure and pain were in nature
cognitions, then the unwished-for consequence would be, that thev
could not differ from each other. Ami if they differ, then a cog-
nitional character cannot be attributed to them, for, although l>oth

have in common the being forms of consciousness (6od//a), yet they
exclude each other mutually [i.e. pleasure is not pain, nor is pain
pleasure]. Neither arc both, [pleasure and pain], born from the
same cause as cognition is; since cognition arises from the form
of the object, whereas pleasure and pain arise from this [cognition],

assisted by [our] viisanfH. Otherwise the unwished-for consequence
would l>e the impossibility of vpeksaihana, (the conclusion that we
must be indifferent towards certain objects).

20. Discussion of intellection and refection. 2
)

Nyaya-kandall p. 90 1. 27.

[Siddhantin]: Neither is the assertion ..intellection is consciousness
of self [i. e. in every intellection we lwcome aware immediately
of the intellection as such]" proved. For you can find no example
of one thing being simultaneously: act, agent &c. 8

)

') knrana instead of kfirana.
2)Cf. GanjtanStha Jit*, The Pi

ecture« p. 93 infra.

3
) Cf. here book IV section VII table C n°. J 6.

2) Cf. Ga nranstha JiiX, Th,< Prahh'\knrn-*choal nf Pfir>>a.mHnAmM p. 26 ft 27, ft Scdholal
Lecture* p. 93 infra.

26»
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I

hirvapnksin |: If I should my. a lamp illuminates itself; thus

thrre js nil example.

| Siili lliiiiitiiil: Also this I lamp! is seen by mini: and is brought

to liis cognition by tin- eye: the knowing of it is the net; hilt it

i> not itself mul instniment and agent and object and activity.

|

I'uivapnksin |: If I should say: just as the atinnvadins
J

i. e. the

Vedantins] assert soul ') to be simultaneously object and silent in

self-cognition, *o. |do we contend that] intellection is instniment iVe.

j
Siddhantin

|
: No, because there is no difficulty [in the Vedanta-

theoiy |. To he the ,Jar»tff/t" means to he the object (risaya) of

the activity of knowing; in this ["activity] tin- soul is the agent

by its independence, and there is no contradiction between (the

soul's] independence and its being ;m object (ri-ytt/o). Hut to be

the instniment {knrnun) and the activity {hii/ri), is mutually opposed

in consequence of one thing functioning as mtMha (that which exists)

and xflSyr/ (that which must be effected): for oneness does not

exist in instrument and effect. 2
) Similarly to be an instrument

means to be tit for somebody else's nse. but to be the agent means

to he not used by somebody else, (thus to be independent]; ergo

there is contradiction between these two [notions], in as far as

they are related to each other as position and negation. Therefore

this state
j
of hoing simultaneously instrument £c;] cannot occur in

one thing.

|
IVirvapaksin]: My idea, however, is: the meaning of wwim-

t'lufatw (reflection as necessary part of every intellection) is not the

nonexistence of (the four functions, above-mentioned]: instrument Arc.

in intellection; but the arising of that [cognition] which has self-

illumination as innate nature.

jSiddhiintin]: With reference to this we may notice: is this then

an illumination of the object or of [the intellection] itself? If it

is an illumination of the object, then the cognition would be about

the object in consequence of this origin, but not almut the [the

cognition] itself; and so the fallacious result would be that it

|i. e. cognition] would be non-cognisable. Rut, if on the other

hand it is an illumination of [the cognition] itself, then the illu-

mination and the thing to he illuminated would be the same; and
thus oneness of activity and instrument would reside ill it. -Neither

is there an instance (nidrir^nu) for your [implicit] assertion that

the origination of [n thing] itself is an activity [of the thing] with

') Ki'ftil Milium:

-') rim kmrttyafcrtrywr t
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reference to itself. And as t(» the proof, given for the ascertainment

of the xi-ffxai/icet/ff/tft (reflection as necessary part of intellection):

if [of two things] the one receive* the illumination inherent

in the other, then the former will shine forth, even time
when the latter doe* so;

like a pot which receives the illumination inherent in

the lamp;

and colour Src. receive the illumination inherent

in intellection
;

(I should like to make the following annotations] : If only intel-

lection is meant as the illumination of the objects, then the thesis

that colour iVc. receive the- illumination inherent in that [cognition],

is unproved and is anaihlutHa
[
i. c. contains a predicate which is

..not limited to one side;"], because of the sense-organ [which also

shares the role of an illuminating factor]. And if the illumination

of the object [is upheld as) born from intellection, and not as

[identical with] intellection, then you cannot quote any instance

(f/r*ftlata), because it is not a lamp, as producer of intellection,

which, illuminates objects. Hy ihis we have also refuted the thought

[expressed in' the following half-Hoka]:

„A seeing of the object by means of an apprehension (tt/tfi-

lambha) which itself is not perceptible {apratyakta), eattool

take place".

Tor the seeing of the object is not the perceptibility of the

intellection, but the origination of the intellection; for then, even
if the intellection is not reflected upon, the cognition about tin*

object takes place merely by the origination of that [cognition].

[Piirvapnksin]: If 1 should say: how is the origination of one
thing the cognition of the other thing':

[Siddhantin]: What have we to do with this? For it is the

innate nature of the object. And if it is this, then no intellection

[takes place at one time] of everything; because it [the intellection,

results] from the total complex of its causes, and because it origi-

nates as having the consciousness (samvitli) about defined object for

innate nature and as being cognisable by a defined |>erceiver.

tl. liefntntion of ike tri/nithpratyah(*t<l l
) nnd tkc self-

illumination of intellection and soul.

. Nvaya-kandali p. 1)1 I. 28.

Others, however, say: when the object become* apparent - hy

') VI. UnSr.wxTHs Jha, The Pmbhaknnt S,h««l p. :\2
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contact with intellection, then consciousness {njhana) becomes appa-

rent, because it lias apparency (or illumination) as innate nature,

like a lump ; and also the soul l

) becomes apparent, because it is

the abode of the illumination, like the wick of the lamp. Thus

perception contains a triplex [of factors).

Vaieesika] s Also this is not true. Kor when it is conceived

„this is a pot", we do not [necessarily] become .conscious of the

knowcr and the act of knowing. Hut when these two [last-men-

tioned factors] appear and the knowledge [expressed in the words]:

*l apprehend the pot' arises, then we have to do with manam-

pratyiikm [i. e. perception in which the internal organ assists] of

an object, characterised by [its relation towards] knowcr and

knowing-'). Hut no appearancc'of knowcr and knowing takes place

in the
j
inerely-]ocular perception, because otherwise the unwished-

for consequence would be that these two [factors] were of an ocular

nature.

22. Knowledge in general.

Nvava-kandali p. '.Ml I. 21:

Some | the Purvamunamsakas| think: „ Knowledge is to be

proved by inference and is not grasped (perceived) by the internal

organ" ,!

).

|
Siddliantin |: -This is not right, as a mark (probans) is lacking.

Kirst, the object itself is not n mark (probans) of the intellection,

as there is no fixed rule here [i. c. it is possible that things exist

around us and yet we have no knowledge of them].

(A Purvamimamsaka as opponent]: If 1 answer: the object known
is a mark (probans)?

j
Siddliantin]: The jnfifafa *), the being known [of the object],

is a connection between [this object and] our knowledge. This state

of being the object of our knowledge is not experienced, when the

knowledge is not experienced, as the experience of the connection

is dependent on the experience of that which is connected. How-

then can a thing, having this as a characteristic, be a mark (pro-

bans)? Just as in the case of the mark [in general], so must the

characterised mark be known, before it can be the cause of an

inference. Perhaps you mean: .

>) Prabli. School p. 40 n°. 6; p. 7i> iT. 0.

"i Kii.Jholal Lretores p. 93 infra.

») Vrtnh. Sch«>ol p. 26.

«) Cf. Xylyikofi, t. v.
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[Supposed answer of the Purvainiiniunsaka as nn opponent]: Bv
[our own] intellection, immediately after its own prod net ion, a

certain state, culled the jJUitata (the being known) originates in

the thing, like the pakcata (the being cooked) of the rice in con-

sequence of cooking. This stsito is perceived at the same time with
the thing, as it is a property of this thing.

rSiddhantin]: This is not right either. Kor t\\vjMtatu of the thing

is not perceived in the same way as the pnfoatn of rice: its con-

dition of pulse. For the state of the object being within the reach

of perception, and its fitness for our lines of conduct like avoiding,

|

seeking and indifference
J

is a connection between [it and] oujp

intellection, and not ti new property. Moreover, in the same way
as one jHfttalri exists in reference to the object known, so there

would be again another jhutain in reference to this Hrst jiiatatrt,

[and so on]; therefore [the fault of] an endless regress would
ensue.

[Purvamimamsakn as opponent]: lint some, people say: Here the

self-illumination ') in regard to knowledge comes in. What objection

[have you against this notion ]r Besides, the object which really is

characterised by three times [by the fact that it is either in past,

present or future], when known by an intellection, is perceived as*

characterised by the present [in as far as I now know the thing].

Ami this condition of a three-temporal thing as characterised by the

present, is what we call its pidUitil. Ami because [this jitdtu/d] is

produced by knowledge, therefore this Indiala is a mark (probans)

of our knowledge.

[SiddliantinJ: Neither does this hold good in any way. The being

characterised by the present means the being defined by the pre-

sent time. And this characterisation is not made an innate property

of the thing by our knowledge, but it is only an experience [of

ours]. Vox he who upholds knowledge to be inferable from the

sanncdana-) of the object [i. e. from the manifestation of the form

of the object in our soul], must be further questioned by us? Does

this miuvciUiHa of the object inhere in our soul or in the object?

Certainly not in the object, as this repugns the nature of spiritu-

ality. Hut if it inheres in the soul, is then the intellection, which

[according to you] is to l>e inferred from it, something else than

this MHicvdana\

[Piirvamlmamsnka]: If 1 should answer: „[this intellection], the

>) Jnamttijn *itii»akm-<t, l*rsil>li. School |>. 22 no. 4.

2) Trull.. School p. 23.
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cause of this | niiiiiit'rsttitinii], lies in the activity of the kuower?

•j.Siddlmntin j: Is this cause eternal or transient? If transient, then

the cause for its origination must he mentioned.

[Punainiinamsaka]: If I should answer: The conjunction between

the knower and his internal organ, promoted by the object, the

senses \e. as auxiliaries, is the cause of this?

[Siddhantin |: Let these, [soul, internal organ, object \r sense-

organs
|

then be the totality of causes necessary for the arising of

the manifestation of the object; why |do you adopt] such a useless

notion? - But if [you accept] the supposition : „this intellection

is eternal and, having an accidental meeting between object, sense-

organ \c. as its auxiliary, causes an accidental (or transient) mairi-

fe>tation of the object, then there is superfluity of hy|K)thesis with

regard to this
|
notion of intellection), in as far as there would Ihj

an arising of a manifestation of the object, merely by the aggre-

gation of accidental causes. Tor it is certain that the perception of

things and consequently practical conduct [or language in reference

to things: c//(fro//ft/'<t\ nrc brought about only by the manifestation

of the objects.

j
Purvaminiruusaka] : If it is said: Mow can intellection, which

"is bom from object, seme-organ &<. he inherent in soul, if the

soul is not to consist of innate intellection; ') for in case soul is

supposed to be an nnspiritual entity, the inherence could also take

place in the sense-organs eve. in as far as there would be no ditl'er-

ence anymore in their causality?

[Sidilhantin]. This is wrong. Hecausc the limitation follows from

the limitation of the nature of things, .lust as the threads, it is

true, are not yet a cloth, but still in consequence of the limitation

of the general notion of „threndness" the cloth inheres in them,

and not in the shuttle and the other [implements of weaving], in

the same way though the soul is an nnspiritual entity, yet in conse-

quence of the limitation of the general nature of „soulncss" a
limitation will appear with respect to the inherence of knowledge
[in other words: knowledge only inheres in the soul and not in

the sense-organs &c.]

By this we have refuted a dogma, held by some [of the Purva-

Mimanisikas]: „Self-consciousncss is the inl>orn spirituality of soul."

lor then the appearance of this [self-eonsciousjiess] would take place

in the state of transmigration [whereas man only learns to know
the real nature of soul, when he is getting liberated].

>) «'f. I'raMiakitra School j». 78 n
e

. 8, p. 7i» lT. 9 and here book I p. 67 Ved.8. II, 8, 18.
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[I'lirvaiuTinninsjika]: If one should answer: tin obscuration of thii

[self-consciousness] is possible by ignorance?

[Siddhuntin]: Is ignorance [t6 be attributed] to Bralminn and

how, if an eternal self-consciousness exists [in Brnhmnu], can yoji

give a proof for your theory of obscuration ? ') Hut if this [self,

consciousness of Brahman] is obscuratcd, then no intelligence 2
others exists; because the Holy Writ says: „A1I this is resplendent

by His Lustre". 2
) If it [viz. the self-consciousness, the spiritual

nature of Brahman] does shine, then every soul gets liberated,

since ignorance perishes, when knowledge breaks forth. Hut this

ignorance [of everybody's soul] docs not perish, nor does knowledge,

this cause of its annihilation, come forth. Thus there is no liberation

of the (humane) universe; but the intellectual dawning here mid

there cannot be doubted.

23. Thing ami quality arc not identical. 3
)

Nuiya-kandali p. 104 1. 24:

Those who, desirous of [proving) the identity of eoloiu mid sub-

stance, bring forward the argument: the cause of the substance I
also the cause of the colour, may be asked as follows: Does the

colour of an atom originate another colour (./), or does it not (//);

and when originating [another colour], does it originate this in its

own self {Aa)
%
or in its abode, the atom {Ah)} — If it docs \M

originate [this other colour] (//), or originates it in its own sdfl

(Ja) or in its abode (A6)
t
then no colour would arise in the double

atom, and consequently the world, which is based on these [double

atoms], would be colourless.

But, on the other hand, if it originates [another colour] in the

double atom, then — for it is unlit that something non-existent

should be the alwde of anything particular — after the origination

of the double atoms the origination of the colour will tokc place

in them. This one must necessarily acknowledge, because an effect

cannot arise without an abode. And if so, how could there be

identity [between substance and quality], as a relation of priority

and anteriority exists [between them]?

Moreover in a pit which itself continues [existing], colour iVc.

will vanish by conjunction with fire, and if so, then they also

have an origination; this must be acknowledged by you. Now if

1) Hrr* the ftrgumrntntionft nrr dim-H «P»i«*t • Wdflntin.

2) Kath. Uprni. ft, 15, Vvct. tyu. «, 14, Mnnd. Upan. 2, 2, in
3
) Cf. Nyayakandah p. 41 L 2; here p. 870.
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two tiling air so related to each other, tluit the one does not

arise or disappear when the other respectively, arises or disappears,

tlicn there is no identity of these things; this is the rule.

Neither, although [thing and quality] are entirely different,

will the consequence lie that they are perceived separately, because

colour is always abiding in n substance. Why so? Hecausc this is.

the nature {«cfi!i/ifiu//a) of things. Tints all disputes against our

Masters come to an end.

21. Quafiticif in rati//, rainsea hy pre. .

NuhH-kiindnlr p. 100 I. 6.

The atoms do hot possess pores'), beeanse they have no parts.

And if the double atoms were porous, then they could not

originate, beeanse there is no conjunction between the [simple]'

atoms. Hut even if the two [component atoms] were conjoined [and

not. as they air, united by the Lord's a/jeLyi/nutSi]-), (hey would

have no interspace, because only the conjunction of two things.

composed of parts, possesses interspaee, since in one portion the

conjunction takes place and in another it is lacking. Hut this rule

is not applicable to two things, void of |>arts. And in gross

bodies, which we perceive, the pore does not appear. Now to

suppose: ..the pore occurs merely' in the threefold atoms, but is

not seen there, because the threefold atoms does not permit per-

ception", is making matters unnecessarily difficult {gurcl kaljuinfi).

Thus pots \'c are not porous. And iio entrance of fire-atoms into

them takes place, as long as the earthly atoms are not completely

separated. Tor one body, possessing touch, wards off another body

Of a similar nature. Hut if tbe parts are being separated, then ac-

cording to the process of action (movement), disjunc-

tion \c. [as described by Phac/ahtapada] :{

), the annihilation of

the conjunction, originative of the substance, will neccssarilly cause

the annihilation of the substance; thus how could this be manifested

by the entrance of the [f t rivjat oms? The disappearance of

colour \ c. in effect-substances, is only seen in consequence of the

disappearance of the abode; and, on the other hand, their origi-

nation is seen merely as a consequence of the qualities of the causes

{i.e. of the component parts]. Therefore the origination and anni-

') |{»a<l : ^•inim-'ih.

if. ben bwk 11
f. i«;5.
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liilntion of colour iVe. cannot he the result of the conjunction between

the pot | as mi aggregate] and the tire. [Namely]:

The colour &e. of the pot only disappear through the disap-

pen ranee of the abode;

because they are colours, tastes, smells, touches belonging

to an effect-substance;

like the colour &e. of a pot, which is destroyed by

the blow of a Iwimue r.

And similarly:

The colour &c. of the pot originate . from the qualities of

the causes [i. e. the constituent parts];

because they are colour &t. of etfect-substanccs;

like the colour of a piece of cloth.

Moreover formerly [i. e. before the influence of the tire], there

existed looseness between the parts, but now hardness is perceived.

And looseness and hardness cannot enter one abode, just as little

as Holland and ahfiif/tinfa, l>ccause they arc mutually opposed; there-

fore when the previous aggregate is dissolved, then another nggre«

gate is born. If so, the annihilation of the ohr substance
|
takes

place;] owing to the annihilation of its causes, and the origination

of the new substance owing to the existence of its causes; thus

there is continuation {avafislliafe)', and the recognition [of the baked

pot as similar to the pot of clay] has the general notion for its

object, as is also the case with reference to a tire [through which

a regular current of sparks goes on] &e. Also the perception of

every continuation (avast/itl) takes place in consequence of the

gradual disappearance of an effect which really disappears; for a

]K»t is not brought about by a direct gathering of atoms; so that

on the separation of the atoms [the pot] would disappear immedi-

ately, but it is brought about by the intcrmediauce of double

atoms &c. And us long as [the aggregate] which is slowly ltoing

annihilated successively through the annihilation of double, three-

fold &*c. atoms, yea |Mirticles of innumerable parts — all that time

our perception goes still on. In one part the old portions arc

decaying; in another, new. portions are being originated in their

place [in the place of such old portions] by atoms already pos-

sessing [qualities] originated by burning, and this through the series

of double atoms &v. Consequently we see baked and unlinked

portions; and when by the annihilation of oilier portions the former

aggregate enters into a state of decay {vina^yatffi), then in the

next moment owing to the origination of new portions the origi-

nation of the new aggregate will take place together with the
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annihilation .of the old aggregate; thus there would lie a strcamliko

process iuiUuhnhhth'u) and accurate determination (netuttttrattft). As

many ports us there wore in the old pot, so warn will there he

to effectuate the new one; and the same cxtention and multitude

will lie preserved.

(For the pa-sage which follows next and which for its absurdity

j* not worth translating, el*, a parallel passus in tin- Yaicesika

I p.i>k;ira on VII, 1, fi transl. p. 2|s, and here the explanation

of the similar tfeitm-theory p. 201],

£5, frtmhcr, compared t'iffi qualities n* aihtt't" S'c.

Wa-kandab p. 118 I. 32:

[Purvapaksin!: This notion [sc. numltcr] has colour <\o. as its

object.

[Siddlmiitin|: .No, because there is a dissimilarity in these notions.

For [if you were right), this notion [of number j, having the rblmir

[of the object] as its enuse, would be [expressed by words asj blue,

yellow &c and not [by] one, two iVc.

[
Purvapaksin]: Let us then my-: it is without object, because

there is no other object (objective existence) than colour ') etc.

iSiddhantin]: From what does this peculiar from ..one, two,

three \v." [which exists] in it [in that objective existence], originntr?

[Purvapaksin]: If I answer: from the ripening of the rrwuiri*

(impressions) tixed in the alayorijhana. ")

[Siildhautiu]: Then forms [of existence] as blueness must have

the name origin, For there is no difference whatever, caused by

i
perceptional I impression, of this [blueness', when brought under

the reach of knowledge, and the form ..number": by which [diffe-

rence
|
we could decide that one is bom from the object and the

other is not.

j
Purvapaksin j: Hut if I should answer: this difference exists,

for the aki'mi blueness : ") is not mistaken, and the ahlrn number is

untrustworthy.

jSiddhantinj: This is without value. For there is no proof in this

1 if. limn tin Contest* of <mr in'uiicntarv itn|>r<sM<m* (Ayyos). Cf. tin Binl<llii«lic

tlirorv "itrii im-ntionnl: flint a tliinsr if im>rrly thr <rri«i> of its qtmlitirs, i. n. liere

,

p. 8W iiu.l ]-. U«>.

-I M:«'.MXtnt' like r<tliS( ioiisiicv; vt. I>h i,.\ Vai.I.KK PoiSMN, Ihmihlhixmr . OpiHfofM

)'• •*.
*} . -With nltniHi to tin- trrui WMrw '

{oHHlknto , originntly: f<»rm . of h |>frrr|«t) rf. brn-
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case [namely oil the basis of your theory of Vfl*nml* and afat/avi-

jhona\ timt the flkiim blucness is not mistaken. There is no conh'r-

mntioii anywhere in tliis respect/ because those [tlXylms] »rc defined
.is single intellections nn«l are momentary. IW this reason neither

is arf/itth'iyn (practical efficiency) possible. Nor emi there arise n

similarity of the ffltfro* subsisting in former and later intellections,

in as far as nil intellections without, exception have only to do
with their respective nliiriH\ and only such [a similaritv) eould

establish a confirmation, since this requires the perception of a series

of iHilra* similar to the one [in question]. Moreover, since some-
times the perception of dissimilar nkitrfa must nrise, we cannot

always have the perception of similar /7/v7/v7s. — Neither is the

trustworthiness of the fikfira blucness proved by its origination

from the object. Because, if the object is not cognised [i.e. in

ease you consistently accept the mjkfinacflda], then it is not allowed

to affirm that it, [the fllffra), is effected [by the object]: and be-

cause, on the other hand, if the object is [accepted to be] cognised

by another source [than by your /ikftras, namely by direct percep-

tion], then the hypothesis of iikarm becomes useless.
|
In other

words], on the basis of the theory that the object is proved by

the manifestation of the rihlra*, the object is proved by the mani-
festation of a trustworthy fihlw. and in case [you accept the exis-

tence of] the object ns immediately certain, the trustworthiness of

the nkilra* is proved by ascertaining that this [M'tlrri] is effected

[by that]. In this way [the two proofs] suppose each other
(Hnt/oiiynpckxifcaw). Similarly as in the case of the ilkfnn\ blue

ness, so we cannot contradict the rdfna: number, which falls within

the reach of knowledge [i. c. in as far as it is of a subjective

nature]. Nor is it |w>ssible to refute it by going [with our |>crcep-

tion] into the thing [itself]; likewise such a penetration would lie

difficult in the case of blueness &c, since these [objective facts)

are separated [from our soul] by their innate nature [i, e. all our

knowledge of things is relative and never absolutely adequate];

therefore the manifestation of mere lik-fira* governs all [our Know-
ledge]: otherwise sometimes it would not be born from an object,

and sometimes it would -lie; and so there would be no proof for

[facts such as] blue &c,-

[Purvapaksin]: If I should answer: in the case of the not-l>cing of

an external object, we cannot logically expect that the ripening of

trf*?***, which [rijMjiiing] depends for its origin merely on the scries

{sauftlitn) of these [»v7*rr/ir7s], would take place at and during

certain time -*- therefore since such a temporal character is not
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|)(i»ililc fur an rdrtrn: blucness, \c. which originates only from that

m*ta*«< [are may accept) the supposition [that] bliicncss himI such-

like facts
|
exist independently from usj.

Siddhaiitin j: An arising at and during a certain time would

neither tnke place fur ilkfirn* such as one, two, three, unless they

were based on external things; therefore similarly [an objective]

number must be accepted, since the way of occurrence is the same

in both cases.

20. livrxnna ami I ><;c*y<t

(an eggression in the discussion of tfrifva).

Nyaya-kandali p. 110 1. 23.

The intellection ,.two objects" must l>e preceded by the

intellection concerning rice*ai>a (characterise!);

because it is a characterised (r/ftf/nr) intellection

;

like the intellection about [a man] carrying a stick.

And thus when the intellection concerning the quality [„two"|

is proved, then the precedence of the intellection about the rivHana

jsc- about ..twoness"] may be inferred from the fact that [the

intellection concerning the quality] is an intellection about a vh'i*ta.

Those, however, who proclaim the characteriser and the thing

characterised to be contained in one intellection, will tind a ditli-

culty with [the notion] ..fragrant sandal", for the eye has not the

smell for object, nor does the olfactory sense comprehend the object.

Therefore the grasping of the relation does not take place by these

two, since the grasping of the relation is dependent on the grasping

of that which bears the relation, by means of both [sense-organs].

[Objection]: Some people propose the following: „.Just as recog-

nitive perception, born from latent impression (snuiskdrn) and sense-

organ, has the anterior and the posterior for objects, since these

two factors arc capable of that, so will this [notion : ..fragrant

sandal"], born from eye and olfactory sense when united, be the

object of both, since these two factors arc capable of that.

[Siddliiintin] : This is not any better,- as [the notion ..fragrant

sandal"] is indivisible. If the intellection . were to possess parts,

then one portion would be originated by the olfactory organ, the

other by the eye, this distinction would-be logical. Hut if the

notion in question, .effected by both [organs] as one and indivisible,

grasps both the smell and the object, then the smell would apj>er-

tain to the eye, and the object (thus would l>e the alwurd conse-

quence) would lie an object of the olfactory organ; since to be
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grasped l>y !t certain sense-organ mean* to lie the object of

intelleetion produced by it. Neither ctfTTthe internal organ, iurir

uesimal as it is, abide in lx»tli organs at the same time.

Thus after the smell liciiig eomprehended bv the olfactory orj.

the eve, assisted by this comprehension, origi nates the intelleeti

concerning the rrrefjw, [an intelleetion] which has merely the vice*

for. its objective base. This must be acknowledged bv you, el
against your wish. And if this is so, then the following argum
tation has force for other intellections concerning things characteris

That intellection concerning the vicr*i/a (which is the toj

of our dispute), has merely the n\e*//ft for its objective ban

because; it is an intellection concerning a vi^cy/a, win

at the same time it is a perceptional [notion]

;

like the intellection ..fragrant".

[The addition] ..whilst at the same time it is perceptional",

made for the purport of distinguishing it (vf/m-acr/ict/a) from p
ban tin I intellection {laipgiknm jhdimm).

[Opponent]: Hut if the innate nature of the substance were the

objective base of the intellection concerning the vicex>/«, then this

notion would also arise, when a v'n;c*a»a is lacking. Hut since the

riccxaiia gives rise [to this notion], so, when the rip>*(nia is lacking,

no intellection about a vifetya can arise. The notion which would

arise, namely, would not differ from the notion of the innate n:it-ire

of the object, because another kind of intelleetion will not arise

without another kind of object.

[SiddhantinJ: No, \\m\ arc wrong], lor we agree [with tlint

which you adduce, but not with your conclusion]. We do not

assert the innate nature of the object as such to be the base of

the intellection concerning the ri<
t
c*ya> but the characterised [innate

nature]. That condition of l>eing characterised, surpassing the innate

nature <jua talis, which manifests itself in the intellection „[thil

man] carrying a stick", is not simply the notion of the man as

such ; and neither of the possession of conjunction with the stick.

Namely in the notion : „[thc man] with the stick" we become

conscious of a man who is different from other [men]; and thin

attributeness of the stick is that which differences. Therefore it is

taught: vife*ana»i vyaraechcdakani , i.e. the charaetcriser is a factor

of distinction. The stick, namely, whilst causing the assigning of

its attrilmteucss with reference to the man, distinguishes him from

another.

The following is the difference [lietwecn a vi^atta and an]
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*ptilakipt#<i '). The "palak*ai>a distinguishes, but doe* not give rise

to the notion of its being All uposnrjann (an attribute, or something

snbordinan), for whereas in the expression „tk*ttin" the stiek is

conceived as an npa*ur)nna to the man, we do not eoneeive „the

twisted loeks of hair" as an t'pasarjana with reference to the nseetic,

in an expression as „the ascetic with the twisted hairs {jaffih/nn

tit/nisa/i). The stick, in the first instance, is secondary, and the

man primary, in accordance with the surplus or non-surplus of

enjoyment in the practical efficiency.

|
Opponent

J:
lint is then this relation of victnana and rivc*yfi

not of n reflective kind (tipekfiht) and therefore unreal?

jSiddhiintinJ: Hut do yon not see that verbal usage with refe-

rence to doer, act. \e. is both reflective and real? This has been

extensive!* explained in the gloss on the S/tmgraha.

27. (laicr«I proof for tlitality. 2
)

Nxaya-kandal! p. 122 I. 22:

|
Vijuanavadin]: Why! This whole explanation of the originating

&c. of duality is wrong, as there is no proof for the existence [of

duality
J.

|
Opponent]: If I should answer: the intellection: „two" is a proof?

|
Yijnaiiavadiu): No, it is not; as a quality of „seizable"-ness

docs not exist. Tor an object, which would be sensible by know-

ledge, is cither originating or not originating. In both cases an

impossibility arises, as the non-originating' thing is not, and the

originating thing does not possess continuance.

J

Opponent): If 1 should answer: the past thing is seizable by

knowledge, l>ccause it causes this [knowledge]?

[Vijiianaviidin]: No, since the fact that the thing ap|>enrs as

present refutes it; moreover, the unwished-for consequence {pranaTiga)

would Ihj that the organs of sense arc sellable ns well [and accor-

ding to general opinion the sense-organ itself is atindriya, beyond

the reach of sense],

[Opponent]: If I should answer: The innate nature of a thing,

>) <>ii.ii\h\'s explanation heir of the difference in the notions rke*nn% and »iw1nk*niM

i« not <|iiitc rli-ar. Perhaps we must understand it as follows: Ascetics, nt lea»t ^ivaite

MMilkj — mid here we ninst remember that (,'rrdhara himself was a ^'ivaite — wore

twiMiil lock* of hair. An expression therefore, like „nn ascetic willi twisted kwks of

hair" ic.nld In- compared with r white snow" in as far as it expresses explicitly that which

i- already contained in the main notion.

'-') t'f. here book IV section VII tables A, fl & E.
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[which nature is] brought al>out by the totality of its causes, is

such, that it alone is seizahle, though there is no dissimilarity in

respect to causation [between the things and the sense-organs]; hut

that the sense-organs &fe. arc not .seizahle. Further the ap|>eaiance

of present time has reference to the immediately following moment
[i. e. the interval in time lietween the acting of the object upon

us and our perception of the object is only one moment; and thus,

being so short may be neglected |.

[Vijuanavadin]: Hut again, what do you understand by the seize-

bleness of u thing.

[Opponent): If 1 should answer: Its being the cause of knowledge?,

[Vijuanavadin]: Again the consequence would be the seizableness

of the sense-organ as well. Kor there is no dissimilarity between

this [and the object
|

in reference to mere causation.

[Opponent]; If I should answer: the self-manifestation of know-

ledge means the seizableness of the other, [of the thing]?

[Vijuanavadin]: The manifestation of the essential nature of the

one, is the seizableness of the other! Truly this is more than clearl

[Opponent): No, it is clear; for wc must not examine any further

the innate nature [of things]. Knowledge then possesses as its

essential nature the grasping of the object. Therefore, the manifes-

tation of its essential nature is the seizing of the object. And that

[particular knowledge) which is horn from a thing, is the seizing

of this selfsame thing, and not of any thing indefinitely; therefore,

no ali/irasanf/a (to wide an applicability) takes place.

[Vijuanavadin]: No; lnvause they are one thing. The being born,

namely, from an object is the originating from an object-of-know-

ledge. And this [originating! is one, and it is not a quality of the

knowledge and of the thing. So it will not determine the object.

Knowledge, now, is not fa quality] of the object, since it is the

quality of something else. And the differentiated relation of the one

as the seizor towards the other as the thing scumble, is established,

lM3cause it [i. e. the above-mentioned originating of the knowledge

from the object-of-knowledge] determines both , and localise it does

not determine one of the two members of the relation. Neither

does causality with reference to knowledge exist in jmst or future

things, because they arc not [now].

[Opponent]: If I should answer; the establishing of the relation

between seizahle and seizor results from the establishing of the

relation bctweqn object and experiencer of the object?

[Vijuanavadin]: No, [you are wrong], because there is no difference

[l>etween the viiaya-viiayi-bhava and the griihya-grahakabhavd].

Verh. Kon. Aktd. t. Weteotch. N. Rertt. ni. XVIU N«. 1 27
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[Inserted remark by the author |: Since the [opponent] is requested

to mention the eause particularising both [grafa/a and (fn~ihnha\

. the wish of giving this lor answer, clearly lies in each of the fol-

lowing answers.

[Opponent]: If I should say: the essential nature of knowledge

is the state of seizing a particular object.

[Yijuanavadin]: Hut when this essential nature of it [i. c. of

knowledge] is again without a reason, then partieularisation docs

not ensile.

[Opponent]: Hut let it be said so [i. e. let us use the term svn-

blnica\ for the purport of having a reason [to which we may refer].

[Vijiiauavadin]: Hut why should we talk about such a smhhava

(innate nature); I do not sec that it is different from tndtttpatti

(cattail relation).

[Opponent]: Hut it is said: that which effects knowledge, gives

its own form to this knowledge; this [thing] is the perceivable of

that; and nothing else. The form of the object is of necessity to

be found again in the knowledge, because otherwise the mere intel-

lection, void of form, would be equally related to all objects; and

because, if the distinctions: „this [intellection relates] to a blue

[object], that [intellection relates] to a yellow [object]" are not

[allowed], the conception of different objects would not exist. Kor

this reason one says that trustworthy knowledge
|

/namaun] has the

form of the object. And this [form of the object] which is of a

particular nature, brings the knowledge into connection with the

particular object; but the sense-organs &c. which arc [the] common
[Imsis of all experiences] do not possess this role. Therefore it is said:

„[Thc form] moulds it [i. e. the huddhi, intellection] after the

object, without losing its character as form of the object,

..trustworthy knowledge, therefore, is the possessing the form of

the thing to be known, in consequence of the thing's penetration

[into consciousness]."

And elsewhere it is said:

„The being conscious of it [of the thing] cannot !>c a mere state

of oaf consciousness; for [consciousness] remains the same with

reference to everything; but similarity of form l
) penetrating it [i.e.

intellection], will cause it to correspond [with the object]."

[The problem of the nkflra formulated and examined by
the Vijnanaviidin]. We answer to this as follows: Is either the object

') Rrnd «.»c/ir iy.i/, tml.
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perceived by means of this form-possessing knowledge, or its form
or both?

[Refutation of the last point]: To begin with the third
point: not both, because we always become conscious of only one
form: „this blue".

[Discussion of the first point]: The hypothesis that the
object is perceived by knowledge, is not allowable, because the
knowledge [about a thing] does not arise at the time of the exis-
tence of the individual nature of the thing, and because it is not
lit that the past should appear in our knowledge as if it were the
present. And if you would answer: „the hatm, if helped by aub-
sidiaries of intellection, always appears as the present", then you
show too great a conlidenee in the maxims of n school, because
that. [i. e. the thing which has acted on consciousness] cannot be
grasped by this [i. c. the present act of consciousness. — What
is here the reason, that discriminative knowledge reveals to us one
particular object, and not every one? Hccausc there does not exist
identity {Imhilnn/a) between both [knowledge and object]; and
neither is causal relation (huhiipnlii) the reason for discrimination
{vj/aensfha), [i.e. it does not show the difference between object
and sense-organ

J, as has been said.

[Opponent]: If I should my. the fact of having a certain form
is the reason for this fixation.

[VijuanavadinJ: Why then does the one blue-moment [i. e. the
momentary state of consciousness, containing the notion of blue]
not grasp another blueness which has the same form as well?

[Opponent]: If I should say: the function of grasper [grilkaka)
is the innate nature of knowledge only, but not of the thing?

[Vijnanavadin]: Kven then one intellection „blue" would liear

on all moments of blue, localise [those kifanm] do not diHer from
one another as to this form.

[Opponent]: The function of the graspd only belongs to the
thing-moment (arMa-faiia), which causes itself [i. e. its eorrespon-
dent notion in the mindj to arise by means of causality {(fuhttfrnftt)

and similarity of form (gftnt/jt/rt).

[Vijnanavadin]; Then also the pereeivablcncss {ym/n/atva) of sense-

organ and of the 9amanantam-pratyafa [i. e. the immediately pre-

cedent contents of consciousness] would come in, as knowledge arises

also through them. And indeed this rightly l>cars a similarity of
form [to these two], scil.: [1] the being particularly directed towards
the grasping of an object, and [2] the possessing of the character
of consciousness (bodha).

27*
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[Opponent]: But wo menu: The two similarities [which you men-

tion]: that between intellection mid sense-organ, namely their being

directed particularly towards the grasping of an object, and [2] that

between an intellection and the Mmanantara-prrth/aya, 1
) namely

their character of consciousness, are common to all cognitions. Bat

the similarity in form to the object is special [for one cognition],

because the form of blue occurs in the intellection „blue" which

itself has arisen from [the objective] blue. And the property which

is special, is determinating, and in consequence of this distinction

it happens that the cognition grasps the object, and docs not grasp

tin; sense-organ and the mmnnnnfdra-prntyayn.

[Vijnanavadin j: Neither does this hold good, because the unwished-

for consequence would be that [intellection] would grasp the satnaih

anlnra-prafgni/a which has tin; same object.

[Opponent]: That which causes the form of blueness iVc. to arise

in the cognition, is the perceivable of this [cognition], but the

form of blueness iVc. does not originate, in the streamlike cognition,

from the 9am(tnaa$nra-pratgaya\ but from, the object. For we Hud

the adequatencss of this in all cases where it [the „form of blue-

ness" in the mind] arises, according to agreement and contrariety.

[Vijnanavadin]: If 1 should say: [I believe the sanmnniifarn-

prafyriya to be the cause of the intellection], because conscious-

ness {fiorflia) is found to be adequate, wherever the form of „con-

scious" arise?''.

[Opponent]: The scizablc is that which projects the form of blue

&c.
|
on the mind]; therefore „this" [the form in the mind] is the

indication of „that" [the object],^) and not of anything ad libitum.

The restricted
1

innate nature of the seizahleness is that which deter-

minates it. If so, the determination results from the determinated

character of the innate nature. Knowledge, namely, when origi-

nating, can be described as the becoming conscious of an object

determinated by its effecting complex. And similarly the object is

subjected to this becoming conscious {vedi/atva) by the determinated

character of its innate nature of vedyatva, but sense-organs are

not such.

[Vijnanavadin]: Then the form {akfira) is no factor. For the act

of cutting has not the form of the tree, by which [form] this

[act] would get connected • with the tree and not with the nxe;

but the innate nature of the [act of cutting] and the tree arc snch

i) Ct .V..v-,.,i N.8. IF p. 110 n. 122.

-) Krftd: tanya.
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that it [the catting] is determinated their, and not elsewhere.

„This" is the act of being conscious of „that", also this discrimina-

tion (vt/avast/ta) has only the appearance u condition; therefore the

akara is not required.

[Discussion of the second point: Vijuanavadin]: But,

[perhaps yon nmy suggest]: „\vc do not become conscious of the

object, but only of its form, by means of form-possessing cogni-

tion?" Then the existence of the object cannot be proved; neither

is there a seizing {graham) of the object, nor an apprehension [of

its perception] (ad/ii/aws/lya). Reflection {vikafpa), namely, is quite

out of the question; for although reflection really has the compa-

rison [of two aims, of two desires \c] for its function, it abandons

this original function in those cases where sensation takes place,

because of its immediate following after this perception; then on

receiving the activity of nnfother] factor [as an auxiliary], it makes

the object manifested. Hut where sensation does not take place,

there reflection is powerless, because the factor is lacking.

[Opponent]: If I should say: The form of the intellection, which

ascertains a cause resembling itself, is a proof for the existence of

the thing?

[Vijnanavadin]: How then does an exterior object, project a

material form [on our mind]? What does this word tend to? There-

fore [let us concede:] no material semblance \nbfnl8a, i. c. akara,

form] of itself is effected by the object in the cognition. And where

it is thus obstructed in one respect, [namely with reference to

materiality], it is neither possible in several respects. Hut the [mental]

form, not originated from an object, exists now and again by some

cause or other [in our mind], it is truly experienced
,
[although]

not existing; similarly another [mental] form will exist and will

be truly experienced, [although] not existing. Neither is in your

theory of akaras the distinction between truth and falsity of the

cognition-forms easy; this has been pretty well found out. More-

over/ the form of consciousness frames then a resembling object as

the cause, when it is understood that the cause is of such l
) a form

as belongs to consciousness. Hut even when an object gets to be

known 2
), such a notion [of similarity between our sensation and

the exterior object] does not arise, because the ascertainment of

causality and similarity would depend on the grasping of both.

Thus the proof for the existence of the object does not arise from

*) Read: tadffam eva.

*) Bead: arthtuya tnmvedyatve.
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the [mental] form, and consequently neither does the [proof for the]

causality. So then cnnsnlity cannot be a definition of seizablencss

((jm/iynfrn). Neither is the [thing'sj causality capable of projecting

its form [on our mind]. Therefore it is well said: „thcre is nothing

else which can he experienced [by us] than intellection, because

sci/ahlencss cannot be defined, lor the same reason an object,. apart

from cognition, does not exist.

[Opponent]: And if the solid [object] does not reveal itself,

then neither do we become conscious of something else which reveals

it, because we always become conscious of only one form [such as

„this blue"J.

[Vijnanavadin]: Hut there is such a revealer, and this, if not

apparent itself, would not reveal an object which possesses a 'not-

revealing innate nature.

That which has an unapparcnt manifestation, is itself

unapparent

;

like an object hidden by a but &c.;

and the exterior object has a manifestation un-

apparcnt to another.

Similarly: that which reveals [something] to another, does not want

another exemplar of its class in order to reveal itself;

like a lamp;

and knowledge reveals [things] to another [scil.

to human soul .

Therefore only consciousness [batlka) which becomes apparent itself,

reveals objects; so we do not wander from sound reasoning.

If so, then there would be identity, of the thing known and

the knower, as between the omniscient and that which is not omni-

scient, because of the regular occurrence of simultaneous perception.

The not regular, [only accidental] occurrence of simultaneous in-
ception is the pervader (py/fpata) of difference (non-identity);

l>ecause a regular , occurrence of perception at the same time

does not take place with reference to blue and yellow;

and the regular occurrence of simultaneous perception is repugnant

to the only accidental occurrence of simultaneous perception.

Krgo: the regular occurence — which is excluded from the only

accidental occurrence and consequently from [the existence of] diffe-

rence, because we meet here with a contradiction to the pervader —
rests ftpon identity. Thus we have here a pratibandha-siddhi (an

inference by means of ..obstruction").

And you may not argue: the word saha (in aahopalambha) means,

comradeship as well as simultaneity; and in consequence of the*
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difference of these two [word-meanings], the fallacy, called vt/a/n/atrnd-

vir/rdd/ta, creeps in; because we have to accept [in both premises]

„illusionary co-existence" as the differencer of the probans. For also

in the case of the double moon, [which is] one of [our common]
examples, the co-existence is illusionary, and not real, since there

is only one moon.

[Opponent]: If I should say: the consciousness-moment of omni-

science perceives all living being simultaneously with its own self;

still they are non-identical with the omniscience-cognition. So the

fallacy, called anaifalnlika, creeps in.

[Vijnanavadin]: No, because this is not the rule. When the

simultaneous perception of two facts takes place in respect to Atauas,

then this [simultaneous perception] follows the rule [which I mean],

because two Asanas cannot be perceived again apart from each

other, lint I do not mean a rule for simultaneous perception with

reference to [moment-jseries. ') And there is not a perception at the

same time, of the omniscient-series with another conscience-series,

since the omniscient may abide at a certain moment only in its

own self. And then the omniscient does not become [by that] a

non-omniscient, because his capability still exists, just as a cook

[remains a cook], although he is not cooking.

That which is cognised by a cognition, does not differ from this

cognition;

as the „sclf" of a cognition [i. e. as the self-cognition which

is attached to any cognition], does not differ [from this cognition];

and blue <\c are cognised [by cognitions].

For suppose that there was non-identity , then it [the object] could

uot be known by the cognition, localise identity, which is the

reason for the constant relation, would not exist, and causal rela-

tion cannot fix such a relation, in as far as too wide an applica-

bility [atiprasaJigd) would creep in, scil. that one thing, not con-

nected with another, would still be cognisable, by this. Therefore

since we do not become aware of the pervading (vyapaka) relation

(reason for the constant rule) in the case of difference, cognisability,

excluded from difference (as vipafya), will be [logicnllyj-pervaded

by non-difference. Thus runs the proof by means of ..obstruction"

for the probans. By this [argumentation] we have also shown the

identity of the [cognition-]forra „Ego" and cognition. And as for

the appearance of the scizable , the scizer and the act of consciousness,

*) A moment-woes in Buddhistic terminology corresponds with the atman in V»ice«k«

expression.
,
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•as separate, [on which you base your theory], this is [simply] nn

illusion like tin; appearance of twoness in one moon. Also here

the cause is: the vftmnn [i.e. an impression in the mind which is

given over by one moment to the next moment, like odour from

one thing hi another] of difference, a vasann without beginning

and with an uninterrupted course. — As has been said [by

DllAKMAKIKTl]:.

..Multiplicity is [merely) perceived by erroneous cognition, ns in

the moon which is exempt of duality."

[Opponent]: Hut granted that the exterior [object) does not exist,

what then is the cause of the intellection which [often) arises and

possesses the form „blue" &c. As has been said: ..[There is] an

intellection about the thing, it possesses the form of this; this

[intellection] now, having the form for difference!-, does it take its

origin from the exterior [thing] or from elsewhere? This question

deserves examination."

)
Vijuanavadin j: |l in my turn ask:| granted that the exterior

[thing] exists, what then is the cause of this [cognition]?

[Opponent]; If I should say: the object, such as blue iVc.

|
Vijuanavadin |: Hut this is not seen, because the object transcends

the senses.

[Opponent |: If I should say: it must be inferred from the mani-

fold ncss of the effects.

[
Vijuanavadin ): Let us accept then a manifoldness of power in

the mmaiHiutarft-pratyaya which is seen
[
in opposition to the object

which is really not seen]. Also the manifoldness of form (flkilra) in

our consciousness during sleep, is in accordance with this; because

here is no question of a capability of objects, located at different

places and times, in as far as they do not exist.

[Opponent | : Then the notion of va negated ness (manifoldness)

would not exist; because from the oneness of intellection would

ensue the oneness of that which is not differentiated from it; and

beenUse, if the intellections differed from ono another in respect to

their forms, each of these intellections would Dp fixed only by its

own form; and because a sciacr of their forms, apart from those

[intellections], would not exist.

[Vijuanavadin]: We answer to this: in the first place, it cannot

lie said that the variegated colour does not appear; for this is

contradicted by consciousness. Hut the material (Jada) is unfit to

become manifested. Therefore this [variegated] colour has cognition

as its essence. And no multiplicity in the intellection [originates]

here from the multiplicity in the forms, because the variegated
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colour, which is one, docs not possess a multiplicity of ..forms".
And so as there is one form of blue, which has ..blue" for its

innate nutiire, so the one vn riegnted ness has a form which hns
„variegateducss" for its inunte nature. And the intellection . active
with reference to this [vnricgntednc»]„ which is identical with [the
intellection] itself, is active or not active with reference to the
entire [variegated ness], but is not active [or inactive] with reference
to a part of it, because it is without parts. lor those parts which
seem to be different from each other, are not the variegated colour.
80 there is not the slightest difficulty.

[Opponent]: The form „material':\ifMrf~ jntta) mnv Iks proved
in a similar wn"y.

[Vijnanavadin]: An aggregate which is one and of a material
nature, does not exist, ') because plurality wonld be the consc(pience
of its insisting of several parts.

Some say: the form of the intellection, as occurring in one intel-

lection, is one mid of a material nature, thus the contradiction
between the movement [of the part] and the [simultaneous] rest
[of the whole] may be rejected [with reference to transcendental
natnre] [as lieing merely] a contradiction in hitman consciousness. *)

Others, however, say: the form of the intellection, appearing in

consequence of a hegiiiutnglcss Vft*i»i}, docs not alhfw any exami-'
nation; truth (reality) is falsity. Namely:

that which is pratyaya (notion) does not possess an exterior
foundation;

like the notions in sleep and suchlike [conditions of con-
sciousness]. 3

)

This pralyaya of the waking man, is a pillar iVe. Their lack of
foundation is seen in sleep &c., for there they arc connected with
notional nature; the innate natnre of the notion of the waking man
is also notionality. And if it would abandon its basclesncss (mril-

lambanatra), then it wonld give up its innate nature likewise.

[Opponent]: Hut snp|>ose that all notions were [objectively] Use-
less, then the notions [occurring in our argumentation*], such os

the dftarnnVr (or JM***), the probans, the example tfe. would be
baseless, and in consequence of the non-existenceof the dhnrmxn, the
probans &-c., we could not go in for inference. Hut on the other
hand, when they possess an [objective] basis, then we can make use
of these [notions] for this purport.

») Cf. Xyayakanrfah p. 41 1. 12 &c.

2) ibidem p. 41 I. 24 Ac.
3
) Cf. here book IV section VII table A, firnt paraage.
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[Vijnanavadin]: Not thus. Hccausc these [notions], which have no
evterial foundation, are causes for our inferences, simply in as far

as they are acts of consciousness. For we see that knowledge arises

from not-knowledgc, as for instance the understanding of words
from the written characters.

[Opponent]: Hut the lines &c. [which form the written characters

and] which make the words known to us, arc existing according

to their innate nature.

[Vijiiiinaviidin|: Indeed they are; hut they are not informativo

by this characteristic [as being existent], hut they are such in conse-

quence of the projection (adliyriropd — ii/ia/tlava) . of the form „ /fa,

\kfia, //«]" \e. and for this reason they are not unfit for the effect

[seil. for information].

— Tims the short exposition of the purvapak*a.

[Vaieesikaj: That which has been said [by you) /.duality of sei/er

and seizable does not exist], because no definition of the
seizable can be given" 1

)
— this is not sufficient for proving

the non-existence of objects. For the exterior object would not be

seizable, and neither its non-existence, in as fur as non-existence

of seizing takes place in consequence of a debarment [from oiir

perception] by innate? nature, as in the case of a spirit iVc.

[Vijnanavadin]: If I should say: [the difference, made between

the exisfence and non-existence of a thing, is reasonable; for:] non-

existence is proved by not-seizing, should [the object, if existent,]

have allowed Mir seizing.

[Vaieesikaj: Hut how, again, is the yogyala (the fitness for l)cing

seized) of the thing, ascertained? For its seizing has never taken

place. Ami if it had, then the seizable would no longer be inde-

finable. Moreover the [act of] seizing is based on the seizer and
the seizing intellection is founded in its own self; and merely

from this follows the seizablencss 2
) of that which is different from

[i.e. exterior to] it; and to say: „this not grasping follows from
the non-existing of the seizable", is a saSyrwipv/a (= sadfu/asama)*).

Moreover I beg you to answer the following question i what seiza-

blencss belongs to the form of the intellection? For [lly] [this form]
is not the cause of the intellection; because it' is not separated

from, [i.e. because in a certain way it is identical with] the

intellection. Neither [Sly] does this form foundate an[other] form,

i) Cf. Ny. Kan.l. 122, 21.

-) Rrnd: Uui anyiuyn i/»vWiy.»M.

3
) Cf. Oaut. 8dtr» I, 9, 8.
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because we do not experience such n duplicate of forms. Neither
[Sly] supposing that [the form is] the essence of the intellection,
[do we get a definition of] seizableness, because we do not seizo

[this form] during the state of deep sleep, although, if being
identical with intellection [i. e. with „state of consciousness" in
general], it would also go on then, like the series of intellections;

[during sleep, namely, the series of intellections goes on, but deprived
of form, whilst the intellections of our waking stiite. possess form],

[VijimnavadinJ: If I should say: the state of apparition in general
is the seizableness of the form?

[Vaieesika]: Hut what is this apparition of the form?
[Vijnanavadin]: If 1 should answer: the arising of the possibility

of different conduct: abandoning, [taking up, and being indifferent],

[which conduct is] based on intellection?

[Vaieesika]: Hut this possibility is just that to which the exterior
object gives rise. Namely, when people have a notion harmonising
[with the object], then they accept, reject or are indifferent ') with
reference to this exterior object, but not with reference to anything
else: to a mental form {attlra). Thus your proposition, that the
seizable cannot be defined, is unproved.

[VijnHnavildin]: If T should ask: how is the possibility of
the conduct of one thing [namely, of the hnmnn person],
brought about by tbe arisi ng of another thing [namely,
of the exterior thing]

[Vaieesika]: because [the latter thing] shows an innate nature
which corresponds to a certain conduct towards that object, in

accordance with the complex of causes of its innate nature. Thus
your objection is not of much importance {Hi t/ot kirn cif). By
this we have also refuted [your argumentation wlirli has to do
with] cognisability {wli/atea). 2

) For also when difference exists

[between the cogniscr and the cognisoble], the eognisnbility will

arise according to the fixed rule which is supplied by the complex
of causes of the innate nature of cognition, been use [in your argu-
mentation] the exclusion [of the probans] from the vipafya is un-
certain. — Also your thesis that the material 3

) is not capable of

manifestation, [cannot be accepted; for it] is either a proof of that

which does not want a proof {siddhasildhana), namely in the case

when you define [the material] as that which does not possess

manifestation as its nature; or it is not admissable, namely in the

J
) Head MfU'k>inn(e,

2) Cf. Ny. Kand. 12«, 12.

s
) Cf..Ny. Kand. 125, 16 and 127, 2.
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case when yon understand [the manifestation] ns n eontaet [between

soul ami phjcct]. 1'or such a royal edict: ..there shall he no mani-

festation-contact of the material [and the soul]", nowhere exists.

[As for the saying]: „Thc net of knowing stands and falls with

the object to he known, as the act of cutting with the object to

be cut" 1
); also [here] the exclusion of the constant rule of the simul-

taneous perception [as the prohans] from the vipakna is doubtful;

because "n constant rule of the simultaneous grasping of blue and

the notion of blue, may be the result of the fact that [cognition]

itself and its counterpart [i. e. the object] are both cognisable by

[one] intellection.

[Vijuanavadin]: If 1 should say: since the exterior [thing] does

not exist, knowledge is not the cogniser of something else.

(Vaicesika]: When it is proved that the exterior [thing] does

not exist, then the exclusion of the prohans from the vipnk^a is

proved ; and when this [exclusion] is proved, then this may serve

as a prohans for the non-existence of the vipakyi, thiis there is a

mutual lie petitionee [of propositions].

[Vijuanavadin]: Let it be so, what does it matter?

[Vaicesika]: Also the constancy of the simultaneous perception is

not proved, for when we perceive an object as exterior [and express

this by the words:] „thia is blue", then we do not [always] per-

ceive the [mental
]

perception [itself] which is different [from the

object]; [in other words: when we perceive on object, we do not

always reflect on our perception].

[Vijuanavadin]: If I should sav : when it is proved that know-

ledge cognises itself, then the constant rule of simultaneous percep-

tion will be proved.

[Vaicesika]: But how do you prove this self-cognition [of intel-

lection]?

[Vijuanavadin]: If I should say: 2
)

that which make's apjMircnt [other things], docs not need

any help for its own manifestation;

like a lamp.

[Vaicesika]: The use of a lamp lies in its warding off the

darkness which abides in its place; this work is done by itself

[without any help]; for that purport it does not require anything

else, for such [an auxiliary] would Ikj useless; but in view of its

perception , it requires the eye [and the other factors of perception];

thus the example is nnsutticient for [proving] the probandum.

1) Cf. Ny. Kand. 125, 24.

2
) The name argument ha* been nsed Ny. Kand. 126, 21.
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[Vijnanavadin]: But I tnkc the notion ..intellection" in the
sense of „power whirl, manifests", therefore it docs not need any
toimjr else.

[Vaieesika]: Then the fallacy, culled a*a<U,r,ra„o httuh, creeps
in. — As to your argumentation

:

l
)

that which has an Vinaparent manifestation, is itself un-
apparent,

like a hidden object;

here takes place non-apparency, non-manifestation, of the hidden
object; but not 2) i„ consequence of the non-apparencv of the mani-
testation but sunply of the non-existence of [the manifestation!
Itself, thus [we meet here with the fallacy, called ryupty^mhl

Also your argument: ..because it [scil. the notion' of 'bine &el
i- « notion",'') does not hold good; in as far as the example is
fallacious tor also the notional states such as sleep, have, although
created by imagination, [indirectly] an objective base, and are
not confined [m their origination] to the sonl, in ns far a* objects
enjoyed during waking state, appear to us then, owing to their
latent impression \samhlra), otherwise we could not explain the
constancy of the arising of those [dream-notions] with reference to
objects, seen, heard, experienced.

Moreover, when the exterior thing docs not exist, how can we
ever get a perception with denned form [and expressed in the words]
„tlus is blue".

"^ J

[Vijnanavadin]: If I should say: this is a form of our con-
sciousncss {vijnnnn).

[Vaieesika]: No, [you arc mistaken], liecause we have a cogni-
turn of something existing outside our intellection. For should it
be a mere form of our intellection, then the notion would lie
[expressed by the words:] „I am something blue", but not [bvl
„this is blue". L JJ

[Vijnanavadin]: If 1 should say: since the intellections differ one'
from another, the notion „1" will belong to one, and the notion
„tlus blue to another.

[Vaicesika].- [No], because the form {Mara) „Ego" is not con-
stituted so as the forms „blue" &c. are. Namely, that which is
understood by one, as the Ego, is considered by another as the Tu

[Vijnanavadin]: The occurring of [the notion] „Ego" to the
mind, takes place in the cognition of the self by the self.

*) Ky. Kand. 125, 18.

2
) Read: aprakdfo na nvnynm.

8
) Cf. Ny. Kand. 127, 12.
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[Vaicesika]: Is then perhaps the cognition almut another a cog-

nition about one's own innate characteristic?

[Vijnanavadinj: If I should say: the notion of difference (non-

identity) results form error {bhranti).

[Vaieesikaj: The difference, ascertained by perception, is real.

[Vijnanavadinj: No, it is not.

[Vaieesikaj: Why?
["Vijnanavadinj:. If I should answer: perception is erroneous, as

has been said:

[As to
|
that portion [i. e. the exterior world] which is located

outside the other portion [i.e. ontside the sonl], the appa-

rition of difference in intellection which is really undivided,

forsooth, is a subjective illusion {upaplava).

|
Vaieesikaj: Why this?

|
Vijnanavadinj: If I should any: because we can prove this identity

by inference.

|
Vaieesikaj: Inference receives its own nature, localise its topics

(vixaga) ate not refuted (abfidtrita), whilst perception is erroneous;

and on the other hand when inference has received its own nature,

then the erroneonsness of perception is the logical consequence,

thus there is the fault of mutual dependence [of proposi-

tions], lint let »is grant that difference is a subjective illusion

(riplara), what gives rise to the notion of an object, located in a

fixed place? Tor there is [in your theory] no [room for a] canse

of the restriction: „herc this
f
illusion] shall be projected, and

nowhere else."

f
Vijnanavadinj: If I should say: the limitation in this projection

ensues from the limitation in the vftmnris.

|
Vaieesikaj: No, [this is not possible], because this \va»anii] can

neither be the cause of this limitation in space. Hut when the

existence of the objects is [accepted], then the perception will take

place in that spot where the object is situated, and the latent

impression \p*m*a % here = namkitrti], originated from this [per-

ception] will refer to that [same] spot. But when the exterior objects

do not exist, there is no cause which could limit the ifisana to a

certain spot. Moreover differentiation in the effect is not possible

without differentiation in the cause.

|
Vijnanavadin]: If I should say: the exterior object does not

exist. Therefore the manifoldness !
) of the vasanas [exists and is

the cause of the manifoldness of our experience, of the karyavu;e*a

J
) Ct Kj, Kan.l. 127, 3.
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which you have just mentioned]; and the origination of this mani-

foldness [of Vf/sanrln'j springs from the insmifohlness of [other vnsanas

which are] their causes nnd so without a beginning.

[Vaicesika]: If the manifoldness of the v/lsaj/a* is the same ns

the forms of our intellections, how then do the cV/jw/jmj differ from

one another? And if it is different [from these- forms], what objec-

tion have you against [the existence of] the objects; [an objection

on your side] which puts aside the conception of everybody? And
by what factor is the [mental] form projected?

[Vijiianavadin]: Hy our intellection?

[Vaicesika]: Is this projection {bnkirilrapa) the becoming conscious

by means of it [i. e. by our intellection] of the form in our own
soul; or is it something else? [I| In the first alternative the result

will be that the true notion of this [intellection] and the false

notion are the same; because the seizing of the form is true through

its being simply a contents of an intellection; and because the con-

ception of exteriority does not correspond with reality. Hut \$) if

[the projection is] something else, then [a] there is no existence

successively, because the cognition, (which is supposed to be] the

cause of this [projection], only exists momentarily [and therefore

cannot exist one moment as cognition, and another moment as

projection], and neither [//] can we conceive simultaneously one

thing [as cognition] to be true and- [as projection] to be false; and

finally [c] we cannot conceive, besides succession and simultaneity,

a third modus, so that knowledge, subject to this, would grasp

the form in one's own soul and project it. Moreover, if an object,

such as blue &e. were a form of intellection, then only he who

conceives the form, would perceive [the object]; but no one else

would see it; yet the one object is perceived by several; because

all at the same time are active with reference to it, because one

understands: the [object] which is seen by you, is also seen by

me. So then this object is not a mere form of intellection. — Hut

when you, in contradiction to [what is taught by] our intellection-

form, proclaim: „bluc &C. appear to us, as merely false", 1
) then

no limitation of origination out of limited causes, nor a practical

efficiency is possible; when there is no object, then no causal

influence whatever belongs to anything; or every [causal influence]

can be attributed] to everything ; neither is there a harmony of

practical efficiency of everything, nor disharmony, because all diffe-

rentiation does not exist. As has been said by the Gurus:

*) Ny. KanH, 127, 11.
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The taste, the ctn/a (sensific power) and the digestion of

of those who take imaginary pills and those take real pills,

woilltl he the same.

|
Vijnanavadinj: It I should say: this difference results from a

difference in the rtixan/j*.

|
ViiircsiknJ: If this [«#«a*ff] were the cause of the different prac-

tical ellicicncy of [wh;it we call] the exterior things, [what then]?

[According to you
J

..object" ami „nftM»#" are merely different

names (but really identical
J:

and it [the. rfixawi] has intellection

as nature; and if now the [exterior] object does not exist, then a

differentiation of this [vfftaml] is without foundation, because-mere
intellection as a cause {npfhlflm) never varies; and because, if we
wen; to accept both an intellection-form and a difference (variation),

different [from that form], then the unwished-for eonseqnenee wonld
be that We should have to accept the existence of objects, as bus
been said. — Neither, on the basis of this alternative, would there

l»e hiiv occasiomditv of the notion „blue" ftp., because the moment-
series,') tit for its production, always goes on, and because if it

were to stop, then this notion would neither arise at another
(previous) time, in as far as there does not exist besides that

[notion „blue"] itself, something else on which it could depend [for

its origination].

|
Vijuanavadiii]: If J should say: „thc occasionalifj' (kmlrieilkalm)

of that effect results from the occasional ify of the ripening of

the cause.

[Vaiccsika]: The ripening of the cause must be effected , [i.e.]

its inclination towards the production of the effect. Hut even this

(ripening] cannot be occasional, exclusively dependent as it is on
the act of cognition performed by [the moment-series to which]
itself [belongs]. Yet the appearance [of the thing] in our percep-

tion is occasional; and this [perceptional appearance], ascertaining

the object of our notion as exterior object defined in place, time,

cause and innate nature, refutes any proof for the non-exjstencc of
the object; thus [you are guilty of] the fallacy, called kalutyaya-
padisfn of reasons.

Now we stop; the [paragraph on] number has been completely
explained.

') (f. Nviyn.kan.lall p. 1'jfi 1. f
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28. Relative value of perception and inference.

Nyaya-kandalT p. 158 1. (>.

Some say with reference to this topic* in as far ns we become
aware of a simultaneous existence of the two disjunctions, taking

place in the hand and in the body with reference ton spot in a

wallvVc., there the accepting of a causal relation {hln/ahlranahkfwa)

between these two [disjunctions
|

is refuted by perception.

[Vaieesika]: This does' not hold good, because at the time when
the disjunction of the hand takes place, there [would] not be a

cause for the origination of the disjunct ion of the body; and when
the cause is lucking, there is no arising of the effect; and the

movement of the hand, as has been said, is not the cause. Conse-

quently the notion. of their simultaneity is erroneous.

[Opponent]: If I should my. the succession {tram/Mam) is

arrived at by inference, and the simultaneity is proved by percep-

tion. And when perception stands in the way, then no inference

will arise, because the condition that its object should not be

obstructed, is not fulfilled. How then [do you arrive nt] erroneous-

ness of perception in agreement with thaf [i. e. with inference]?

[Vaieesika]: How then is inference applied in the case of a hun-

dred leaves, although in disaccordance with perception? And if it

is upheld:

[Supposed objection]: Inference does not arise through disaccord-

ance with perception in such eases where the refutation {hridtia) of

the object is settled by it [i. e. by perception]; here, however, this

[refutation] is doubtful, as it is possible that perception, grasping

the simultaneity, arises in consequence of the quick process of the

piercing through one hundred leaves. Moreover, the [following]

means of trustworthy knowledge, containing a universal eoncomi-

tanee \vyapti(jraliaka) is more than strongly evident to every body,

namely: a needle which is unobstructed, will pierce through, but

not one which is obstructed; therefore by the sufficiency of this

[j?ra/nana] the arising of an inference takes place, although a [con-

tradictory] perception already exists.

[Vaieesika, answering to this objection]: If this were true, then

in our case [i. e. in the case of the two disj unctions of hand and

body from wall] there exists a trustworthy source of knowledge,

containing a universal concomitance, roil.: an action inherent in

another abode [for instance in the hand, and not in the lx>dy]

does not effectuate a disjunction [e. g. in the body]; and in con-

sequence of its strong evidence perception will erroneously {anyalha)

V«rh«nrl Kon Akad. t. Wetanach. N. K«*k.. Dl. XVIII N*. 2 28
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arise, nnd therefore the inference for succession is well-founded.

For the same reason [we meet hen; with] n refutation of percep-

tion by that [i. e. by inference]; for this [inference] hears upon an

object; hut the perception is [really] without an object, as it only

arises in consequence of the quickness of the process; and that which

possesses an object, has force, because it obtains the accompaniment

of the object which abides in the state of being thujas expressed

by the prawn/to], on the other hand that which has no object,

lacks force, because it has not got this accompaniment. Thus the

refutation of perception bv inference, is really a refutation by a

previous perception grasping the general concomitance. Similarly

in the case of people confused about [the perception of] the quar-

ters of the compass, inference has power; according to the opinion

of the former teachers, when saying: „forsooth inference is stronger

than perception." On the other hand there is no worthless arising

of perception, such as grasps the heat of tire, so then when by

this the refutation of a [supposed] object is settled, there is no

arising of an inference.

2'.). Annulment of an intellection.*)

Nyilya-kandalT p. 151) 1. 1.

[Opponent],: Hut why do you accept the relation of sulfating

[hndhaka) and Mlhinted {b»dht/a) between two intellections.

[Vaicesika]: Because they contradict each other with reference

to the same object. One intellection teaches us: „this thing.

—

whatsoever — is silver" and the other: „this thing is mother of

pearl"; but this being silver and this being mother of |>carl cannot

exist in the same place; because wc always perceive these two in

the condition of excluding each other. Thus whereas the contradic-

tion between the objects gives rise to a contradiction between their

Respective intellections, [wc arrive nt] the laying down of the rela-

tion between bndht/a hud hndhaka.

[Opponent]: What is annulment {badha)?

[ Vaicesika]: The removal of the object.

[Opponent]: So then, will the object in question (dhannin) which

has been apparent in the intellection of silver, appear as existent

in the same state, after the origination of another intellection, and

the silverness is not; — or is it removed?

') Cf, the ilisctWHinn on vifwnjmja Nv. kn id nil p. 180 1. 7.
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[Vaicesika]: [It is removed], in as fnr as this removal means the

reparation from connection.

[Opponent]: If I should say: hut it, [the impression of silver],

is still apparent in our intellection?

[Vaicesika]: Truly, it is apparent, hut apparency does not ol low

removal, sinee it is [so]: neither does an apparent object become
unapparent, because it is objective. Hut silver, although not exis-

tent, is shown in a certain place as if existent by an intellection;

the separation [from connection] now consists in the propounding

of that to which the intellection gave rise as clearly contradictory

[to real fact*].

[Opponent]: What hindrance is there for the intellection of silver,

when the non-existence of silver has been realised? Tor this (intel-

lection of silver] is not active in causing the permanence of silver,

but merely in making it manifest. And this [manifestation] has been

brought about by that [intellection], when arising. This is settled.

Hut how does it become refuted (fald&yafe)?

[Vaicesika]: When we realise the non-existence of the silver, then

the real nature of this intellection about the silver, namely its un-

trlistworthiness, is realised; and so there is an obstruction of it.

[Opponent]: Hut hddha is then the removal of results (fruit,

pliala), for when the non-equivalence of an intellection is realised,

then it forms no more a part of practical behaviour (n/arahfira).

[Vaicesika]: Do not [say] thus. Kor the removal of the object

causes immediately the removal of its pTiala, but intellection docs

not in every case relate to results, for when it, dependent [a* it

is] on man's desires, does not produce [results], then it comes to

an end in npeksd-sdinvitti (i. c. a state of consciousness, consisting

in indifference); Hut also there, where a wish for result exists,

(sinee the fruit is directly bound to the object, and thd object to

the knowledge) the removal of the object — and not the removal

of the phala — will amount to the annulment of an intellection,

lxjcausc [this annulment] follows immediately on the removal of

the object. -

This has been extensively explained in the Samgraha-tTka.

30. Refutation of the Samkfn/a doctrine upholding

that hmldhi is a separate organ whose states (vrttisj relate

to the objects.

Nyaya-kandalT p. 172 1. 3.

In order to refute the Sanikhya doctrine, [PracastapSda] says:

88»
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„budd//ir" iVc. i. c. budd/ii is that of which (ho given [termini

upafabd/ii , prnt/ptua , jtirina] are synonyms.

As to the exposition, given
|
by the Samkhyins], we must reject

it, hecanse it is not bused on experience (prf/tf/uab/iurat). The

[stream of states of consciousness ) which lias origination and anni-

hilation for qualities in accordance with either acceptance or rejec-

tion of objects, is one, — the abode of this [stream] is the second,

by the causality of which activity or non-activity arise; — these

two are experienced; but no third form [such as an intellect-organ

besides sonl].

And as to [your notion]: „a function of budd/n \ is this some-

thing else than budd/n, or is it identical? — It is not something

else, because [you
|
accept the absolute identity (fr/dafuiua) between

function and that which functions. x

) And if it be not different,

then since [every function] is one with budd/n and consequently its

functions which have the forms of the objects are mutually one,

the notions „three, four Arc." would be difficult to obtain, because

no consciousness which distinguishes one from the other, would

exist sbont any form ami becanse the puritan knows the forms only

so as they are ottered to the budd/n.

As has been said [by a previous opponent of the Siimkhya doe-

trine]: „the pun/Ma experiences the budd/n •, thus when there is

manifoldncss of functions, there is manifoldness of budd/n, and its

oneness is rejected; [in other words: buddhi is not one organ, but

it is the manifoldness of internal experiences]". — Thus the refu-

tation in nst he carried out.

91. Tarka and Pramuaa. 2
)

Nyaya-kandali p. 173 I. 22.

But if you do not accept tarka (conjecture; reduction to absur-

dity), then you should neither make use of prasauga , i. e. [the argu-

mentation] showing something not wished-for by the opponent. For

this [pramuga] really does not differ from tarka. And also the

Vaieesikas apply prasanga. . '

[Opponent]: Vramnga is not a hetu (reason, probans), because

it would give rise to such fallacies as f^ragiiahldha &c.

[Siddhantin]: We answer to this: Is tarka the insight into the

non-existence [i. e. the falsity] of the opponent's opinion {parapakna),

1) Cf. hrw book IV wrrtion VTI tn>>l« C n*. 13 nn.l 14.
2
) <f. Nyayn-kiHitlnll

f.
197

' 1. 16.
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or is it the foundating of ones own opinion (srapak*n)'r In the first

ease (A) t lie argumentation is as follows:

If the intellection [which may he expressed in the words]:

„if the knower [i. c. the soul] were not eternal,

then eonld neither §au9ilra nor liberation exist"

were untrustworthy (apramana), then no ascertaining of the non-

existence [or falsity] of the opponent's opinion [which defends the

transiency of sonl) would take place; because the ascertainment of

Anything by means of an untrustworthy source of knowledge is

unfit. And this [tarkti] would not be applied at all in this case,

localise no distinction of objeets takes place. Hut on the other

hand, if the non-existence of. the opponent's opinion {vipoma —
/arapaksa) results from it, then [tarka] is a pramfnin and must bo

classified under [the trustworthy menus of knowledge such as] per-

ception and the rest. This must l>e acknowledged by you, even

against your wish.

L'mxaTiga also is the announcement of a contradiction, that

is to say: the exposition of some contradictory argument which is

more powerful [than the one adduced by the opponent]. And what

is (aria else than such a contradictory argumentation and the

formula expressing it? .
N

In the second case (H) when tarka is considered as a notion

which contains (he foundation of one's own opinion, [I lay down

the question]: What is the cause of its arising!" Not the argumen-

tation [directly] proving one's own opinion, for this is [when we

talk of a tarka] not applied. For only after the subject has been

discriminated by means of tarka, the proof for one's own opinion

can commence; and if this should be the cause of that, then we

clearly get entangled in anyon^'rat/atca (mutual dependence of

propositions).

[Opponent]: If I should say: After the non-existence of the

adversary's opinion being proved, the foundating of one's own opi-

nion arises; thus the notion of the non-existence of the vipakqa is

its cause?

[Siddhantin]: Then it would be an argumentation with the non-

existence of the opponent's opinion as a probaus; because when two

opinions are mutually opposed, then the contradiction of the one

will necessarily lead to the affirmation of the other. And this indeed

takes place, in those eases where it [i. e. the tarka] decides about

an object „this is just so", but [as an rule] it only allows one of

two qualities, but does not decide. Neither is [tarka] doubt, because

there is no clinging to both alternatives. So then also in daily life
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people will say: „8o I surmise", in consequence uf their upholding

n fitness [of the object]. Where the ripriks/i [i.e. the opponent's

opinion] is non-existent, then' arisen the other of the two opinions;

hut where the vip<ik*n is existent, there the other- opinion will not

come forward; thus the tarka (reduction to absurdity) showing the

positive agreement and the exclusion, demonstrating the non-exis-

tence of the vip/ikxa, is a trustworthy means of knowledge in the

matter, previously (pioted, and gives us the certainty: „this [knower,

the soul] will have non-origination (or eternalitv] for its property",

„this matter is [to use our other expression] 'tit' for the ascertain-

merit of that"; it makes us appcrceive the fitnCss for trustworthiness

{pramo/iai/ogi/alca) of the object; therefore it \tarka] is an inference.

So then it fosters inference, because it contains the notion of fit-

ness [with reference to aniiM/lna], because it is a cause for using

a trustworthy source of knowledge. Hut otherwise, [scil.] when

considered as a foundating [of one's own opinion] it is useless and

in itself untrustworthy, because it does not form a part of ascer-

tainment or of perception, in as far as the analysis of an object

is done by this refuting argument \badhakapramana] which shows

the non-existence of the vipaksa.

32. D'wuman of Viparyaya (illusion). l
)

Nyaya-kandali p. 180 1. 7.

[Opponent]: Some say with reference to this topic: wrong intel-

lection {vipart/aya) does not exist, because its cause is lacking; and

again this absence [of the cause] [results] from the fact that the

innate nature of the sense-organ lies in producing equivalent

knowledge.

[Vaieesika]: If I should say: the sense-organs also produce un-

equivulent knowledge, in consequence of a disturbance of the organic

humours (dosa).

[Opponent]: No, [you are wrong], because the disturbance of

the humours only causes the destruction of power {rakti). And a

sense-organ , conjoined to mother of pearl, and having its power

obstructed by the humours, does not grasp the generality: mother

of pearl; but neither does it make manifest silver which is not in

our vicinity; for the unwished-for consequence would be that the

disturbed humours possessed the character of latent impressions.

Moreover, if the eye perceives an object, which is not perceptible,

l

) Cf. IUKoXnXtiia JiiA, The Prabhakara Schoat p. 28 &c. S<vlholol Lectures p. 61 Ac.
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[like the silver which is not in our neighbourhood], then nothing

would prevent anybody from perceiving Anything. That the intel-

lection: „this is silver", would have the mother of pearl for its

objective foundation, is contradictory to consciousness. Hor that object

which becomes apparent in a certain intellection, is the objective

foundation of that intellection and in the intellection about silver

it is silver which becomes manifest, and not mother of pearl; and
in the case of somebody who has never comprehended silver, its

erroneous perception instead of mother of pearl does not occur,

therefore the act of consciousness has the mother of pearl for its

object. [And in the expression: „this is silver"], ..silver" is caused

by the organic humours, and arises merely from latent impressions

awakened by the becoming aware of something that is similar; it

is a remembrance of silver in which the component part „that"

[tad = expression of the past] is frustrated. Therefore these two

contents of consciousness [this and silver] have different objects.

[Vaicesika]: To this we answer: if the intellection about silver

has not the mother of pearl for its object, but if it is a remem-
brance of silver, then during that intellection the man desirous of

silver, would act with reference to previously existing silver, but not

in relation to the mother of pearl, because [it is a general rule

that] remembrance makes us act in the place where the perception

took place. And if yon uphold the idea:

[Supposed opinion of the opponent]: The colour, [inherent] in"

the mother of pearl and common to silver, is grasped by the sense-

organs; but not the special characteristic, scil. the generality 'mollfer

of pearl'. And by the remembrance of silver, [a remembrance] void

of the designation 'that' [tad = belonging to the past] we only

settle silver qua talis, not specified in 'spot of space. So then in

consequence of the similarity between the things comprehended

and remembered, between the comprehension and the remembrance,

and in consequence of the not-grasping of difference one does not

determinate this difference and logins to act in the place of the

mother of pearl, thus accepting that mother of pearl and silver

possess a common abode in the words: „this is silver",

[Vaicesika]: Neither is this fit, because we do not grasp the

identity (aviveka). The grasping of the non-difference from silver

is the cause of action for the man desirous of silver with reference

to the mother of pearl; and not their similarity. On the other

hand the grasping of difference [would be] the cause for abstaining

from it. And when both [i. c. the grasping of the non-difference

and the grasping of the difference] are lacking, then be neither
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proceeds nor abstains; so it would lie; hut he docs not necessarily

enter into fiction, hecanse the special nature [of the object] is

lacking. And so then there would not He identity of abode, hecanse

the not-grasping of the non-diHerence [= identity] comes in as a cause

(reason) for distinctness of abodes. Moreover the refuting notion,

[expressed in the words

|

: 'this is n«)t silver', and which arises at

a time after the action, has [on your supposition] no force; [for]

neither is the difference of mother of pearl and silver grasped, nor

was there identity [previously] ascertained, so that it [now] can be

negated.

[Opponent]: If I should say: this negation refers to the language-

expression 'silver* with reference to mother of pearl, [an expression]

called for by the not-grasping of difference.

j
Vniersika]: No, [yon are wrong], because in consequence of the

not-grasping of non-diHerence there is also possible an action towards

a thing not having that designation. Moreover the action of the

man, desirous of silver, happens in the spot of the mother of pearl.

And [the notion, expressed in the, words:] 'this is silver', is a

notion [of which the objects
|

possess a common abode; and further

the refuting notion aims at the denial of silverness of the thing

which still bears thinness (hl/niftl). Therefore I understand it as

follows: the sense-oigan. conjoined with the mother of pearl, accom-

panied by the organic humours (t/oaa) as an auxiliary and assisted

by the latent impression of silver, follows the similarity and

effectuates [in our mind] the apprehension of silver, which [appre-

hension
j

has the mother of pearl for its object. And as to what
has been said:

[Quotation of a thesis, previously laid down by the opponent]:

|
The Mea] that the mother of pearl is the objective foundation, is

contradictory to experience {iimthlmcn).

[Vaicesikaj: This too is unfit, because also the piece of mother
of pearl appears to us as ail abode of a [certain spot of] place

which is limited by this-ness (/V/Wtf), and as characterised by lustre

tekj/acakya); the . meaning of an objective foundation comes to

this: that a thing is Jit for practical condnet, such as abandoning
&c. ; and this [practical conduct] is possible in this case. Moreover
also [that philosopher] who accepts practical procedure towards the

designation {n/acatnlra) of silver in the ease of mother of pearl, in

consequence of the non-grasping of difference — he also must accept

wrong notion (vfpnryf/ya), because the practical procedure towards
the designation of 'this' {tad) for a non-this («W) is a form of

wrong notion. And as to that [which you have said]:
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[Quotation of n proposition, previously brought forward by the

opponent]: disturbance* of the organic huniours are the cause of the

obstruction of power.

[Vaicesika]: Neither does this menu anything, because we see

that the humours {tlfintn*), vitiated by a disturbance of organic wind,

iVe. cause other diseases [than optical illusion]. — And ns for [your

argument concerning] „the omniscience of anybody about anything",

this is excluded by the limited power of the organic disturbances. —
And neither because intellection falls short now ami again with

reference to an object, will there be nowhere a recovering of breath,

because we do not see that the disturbances of humours remain

being causes of obstructions {bildka) in the case of those who
examine with exertion, and because, when the non-existence [of

the thing supposed] has been proved and the non-existence

[i. e. non-reliability] of the illusion has been settled, we arrive at

acquiescence.

[Vaicesika]: And if you do not accept 'wrong notion', what

have you to say about the intellection of two moons?

[Opponent]: This appearance of twoncss [belongs] to a couple of

intellections, originating from particles of eye-rays, which, coexis-

tent with the disturbances of the humours, fall on the moon after

separating fnun each other.

.

[Vaicesika]: No, [you are wrong], because we do not grasp

with our eye [twoness as] a quality of intellection. And if you

accept

:

[Supposed proposition of the opponent]: A quality of an intel-

lection, grasped as referring to a knowable
x
{jXcpa), is grasped by

the sense-organ which grasps the knowable,

[Vaicesika]: then illusion (btiranti) would !>e required by you,

because there takes place the grasping of the quality of a certain'

thing [A] in another thing [H].

Now enough of such furious Qrotriya-brahmnna as* these; let us

stop hore.

On the basis of the theory of those who deny the existence of

illusion, by arguing:

[Opponent]: when the notion of silver arises with reference to

mother of pearl, then an objective transcendental (alaidika) silver

is perceived,

[Vaicesika]: there would Imj no practical procedure {pravrttt) in

the case of such "intellection, as we do not become aware of any

transcendental [object] which is the cause of an act (ar(fialriytl).
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33. Concrete and va/jnc perception. 1

)

Nyaya-kandali p. IS!) I. 13:

Shim* declare perception to he only concrete {snvika/paka i. e.

not vague), because by its character of determinateness {vt/nvasm/a)

even one is capable of acting, ami also because animals, although

unable to utter words, are active owing to the distinction {in their

perception] of objects.

Against those people [HjaACAtTAPSDA] says „m'<iriipalocanamtltram
y

\

i. e. [perception] which only contains the perceiving of the innate

-nature. This means nearly as follows: „mere perception void of

distinction, men' grasping." Tor when the grasping of the innate

nature of the object by means of vague perception (nircikatpaka)

•*» not accepted, then neither can concrete perception exist, for

there Would he no remembrance of the word which denotates [the

innate nature of tin; object]. Therefore any one who Upholds con-

crete perception, must necessarily accept vague [perception].

And this [concrete perception] does not only grasp the genera-

lity, because also difference becomes manifest in it; neither only

the individual nature, because also the form {titera) of the gene-

rality becomes an object of consciousness and because recollection

takes place at the sight of another individual [object]. Hut it

grasps both: generality and difference. For if, on the other hand,

one does not become conscious [of a thing] whilst at the same
time distinguishing „this is the generality, and that the difference

(peculiarity)", it would not be possible to examine it in comparison

with another object; the generality, namely, is distinguished by

perceiving the concordance with other individual things; the diffe-

rence by perceiving the disagreement; this is the distinction.

In the case of vague |>erception the two [described] qualities:

concordance and disagreement with reference to generality and
peculiarity, are not grasped, because an examination in comparison

with other individual objects docs not take place, and since these

two qualities are not grasped, no distinctive comprehension {vivicya

(frali(niam) takes place. [This vague perception] is the grasping of

the innate nature, because this [grasping] is not dependent [on

other psychical factors]. So then this vague perception does not

enter upon the relation of vice^ana and vice^ya |>etween generality,

IH'cnliarity and individuality (svalakiana); since this relation is based

on the notion of difference (bheda), whereas vague perception does

») Cf. here book IV section VII table E.
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not contain nny conception {adhpirasatpi) of mntnnl difference be-

tween generality &c. Hut concrete perception embraces the charac-

terisation {ntpafn) [of the object] by generality ami peculiarity, for

such notions occur, owing to the [activity of the] sense-organs ami

to the soul which reflects on other things, [similar to the one

perceived] ami which becomes conscious of the two qualities: „con-

cordance" ami ..disagreement".

The Saugatus, however, say:

[ Buddhist] : The vague perception (nirvikalpaka) with reference

to the objects is an appearance [before the mind] which affordl

concordance and disagreement in respect to the individual objects

(svfi/aA*aHa); therefore this is merely perception, and mcikaljmhi

is not perception, l>eeause this [mvtknlpnka] which owes its birth

to latent impressions (vftiffHfh) and does not possess an appearance

olieying the object, is illnsionary {bfirdnfa) with reference to the

object, just like the intellection about hairs [which seem to mo\c

before our eyes] &*c. . .
.
')

[Vaicesika]: Why do yon say that concrete perception is no trust-

worthy source of knowledge about an object? For in the intellec-

tion „this is a pot", we become conscious of en object {paihlrlha),

well defined, characterised by its „shell-neck", and different from

all other things.

[Buddhist]: If I should say: distinctness (rita/pa) is a mental

appearance which is not originated from the object; therefore the

conception (adhi/avasdipt) of the object is illnsionary. As has been said:

Distinction, since it does not harmonise with the [im-

mediate] impression made by the object, is mi [illu-

sionary] projection.

[Vaieesika]: No, because there is harmony [between this savila/-

paka and our later impressions], when we are going to act.

[Buddhist]: Why, distinction {vikalpa) which originates from the

first impression (anubfiava) and whose own appearance is projected

in accordance with the nature of the object, conceals the difference

between the individual nature (evatafyar/a) [of the object] and its

own phenomenality, and thus directs man towards the spot of the

individual thing; and in this way causes harmony (tamviida) to

arise, in as far. as we reach the object by its indirectly being con-

nected with the object, so as the knowledge of the jewel is [con-

nected with the jewel], when the lustre of the jewel shines forth

[and is recognised by the expert].

l
) Here is left out the translation of 100, 8—15, containing a gloss on the Bhftsya.
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[Vaicesika]: Hut when distinction is not in touch with the

object, how is it then that it projects its own appearance in accord-

ance with fhe nature (trtmatti) of that [object]? For as long as the

bundle of rays of light which are reflected by [the air resting on]

the soil of the dessert is nut perceived, we do not see the projec-

tion of fritter, loealised in that [spot]. Distinction, now, which

follows in the steps of perception, makes the object manifest to us;

otherwise, a man, wishing for the practical efficiency [of an object],

ecadd m»l act according to its distinctive intellection (vita/pa).

Krgo \ri/,fiffifi\ is a trustworthy means of knowledge with reference

to the object, since it is the cause of a harmonising notion. And

if you would uphold

:

[Supposed objection of the Huddhist): that kyuia which is grasped

by the perception, is not conceived {tfdhtffivasita) by the distinctive

intellection (rifot/j,//) ; ami that k^nnn which is conceived by the

distinctive intellection, is not striven for by fhe activity;

[Vaieesika]: [then we answer, whilst accepting for the sake of

dispute your theory of kqatnts, as follows |: there is no harmony

(or jnutual confirmation) with reference to the ksmias, because they

possess a momentary existence. Hut sucli a ksaiiu as was grasped

by perception, such a one is conceived by vikalpa; and such a

knaiitt as was conceived by rifratph,- such a one is striven for by

activity; thus if we abstract from the non-identity, there is a

mutual continuation with reference to an object A> excluded as it

is from the mm-A.

f Huddhist]: I*]ven then vikalpa is an untrustworthy source of

knowledge, because Ave grasp that which has already been grasped

{j/rftilar}iu)/iifra<l), beenuse an object, as described, is grasped merely

by perception.

[
Vaieesika^ : Hut vitalpa owes its origin to a probantial mark

{h/h/a) and it is a trustworthy means of knowledge, because it causes

us to obtain the individual object which [it is true] wns already

obtained by another trustworthy means of knowledge.

[Huddhist]: .lust ns little docs this hold good, tor neither is

there exclusion of a knana from something eke, nor do we grasp

by moan* of perception a common form of it — [scil. a form A,

common to fatya al, ksatia n2 ibc] which is objectively unreal

nlul merely projected — in regard to its exclusion from something

else which may be called its non-existence. The comprehensible

{fjnih/ft), namely, may be defined by its being a cause [of our

first perception]; and that which is objectively unreal, is void of

any practical efficiency. Hut the k^aiui which is absolutely existent,
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is the object of our perception, bemuse it js capable of practical

efficiency; and also, as I have already said, it does not exist any

more at the time of the distinctive intellection. How then can there

be oneness of the object [in the case of the ksann, perceived, con-

ceived and striven for]?

[Vaiccsika]: Ix't n», however, accept that there is one single

object of perception and distinctive intellection, an object possessing

a form (not to be considered now) and allowing confirmation in the

course of activity; in that case also distinctive intellection does not

transgress the limits of a trustworthy means of knowledge, localise

in the circnmlimitation of the object it is not dependent on the

precedent [intellections], just as (little as] this is the case with

streamlike intellection \iflnirtiriiltikalwthlfii , i. e. a series of intellec-

tions, all referring to one object and arising when our attention

remains fixed upon a certain object for a certain time), and because

it is able to direct us towards the object, conceived {n<ifn/arti)iifa).

And whilst its trustworthiness remains, ifc would be simply per-

ception through the non-existence of the probantial mark iV<\

[Further it is a trustworthy source of knowledge], lieca use it brings

about a concordance and disagreement dependent on object and

sense-organ. As for the fact that this \mvtkatprika\
t
although born

from the object, does not arise from the mere approach of the

sense-organs [towards the objects], this [inu&t be explained] from

the fact that the remembrance of the denotating word, which is

the auxiliary of sense-organ and object, is lacking [in the caw; of

nirrikalpnknm pr(tfyal>xa»l\
[Buddhist]: If I should say. distinctive intellection, immediately

following on remembrance, is born from remembrance and not from

sense-organ and object, because these are both concealed (frustrated)

by the remembrance.

[Vniccsika]: How, dear sir, the auxiliary of an existent thing

frustrates the power of the | thing's] innate nature! Hut how [can

yon then explain] the importance of the seed, frustrated as it is

by earth and water, for the arising of the sprout?

[Huddhist]: If 1 should say: what help can sense-organ and

object receive from the remembrance of the word, and even iti such

a way that the latter Incomes the auxiliary of the two former?

[Vaicesikfi]: Just as the distinctivejntellection, in its origination

follows |»ositively and negatively object and sense-organ, so does

it with reference to remembrance; and consequently remembrance

is an auxiliary for sense-organ and object in this way that these

two, apart, do hot produce an effect, but do so by taking remein-
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branec ns an auxiliary. For on the occasion of our refuting the

k*(tii(i1)h<ni(fa we rejected the theory that auxiliaries do not add any

surplus to the innate nature [of a thing].

[Hnddhist]: Lut us leave (his alone. —t Perception is void of

fiction {kdlpfnin). Concrete perception {savikafpnka), now, is a Active

intellection, and therefore not a trustworthy means of knowledge

with reference to an object. And what is this fiction? (A) One

[
form of it] is the intellectual act consisting in the addition of the

word [to the first object-impression]; and (H) the second consisting

in the addition of an objective fact], is the fiction which grasps

[the ohject] as Ftfrf/« (characterised).

This \J<al}Hinu~j7nln(i, Active intellection] is not allowable , because

distinctive intellection {rilalpa) may not be admitted.

(A) Does the intellectual act consisting in the addition of the

word [to the first object-impression] cause a conjunction between

the word and the object (I), or is this [intellectual act] conjoined

itself with the word [11]? And if it brings about a conjunction

between word and object, does it then give to the object the nature

of the word (1«), or does it grasp the [object] coloured as it were

by the nkftra of the word (\b), or finally docs it denotate [the

object] by means of the word (Ic).

In the first place (Iff) the intellectual act (or: notion, pratitt)

docs not give to the object the nature of the word, because the

object appears also to distinctive intellection in its own innate form

which was grasped by nirrikalpaka , and because it [still] affords

practical efficiency; otherwise it would be impossible for [two men],

the expert [whose intellection is distinctive] and the unexperienced,

to simultaneously apply their exertions to the same object.

Hut (U) does [the intellectual act] grasp the object, coloured

by the iikfira of the word? Neither does this hold good, because

we do not become aware of tliat. When the object is grasped by

vague perception, then the word which denotatcs it and which itself

was formerly perceived, is remembered, because one understands its

eonespondance (]iratii/o(jitva)\yi\\\\ the object]; and this[word], brought

to consciousness {rSdfia) by remembrance and having the [object] for

its meaning, delimit* the object; but we do not comprehend the

object coloured In the nhlra of the word, like a crystal coloured blue-

[by reflecting a flower 'placed in its vicinity]; because the word is

not visible [like the object, but audible], and because only the

object [in distinctive intellection] appears under the aspect of this-

ness as vague intellection does [whereas the remembered word shows

to us the asjHjet of that-ncss]. And ..hen a denotation is remem-
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' ^ ** °f JtS «**« Withthe sense-organ, doe, not obtain perceptibility. As hi been said-
,.Nic denotation, when remembered, does not mmihilntc the
perceptibility; for it stands on the .shore*' [on the side! of
the person using the denotation [and not on the side of the
object], and is not capable of hiding the form [of the object!''And neither (H) enn we be sat.sfied with the opinion, that the
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object, or the soul is a eonscious being; it possesses, namelv, the
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[thC imrsi0nS K|VC"] ; «^PhiS8o„I]ren,cm.benng the denoting word, experienced nt the time ofW,/„

.
e at the tunc when a certain word was chosen for a certain

thing], points out the object by means of it, scil. [in the formula]-
this ,s a pot _ [the soul does all this], but not the intellectual

net because this lack* the power of arranging [the psychical impres-
ons] hns ,» concluding] we may state in the first p|m,5 that
he intellectual act does not cause any conjunction of the word [with
»o object]. Hut secondly [II] this [act] itself is not conjoined will,

the word because it is not possible that an intellection ami its
"..separable form, - momentary and without general properties
and consequently without any possible smMa as thev both arc -
could be connected with a word; and also because a' word which
'lenotetes an external] object, does not denotate an intellection
winch itself refers to an object and is distinguished from this. And
if you think:

[Opinion, attributed
(,y the Imddhisf to his opponent]: The d is-

tmctivc intellection has for its object the thing, combined with the
won

I

[lr]
; and the thing, after being thus combined, is denotated

by the word.

[Hnddhist]: [Then we answer]: for whichever thing the tamht*
conventional choice) of the word [was made], [merely] for that
thing the WW,, of the word [is available]; [namely] for that
winch is non-momentary and general and is not of an individual
eharacter. The thought, truly, ha* the individual thing for its
object; and the form which has the thought for its contents, is
general and non-momentary. And the [sup,H>scd] externality of the
thought-form {bodhakara) is nothing else than the thought-form and
is not common [to two sides: to object and thought]; neither is
generality objective, because it does not admit of examination
(ncfira) Ihus whilst the forms belonging [to our ideas] have I>ccn
projected under the aspect of externality by our distinctive intel-
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.

lections in the different cases, nucl ") whilst we conceive the iiiutunl

differences by which [one thing] is excluded from the other, the

sainfoin of the word [takes place] frith reference to this projected

oneness This result has been obtained inevitably by the aid of

trustworthy menus of knowledge. Thus distinctive intellection {vikalpa),

in as far as proceeding with reference to something that is false

and connected with words, gives rise to the fancy (vikalpat/afi) of

a non-existent object. 'Phis now is kalpnnajhnna (tictive intellection).

As hits been said

:

That form which appears in it [seil. in fiction, kalpana],

as exterior, as one, as excluded from another, — it is

without truth, since it does not make part of [i. e. since it

does not allow] examination.

[Vaieesika]: To this we answer: If [von understand by] the term

kalpana (Active intellection) the fact that we grasp [an object] cha-

racterised by generality, whilst [at the same time] objective gene-

rality does not exist, then lalpatia is really a reference to a non-

existent thing, but it rs not the grasping of an object, combined

with a word. In this case if we could be taught [the objective

existence of] generality by means of a prawaiia , then distinctive

intellection, which has this [generality] for its object -- whilst it

also grasps [the object
|
combined with the word - would be merely

perception, because it is born from sense-organ and object.

That which gives tin impression of immediateness (aparo-

ktfvobhfisi), is perception,

like indistinctive (vague) perception,

and also* distinctive intellection gives the impres-

sion of immediateness.

Here the parol*a/va (the non-inunediateness, the character of

being secondary) of intellections is pervaded (vyapla) by the not being

born from the sense-organs and object* as in inference, but the

being born from the sense-organs and objects, ns contradictory to

the not being from sense-organs and objects, is |>erceived in vague

intellection, because it is of a suchlike essence. Thus there is Ml

experience about a faet contradictory to the pervader (vyapaka) in

negative instances (vipakqa).

[Buddhist]: If I should say:

That Which is based on remembrance, is non-perception;

like the intellection in inference:

and distinctive intellection is based on remembrance.

I) RmI: uhn(,\,U„j.. Tf. Nv.-kAnd. p. IM 1. 1 * 2.
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Thus there also exists an inference in behalf of yotir opponent's

view {prafipakftri/iHHHlita).

[
Vaicesika]: If it is somewhere ascertained that [as I have said

in mv inference, apmokyitva proves] ]irah/ak$ahut , then there is no

denial of this with referenee to distinctive intellection, because [your]

den in I was preceded liy [my] affirmation. And this
|

f>ratgak*atra\

is seen [somewhere, scil.
|
in vague perception.

[Huddhist]: How is it seen?

[Vaicesika]: If I should say: by the inference stating that sense-

organs and objects nre of such an essence.

[Huddhist]: Then, whilst trustworthiness is accepted for the

inference, [mentioning] the having such an essence and
|
which is

supposed] to prove the pralyaktaivii (perceptional character), then

also the inference for the denial of prufynkxntva receives -force,
j
an

inference] which resides in that which is contradictory to [your

thesis]; and this is refuted by it, so as [there is contradiction in

the expression]: a soundless sound.

Thus the distinctive intellection is not an intellectual act which

is defined by a conjoining [of object or intellectual act itself
|
with

word. And whilst thus lietive intellection {kalpuna) is defined by

conjoining with an object, yet it does not grasp [the object] as

characterised 1

)
[V/|, since the •t'/c'W (characleriser), the rttr*t/a

(the thing to be characterised) and their relation — a relation

[namely] as that between rgaraccfirdaka (the circumlimiting) and

vyavacckedya (the eireumlimited) — are not objective. 2
) Intellection

grasps the object and [this takes place
|
owing to the contact be-

tween object and sense-organ; the [intellection] arises such as the

object is; but it is not active after an examination with referenee

to the object.

[Vaicesika]: The intellection [concerning an object] as characte-

rised, is [that which we call] examination; | it may be formulated]:

„this is the characterisor (riccfff/ta), this the thing to lie charac-

terised O'v'cr'^/7), this the\ relation between both of them." And in

daily life, when wo talk of „tbc man with the stick" and do not

talk of „the stick with the man", this is what hapj>ons: first we

examine them separately, then we combine [these two ideas] into

one, and grasp it: „thc man with the stick".

[Huddhist]: If I should say: If the state of the thing as charac-

terised lie objective, then the characterised intellection (vipitajntlna)

1) Cf. Ny.-kan«lali p. 1J»1 1. 24 ami here p. 447.

-i Read: arMavatvat.

Varband. Kon. Akid. . Wrtenach. N. Reeks. Dl. XVIII. N». Z
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would arise at first. Hut if tliis l><> not the case, then the (object's]

state ;is rharacteriscd. is not iu accordance with the innate nature,

but it is formed bv ..///W/z/'s". ') This characterised iiitcilrttion is

firtive intellection,

[
Vaicesika]: The following is difficult for yon to refute. The

soul, namely, after havi.ng gnw»|ieil the particularities &e. one by

one, arranges them anil thus understands the characterised state [of

Hie object j with the aid of the sense-organs, but the intellection,

which hicks consciousness, does not do this, because it has no

power of putting [facts] together ami is no longer active alter once

having stopped. The object is characterised (r/f/f(a) on account of

its relation towards the characterise! 1

. And at first it is not grasped

by the sense-organ as such, because the grasping of the particula-

rities iVc. which should be tin' auxiliary, is lacking; but when once
these particularities &e. lire grasped, then [the characterised nature

of the object] is grasped. Thus characterised intellection is merely
born from the object and the sense-organs. And it is difficult to

admit that perception does not exist iu consequence of a fault, to

wit, on account of its being characterised intellection.-— Thiis we
may stop.

.'II. Vratynlta (karniapratyakyi), 2
)

Nvava-kandab p. 104 I. 13.

[Piinapaksin]: We do not admit that, there is perception of action

(movement); for nothing sa\c conjunction and separation is per-

ceived in a moving object. The notion: ..this is movingV has refe-

rence In (is based on) an action which is inferred from conjunction
and separation.

|Siddhantinj: This is without value. If action is imperceptible
and i* to

#
he inferred from conjunction and separation, then action

is^inferred iu reference to both seats [of inherence] in as far as
separation and conjunction are located in both. When, however, a
monkey goes from the root to the bough and from the bough to
the root, the notion: „this goes" does not arise in the tree as well,
though it is a substrate of continual conjunctions and separations,
And if the theory is put forward:

..The inference of activity in the tree is not made, because it

is impossible for the conjunctions of the monkey with [different

1 Of. th, „.,. of this t.rtn in tV Sifrokhva *y»lcm.
'') li\v;\N\rn.\ .hl\,./7„- l>ml,U,ih»-„ Srhiml

J..
JM
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spots of] (physical) space &c. to arise from a movement which

inheres in the tree",

then [I answer: we have to admit, that
|
n second action exists

in the monkey, which action causes the conjunctions with other

spots; but the acceptance of movement in the tree does not suc-

ceed; because of the general rule: in the thing in which the

effect inhere*, in that thing the cause inheres. If we should allow

an exception to this rule in one case, where have we to stop in others?

[hnvapaksin]: If 1 should answer: the admittance of the two

movements [in the monkey] is not allowable, because through the

inferred action, inhering in the monkey, there arise the separation

and conjunction of the monkey both in regard to the tree and to

different spots?

[Siddhantin]: This is not so. For where a probnns (/?»//<*) is

observed to be impeded, there it obliges us to accept the [existence

of the] impediment; fin other words: the absurd consequence of

the stationary tree moving refutes your theory]. For the whole drift

of inference comes to this; no violation of this could ever occur by

things going otherwise, jnst as [little as in the rose of] arlhapafti.

Nor is the [probnns, used by you] — so as man is — a con-

scious principle which could act according to a motive |and cir-

cumstances).
|
In other words: human will is free, but reasoning

follows strict canons]. When you adduce conjunctions and disjunc-

tions with one spot of (physical) Rpace as reasons for inferring

movement, then [I answer]: it is not. possible to adduce [such

reasons], since the separations and conjunctions of things abiding in

the supci sensuous (physical) space arc not perceptible. If the move-

ment is to be inferred from a series of separations and conjunctions

with one spot of the earth, then the movement of a bird flying in

the air would surpass human notion. If one would adduce as reasons

for the movement the series of conjunctions and disjunctions with

the multitude of lightbeams expanded in (physical) space, then no

foundation would exist for the sensation of movement which some-

times in darkness is suddenly and involuntarily experienced by

some one through the influence of wind [i, c. wind as one of the

humours of the body], whilst his limbs tremble and he himself

makes the statement: „my hand is moving, my eyebrow contracts",

a sensation which arises in the sense-organ of skin, subject to [the

action of] the internal organ and the unseen [quality of soul].

And how could you explain the notion of „movemcnt" with refe-

rence to a flash of lightning, abiding only for one moment, at

night, amidst the darkness of great clouds?

. »9»
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•{5. Pnfemin af/ainxf oh opponent rr//o denies a special

/lem'jifinH t,f i/iym*.

Nvaya-kandali p. M>7 I. !>.

|Siddhantin]: With reference to that which has been said:

[Quotation of the opponent's view]: The yogins do not behold
objects which surpass the litnils of our senses, -

because they are living being*,

as we and others;

|Siddhautin|: this inference in xiddhox,idl,OHa (an unnecessary trial

for proving something which is already known), if it is upheld with
regard to ordinary men {pintmnno/rn). — All extraordinary man is

denied by one of the two parties (pmoxj/rixidd/m/,). ») —: Aiid if

[such a speeial species of man] were known, then your inference
would be refuted ifirmldhn) by a prmuiim which cmhi Been the
Mnmi* (the object of which the qtialih is to be proven) [Thus
VOlir inference is at all events a fallacy.' either a YiddhaxndhaHa , or
a pmnxipiHi<MI,al,

f
or n rir»ddfio/i\

[Opponent}: To this we answer: this [argumentation of vonrs]
proceeds by pmmiHja-) [i. e. by supposition, specially a supposition
leading to a Ihiml eonsccpteiices]. Now a proof by means of praml^a
does not tend the proving of one's own view, but onlv at the
reaching some result, not desired by the antagonist. This result
ipam«

!frn,i*t„n) can be obtained by menus of cpialities which neces-
sarily ensue from the [opponent's] admission \nbht,Hj>nrptma\ But in
this process of investigation we must not reflect on our own view.
Kor one [of two disputants] may not debate in this way: ..These
qualities Ac of yours are unprovon {amddha), but I neither enter
[positively] upon those which I myself accept («wMfo)/'

|l>elrndenl|: To this I answer: is a pratti^ammfika an inference
{«»»*,•»„„) or something else? If it is something else [than the
forms of inference which are known], its inclusion in [the "encral
Join, of

J pramana should be described or any other definition should
he given. Hut if it is a ,m .rC mnnuoHn, then it proceeds on the
I«wh of one • own opinion, since every pnrnrtl,mnn„nna aims at
"fleeting a conviction (»»>»j») in others, as it exists in ourselves.
Otherwise such a [fallacious] inference as:

The lotus, grown in the sky, is fragrant,
lieeausc it is a lotus,

M the lotus, grown in the pleasure-pond;

>) a. km h.N.k iv tKtkm IV tni.ir v «fc h n". I, f,
-) «'f. Ny. Knn.lali |,. 17.1 1. a* lion- p. IM.
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would be trustworthy, if it wore uddktivfayt*) Uy consent ofour
antagonist, [but our own logical conscience prohibits its mldhu-

[l,et us now return to the inference*, originally uplieltl by youj
„;/o(/ho 'timtriifnrtMrt^tflfo t,« blwranir &c.]t'[yoiir probanlia],
such ns the possession of life, possess tin uncertain pervasion \*a»-
fuplknrplptayah)*) What objection can be mined, if an extra-
ordinary .nan, whose existence is tin; object of our investigation,
were to possess life &c. as well as omniscience? Tor no contradic-
tion is seen belween these two qualities, in as far as omniscience
is no object of any other means of knowledge [than of itself (?) or
than of the inference, given .formerly by me, cf. Ny. kuudali 190,
18]. The [necessary] concomitance of fmlmlea olid non-omniscience
is, however, uncertain. For we cannot settle the dilemna: is noii-
omniscieiiec dependent on pronitva &c. of people like us, or is it

effectuated by the non-existence of merit, liorn from ytya, [a merit]
which is acknowledged to be the cause of omniscience. Therefore
the prfniUm &c. [given by you as a pi ..bans], since its (lerviisioii

is uncertain, is not fit for an inference.

[Remark]: „Merit, Rom from >/<ya, is a cause of knowledge
which surpasses the sense-organs", this is uncertain? Why, because
of its absence [in ourselves]. . . .

30, Vrakamimsama § Knl<}tyayripadi*l«, 8
)

Nvaya-kandalT p. 202 I. 14. <

[The two fallacies, termed] prakaramsama and kfihlljfotfdpndufn
are included in tlic amihluUka (or more-sided fallacy), lor the /;/•«-

*

karnnaaawn takes place in a sfidh/nd/iaruiin [i.e.* an object, a
quality of which remains to I* proved], whilst the m)«k*ti is un-
ecrtain [i. e. whilst the pro!wins, may or may not occur in counter-
examples], 4

) and the kolah/mjafxulhtn in a BOdh/ad/tarmin
, /whilst

the vipaktn is ascertained [i. e. although the quality, considered to
be the probans, occurs in the counter-example*].

The following is [the .definition, given by fyaya Sutra 1, 4, 47,
of the] prakarana8ama\

„That [reason] which is employed with the view of determining

') Cf, lure bond IV section IV table f nh b n
c

. |,4.
"'-•) iWilem siili h n°. ||, ].

:t

)
Cf. lion- l*mk II |». .'Ml letter ( urn! p. .114 letter /.

*) Cf. Ihk.Ic IV section IV t„Me F *»),(, II.
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[Opponent]: Your argumentation does no! hold flood. For when

si prolmns is a factor lending to knowledge (yamnla) on tins con-

dition: „tliat whilst penetrating the pakyi, it exists in the sap«k»a

and is excluded from the vip<ik*<t' , then still the admission of a

contrary view {pntdpaksa) with reference to the Bildhyndharu'ut [i.e.

the object Ihe quality of which remains to he proved] is allowed;

and similarly the probandum could he proved by a prakarauanauift

[i. e. the, defendent's argumentation against which an opponent

brings in a reasoning of equal force], for in itself it is sutlicient.

Hut the [prohanduiu] cannot he proved thus, for the doubt, sug-

gested bv the opponent's view, comes in. Consequently- gamakntea

|
i. c. the sufficiency of the probans for leading to convincing know-

ledge] does not merely depend on the threefold character [of the

probans: |) its pak*avt/ripakatca , 2) its tsapakye blidval; , l\) its

vi/Hifothl ri/iicrffi/f\. Hut the circumstance that there is no contra-

dictory view must be posited as a fourth condition, because the

probantiid nature [of the probans] exists, when there is no
t
,ali-

pnkxa, and it does not exist, when there is.

Similar restrictions are to be made about the knl(lh/tii/fiprtdi*la.

If the probantiality only should depend on the threefold character

[of the probans], how would there be nndeeisiveness [in this argu-

mentation]:

Lack of heat exists in tire,

l>eeause of its being a product.

Hut although tire is a product, still the lack of heat docs not

tiike place in it. for the ascertainment of heat originates from per-

ception. Thus the arriving [at trustworthy knowledge] takes place,

when there is no contradiction by perception, hut when this occurs,

then it does not. Thus the abadfrtfavi*ayatca [i. e. the circumstance

that the object is not refuted by perception] must again be accepted

as a condition. Therefore it is said in other words:

A synonym of pnk^a [or tlkarmin] is Htldln/n [i. e. prohan-

dum]; and a stldhya is to be defined as that which allows

proof, but an object of which a pralipnkw can be conceived,

does not allow proof, in as far as a matter does not allow

twofold aspect [sell, a negative and a positive aspect; —
in other words: since the principle of the tertium exclusion

has force].

[Defcndent]: Hut here [we touch upon] a quality of an apakna

Tito latter- hypothrtieaJ proposition, however, is not true; or as (,'nii>' aha snys: 'the

ttt-ing a product, resides in the vipakfa*.
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[i.e. a thin^ different from that whose quality remains lo \ta

proved); nod no; that which allows contradiction by perception fte.

is not a />,/Ut, became it is net possible to prove ill one form
fr*j*i, e.g. in ii form, ai rived at by inference] that which has
already been settled in another form [seil. *n form, ascertained by
perception

j.

So then these [two fnlliieies]: inahamummiui and Ar,l<lt,,(,t/npmfi*/a
arc excluded by the tohd formula [of our text]: yad' nmnnnfenn
mmbtfMttm"

|
IV...;. Hli. p. 200 I. 19], because t he v both rest on

a fallacy of the a,ntmri/(i. ')

37. Wf rjre/miirffy fmitire probata innvat/i ItMipwi).*)

Nvava-kandah p. 20.'J I. ?5.

Ihit i> not this [definition of %«, ^ven Uy PiwvAffrAPAiu] wrong,
in as far as it docs not include all (legitimate forma of prohantia]?
The probuns, namely, can he threefold: exclusively positive, exclu-
sively, negative, and positive-negative.

An [example of the] positive probans is the following:
• Difference is expressible,

because it is knowable,

like generality.

Kor evervlhing besides the' ,,„/•*„ of this [positive probans) is

mynfa, divided into existent and non-existent things; for, taking
knowledge in general of any knovver in general, there is nothing
but which is expressible and knowable. And that which is unexpres"
slide and unknowable for the [ordinary] man, is the non-existent,
like the horn of a borne; and this [non-existent] would neither be
mpnt#i nor r*/wj«W, because it is without innate nature. Mut that
which is existent, is without exception sapakyi. therefore the part
of the definition: tathhkitvem HRttjcra (Prne. Hhasva p. 200 I. 20)
is not applicable here, because n,aliM„ (exclusion) does not take pb.CC

j

l.<>l'P»»«'«tJ: If I should say, this [exclusively positive] probans
is 'not leading to convincing knowledge' (apt»»*«)t

jDefendcnt]: No. [you are wrong], because no deviation from
the pos.tive agreement takes place. The positive agreement [which
<•>" be expressed in the words]: «thc existence of the one results
limn the existence of the other', is here a cause [of trustworthy
knowledge]; mn \ the notion of its deviation [in any ease] is refuted

JhlJ; ^ "' *>^' kn '"'»'' !•• ** 1- 0, im^^SmmL^m^ ,.
I >< < rik,,r,»y >M m -• (Mt^AMM, tf ViovXHin ?»»*< MH. School ,.. <HI 8 fig

•) » f. here bu»k II ,,. 388 ft*, jj f,.
' 8
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as unadvisable ') [
by our logical conscience]. First: there is positive

agreement between prameyatra (knowableness) and abhidheyalra

(expressiblencss), because we experience abhulheyalm in all eases of

prameyaira. And neither docs a deviation occur, nor does [nnyliotlv
|

feel n doubt, for any object which n man brings into the region

of his intellection, making it subject to his distinctions, nnd about

which lie wants to inform somebody else, falls under the region of

pramcyalva nnd abkirf/teyatva, and all things are in this respect equal

to each other; for when there is no tipat*« 2
), non-deviation is

a factor [required for right inference]; ergo not by the formula

vipakythhavful does the pramet/at7v# prove the abhitlheyalra.

38. The erclttsircty negative prolan* (vyalirehi lingiim).
[i

)

Nyaya-kandali p. 201 I. I.

An [example of the] exclusively negative probans is the following:

The living body possesses a sold,

because it possesses breath &c.

- Kor everything besides the patxa of this [negative probans | is a

vipakxa. And still it is a correct probans, because the reserved |i. e.

negative] relation holds good without exception.

Tn pots &*c. we realise the universal concomitance (r/////^/) of ab-

sence of soul with absence of breath &c.; but in the living body

it is perceived that absence of breath comes to an end; and through

this 4
)

insight [we arrive at] the inference concerning the extermi-

nation of the absence of sold — an absence which is pervaded by

the insight [about the absence of breath &c.].

And if you reason as follows:

[Supposed argumentation of the opponent]: when an object is-

itself not perceived, then its exclusion [from anything] can neither

be perceived, because a negation (prafi*e(t/tn) must bear upon a

positive fact (#/>///»). Soul, now, is nowhere perceived, how then

coidd vvc become aware of its exclusion from pots fire.?
'

[Defendent]: this is not tit. The exclusion [i. e. non-occurrence]

of soul from [resp.: in] pots Ac, is certain for the adversary (para)

who upholds the absence of soul to be a common property of all

things; and as for my self (wasya), after I have proved the causal

relation (karya-karana-bhiiva) of the soul in my living body with

reference to its effects, such as intellections &c. , I infer from the

>) Read: fljMoftrfrfrlf

-) Krnil : pijMftf* '*»»','/.

:<) Vt. hrre U»k 11 p. 823 &c. |5.
*) fcffjmtff/yA, in tlmiMe construction with rijuiitiixyn & iiiimnfiMiin.
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;iI.mii«<- (,{" intellections Iff. in pots \c. th«> nonexistence [j,, these
pots,' of M relation with n particular sonl, [a relation

}
which would

be capable of producing the
|
mental siates, indicated before j, just

-is, when there is an absence of smoke somewhere, we nmv infertile
uh>nice of lire which is capable of its production. And tim, then soul
is proved in fall] living bodies, because the notion of a relation is

not possible without the notion about that which bears the relation.

[Opponent]: Hut then the argumentation by jnemis of a negative
fprobaus| is useless, because we fall into a procedure of applying
a menus lu an iietion the result of wliieh has been obtained.

'

jIMnident'j: It is not thus; because soul, being proved as fai-

ns 1 ;im concerned, but not vet for another, remains still to be
proved [for the sake of that adversary]. And there is no rcason-
for this limitation: ..a positive necessary concomitance is informa-
tive, but a negative neeessarv concomitance hits no force." So then
also th.« \n,„firc//i Iwifani] may serve as a probaus. Krgo the formula
pmmJdhm va Uttimtie (I Vac. Uhn?yrp. 200 I. I!)) is too narrow.

30. Vunvlmbm h U,v pmanifi'* <„, mmn/uvi \ vyntireki Ihn/a,,,.

U'ith reference to these diHieultics some sav : the exclusively
positive and exclusively negative (probansj are" included , because
they are taught in [other writings of] the same school.

Hut others say: the definition [given by Phacastaiwoa) \r to be
explained i.s ryanta-Mmaatu [i. e. first the parts of the definition
tniist be taken separately as definitions, and final Iv the complete
formula must l M - taken »s such

J. „Jnaiticyc*a wubaJtlitm, prmiHSam
t<t MMrt*", this is the detinition of the aacafati [%/wj
„4»e»Cjr*« w*Wfc, tadciparlte [.= fmlahhove, iu'haeastapada's

.test] va U<UtS era", this is the definition of the Pjnfircifr<[%ttw]
Hie total formula is a delinition of the rf*r^m-ty*/,>t*/ [fiijaa]
Vhe lun.g a means for proving the probans, is a common charac-
teristic tor these three [prdlmnti.]; so as the common characteristic
« trustworthy means of knowledge is their eireumlimitation ["of the
objects

j
us they are.

40. Avinabliava. ')

N.Miva-kandali p. 206 L 17:
Well then, what is this non-deviation {ar,/af,/nva,a), called ncccs-

•ry eoneomitanee (arinrlMara)? What is it 'caused by?

•j (f. fen t*wk IV mtina VJ| MU K an-1 Km** N.N. V. ,,. m .
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The | Buddhists] answer: by identity nnd In causality. An aeci-

ilciltiil net call just as well take place ns not take place: there is no

cause for any limitation. Even when perception [of the HfnUiffi] takes

place in homogeneous instances, nnd non-perception iu heterogeneous

instances, no non-deviation can he known, because we cannot hanish

the doubt whether [the xft<lfn/«i\ may still reside iu [some of the]

heterogeneous instances,

Hut when we can settle the causal relation (ttitliil/ialti), then

(hiuht is dispelled, as it is not possible to take hold of the nature

of the effort without its cause. This determination of cmisnlity 1
)

between effect and cause proceeds by means 'of five perceptions Or

non-perceptions of our sense-organ: (1) the non-perception of

the effect before the arising [of the cause]; -after (2) the percep-

tion of the cause (3) the perception [of the effect]; and, later

on, this perceived [effect] — after (4) the non-pe recpt ion of

the cause — (5) is itself subject to non-percept i on; thus there

are two non-perceptions [u°. 1 & 5
J
and one perception [n°. 3

]
of

the effect; and there is one perception [n°. 2] and one non-percep-

tion [it . I] of the cause. Thus by means of these live perceptions

nnd non-perceptions it is settled: 'only when there is fire, existence

of smoke; when tliere is no fire, non-existence'. For this is the

essence of effect; that it is, when a certain other thing is; and that

it is not, when this is lacking. Also by the notion of identity

this necessary concomitance is proved. Existence does not go astray

from its own innate nature, otherwise the unwished-for consequence

would be that there is no such innate nature. The ascertainment

of identity {hhhlfnn/a) takes place by this circumstance that n refut-

ing argument (brld/iaka) in heterogenous instances (ri/Hrfaa) acts as

trustworthy means of knowledge, Hut when this refuting argument

does not come forward, then nobody, even on seeing [two fuels]

together for the hundredth time, would be enpnble of preventing

this doubt: perhaps somewhere [the sml/nya] will occur in n vipnk^n.

Therefore it is said

;

A ride for necessary concomitance cither results front

the relation between effect and cause, or from innate

nature ns n determining factor; and not front non-per-

ception [in the vifjakfn] [and not] from perception [in the

8apak*a\.

That is to say: a strict rule for necessary concomitance follows front

karifa-hnraija-hhuvn as a niymnaka, or from scab/iara as a niynmaka,

») Of, Bmwart, hixjik II (3, Aufl.) p. IS4 urn! notes.
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hut not from perception [of the $adtpt] in the «a/Htk*n and nou-

peiceptiori in tin* ri/takxa.

|
Yaieesika |: To iliis we answer: [Must jre] either my': wherever

tlit rr is identity and causality, there is necessary concomitance; or,

wherever the\ is necessary concomitance, there is identity and

f;lll>!llit\ T

To begin with the find alternative, thin iloe» not hold good. For [if

neeess.in concomitance takes place], whilst there is causality, then

the quality of smoke, such lis Caithness We. is still forking in fire;

and whilst there is identity, then the tree-ness [as n generality]

doe* not fall together with the species \riniraf>fitva\.

Hut [must we then say): wherever there is necessary concomi-

tance, there is identity Mid causality? Then in the ease of the exis-

tence of necessary concomitance these two will function as ydmat ax

(factors leading to conviction). If so, let the.necessary concomitance

lie the yamaka, for what do we want identity and causality? I'or

neither docs an effect lead us to the insight: '[this is) an effect',

nor innate nature to the insight: '[this is] innate nature'. Why
then should ar//fthliiciira he the cause of our being led to the

insight: 'this has aryabfiirtirn '. Neither are identity and causality

(causes of this insight), for there would he n/ahftirara
[
i. e. deviation

from a rule).

Neither does [your argumentation) obtain fitness in the following

way: "smoke is effectuated by lire, but not its |i. e smoke's] quali-

ties 'carlhness' tVc"; because a substance cannot be split up [in

this manner). Neither can this be accepted: „the ri/i^a/u/ has the

tree as self, but the tree has not the ri/i/ra/x/ as self, because [the

generality *trce'| is common to the t/ltara, kl/atlira vVc."; for there

is no difference between these two
[

projrositions, both expounding

the Mime identity]. And when the trecness. common to the tiltam
\c. is not the rit/tnt/ui/ra . then there is no oneness of these two,

because difference characterises the difference in innate nature. Hut

if identity is aeccptcd, then
.
just, as trecness is common to all

trees^ so would be vimvapafra. Further, when there is identity,

[between trecness and riii/fa/ja/ra], and consequently non-existence

of ijauiya (notion to be arrived at) and tfamakti (notion lending to

the ascertainment of the f/a»i>/a), no diathesis [between these two]

can be accepted, as this [diathesis] must rest on difference. If, on

the grasping of c'nttrapnlra, tree-ness is not grasped, how [could

we talk of] identity? And if this [tree-ness] is grasped, why [should

we take reftlge in] inference? Hut it is said: (1) the object in ques-

tion {tf/iaruiiti) as described, (2) the ptHcapatra and (3) the trce-ncsa,
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these three nrc one, and when the object in question is grasped,

then also v'nii^n/ifi/rn and trec-nesg are grasped. As lins been said:

So then, when a form of existence is seen, its complete

qualities are seen. What other portion then would he unseen

and [must therefore] he realised by means of [other] source*

of knowledge?

[Buddhist]: As to the fact that in this way a distinetixe intel-

lection {nhilfxi) of a cinirajHl originates, and not such an intellec-

tion of a tree; this ensues from a shortcoming
J

of onrs, scil.:] the

non-existence of the -remembrance of the word 'tree'. The distinc-

tive intellection of a fmyipik which owes its birth to the awakening

of the latent impression of the word c/wr¥f/*7 ami which amounts

I to exclusion of [everything which is] iiot-c/Vf"/"? — dors not lend

' to the exclusion of not-tree, because the unwished-for consequence

would be that all distinctive intellections were synonymous with

each other. The relation of (famala (intellection leading to insight)

and flftmya (intellection to be arrived at.) exists only between two

exclusions (ryitcrffis) and not between two positive agreements of

the objective world], because there does not exist a positive agree-

ment in this. ') The exclusion of the not-tree and the exclusion of

the \Mt-fimrajMl are mutually different, because there is a difference

between the [two] excludenda 2
)

[scil. the prnvapi) and the tree].

|
Vaicesika]: O wonderful cleverness on the part of scholars, in

so arranging the precedent and the consequent. Identity is the

germ of inference; and yet there is a mutual difference between

the two exclusions, functioning as prohnmliim ami probaus. What

does this hoens-pocus mean?

[Buddhist]: If I should say. There is identity between tree find

viuirapa; and although difference [must be admitted] between the

exclusion of not-tree and the exclusion of not-ciVf*/*7 — which

exclusions appear as identical — yet there is identity ns far as

aSt/ffi'ftsftt/n ("final conclusion) is concerned.

[Vaicesika]: When the identity [hetweon tree and c/wftf/"/) is

proved, thou the exclusion of the not-tree can be finally ascer-

tained — with reference to the topic in question — by means of

the exclusion of the not-e/wctf/w ; and when the exclusion of the

not-tree is finally ascertained here, then the settling of the identity,

as far as the final conclusion is concerned, takes place. Thus the

fault of mutual dependence [of propositions, comes in].

1) According to the BmMhixtic apohn-theory

.

2) vyiiiantya cf. Ny.-kand. 76, 14.
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[Buddhist]: At t ho moment of the .grasping of the universal con-

comilance. (here exists identity between tin* two exclusions, which
have been proved to hare <>nc nature.

|

Y'aicesika]: The identity of llicsc I wo (exclusions] thus ascer-

tained, is a under of fiinrv (hil/miUa). . And when inference could

hike place by transmitting [the matter] to loiicv, then no fallacious

reiison whatever conhl exist, for also identity would be possible,

between prtiuiryatni (the being object of trustworthy knowledge) nnd
ft /ti///ofn/ (transrene-v), being finally neecftteil as driving one nature
in as far as the litial ascertainment is concerned.

|

Hmldhist I: If I should say: there is non-existence of identity

of ftramrtfaten with transiency, beennse exclusion from the rijwiia
docs not c\isl.

|

\ai«,rsika j: That is tine. There is no real identity, but there

i> mii identitv projected [over them] by fancy (HaZ/Mnfi). And von
have wished this .-is n condition for the arising of inference. Thin
the mat-existence of tin' exclusion from the ri/tafot is coital to

something non-existent [i.e. is nonsense]. Moreover:
If) soiucImmIn believes that the notion about identity or enusa-

lih ensues from the notion of the non-existence of the pmbans in

the ri/,a/,.y{, then the notion about the non-existence of this [iden-
tity or causality] is a non-perception'-') of so thing which allows
perception, and since non-perception is included in inference —
proceeds from the notion abimt identity or from the notion about
cansnlity together with ji.e. just as well as) the non-existence of
the piob;ins in the 'ripakft ja non-existence] which mnst also be
pimed by him [i.e. by this somebody to whom I refer]; and
again the ascertainment of identity or causality in this [last-men-
tioned notion] 3

) ensues from the notion of the non-existence of
inherence in the ri/mt-w

; and the notion of this non-existence is

dependent on Another non-perception, because this is accepted: „what-
e\er mtty be the negation, it always bears upon ,i non-perception".
Thus, since endless regress comes in, we cannot prove exclu-
sion {rpttireia) and therefore neither nm innate nature nor effect
be [what we call] the probans.

Moreover although there is neither identity nor causality, yet
\w notice the relation of (jnmjfn and (jamnka between the rising
of the ;.steri>m Krttihi/, and the setting of the asterism llolmn.

1 7«v,.i ,,,„!, kfttytt rit.

I{>:»l: .-,, •i„,,,i
l

, lil„tHll,ir.

'' OmtftH in thi« Iran si at ion: neiMBrfftm>iM,
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Thus it is n statement, unsufficiently thought out, to wy: rcstrie-

tion cither ensues from causal rotation {ktin/ahiruiuibhrira) or from

innate iintnrc.

For tlic relation of one thing with nnother thing hv means of

innate nature is definite, because it is exempt from conditions

{ttptlrffii). A relation, lirought about hv conditions, namely, ceases

on account of the cessation of these | conditions], hut a relation l»y

innate nature (svfllikrtrikak Bawhamlhalf) does not. If the relation of

smoke towards tire was effectuated hv conditions, then these would

have heen perceived, as is the instruction
|
which is being given],

|as a condition) for the heing together of pupil and teacher. For

there is not the slightest reason for our not perceiving these con-

ditions, when lire and smoke are perceived several times, and neither

are the conditions of a perceived [object] necessarily imperceptible.

For when these | conditions] were dependent on the innate nature

[of the object), then the necessary concomitance would be proved,

in as far as a relation, brought about Ivy this
|
innate nature

|,

would last as long as the object [exists]. Hut if they were adven-

titious, then their causes would also be perceived. And to sa\ : ..the

conditions and their causes transgress (lie senses without, exception",

this is too complicated a sup|M»sition {rjurn kalphnii). That fact,

[c. g.] smoke, for which there are no conditions [required], would

be sometimes perceived [in its] independent [nature], so as lire (or

heat) whose relation towards smoke is effectuated hv | wet ] fuel ns

a condition, is met with as smokeless, when dry fuel linn the pre-

dominance {ndhipnlyn). Hut' never in this way is tireless smoke

found by any other act of consciousness |i. c. Ivy nny other percep-

tion]. So then

:

when we have conceived the non-existence [of itpridlih], beenuse

we never perceived such npndhi* which [according to their nature)

would have possessed the property of
[ being open to our] perception;

whilst we have settled the non-probantial character {ahctvlva)

of the perceived different states of the fuel according to 1

)
place

and time, on reason of the irregular concomita nee in reiterated in-
ception; 2

)

then there is no fault in the perception of the non-existence of

vpadhh by referring- to all particular cases of place and time.

So then after having settled, that the coexistence of the genera-

lity 'smoke' with the generality 'fire' is merely l)ound on the innat

1) R>n<l: rltrnhiilit.

2
) OmiHcd: mpat+MMntitm nnnpnlnm1ttnu1.
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nature (of things].— liv the last perception, of which every counter-

view is rejected, mid wlitoli is supported by a Intent impression,

originated from the seeing of siiuultiinons existence —« one realises

tin* strict rule: „this is strictly hound to that".

Although at the first perception the eoexistenee is grasped, vet

we do no! grasp the stiirt rule. For the strict rule does not follow

from the mere 'eoexistenee, but from n eoexistenee void of condi-

tions. And the \oidncss of conditions is the Hun I conclusion of the

application of reiterated perception. Thus ii |j. o. the strict rule
j
is

settled by a concrete perception which has pot force by the reite-

rated grasping of coexistence. |{y this wc have also refutes!:

[Quoted opinion of an opjMiuent] : ,.llow is the grasping of a
strict rule possible with reference to individuals belonging to past

and future, for the perception by means of the sense-organs refers

to something which is [now] existent?

[
Defeiident]: For we do not teach the grasping of universal con-

comitance (which abides in special forms) in respect to generality

with disregard to the special forms, but in this grasping of the

universal* concomitance, the notion is without doubt everywhere,

because it has everywhere one form.

|

Opponent
J:

Why then have not the individual forms entered

into the universal concomitance?

|
Defendent j: Hut who says that they have not? Hut only under

the aspect of generality and not of difference have they (lone so.

Therefore we think of tire (pin talis through our notion of smoke;
it ji. e. tire) has regard to that 1

)
[notion of smoke], and has no

reference to difference [i. e. is not considered in its own differen-

tiated forms
j.

[Opponent]: If I should say: Hut when (although the strict

ride is ascertained everywhere by generality) doubt has originated
owing to factors which lack trustworthiness, then also from vour
Ktandpoint (when individual firm and smokes have been seen bv
means of perception, ami their causal relation gras|>ed) noliodv can
prevent the not hap|>oiiing there of inference in consequence of n
doubt which was 'put between' by [lapse of] time and [difference

of
|

place.

Hut we say: the relation of effect ami cause is ascertained by
reiterated perception, because the doubt as to whether [the connec-
tion which seems to be of a causal character] is due to its npCulhh,
is not solved by one single perception. And the reiterated perception

l
) Rind: MM,
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refers to the generality, because there ia no re itera ted perception

of momentary individuals. Therefore the relation of effect and eause —
which refers to generalities and exists between that which is ex-

cluded from the non-fin; and that which is excluded from the non-

smoke !
) — is ascertained for all cases after it has been ascertained

for one case, for there is oneness in the generality.

[Defcndent]: Why does not [the notion. of] nii/ama (striet rule)

please you — [a notion] which is similarly settled for all cases

by us? Moreover, from your standpoint, two generalities which

transgress the reach of the sense-organs, do not allow the relation

of effect and cause, because they are not objective {arantttfrfil).

Hut the individuals are of such a nature; and everything is gras|>ed

by perception in [the form of) individuals. And you may not argue

as follows:

[Argumentation attributed to the opponent]: There ia a holding

together in the mind of past and future individual*.

[Defcndent]: for if the mind were independent with reference to

an exterior object, tin; unwished-for consequence would be that

there would be no blind or deaf person, (for his mind would form

shapes, forms and sounds, although the exterior objects do not act

on it]. Causal relation and ott/tt/ma/tflt/a (ascertainment) exist for

perceived individuals, and origination of inference does not bike

place with reference to unperceived individuals, because it is other-

wise than this. Neither can the relation of probans ami probundiim be

accepted for individuals, for they are totally apart from each other.

41. Verbal authority a form of irtference. 2
)

Nyaya-kandalT p. 214 1. (5.

[Opponent]: In an inference we conceive a (//tat win (an object

in question) determined by the quality to be proved; but what is

this dharmin in an inference concerning a matter by means of word?

No object, certainly, because this is then [at the time of the mere

mentioning of the word] not perceived.

[Defcndent]: If I should say: the word ia the object in question?

[Opponent]: What is its probaudum?

[
Dcfendent]: If I should say: its reference to an object?

[Opponent]: [You are wrong, becnuse] differently from mountain

* \

') According to the apotaMtafo,

2) The passage is a polemics against the Parva Mfmilmsakas who nphold caMa to he

an independent source of knowledge. VS. (JaSoanKtiU .TmX, the Vnrto-H\tnMm<i Srlrnnl

p. M &c.

Vertatnd. Kon. Ak»d. t. Wetenseh. N. Reeks. 01. XVIII. N\ 2. 30
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Ac with reference to (ire Ire., no relation of word villi object —
either a conjunction, or nn inherence »vc. — is perceived, which
would allow tlmt this [word] can be proved as determined by the

object. For the relation of these two is merely that of the praHpmh/a
(iiominnndiim). and the pra/iptlrhika (noininans); and this [relation],

•hit ing from the time after the cognition of the object, is not pos-

sible before the showing of the object, Neither does there — as is

the citse with tin: and smoke — exist ft regular necessary coexis-

tence (aihmbhnni) of word and object, because of their [possible

mutual] deviation in space and time. And [the occurrence of] this

deviation is proved |>v

a) the fact that the word Yudhisthira is used in the Kali-period,

although Yudhisthira does not live anymore;

6) the fact that the word l.anka is heard in .lambudvipa, although
[this island] Lanka is not present. Consequently word is not a form
of inference, because the whole set of conditions, necessary for

inference, is not present; for [the word] is not strictly combined
with [lit., deviates from] the object, according to varieties of place.

Nowhere does smoke deviate from lire [i. e. wherever there is smoke,
then; must be fire]; but on the other hand word deviates from its

object. Namely:

.

| This word] crwra has for the inhabitants of the Dckhiin
the meaning of..„ lover"; but for the people of Aryavarti

it menus ,. thief".

And if word were a form of inference, then the ascertainment
of its trustworthiness Would depend on the notion of the threefold
qualities {tmirnf»/a) [which are required in the probans], nnd not
on tin: notion of its being spoken by a competent person. Hut since
its trustworthiness is settled by this notion, it differs from inference,
for it is dissimilar in this respect.

[Defendeut]: We answer to this: When the forefinger is raised,
the inference of the number „tcn" is made with reference to objects]
distant from ns in space and time. Here now it is not number
which is the object ill question {(Uiarmin), because it is not taken
ns such. Neither is the position of the forefinger the tUamim, because
Were would exist no other relation of this [position of the forefinger]
with the number ..ten", which is expressed by it

1

, nnd because
it would not be tit that this, expressing [of this number] should
m determined by it [i. e. by this i^sition]. And neither do these
pro occur in the snipe place, nor at the same time. How then

' .Read: j'ntfi'uMywmaiMy. .
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does the inference take place? — In consequence of the percep-

tion of the custom, prevalent among merchants, when engaged

in buying and selling, to raise the forefinger, as we have said; and

whicji is intended to suggest to us the idea of the number „ten".

How is this? — This [gesticulation] is the cause of the notion of

the number „ten" by means of the understanding of the intention,

to inform us about that. If so, then !
) it is with word as follows:

first by the uttered word 'cow', [tin; hearer] becomes aware of the

speaker's wish to express an object to which belong [the respective

specchsounds] in, kit, &*c. — for he nlso perceives in tlio stream

of his own consciousness {srasdiitdim) the fact that the wish for

indicating a cow precedes the uttering of the word 'cow', and from

this wish to express it certain object, [the hearer] infers the object.

The formal inference may here be given thus:

This man — the d/iarmin [in our inference] — jmssesses

the wish to express an object to which belong [the rcsjice-

tive specchsounds] ka, ku iVe.

;

becnusc he is the agent of the utterance of the word

'cow'

;

so as I [urn on certain occasions].

[Opponent]: If I should say: the ascertainment of the object iloes

not follow from this wish for indication, bemuse we perceive this

wish for indication also in incompetent |>ersons, although the object

does not exist.

[Defendent]: [You ask me]: Mow does the [untrustworthy] proof

for the [object] by means of word take place here? [I answer]: by

error {fthriinlt), or by the intention to deceive, [or] by the use of

a word, void of sense.

[Opponent]: If I should say then: the notion of an object arise

from a word, uttered by a trustworthy person?

[Defendent]: We might just as well say: the understanding of

the object follows [as a result] from tho intention {abhiprnyd) of

the competent person. — And as to the (occnsionnl) deviation of

word from object in particular places, although its prohantial nature

still exists — a deviation which does not occur in the case of smoke

[and fire] — here the following argumentation has force:

Smoke is a probans for fire by a relation, founded on the nature

of things {svahhnvxknh smnhandhah); but word, which like gesticu-

lation, functions through convention (smikefa), formed by the wish

of man, is a probans with the aid of the understanding of the

') Note the construction of mm with genitive.
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speaker's wish in relation to that object for which man has made
the contention. And further for the same reason, just as gesticulation
is tit for the ascertainment of objects, when used by competent
men, so iindeviating relation ') will occur between thing and word,
provided that this latter is uttered by a competent person [in
this way there is analogy with the regular concomitance of tire

and] smoke characterised by such qualities as continuance, rising
upwards &c.

| Opponent]: Why have yon not laid down the fact that the
denotation of object by word takes place through the original meaning
{nuiL-lii/a crffift) of the word?

|hefendent]: Itecause there is not a [real
|

relation [between
word and thing; - i.e. this relation is only a matter of conven-
tion], and if anything; quite unrelated, could be a factor, leading
to insight iiiamaha), then there would be too wide an applicability
( a tipraxaign).

[Opponent]: If I should say: there is a natural (Wv//,7n'/v?) rela-
tion [between word and object]? *

|

Del'endent]: No, because one word is used for several objects
in accordance with variety of place.

[Opponent]: ]f I should say: the denotative power of the word
relates to that thing for which it is used by the Arvas. but in other
eases the probantial nature of the word, 'when used, agrees with
convention r

[Defendent]: No, bceanse the word *m,ra is [active in] the same
[way], ether effectuating the notion 'thief or the notion Mover'.
And there is no reason for any distinction, so that it would have
denotativeness {vacd-aha) with reference to thief, and probantiality
with relerence to lover. Kor:

also in the ease of the Anns the notion of the object,
arising in consequence of the word C**ra, supposes a pro-
bans ;

because the obtain.nent of this [notion] is born from
the word enura\ '

.

just as the obtainment [of the respective notion]
is l>orn from the word caura, when used by an
inhabitant of the Dekhan and agreed U|kmi by
both parties [speaker and hearer].

') Real: *,i„>H,ir„h.
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42. h there a wabhankah mmbandhah' between trord and object/ l

)

Nvava-kandalf, p. 215, I. 10:

[Vaieesika] : And there is no proof for the existence of a natural

relation. \\y your school it is said:

[Opinion held by opponents]: [This] relation consists in the natural

jxtwer of the word as a denotator — a power which [also] resides

in the denotandmn — localise thus is a foot placed on either side.

According to the savin*;:

The power, forsooth, is the relation.

[Vaieesika]: If the power of word were to stay in the denotan-

dmn according to the nature of things (ttcabhfica), then the inexpe-

rienced man [i. e. he who does not know the language] would

understand the object tlnongh the word, like the experienced man,

because [in both eases] there would be a word, an object, and their

relation. . ,

[Opponent]: If I should say. the relation, when known, is the

cause of the notion of the thing; and not [the relation], merely

by the fact of its existing. As has been said :

[ This j relation, because it is a factor leading to know-

ledge (jUffpaH'a), stands in need of an intellection about

itself, therefore this [relation], although existent, is not

manifest, when not grasped.

[Vaieesika]: Of what kind is the intellection abont this relation?

[Opponent]: If I should say: this [intellection] is of the following

kind: this object is the denotandmn of that word.

[Vaieesika]: And from where docs it arise?

[Opponent]: From the usage of old people [which is perceived

by children when growing up].

[Vaieesika]: Let the intellection about the objective fundament

of denotation and denotandmn — [an intellection], brought about

by grown up people, when dealing mutually, [in the soul] of a boy

in their presence, and which is called convention {snfiketo) and

proficiency in language {vyutpatti) — !>e the cause of the notion of

the thing, through the intermediance of latent impression! Why do

we want another kind of relation?

For the innate fitness of the word is its wordness; and the adven-

titious fitness is its gaaJfrcta-, and this order is peculiar; and from

these two forms of fitness ensues the origination of the notion of a

certain thing. And it is unnecessary to surmise another kind of relation.

*) Cf. Vair;. Satni VII, 2, II—20 & GaSuXnXtha JiiX, The Prfihhakarn School,

p. 229 § 3.
'

.
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[Opponent]: If I should say: when the trustworthiness [of a

knowledge-source] is known by means of something else, then the

trustworthiness of this latter must again be proved by something

else, and so on; and consequently the fault of endless regress

would come in.

[
Vaiecsika] : There is no endless regress here, because the wish

for knowledge does not exist for every source of knowledge. Tor

a proof circu ml imitates an object by the mere fact of its arising;

and [this task does] not [belong to] its understood trustworthiness.

Now it can sometimes happen, that, after an object is circumlimi-

tated by a proof, there arises by some cause or other a doubt:

,,is this a trustworthy or an untrustworthy source of knowledge?"

and that man abstains from activity through this uncertainty about

this object of his knowledge (ri*at/a); [then afterwards it may

happen] that man's wish to get more knowledge with reference

to this trustworthiness by means of another instrument arises, in

order that he may proceed to activity; for as long as the trust-

worthiness is not settled, tin; doubt will not be sublatcd. Hut

where, either by the skill [afforded] by perpetual application or

by the grasping of all particularities without exception, the proof,

with all its stains of doubt wiped off, comes forward, there by

the mere arising of the [proof] the object is ascertained ami

the person who realises the proof (pramfitar) , feels no more

: any further [intellectual] desire, since he does not stand in any

/ need of it; consequently there is no further research for other

/ proofs. And he who would try to raise a doubt here, would

' fail in this attempt, since [this doubt] is refuted by the ascer-

tainment of that object. As has been said by Ma^uana in his

Hrahmasiddhi: ^

„\Yhen [the object] is known, the doubt [lit. the not breathing

freely] is removed by knowledge."

[Opponent]: If [you maintain that] the wish to understand the

trustworthiness of knowledge is felt on behalf of activity, then [I

raise the following objection] : when a man who had not settled

this trustworthiness was active [for a certain object], impelled by

his doubt concerning that object, then after that he has become

satisfied by the reaching of that object, [he will] no more [feel]

this wish to understand the trustworthiness. How then does fitness

for activity prove that a trustworthy means of knowledge jiossesses

[t. e. bears upon] a real object? For his activity docs not take

place with reference to this [reached object], in order to examine

the trustworthiness of the knowledge, so as the husbandman
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concerning H trustworthy mean, of knowledge, limn tl.is trustwor-
hmcss is not merely due to the innate Mature of the cause, but

to it. qualities. The mtollectiou about the object is the cause of the
word; its [good] quality, of the equivalence; its faults, of the no,,.
ct,«ivalenee [of the word]. So then, whilst the equivalence [of
the word] ,s the cause for its trustworthiness w „ pwo(f its tn ,

L

st .

w<,rth,ness M effectuated by the [good] quality of the eause, and
not by the mere innate nature [of the eause]. And if the trust*
worthiness of word as a proof depends on its [good] qunlitv, then ')
it will be the same ease with the other kinds of intellecHons-

The mtellections in question, as |n<»ofs, possess trust wort hi-
i»css m consequence of the [good] quality of their causes;

because they are intellections about a trustworthy means
of knowledge;

w> ns an intellection (about a trustworthy source
of knowledge) which is dependent on the Terhal
information [heard].

[0|qK„,entJ: If 1 should say: the aetivity (n^nra) of the [good]
qw"Xv of the cause bears - also with regard to word - on the
iM»n-ex,stence of the fault, but not on the origination of the trust-
worthiness of the intellection.

[Defendent]: No, 2) for let us admit that no origination of uon-
equivalence (which is an effect of faults) fakes place, in conse-
W»ce of the fact that faults are frustrated by good qualities;
whence, however, should arise the origination of the equivalence?
for the non-existence of the effect takes place when the cause is
Hckmg but not the existence of the [s'tate of things] opposed to
[this effectj. • •

'

'

[Opponent]: If I should say: [the origination of the equiva-
IcneeJ is due merely to the innate nature of the intellection?

[Defendent]: No, [you arc wrong], because there arc no diffe-

.

re.nccs [in tins innate nature qua talis]. For the connection with

'

objects forms the differentiation in the intellections. And if this
- [connection with the objects] is no factor in the origination of this

equivalence (owing to the fact that this [equivalence] only depends
on the sublating of faults), then in consequence of the identity in
the ,nnnte nature, word will not be fixed with reference to the
different objects, because there is no proof for such a differentiation.

Hut if an intellection referring to a certain object produces a

») Notice the contraction of mli lalhn cum Kenetiro.

) Read: do*n-vrnt,bandhad do*n-k(lrya»V rt Ac.
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44. Upamfina (indication by meanft of comparison) a form

of anumana. ')

Nyaya-kandafl p. 220 1. 21 :

When a competent person — c. g. a man who has travelled

through woods and knows the yaraya —r is asked l>y it citizen who
has no knowledge about this animal: „what does the yaraya look

like'r" and when he informs him by means of the similarity of a

yaraya with a cow, [then we have to do with n form of] inference.

The. words: „the yaraya is such as the eow is", are the ftpta-

ravana (words of the competent person = cabda). And this fipfa-

racana is also an inference, because the notion [that the ease is]

thus, follows from the trustworthiness of the [knowledge, given by

the] speaker. Therefore upamfina is no separate [source of know-

ledge) apart from inference.

[Here we must make the following distinction]:

(./). The inference is of the kind as we have described, in the

case of those Purvanrimamsakas who term the words of the wood-

traveller the upamfina. (#). The pupils of (^ahaka-svamin, however,

declare upamfina to be the intellection about the similarity with a

[previously] perceived particnlar cow — [an intellection], which

arises after the seeing of a yaraya in the Wood and together with

the remembering of the cow and which can be expressed in the

words: 'my cow is similar to this [animal]'. [If we now accept

this definition], then upamfina is [a form of] remembrance. For

similarity, like generality, obtains individuality every time in one

object; and it does not like conjunction, adhere to two objects.

Tor the notion : ..this is similar to a cow", arises with reference

to an individual yaraya in a wood, even although an individual

cow is not seen. As has been said by the Mlmamsaka-teachcrs,

[Qlokavarttika p. 444 n°. 35, cf. GaNuanatha Jua's trans!, p. 227]:

„ I like generality, similarity obtains reality in one abode;

because it is experienced, even where the pratiyoyin [i. c.

the object on which the relation bears] is not seen."

Discussion of the notion upamfina,
according to the Cabnra-svamin-dcfmition.

Nyaya-kandali p. 221 1. 8.

And whilst similarity every time obtains its full reality in one

J
) Cf. Prnhhakara Srhool p. 68 and Ofi The r/anara-nvimin-dtfinition, aim accepted

hy Prablmkara, is piven there § 1. The „other definition" in § 3.

Read in the text of Tra^. Bha>ya p. 220 1. 16 aprnniddhngnmyanyn.
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object, so, although t his notion, bearing upon cow and (expressed

in the words]: ..this is similar to a fflfVftftt'*, did not exist previ-

ously in consequence of tin; not grasping of a gntnyn , vet the

notion of similarity (-(insists rightly in the men: conjunction [of the

sense-organ
]

with its [one] abode. In the same wny, although in

consequence of the not having grasped of the (other) fimtit/ix/in

the notion: ..this is long or short in comparison to that
[
== a pre-

vioii^y not perceived object |" docs not arise, yet the grasping of

extension (pni tidis tiikes place on onr merely approaching its abode.

flow otherwise could an\body, when arrived at another spot, after

hii\ing seen :i //rrtftj/tj^i/t, decide: ,.this is long or short in com-

parison to that [—an absent object]." If similarity which formerly

was not seen in the cow by the mere meeting with the sense-organ,

neither were now [i. c. in the wood, where no cow in present]

seen in the t/ar/n/fi, then the fixed relation of these two
[
pra(itfog'>H*\

[to be expressed in the words]: „the remembrance takes place with

reference to the cow, after the -perceiving of the (picai/a
1

would

not exi>t; because there would be no difference (in this respect
|.

(Opponent]: The determination of the remembrance is effected by

the perception of so many generalities: hoofs, hairy tail i\e. as

were perceived in the cow.

j
Defendent ]: [Von are right, but then it follows that]: the

generalities inherent in several parts form the similarity, in conse-

quence of their inherence, in both [abodes]. And when these [gene-

ralities] are gra>pcd in one special case in consequence of the

grasping of the abode, then the similarity is grasped. Therefore the

notion of similarity, based on tin? individual cow which is not

present and [arising] when a //arm/ft is perceived, is a remembrance

uhich originates from the Intent impression, awakened by the seeing

of something similar, and it is not a separate source of knowledge.

And we may also notice that remembrance may have for an object

something which is grasped by vague perception {nircikalpakri);

because somebody unexperienced {nn/ufpanim) recognises — on |>er-

(civing a second individual object — a generality which was vogue

{ttrikalpifa) at first iji his perception of one [i. c. the first] upecUacn.

Discussion of the notion up a mftn a

according to the other Purva-MlmnnisjI-dcrinition.

N\a\a-kandali p. 221 I. 21.

[Let us now consider the definition, given by the other Purvo-

Mimainsakas. They explain vpamuna as follows]: When n man has
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heard the ttfide^arfilifn [i. e. n sentence wherein occurs u statement

transferring the form of one object to nnolher, such as yalhti flans,

tnthn f}avnyal;\, then oil seeing a gttvaifa and noticing its similarity

to a cow, [he will take] the word (fttcnifa as a name for that

animal]. This notion, now, of the relation between the name and

the object hearing the name, is the npamilna.

In this theory [the formula]: yalhu gain' i/nvm/as lathtl, lwlongs

to [the source of knowledge, termed] word [rftfo/a or fabtla\\ and

the intellection of ordinary people, originated In it and [to he

expressed in the words]: „that which is called 'yarnt/a, is some-

thing similar to a cow", is merely fujama [i. e. tradition or word].

As to the intellection: „that which is similar to a cow, must he

called f/araj/ft" this is [a form of] inference, because this word is

used for that. [Or to express it more formally]:

If a certain word is consistently used for n certain object

by people who are well versed in it, then it is the name

for this thing;

the word f/avaj/n, now, is consistently used by the

wood-inhabitant for [an animal] like a cow;

ergo this animal [which I now sec] is to be termed

a (fftmifa.

(Here we have to do with] a knowledge by means of a genera-

lity, or: inference.

The egression on npamilnn, concluded.

Nyaya-kandal! p. 222 I. 3.

With reference to this |>erceptible gavai/n the fruit {phnla) of

the perception is: (1) the knowledge of the similarity, and (2) the

intellection al>out an individual, different {from anything else] in

the three worlds.

And ns to the application {amtmiulhana) of the relation 'name

and thing bearing name' as bearing upon this [particular ease],

this again is [a form of] remembrance;
• l>ccause it is originated from a latent impression, which

itself was produced by an intellection [containing the state-

ment]: that something similar to a crtw, must be called by

the word gavaya — [an intellection] which starts from a

generality, manifested by the grasping of similarity and pre-

viously originated;

like the application of the vflcgafva by means of a

certain word to another specimen of the same kind as
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object - [ft nin/fifcn] effected by n latent impression

which is born from an intellection about n convention

(fuuNtr/ft), relating to [lit.: Iinvin^ as object] a genera-

lity originated in [previous] particular eases.

45. Arthapatti. ')

Nyaxa-kandab p. 222 I. \).

,..\n object (matter), either seen or heard of, is not possible in

another way", hen; the supposition of something else [than that

which is originally grasped] is an nrtfiripatti. 2
) It is . useful to

mention -separately the perceiving of [words] henrd. Arthnpatti [in

general, is brought about] by [tlu« supposing, of an] other [state

of tilings] which puts matters right. This rightly arranging- matters

is carried out in two ways in the ilrxhlrtfirtpaffi and the vrulnr-

ttilpnUi.

When a state of things, otherwise being impossible, suggests

another slate of things, then [we have to do with
]
a drxhlrthnpalH.

I:\»r instance:

..('aitra lives, but he is not in his house". Merc the non-exis-

tence of Caitra is ascertained by means of the [source of knowledge,

termed]: aUtlra; but from the verbal information: ..he lives", his

staying there is ascertained, in as far as we experience that a

living man stays in his house. But it is not possible that one
[thing) simultaneously is and is not in ojic place; because the exis-

tence of these two [conditions] together is contradictory. Therefore
this ascertained non-existence and this heard-of information: „he
lives" do not agree, unless he is out-of-doors. So then one will

surmise such [a fact] by the existence of which an other [fact],

[first] being impossible, becomes possible. If ho is not out-of-doors,

then there is contradiction [of his non-existence in the house] with
[the fact] that lives, and a contradiction cannot exist. Hut when
Caitra's being out-of-doors is accepted, then this [difficulty] is solved:.

..('aitra lives and he is not in the house, because he is out-of-doors."

h Cf. MiSi;.t!i.\TiH In*, Tl„< l^ihhahnn A***J p. >J44 &c.\ wherr we fin.l in §2
* filiT.ncf to tit.' ^rniturtliiiimtti".

2
) I «h.»nM like to prppte tin- followin<; hypothesis on the original meaning of the

farm „rih,t,»ihi.'U »n- n notion due to tlir exigences ofexejreak When* a liternl expla-
»"'i"M o| tl„. t-vt was not nowible, on.. „h«i| to go hack" (AjMrfptf*) to the „mraning",
•r ..iiit.-mimi" -f the shaker {arlh,t\ A,-th„,,,lii thus (.ignihY.1 a* mnrh nsc ^reading

,x% " n ""' lilM '*"- , "*' r "".. '»th,>,Htm got a wider meaning; only the rrnHMhApatU
»»» remnant of the old ns.> of th<> term.
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For if there is a contradiction between two moans of know-

ledge, one of which leaves room [for further suppositions], whilst

the other is not of this kind — it is likely thnt there exists ano-

ther object of the

.

»<ivakrirnm\j)mninifn»i
J,

on account of the unfit-

ness of the niracalfi£nm\_praitHl»aw\ That now which puts right the

contradiction between these two [peawfi»a*\ is the arf/ni/xilli. The
intellection which arises [in a man's mind] after his having seen

an object which stands in a certain relation [to other objects] and

is limited in place -iVe., and in consequence of his remembering the

relation — this intellection, now, containing another object which

stands in a certain relation, is a [form of] inference. The difference

between these two [means of knowledge, i. c. between inference

in general, and artlifipatfi specially] ensues from a difference of the

manner in which intellections arise. As has been said •

In inference we can distinguish one form in which [the

inference] owes its birth to agreement. Hut the other form,

[termed} artfaljxif-ti, proceeds from exclusion {vynfirekn). ')

Similarly the auditive arlhnpntti suggests [to lis] an other word,

where a certain word is illogical [at first impression). Kor instance:

after [having heard] the information : „This fat man does not eat

in the day-time", we surmise as a complement to this information:

„[butj he eats at night".

40. Discussion of tlr^tflrthUpntti in detail.

Nyiiya-kandall p. 223 1. (>.

[Opponent]: When the non-existence [of Caitra's] in the house

suggests the idea of his being out-of-doors, only because of the

unfitness [of a contradiction], then it could just as well suggest any

other fact, because a determining cause is lacking.

[Defendent]: If I should say: the non-cxistencc in the house

suggests another fact in order to effect its own fitness; and this

fitness is not [brought about], when another fact [than this l>eing

out-of-doors] is supposed.

[Opponent]: tty whom is it upheld that its fitness arises on

account of his being out-ofrdoors? We, on our side, affirm that,

1) Yet nvlhapatli is clearly distinguished from njnlirrky itniimftnam. This latter

term has reference to the inductive part of the Indian syllogism, it means snch general

propositions, for which we can only finds instances, if we read them in their negative

form. An ifrfAftjNtffi has reference to the deductive process and contains i. a. the following

argumentation: when we know 1. „if A is not, then is D not"; 2. „W is"; then we must

conclude: „A is".
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even when then is existence out-of-doors, still the non-existence in

tin* house remains unfit.

(
Defendcnt |: This is noticed:

A non-omnipresent object is in one place, and is not some-

where else:

so as the sun is perceived in one place between east

and west and nowhere else, — as is ascertained with

the aid of |>erception

;

so then the non-existence of a living man in his

house is tit, when hit* existence out-of-doors takes

place, but not otherwise.

Hut then the comprehension of this (Uncus is only based on the

comprehension of agreement. And so urllifipal(\ would be the same
as inference, since it owes its birth to agreement. As to the fact

that it arises when there is a contradiction, this is merely a s|>eei-

tication. Ami in this way we obtain the formal syllogism {prayoi/a):

Devadalla is out-of-doors;

because he is not perceived in tin; house, whilst at

the same time he is connected with life;

as it is [often the case with] me.

17. DiftciissioH of frtrftlrffiil/Hltfi in (friaif.

\\nvn-kandn)i p. 223 I. 1 7.

After one has heard the information: ,.the fat [man] does not

eat in the day-time", the supposition of his eating at night is an
inference by means of [„ fact, itself] inferred. Because the fatness

| of the iimii] is inferred from the [speaker's] word which functions
as a probans; mid [from this fatness) we infer its cause; the eating
at night.

I'hiit is to say: The not informing us about its matter is the
unfitness of source of knowledge. The information: „ he does not
eat in the day-time" informs us about its own object; and so there
is no question of its unlitness. Kilt the fatness, as an effect of
eating, is not tit. whilst there is not-eating in the day-time; for
the cause is then lacking: and as a consequence of the unfitness
| of this supposed fatness], the information (nlfya, word) is also
unlit, for the objects are not coherent.

And if so, then the untitness of the word is identical with the
unf.tness of the objects, and the fitness of the one is the fitness
of the other. Hut the fitness and the unlitness [of the word] is
not of Im independent nature \na 8vanipe,,a). The state of things,
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characterised by the fatness of him who docs hot cat in the tiny-

timc, in as far as it is a result of eating, becomes tit by a state

of tilings which consists in the eating at night; but (does not be-

come so] by the word ..eating". Because the unfitness belongs to

the object, therefore the object, as cause also for the fitness of its

respective word, must be sought for; and not the word, because

this would not lead to fitness. And one object is understood as

made tit by [another] object, because fatness, excluded from [i.e.

not met together with] eating during day-time, is necessarily the

effect of eating at night; ergo tin; [proof called] arlful/xitfi docs

not refer to the words.

[Opponent]*: 1
) Hut I do not mean: „the object is brought to

fitness by ( another] object; and thus by its fitness the fitness of

the respective word arises; but [my idea is]: the object of our

language-expression is 'made fit by (another] object of language-

expression; because there is no coexistence between a
|
real object

]

comprehended by another source of knowledge and it [i.e. the

object of language-expression]. Tor when the verb form „he cooks"

is uttered, then'-) there is no fitness without an object of the action;

but one is satisfied (in this logical desire] by the perception of the

pulse which is being cooked; for the ilkanj^n (the desire for com-

pletion of a sentence), [expressed in this case by the words]: ..what

does he cook?", is satisfied (lit, 'complies'], when this [pulse] is

present. And also when the object of the action is adduced by

verbal information [in forms such as]: „he cooks greens, he cooks

pulse" \c, this notion is settled without doubt. Similarly such an

unfitness of the objects (contents) of word exists in [the. sentence]:

„this fat man docs not cat in the day-time." Therefore in this case

too satisfaction will arise with the aid of an object (or: contents)

of language-expression; and thus in the first place through arllifi-

pafit wc must search for a word which expresses the eating at

night; for otherwise there is no agreement of eating at night with

the object of the word „duriug day-time".

[Defendent]: But if arthtlpatfi is restricted to the boundary of

words, then the eating at night, as an objective fact, does iiot

become the object (contents, vifaya) of arf/iapatli', because this [fact]

falls outside 3
) the verbal information.

Neither is this [which you mention] simply word, because there

/ is no immediate proximity (pratyilsatti) between the word ..timing

') Read: nn matnm.
2
) Read: tAnofUfnlli^,

3
)

Read : nfutgamM.

Vtrhund. Kon. Akart. . WflMMfc. Nieuwe Reeka HI. XVIII N". Z 31
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day-time" or its object with the word „night"; neither is this

effected In means of these two
|
words]. For word is brought into

proximity {towards .'mother J with tlu; aid of the prox'imity between
objects.

lOppoiicnt |: Hut unlike inference; nrtkflfmfti docs not require ')

/n(tty<ix<ilti\ because it only proceeds from (grammatical) unlitncss.

Therefore it has been said:

..'Hut this (./) which is required by [one] object {B) in not
a serond object; for it (./) is excluded from this [nature]

by the fact that it must be grasped by concrete intellection
4

!'• «'• h\ an intellection hi which tin; notion of the object

is accompanied by its name].

..One understands fitness {sn,narthfn == itpapaffi), after having
conceived other words: '-')

..Therefore this \firtkil]ta1t%\ refers decidedly in the first

place to words, and hence word will inform us about con-

tents of words, as it relates to that."

|
hefendent): To this we answer: the separate words (/w/^/) arc

used to inform us about the contents of the sentence (r/ttytr). These
[words] arc separately nimble to teach us the contents of the sen-

tence which requires tin- meeting together of the word-mean-
ings — because their function has not yet reached its aim [in

their separate use]; so then they want other word-meanings [each
of which apart

|
effectuates [tin' notion of] one object [in our mind

j.

Hut when the contents of the sentence is taught by them.
|
used

in continuation], then they do not want another word more, because
their filiation has reached its aim.

[Opponent
I

:
If I should say: the object, as taught [by these

combined wonts], is
|
logically] not tit

r

|

Delcndent]: It is tit,;
1

) for the levelling of a contradiction in

the object is not the function of word {rabda)\ Hnt this only aims
at information; and this is carried out by it, even when the word
.iit night*' is not near. Tor we learn the not eating of the fat

man from the verbal information about his not eating in the day-
time. This knowledge, [up to so far] is undoubted and unmis-
tiiken. otherwise there would he no occasion at all for the procedure
of tirlluijHihi.

For only the unfitness of the not eating during day-time, as
proved by trustworthy means of knowledge, in the case of a fat

V) IiVii.I: „,->,-l. vj,,lr.

l:-;i.l: vahhiNhtriiifi hml.lhr.i.

Kind: «i/«r{M)(M,
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man [whose existence is] ascertained, is not allowed. For if these

[two facts] were uncertain or settled as hcing wrong ideas, why
should we jmsit another state of things? And for what would
vpajHitti l)c wanted? Hut 1

) the mutual contradiction exists hot ween
the two states of things. Therefore the notion of these two [states]

is a non-notion. Conclusively the verbal information is put straight

by the comprehension of the object, but does not require another

word ; for there is no other way to regulate matters. Thus then the

object, declared by means of the [word], is [logically] "unfit without

another object; and, when in pursuit of a [right] notion, it is

searching for its own fitness.

4*. Non-(',ri«tcuce, a
)

Nvafa-kandalT p. 225 I. 10.

Some assert a sixth source of trustworthy intellection, called

ahhilva, [i. e. proof for] non-existence, because the Hve other means -

perception Arc.
3
) — which grasp [forms of] existence, are unfit with

ropect to the notion of tin* non-existence of a know able i/irania/a}.

I'racastapada refutes this [in the words]: „uhhfivu '/>? nnumFinam
oca i. e. [proof for] non-existence is merely [a form of] inference".

And in order to answer the question : ,,'how?" he adds yathotpannam

&c. i. e. ..just as the originated effect is a probaus for the existence

of the cause, so is the
-

not originated effect the prohans for the

non-existence of the cause."

Even for him who accepts ahhnva as a [separate] means of know-
ledge, does not. the knowledge of the non-existence of the know-
able arise merely through the non-existence of an intellection; for

the unw ished-for consequence would be that the comprehension of

non-existence would exist with reference to an object, beyond our
perception by its innate nature. Hut when the causes for the intel-

lection arc present, then the not arising of intellection in regard

to an object capable of being known, is a cause for the compre-

hension of non-existence. Hut there is no di(Terence —- in itself -

of the non-|>crception of a perceptible [lit. lit] object from the non-

perception of an imperceptible object. Therefore this [non-percep-

tion], unlike our sense-organs, is not a factor of instruction through

its own power. Jiut the non-perception of the perceptible object

') Kcml : A mm ni.

2
) „N<ni-exi!»tt'nce'' is accrpfeil as an inili ,|K,inl«-nt sourrp of knowlfilgc by Ktinmrilit,

hut njcctrd as such l»y PraMmknra. — The I'nthli.tk.mt Silumt p. 71.
:l

) IVn'optirtn, infrrenro, cnMn, UfwimrttM & nrlh*jmHi.
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dues not deviate from [i. e. is constantly accompanied In] the non-

existence of' the knowablc; the non-perception of the imperceptible

(or unlit i object, does not show such a regularity, in sis far as
|
nom

perception J sometimes takes place although the object exists. Hv
such an important difference the non-perception of the lit object is

informative, and the other [i.e. the noii-perception of the uiiKt

object is
|
not so.

If so. non-existence will simply be a probans (//*////tf); for it

depends on the grasping of a necessary concomitance ; but if it

were independent of this, then we could with difficulty avoid the

nnwished-for consequence that this non-existence [of intellection)

would [always] without distinction teach lis the [objective] non-

existence.

[Opponent]
: Hut the intellection about non-existence also takes

place with reference to the perceived [spot of the] Moor in conse-

quence of the connection with the sense-organs; why should we
not accept, in this [intellection, expressed in the words; „this

spot, of the] floor is without a pot", a perception of the non-exis-

tence just as well as a perception of the Hoorr

[
Defcndcnt): If I should answer: the connection of the sense-

organs takes place with regard to the positive part
|
i. e/ the Moor

and not the non-existence], because of its fitness (perceptibility)?

[Opponent]; This is not right, as not being made Convietivc.

For fitness (ffyjfrtfti) must be deduced from the effect , and just as

iif existence the effect is seen to comply with the agreement and
contrariety of the sense-organ, thus too in non-existence. And like

existence, so is non-existence tit for the grasping through the sCuse-

organs, and also here from the seeing of the effect a certain con-

nection of the sense-organs must be posited.

[
DefendentJ: Hut our idea (is otherwise]. No Torm of non-exis-

enee is conceived unless as supjxuted by a certain abode [ivlhi-

ifiiraiiti, object to which it refers, place where the non-existence is

located]; for we sec that practical behaviour and inactivity take

place with reference to defined spots Ire. The activity of the sense-,

organs now deals with the perception of that [object] which is con-
ceived as the ndhikarnHn of the [non-existence, in question]. Some-
body, namely, who has seen e. g. a temple, so as it is, and who,
having gone to another place, is asked bv somelmdy else: „Is Deva-
datta in that temple or is he not?" will — after having learnt the

other man's wish tor information — realise in himself this non-exis-
tence [to be formulated in the words]: „is not"; and will [consequently]
answer [with these words]: „[l)evadatta] is not [in the temple]."
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And one -should not say:

[Supposed contradiction by an opponent]: The non-cxistenee of

Devadatta was formerly grasped , nt the moment of the grasping of

the temple by vague perception; and at the present moment it

becomes remembered.

[Defendent] : The grasping by vague perception, in consequence

of a connection with the sense-organs, is possible for pots iVe., lo-

calise things like these do not depend in their innate nature on

something else, lint the innate nature of non-existence, having

negation as innate character, is dependent on that whose negation

it is. Therefore — [scil.] since there is no other innate nature of

non-existence than that of its being the negation of the [positive

entity in question] — no determining of it is possible without he

determining of the innate nature of its pratiyogiH (correlative object).

This, namely, is the difference between existence and non-ex istence:

that the grasping of the one takes place in a positive form, the'

grasping of the other in the form of a negation of something else.

As has been said by the author of the Nyava-varttika

:

There is a difference, beranse the cause of perception

and non-perception , is (respectively] independent [ami] de-

pendent.

The existent is independent, being the [ object ive] foun-

dation of tin; trustworthy means of knowledge. *

The non-existent is dependent, through the intermedianco

of the negation of something else.

Hnt if the grasping of the non-existent were also independent,

then it would no more differ from existence. So then there is no

grasping of non-existence by means of vague perception. And as to

your dilemma:

[Opponent]-. Was there formerly a notion of the temple as con-

nected with [the presence of] Devadatta, or as free from this? If

[the temple] was grasped as connected, there will l>c no remem-
brance of the temple simply as such; but if [the temple] was

grasped as free [from that presence of Devadatta 's], the non-exis-

tence, then grasped, will afterwards be remembered. This [argu-

mentation] is valid.

[Defendent]: This does not hold good, for we grasp the temple

in its innate nature, even if the .existence or non-existence is not

grasped. Therefore there was previously no grasping of non-exis-

tence, and as a consequence of this non-existence [of this grasping]

there is now no remembrance. And neither docs here appear a new
kind of pramann.
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< >j»|»<»n« nl
j :

IVoin this \„-r conclude (lint
|
there is Sl source of

trustworthy knowledge which differs') lYom the five [gcnemllvl
ncijepied m.uivcs: perception vVc, [and w hid. aims] fit tlnT grasping
of i.oi,-exi4enee with reference to [mm object whose) prafiyoqh,
w not in onr 'neighboorhood, Init is an object of remembrance.
And when we have .proved in oi,c ease, that [objective] non-cxis-
temv must lie determined by [the means of knowledge, called]
non-existence, then this will also he admissihlc in other eases.
•So then we have proved that non-existence is a new kind of
/DllnKI/lfl.

[IWeiKksHt]: To this we answer: (A) Must we snv that the
person who had gone to another spot and was questioned bv some
hod

v else, possesses a prcsential {,<hnttnm) non-perception of Deva-
<li'tta in the temple and thus states a prcsential non-existence [to
fe expressed in the words]: ..is not now"; or (//) that he l,v means
of a pmetehtiil (jirfil/ftM) non-perception states a praeteri'tal non-
existence

|

which may he paraphrased as) : Jw was not nt the time
• •I the grasping uf the temple?"

(//). A prcsential non-perception — [that is to snv] a non-per-
jq^Ml of something which allows

[
perception

J

— cannot he upheld-
I-.- the nonexistence of Devadatta.fin the temple] at this moment
•< dubious, hecanse of separation in place, since it is possible for
him lo have gone up there.

(//). Hut a praeterital non-|MMception[ which would be] capable-)
of determining a praeterilal non-existence is not of force for tlie
present moment, because it has entered into another stage [i.e.
"'"in " pivsential non-perception it has become a prnetcritol non-
|K'n'eption ).

And a [now] not-existing notion'') cannot function as a eanse
»nd nether is a notion, object of remembrance, active, because it
was not known of before, Neither can non-perception be proved
bv another means of knowledge, because it has itself the form of
nun-existen<e: and if, [on the other hand], it should depend on
am.tl.er non-perception, then there would be. an endless recess
I HMdorc tins non-,)creeption [upheld by you as a separate source
m knowledge and] which is supposed to circumli.nitate the objects
ms the sense-organs do, is never grasped. This is the right view
{r*M**»i*\ If so, how could there ever be a remembrance of ft;
tor it itself is never ex|>erienced.

') K.m.I: ,,„„.,,„; ,.,,,.

-) Kt.i.l:
c
i/.m, v ,i 1,1.

''} Km.I: "i>,;ititih. .'
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[Opponent]: Hut my idea [is as follows): '\\v, non-perception of

Dcvadatta in the temple is brought to mi end by (lie perception

of Dcvadatta, but this"[ last-mentioned] perception does not arise in

liim who lias gone to another spot. Therefore only his non-percep-

tion exist*.

And ili [you bring forward the objection]: „this non-perception

has reached another stage •); and whilst there is a transition of stage

[in the non-perception], there is no transition [of stage] in the

objective .world", then |l answer]: let it be here so [as you admit].

Hut there where formerly no non-existence of the object was grasped

[i.e. made conscious], because tin; remembrance of the firatiyngin

was lacking, there afterwards, after the grasping of the object, will

arise an intellection about praetcrital non-existence, [to be expressed

J,he words]: „herc it was not [up to] now". What objection 2
)

can there be against this?

[Defendent]: [There is such an objection]; for the non-perception

of a certain object comes to an end by its perception. And a non-

perception, [to be expressed in the words: „the non-cxistcucc]

was before", and not being known of before, cannot be the cause

of a notion: because the unwished-for consequence would be that

also somebody who has hist his sense-organs, would grasp objects

(risar/a).

[Opponent]: If I should say: the presential . iiou-pcrj'cption of a

certain object (— hw/n) is brought to an end by a presential

perception; but the praetcrital non-perception still remains and

by this [praetcrital non-perception], capable of cireuniliiiiitating the

praetcrital nonexistence, this praetcrital non-existence is eircum-

I imitated.

[Defendent]: O scholarship, o cleverness! — Non-perception is a

non-existence previous to perception, and this [non-existence), limi-

ted by the origination of the object, and l>cing one, is not solit

by a differentiation of past and present. And as for [your defense]:

„in such a case the presential non-perception is destroyed, but the

praetcrital [non-perception] is not destroyed", who else then, except

somebody gifted with an intellect sharp as the point of Kuca grass,

can realise this over-subtle distinction. So then, we [in our sim-

plicity] do not understand [your thesis]: the [objective] non-existence

is circumlimitated by a [notional] non-existence". How then [you

may ask] does it happen, that somebody, after having grasped only

1) Of. p. 227 I. in.

2
)

Rend: pralih/trnh,
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an object's
j
innate nature and having gotta to another place, obtains

llir notion of non-existence, whiUt the prafiyor/in is remembered

?

Hv infcunrc. K«r [when two objects possess Mich a nutnre that]

if one (.•/) is remembered, tlie other (If) is capable of being

remembered, and when this latter object (//) is not remembered,
although the wish for its remembrance exists, then [we conclude]:

..this object (//) did not exist at the time of the grasping of the

other (A)\

\ nlike a pot which possesses an existence formerly ascertained,,

and which is remembered after that onlv its place is remembered,
is Devadatta, although a lit object for remembrance, not remem-
bered, even if tin: temple is remembered and the wish for remem-
brance exists. Hence we draw from this non-existence of remem-
brance the inference: ..Devadatta was not (in the temple) nt the

tin0 of the grasping of the temple".

[Opponent]: If I should my: sometimes it. is found that two
objects are simultaneously perceived, but that | afterwards] by a

lack of clearness in the latent impressions we remember one thing,

and do not remember the other; e.g. when we remember one path
of a memorised r/oln, but do not remember another pmla. Mow
then conhl we infer in this case the non-existence [of the forgotten

or burking /W"| from its non-remembrance, accompanied by the

remembrance of the other?
|
Such an inference would be impossible],

Ih'canse of the manysidelines* {unnihinldatca) of the. prohana.

|
DcfendentJ: [You amid just as well ask]: sometimes hv some

eaiiM> or other, one of two things, placed together, is perceived,
and the other is not; how then is the non-existence of the not
perceived pot proved bv the perception of the floor? Milt my
intention is. .

When one of two objects, both connected With one intellection,

|
perceived, then the non-perception of the other is a proof for

iN non-existence. Hut not every non-perception |is of that, kind].

Namely hv the same intellection by which the floor is grasped, the
pot connected with that tloor, is gras|>cd. The same bundle of
conditions necessary for the grasping of the tloor is necessary for
the grasping „f t | l0

|

put |f t |, (
, jM)t W(,n ,

()1| ^ g^ |J|ft| ^
would be known, whenever the tloor is 'known, for [both intel-

lections] depend on the same bundle of conditions. Hut it is not
known, therefore it neither exists, liecausc its non-perception is not
possible in anv oilier war,

And if so, then also: •

when one of two objects, both connected with one intellection
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of ours, is rem c inborod , thou the non-remembrance of the other is

a proof for its non-existence. [Namely] the same bundle of condi-

tions necessary for the grasping of the temple, is also necessary

for the [grasping of] Devadatta, conjoined to it. And Hint bundle

of conditions necessary for the grasping — which is [at the same

time] the bundle necessnrv for the remembrance of the temple —
is also the bundle of conditions necessary for the remembrance of

Devadatta, because { both remembrances) are connected with the

one [original] intellection about those [two objects]. If Devadatta

had been [in the temple] at the time when the temple was grasped,

then he 1

) would also be remembered; because the [two] bundles

of conditions are equal for these [two objects]. Hut he is not

remembered; therefore Devadatta was not [there]; since the not

remembering him is not possible in any other way.

Thus [the two eases] are similar.

Hut the padm of a c/ola are recited successively in accordance

with the utterance, and are not connected with one. intellection.

That pndtt, now, of those [belonging to one vtakti\ of which a

stronger latent impression is born, is remembered, ami not the other.

So there is no unfitness.

Similarly the intellection about anterior non-existence of an object

Which is now perceived — an intellection
|

to be expressed in the

words]: „this was not here before" — is an inference from the

non-existence of the remembrance of its existence, whilst, ( namely,

at the same time] we remember the previous existence {axfilvn) of

its pratiyogin [i. e. the positive state of things of which it is the

negation].

As for those who accept the non-existence of remembrance as the

source of knowledge, called ., non-existence", they are refuted by

(.'ahakakvamin's . liltiixi/a in the words. ,. non-existence is a non-

existence of a source of knowledge"
[ i. e. takes place when no other

source of knowledge is present] and by the Varttikn -) in the words;

„when the live trustworthy means of knowledge do not arise with

reference to a particular object fas." Thus enough.

49. Non-cxinkncc m a 9epar6te category, .

Hut to those who say thus: „thc consideration of it [i. c. non-

existence] as a trustworthy means of knowledge is not tit, because

V) Head: nxntarisyalc.

2) (,'lokavftrttika p. 473 ?K
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a 'knowable', possessing (lie form of non-existence, docs not exist"

this question may In* asked:

What is the objective foundation for the contents of conscious-

ness,
|
to Im* expressed in the words

J:
„there is not". If it is nns-

ITWwl: ..nothing", then a helping hand is offered to the Mnhava-
nikas who iiinint lin tint intellection hicks nny objective foundation.

Hut if it is answered: the earth is the objective foundation | of the

Ron-existence c. g. of the pot], then also 'a surface of earth,

covered with thorns, would give rise to the notion: „ there are no
thorns", and the activity which has the form of going and coming
mid which supposes jthis hick of thorns | would — no doubt -

with difficulty be kept off.

|

Opponent!: If I should say; The contents of consciousness,

[expressed in the words j: ..there is not" has for its object the

earth as such
f without any surplus); and this tmca/t/a (state of

being void of additions) is checked by the presence of thorns; for

this reason both the notion [of non-existence of thorns] and activity

:ire absent.

[Defenrfcfit]: Is this faivafya (perfect isolation) of earth its innate

nature or a separate quality? In the first place, the innate nature

is not disturbed by our being conscious of thorns &e.; and so then

the not stopping of notion and activity would arise in this ense

too as ii dillicnlty; but if on the other hand we accept \htimiya
;is| a separate quality, we arrive at an entity besides [the existent

thing, similarly as we uphold non-existence to be a category next

to existence], ''"--.

Ibit if \oii think :

[Opinion, attributed to the opponent]: Kxistence allows a double
state either it. is single; or aecompiinie<l {ttu/cififa). [Of these two
forms] the single existence is the innate nature; and this is like-

wise indicated by [the word]: kccala (merely, pure). The percep-

tion, now, of the [ground] as sneh, whilst we wish to perceive a
pot which is the perceptible correlative object {praliyoyin) — [of the

(jhtil/ilihdc(i\ — leads to the [rather incorrect] language-expression

„the non-existence" J

) of the pot" &e.

:
Deleiuleiit ]: To this we answer: Whilst you [try to] separate

the' [notion] ..ground" from [the notion] ..non-existence of pot",

which object do you aceepf [to lie indicated] by the word „single",

[an object] which is the objective foundation of the negative pro-

position: ..there is not". For without a differentiation in the objects

y\ K.a-t: <,h, liiitifiihhitro"
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neither can a di lie initiated intellection arise, nor is a differentiation

of language-expression possible.

[Opponent]: If I should say: Tim innate oneness of existence is

this singleness {eknkifra)'i

[Dcfcndcnt]: What is this oneness; Tin: being devoid of a corre-

lation {/>iaH/[<><!hi) or the number „onr"? The nnnilxT ..one", in as

far as it remains the same time with its abode, also undergoes the

accompanied state of the existent thing, lint if the innate oneness

is the condition of being void of the correlation {prali^onin), then

another 'knowublc', [namely: ..non-existence"] is proved.

[Opponent]: But even in the ease of him who accepts non-

existence [as a separate category], is the comprehending of the

gronnd the cause of the notion of non-existence; for if the gVoninl

were not conceived, the notion of non-existence with reference to

a spot [of that gronnd] would not be tit.

[Defendent.]: In the first place the notion: ., there are no thorns";

does not arise, when we perceive the ground, covered with thorns

\c. But whilst the comprehension of the ground, characterised

by non-existence, is the cause of the. notion „ non-existence" with

reference to non-existence [in general], so with reference to non-

existence of a certain object the comprehension of the ground,

characterised by the non-existence of this object [functions ns a
cause]. Tims the comprehension of non-existence arises from a per-

ception which concerns the gronnd and is characterised by the

non-existence of a certain object; consequently [this non-existence]

wonld be understood as being itself the cause of itself |i. e. as

being independent of another object].

[Op|M>nent|: Then yon just as well [as 1] wonld have to accept

the [ground's] condition of being single, a condition different from

„non-existenee" and excluding the connection with the /n<itiy<></in

[pratiynqin =. the opposite of the „non-existence" in question].

And this condition, the notion of which is the same ns the

notion of non-existence, gives rise to our language-expression „there

is not".

[Defendent]: Neither is this fit. For the. notion „non-existence"

is the cause of the exclusively grasping of the innate nature of nil

existent thing. And when we grasp [the object as] nccompnnied.

then there is no occasion for the arising of this notion. Just ns in

the case of the comprehension of the ground, so does the contract

between the sense-orgnn nnd the non-existence form the complete

set of conditions, necessary {sdmagn) for the grasping of the non-

existence. But even where the comprehension of the ground tnkes
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place, the notion of non-existence does not arise; for eye, light

»\c. ;iiv not tin: cause of the perception [of non-existence], Init where
su mi tiling (Iocs not exist, there is this [non-existence of it] perceived.

Bo then non-existence [as an objective category] is proved.

Ml. biartisijioti of the
' mn'ilribhvlhihmriittn and the

(ttthihih'ifirai/aethld. ')

\\ava-kandali p. 2.'U I. 24.

Introduction ) : After we have found in our own selves the

general rule: ,.he who uses certain words together, has the inten-

tion of informing ns about the coherence of the meanings of these

wnnls*', [we arrive] at the inference which settles the meaning of

a [hcnnlj sentence from the [separate] words hy means of the

insight in the speaker's wisli of teaching ns the coherence of the

meanings of such niid sneli words, since he uses a collection of words.

jThis inference liases itself on the heard words]; but the under-

standing of it is not based on the objects, corresponding to the

Words (/ittt/t'/rtfifis). I'or there is no separate knowledge-source to

be iieeepted fur the word-meanings, as [some] Mimainsakas have

taught.-) Neither does anv power (raMi) tor informing ns about
the sentence-meaning, appear in the ,. word-objects" {padrirlhas)

which sneecssiwlv are denotatcd bv the separate words [used] on
heh.ilf of communicating to ns the sentence-meaning. I'or n know-
ledge-source |e. g. the wonls heard] has only the task of making
n< understand its pramei/fi (i. e. its own contents), hut is not tin;

abode lor a power of. the prtimtytt . Therefore if the word-objects

were teaching ns the sentence-fact, tliev would do this either bv a

prohiintial mark, or bv an autfatfuitmnaaupa/ti (rednctio ad absnrdmn);
in both eiises the sentence-meaning Would l>e something independent
of the words \<irtihla).

[Problem]: Do the words, one bv one, inform ns about their

meanings as a prohantiaj mark for the sentence-meaning, or do
the\

. jus first
|

related {anrita) to each other, express their own
liieaiiing'r

I'Apositioii of the <invit<il)h'uUirtHuv<ida\. z
) Some answer this ques-

tion as follows: The information of the signification bv means of

1 Words is based on tyntpatti (language-knowledge). And this vynf-

pith refers - with reference to expressions, used bv old people

I Cf. lU.VtAVVTHA .lti\. //.,• I'nlhh.ihira S,h>,.l p. ftg,

I i'i. Sikvkii. s,,,,i„.r {* |13 j{. 15.-H.1 : ,>,ul„,thi\n«m pmm*if»mlfr*m.
Tbf ««rm i> it.rivod from ,inril<ihl,il,it<i. Of. Sievkr, S,,,>l>i.r §999, %
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[nncl heard by the ((rowing up youth] like: ..bring the cow, hind

the cow" iVc. - to the factors connected with the si<*t if >n or to

the action connected witli the factors, hut not to the ohject in

abstract** (xrarv/xnn'lfra). Thus the word-objects, unlv as far as con-

nected with eacli other, are indicated by the words.

|
Opponent J: We answer to this: If in an expression snch as

..the cow, bring it hither", the word „co\v" already dcitotirtes the

object of the word „brilig", in as far as these two word-objects

are connected with eaehothcr, then the word fining" would he

superfluous, since its ohject lias been mentioned before.

|
Anvitabhidhfmnvfldin'|: If I should my. whilst the objective

[fact of
J
bringing is denotated by the word „bring", so the worn

„cow" denotatcs its own object as related to this objective „ bring-

ing"; therefore this word ,. bring" is not snperllnous.

[Opponent]: Then it would be proved that the single word
..bring", indicating its own object, is denotative without first being

connected {tuiancilobliU/ltthiht); and as this word has an object
|
repre-

sented as] not connected, so will the case be with any other word. —
So

| have brought my handful of water to (the Manes of] your

an vilubh it///turnroda

.

When the word ..bring" denotales its own object as connected

with the object which is dcttotatcd by a precedent word, then so

long as the precedent word does not denotnte its object, so long

does neither the subsequent word denotnte its object as connected

with the object of the precedent word, and so long ns the subse-

tpient Word does not denotnte its object, so long does neither the

precedent word denotnte its object as connected with the object of

the subsequent word; thus
|
we meet here with the fault, called]

mutual dependence.
And if you maintain :

[Opinion, attributed to the defendentj: First the words merely I

remind us of the word-meanings [or word-objects]; next each of

them denotntes its own object ns connected with the object which

was brought to memory by the others. Thus there is no mutual

dependence.

[Opponent] : This docs not hold good. For we always observe —
with reference to the words — their concomitance with n con- I

nected (anri/a) word-object; but they arc not capable of bringing

to our memory an isolated word-object in abstracto which is un-

connected ; for remembrance will proceed in accordance with the

first direct impression. In the language-expressions, now, of old

people a strict rule will be perceived, by means of agreement and
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contrariety, l>etween the word ..cow" ;m<l mi object possessed of

:i lllllilj) «Vc; Inil not [between this word and
|
factors of nil action;

lor we >»e (lie word ..cow" used with deviations
[
i. e. sometimes

iiMil and sometimes not used] in the separate eases of these factors

«»l an action. Therefore this word ,.cow", when heard, will in

roiise(|iiciiee of constant application, bring to our memory nimplv
an object which possesses n hump &e. and whose concomitance
{with the word „cow"] does not admit an e\ee]>!ion

: but it will

not living to our memory the factors necessary for an action.

Anvitalihidhanavadin]: In this ease the same mistake (which
ion reproach in the nnviiribhulhuimvoda] would be common to vonr
mtHiHcittihhUlhCniacndn, namely: „whcii a Kxed rule of concomitance
i< perceived between a certain object and word, then that word
would only he the denotator of that object and of nothing else."

Opponent |: Hut neither is it well understood: that remem-
brance only proceeds in accordance with a strict rule of concomi-
tance so as inference does. For [remembrance], which is simply
used on latent impressions, arises also by Ijic seeing merelv of an
|nl»j.ctj, correlative (with the original object |. for instance* by the

i Rjjht of smoke we remember just as well the lire [which logically

|

..pervades" smoke] as the kitchen (which is only accidentally coii-

j

(militant witli smoke]. Therefore if the word ..cow" brings before
our memory tin; objective cow. in consequence of the notion of
eoiieomitaiice. so it would remind us of [different] objects {ftadnrthm)

\
which are correlative with the objective cow. Hut exclusively remind-

,
fcg us of the objective cow as its contents, it is based on vm-a-

|
ktifvn (denotative power) [and not on, mere remembrance], Ixrausc
Unl\ on this supposition there is a strict rule |>ossible.

Moreover, so as you uphold the <ntnt<ihlndh<lnnvnda for the words
m a sentence, so you accept this anvihlbludhonavOda for the root

land the formatives (affixes and sHlbxes) within the word. Hut if

each of these elements denotata* its own object as connected with
the object of the other, how does there exist, besides, these any
word-object which is brought to memory by the [total] word?
Now this discussion which has fallen upon the opinions of the

Nagnatikas, ») niav end.

|«'f «:i..k«vamik i ,, " trnnnl. OaS.^Xt,,, J„S. p. 'all ,1. 151 « f.tnotc, an.l J

'-• .1. 1«», I.N ,„:.t. riMlity a.,.l tan-H.ility M *•»*, u,,WM by tfe .faina,).
j

-
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5 1
. Proof for Ihe twxhwrthines* of inference. !

)

NviTva-knntlnli p. 255 I r 5:

[Ynieesika]: Hut to those who do not accept inference Mil trust-
worthy means of knowledge ami merely accept perception ns such,
the following question may he put:

[Do you take ns such] only one act on behalf of knowledge
{pramfuia) i.e. one perception, so as it is conceived in its iwlivi-
dual existence, or all perceptions? Certainly not only one pramiim,
because there cannot be untrustworthiness in another such prmnfina
which possesses the same totality of conditions. Hut every prnwiiiia,
i. e. [on your standpoint] every perception, past as well as future,
[a perception arising 111 yourself and] also a perception arising in

somebody else, is such. I low is this ascertained?

[Opponent]: If I should say: beeausc [all perceptions) are of
the same kind {*ajiittya) as the individual perception which is

experienced?

I

Vnieesika]
:
[Hy this answer] you have accepted the trustworthi-

ness of Bvnbhlvfummtlnn (inference based on identity). Thus the proy.
ing force of inference is to be called rdalpa (determinate percep-
tion). *-') — Who is to be informed [by you] about perception as a
trustworthy means of knowledge? Not', you yourself, because yon
are the person who informs. If. another then? Is it a well-informed
person, who is to be informed, or a dis^ntient person? Not some-
body well-informed; because information, given to somebody well-
informed, is superfluous. Ami if [the person to be informed, is]

somebody, dissentient, then this opposition of his, is not knowu r by
you] with the aid of perception.

[Opponent]: If I should say: with the aid of the probans, afforded
by words?

[Vaiccsika]: \\\s this answer] you accept the trustworthiness of
kfmimnumnna [i. c. inference based on the relation of effect to
cause]. By what means would you prove [your original pro|K>sition] :

„inference is not ti prnmonn^) [and implicitly how would you prove
the notion „non-exi8tence"], for perception has for object a positi\e
entity (vidti) and is not capable of negating anything else.

[Opponent]: If I should say: [this result] is reached by non-
percept ion {anupahthdhi).

}) The alimentation h hase«l on Mn-l.tliistir suppositions ami therefore copied from
n HmMhistic writing. Cf. here book IV section VII table K.

2
) >ikalrnvnryam. Cf. Spf.VER Syntax § 214.

3
) AM wt in Sanskrit text.
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|
VaicesikaJ: So [you would have accepted] the existence of ami-

/)fifaf)(l/ii/nn/fi/,/ttii tmwujhmm (inference, based on non-perception as a

probans). Ami this lias been said by the Huddhists:

..The inclusion [of inference] in the trustworthy means of

knowledge follows from (I) the
\ %

fact that, [one prmmiim]
belongs to the same class as other pramtlttm, (2) the fact

that the opinion [to he refuted] is found in somebody else's

|miinlj, (S) the fact that something can be denied."

The meaning of this gh»s {ctirUika) is: (I) from the establishing

of the generality of the prmimnu and its non-existence (?), (2) from
the acceptance of

|
the existence of] somebody else's thought , (3) from

the denial of something, follows: the existence of inference, which
is another fn'timaun than perception and which has for probans
either innate nature, or eft'ect, or non-perception.

52. Spkofa. ')

Nviva-kandab p. 208 I. 24.

Hit here it must be noticed: when knowledge is being acquired
bv repetition (of the clauses in which it is expressed], — is then
the sense of these [clauses! given bv the clauses themselves or by
srlmla': Win is there a doubt here? Because there is difference of
opinion [about this point]. Some sa v : xplmla imparts the meaning
t<» us. but others teach that the clause is the informer. Therefore,
we may agree about the legitimacy of the doubt: whether, first,

tftiahi informs us about the meaning.

[Defendent of the .y/V/o^-thcorv
|

: If the word is nothing, else

besides. the speechsounds and if the clause is nothing else besides
the words, then there would not exist any notion of the meaning.
To wit: the speechsounds, taken one by one, do not awake in us
any thought which has the meaning as its contents, for [if the
single letter did so] the 'other speechsounds would be useless: and
an aggregate of these docs neither exist, because the preceding
sounds have already ceased to exist at the moment of the percep-
tion of the final sound. '

[Opponent]. If I should answer: such an aggregate does exist,

because of the eternity of sounds?

[Defendent]: Kven then the apprehension of them would not
follow; for if that which is not apprehended, still causes apprehension,

') S, |»n U,k IV crlion IX tahle C. For a m.Mlern European treatment of the
.litl.oi.lt.rs wliieh

tf„ve rise to the .
/ ./i,.fr,.the..ry, we W. W.in„t V„lkn;,s>(ch„l, H,i,-,

ler 11,.,,,!: Ihr .*,„,„/„.. kr Theil, 'itn t'a,.itel 1. IVyeho,.hy«ische lle.linjfunpn.ler
VWtlnl.luim. t. l\v.li..l.,Urj,. ,|,. r Wortvoritelhingen.
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then the unwished-for consequence would he that objects arc always

apprehended. For there is no difference |in this respect] between

objects not apprehended after having first been so, and objects, no*

apprehended at all.

[Opponent]: If I should answer: the specchsonnds, first perceived

mid then deposited in the memory, are causes of the apprehension?

[Defendent]: If remembrance follows the [original] order, then

there is no co-existence of sounds in this case either, for at the

time, when the third sound is seized [by recollection], the remem-

brance of 'the first sound is destroyed. On the other hand, a simul-

taneous arising of the remembrances cannot be thought of, as the

simultaneity of intellections is excluded ') [according to the gene-

rally accepted doctrine]. Hut if you would take refuge in
|
the

following argumentation]

:

[Supposed argumentation of the opponent]: r'iifct takes place the

intellection of the first speechsound, after that is formed the im-

pression [deposited in the memory], then arises the intellection of

the third (?) sound, the last memory-impression [i. e. the impression

of the last-mentioned or third sound-intellection] is determined by

the first memory-impression, so in this way at last a memory-

impression which has all the speechsounds as its contents, effects

one single remembrance in one moment.

[Defendent]: [If we should accept this view], order would be

done away with. Order, namely, means relation between preceding

and following; this may be based cither on (mathematical) space

or on time. Neither form [of order] takes place in the [objective,

physical] sounds; because they are omnipresent and eternal. Ix;t

tUc^prder of the sounds then be based on the order of the intel-

lections! — even then, the order of these [speechsounds], which

would abide in one remembrance-intellection, would come to nought;

thus the potency of manifestation would belong to [sounds] which

lack order. In consequence of this, there would be no understand-

ing of the difference in meaning which we notice in words as:

sara, rasa, vana, nava, dim, nadl &c. ; since the speechsounds do

not differ from one another, and the order docs not form part of

the intellection. — Yet in fact this difference of meaning exists;

and this difference which docs not lie in the 8|>cech3ound8 them-

selves, proves the existence of another special cause; so then the

theory of nphota is proved.

[Opponent]: Sphota, as long as it is not manifest, does not teach

1) Sw» hrn> Imok I p. Wi n°. 4.

Verhanri. Kon. Aknd. r. Wetonsrh. N. Reekt. 1)1. XVIII. N°. 2.
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[Defendent]: If I should answer: [the wordmeaning| cannot trim

in another way [i. e. unless we accept spkotti], therefore [this xjt/to/rt]

is the expedient.

[Opponent]: Is then this apkotn accepted liy you as the cause

of the becoming aware of the wordmcaning, whilst it itself is uu-

perceived, or whilst it is perceived? If it should he so whilst un-

pcrccivocl, then the unwished-for consequence would he that wc
should always have intellections of wordmeanings. On the other

hand a perception of the sphola neither takes place, as 1 have said

formerly. The understanding of the meaning [follows], is dependent

on, the intrinsic nature of the specehsounds only. Therefore, which

expedient could he accepted with more right, with reference to the

communication of meanings, than the pursuit of the originating of

these [sounds]? — Hut moreover the supposition of [a *pln)fa\ which

is not perceived, is not allowable, just as little at* [tho supposition

of] a sky-flower. And you cannot say:

[Supposed answer of the defendent]: If the specehsounds should

reveal the wordmcaning, then the unwished-for consequence would

l»e that the wordmcaning would arise, even when the order [of the

sounds] were different, when then; were different agents (i. c.

sjH'akers, each of whom uttered separate sounds], or when there

were intervals [between the sounds],

[Opponent]: [Yon cannot say no], for the specehsounds, having

transVcrtcd order, or proceeding from different speakers, or sepa-

rated from each other in place or time, are not the cause of a

thought concerning the meaning [in the hearer's soul]. For the

efficiency of things must he deduced from their effects; just as their

effects are, so must their efficiencies he considered. As has l>cen

said by the Honourable [Kimamla]:

(Clokavarttika,sutra V, section 12 cl. CO, edition p, 527,

cf. GaNc.Snatua Jha's transl. p. 272): „S|)ecchsounds are

denotative of a meaning, only when occurring in .proper

number, of proper quality, and in reference to such a

meaning for the information of which they arc known to

be fit."

Order of speechsounds exists, since they arc omnipresent and

eternal. Therefore, the meanings differ in words as nodi, dinn, be-

cause the order [of the sounds] differs.

[Defendent]: If 1 should answer: no order exists in the speech-

sounds. How then can this order of theirs be an auxiliary?

[Opponent]: No; [you are wrong; such an auxiliary exists], since

the relation of ante k /tost, [which relation is] effected by place

nsi*
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ami lime, is to bo acknowledged between tliesc [speeclisounds] which

enjoy origination ami arc [qualities of physical space] which do not

cover the whole [of their substratum]. And as to yonr savin*;:

,
.These [sjM'echsoiindsj, arising successively, are not fit [for pro-

ducing one wordmeaning in tlie hearer's soul]", neither can this be

considered to he other people's opinion. For though the speech-

sounds are not lasting, vet the impressions [in the soul], relating

to them and occurring in order, when united, effect the thought of

the wordsense. Or to express myself otherwise, the last speech-

sound, either supported by impressions or by the remembrance of

the former speeclisounds, atfords the meaning; and that many impres-

sions, after becoming united, effect a remembrance, this has been

shown in our treatment of twoness, *) And if you mean:

|

Supposed answer of the defendent] : The understanding of the

meaning, owing to an impression, which 1ms a speechsound for

contents, cannot be admitted; for impressions are only capable of

producing a remembrance of that which first as object caused the

birth of its perception, nnd [cannot originate] another effect. So

:is Manuana has said in his Proof of Spliofa:

,,'l'lic impressions, undoubtedly, make the effect ripen only

in reference to those objects, colours, appearances, by which

they have been themselves produced."

[Opponent]: This neither is correct. For the impressions which

have the speeclisounds for contents, by being deposited one after

the other by tin; perceptions with a tendency towards the under-

standing of the wordmeaning, are thus deposited ns possessing a

power different from the impressions which arc [merely] causes of

remembrance , since we may infer their being so from their effects.

Or otherwise, let the impressions {saniskara*) have the [full] cha-

racter of impressions (bftavanfi*) [i.e. unchanged repetitions of former

perceptions}, even then a power of teaching us the wordmeaning
Inlongs to them, because they are of such a nature. For he who
assumes sp/mta, is also obliged to assume for the sp/iofa the power
to make wordmeanings apparent. And hence a need less multi-
plication of suppositions. When, however, only the fitness

of the mtfitttlrn (a notion common to both jmrties) is accepted,

then there is simplicity [«f suppositions]; therefore only this [theory,

given by me] should be assumed. As has been said by the Nyaya-
vadin [Kumarila]:

((,'lokaviirttika sutra V, section 12 eloka 102, edition p. 530,

Pr»r. Musyn l*x,k III chapter II g 7 nn<l htra book II p. 202 |&
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Gni'ig»tiiltliA .Ilia's translation p, 207): ..Though it is an
* acknowledged fact (hat saiiufkara is the cause of remem-
brance, vet that does not preclude its applicability toother

purposes."

53. The eternity of generality. ')

Nyaya-kandalT p. 315 I. 5:

llecausc generality differs from the substances &c., therefore it is

eternal. If generality did not differ from substance &c, then it wouhl
j>erish at the moment when' substance Ke. perish, and its origination

would take place af the time of their origination; but since there

is difference, this rule is not met with.

[Opponent]-. To this some say: the intellection which persists in

different objects, foundatcs generality; and this [intellection] does,

not bring before us two objects, to wit generality and difference

which arc individually independent of each other, like a stick and

a man, and neither [does it show to us] the relation of characte-

riser and thing to be characterised, since the notion „this has a

cow-nature" {qo(vin, gofearant) does not arise. Hut this notion, [to

be formulated]: „this is a cow", grasps identity {taddtmga), be-

cause it reflects on the essence of one [thing], for when the two,

[the individual cdw and the generality „cow"] arc abstracted from

each other, then there is no other innate nature [left]. For agree-

ment — as in the case of gotra — is the innate nature {svartlpa)

of every generality ; and deviation (difference) — as in tin; case of

the individual cow — is the innate nature {xvahhava) of all other

individuals; but the innate nature of gotta is differentiated from

all other generalities; and the differentiation from other individuals

is the innate nature of the individual cow ; but one of them [either

the cow or the gofva] cannot \ be defined without their mutual

identity. And it is not right toW; „thc one is the innate nut u re

of this [identity], and the other is that which l>cars the relation",

for no relation is possible for n thing which has no innate nature

[i. o. your distribution of nvafihOva and itamkandha to two separate

entities cannot be upheld]; therefore the mutual identity of genus

{jati) and individual is the truth. And we have proved the theory

which accepts both difference and non-difference [of individual and

generality]. For we conceive [the notion] „thc bnhilcga is a cow"

*) The eternal ity of jati, also accepted l»y Ihe Purvn-Mlmatjmit; 7*/i/* l'r<il>h<iknra

School p. 100. m _
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ju>t M weH us „thc rtinth'i/n is a cow". And the objection {btldhn)

,.nicrel\ the rriralvj/a is a cow uimI the ' fnifaitiyn is not", dors not

hold good: hut all people agree altont this : ,,tlu» one is n cow,
mill the other is a cow". Ami whilst here the identity of t/o/rit.—
which is nlso identical witli the rdni/n/fi — with the hti/ut/ci/a

is sun- on the ground of. the notion, yet the difference [of the

fofra] from the r</tvi/c//st is also certain. This, namely, is the

difference between imlividmil ami generality: that the generality

also possesses identity with the second individual. And this is just

the essence of generality that it |m»scsscs identity with lioth.

j
|)efendeiit|: If I should say: difference and non-difference of

one [and the same thing] is self-contradictory?

[Opponent]: No, it is not, and it docs not become yon who
know the means [of right argumentation] to give this answer. That
is contradictory where the intellection falls short, but with reference

to that which is always known by it trustworthy means of know-
ledge to lie the same, the mere allusion to a contradiction, by way
of* answer, is contradictory. 9

[Defendent]: If I should say : such a thing [seil. that difference

and non-difference apply to one and. the same object] is seen no-

where else?

[Opponent): Hut perception, no less than inference, follows the

seen [object], then-fore this [that you mention] is put aside by
ifiavnxtlm [by the failure of an endless regress], hut this [that I

uphold] owes its origin to its own capability; and when a cortain

object shows a certain [quality] in a certain way, then it does so

in that way. Hut it tl»cs not admit of refutation by [the mention-
ing] that is not experienced elsewhere; for the unwished-for conse-

quence would be that every [form of] existence could be refuted.

So then generality, which [in some objects] arises and perishes in

accordance with the arising and perishing of these individuals, and
which [iii other objects] remains since these individuals remain, is

eternal and non-eternal, but not merely eternal.

[Defendent]; Whilst this is arrived at, we answer: does the notion
of genus and individual grasp one form {nhlra) which has no diffe-

rence for both, 1
) or does it grasp two forms which.differ from

each other? On the first alternative there would be only one object;

and no oneness of two objects, for we have to do with identity

{<ib/u;l(i) when something is known by an intellection which eon-
tains a form without differences (acHakyllinra). On the second
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alternative a contradiction arises; for the becoming conscious of

different forms means u becoming conscious of difference (hhvda),

and when this takes place, there is no room for an identity [of two'

objects]; how then do you lav down a non-difference of two diffe-

rent
'
[things], and how, consequently, could a notion of identity

be applied here? In no way, according to our opinion. [Thus], if

one form (tllrtra) is realised, the notion relates to only one object,

11ml not to two; but if two forms are realised, the arising of this

notion [of identity] is not possible. The fact that the content* of

consciousness, [to be expressed in the words]: „this is a cow" is

indivisible, follows from the force of inherence. When there is

conjunction {satin/of/a) of two things, then connection {mnuisan/n)

shows itself; bi|t this is the importance of inherence that the two

[tilings] possessing relation, are perceived closely united like the

piece of iron and the heat [which pervades it]; yet the genus is

not the innate nature of the individual; although therefore there

exists difference between them, yet the innate nature of the indi-'

vidual cannot be torn apart from the genus, so as the Badam-

shrub, belonging to a hedge, [can be torn out of this]. However,

perception [of one of them] is possible, whilst the other is omitted,

for it is possible for somebody to comprehend the individual, although

the comprehension of the generality gotvn is far, ') and for somebody

to comprehend the gofva in a second species, although the first

specimen is absent; thus generality is essentially separated from the

individual, according to the authority of the logicians {hlrkikm).

r>4. The denial of yenera/ify by the Ihuldhint. 2
)

Nyaya-kandall p. 317 1. 24:

[Buddhist]: To this the Buddhists say : No generality exists,

because we do not perceive one form in the perceived differences,

so as a string on which the pearls are fastened.

[VHieesikaJ: This is not fit, for the notion of the form (flkdra)

of generality arises, after we have perceived several individuals

such as cows &c, a generality which is distinct from such indivi-

duals as horses &c. If there vvere not one point of concordance in

cilvaleya* &c., which are mutually distinct, then the individual

cows would be observed to be as dissimilar to each other, as indi-

vidual cows, horses flrc. are, or [on the other hand] so as the

') Iti'nd: iitilvaijrttlinne.

2) Cf. here »»<>ok IV wction VII table E.
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individual cows are perceived us similar, so also individual cows

kin] horses would show tlicmsclvcs jus similar]; for there Would

he no difference in the two enact. Hut, exclusively the individual

cows, which arc perceived as similar (mri/pa), foumlutc a single

form {ri'/Hi) which is common to their own set ami distinct from

horses iVc.

(Ituddhist]: If I shouhj say: the oneness in the individual cows'

ensues from tin; fact that [these cows| give rise to one form of

tiitliiiliriyii (practical efficiency) and are consequences of the same

cause?

[
Vaieesika]: If no generality exists, then there cannot arise one-

ness of the causes of the individuals nor of the effect* which are

mutually distinct, just as little as [oneness] of the individuals

themselves. Moreover if oneness should depend on the origination

from oife cause, then no oneness would exist in individual* which

originate from different causes, and yet difference of causes is seen .

of [cffect»} which have identical natures; so, for instance, tire owes

its origination to the rubbing of wood or to the burning-glass hit

by the sunbeams. And if [you maintain that] oneness results from

oneness of effect, then |l uphold that) oneness is. met with [as

Meet, i. a. as a quality] of heterogeneous things; so, for instance,

the act of drawing, giving milk Xre. is seen in the individual buf-

faloes, just as well as in the individual cows; ami that cow which

is not milked or which is not used for drawing, would not he a

lew. — Moreover, if there were no generality, which object could

hear the relation of the word to it? In the first place \.f] it could

not be the object in its individual appearance {trnlaktaija), because

that which is momentary ami in every respect discrete, cannot be

the object of word-convention. Neither (//) could distinct apper-

ception {cikalfta) be the word-meaning, because this [too would] be

momentary and not-general (asUdfitlraifa). Is then ((') the form of

the distinct apperception {vHalfnlkrtra) the word-meaning? [We may
make here two distinctions]: bather the form of the distinctive

apperception is different from the ap|>creeptiou itself (Ca) or it is

not different from it {Ch). If it differs from it, is it then common
to every distinctive apperception 1

) or does it vary with every dis-

tinctive apperception? If it is common, then this [form of distinc-

tive apperception] docs not differ from [that which we call] gene-

rality
; if perhaps [you raise the objection that] it is n quality of

intellection for you and n quality of the object for us, then [I

*) Uca«l: mirviivikatfut9.
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concede tlint] there is sonic difference, because [my generality] is

perceived as objective. — If the form of distinctive apperception,

[accepted as] different [from tins apperception], varies with every

apperception, "or when it is not different from [i. c. identical with]

the intellection (C6), in both cases a relation towards the words is

not fit, because word-convention is not possible [for such varying

viia/pfllrlra*] just as little as for the intellections.

[Buddhists]: If I should say: Distinctive apperception projects

continually its own form under the aspect of externality, owing to

a series of causality and thus builds up the imaginations (rUatjxiyfiti)

[which the naive man calls the objective world]. On this the relation

of the word bears.

[Vaiccsika]: The form of the distinctive apjwrception which is

projected under the aspect of externality, is admitted as originated,

when the distinctive apperception itself originates, and as perishing

when this apperception perishes, and thus appears to vary accord-

ing to the distinctive apperception. Hut word-convention cannot

arise towards something subject to difference, as has been said

(p. 818 I. 13 & 14).

Ami if you say:

[Argumentation, attributed to the Huddhist]: When one distinc-

tive apperception 1

) of a cow has projected, under the aspect of

externality, a certain resemblance of itself, then again another dis-

tinctive apperception of a cow will project a similar [resemblance]. —
And the distinctive apperceptions, which separately merely compre-

hend their own forms (r7/v7ws), arc not capable of comprehending

the difference of these forms which are projected over one another,

because this [comprehending of difference] would depend on the

comprehension of the two [/7/v7ras], Aim! in consequence of this

not comprehending, one of the akara* (after having projected a

oneness of the nkarm which themselves were projected by their

respective apperceptions) is called the object. Therefore generality—
(1) which has the character of non-existence, in as far as ultimate

difference from other vikalpnkftras, projected [by vita/pa*], does

not exist, and (S) which is called, the half of tlio fifth tlblra that

is to be completed with 2
) its four auxiliaries, projected by the

specific individual, the intellection and their nkiiras, and (3) which

possesses a projected externality, and (4) which .can be denotata)

by word — is the object which l>cars the relation of the word

1) Kcmt: tjovihtlpa.

2
) Uoud: nnknkaribhih or mihtiyaih.
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| to it). — The definite apperception of it [i.e. of* generality] is

jut tin- siiiiic time | the definite apperception of (he specitie indivi-

dual, because it fi. e. the apperception] projects [its object] as having
fur esscnee the

[
general itvj. And it fi'. e. generality] has for innate

nature the exclusion from [anything] else; and is eonunon to exis-

tenee as well as non-existence, since [faith expressions] are used
„the cow is" „it is not". If it had [merely

j
| for innate nature

existence, then the use [of the language-expression]: „tlie cow is"

would be impossible, for it would be a tautology {ptmrintktaha);

neither
!
would

|

[the expression): „{the cow] is not", be lit, because
it would be contradictory. Similarly if the [generality] had [merely

]

for innate nature non-existence, then the expression „is not" would
be a tautology, mid the expression ,.it is" would be contradictory.

As has hern said:

..One should not say: „the pot is", because the pot is

merely being: neither should it be said : „it is not", because

existence mid non-existence are contradictory to each other."

Kor the same reason (i. e. because generality is based on the not
grasping of difference], the oneness of individuals comes forward.
Tor this (generality, as described by ns] is the [common] object

of nil distinct apperceptions, because it is one; the oneness of the

distinct apperceptions {vihilprniaw ekatvatii) results from the oneness
of these [generalities] and there is also oneness of the vague intel-

lections (uirvikti l/ia ,ifi in ekafrom) which are the cause of the distinct

apperceptions and exist in accordance with their respective material

bodies; ;iii,l we understand the oneness of the individuals {vyakiinrmi

ektttvtim) which are the causes of these niicikal/xi*, from the one-
ness of the KircikalfHtka*. As has been said:

The thonght does not possess difference, because it is (lie

cause of the reflection on „one"; also there is identity

knbkhnnta) in the individuals, because they are the cause
of the one thought.

|Vuiecsika]: This is not lit, because the [notion of] viMpt is

not admissible [here]. As to what the Buddhists say: „the genera-
lity is a oneness which is projected in consequence of the not
grasping of the i'ik<tlpnfoiras\ [I ask]: Is this projection of noil-

difference (identity) the not grasping of difference of the aknra*,
<»r is it the grasping of their non-difference? Now, the first alter-

native does not hold good, for tin tt»wished-tor consequence would
be that also difference Would be projected. For not only is the
difference of vifotlprtira* not grasjied, but neither is their non-
ditferenee grasjied, and whilst there would be occasion for the
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projection of difference owing to (lie not grasping of non-difference,

in the same way as the projection of non-difference takes place

owing to the not grasping of difference — the language-expression

of ahheifa (non-difference) in its nana) sense eonld never he applied.

Neither is riglit the second alternative: „the projection of identity

is the grasping of the non-difference". Heeanse this does not take

place. For one [reflective soul] which perceives several objects,

states their difference and identity, hut in".your theory which denies

the fifutan (the one soul) there is not such a one person who per-

ceives the several objects, because the distinct apperceptions are

each exclusively bound to their own akftras. Hut even supposing

there is such a single person who perceives several objects, then

neither will the grasping of identity in the different ukilra* take

place without one occasional cause; or even, if taking place, this

grasping of identity will proceed with reference to the iihtm*: cow,

horse, buffalo &c. [without distinction], because there is no d»*fc-

initiation.

[Huddhist]: If I should say: the exclusion of the non-cow, which

is not the individual cow, is this one occasional cause?

[Vaieesika]: What then are these non-cows, by the exclusion of

whieh the oneness is projected over the coww7/v7m».

[Huddhist]: If 1 should say: those [objects] which are not cows,

they are the non-cows?

[Vaicesika]: What then are the cows?

[Huddhist]: If I should say: [those things] which arc not non-cows?

[Vaicesika]: After that the innate nature of the cows is defined,

the innate nature of the non-cows is defined by excluding them

[from the cows]; and after the innate nature' of the non-cows is

defined, [you give] the definition of the innate nature of cows by

excluding them [from the non-cows]. Thus since the one cannot be

understood when the other is not excluded, both will not be under-

stood. As the Honourable [Teacher Kim.mmi.a has said]:

(gioknvarttika p. 587 el. 83 & 85, cf. trnnsl. p. 311):

„lt is an established [entity], the cow, which is negatived

by the apohn, and this [a/to/ta] is only the negation of

the cow. Merc the cow, which is negatived by the particle

tin [by which also the praefix n-
t
an is understood , accord-

ing to Panini VI, 3, 73 & 74], must be explained...

And in the absence of [an idea of] the cow, as an established

[entity], there can be no [idea of] non-cow, and as such

how [could you explain] the idea of the cow to be based

upon the idea of the non-cow?" .
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! Vaicesika i: Hut if you think:

lOppinion attributed to the Ihiddhist): Tbe word-meaning, which

has no projected externality *) [i. 0. which remains mi internal fact]

contains tin: ajio/ia of everything else. .

[Vaicesika
J:

Then we s;iy : what . then »• this a/jo/ut? la the ripoha,

[expressed in the formula]: „non-eow" un existence [./] or a non-

existence [//)? If it is nn existence, is it then the innate nature

of the individual cow \Aa] or has it the individual non-cow for

self \..-1b\i If |.7//| it is the individual cow, then this \ajnka] would

not he common [to all cows], and word is not used with reference

to an object which is not of a general nature, as has been said.

And \-l?t\ if it is the individual non-cow, the same fault arises

and moreover there is this shortcoming that the object „cow" of

the word „cow" [so as now defined] is not right [i.e. is just the

opposite to that which we mean].

And if
[
li\ apokn is defined as having non-existence for innate

nature, because it aims at excluding something else, then it would

never lie comprehended as a notion, because the thing to be com-

prehended can be dclined as that which produces an intellection,

and because non-existence can be defined as the absence of every

practical efficiency. Ami neither is there a comprehension of word-

convention with reference to an object which is not grasped by

perception, and neither will word be applied to a non-existence

;

nor, suppose it to be understood, would an act of the hearer take

place towards the object, because existence and non-existence are

iiferent from each other and without connection.

[Buddhist] : If I should say: when non-existence is understood

to be the specific individual, then there will be practical efficiency

towards this individual without discrimination.

Vaicesika
|

: That which you contend, namely, „the observing

of those who observe arises, after their having confounded the [thing

so as] seen ami [the thing so as] imagined by vikul/ta, from these

objects, over which ataf (properties which they have not got) is

projected by illusion", is mistaken, because it does not hold good

hat one projects non-existence as if it were objective [literally: in

the form of ..that"] over a thing which is perceived. And
neither would then an observing of the hearer arise towards this

object, because word would then bear on an object with imposed

qualities (afadvixnyrt) and l>ceause there would ha no other trust-

worthy, means of knowledge. However, we see man proceed towards

l
) Ut'iul : inuiv(ii>il,il>ithijnlvnh.
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an object on account of word; and thus the word-meaning doei

not bear on a non-ex istencc. And [according to von] (here is no

other occasional cause [which could explain the trustworthiness of

language], because everything objective is exeluded from am thing

else, and momentary without precedent. And that which is taken

hold of as being without any precedent, cannot be known with the .

aid of word. And neither could Hint which is not perceived by

perception, be an object of avoiding or accepting, because [only] ')

that which is well known, is tit for that. However, there is both

activity, based on verbal information, nnd human conduct, aiming

at reaching and avoiding that which is good and bad, [a conduct]

which complies with the wants of the living being, and is based

on perception. And this conduct also ascertains [the existence of]

one generality in the different individual objects, for the practical

man acts in view of a certain object which he had not seen before,

provided he has ascertained its usefulness for practical efficiency,

l>ecause it belongs to a certain class of objects, the notion of which

is obtained by word.

„The intellection of accordant form {nfolra) in the different

[objects] is the condition of the genus. And if this intel-

lection is absent, then neither the practical man will exert

himself."

1) Rend: bhnvrt, ;wH*.
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Section I.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL LISTS.

In the first place the following notes are arranged theinatically,

in the second place chronologically. 1 thought it useless to give

completeness to the lists by copying out information, found in cur-

rent manuals, and have limited myself to those books of which

1 have made use during my preparatory study.

I have not repeated in these lists the titles of the hooks on

Eurojteal i philosophy, quoted in the text; that I have limited my-

self there to German authors, is not due to prejudice, biit to the

former direction of my studies.

A. (icucral trort'8 ami trrttixfatioHS.

1. II. T. Coi.F,nnooKK, On the Philosophy of the Hindus, Trans-

actions of the Koyal Asiatic Society ] S 2 4

.

2. KiTZKmvARn Hai.Ii; A contribution towards nn index to the

bibliography of Indian philosophical systems, Calcutta Iti&O.

3. Vi. II. CowKl.l, k K. A. (louiitl, The Sarva-darcann-sningrnha,

. translated by... 1st edition 1882, 2nd. ed. Ixindon 1 804.

4. V. Max MPi.lf.r, The six systems of Indian philosophy, Ixuidon

1 800.

5. I'. Dkussrn, Allgenieine GcBchichtc dcr Philosophic mit Ik'soii-

dercr Berucksichtigung der Heligionen, Enter Hand, Leipzig

1894—1908.
0. P. Oi.tramahi',, I/histoire des idces theosophiqucs, tome I, Paris

'1006 (explains the Vedanta and Snmkhva).

7. G. Tiiibaut & Gakuxnxtiia .Tha, Indian Thought, a quarterly,

devoted to Sanskrit Literature, Allahabad 1907 *c.

Separate reprints i. a.

:

GaSoXnXtha .1ha\ The Prfibhakara School of Piirva

Mlmamsa 1911.

„ „ The Nyaya-Sutras of (iniitama,

with the Hlnlsvu of Vatsyayana

and the Viirttika of Uddyota-

kara (in course of publication).

33»
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(i \.\(; an vnix Jiia, S.idholal Lectures on Xvava (in

course nf publication).

8* II. .Iamhu, The d;itesof the Philosophical Sutras of the Bi'ahmans,

loilhwl of the American Oriental Society, vol. XXXI, 1, (I!) I I).

0. II. .Iacoih. Zur huhgesehichle der Indischcu Philosophic, Sit-

zungsberiehte der Kgl. preussischen Akademie der "cY'isscnschaften

/11 Berlin, 191 I.
*

H. Stmlicx and /rat/x/ff/fot/M, concerning the Afftja A / W(c.v//v/.

\

1. IhimiKUAiY Saint-IIii.aihi., Memoire sur l.i philosophic Sans-

krite, Ic NyRyn, IS39.

2. K. Uiir.R, 'Vicvanathn Pnheanana, Divisional* the Categories of

the Nyaya Philosophy', edited and translated by .
.' ., Bibliotheca

Indica |S5().

.'". I. II. Bai.i.antynk, The a|>hurisins of the Nyaya Philosophy by

(inntitnitt, Sanskrit and Knglish, Allahabad 1 S5*».

I. K. B. CowMX, Tdnynnn Acarya, Nyaya-kusumahjali', translated

and edited by... Calcutta 1*64 (1 884).

•). A. K. (on on, The Yaiccsika Aphorisms of Kaniida, translated

by... Benares-London 1873. '

ft. K. Wixniscn, Ceher das \vaya-bhasya% Leipzig 1888.

7. Biiimaciiakya .Iiim.akikau. Nya\akoca or diet ionan of the tech-

nical terms of the Xvava philosophy, second edition, Bombay
1803. (The name of the author and of the next following, given

ill Anglicised spelling).

s
. M. Ua.iaham flonAs, A historical survey of Indian logic, .lourunl

of the Uoval Asiatic Society, Bombay Branch, vol. XIX p. 30(1

—

3t7 (1897).

I. V. V
r

. Athai.TK, The Tarka-samgraha of Annumbhatta, with. . .

critical and explanatory notes... with a preface and introduc-

tion bv M. Hajaram Bodas, Bombay 1897 (The preface is a

reprint of the historical survey, noted above).

10. VV. IIandt, Die atomistische (irundlage der Vaicesika-Philoso-

phie. Tubingcr Doktor-dissertation, Hostock 1900.'

11. II. .Iacobi, Die Indische Logik, Naehr. der K. Gcsollschnft der

Wissenschaften zu (iottingen, phil.-hist. Kla*sc 1001 licit 4.

p. Til. dk Srent.RHATsKoi, Kapports entre la theorie bouddhujue
de la connaissance et I'enseigiicment des 'nutres ecoles philo-

sophi<pies de I'lnilc [i. e. »riiiri|Nilly the Nyaya and Vnicesika

Schools] Mm'on, Nouvelle Serie vol. V 1004.
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13. E. Ilrr/r/scu, AmnttnMiatta's Tarka-samgraha, eiti Kompendium

ilcr Dialrktik & Atomistik tnit des Vcrfassers eigiieiii kommcn-
tar, gcnanut Dipikn, Ahhandlungcn iler kgl. (iescllschaft tier

Wissenschaften /n (iottingen, Phil. -hist. Kinase Neue Kolgc IX

n°. 5 (I1M17).

1 4. Nanda It.u, Simia, Thy Vaii^lkn Sutras of Knnadn with the

commentary of (,'amkana Micm, translated In. . . (in the scries:

The sacred books of (lie Hindus). Allahabad 11)10 iV II.

15. JauadIsiia Chandra ('maitkk.ii, The Hindu Kealism l»t*in«r an

introduction to the metaphysics of the Nyaya-Vaiccsika system

of philosophy, A I la1mlMid 1012. (Name of author in Anglocised

spelling; I scarcely ever quote this hook which ditlcrs in aim

and method widely from inv exposition).

IG. FjUIU! St'Al.l, Introdn/ionc alio studio della 1'ilosotia Indiana.

Pavia 11)13 [given an exposition of the syneretie Nyava-Vaictsika,

with an introduction about the history of Nyiiya and Vaicesika].

Note. Published daring the printing of this hook:

17. I'\ W. Thomas, Indian ideas of action and their interest for

modern thinking, Lecture before the Aristotelean Society, 19IS.

C. Studies &c. rn/icentin// tin' ofher liralimanic x//g/em9.

Tpanisads and lira hm anas.

1. P. Ueunaud, Materiaux pour servir a I'histoirc de la philosophic

de rinde, Paris 187(5.

2. T. \Y. Huvs Davids, The theory of sour in the 1'panisads,

.lournal Itoynl Asiatic Society ISSN p. 71 -M.
3. (See list A n°. 5).

Pu r va-m i ma msa.

4. .1. K. Haixaviynk, The aphorisms of the Ml mamsa Philosophy

by Jaihini with extmcts from the commentaries, in Sanskrit

and English, Allabahad 1851.

5. (J. Tuhjaut, The Artha-siungraha by Laugaksi-Hhaskara, edited

and translated by..., Hennres ISS2.

(i. (i\S(iANATiiA .Iiia, Kumania's Qloka-vnrttika , translated by .. .

Hibliotheea Indica, Calcutta 1907.

7. (See list An . 7).

Vedtlntn.

S. P. Dkissen, Das System de* Vediinta. tatpztg 1SS3.

0. P. Dri'sskn, Die Sutra's des Vediinta Aus clem Sanskrit liber-

set/,t, Iieipzig 18S7.
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10. it. TmmiT, The Vcdanta-siitras wit Ii the commentaries l>v (,'am-

kaha Arum and Kwiamja, Sacred hooka of the Kast, vol.

34, .IS \ (S, Oxford 181)0 'ft 00.

11. M. \. D\iyki>in,TIic Mandukvopaiiisad with (inudapada's Karikas

and (lie Hhiisva of Camkara, translated into Knglish bv. . .

Uombay MH.
18, (See list A n°. fly.

18. M. \Vm.i,i.si.h, |)cr iiltere Vedanta, Heidelberg 1011.

Sa in k Ii vn iV V oga.

II. K, (lAKKK, Die Theorie der Indiselien Kationalisten von den
Hrkdiiitnissinittcln, licrichtc der Icon, sachs. (Jesellschaft der

Wisseiisebafltn phil.-histor. Klasse 18SS S. I— ,'J0.

15. \l. (Jauhk, Die Sainkhva Philosophic, jjto Autlage, Leipzig 1017.
10. A. IITrk, Die Theoiie iter Schlussfolgcruug imcb tier Sainkhva-

tattva-kauniudi des Viicsis|m t imi«;rti , Wiener Zeitsehrift fiir die

Kimde des Morgcnlandcs XV S. 251—263.
17. .1. Da wis. Hindu Philosophy , the Sainkhva Karikii of Icvarn

Kisna, an exposition of the system of Kapila, with an ap|>endix

on the Nyiiva and Vaiecsikii systems, 2nd edition, London I SOL
IV (Sec list A n°. (I).

Note. The following book is of importanee for the study of

Indian philosophy in general, but unfortunately eame too late

into the possession of the author:

10. .1. Mmciiton Woods, The Yoga-system of Ptitah jnli , Harvard
Oriental Scries vol. XVII, Cambridge Mass. 101 L

/). Publications on Ihtddhism in general.

1. W. \\ assiuiav, Der Huddhismus, seine Pogincn, (Jeschichte

und Literatur, erster Theil, St. Petersburg I SCO.
2. II. Kkrx, Manual of Indian Ibiddhism, Stnissburg 1800.
8. L. m. i.a .Vai.i.kk Poissin, Le llouddhisme d'apres lei sources

biahiuaiiiipies, Mus/'on (nouvcllc tone) H ft III [translation of
the portion in the Sarva-darcann-sanigraha, dealing with Budd-
hism] 1001- -'2.

Ii. i>i. i.a Vu.i.kb Poissin, Dogmntiqucbouddhiquc, Journal
asiatique 1002.

D. T. S/ziki, Outlines of Mnhnyilna lluddhism, London 1007.
I\ Oi.tuamakk, La formule bouddhique des douse eauscs,
(ieneve I 000.

L. m i.a Vau.kk Poiknin, Houddhisme, Opinions sur l'histoiro

de la dogmatique, Paris 1000.
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S. M. Wai.i.kskh. Die Mittlcre Lehre (Madhyamika Castra) des

\\i)\ii,ii:na naeh «ler tihetischen Version iibertragen, llcidellierg

ion.
0. \t. ok i.a Vai»I.KK Poissin, Thcoric des douze causes, (land 101 '.\.

A'. Btntdhiatic logic.
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Adkyaya /, /.

I, I, I— 3 Introduction
#17 Rnuneiatmn of categoric*, of substances,

qualities and actions
| (> 7

S Similarity between substance, quality and
action. — Characterisation of substance,
quality ami action liv referring to c.iusalitv

(sutra 0— ,'H):.

0— II I °. II o ui oge n c i t y of entitle and effect po»
wble, when substance or quality is a CMse;
not possible, when action is a cause;... „ 1 33
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I, 1, IS—22 4°. Substance, quality and action, considered'

with referent* t<> the category of
I li ti i r effects..... p. 1 ;jr>

23—21 5°. Homogeneity of effect and chum*

possible, when substance or quality is

Mil effect; not possible, when net ion is

nn effect r „ |35
2S. 20 0°. Quality (25) and action (£0), considered

with reference to the nninher of their

abodes 136
27-20 7°. Of which qualities may substance

(2 7), qnnlitv (28), action (20) be the

effect?. . . . . .. j ]-M\

30—81 H°. Action causes se|M»ration and disjunc-

tion; and docs not produce substances

and actions
, 1 3d

Adhfffitfa /, 2,

1,2, 1—2 Onuse and effect .•

|t
|3s

3— (J (Jcnerality and peculiarity p. 117 \ „ 140
7-— 1 Existence

1 1

S

11— 10 Dmci/afni, f/ff/tft/ivf , karutatvit
, ||U

1 7 Hxistenee ;..-.. I 10

Adhijaya //, /.

II, I, I— 5 Definition of the first fi ve sii bst a nees
by referring to their qualities |f,5

0— 7 Agression: nrtificial fluidity of earthly snb-

stnnccs snch as butter, and of the metals.. ,. 155
8— 10 Discussion of air: its existence known

by proof; its probans (touch) 'not seen'; its

atoms; its possession of quality and action;

cternality of its atoms; since its existence its

only generally known by argnmentations,

therefore it must have received its mime from

a Being, higher than man., p. 2b, 1 58 fc „ 200
20 Ac. Discussion of physicn I space 171

20— 23 a. Polemics against the Samkhyins. p. 28 & „ 171
24— 27 b. The existence of sound, probans for the

existence of physical space „ 172
2s—31 c. Its qualities;. M 173
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Idht/dyn II, 2,

I— 5 Additional remarks on tin- four first

substn itcct and their qualities («f, II.
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III, I. I
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Tin* argumentation, given for the existence
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our own
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175
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302

„ 302
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I — 3 Discussion of the in tenia 1 organ : proof

for ils existence; its substantial nature,
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t— 5 Discussion of soul continued («sf. Dl. I).

Its probantia (1). its substantial nature and
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Dialogue about soul p. 2S vV
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is known by inference
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0— N
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III, 2, 10— 1 I h. New objection: Since we have a sensorial

perception of a person, inference is sti|>cr-

tlnons with reference to son). — Answer, p. 254
12 c. New objection and answer . ... „ 250
13 (/. Rejection of this answer „ 250

14 Assertion of the spiritual nature of soul. „ 254
15 r. New objection: the material nature upheld.
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1 1 n\ t.

IV, I, |— 5 The existence of the eternal atoms... ., I 50

0-T- l>iscnssion of the first group of qua-

lities (colour, taste, smell, touch). Condi-

tions necessary for their perception and the
'

perception of objects '.', „ 2S7

10 (Kxplnined as referring to) gravity...... „ 288

11 1 2 The second group of q nnii tics enu-

merated, and action cursorily mentioned.

Th«*ir perceptibility „ 280

,/ 1

3'
Perceptibility of ytuiulva and existence <cf.

/ I, 2). ..
..' '.

„ 284

Adhyuya IV
% 2.
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and object „ 1 81
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Adhydya 1,1.
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7 2°. yuntha „ 228

8—10 3°. nodnm . 224
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15 0°. adrnla. p. 225 k „ 228

10—18 7°. MMtkdm 225
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AilIn/ru/a l\ *

?, 2, I *c. Movement of tin- first -.four ele-
ments and „f itnnta*

. . . . p 22")
I—

I

I if. earth and water. |„ „,, agression t |„. .states

Of aggregation me mentioned . ,,. j»H t\ ]\t\

fc lire and air ,»00
l»" Agression: the typical movement of fire (up.

wards) and ,,f air (sidewards); the first move-
ment of the atoms and Ike internal organ,
eaused l»v ml>*l,t

I

- ~

•^ '• Mie internal organ
U*-~18 Ugressiof.

:
the origirnitimi of pleasure ami

pain; of yoga; physiological processes caused
Uy a>tr»t„- the arising of wnk*u 27310—20 Kgressioii: darkness ... . „ on v ~oC

551 * '
,,n(,

« *|>HCe ami physical spaee
are devoid of movement .... p. | \\\ lV

oj4
S3 S3 The movements themselves, qualities ami

inherence are devoid of movement 214U
:

Co The <|nalilies, (mathematical) space mid lime,
characterised in regard to eatisalitv (ef VII
»• Ws ", 2, !>; VII. I, 25)..* p, 2S K

. hlliya,1a /'/; / t

I
''

!
' '

4 Tl,(
' Vn,!l is » work of intelligence and there-

lore authoritative. ,. ..........
•"> *C. Merit and demerit, as results' of human

action*

"»
*. Attributes of (me soul do' not prmluce

effect* 111 another soul, [the fruit which
"'••rues to the departed ancestors ,Vc,
results from the inlluence of benedictory
mt*ttm

t pronounced l>y Brihfunnan, at
the <;rr„UI,„]. __ Kntcrtainincnt of impure
Ihahmanas at n prfttffa fee.; of a pure

"lit

14

844

US
Hrahmaiia

I I £ /Wtfi with reference to r/r/>^, samn

!>. 2!) ft „ 340
or hum
P'irusv.hlnnn with reference to these tl

classes
irec

p. 21) ft „ 846
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VI, 1, 18 10 d. Tt/uf/n (of oneself or another), with refer-

ence to these three classes . . p. 20 & p. 347

/tdhyiii/a II, 2.

VI, 2, I— <) Factors, necessary for the reaching of

in e i i t nnd (I e in e r i t (behaviour, emotions,

self-restraint, purity of food) H[s
10— 10 The eo n cute nation of the psychical

states: ft. desire originates from pleasure

and other factor*; //. application to tl/mruia

and millarma originates from desire and

aversion; e. birth and death: <l, »mh<i 205

Adhyfiyt I'll, I.

•VII, 1. I— 7 The discussion of the first group
of qualities resumed. Their eternalitv

and transiency, according to the nature of

their suhstratuin |<;n

8— 21 The second group of qualities taken

up again (ef. IV, I, I I) „ 215
1°. parimann M 215

22—25 Kgression on the infinitely great (physical)

space and soul, on the infinitely small mana*\

on (mathematical) space and time p. 157& „ 201

Adkyfiya I'll, £. '

VII, 2, I &c. The discussion of the second group of quali-

ties continued ....'..... p. 12!) & „ 100

I- 8 2°. cht/ra r. prttaktm.
, 12!)

t°. MriHiyofla . . . , . „ 220
10— 13 5°. vibhifjn „ 220
14— 20 Kgression on rabdn. An objective relation

{mim/ofja or tnmaviljfa) does not exist l»c-

tween artIta and vnbda ....... p. 20 k „ J108

21—25 0°. /ifii'fth'fi and (i/mralrti „' 2 1

4

?0— 28 Kgression on %amovaija\ definition; difference

from dracyutca &c. ; its tattva , 121
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Attbyfnfu till, I.

fill, I,. I &c. Thoorro'f perception
p. 281)

I - 3 </. Introduction. 289
J— II //. Perception with reference to substances,

qualities, actions, generality and pecu-
liarity

. . „ 2S9
Hi II r. Polemical passage.

. ». 29 ft 200

Adh/rnia I'll I, g,

IIII,.2. I 2 riciK/a-vfiivixfja.jririiia ... p. 29, I Hi ft „ 290
3 . I se of Hie term artia. . oj<)()

4— The elements from which the sense-organs

respectively are formed . .

'

;«u()

Adhyilga IX, I

.

P» •' • "» '1'hc ^inds of „ non-existence" . . , p. 29 & .,11 J)

0—10 The perception of non-existence p. 2!) & „ 290
II — 15 The perception of soul. Perception, due

to jropa '....'. 293

AdIn/tiga IX y 2.

IX. 2.. I— 5 DiaciiMion of probanttnl knowledge,
«>f vortwl authority '&c, . p. 208, 309 & „ 310

6— 9 Heniemltrance mid d renin . „ 200
10 12 Trnstwoithv and nntrnstworthv knowledge .. 206
13 Inspired knowledge . . . . „ 200

Adhytiya X, 1.

* • • ' ' Characterisation of pleasure and pnin in

comparison with intellection..... 204

AdIn/aya X, 2.

X. 2. I &c. Discussion of causality: . . . „ 13H
I — 2 Sutatancc as a cause

ti 140
3 .Movement as a cause

h 140
1 7 Quality as a cause.. ...... M 140
8— 9 Conclusion

p. 309 vV I 344
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Section 3.

OKNKKAi* TAIHiK OK CONTKNTS OK THK
PKAgAtfAI'ADiMillAtfYA.

The Hhi*gn is -divided by the Indian editor into six gnu tht*

(books) Recording to tlic number of categories. The introduction,

the general cimmcmtioii of categories and the discussion of sub-

stance are considered by him to form the first hook. It is, however,

more logical to distinguish here two gran this. Knell of the hooks,

further, is divided into prahtraz/o* (chapters), and a pralarotta

into . paragraphs. I mean by a paragraph such a part of the text

which is not interrupted by any comments.

HOOK I. The six Categories.

Chapter 1. Introduction & enumeration of categories.

1) p. 1. fifaiigata: praise to the Lonl and the muni Kanaua.

2) „ 0. Enumeration of the six categories, connection between

the knowledge of the categories nml liberation (;////-

(W/ffM).

3) * 7. Connection between duty {i/htrwa), prescribed by the

lyord. and lilieration.

Chapter 2. The s|>ecies of the categories enumerated.

J) p. 8. Statement of the topic now to he discussed. Knume-

ration of substances; 2) p. JO, enumeration of the

qualities; 3) p. 11. enumeration of the actions; 4)

p. 11. the two forms of generality; 5) p. 13. defini-

tion of ultimate difference; 0) p. 14. definition of inhe-

rence; 7) p. 15. conclusion.

Chapter 3. The properties, common to all or some of the six

categories.

. 1 & 2) p. 10. l'rojjerties, common to all six categories.

4 & 4) „ 10. ProiM^rties, common to five of the categories.

5— 0) „ 17— ID. Properties, common to three of the

categories.
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HOOK II. Substance.

(Ampler I. The properties, common t«> nil or some of the nine

substances.

I— f5) p. 20 20. Similar treatment, as in the precedent chapter.

Chapter 2. Detailed treatment of the nine substances..

1) p. 27. Topic mentioned.

2) „ 27. Kartli, its qualities, two kinds of earth : atomical and
develojjed. Division of de\ eloped earth into tliree

kinds: body, sensory (orpin of smell) and object.

Subdivision mid description of these three kinds.

3) „ 35. Water, similar order of treatment as in 2). The bodies,

consisting of water, live in Vienna's world.

4) „ 3S. I"c; its qualities and its kinds: atomicaland developed.

Developed lire divided into: bodies living in Aditva's

world, the eve as organ of sight, objects. |<'nur. kinds

of objects: fire on earth, heavenly fire (lightning Ac),
heat of the animal body, mineral tire or gold \e.

i\) „ 44.' Wind, its rjnalities; its kinds: atomical ami <leveloped.

Developed wind of font kinds: body (world of the

Maruts), organ of touch, object and priinn (vital air).

0) .. is. Tin. creation and destruction of the world (specially

of the four developed elements).

1) ,", 5*. Physical spaee, as the substance which possesses sound
as a quality. Inference to prove its existences The
qualities of physical space (oneness, infinite greatness,

X*c). Explanation of deafness.

>) .. 03. Time; iid'crence to prove its existence; time as a cause
of our tempornl notions; time as a cause of origin,

existence and perdition; its qualities though really

one, called many in consequence of its npnclhts.

0) „ 58. Mathematical space, cause of the notion of the ten

directions; its qualities; though really one, the ten

names of the regions invented by the Ancient Wise
for the nsi' in profane and daily language; the mUho-
logical names of the regions.

10) „ 0«>. Soul. Proofs for its existence: I. as the subject of

sensorial knowledge, (p. ftt) I. Hi), 2. as the

doer of the movements, executed by the body, 3. as

the cause of the activity of the vital airs, 4. as the
cause of the (unconscious) movements) of the eyelids,
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5. as the cause of tlic states of our body (growth,

health tire.), fl. us the agent, who directs the move-

ment of the internal organ and thus causes Ute eon-

junction between nn external organ and a desired

object, 7. as the one pereeivcr of visual and gus-

tatory impressions (saliva is formed in the mouth

immediately after seeing a certain object), 8. as the

substance in which pleasure, pain, wish, aversion"

and volition inhere. — Proofs for the proposition

that pleasure, pain, desire, aversion and volition are

natalities of the soul (ami not of the body). Complete

enumeration of the qualities of the soul.

11) p. 80. The internal organ. Proofs for its existence: I. neces-

sity of the cooperation of attention in the arising of

intellections, pleasures \e., 2. the arising of remem-

brances, whilst the external sense-organs are inactive,

3. the existence of other pereeptibles (nam. pleasures

&c.) which cannot be perceived by the exteninl sense-

organs. — The qualities of vmnan {namk/n/iU pa'rimiiMtt,

prtkakfeu. xdiiii/di/o , ribliili/a
,
jmralva, a/mrntva, xaniH-

Atira). Other characteristics (ilrmya-anfmiHibliahttra ,

wilrtatm , ajhaiva , parnrthatva , r^nsamcarihl). .

HOOK 111. Quality.

Chapter 1. Characterisation of the qualities.

I- 0) p. 94— 95. Characterisation in respect to the substances

in which they inhere.

7— s) ., 95— 90. Distinction between common and s|>eeial

(typical) qualities.

,
o,— 12) „ 90— 97. The qualities with reference to the org ins

of sense.

13—24) „ 9S— 100. The qualities, considered with reference

to other qualities, as their causes or effects.

25) „ 101. Qualities which have movements ns their

effects. •

20—29) „ 101—102. The qualities, considered with reference

to causality in general.

30—31) „ 103, Qualities which ..cover" a |K>rtion or the

whole of the sulistance.

32-33) „ 103. Qualities, considered with reference to the

duration of the substance.

Verlmnd. Kon. Aknd. v. Wrtenaeh. N. Reek*. Dl. XVIII N°. 2. **
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C li a p
I)

2)

•3)

4)

»)

5)

n
S)

,

») •

10)
;

II)
.

I*)-.

13—
13)

|

14) ,

15) ,

10) ,

17) ,

IS)
.

W „

20) „

81) „

to) „

23) h

2 .,

25) „

2d) „

27) „

m „

2D) „

30) „

31) „

32) „

33) M

31) ,,

35) ,.
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er 2.

. I OS,

104.

105.

105.

100.

100.

111.

137.

13s.

130.

151.

10t.

5) ,».

171.

172.

172.

171,

177.

1S2.

183.

IsO.

ISO.

200.

200.

201.

20 1.

205.

213

220

220

223

225

225

230

231

233

Detailed treatment of the twenty-four qualities.

Introduction.

Colour.

taste,

smell,

touch. v»

Qualities, proffered by the influence of tire.

Number,

dimension,

singleness,

conjunction,

separation.

I'arncss and nearness.

171— 25s. I nfc I lection,
synonyms of the term bmttlki.

its manifold forms.

division into trustworthy and untrustworthy intellec-
tions (knowledge & ignorance).

I'ipfiri/ftt/a.

finarf/it/maistlya,

srajnw.

knowledge, divided into perception, inferential know-
ledge, remembrance and inspired knowledge,
perception.
definition of inferential knowledge (know-
ledge, reached bv a mark, %»).
detinition of the mark, in two clokas.
explanation of the first cloka.

explanation of the second cloka.

division of hnfiudanj jhinam into tb*tam and saniU
t/t/a/o itriffam.

cabrfa really n form of inference,

gesticulation, a form of inference.

I'pamann (comparison) a form of inference. "

arthapaW, a form of inference.

mwHava, a form of inference.

abhnon, a form of inference.

aitihya, a form of inference,

inference, expressed for another.

. enunciation of the five members of such an inference-
definition of the first member {pratijM), its fallacies!
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30) p. 237. the second member (a/tarfeca).

37) „ 238. possible faults in this member.

88) „ 240. the thin! member {nidar^aha).

3D) „ 247. possible faults in this mcmlier.

40) „ 2M). the fourth member {a*N8amthana).

41) „ 250. the tilth member (prah/amtiaya). — Summary of

$ 35—41. Necessity of the five avayaras.

42) „ 255. assurance.

43) „ 250. remembrance.
44) ,,. 258. inspired knowledge.
45) „ 258. s'nldhadarcana.

40) „ 250. Pleasure.

47) „ 200. pain.

48) „ 201. desire.

40) „ 202. aversion.

50) „ 203. volition.

51) „ 203. weight.

52) „ 204. fluidity.

53) „ 200. adhesion.

54) „ 200. mmxkdra (physical inertia, Intent preservation of psy-

chical impressions, physical elasticity).

55) „ 272. merit.

50) „ 2*0. demerit.

57) „ &M). xamnara.

58) „ 281. liberation.

51)) „ 2s 7. sound.

BOOK IV. Action.

1) p. 21)0. (Jencral chnrncterisntion of netion.

2) „ 201. Definition of tittfcptifta.

3) „ 201. of fi/jfitye/Mita.

4) „ 201. of tiktnicaiw.

5) „ 202. of pranarana.

0) „ 202. of yamana.

7) „ 202. Division of action into : safpratyayom , axat/natyaynm,

aprafyayam karma. Discussion of the thesig that there

are no more than live kinds of actions.

8) „ 200. Discussion of the difficulty {nam^-aya): is yamatia

equipollent or subordinate to karman.

9) „ 207. Safprafyayam karma: explanation of the movement

of a pestle, held with the hand.

10) „ 300. Atalpratyayam karma. Explanation of the movement
84»
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II) p. Ml.

12) ,. 303.

1'*) „ 804.

i ij * ;jo:>.

J 5) , , .'J(>7.

l«) .„ :it»s.

I?) .. 308.

of the IihhI nml of an object thrown with the hand.
The same with reference to an object thrown with
an instrument.

.Iprah/aj/aM farm*: nwlaua , one ol* the forms of
mmyijfa which causes movement.
nhhiiilmtn ft satin/iiKtri-m»»/<>#« , two other forms of
.M*W* which cause movement; the explanation of
the foiling of nirth ami water {gttrutca ami sattisjtfir,,).

the Homing of water,

revolving movement, caused bv samsZrna.
the movement of the vital airs'; the absence of move-
ment in phvsical space, time, mathematical space
ami soul.

the movement of the interim! organ. Different move-
ments, caused bv mh*lu.

HOOK

HOOK

HOOK

V. (leneialitv, p. :J| I.

VI. Difference, p. 821.

VII. Inherence, p. 324.
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Suction I.

m

Tal.lr A,

T1IR C0NT-KNT8 OK IMtAtASTAIWDA s MIAs?YA
Ho< k I, ('Imp tor 3, in detail.

The properties, of it 1 1 or some of the six categories.

* l<5 Q-*

1) astitvnm, nliliidlieviitvnm
,

ji'ioyutviuii

2) Heritfitvimi

3) smiiiivsiyitrnm , aiicknlviim.

•I) nirguiiatvam, niskrmitvatu

5) sattiismnhnudiudi

siiiininvavattvaiii , vieesa-

vattvam.

svasi»muyarthacab<1fil>hidhc'(

>» »» »»

.»» »»

yatvam

dliitrmmlharmakartrtvaiM.

0) karyatvam , nnityatvain . . . „') „')

7) kiirauatvam „') .,''

8) dravyaeritatvam

D) svatmasattvam , laiddliilnk-

ssumtvaiH. . . . .-

Hkaryiitvam, nknrimntvatii .

asainanyatvam, avieepitvntn i

nityatvain, arthuenlMlannhhi-
J

dhevatvam. ,.....'

') anyatra nitya-

ilravyphhya^.

•) karanavatam rva

u-t. i n
1

1 anyatra |inrhn;ni-

•Inlywlilihyah.

') anyatra nitya-

dravyrhhyah.
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Table B.

TIIK CONTKNTS Or' PKAt/ASTAI'ADA'S r*HA$YA,

Book II, Chapter 1, in detail.

The properties, common to, all or some of the nine substances.

I) ilinvvalvavoKiili

svahnaiiyaratiiltlinkatvain

jrunavattvam '.

.

.

kiirvakuriinavinxlliitviiin

aiilyavi<;c»avattvnni

f) anarritatvam, nit vat vain

Mi antkut vam , a|>arajatimattvani

4t krivavattvani, imntatvain .. .

.

|iaratva|>aratvavattvani ......

vrpivattvam

) > -

."»> sarva^atatvam

|uirainamaliattvnm..

sarva^aiiiy«>^isaniauail<i;atvam .

<i) Miiital vam, iii»lriya|irakrUlvnm

liilivaikaikt inlriyafjraliya-

vin-sipinarattvam

L
»

H <lravyaramlinakatv«m

.

v|ian;avattvam

I

w

V) (tratyaksitvam, rii|iavattvam.. I

ilravatvain »|

'.») jjimitvain, rasavattvam

|0i vaii.iMkav'iinnvnttvani

II) -:itiir<lili.:iirilli:i\ Hllv:liil

\'2) ksanika «ka«|p<,avrtti-vi«,Tsa.

i:\iiiavattvain

I.'li I'.ncairiinavattvaiti \

i-arvotpattiniatain nimitta-

karanatvam

14) naimittik»ilr«v»tvayojrah

') nnyatrava'yavi-

ilritvyrhhyah.

i (Cf. hrrr.taMf T».

(Ct tahlr I>).
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CONTENTS 0¥ THK llHA$YA,

Hook 111, Chapter I.

CltarartcritiatioH of the q it al'itic*.

1

1
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itiskriyatvam.
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•"> antiirta^nnah..
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1 uMiayagnnati .

.

5 ant'karritali ....

<> rkaikariravya-

vrttayah". . . .

Distinction be-

tween common ft

special (typical)

qualities.

7 vai'.oMkajrunal)

.

H sanianyagunah..

The qualities with

reference to the

organs of sense.

Itahyaikaiken-

driynjrrahyali..

10 tlvnulriyaerii-

hyrth*

It antahkaranapra-
hyah.. ......

12 atlndriyah
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n
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ft
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. 1

') vrjrah.

') lihavann.

*) dvitvadavah.
') dviprthaktv'a-

dayah.
'» I'kafvam.

') rkaprthaktvam.

') »ain»i'l<Uiika-

ilravatvnm.
') Miavana.
*) naimittika-

dravatrani.

') vfffah.

') vrfah.

*) hhayanfi.
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The qualities, con-
sidered with re-
ferencc to other
qualities as their
causes or effects.

H k.llllnil -ijiiiiji.

piirvakah....
.

i ')!•)•) .i,
j
*v

') npakaja".
') ckafviim.

*) ekaprthaktvam.
vegag.

' n r p |
') Miavana.

pakajah.
*) t"la-|»arimanali.

» utfara sainvdpoli.

» naimiftika*-

<lravatvam.
i "havana.

') vr^nh.

"ttaraviblia^nh.

I "Ivifvadavah.
') •Iviprthaktva-

dayali.

|'i nnu«na*pai\-ali.

) r'katvam.

') ekapjtliaktvam.

»hties which
ve movements

,

s their effects.

Qualities, con-
"wed with re-
•fence to causa
•y m

'rivnlNtavali
.

b Pkaprthaktram.
1 vetfah.

'/ ve*ab.
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'J<» llviMllilVllvi-

karaiiatvain. . . „

niinilla-

kiirnnntvnm , .

.

2* nbliayatha-

karanatvam . .

2!» akaranatvaui. .

.

Qualities which
„cover" a portion

or the whole of

the substance.

.'JO pradeca-

vrttitvam. .

.

Ill (K.rava-

vyajiitvam. .

.

Qualities, consi-

dered with refe-

rence to the

duration of sub-

stances.

32 ynvaddravya-
bhavitvam. .

.

J i J
l n ft •

, ,

I I

113 ayavaddravya-
" bhavitvam...

I
!

') '), '.

•) ') ')|
'.
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. I i

! I
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I ! !

11

:
-

8;«l 20

1

' aniiMm.«parcaM

V rkaprlliaktviMM

*) hhnvnnn.

'i iiMias|mn,'ah. I

') .vt'gah.

') dvitvadi.

*i dviprtliaktvudil

„ '} hlmvanft.

• '1 Vfjra.

|

') aiwkaja .

•') ckatvam.
*) i>kn|irthnktvaa

i
') »am»iddhika.

dravatvaa

'i with the Mrtyi

tinn of the kind*

mrp.tionrdin§'l2

2 8 4

1

I I
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tiik vah;ksik.\-.systkm.

TABLE SHOWING TIIK DI8TH1BUTION

of the twenty-four (| mi 1 i ties over the nine substances
and the l<;\'ara.

(The table has been composed with the help of Hhiisva, Hook
II, Chapter 2), with the exception of the last column but one,

which is based on Ny.-kandali p. 57 I: 20 Ire.

1
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I 1
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•Iravatva.
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1) Miavana.
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n
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i
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Table E.

LIST OK PROPERTIES WHICH CHARACTERISE K.AKM AN.

Pracastapada-bhasva , Hook IV \ I p. 200.

1. karmatva-simbandhah

2. ekadravyavattvani

8. ksanikatvatn

4. murtadravyavrttitvnm

5. aguiuivattvam

0. gurutva-dravatva-prayatna-sainyogajalvam

7. sva-karya-samyoga-virodhitvam

S. smnvoga-vibhagaHiirapeksakaranalvani

0. asamavayi-karanatvam

10. sva-paracraya-samaveta-karyarambhakatvam

1 1. sanianajaTiymiarambliakatvaiu

12. dnivvanaramhhakatvam •

I 3. pratinivata-jati-yogitvam

14. dig-vi<;ista-kar\aramhhakat\ani —
NOTE to this list: N°. 1

p

is an example of a tautological

definition, no rare occurence in Yaicesika works. N°, 2, 4, 5

eliaraeterisc movement with reference to in he re nee (move*

inent inheres in one substance; in a solid substance only; it does

not possess itself qualities); n°. 3 states the transient nature of

movement. N°. (i— II eliaraeterisc movement with reference to

causality, namely: n°. 6 sums up the qualities from which move-

ment originates (this list is not complete: physical xamsbrira or eeg/n

and adr»la are left out), n°. 7 expresses the incompatibility of move-

ment and its result 'witiifoga fire.' (cf. V.S. I, 1, 14); n°. 8 sums

up the qualities of which barman is the immediate cause (seil.

xami/otja & vihliuya; cf. V.S. I, 1, 17; to these, however, vci/a is

added in V.S. I, 1, 20); n°. 9 determines the kind of causality

which belongs to . barman (cf. V.S. 1,1, 15— 17, where this is

only done for drarya); n°. 10 states that the result of movement

{xamyoga & vthhdga) inheres in the substance which was moving as

well as in another substance; n°. 11 ft 12 state the categories

{dravi/a & barman) which cannot be result of movement; by n°. 18

the fact is expressed that the generality 'barman contains a limited

number (nh/afa) of classes (j/ifi) [such as utbtcpana fto.jj by n°. 14

the fact that the mmyoftk k vihkaga, originated by movement, are

determined with reference to space.
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Table I

CliASSIFICATfON OF idXlUWh KALLACIKS,

*f*w*% h Vra^tnpiidn and /)&„„,„,

ff. The fnlliirics of thesis

Accord ihir to I'mrAsTti.viii i » ,•
•

n ««-Waotamoa.. According to |>ios\u a

3 TIi.nk ,,.«„ i i

'
• * •

!M,IIIM
'

,s iiMtUilibltj".

3
',w -"""^^- .UiO ,

'JL3T
,

i ,

„ , r "

n ' ,),,:

ft -Ifrailiiiinii otlffht to drink- • •!•••

it is the limit of nn animate

i 'ii * luini;.
»• Ihesis refuted l>\ one's own t ti. # * • .

selMM.I-
* ,,,<,sl8 ,,(,,ntc,, °.v »™* own

.1 n« •
school:

»W dfect .s existent [before
fl Vaiet«k. nfcsi »

Ui production!
vaietfika ph.losophn-

££ refuted h.v ones own 5, Thesis refuted l,v one's own
, . words:

::^rs:^-
:

,"t,,w-«
.«. Thesis with unfamiliar /W?*.
7.. Thesis with unfamiliar sndhya.
9. Thesis with both terms im-

familiar

». Thesis universally accepted.
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h. The fallacies of the pro bans.

1
. T h e ii n p r o v c d (rntii/Sa).

According to I'lUrAsT.M'ADA.

Probans, unproved lor both

disputants:

word is (rniisicnt,

because il consists of parts.

Probans, improved lor one ol*

the disputants:

word is transient,

because it is an effect.

j
The Mimamsakas deny

revealed by speaking].

Probans, unproved in its own

nature:

there is lire here,

because I get tears in

ItiV eves. [The tears, how-

ever, arose by another

cause than smoke].

The ainnncifa [i. e. fittk*a~\ does

not exist [in the form in which

it is supposed to exist in the

argumentation]:

shade is an earthly sub-

stance,

because it possesses n

dark colour {the posses-

sion of a quality cannot

be attributed to shade,

which is no substance].

According to Dionaoa.

1. Pro Iurns, unproved for both

disputants:

sound is not eternal,

beeanse it is visible.

2. l'robans, improved for one of

the disputants:

sound is evolved,

because it is a product,

that word is an effect: it is only

8. The truth of the probans is

questioned:

the hill is fiery,

because there is vapour.

4. It is questioned whether the

fHiifn can be predicated by

the prolwms;

physical sjwicc is a sub-

stance,

because it has qualities

[it is questioned whether

physical space has qua-

lities}

II. The uncertain {sandiydhii).

According to PracAstapaim. According to DionAua:

I. Probans too general (not ex- 1. Probans too general:

eluded from the riftakna):

this is a cow, sound is eternal,

because it has horns. |. because it is knowable.
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(Cf llie fallacy, called m>a<lhpiva- i

X'if/il \\\ h<\i/\STArAI>A\

2. IVobans not general enough:
sound is eternal,

because it is audible

[there is no Knp<d*n , be-

sides the //aho).

3 5. Special cases connected with

I and 2 (see YinY\mn\s\y\

p. M).

! 0. Non-erroneous contradiction \

j

i. c. when n thesis mul its eon-

tradietory are both supported

b\ what appear to be vatid

reasons:

The Vaiccsika speaking to

the Mnnainsaka

:

sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product.

The iMlmainsiika speaking to

the Vaiccsika:

sound is eternal,

iM'eanse it is always

audible.

111. T he doubtful {«H(i<l/,t/ara*ifa).

According to towns****.
I According to Dionaua.

IVobnnstoonam.wCiio^^/^/ (Cf. the fallacy n°. 2 of DiojiXuaV
besules \hv. ;>„**„); *„»</;,,,(/,«).

a product is existent [be-

foie its origination],

because it originates.

I V. T he contradictor x (rW,//,„).
The apposed probans is absent I . The sup,K>scd probans is absent

V>«h* and present in in the sa^ksa and present in

the ripaha:

sound is eternal,

because it is a product.

2. Special case of rirvddha I)

tt. The proems is consistent with
the /tolfir.

4. SjK«cial case of v\rtt<Ulhn 3).

[NOTK. See VidyabiiCsa$a p. 951

the vifHtkna

this is a hone,

because it has horns
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e. The fallacies of the example (thihlnta).

1 . Positive; example! {*<l(lharmy(ulr*tfnttnbli<i*a)

(i. e. examples used for showing that the silSt/fisdmrmt/ft goes together

with the tiHgatilHulnjfa).

According to Pracaktaiwda. According to Dign.uia.

1. Fallacious with reference to

the proliant:

sound is eternal,

because it is inrorport'id,

thiit which is incorporeal

is no eternal substance,

as nn iitoiu.

t. Fallacious with reference to

the probaus:

sound ie eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

that which is incorporeal

is an eternal substance,

as an atom, \

[the atom is corpo-

real].

2. Fallacious with reference to

the proband urn:

sound is eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

thnt which &c.

as a movement.

3. Fallacious with reference to

both:

sound is eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

that which is &c.

as a pot.

4. Example showing a lack of I 4. Example showing a lack of

2. Fallacious with reference to

the probandum

:

sound is iVc.

'•' because &'C. •

that which &c
as intelligence.

3. Fallacious with reference to

both

:

sound is &c.

because &c.

that which is &c,

as a pot.

universal connection between

probans and probnndum:

sound is eternal,

like physical space

[in this argumentation

the connection between

probans and probandum

is not explicitly stated,

cf. Nvava-kandnlT p. 247

1. 24].*

universal connection between

probans and probandum:

this person is passionate,

localise he is a speaker,

whoever is a speaker is

passionotc,

os a certain man in

Magadha.

[ef. VlUYARHCSAyA p.

97].
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Rxampic showing aii inverse

nmiicrtion between probans

am! piohamlum:

jwiml is a substance),

that which isnsubstanec,

is observed to |K)ssess

movement

jthc opposite of this (H>

gnmeiitiitioii holds (rue:

whatever possesses move-

iM'iit, is n substance, cf.

Nvina-kandah p. 24SJ.

6. Kalliirioiis with reference to

the abode:

sound is eternal,

becntnie it is incorporeal,

that which incorporeal,

is an eternal miIntonee,

as a shade

[shade is not an exist-

ing substance].

>. Kxample showing an inverse

connection between prolan*

and probandiini:

.
sound is non-eternal,

beranse it is a product

of effort,

whatever is non-eternal,

is '» prod net of effort,

as a pot

|

the connection be-

tween probans and

probandum has been'

inverted i. e.: all pro-

duets of effort are non-

eternal; but all non-

eternals are not pro-

duets of effort
J.

II. N e g a t i v e e x n m pies {raUU,<m»fimbnli\Htr,bhriHn\

In both sources the classification of the fallacious negative exam-
pies , s completely parallel with the classification of the iiositive
fallacious examples.
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K.rri

TAIUjK ok concordance

'between Vra^nnlafAdn-hh^n ami rairctika-Sitlra.

The next table gives in a more concise form the Sucipnttra which

Vim)iiyw;vahii'iiasv|)\ Dyiykoin has composed for his edition of

the llhiisyn.'
. Although his references are often nither forced and

arbitrary, and must sometimes he rejected, yet on the whole his

coneon Ia lice Ims proved of the greatest help to my study.

fie/crviircx to tin' I 'air.'Sutra in the jR/iast/a. -

The paragraphs of the fthiisyii arc indicated by italic types.

Division .... .

of Hhnsya.

Division

of V.8.
References.

I, 1 Kim nidation I, 1 J cf. 1 ; 2a cf. 1 -4.

of categories

I, 2 Species I. 1 1 cf. 5
;
2 cf. 0; -V cf. 7.

of categories

I. 2 / cf. 3-5; r> cf. ft.
.

VII, 2 (i cf. 20.

I, 3 Characterisa- 1, 1 / cf. 10, 17; •> cf. 8.

tion of 1. 2 4 cf. 0; 5 cf. 7; 9 cf. 3, 10,

categories

VII, 1

VII, 2

VIII, 2

12, 14, 1(5.

/ cf. 15.

9 cf. 20.

J cf. 3.

H. 1 Characterisa- I. 1 1 cf. 5, 0, 10, 12, 15, IS; 7

tion of cf. 23; 77 cf. 13—14.

substances II, 1

II, 2

III, 2

IV, 1

7 cf. 1-4; * cf. 1—3, 0, 7;

.9 cf. 1, 2; 11 cf. 1, 2, 0;

IS cf. 31 ; 14 cf. 0, 7.

11 cf. 2, 5
;
13 cf. 8, 0, 14.

// cf. 4, 20, 21.

11 cf. 11.

Verhinrt Knn. Aknd. t. WeUsntch. N R«ek«. Dl. XVHI N». 2. 3;>
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I >i\ isioii

>f Hliasva.
Title.

Detailed

trontineiit of

substances

Division

or v.s. Reference*.

V, I / ef. 17; 9 cf. 7, IS: 11 ef.

7, 17, 18.

V, 2 / of. |_7, 12-14; /y cf. :J
;

// dr. I, 8, 4—0, 8, II.
VI, I // cf. 5.

VII. I .7 pf. 22, 24, 25; 11 cf, 22;
/•I cf. 24, 25.

VII, 2 / cf. 21 ; /.? cf 22
VIII, 2 // cf. 5, (I.

IX, 2 // ,f. (J.

X, 2 / Cf. 1—2.
II. I S vi\ I, 0; ,? cf. 2 ; 4 cf. 3,

7; 7 cf. 4, 0— 10; 6'cf. IS,

10; ~cf. 24-31; <V cf. 31-
cf. 31; // cf. 21,

2 «f. 12;.? cf. 5; / Cf. 4;
7 el 21, 31 . A cf. 0—1);

cf. 10, 12- -10.

10 cf 2 5; is— in;
'••

HI 2 '1.11 cf. !•; 0— IS; 20-21;
// cf. I 3.

IV. I Sef. 1—5, Ih.Vef. 1-5, 11;

, / cf. 1—5, |l; « cf.-1— 5,

7, 12.

•V, 2 2 ef. I. 5, 0--I0; :i cf. I,

0—11
; / Yf\ i, o_u

;
.7

pf. I, 0—11.
V, I 2 cf. 7, 10- IS; .? rf. 17;^

cf. 17; •> cf. 14. •

V, 2 2d\ I ; :y cf. 3—0, 8, 11; ./ef.

\ 13; 6* cf. 1, 12: //ef. 17.
VI, I 10 cf. 5.

VII,
1 2 cf. 0, 10, 21; .V ef. 20, 21;

/ cf. 20, 21; .5cf. 20! 21-

7 cf. 22; &c(. 25; 9vl 21-

10 cf. 22; U ef. 23.

II, 2

111, I
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Division

of Bhnsva.
Title.

' Division

I of V.S.
References.

Ill, 1 Characterisa-

\
lion of 0,11a-

lities

VII, 2

VII, 2 cf. 0—10; 7 cf. 22; 8 cf.

25; 9 cf. 21; /0 cf. 22;
2/ cf. 23.

cf. J) -10; S cf. 22; .9 cf.

22; 11 cf. 21.

VIII, 2 2 cf. 5;3cf.0;./ef.6;.5cf.6.
IX, 2

! 10 cf. 6.

X, 2 iff cf. 2.

1, I / Cf. 10; 5 cf. 15; /ffef. 20

J

10 cf. 28; :'/ cf. 27, 29;
20 cf. I9;27cf.jV;£#cf>
19; J.'/ cf. 10.

II, 2 cf. 21; /•> cf. .31; /7cf. 81;

/#ef.31;2/ciY31;#?cf.3l.
HI, 1 /> cf. IS.

IV, I 10 cf. II ; 12 cf. 10.

V, i:'.| /0 cf. 17; 25 cf. 1,2, 5—7,
9, 10, 14, 15, 17, is.

V, 2 / cf. 22; 15 cf. 15; 25 cf.

1—7, 13, 17; 20 cf. 24.

VI, 2 22 cf. 10; 14.

/ cf. 14—10; Vid. 6; //>cf.

«; 23 cf. 6.

1 cf. 3-5, 11, 12, 14—10,
23, 25; 15 cf. 9, 21; /ff cf.

»— 10; 27 cf. 10; jf^cf. 21;

21 cf. 1), 10.

2 cf. 8.

cf. 5, 0.

22 cf. 6.

20 cf. 4.

2 cf. 1—3; 3 cf. 1—2; 4cf.

1; 5 cf. 1—4.
II, 2

!
<* cf. 2.

First group IV, 1 2 cf. 6, 8; a cf. 9; 4 cf. 9;

5 cf. 9; cf. 3.

16*

HI, 2 Detailed

$1—$6 treatment of

qualities.

Ml, I

VII, 2

VIII, 1

VIII, 2

IX, 2

X, 2

II, 1
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Division

t >t' Hlia'sya.
Title.

Division

of V.S.
References.

V, 2 n ef. I.

All, 1 g rf. 2—7; -7 cf. 2—7; 4 cf.

2— 7;,5cf. 2—7;tfcf.(>— 7.

Ml. a
ef. 10.

VIII, 2 ? cf. ('»; -V cf. ft; / cf. 5 ; .7 cf. f>.

IX. 1 cf. 2.

*7-*ia Mathematical 1. 1 /'/ cf. 27, 20.

qualities M, Q // rf.UI.
• .

Ml,

V,

1

1

7 ef. 1 1

.

/'/ ef. 1—fl, 10, 14, 17.

i

I

v, O 10 ef. 1, 5, 0, 8. 15.

Ml. 1 * cf. 9— 1 3; 1 7— 20. 22, 24, 25.
1

Ml, •> ? Cf. 1; ef. 2; JO ef. 0; //

cf. 10; 12 ef. 21—22.
VIII, 1 7 ef. 9.

X, .) /0 cf. 2, 5, 0, 7.

|is_^2a (Jeneral 11. /> ef. 17; 10 ef. 17—20.
intellectual Ill, 1 20 cf. 18.

states IX. /•) ef. 7, 10—12; 17 ef. 10;

///ef. 7—0; 20 d. 1, 0, 13.

Vti+w Perception 1, 1 27 cf. a.

and infe- II, 1 20 cf. S.

rence &c. H, 2 21 ef. 21; .'? cf. 32.

III, I 21 cf. IS; 22~2Hcl 15; ^5 cf.

I5;20cf. 7— 14;.74—35 cf.

15;.77 of. 15

—

17; -V/V cf. 15.

IV, 1 21 cf. 0, S. 0, 11, 13.

VI, 1 27 cf. 1—3.
•

VIII, I 21 cf. 1—7.

IX, J 21 ef. 11 15,

IX, 2 /> cf. 7, 10— 12; /7cf. 10;i.9

ef. 7-0; 20 cf. 1, 0, 13;

22-29 cf. 1 ; 24 cf.\ t 20 ci.

1,2; 27 cf. 3, 4; 2«—H3 ef. 5

;

;U—:iocf. 1, 2; .76* cf. I;.7s

cf. 1, 3; 40—41 cf.-l,2;4?

cf. 12;^3cf.O;^—4>cf.'l3.
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Division

of Bhnsva.
Title.

Division

of V.S.
References.

$40— $51) Remaining

qualities: psy-

chical and
|

physical

IV

VI

VII

Movement

Samant/a

Ftfew
Samarilt/a

X, 1 .1 42 cf. 3.

X, 2 L>? cf. I).

I, 1 48—50 <f. *<»; 55 cf. 2.

II, I
|
52vl 2, 0, 7;J.ycf.2;5/ycf.27.

II, 2 i
T.v cf. 21; 25— 32.

V, I

V, 2

VI, 1

VI, 2

IX, 2

X, 1

X, 2

T, I

1,2
II, I

II, 2

V, 1

V, 2

I, 2

I. 2

V, 2

VHr 2

50 cf. l;.>/cf. 7, ISjflfcf. 17.

W- 47 cf. 15; 50 cf. 14; Si

cf.3;4£.cf.4i8;5#nf, 16, Is.

5J cf. 5; 50 cf. 5, 7, 8.

40—40c(,/iQ—UiSOrf. 14;

55 cf. I, 2, 5, 8, !>;.5<? cf.

3,4,0,7;57cf. 15;o#cf. 16.

*•< v\\ (».

40-/7 cf. I—0.

55 cf. 8.

i cf, 7, II, 14, 17, 20-22,
24, 26, 20—31.

2- cf. 7.

i cf. 21; 10 cf. 21.

i cf. 25.

9 cf. 1-5; 10 cf. 1, 2, l>, 10,

17, 18; 11 cf. 1,2,16—18;
IS cf. 7, 18; Jfo cf. 17.

12 cf. 1, 12; itfef. 1, 12, 3;

*•/ cf. 4; 70 cf. 12, 21; 27

cf. 2, 7, 12, 13, 14, 17.

1 cf. 3—5, 7—10, 17; 2cf.

11—16.
cf. 6.

1 cf. J3.
7 cf. 26—28.
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Suction f>.

TAHI.K OKCONTKNTS OF T I IK WAYA-SITHA. .

The following tattle nf contents of four books of the \yfiyn-siitrn

\w* Ikcii composed with the help of \ k.van mm a's Vrtti. of which I

have n>ed the edition <>f l s2V Moreover. I have added in this (note

the following forts: in the lirst column the number of the section

{ftrafatra**), «riven to it in this edition; in the second the number

of the /nu f,urnmi in the li/niika: in the third the number of the

snliHs Recording to the edition of 1^2^; in the fourth the number

of the siitins Recording to tlie edition of the Nynyii-ldiSSYn (edition

1800). The liftlj contiiins the title of the different prakaniuti*. Kor

a slmrt account of the svstcm cf. Max MiM.i it's Six Dnrennns.

Aim. U 'is. va. *»«. Till.-.

1,1, I I, I- :! 1,1, I—
: i The topic of the book and its interest.

„ „ 2 i „ 3— s
, :\— s Definition of trustworthy wmrra of

know ledge (/ira/ttiiini ).

„ „ —22 Definition of //raw;/^ (object of know*,'

;
led*').

„ „ 23— iJ.Vj Definition of ifamen ifn
t
j,r,t;/ojana ami

t/tx/fltf/lt.

„ „ 2T»—31
j

Definition of xiiMAniifti.

„. „ 32 3S Definition of the five iivtigitra*.

„ ,,30-10 Definition of furiti and nintni/n.

1,2. 1— 3 Definition* of ra4a,jttlpa and vHainfa.

„ „ 4~ n ffffnthhiM.

„ „ 10 17 Chiilo. .

00 „ „ IS—20 |>, Tmitioiis of jati and vicjrahantluina.

3 n !>— 22

4 g ;) .__ O
;,

"l „ 20 - 31

li „ .".2— 3s

7 „ 30—10
1 ,; 11— 43
a „. H- 41

a „ r»<»^ :,7

12 11,1, I II, 1— 7 11,1, 1— 7 Kxamination t4 doubt.

13 „ ., 2 „ S - li» H M s— 10 Kxiiiiiinntioii of trustworthy know-

ledge {pmmfiiHi) in general. ')

II .. ,. "5 ,, 20— .",2 m ,,20—32 Kxamination of percept ion (pru-

(i/aha).

|6 » •• I „ 33 30 „ w $3—JM Kxamination of the aggregate (ava-

yariit).

') *«• .,„ ||. i. s.H. .Ia.ohi .I.A.O.S. XXXI ]». 1.1 note 1.
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Aim. Eel 'es. Ed. '00. Title.

11,1,.

17

IS

M

20
|
11,2, 1

II, 37— 3S If, 2, 37— 88 Examination of inference (aw«-

nn'nm).

„ 30-*- 45 „ „«*J9— 13 Examination of present time.

„ 44— 4S „ '

„ i !•—18 Examination of the trust wort hincss of

comparison Ippamitui),

„ lit— 5(1 „ '„ 40—50; Examination of verbal anthority

(fv/Wi?) in general.

„ 57— 0s „ „ 57—08
i

Examination of verbal authority in

detail.

n
(jo— SO]. II, 2, 1-12 The fourfold set of trustworthy sour-

ces of knowledge.

„ SI— 105 „ ,,18—37 The transiency of word.

„ 38—5+ The changes of word.

2.1— 134 „ ,,55-50 The denotative power of word.

01~ l »» »»

22 i „ „ 8 „ 1(1

28
|

„ „ 1

.1

24 111,1, I jilt, 1— 3 III, 1, 1— 3 The soul different from the sense-

organs.

25 i „ „ 2 „ 4— 0| „ „ I— 1 The soul different from the body.

20 ! „ „ 3 „ 7— 15
1 „ „ 7—15: The soul different from the body

(no duality of visual perception).

.. 10— IS

211

30

„ 10- 27

2S- 32

„ 10— ISi The soul is different from the inter-

nal organ.

„ 10—27 ;
Noul without beginning or annihi-

lation.

„ 2S— 2I» ! Examination of the body. 1

)

rf
gj|— 51 I

M M 3«— 5ft Examination of the sense-organs.

Polemical passage, against the SiM-

khyins.

31 „„ S „ 52- 00' M „51—00 Manifoldness of the sense-organs.')

82
; „ „ 9 „ 01— 71 „ ,,01-73 Examination of the object {artka).

33 111,2, I III, 72— SI |H,2, 1- 1 Transieney of intellection (6fttfJ|

Polemics against Sfrnkhyins and

! Buddhists.

84

35

30

t

2
I „ S2— 80 „ „ 10— 17| Discussion of the kmuahhaiigo (a

Buddhistic dogma).

3
|

n 00—118 ,,.,,18—43
|

Intellection a quality of soul.

4
|

,,114-117 „ ,,14—48! Origination and annihilation of intel-

lection.

') (Iahhf, Stimklnjii-I'liilosiiithie p. 839 note 4.

2) lliiileiii p. 391 note 1.
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.Vim. Kd. 't> Kd. 'oo. Till.

37

3s

39

40

41

42

43

n

f:>

to

17

IS

Ml

II, 2, b III, 118— 127 ,111,2, 40— :>S .Intellection different from tJic «|tinti-

tK-s of the body.

„ „0 „ 119— 131
| „ ,,50—02 Kxaminatioii of the in tern a I organ

132— I IF »» >» M— »7 Influence of* atlf*tn in the origina-

tion of tin* body.

„ „ « „ 22— 2

1

„ „ 7 „ 2:»— 88

„ „ s „ 20- 33

IV, I, I IV, 1— 2 1V, 1, 1—2 Tht; faults' of activity (prarfffi) in

general.

„ „ 2 „ 3— „ „ 3 — Kxaminatioii of faults (rio.yt).

„ „ 3. „ 10- 13 „ „ 10 13 Kxaminatioii of th«r condition after

ilrat li (prfft/abAiira).

„ „ 4 „ If— Is „ „ I t— 1 h Refutation of. the dogma of rimftifA,

h » * .u 10—21 „ „ 10-21 Tin- dogma of the existence df"ii Lord

(h-rnni).

w „ 22— 2 4 The theory of mere chance {ilkaami-

la/m).

„ „ 23—28 Refutation of the transiency of every-

thing.

„ „ 20—33 Refutation of the ctcmality of every-

thing.

n » H M ;*F— 30 „ ,,34—30 Refutation of the seunrntcitcM

i/hf/tttl-ft'n) of everything

., „ 10 „ 37— F0 „ ,,37—40 Refutation of the rftrjwM of every-

I thing:.

»i »»11 ,, 41— 5F „ „4l— 5F Examination of fruit (phala). -This
prakarntia contains a polemical

egression against the sautkhiiaikan-

tnctidiiix, i. e, those who limit num-

ber to one: the advaitins.

.; NOTK. The jirnkara»tis 4— 11 con-

I lain principally polemics against

the Ituddhists; three of their

dogmas; narraoi runt/am, xnrram

ani/yuhi, xitrwm fiff/iak ') are suc-

cessively discussed.

»• n\t\ ». &*-* ">s „ „ .">5-5S Kxaminatioii of pain {ilnhkha).

m •. 13 M W — <»7 „ „ 5V—07 'Examination of liberation {apa-

' vargn).

') Bet tior. U,k \ p. ,\\
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Aim. Ed. '2S. Kd. '96. Title.

53 IV, 2, I IV, OS— 70

71— H2

S3— 4M»

01— 102

54 •»» £

55 „ n 3

50 n it
4 '

•i

57 » n

J

5
|

5H
»» it

IV, 2, I— 3 The origination of the knowledge

of truth. :

„ „ 4— 17
J

Component part* and aggregate,

„ 103—114

„ 115-116

1H-25
20—37

38—40

„ „ 50-51

Things, devoid of parts.

Refutation of the theory of constant

annihilation of exterior things

{lnihff~iTlh(thh»iiga). ')

NOTE. The priikavana* 2—4 from

one polemieai egression ngninst

the Buddhist*.

The evolution of the knowledge of

truth.

Tin maintenance of the know ledge

of truth.

*) t'f. however here Wk I chatter III np|>endix II p. 50.
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Section 7.

A. TWO POLEMICAL PARAGES PROW gAHARASVAMIN'S
MIAtfYA ON MIMAAlsA-St T\\\ I, I, r,.i)

translated b y H. .1 Atom, J.A.O.8. XXXI (1011) p. 18.

[An opponent objects]; All cognition* (/)rrt/^tt/a) wrv, without
foundation (in reality) just like a dream ; for we recognise ill a
dream thai it is the nature of cognition to lie without foundation,
A waking person also has cognitions, e. g. of a post or a wall;
ami therefore this cognition also is without foundation.
[We answer]: A waking man's notion (c. g.) 'this is a post*

is a positively ascertained one; how is it. jiossible that it should t mn
out wmngr

|

Opponent]: The notion in a dream also was, just in the
wiinc way, a well ascertained one; previous to the awakening there
was no difference between the two.

(Answer]; Von are wrong; for we find that
j
what we saw]

'> » <lieain. Inriis out wrong; but we find that
|
what we see] in

the other ease
|

i. e. in the waking state], do,.s not turn out wrong.
If von say: that on account, of the class-characteristic [cog-

«>itim. as a genus]
j
the same predication] will hold good in the

other ease;

[we reply as follows]: If yon mean that the cognition in

" •Ileum is wrong because it is a cognition, then of course the
cognition of a waking man must be wrong too. Hut 4f cognition
is [taken to be] the reason that something is so as it is cognised
(and not different], then it is impossible to sav (hut this cognition
[mz. «.ne m a dream] is different [i.e. wrong] because it is n cog-
"'""•'. [Not from the nature of cognition by itself], but from some-
thing else we come to know that cognition ill a dream is wrong
'«» Hceonnt of its being o|>|K>scd to troth.

Opponent]: How do yon ascertain this?

I Answer]: In the following way : because a sleepy mind is
weak, sleep is the reason for the wrongness [of cognition] in a

') H. ,..;,> 4 11 „k>t„,„tjo„ „f tlir M...lhynmik,*
<v »n,t book l>. M ,«,,,N.,iili«"o mhi |. , | ii|i|i.n,|i x \.

in
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dream in n dreamless sleep it [the mind] is absent altogether; for

one without any consciousness whatever, is said to \\c in a dream-

less sleep. Therefore the cognition of a waking man is not wrong.

[Opponent.]: Hut the sensorium of a waking man also may ho

vitiated by some defect.

[Answer]-. If so, the defect mav he found out.

[Opponent]: While one dreams, a defect is not found out.

[Answer]: It is, for on awaking we find. out that the mind

had been vitiated by sleep.

Translation of the second jwntaije f/j. I!)),

[The opponent says]: [The cognition itself] is a void. Kor

we do not perceive a difference of form in the object and the idea

of it; our idea is directly perceived, ami therefore the so-called

object which should be different from the idea, is a non-entity.

[Answer]: Well, this woidd be the case, if the idea had the

form (or shape) of its object. Hut our idea- is without form, and

it is the external object which has the form; for the object is

directly perceived as being in connexion with a locality outside

of ourselves. An idea caused by |>crecption is concerned with an

object, and not with another idea; for every idea lasts but one

moment, and does not continue to exist while another idea comes up.

[The opponent says]: While the second idea is originating,

it becomes known to the hist idea and at the same time, it makes

known to it the oi>jcet, just us a lamp [illumines and makes thus

known things].

[We reply]: This is not, so. For before the object has become

known, nobody is conscious of having the idea, but after the object

has become known [to us],' we become aware by inference that wc
have an idea concerning it; it is impossible that both these pro-

cesses should be simultaneous.

[The opponent says]: We do not contend that we know the

object before the idea has originated, but after it has originated;

therefore the idea originates first, and afterwards the object becomes

known.

[We reply]: Quite right. The idea originates first, but it is

not the idea that first becomes known. Kor as will occur occasio-

nally, wc my of an object which we do know that we do not

know it [i. e. we arc not concious of having an idea concerning it].

iMoreover it is the very nature of every idea to be always

and necessarily bound up with the name of [or a word
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denoting; its objects. Therefore >m idea is 'intimately con-
Heeled with a rwwnV, hut that which is 'not intimately con-
nected with a name' is termed directly perceived.

Ami furthermore, if itlic object and the idea] had the
wmc form, this would sublate the idea and not the object
which is directly perceived. Mnt there is no such uniformity
between the object and its idea, as you assume]; tor bv

inference we become cognisant of lire intrinsically formless
idea. I. ut we directly perceive the object together with its

form. Therefore cognition is based on the object.

And furthermore, the notion of [e. g.] a piece of cloth
has an individual cause in this sense that we have the
idea o|' the cloth

j
only when threads form the material

cans,- ;of the object,, viz. the cloth]. For if this were not
the row, ii man of sound senses might have the notion of
a jar though threads had been used [in the production of
the object in question |, but that is not the ease. [The moa-
ning of this argument is that the object is not caused bv
the idea, but it has a cause which is independent of the
idea, viz. the material from which the object or the thing
is produced i. Therefore cognition is not without foundation
Tin external objects), and consequently direct perception
docs not convey erroneous knowledge.

H. TABU-l orcONTIlM'Soi' HADAUAYAN.VS VKDANTA
SI TKA & (.AMKAHAS HIIASYA, II, 2, 18—27-

TRANSLATIONS ()|< VKDANTA SITRA II, 2, 2S—32.
')

/• Refutation of the Sarvasti vidtna (Sautrantikas and—
Naihhasikas),

1°. Refutation of the d h r, h(- H k an d I, n theory.
Sutra 18. a. (/amkahv's introduction , exposition Of the dhiitu-

*ht>,dl,„ theory: Klcmcnta of the world of two
kinds: hnhjia,,, cwf* & fmlaratn vustif. lour kinds
of htihjfani vastuni: earth, water, fire and air; each
element characterised by one quality: earth bv
touch, water by taste fce. Five kinds of fmiarani
ras/f/ni: rujm, vijuana Sic.

*. (.mnkara's explanation of the autra: refutation
of this dhntn-skandha theory. 1 . The dhatus cannot

S ft km iMH.k I ,,. 74.
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begin forming aggregate* because they lack intel-

ligence, and the thyidf/fi* can -neither do so, he-

'

cause no material ImmIV yet exists. 2. Refutation

j>f the notion of a spontaneous entering upon aeti-

vitv. 8. Refutation of the idea that the dhyitrifidmh

prambn (the train of self-cognitions') is the cause

of nggrcgatiou.

2°. Refutation of the pr n h I y ana hi » Ipud a, as a basis

for the (that u-$k an tlh « theory.

SQtra 10. a. Introduction: enumeration of the twelvefold

chain, h. Refutation : I. The argumentation of (he

Ifaiuddhii . . . merely assigns eflicient causes for the

origination of the members of the series, but does

not intimate an efficient cause for the formation

of the aggregates, 2. No aggregate possible on the

assumption of momentary atoms ami a mere tlnxns

of psychical states. \\. No eternal series of aggre-

gates to be accepted. 4. No aggregate on behalf

of somebody's enjoyment . for according to the

doctrine of general inipernmnencv there is no per-

manent enjoyer.

3°. Refutation of the k*a » ahhun i/a-rada.

Sutra 20. Contradiction between the prahtya.

s a hi u ip rl da and the /• * a u a h h a ii // // - r a d a.

Different arguments brought forward, i. a. On the

admission [of the momentary existence of every-

thing] it is impossible to establish between two

things the relation of cause and effect, since the

former momentary existence which ceases or has

ceased to be and so has entered into the state of

non-existence, cannot be -the cause of the later

momentary existence.

Sutra St. Contradiction between the explanation

of perception as caused by the four

pra I it a >/ as and the knan ahh aiiya-vilda.

[NOTE. Cf. Maiuiava's account of the Sautrantika

doctrine in w. i..\ Vai.i.kk Poissin's translation

Museon, N.S. 11, p. 104].

Sutras 22—24. Discussion on the trind: prati-

saw k liya-v i

r

o dh a, ap r a
t
'i sam k

h

//
a-virod 1/

a
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ami nkn<;a. [Cf. (^lokaviirttika, translation-(iAS-

oasatiiA .Iha, p. 41,3; kariktl
22J.

Sutra 25. The k*aiuihliaii;in-vrnlii refuted by the

faet of re me in bin nee.

Sutras 20— 27. The k*ati tihfia iif} a-vilda would lend

to the absurd consequence that 'entity

spring* from non-entity.

//. Refutation of the .M ad hy a in i kas (according to the

translation, given by I.I. Jacoiu with the help of the Yrtli-pas-

s:ige, quoted by ('\iiah\-s\ \min in his comments to Mini.

hiiininn I, I, ">). (See p. 55 I).

Sutra 28. The object* of cognition are not iion-entitjes [i. e.

cognition is not without foundation in the external

world), beeause we actually perceive external objerts.

Sutru 2!). Nor is our cognition siuiihir to dreams iVe. because

there is n real difference "of cognition ill the state

of waking and that of dreaming.

Sutra SO.
|
An idea] cannot l>e the real object [underlying

cognition, as proved in sutra 2S \- 20], because

|
the idea

|
is not the object of direct perception.

Sutra 31. And beeause cognition has but momentary existence

[i.e. one idea cannot perceive another, for while

the first exists, the second has not yet come into

existence, ;ind when the second has Conic into

existence the first has censed to be).

Sutra .8 2. And because it is unreasonable in every way.

///j Refutation of the V ij n a nay ad i n s. (Interpretation of

I the Itttnts 2S— S2 by Qamkaha, as translated by <». TniBAl'T).

Sutra 28. The non-existence [of external things] cannot be

maintained nil. account of jour] consciousness [of

them ).

Sutra 21). And on account of their difference of nature, [the

ideas of the waking state] are not like those of

a dream.

Sutm 30. The existence [of mental impressions] is not possible

[on the Itnuddhn view] on account of the absence

of perception [of externnl things].

Sutra 81. And on account of the moiiientariness [of the alaya-

rijnftnn] it cannot be the abode of mental impressions].

Sutra fit. And on account of its general deficiency in probability.
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C. LIST OK QUOTATIONS PROM GAKBK'S NOOK

Die Sflnil/tt/rt'P/ii/oso/j/iu'.

In the following list
v

I have collected fnnii CJarbk's hook Die

SrihiHi >/a Philosophic till information which iniyht be useful for the

study of the relation hctween the Siimkhyn and the Nynya-Yaiccsika.

I have divided this material under a few headings and put nam*

hers before the separate paragraphs in order to make references easy.

Ancient

Authorities.

a. Logical maximi which (Jakhk

considers to Iw typical for the

Samkhya (Cinrlic p. 2 Hi):

. 1. Kine theoretischc Krwitgnng

knljHimi hebt tiiclit das durch

die Krkenntnissmithl feslgc-

rtelltc auf

2. Die Thrnrir muss sich im

Kinklaiig mit iler Empiric hal*

tin {4r*f«).....'

'-i. Wo die cinfachc, natnrlichc,

aalie liegcmle rlrkliirimg [la-

gknra) ansreicht, ist die eom-

plicirtcre Erklilrung(^a«rrrr<«)

ahzulehnen

b. M i s a k c s against I o
f;

i e

,

which, according to Garbk. the

Samkhya tcachrs to avoiil, more

than is done hy any other system

(p. 218);

4. Din Mrkliirnng eines Dings

dnrch das Ding selbst {alma-

f«J»)
5. Per eircnlns vitiosns (it/tyo-

i/»/<irraga) .

"^h Dcr Mangel eines ansreichen-

den (irnndcs {niyamahtbh«m)

II, 25

V, 48

\

1, 45 ! I, 20 &c.

(Jar1)c'j" ! (Sarbe's

index) index) •

For 4—» see fiarbe'f.

indices to Aniruddha

ft Yijnfinabhiksii.
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Anriciit

authorities

Samkliva-

sntra

± IH»0.

Ariirtlddha

± 1500.

Yijiiimn-

ldiiksn

± 1575.

7. Die I 'iiiii(>L'liclikeit sirli fiir

riiic ilrf htiden Seitcn cirier

Alternative in entsdieiden

[i iiiitjiiiiitikiih/itnut , r'uiiiju-

iiiiiiiiir'irnlin)

s. her regressns in inlinitnm

(niiiii.tstfni , ti,ntr,i,if /hi aa) ,

,

0. Die KM Writ u'rliPlitlt" lelier-

tragnng, \erinotfe deren man

rim Kiffl nselialt , <l i«* nnr In-

>t mi mtfii IKngrti angehort,

.falselilieli aneli anderen xtl*

selireilit [iififtraxiilili, n/i/inc

n,iinjit, ii/iri/nft/i ; . .

'. Proposition!! on general

relation* (p. 217):

10. I he Xi< lite\i«ten/. eiftes Din-

ges ist uiclil anderes als der

Ort , an (lfiii das Ding lien

nielit. belindel

1 1. Kent Ding k.aiiii Mints We-

ten* entkleidet wenlen; denn

das Wesen danert so lunge,

al< da> Ding sclbst

It, Die Individiicn nnd die

(ii>aniintlifit sieli identiseh

(ri/ii.iti.iiiiiin.i/i/tir rknth), ; . .

19. IHg I'.igenseliat'f ist nielit

rlwas vim ihrein Snl>*tr;it

vcrsrhierirnef {tlharnin-<l/nir-

,1111-ithtiMii)

1 1. Da^ellie gilt von den Kriil-

trll \r<dt'l-<;iil,liiiiijil-iili/ii-ilti)%

15. r'.iniinddns>ell>e Ihng kann

nielit /iigleieli Snlijeet nnd

Object trill (/
• irmakartf-

vinil/tii oiler: kttrtfkarma-

rirodfw)

</. Polemie n I passages in

S a ni k.li \ a *w r i t i ii g s against

Hi nl. zn

III, 10.

VI, 40

I, 113,

V, 56.

I, 7, Ul.

h, »».

I. 01, U

II, 13, 10
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. Satnkliva- '

, •

Ancient
-# Amruddhn

authorities. .^JL ± 1600.

1

1

~
' !•

Vijnana-

Idiikjn

±1576.

Nynva- or Vnieefikn theories:

(Oarkr [I. 17M):

1 . lk»et.fiat- of Cfff'-rjor/f* <S'

16. Gcgeil (Hi; Aufxtcllaiig dcr

. ft, resp. 10 kntegnricn . .

.

17. Dns Produkt vor der Knt-

sfehmig mill nacli der Vtr-

nichtutig oh tie Renlitiit?...

IS. Gegch die Uvrechtignng de*

Rctrriires der Inliiireiiz . . . .

19. Comlrinntion meltrerer Knte-

goririi (jiffis'i)j/niar//a) un-

zuliissig

2
6

. GuMtologjf :

20. Gegcn die Lelire ilass e? nur

Snhstanzcn gelw

21. (it-gen die Lehre, das* cl«*r

innere Sinn, Zeit, Ratlin,

Aether mid die Atome von

Erde, Wasser, Fcucr mid

Lnft ewig seien

22. (ii'gen die Atomistik ....

23. Die Lcitnng dcr Kiir|>crl>ii-

dmig von Seite dcr Seele

dnrrli das attfj/n vermittclt?

24. (tegen die Tichrc dcr anltfii

rifemli., . :

Tnttvnkiwm.

on Kfir. i».

t*. Theology:

25. 1st dcr Veda von (iott erfasst?

2<». (Jegen die Annalime cities

prrsohnlichen Gotten (cf.

(iarbe p. U9 n. 122).. . .

B°. Vni/chofogif.

27. (icgen die tali re dass der

innere Sinn ein Atom sei —
(denn dieser title gleiehzeitig

Verh. Kon. Ak»d. v. Wctonwl.. N. Reeks. 1)1. XVIII. N°.

B Vnryn«rnnva"

ituthor i|iioti'<l

Y<><,fnWii!syn

III, 52

lOarhe p. 74).

I, 25

V S5, SO.

I, 113,

lit, 121.

V 00.

VI, 3S.

V 72.

V S7, 88,

Iiaii<]n|>;i(ln

on Knrikii 61.

Viicu«|>iitiin.

on Knrikn .
r
»7.

V 10, 17.

f 02—0*,

V2-I2,
10, 120,

127,

VI 0t.

I 100,

II :)2.

I 02.

VI 02.

86
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Ancient

AttthofitH*.

Saiukhv:i-

sutra

± 1 100.

Aiiirmlilliii

+ 1500.

Yijiifuia-

liliiksn

+ 157."».

mil nnlirerrn iinsseren Sin-

ncn in Vnliiiiiliinir). . . . .

IVsit/.l tlic Srtlc nls solche

(Jualitiitm? I

, Krin^iintr ;ils Aullielmiitj

l)(<j.'(tiii|crcr Kigciiscluif'tiii Her

<I«T Sirlr. .
...'....

'/'/' tb>rtrhit' of externa

t

jii'rfi'ji f i on.-

\v. ,V Vnir l.chr«' von <lem

Znst unli'konimen <lrr \\ nhr-

nrliiiiiiiii.' \ Krki'nntttM .

.

(icjjril <lir tiH>f(tf/i<i-kfnfii!i,

it. It. ilir Vorrtrllung <las«s ein

Dins; iintir riner atiilctvii als

siiiier »iir«'iHii Form rrsdn-i-

inn kotinc
,

Niml die SinncH Mi* den

Kltliuiili'ii pliilnYt ? (l.'f.

(i.MJHK |>. >Yl'l II 3\ Nvavu

mitro III llll)

Karikn

ii°. 10, If)

r» I

i n u

or

(da

33.

>ssi ir«*n in Nainkli va-w rit- I

:*, i-\ |»1 ,i i ii i ii g Nviivo-

V airi'y i k ii -t licorir* i

rlie )>. HW); .

The tllCOIV Of tlHttMitlHI . . . I

Tattva- I

kniiiniHli
i

mi Kiirikiifti

V 71.

I 15, 110,

104; V 13

He.

'

V 75.

V 5

V s|..

•M\

Hl)il- &

The opinions on n/ajifi

llpitoiiir of the Nvi

Vairi'>ikji-xiitnif

,,r,in«« Vrrliimlnng knnn nnr

da lint refill, wo cine \'<t-

scImiIi nlifit lnsteli»" (Unrlx'

l>. tW,t

VI 27—30.

I 87, 01,

»'—
I 1-7.

I 33.

I, 103.

V 85, S«.

I, lit.
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Other passages, in (iAkbk'k hook of importance for the study of

the Nyiiyn iV Vairesika:

p. 308 ii. 1 Samkhya-psyeholqgy. .

p. 317 bottom ,./y;v7;/«".

p. 321 Explanation of external perception ; the term .,rr///"\

p. 322 n. 1 Is there one external sense-organ, or are there more;

reference to Nyaya Sutra III 53—60.

p. 322 ii. 3— Do the organs of sense consist of the elements

?

p. 335 ii. 4 The gross body consists only of earth; S.s. Ill IN;

V 102, 112 & Vniy. S. IV 2, 2, 3, Nyaya Sutra III, 2s— 32.

p. 347 li, 4 Space and time.

p. 361 it. 2 The extension and number of souls.

p. 374 n. The term „ak/iainlopml/ti'\

p. 380 n. 4 The nature of „wok*a\
»

i). tablk ok contknts ok ti1k ohaitkh on iuh>|)imsm

in tiik sakva-i>aiu;ana-sam<jkaiia.

References fo l)e hi Valh'c PoH»si»9 Iraimlalion.

Introduction: AuHmrniasyn\ firtmil^titcam p. 50—01.

The Madhyamika-sehool p. 02— 177.

1. kxfiHuhhhiiijn p. 02— 75.

tt. discussion of the k*a»nhhatiijn itself..

ft. the refutation of tflmtlHyft 71— 73, the theory ttfttfinAa 73.

2. duhkhn p. 171.

3. 8vatok*ana p. 172.

4. (Mrva)-ft/Hj/affl p. 172— 1/7.

a. voidness of all objective and subjective forms of exis-

tence proved by the example of the dream and adhyilta.

6. the fourfold formula ,,8/irvaw anih/ani &c"

c. prflmTigaka formula about the nature of things.

*d. The standpoint of relative truth.

The Yogacara-school.

1— 3. k*miabhaTi(/a , duhkhn & svalaksana p. 177.

4. biltn/a-cvnt/atn p. 177— 185.

a. Reality of self-consciousness p. 177.

h, ft c. Two /;m#/i/7yflr-argumentations to show that external

objects do not exist p. 178.

d. nvm/aH-nirtlkaraiffi p. 177— 179.

e. ekntonm nlla-taa{lfiiyuh p. 180— 185.
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The Sn'utriiiitika-selmnl p. 185—200.
//. (.'natality between the external thing and its mental repre-

sentation p. 1 s,r)— MM). The existence of external thing!)

proved p. 100—103. Explanation of proft/akftn and its

four /irafgaifas
J».

193— 1 4.

//. Definition of the five xkaiidha* (rtt/ja, v[jhtlnn
y vcilana

,

Mf/tit/Mii iV minskfira) p. 10")— 10(5.

ft The threefold formnhi: xarraui duhkham, (lnhkhajintannm &
ihiHhatmlhanam. The four noble truths {iluhkha, mmndayn,
iiiruiUm iV Hiurfla) p. 10(5.

I). I^ression : Explanation of the pratitya-mmiitpmla as a com)"

larv to tamttdfffa, the origination of duhklia p. 107— 100.

Continuation of C. Definition of nirodhn and murqa p. 100.

[In the explanation by .Iinai>att.\. quoted p. 205 &c,
milrya & nirndfia arc confounded ami riijatana is introduced

M the second member of the Four Noble Truths].

Hie Vaibhasika-sehool p. 200—203.
A. Explanation of pratyaksa by the Vaibhnsikns. Sfwikaf/rikam

iV nirrikalf>aka»i prnli/aknaw.

It. Sautrantikas and Vnililijigikns agree in other matters.
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K. PAUALLKL PASSAGES OF THE NYAYA-KANDAL1

and the chapter on Bnddhigm in the Sarradarranaga/nf/taha.

The references are taken from L. he la Yaij.kk Poissin and

arranged in accordance with the subjects.

Subject.

i

Nyaya-kandali. Mtiseon

1

- • Division of the chapter,

mentioned.

gaffft tV gamattya
!

p. 1.2 ft p. 17 .p.. 03 n. 20 Madhyamika School,

1. 10 kganahhanqa.

p. 71 ii. 40

p. 72 n. 43 !

p. 317—820 i p. 72 n. 43 .

p. 78 n. 47

kgaiiikatea .... p. 73 & 74 p. (52 ii. 10

p. (53 ii. 21
«

p. 07 n.

p. 70 ii.

31

3(5

avayaviti A/

jmruwatiM. . . . p. 42 & 43 p. 178 n. 75
:
Yogacam School,

ttvifm p. 122—123 p. 178 n. 73
\

hflhi/ttcHMfpttti.

p. ISO n. Ill Santiantika School,

p. 100 n. "\ A. Causality between

the exterior thing mid

our representation &c.

p. 1201. U& 17 p. 1 S(| n, 80 Yoganiia School,

p. 1S2 n 85 hnhtfavttnyatd.

p. 130 p. 183 n. 87

pratyakna. . ... p. 1001. is&iu p. 202 n. 153 Vaiblmsika School,

p. 203 n. 150 Expla nation of j/ra-

ftptkga.

anttntaua. p. 200—207 p. 57 n. 3 Introduction:

p. 58 n. r ftiiitniiinaKi/a prantti'

pratfjhn .... p. 234 p. 01 n. 13 t/atraiH.

anitMflnag//a

prantftnafvam p. 255 J. 5—22 p. 00 n. 11

pragaht/flHU-

hi rma ...... p. 107 1. 12 p. 04 n. 25 Madhyamika School.

inn hodfi>ia p. 3 1.24 p. 185 n. 24 Santrantika School.

V
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I\ l'AS^.\(ii; IN TIIK IM UV.\-MI.MA\I8A-8I TKA ON SOUND.

M.S. 1,1, <» 28.

8 Karmmir Intra thrpiatt,

7 AtsfknniH.

H Karntivahdat.

\) Stiffran fare i/nnt/apaih/af.

I /'ralrfirihft/arca.

I I / rtf'f/tirra karfrfifui>iiiia*i/a. —
1

2

Samanj f// fafra ttarraiiaf.

I
.'{ Safa/i param tntarranaiii

r/fai/aiiaaa/uaf.

14 /'rauor/aKipi parain.

1 5 .h/ifi/arad yanqapaiii/iiin s

10 Vaiuianfaram arihlrah.

1 7 Nfirfarritrf/ii/i parn. -—

I fl Nift/ax tii si/ad </arraiia*ipi

pararf/iafvaf.

1
'•> Sarrafra //anqapat/i/af.

2(1 Sanikliiidftliavaf.

2 I .liiape'l'Mafcaf.

2 2 Vrakhyuhhrwucca ywfotyftt

23 Luiijatlarvanacm.

7.

s

0.

10.

II.

12.

M.

! I.

I.V

hi

1 7.

Traimfatiun f/u Jialfaufi/ne.

Homo my that it [via. wnmiil] is n priMlnrt, for 'in the owe
i»f it, we we [what constitutes it such].

Heenuse of its 1 1 hiwitorincus.

Meeause {we employ, when speaking of sound] tire expression

'making',

Krom its siinultancousness in miotlier person.

And
|

the Naiyayikas infer th.it sound is not eternal, from
the observation) of the original and altered forms [of sound).
And. by a multitude of makers, there is an augmentation
of it. i—

Hilt alike (according to both opinions: that of these objec-
tors and of ourselves] is the perception thereof — [both agree-
ing that (his is only for n moment, whatever difference of
opinion there may be as to sound itselfi being so],

IX this [sound] while it really exists, the non-perception at

another time [than that when the sound is perceived] arises
from tin; non-oi rival [of the nianil'ester] at the object.

'Phis [expression 'making'] means [merely] employing.
The simultnneonsness is as in the case of the sun.
This [viz. the letter y — referred to in aph. K) - when it

< -onies in the room of the letter /] is another letter, not a
modification [of that whose place it takes].

It is the iuerease of noise [not of -Round] that is [in that case]
augmented.—
Nut it must he eternal, because its exhibition is [available —

.

which it else would not be —] for the sake of another.
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19.
I

Sound is proved to l»c eternal] by there being everywhere simul-

taneousness [in the recognition of it by ever so many hearers].

SO. [Sound is proved to he eternal] by its nhsenec of number.

2 1 . [Sound is proved to 1m; eternal] by there l>cing no ground for

anticipation [of its destruction].

22. And [the case is not as the doubter, under aph. 21 comments,

suggests], because [if it' were sn] there would 1m; no percep-

tion [by the organ of hearing] of any object appropriate to it.

23. And [sound is proved to be eternal
|
by our seeing a proof

[of this, in a text of the scripture 1
) which will Ihj cited in the

commentary here following].

Translations and refrenres by GnnyilHfUkn Jhd.

Some of these sutnw are translated, others referred to, by U\s-

oanatiia .Jn\, in his translation of Kim aimi.a'm (>kavtirttikn (Ih'bl.

In,!.) To wit: sutras 0—1 1 on p. 410 (adhikarana fl) kiirikfi S— IS.

sutra 12 on p. 413 karika 10

., 13 „ „ 414 „ 33

• „ 14 „ „ 434 ,, \'^

„ 15 n » Ml " IW
„ 10 „ „ 443 ,; 201

„ 17 „ „ 445 „ 211

sutra IS oil p. 44S karika 230

„ 1» ;, „ 470 „ 350

„ 20 „ „ 472 „ 308

„ 21 „ „ 484 „ 443

- „ 22 ., „ 484 „ 445

„ 23 deest.

(J. S0TUAS IN THE NYAYA-SHTHA, ON SOUND,

as far as referred to, in hook I.

Kd. *2S. Ed. 'Du-

ll, SI 11,2,13 MimaIlead aindriyakatvdif kftakacadnyanlrilcra.

$(( IS fraytararaitfid anupalambhdd , araranady-

aniifHiUibdheh.

SO 22 Aspa^atmt.

02 25 Saniyradanat.

04 27 Ad/iya/tanad apratisedhal;.

00 2S Abhydsaf.

|()0 32 Fi/iif^akdranattn//a/ffbd//e//.

100 3S nHflrdpadcroyaderfit sanayiyiiti.

1 22 54 GintnnUirfqMitty-tipamtrda^raHa-vrddln-kxavtenr-

hit ifax in rarnavikdropa/taftcr varnavikarak.

l) Lihrj't in this meaning, often occurring in Mimhimutku writing*, if. here
f.

1H«>.
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Trttint/fftion hy linltaiityne.
j

SI'; lininits having tin origin, from its king cognisable by « 11S( .

mimI from its being spoken of as factitious, [sound is not
eternal]. , •

SO. [Sound is not eternal), because if is not perceived antece-
dently to pronunciation, and because we do not perceive anv
veil, Ac. [so that it might exist niipereoivod'].

s 0. Itecante it is intangible.

M. Itj reason of traditionary touching, [suggests sonic one, sound
must lie eternal].'

I>4. Von have not set aside. [my argument — says t lie objector],
because there is tlie lecture.

100. (Sound, says some one, must, he eternal], hecause wo discern
no cause why it should perish.

100. I'roni the injunction under the character of a change, there
arises a doubt.

lit. Hut there is [what may allowably be called
|
change of letters,

because such change of letters does occur through the attain'
ment of another quality, substitution, prolongation, contrac-
tion and augmentation.

ii. mud-rrioN or iwss\<;|.;s
i kom hnimacahya's

nyayakooa, m;.\iiiN<; on soind.

First group of passages bearing on the substan-
tiality of sound.

Xyiiva-kiNi.
,,. 701 !.»:«/„ drabjam iff IfhtHa-mmmwito ahuk.
I. I. note 3. AtrantniitiiHiHi pritnnltHtm

:

Oifulo tinivyam >

^h'htiiidriya-samhand/ia-redyatvfit;

y/iafacad, ifi.

(Wotram drticya-grnhahini

;

nirdcdyavendriyutvdd; %

manovad, iti.

Coamvtttl'vtlcca catjdo dravyam

;

mmkhyndayo *pi hi vabdadhnrmu anti-

o/ttty/t/ttc.

(References to Vammiuiacarya's Ni/fiya-

lilrwati).
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I. I. note 5.' fUlbdik'9* la yibdmu trhfiat/n-nvini/Htin ieektmii;

(continued) h'miln'idayo <juntil; yihdHHi*llnih

,

fttifii\i(nfatvm\ rliab Imj/a ditirgatcii,u;

(iifhartf/i/ft/rf/n/rf{iyf//n/t'ft(f guimlvmn ctt, Hi.

(Hel'crences to Naow.abhatta's fiaghih

Maajriffi).

Second group of pnssnges, bearing on the etei-

mili tv of sound.

Nyayn-koe*' p. 7!) I I. '.>: Cabdo nilun/f, Hi Priibkakarn Hhull/^ cilfoA,

I. I. note 4. (in reference to the 1'rrihhiikiinis) : EIuhiikiIc

yibdmsyn nilgaive pramanam amimanam; fncca:

Cabdo nilyah; «

• ryomamalraijiinahu'id;

n/oma-parim/inarad , Hi.

Otbdo nitifah;

adiari/adrarga/Mf';

piahpibhijhaniicca. ')

(References to .Ianakinatiia'n i\'/"//</-

Hidd/alnfamaiijari; to (.'uika^tha's Tnr*

/Y/^v«/v7(V/;niid V.\|.|,AUIIA( WHY a'b Ai/aya-

.

"
liltlvati).

I. I. note I. Atnit/am fi^ai/uli; no \i/am qakfira/t, Hi pin-

(continued) fgabfiijfahbalac c/iabday/a nifi/alram. tiakara

itlpanna/i , vina^la^ca , Hi piafyaya* fn (v.. 7<|.

ri/anjuka-ragitlpafli'vifagaka ccefi. ,

(Kcfcrences to .IjnakInatiia's Nt/figa-

x*(<lli<int(inmhjan).

•) TIiih nr^uniuntntimi pfenapfwti thr ruMikuvvurvytion, l< Ituwml tij I In ftHIHW
rian Nngti.a-bhatfa (soc alx»vej.
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Suction 6.

TABLE OK CONTENTS.*)* TIIK NYAYA-KANI)AU,

The N'vava-kamlali consists partly of paraphrase* and short ex-

planations of (lie llhasva-tcxt, and partly of longer egressions which

im a rule show a polemical character. In most cases QeIDHARA does

ii it mention the authors or schools whom he attacks. Hut for us

it is a matter of importance to make out who are meant bv these

different /rr/V, ant/c &€. Sometimes the verses, quoted in the text,

atl'ord us some help.

Ill the following table I have shortly indicated the contents of

the most important egressions Kor its composition I have made

amph' use of the alphabetical Sanskrit index, which -Mvivkmn has

added to his edition.

The reader is referred to my table of contents of the Hhasvn

(here p. 527) for the division into books and chapters.

Number of

paragraph.
'

Page in

Dvivedin's

edition.

Hook I. The six Categories.

Chapter 1. Introduction & enumeration

of categories.

I ) Mangala ! p. 1

p. 2

p. 9

oh ItmMlii

,1.11 linportaiiee of a mangala.

,1. 18 Kxplanation of the name Kanaoa.

I. ft PrACAftTAFXOA rightly mentions at the

beginning of his book its prayojana

(aim) and its relation {samhanifm).

This relation is twofold: vacyacilvaka-

hhnva between theCategories ami the

book , »ndlui<i)iddl)a)hit)liilca between

the knowledge of the padartha* and

liberation.

This egression contains four discussions:

A) Refutation of four definitions of /W-jw.

NOTft. It will be seen by eonijMiring

a parallel passage in the Sarvadarcana-

samgraha *) that time definitions belong

I'lmw.tV tntMbtkn y. Mil. })r. i\ VjtlAfec Potssin's transition of the chapter

p. a

p. 3, i

p, 4

,i. ei

.21 —
,i.ii

sin |>, n. *>.'>>. ft, l*;» <n°. «.»4', p. 1W (n°. 145).
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\ inn her of

paragraph.

Page in

Dvivedin's

edition.

Hook I. The six categories.

Chapter I. Introduction & enumeration

of categories.

p.4,Ul-
p.' 5,1.4

respectively to the Madhyamikas, the

Yijminnvadins, the Samkhyins mid

Hhntta Sarvajha. The definition, given

by (j?hidiiaka himself, agrees with

the Nyiiyn Sutra.

li) The VcdtiiitHs (Upanisnds) prove the

existence of woha. Anthoritativcncss

belongs to sacred and dlv lan-

p. 5, 1. 4-

p. 0, I, tf

2) The know-

ledge of the

six p<idilrtha*

and libera-

tion.

6, I. 3

(S, I. IS

p. 7, I

guagc. (This Inst thesis has heen con-

tradicted hv the Prabhakaia-Mlmam-

sakas).

C) ('an words themselves express their

separate meanings hv the function

denotation, or do they only express

an action or something connected with

an action? (This was an important

subject of controversy between the

Knmarila- and IVabliakara-Mimam-

sakas. Cf. (i.\S<; anatiia .Iiia, Tin*

Pruhhnkara School, p. fi3. ')

I)) How do we understand sentences in

which a verb is tacking.

[Measure which arises from objects, even

the pleasure of heaven, is momentary

(transient). Refutation of the opinion

of Mandana's that the extirpation

of a characteristic quality amounts

to the extirpation of the a/man itself,

(i, I. 25 | )lok*n is a desirable aim for mankind, for

pleasure is always intermixed with

pain and is like poisoned honey.

treason, why the /We7/7//rts a re mentioned

in the order substnnee, quality kc, —
Why is ad/tf/Vft, though a seventh

category, not mentioned.

») Cf. Ny. kandtili p. 881 1. 84.
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Number ojf

|Kiragrapll.

n
r

... . Hook I, Clmpler 2.Duvedms i

cditioi
species of categories enumerated.

I) Fnunicra-

tion of sub-

Ma hits.

|). »,l. I

|> 10. I

2) Fnumera-

tinn of qua-

lities

I) 'IV two

forms of ge-

nerality.

Darkness is no substance. Neither enn

we say Hint darkness is merely the

„non-existence of light", nor that it is

..our not-seeing of light". Darkness

is a kind of colour (1)1 lioness, black-

ness) which is thrown over (iimpitit)

those phiees where light is lacking. ')

Though the Lord possesses only six

qualities-) run I the individual soul,

subject to w/twffrtt, is characterised

by fourteen qualities, yet the frcura

is to be considered as a kind of >lfmnn.

The number of nine /iwtt'irtfwi, there-

fore, is not trausgrcsscd.

1>. 10. I. Is Psychical qualities as heroism &t\ are

sithordinntcd to the general qualities

{hmldhi &*c.), mentioned in the Hhasva.

Discussion of the notion ,. being". This

pa ssngeliasbeen translated above p. MO.
The notions lifacyaioa, i-arumtru and

(/ttt/afra must be accepted. The percep-

tion of an individual ns wel as the per-

ception of the circumstances {saunu/a)

are u cause of the [arising of this] .

notion ifii,iatea (p. 131. 3}. F.i. when,
on meeting a person, we say „ this

is a Brahman", then this statement

presupposes a previous knowledge of

his parentage. Hut when once this

knowledge has been obtained, then

this perception „this is a brahman"
is a perception, nothing else. Finally

the author discusses in connection with
this perception of gunalca the ques-

p. 12,1. |

p. 12; I. 2s

-'' Cf, li.rt- p. .VIM.
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Number of

paragraph.

I'nge in Hook I. Chapter 3.

Dvivedins
|

The properties, common to all or

edition. some of the categories.

0) Definition

of inherence.

9) Properties,

common to

three of the

categories.

4) Properties,

eonimon to

the four ele-

ments mid

mnnaa.

p. 14,1.20

tion: whether the chastity of women

has ever been perceived. I'ndouhtedlv,

the author says, provided that strict

guards have watched over them.

Discussion about the technical term

„ayuta-xi<hlh"

.

Hook I, Chapter 3.

The properties, common fa all or some

of the rafeyoriex.

p. 19, I. 7 Argument for the thesis, that no xamanyn

is to he accepted in reference to

xnmanya itself, virexa ami xamardya

[in other words, though the notions

draratra, yitnatra \" karmafva are

required by reason, the same thing

cannot be said of a corresponding

I samfinyafva &*c.]

p. 19, I. 20 [ Argument for the thesis that we cannot say

that generality, (ultimate) difference

and inherence ure produced (or effects).

NOTE. A different view is held in refe-

rence to namacaya by the IVabhakara-

Mlmanisakas, see Cancan \th\ S\\X t

The Prabhakara-School p. *'.)'.

Book If. Substance.

Chapter 1 . The properties, eonimon to all

j

or xome of the nine whntanee*.

p. 21, I. 25 Opponent: 'Hie ideas of farness and

nearness are not to be accepted [namely

as underived notions], in as far as

they simply mean the greater or lesser

number of conjunctions of things con-

joined. — Refutation.
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Number of

|>aragraph.

Page in

Dviyedin's

edition.

Hook II. Substance.

Chapter I. The
|
nopeHies, common to

all or some of the nine substances.

ft) I'roper-

ties. common

to the four

elements

and physical

space.

1.1) Proper-

ties, eonimon

to (mathema-

t i«*sil ) space

.iii.l time.

U) Propwf

ties, eoninion

to earth and

tire.

,». 81 I. 8

p. 89, I. 4

p. •>:». I. I 1

p. -20, 1. I

I'rtffi (speed, physical inertia) is some-

thing else than the series of fictions

[i.O. inoveinents considered as existing

(luring one itinmciit]. Vox erga is not

seen in things which move slowly.

Sciisiinl perception is brought about by

the orpins of sense on reaching the

object.

NOTE. A translation of the passage is

given here p. .'Hi I. The author has in

view only the organ of sight. A similar

theory in reference to sound was held

bv the Samkhyins, cf. (Jhkavarlt'da,

translation-! Jamjan.vth A .lux p. t.'JO

n. 127—128).

(Mathematical) space and time should

be called Hiiiiiffa-krirantini (efficient or

occasional causes) of produced things,

in lis far as even form of causation

obeys the formula: in that time and

place, where the causes are working,

there the effects arise.

Why does the Bhasyakara mention the;

accidental fluidity not only of earth,

but also of light; are not then gold

[and the other metals] of earthly

nature? — No; because earth, by

intense heat, turns into ashes [i.e.

a portion of the earthly substance

passes over from the solid or fluid

state into a gaseous condition, whilst

n remnant is left behind in the form

of nshes]; but however intense the

heat Amy l>e, still the metals remain

fluids. The weight which is observed

in metals, may be the result of their
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Numlier of

(Mi nigraph.

Page in

Dvivcdin's

edition.

Itook II. Substances.

Chapter I. The properties, common to

nil or some of the nine substances.

l5)Thcthree-t p. 20,1. 15

fold method.

2) Earth. 28,1.21

p. 80, I. 2

being mixed with earth. The objec-

tion that metals cannot be light,

because they are not illuminous of

themselves, is not convincing, in as

far as the „eolour", peculiar to light,

may be here in mi undeveloped con-

dition.

NOTK. Both the explanation of(,'iumiARA'N

and the paragraph of the Hhasva

refer to Vaic. Sutra II, I, iV 7,

in which clarified butter, lac nnd

wax are mentioned apart from tin,

lead, iron, silver, gold. It is a priori

clear that this distinction wns due to

the peculiar glance which is typical

for metals and which is still accepted

as such by modern Kuropean chemistry

in its definition of this rubric of

elements; on the other hand the

explanation which QkIdhaha gives,

owes its origin probably to objections

as the one, referred to at the end of

his gloss.

The threefold method of the Vaicesika

system, enunciation, definition and

examination. [See translation, given

here p. 303].

Hook II. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the nine substances.

The usefulness of definition. Refutation

of the opinion that defining leads to

an endless regress. [See translation,

given here p. 304].

The explanation of variegated colour.

[See translation given here p. 805]
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Number of

paragraph.

Page in

Dvivedin's

edition.

Book II. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the nine

substances.

Sift. I.

»5, 1.

p. Slj I. Ill Atom-theory. Proof for the existence mid

eternality of atoms (or infinitesimal

pints). Two atoms, united, form n

j

double atom {<ln/anitbi). Double atonls

conjoin, three pairs together at least;

thns one fiyantdu is three tla/aimfoi*,,

for the rest the number of dvyauukft*

which can conjoin, is unlimited. [See

translation lien; p. 8071

p. SIS, I. 5 The bodies of the pals and /vr/s are not

orgiuated from blood and seed. jtiveti

when a body is originated from blood

and seed, this mixture, is first dis-

solved into atoms.

2 i Proof for the existence of the olfactory

sensory,

ft Proof for the thesis that the olfactory

sensory consists of earthly matter. The

olfactory sensory, being of earth, pos-

sesses smell as its quality. Rut we

do not perceive this smell. Similarly

we do not perceive the flavour, the

colour, the touch of the gustatory,

visual ami tactual organs. The case

is different with the auditory organ;

the sound, perceived, is really a qua-

lity of this organ itself,

ft
! Refutation of the theory that the Imdy

is built up of five elements. [Sec

translation here p. $691
p. :*\ L 14 Proof for the thesis that the gustatory

ft) Water. p. 3s, |.

organ consists of water-atoms.

i) Tire. p. 40, I. 0j Proof for the thesis that the visual organ

consists of light,

p 41,1. 2
|

Proof for the thesis that the objective*

| things arc not yet included in their
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Number of

paragraph.

Page in

Dvivedin's

edition.

Hook II. Chapter "2.
.

Detailed treatment of the nine

substances.

p. 41,1. 12

5) Wind.

p. 43,1. 17

p. 45,1. 10

qualities; in other words: the thing

is not merely its qualities. Refutation

. of a Buddhistic theory according to

which the outward reality only cof-

rcsponds to such elementary sensations

as blue iVc. but not to our con-

ception of things. [See translation

here p. IS).

This refutation continued. Proof for the

existence of aggregates. A) General

part. //) Contradiction which exists

(according to the Huddhist) between

simultaneous movement of a part and

the rest of an aggregate; is i/itta-

sidd/ii between part and aggregate

to be admitted? <") We only perceive

the side of a thing, that which is

turned towards us; thus the contra-

diction arises (according to the Hudd-

hist) that a thing is perceived and

not perceived at the same time; />)

Does an aggregate abide only par-

tially or totally in each of its several

parts? If no aggregates should exist,

then (according to the Vaiccsika) the

notions, used in argumentations, such

as dharma iVc, would become base-

less. Validity of perception. [See trans-

lation here p. 371].

Discussion between a Huddhist and a

Vau/esika alwmt the existence of the

atoms. [See translation here p. 375].

Proof for the thesis that the organ of

touch consists of wind. Refutation of

the opinion that the skin, which sur-

rounds the whole body and its organs,

Verhand. Kon. Aknd. v. Wetensch. N. ttccln. DL XVIII N°. Z :i7
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Number of

paniginpli.

Page in

I )vi\ cdiu's

edition.

Hook II: Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the nine

substances.

46,1. 1

6)Thccren-j p. 64,1. 3

lion Jind de-

struction of
'<

the world,
i

p. 54,1. 10

p. 50,1.22

S) Time, p. fl."», 1. 4

is the scat of tlie common sensory

for nil sensorial impressions.

The existence of wind is not known by

perception, but by inference. For we

perceive only the cold touch of wind,

but not the wind itself ns n tiling.

NOTE. In the term mvrftyaumNihia in

line 10, iiicrtfi = rgnvrfti.

Explanation of the term mdiiasa. How
the use of language is restored at

the time of creation by .the I'rajiipath

&*e. [See translation here p. 370].

Proof for the existence of the Lord.

[See translation here p. 376].

The eternalitv of the divine cognition,

wish and volition. [Sec translation

here p. 3S1].

Egressions: ./) The individual souls can-

not direct the atoms at the time of

world-creation ; B) Is there one Lord

or more? C) The qualities of the

Lord; D) Is the Lord a bound or

a liberated soul? [Sec translation

here p. 3S2}

Flow is it that we have a notion [i. e.

a notion of a thing as] defined by

time, although time itself is imper-

ceptible? — By perception I realise

the existence of the thing, by infer-

ence I realise the relation of the

thing towards time, thus since I am'
the one nnd same person who ascer-

tains both facts, this notion of the

vi\i*falva of things by time can arise.

Iieference to the discussion on surabhnm

candanam (Nyaya-kandall p. 117 1. 1)
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Number of

|>aragraph.

Page in

Dvivcdin'i

edition.

Hook II. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the nine

substances.

10) Soul.

11) Manns.

p. 73,1. 19-

|
p. 82, 1.21

p. 80, 1. 23

p. 80, 1.

11) The in-

ternal organ.

p. 00, 1. 22

p. 00,1.27

p. 01,1.23

p. 02, I. 7

and to the Mimamsaka example of

arfhalnm bhatalain % used for the expla-

nation of this difficulty of knlvna

vipifafvaut.

Discussion of the l*anahhnii<javrula. [See

translation, given here p. 3St, and

detailed analysis in next section].

Discussion between a Vniccsikn and an

Advaita-Vedantin, on the oneness or'

plurality of atman.

Discussion of the question : «loes not

the belief in the eternality of iffman

counteract the striving for liberation?

In this passage we meet with the

psychical concatenation: tuHa/r*//(7 t

rnrja «.y drefo , pravrlti iV nivrfti,

dharmfidhamau', $nm%iira (ef. Van;.

Sutra VI, 2, 10— 15).

The difference between sentiment Ac.

and cognition. [See translation here

p. 403].

Discussion on the question whether

reflection is a necessary part or acci-

dental addition of intellection (p. 403).

Refutation of the trii>u{}pralyak*atuvmla

and the theory that knowledge and

soul arc self-illumined at every act

of perceiving (p. 405).

Mann* is one in number in every body,

because every moment only one notion

or one volitionary act takes place in

our soul-life. The simile of the alula-

rakra is used for the explanation ot

those cases in which several notions

seem to occur at tho same moment.

Although our soul contains only one

37*
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Number of

paragraph.

Pige in

Dvivedin's

edition.

Hook III. Quality.

Chapter I. Characterisation of the

qualities.

iwtMHuil the time, still such a notion
may have several objects for its eon-
tents.

II) The qua- p. Ofi, I. 21 !

lilies, with I

reference to

tin: organs of

sense.

f) Colour* i p. KM, l. is

p. 104,1.24

Book 111. Quality

'Chapter I. Vharnctematiiw of //„>

qua titinft.

Discussion „f the question: is know-
ledge directly perceived by internal

pcreejitioH or must its existence he
proved by inference? The Vaicesikn
defends the Hist alternative. In the
course of the discussion the Mfmain-
saka n"\'w\\svj?iafatva.j;,aaasi/a«ca-

/>ndr,r,i, §amre(latta, the innate spiri-

tuality of soul, arc fully examined.
Soul, uncording to the' Vaicesikas,
M the abode of intellections, but is

not intellection itself. [See translation,

given here p. 406].

Hook 111. Chapter 2.

Detailed henimeul of th qualities.

When n substance is destroyed, then
its qualities: colour vVc. are'also anni-
hilated. The latter destruction follows
the former so quickly that they seem
to be simultaneous.

Proof for the thesis that thing and
quality are not identical [in other
words that the notions of thing and
quality must be both accepted next
to each other]. [Sec translation, given
here p. 401)].
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Number of

paragraph.

Page in

Dvivcdin s

edition.

Hook III. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the qualities.

(5) Qualities, 'p. 10t)
t 1. 6 The change* in earth, caused by fire

prodneed by

the influence

of tire.

7) Number, p. 113,1.

p. 1 10, 1. 21

p. 110,1.25

result from- 4kc conjunction between

fire ami the atoms of earth, ami not

from a eonjunction between fire and

an eartly aggregate. --^'he porosity

of a pot See. contradicted. — Kxpla-

nation of how recognition is possible

with reference to the unbaked ami

baked pot. — The stages in which

the process of baking can be divided,

[See translation, given here p. 410].

Discussion between a Yaicesikn and a

Vijnnnavadin concerning the question:

does number posses an objective reality?

[Sec translation
j
given l|crc p. 4I2J.

[NOTK: It deserves our notice that here

the reality of number is advocated

by the Vaieesika, who himself else-

where defends number as a mere result

of nficki}tlbu<l((fii\

After having explained the r/lrr/wMhcory

of the Hhasva with regard to the

iHt{riytlrttia><(injnikar*(t> the elati'it*

utinuhij/tijhOim and the a/H'kyitiihOllii

,

the author of the Kandali gives an

argumentation for the thesis: objec-

tive twoness arises from the pcreei-

ver's intellection. This argumentation

leads to the following egression:

Discussion on the notions: vh-cyiiHt and

virc*f/ft. They are contained in two

separate intellections. Kxplanation by

means of the example of the intellec-

tion surabfti candanam. The difference

between rt\r*q//a and upalak^atia.

[See translation, given here p. 414].
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Nn miter of

paragraph.

Tji go in

Dvivedin's

edition.

Hook III. Hhapter IT.

Detailed tri'iitiiitMit of the qualities,

119,1. 4

p. 122,1.22

I low is it Unit the notion of number,

e. g. of hundred, can arise with

regard to destroyed substances? 'litis

serins to be contradictory to the

theory, given bv I'rac/astapa'DA. Some

say (1. 7): tins nse of number is meta-

phorical {(jauiia). Others declare

(I. S \c.) that the past can still he

active as an inherential enusc [i.e.

a past object can he tin abode for

qualities, attributed to it by our soul

nt the present]. In the course of

the argumentation the necessity of

assuming the notion mmkura (latent

impression) is upheld ; — then the

following example of the proposition

to be proved is given: the first spcech-

souuds of a word are only remem-

bered during the pronnntiation of

the last sounds, and still they are

together the occasional cause (ih'wif/a-

kilraaa) of the concept {arlhapratlti)

expressed by the word ; — finally

we meet with a remark on the acti-

vity of the internal organ; this is fit

for making a remembrance arise,

and also a perceptional impression,

but the latter in accordance with

the organs of sense [in other words:

we can direct our attention to things

rentembercd as wel as things per-

ceived];
#

Discussion on duality between a Vijtia-

navadin and a Vaiycsika. [See trans-

lation, given here p. 410, and detailed

analysis in next section].
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Number of

parngraph.

Page in

Dvivedin's

edition.

Hook 111. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the qualities.

8) Dimen-

sion.

p. 132,1 .8

p. 133,1. 3

Mow can we infer from the existence

of certain words the existence of the

corresponding objects? In the first

place words nrc not identical with

their corresponding objects; by the

word 'fire' c. g. our month is not

set on tire; neither are the words

originated from the objects, for they

are produced by our expired breath.

Answer: words are not merely produced

by breath, because they are capable

of expressing — or concealing the

speaker's intentions.

Further discussion, in which a quota-

tion from the Qlokavarttikn (p. W4

el. 1(H) is met with, ami which

mainly turns on the question : how

have we to explain the relation be-

tween words and objects in the case

of a bhrflnta (a confused person whose

words, although without sense, may

sometimes be understood by another

in a certain way) and of a deceiver.

Conclusion: words [which have been

shown to be not merely products of

breath] arc moreover not simply ex-

pressions of intentions, but principally

bear on objects, otherwise we could

not say that in a dispute one speaker

is the winner and the other the loser.

The thesis that an object and its dimen-

sions are identical cannot, he upheld.

Thus, for instance, we sec the object

itself from a distance, but its great

size is then perceived as small by

optical delusion (bhrflnti).
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Number of

paragraph.

Page in

Dvivedin's

edition.

H«»ok 111. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the qualities.

10)Conjunc- p. 143,1.

tion.

|

p. 143,1. 5

p. 143, 1.25

Refutation of the proposition: ..the aggre-

gates do not originate from conjunc-

tion {saii)it<u/n) of constituent materials*

hut from non-existence; for instance

the' sprout arises in consequence of

the annihilation (nou-existenee) of the

seed iVe." On occasion of this propo-

sition <,'im nu aha enters upon an:

Exposition of the safhlryavflila , which

is the main doctrine of the Samkhva-

svstein. Quotation and explanation of

IrvAHARi.isNA's Samkhyakarika 1\. In

this explanation we meet again with

another quotation (p. 143 1. 13).

Refutation of the saiblryavadn. The

order of these passages on the Sanik-

hva mav be shown in the following

table:

nnadnkftraniit Oomni. p. 143, 6; refu-

tation p. lit, '.).

vpnrftliiai/ra/imHlf p. 1 13, I); refutation

p. lit, It).

sarvrntambhavuhhavat p. I 13, 11; refu-

tation p. 144, 10.

{ftMmbadtikatcdtiftie &*C.)j (anafo 'isam-

bn'dWta Hi)'ft).

f'nkfnm/ft ((ikyakaramit p. 143, 15;

examination of cakti p. 144, 24.

kurmiahhCtvtll p. 143, 20; refutation

p. 145, IS: „the not performing,

• thus the non-existence, of the nilyum

ka$md*i causes the existence of sin",

•the discussion on (tfl/j continued.

REMARK. With the discussion of rakti

p. 144, 24 fee we mav compare the

exposition of the Mlmainsa-doctrine
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Number of

paragraph.

Page in \
Dvivedin's

j

edition.

Hook 111. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the qualities.

1 1) Disjunc-

tiou.

13) Intellee-

lion.

] 5) Speciesof

intellections.

p. 158,1. C

p. 150,1, I

p. 171,1. is

/

17) Vifkt

ryaya.

21) Percep-

tion,

p. 173, 1. 1

p. 180,1. 7

p. 1 SO.I. 13

((J ASr. an;.\tii \ .111 a", Vrfthhalara Sr/ioo/

p. 110),

Relative value of perception and inference.

(See translation, given lure p. 433],

The annulment of an intellection. |See

translation, given here p. 134],

Definition of liitddlti, jiniiKi and npn>

labdln according to the Samkhya-

Yoga philosophy. Quotation from the

llhasyii on Yoga Sutra II, 20 and

comments on these quotations; refu-

tation of these doctrines. [See trans-

lation, given here p. 133J.

The lmasyakiira has enunciated four

forms of nvuhfil : xmnrat/a , vi/ian/aya,

auadhyavaafiya and xra/mn. Must larka

(false supposition, made for the pur-

port of refuting a wrong opinion and

used as a basis for a reductio ad ahsur-

dutn) not be considered as a lifth form

of avidyfl? Tarka isan important means

for reaching the truth [and should

therefore be considered as a form of

vidyii]. Whosoever does not accept

furkn [as vidyif], should neither make

use ofpmmngn [absurd consequence,

used for the refutation of an adver-

-sary]. Translation, given here p. 430.

Discussion between n Vai<;esika and a

Purva-Mlmiimsaka on the questions

does vijMiryaya exist? [Translation,

given here p. 438].

Discussion between a Muddhist who docs

not accept iacikalpnknm prafyaknam

and a Vaicesika. [Translation here

p. 442].
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NuiuIkt of

paragraph.

Page \\l

Dvivedin's

edition.

Hunk III. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the qualities.

p.lotj.18

|>. 1 WO, I. 4

p. 100,1; 4

p. 100,118

p. 107, 1. ft

Discussion between h lYirva-Mi'nuunsaku.

and a Vaieesika on the question : do

I
are perceive or infer movement? [Trans-

lation here p. 450].

The perception of the vogins. We
may distinguish in this passage three

parts:

A. We. ordinary men, perceive our

soul under the aspect of ego or wet/*,

i. e. as an agens or a possessor; hut

the yogim perceive the olumn in its

pure nature, as it is taught in the

Vedanta. During this perception the

yogin's internal organ stands still in

a certain spot of. his <lIman. With

reference to other men's souls, to

space iVc, another process takes place:

here the yogin's internal organ leaves

his body for some time and enters

into conjunction with other atinam

&c. Inference with respect to this

subject

:

tlimilkiifildiw ahfiyisapracat/aa

taltvftjnrnUthctiir
,

viciatabliyfisfitvn I ,

riili/acilj)rnlg'ab!iyrisaval.

1i. Other inference with regard to the

perception of yogins:

buddhcn taratamymn kva cin

niralif/iyaw,

antifayatvfit,

parimiinafnrafamgavat.

Discussion on this inference; corrections,

necessary to it.

C. Discussion on an inference, upheld

by an opponent:
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Number of
\

paragraph.

Page in

Dvivedin's

edition.

Hook HI, Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the i|tuilitiea.

21) The in- p. 202, 1.14

fcrentinl pro-

!

bans. ! p. 202,115

p. 203, 1. 1

p. .204, 1.1

7

20) J)r*(a»t p. 200,1. 17

iS'- namilnyah
(Irffam.

27) (Mam p. 214,1.

ii form of in* p. 215, 1. 10

fcrencc.

p. 217, 1.23

20) Upa- I p. 220, 1.21

mflna.
\

80)>/to- [p,222,l.

patti.

t/of/ino 'finf/riyflrt/tftflrrHtMro nn

fi/uiv(ftt/i,

prfiiiifvfil

,

asmadridivat.

[Translation here p. 452].

Discussion of prakamifasmna and hilfr

lyayiipmli*tii.

The exclusively positive probans.

The exclusively negative probans.

Conclusion to the two last -mentioned

passages. [Translation of these four

passages here p. 458].

Discussion of achnbhilvn. According to

the Buddhist regular concomitance

is based on identity or causality. This

is denied by (.'rTdiiara. In the argu-

mentation the apoliaviidft of Ruddhism

is often referral to. [Translation here

p. 458}
Verbal authority a form of inference.

Is there a avrih/itlrika/i snmhniitlhah be-

tween word and object?

SvafaliprfniHhiya of word specially ami

of knowledge in general. [Translation

here respectively p. 405, 400, 470].

NOTE. These three passages arc directed

against the Purva-MtrnamsS.

Polemics against the Piirva-M imainsa, and

especially against CararasvAmin.

[Translation here p. 475].

Polemics against the Piirva-Munainsfi.

According to the Vaicesika arthnpalli

a form of inference. The distinction

of frutrirtfulpatti from arf/ul/ja/fi in

general not accepted. [Translation,

here p. 47$].
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v i e P<U* m
Number of ,. . ,. ,

Dvrvcdm s
parntrmtm. i

edition.

Hook ill. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the qualities.

31) Pariir- p. 231 ,1. 24
ftirnniDnlna.

32) Abhava. p. 225,1. Id Abhrirn rejected as a separate source of

knowledge. [Translation here p. 4S3].

p* 22$, 1.26 » Abhrint as a separate category, [Trans-

lation j). I>0].

p, 230, 1. 4 Division of this category „ noil-existence"

into four kinds: prugabhdi'a
, //m-

<ilirmuxn1>h<jra
, itarctarabhava , a/i/an-

flibhorn.

Discussion of the anvi1nbhh1hnna~trula

and the abhihitiim'nyn-r.rtdd [i. c. two.

psychological theories on language by
K cm \ hi i, \ and I'raiuiakara]. Trans-

.
j

lation here- p. H)2.

p. 233, 1. M I' The jmrtrtfififva of an minino, is con-

tradicted by an opponent: if infer-
.

encc could he „for another", then

also an information about a pcreep-

. tion should he called „paniriham

l>ral)/<ik*itm '. The defendent argues

as follows: not the fact that in n

pmart/iriniinultia we nse words di-

reetcd against somebody else, hut

Hie fact that the fivefold verbal in-

formation causes the '

force of the

argument to arise in somebody else,

is a reason why the pwHrthnnnmaith
should l»e considered as an anumana.

35, The live p. 231.1. 15 Polemics against Buddhists who deny
onn/aras. the necessity of pratijTiTi.

[NOTE. Cf. The VrCtbhahnra School

p. 49}
3/) The lal- p. 2 12,1. 10 Explanation of Vaieesika Sutra 11, 2,
lacious pro- IS— 1{).

bantia. .'...

W) A»,i- p. 210, 1.25 The order

»(iiitlhiiiia. explained.

of the four first avagava*
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Ni}ihber of

paragraph.

I'ago in

Dvivedin*

edition.

Hook 111. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the qualities.

41) Vrafi/-

ftmniiifa.

40) Sakha.

51) (hmttva.

p.252,1.15-

p. 253,1. M
p.254,U»—
p. 255,1.4

p. 255, 1. 5

p. 200; 1.10

p. 204,1. 3

p. 204. 1.

54) Sam-
j

p. 272, 1.24

kilra.
|

55) Dtmrma. p. 273, 1.2

1

Necessity of tin* tilth avai/am.

Two other ex pin nutions for this necessity.

The trustworthiness of inferenec. Pas-

sage, taken from n Buddhistic source

and refuting the opinion of those who
only iteeept perception ns n trust-

worthy source of knowledge. (Trans-

hition here p. 405].

Refutation of the opinion tint plcasiisc

is merely the negation of pnin.

Refutation of tlie opinion that weight

is perceived by the organ of touch:

if weight were perceived by touch,

then also the weight of an object

under our hand would be perceived.

Really weight is inferred: thi^s an

object, placed on our hand, will move

our hand; and from this movement

we infer the weight.

Refutation of the opinion that weight

does not reside in the aggregate, but

onlv in the component parts.

Discussion on sphota. [Translation here

p. 400 and. detailed analysis book IV

section IX table f].

This eggression may be divided into two

parts

:

A) Discussion between a Vaicesika and

an opponent [i. c. a I'rabhfikara Mi-

mainsaka]; according to the Vaiycsika

an act, i. e. a religious act, effectuates

an unseen quality residing in the soul

{adr*ta)\ according to the op|»oncnt

the net itself creates a power {apiimr,
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Number of

paragraph.

Page in

Dviudin's

edition.

Hook III. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the (|iinlities.

p. 273,

I. 21-21
|). 2 74,

I. 1—7
p. 2H

I. 11— 12

P- 274,

I. 16—19

hmmnffmihrtfyn; vnkli) which w of
an objective nature and does not

reside in the soul, nor in the net.

Division of tin- dialogue:

the opponent: I. 24 - p. 27 1,1. 1 answer.

the opponent; I. S— \\ ,msWer.

the opponent; 1. 12— 1(1 answer.

the opponent; I. 20 answer.

i [NOTE. Of. The VraUnkarn School,

p. 100; ibidem p. 1 (>(> we Hncl a
description of Ki makif.a Hiiatta's

opinion which agrees with the theory

defended bv the Vaiecsikn. Sec more-
over M..M i i.i.kii, Sh Darcanas p. 2 1 ('»].

p. 274,1.21 //) Refutation of the opinion upheld
by Manoana in his lldln*oiccka\ the
apuna is an effect (hl,ya), lint not
a power (r,,/,/i) of the sacrifice. The
ff/'tfmr, when helped by auxiliaries

{wknkarin), such as favourable place,,

time and circumstance, brings about
bliss. — Answer bv the Vaieesika:

when we find the expression dlwma
with reference to a sacrifice (ef. Nvaya-
kandali p. 27:t 1. 21), then this word

.

is used luctaphorically. Really dlmmm
is a property .nf soul,

p. 228, 1. 21 The path to liberation: renunciation of
kfimifllm karnidni (acts, sacrifices

which aim at the fulfilment of a
wish), application im*mdiH\ gradual
increase o( d/tanaa ami samadtn, whilst
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vt • * i

I fttfc in
Number of i _. . ..

,

*****
I edition.

Hook 111. Chapter 2.

Detailed treatment of the qualities.

58) Apa-

tart/a.

p.2S3,1.12—

p. 280, 1.19

alternating, An opponent asks: why
is it not sufficient to utility the nature

of the fitman in the Cruti; why do

we want applieation to famihtki'i He-

cause we must intuitively, directly

realise the nature of the sold and

must thoroughly feel that the soul is

neither agent, nor possessor, hut neu-

tral (na karfrl, tut hfiokta, kimtiuhlHina

ei'ft); the notions '1' mid -mine' nro

caused by exterior factors (tt/tflf//iis)

i

body &'C. From this wrong know-

ledge (iiiif/f/flt-jii/lna) attachment mid
,

aversion arise; from this, activity mid

non-activity ? from this, merit and

demerit; from this, snuisfira.

As the Huddhists have said : as long

ns we talk of self, we have the notion

of other; from this distinction between

self and other love and hatred arise.

Importance of immediate knowledge; in-

sufficiency of knowledge, only based

on study. Quotation of a Siimkhyin

verse in which perfect knowledge is

described.

[NOTK. The whole passage is interest-

ing for the eclecticism , or rather

syncreticism which we may already

observe in the Nyaya-knndalT and

which was still
%
more developed in

recent Indian thought].

He who is about to obtain ntofya, must

give up the kumyfmi karmaui, but is

obliged to perform the nitya-naimit-

tika-karmani (daily and periodica!

sacrifices).
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Number of ,.
*":. V Book III. Chapter 2.

,
Dvivcdiu s .... i

..'•
paragraph. ... Detailed treatment 01 the finalities.
1 ° ' edition. '

l>.
2 Mi, 1. 20 Hesitation of the opinion that Ihe immte

nature of the soul is bliss (Hnnndft).

Division of the dialogue:

p. 2*0, Yaiecsiko: I. 2t opponent,

LSI—24
*

i 1.24-25 Vaicegtkit; I. 25—20 opponent.

1.20 p. 287 Voieesika; p. 2S7 I. 1—7 opponens.

U
1.7—10

, Vnicesikn; I. 10 opponent; I. 10—1(5

Vnicesikn.

50) SoiiimI. p. 280, 1. 19 Importance of the Jaitsf/ij/rivrir/it (wind

emitted from the centre of the lungs)

for the spice through which sound

is transmitted.

Hook V.

(icnrralify.

2) Additio- p. 3 15,1. 5 The eternity of generality. [Translated

md notes on here p. 501
J.

generality. p. 317,1.24 LTbe denial of generality by the Hudd-

hist. [Translated here p. 503].
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Suction 0.

Tabic A.

DKTAIMW ANALYSIS OK TIIK DISCI SsioN OF Till-)

KtfANABIIANOAVAlU.

(Xyiiya-knmlnli p. 78 I. 20).

. Wo may distinguish three main divisions:

A. General refutationof the thesis of momentary dentmotion 7.7, 20.
li. The theory of momentary destruction repugned by the faet of

hnmtin recognition SO, 7.

C. The notion „mnjp«hyv" is incompatible with the Buddhistic theory

of universal momontnrinoss bl\ 2.

A.

We may subdivide division A into four parts.

Part I.

73, 20. Buddhist: Arthnkrii/R shows itself as succession or simul-

taneity. As to the first point, something that is — that

is Listing — cannot perform actions at different times. As
concerns. the second point see 71, 21.

73, 24. Opponent: Something that is that is lusting — can

indeed perform actions at different times, in as far as it

has recourse to different subsidiaries at different times.

Buddhist: The applied subsidiary must nt any rate give n

certain additiiment to the lasting thing, otherwise the

applied subsidiary might just as well remain absent. This

additnmeiit is cither distinct from the lasting being (a)

or it is identical with it (/>).

In the first case (a) we can reason thus. It follows from

agreement and contrariety that, not the lasting thing, but

the additament is cansc of the action. For the second ease

see 74, 4.

74, I. Opponent: The lasting thing performs its net ion, when it

is accompanied by its additament, produced by the applied

sulwidiary.

Buddhist: Docs not the additament in its turn begin a

new additament or does it do so? In the first ease there

is no question of accompaniment between the lasting thing

Verhnnil. Kon. Akud. v. Wetpn*-h. Niruwo fir***. Dl. XVIII N*. 2. 3S
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lid its additament. In the second case regressus ad infi-

iiihmi tnkes place.

74, 1. The ndditnment, produced l»v the applied subsidiary, cannot
be identical {ft) with the old being, as the latter can not
arise alien.

71, 0. Opponent: Tlie old being, which docs not possess the
additament, disappears and a new being, identical with the
ailditaiueiit arises. •

Huddhist: Ik this von have proved what I had to demon-
strate.

7 I, 7. Egression: dialogue between the Buddhist and his opponent
on tin- notion: ..subsidiary (W/*/-*/-/*)''.

71, 20. Conclusion. Huddhist: Something tlint is — that is last-

ing — eanhot perforin actions at different times; sue-
eessiou of events is only possible, when all existence is

momentary.

71. 21. Short argumentation for the thesis: something that is per-
miiiient, cannot perform its actions at the same time (ef.

this table sul) 73, Hi)).

71. 54. The two conclusions summarised: neither succession, nor
simultaneity is possible for the permanent.

Part II.

7 k 25. 1) .UtrmUo for the Buddhistic thesis t>f the universal ino-
nientaiiness.

75. I. 2) Objections on the part of the opponent: there is no
rii«il>sfi, and thus one cannot demonstrate the n/arHii
concerning the vipakta,

75. 2. 3) Several subterfuges of the Huddhist:

"• !

'"<#'«*ty« «w mi example {dr^hinta) for the vijml^a;
75, It). b. Shtmh/uttf ptpTco nn b/iamfi as an example how one

mil predicate something with regard to an impercep-
• tiblc object.

75, 17. c. Xvw delinition for ******** by which the Huddhist
makes it seem as if the nknmnka, the existence of
which he denies, were perceptible.

7b\ 4. d. Further examination of the argumentations given. The
argumentative force of a hildlmka discussed. Can the
concept 'to be' serve as terminuR medius between the
twelve fyalana* and momentariness? Diiarmottara's
opinion put aside.
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Pnrt III.

595

70, 21. I) A farther consideration of the two notions arlhakrii/il

and momcntaiiness. „...,'
77, 5, S) Refutation of the theory thut permanence should signify

the not«pcrcci\ing of the difference between very similar

/-fffjtors succeed ing each other without interruption,

77, 8. 3) Refutation of the /^///^-theory and maintenance of the

idea snfmhlriti.

Part IV.

7S, ». I) A full Buddhistic explanation of the argumentation : lo-

calise beginning things arc perishable, they must also

be momentary.

78, -22., 2) Discussion between a Buddhist and a Vaiccsika with

res|M»ct to that pmnt.

IV

We may subdivide division // into three parts.

Part I.

i
SO, 7. Can one state of consciousness, called „recognitivc |)erec|>-

tion" (prah/ab/iijiin-prafijakia), relate to a previous as well

as a present time?

Part II.

81, 8. Is this reeoguitive perception illusionury? Docs there-exist

any sublative cognition {biidhala) with reference to the

trustworthiness of this reeoguitive perception?

Part III.

81, 12. Do we know the momentarincss of things by direct data

of knowledge (nniiMmra)? Reference to the author's Taltva-

prahodha & Tatlva*ai>n'ri<linl.

C

82, 2. The Buddhist defends here the theory that the first thought
of a new-l>orn bal>e arises from the last thought of another

series of states of consciousness. The Vaicesika refutes this

theory and upholds the sul>stantiality and cternality of soul.

38*
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Tabic B.

DHTAILKD ANALYSIS OF TffK DISCISSION or DUAUTY.

(Ntrivu-kiuulnb ji. 122 I. 2.'1).

HJ, 23. 1. Tin- duality of object ami representation douhtcd
by tin* Vijuaiinvmlin:

122, 2f>. *. Hv .reason of the difference in time Hint exist*

between the influencing object mid the reprcscn-
tut ion

.

I. I-V the reason that sense-organ mid object are
the cause of the represeiitntion, so thnt these two
slmnld he perceived in the representation.

123, 11. It. The duality of object mid represeiitntion maintained
hv the Vnwvsikii.

a. (I'ni/n/a.f/rahfila-h/Hha/, follows from rism/ari*ayi-

hhileal;.

123, 13. b. We always perceive n particular -object, [wlicrcfti

nbstrnct thought hns to do with objects in general,
thus with classes]. Thnt, we should see thus par-

ticnlnr ohjects, is n matter of tvaUOra.
12.3, 10. r. The form of the ohjects penetrates the mind, where

it gives its own form to the represeiitntion; [from
the form of the represeiitntion we infer the form
of the object, ami so the object itself]:

123, 23. III. The problem concerning the notion Horn formulated
and examined by the Vijnnnnvndin.

a. Do we perceive the object and its form (linage,

constitution, atiira) at the same time? No.
]

'

2 K '• *• ,)o wc perceive the object In means of the tllHrtt-

possessing representation

?

r. Do we perceive the form. of the object hv nienns
of the >7/Y7/rt-|K)ss«;ssijijr representation? Explann-
tion of the nirnhnnbanaicnvrida.

Only the representation exists; an object correspond-
ing to it, does not. Neither the thing, nor its

causnl relation to our consciousness arc perceived.
The regular going together of vcdi/a and vedakn
prove their identity; the identity of %r,na)mja and
annrrajmia quoted as a drift/,,, fa.

120, It. The notion „duality" is an illusion and indeed the
result of a beginningless msatia.

125. I.

125. 2
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120, 25. III. The inanifohlncss of the world of our experience

no reason for accepting duality of cognition mid

thing. The ideas iri/ra nnd tlhula compared to

each other,

127, 10. Kxtcrnal things correspoml to the ideas of tlic wtikitig

niiin jnst «s little as to those of the sleeping.

127, 13. Possibility for reasoning on accepting the tiini/aw-

baiiah'rtcfula. Illustration of the proposition: avitfftih

viilyuprflptih.

127, 21. IV. Defence of realism by the Vaicesikn.
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i>i:taili:i> analysis of tiik passage anout simiota.

Vrcliiuinnry note.

The ipto/a-theorr, attributed by tradition to Pattini, teaches that

the becoming conscious of the word as a whole takes place imme-
diately after the separate perceptions of the speech-sounds of the
word, by means of a mind-action, not allowing more accurate
description. This theory can just as well be united with the doctrine
of the eternity of the word as with the doctrine of the |>eiishabi-

lity of it. On the other hand the x////o/r/-tlicory is rejected both
by the Mmiainsiikas'), who adopt eternity and the Vaicesikas, who
teach perishability. (/Hiim\n.\ seems to have made use of different
sources for his argumentation, without having sufficiently watched
against inconsistencies.

Survey of ffie dhctimon in the Kyfiya-kandaft.

Opponent.Defender of the *ptofa-theory*

p. 2CS, 27.

I. The speech-sounds, coming
into existence one after the other

ami separately, can originate no

word-meaning. On the other hand
a whole consisting of speech-

sounds, is not possible, because

the speech-sounds are |>crishable.

p. 200, 3.

II. Bren accepting that the

speech-sounds and the words are

eternal, even then, since the per-

ception takes place sound after

sound, the difficulty remains that

there is not a single comprehen-
sive perception.

p. *6», 0.

HI. The original order of

speech-sounds is preserved in the

1. Such a whole exists, because

the speech-sou mis are eternal.

H. The impressions of the

speech-sounds, deposited in me-

mory, are the causes of the appre-

hension.

III. The perception of the last

speech-sound, characterised by the

!
) Cf. the Inn* polemics, oecurriop in KtnAnn.A's giokavaniika

, transl. p 2G1—281,
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remembrance ; thus here is- there

neither one single comprehension,

taking place during one moment.

p. 200, II.

IV. Order in the objective

sounds is not possible, because

[according to the opponent] these

are eternal. A comprehension of

remembrance would signify sulfa-

tion of order. It is thus neces-

sary to adopt the splinta.

p. 200, 21.

V. The rushing in the air,

belonging to every speech-sound,

reveals gradually, but indistinctly

the tpkofa. The traces of former

object-impressions help to origi-

nate it afterwards completely.

p. 270, 7.

VI. One cannot explain the

origin of word-signification in the

human soul without adopting the

existence of sp/iotn.

p. 270, 2.

VII. Speech-sounds alone can-

not be the cause of the signifi-

cation of word, because otherwise

word-meanings, would originate

notwithstanding change in the

sound-order, interchange of speak-

er, and an interval.

impression left behind by the

preceding sounds, is this com-

prehension.

IV. The successive speech-

sounds are not able to cause such

a simultaneous ttpko/a.

V. Should first the speech-

sounds be perceived as unreal

impressions and then tin? ttp/tnfa

as a mil impression, so must one,

just as in the case of optical

illusion (motlc.'i-of-pcarl for silver)

become conscious of it. This, how-

ever, is not. the case. •

VI. The uphold , as has been

|

said, is not pcreci\cd. Should a

; not-perceived uphold ctl'rct the

beginning of word-signification,

then word-significations would at

all times arise in the soul. A not-

perceived Hphola is like a flower

in the sky.

VII. One should learn the cau-

sality of the phenomena from

experienc;'; this teaches us that

the speech-sounds effect uate word-

significations only under special

circu instances. Hccausc speech-

sounds arc eternal and omnipre-

sent, therefore they Inn possess

order and from difference in order

difference in signification will

ensue.
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p. L'70, 20.

VIII. The spcreh-sounds do Villi The temporary speech.
not posMssordrr, how could their sounds do possess order. Refill*.
Ofrfer then be an a<<vsso.y faetor?

'

ttlMl of ll.e iirgmi.c.it, given by
the defender silli | ; „the loose

speech-sounds nre not utile to

|

cfl'cctnate a word-signification,''

,
Repetition of tlmt whirlt bus been
siiil sub II.

Jk. 2|0, 2(5.

1

IX- I'nmi impressions whirl,
j

IX. There is no dillieultv in
ItaTe lor contents sounds, the attributing such a causal ability
understanding of a wowlrmenning to flic nmkflra* of the spcech-
ea.mot originate, only a compre- sounds (cf. I he "answer sub VII be-
hHKs.on of sound could be their gro,iiog). Moreover one is obliged
flleet. (Quotation from AIam.ana). to make « similar supposition in

the Hj)hota-\ heoiy, where one thus

|

falls into the iogieal fault, called

foliwnil-fjainava.
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Section 10,

IDKNTiriKI) QUOTATIONS IN TIIK NYAYA-KANDAU.

A. Quotations from Kumarilas Ctokavartfika.
(KVfereiuvx to the edition of the Chmvkna.nbi Series).

Nv. knn<!. </|. vart.

"iiitvatvain vinaVaklivam &c /s, 9 509 13
jnapakafviid flli

i sambandhah
. . .

' '

210,' 1 047* 32
intra yat puivnvijftiiiiam 257,' 22 390* 158
mi hi tnt knmiwiii lokc.

. j 73] j s 507
'

8
-

pnrieclicdaiitarani vo 'yarn. . .............. J29,' |() 17*' li

l»linfiitnsvMMvaviviiksavmn
\^\ ffl 94 101

Vfitrasadliarano dharmas. 040'
j ()

37-' ^
yady npi smrtihctutvam \ , j

071' jq 53*' j^>
vavanto vndn.a ye en. [[]][] 270 [ , 7

r,,/ 60
vyifpakatvngrhltns til. / «48, 9 34$' 7

_wJmanyavae en siidirvam ...... 001' r, tll
'

«.

aulcHutc ca gnur apohyctn g*^ 7 587 83

B. Quotations from Kvmflrila* Tantra-varftila.

purvavijfianavisayam &c 257, 11) CD 18
phalava vihitam karma 274 3f>o' I

caktih kananimicva hi... . . .• ..... 274* 18 372* 1

1

C. Quotations from the Kj/rn/abhnsifa,

(References to the edition of the Vurifumgmm Series).

nsnti detail kasya sadhanabhfivali pradarcyate. . 250, 23 44, ^17

I). Quotations from f^vamkrsnn's SnTdhynkflrihl.

asadakaranad &o. . .
. j 4 g 2.3

**' *'
"*'n

evain tattvabhyasfid . .
,

279' 4 04
tena nivrttaprasaviim ' 279 23 05
samyagjfmnadliigamad

284, 20 07

•*) In the S'yilyiinihiiikarit.
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/;'. Quotations from Patanjati'g Yoyaxft/ra and the Yoyasutrabhrlsya.
'

Ky k. Nv. Hh.
-

1». I.
" v *•

jip:nin;nnina In hlioktirnktir Ac. . . . ; . .
':

. . . 177, 22
" Rh. If, 20

alilivasiivjiirii^viiljlivrmi 27!), 2 S. I, 12
aliimsasatya'strva

! . . . . 278, 8 S. II, 30
kl»M;akarmavi|>aka<;ayair. . . .

;
5s, 3 S. I, 21

midtlho 'pi punisali , 172, 2 S. II, 20
r.'mejisimtnsu ....;.... 278, 10 S. II, 32

/''. FoMafes, quoted in the Xj/'lj/a-tqndafi and the

Sarvadarvana-mmgraha.

(KofVrcnrcs to the Pooim-cdition).

s..u.'
arthona glmtnynty enani, ke 12.1, 22 15, 12
karvakaianaWliavail vji ').. . 207, 8 5, .25

irliato 'ttiti im Yiiktavvahi .... . . ...... 310, 11 35, 8

luafiuhictaiasamijiiva . . . 255, IS 7, 5

h\mhu; ca lihriiutiviji'iiiiuiir 2
) . . . . . . . . . ... . . J2(i, 17 13, 15

vat sat, tat ksjanikam 74, 2G 10, 5

vikalpo vustiimrliliitsml 100, 18 18, 10

>) Ct L. irfe i.\ Vai.ijkr Poi smn, Mu*,i>n II, p. 57 n. 3.

-. W. il'i'Um j». 183 n , 88 & SatIc Casi.cia Vil.MVXnursANA, Maliocval School,

f.
105 § K2.
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GOIIRECTIOKS AMI AlHHTIOiNS.

The relative chronology of I'tltv/iltpina ant Vracaslapada.

1\ JO n. 1; |). 15 $tf; |). 2S sill) 3; p. 1/4 I. II & 23.

Sutra If, 2, 22 is quoted -in the . I'ru^istnpmla-hliii?vn , alt Intngh

not in the paragraph on saweaya (III Cli 2 \ 10), still in con-

nection with hctv-uhhuxa (111 (h. 2 $ 37, p. 280 I. II). This

fuet helps us to settle the relative chronology of Vatsyayana nnd
I'llACAsTAlWOA.

Srvi,i in his fntrwhizione (p. 31) considers it 'indubitahile' that

Vatsyayana precedes IVaeastapada, beeausc the former is. a faithful

explniner and follower of (Jotama's Darcana, whereas the latter is

a reformer in his school.

liotiAs {lfotoriml Survey «/ Indian Logic, J.R.A.S., Ikunlwry

llr. XIX p. 3.'12), on the other hand, is sure that Vatsyayana

quotes the I'racastapada-bhasya. However Vatsyayana 's commentary
on N.S. I, 1, S) does not refer to Prac. Nil. I, 1 $2, Imt to

V.S., I, 1,4. Modus' error is based on his wrong admission that

the last-mentioned aphorism did not yet exist in I'racastapnda's time;

cf. here p. 107 $ 3. A decisive argument for Snail's opinion is the

quotation of V.S. II, 2^ 22 by Prncastajmda. For as I have shown

(p. 174) this aphorism is an insertion, taken from the Nyayiibhasya

;

ergo Praenstapiida in posterior to Vatsyayana.

The main dogmas of ancient Il/tddhwn.

I\ H) $ 2. ,

The three first dogmas arc all found in the Maharagga , rcsj>ec-

tively: M.V. I cap. I; M.V. 1 cap. VI $ 10—28; M.V. I cap. VI

$ 30—40 (= anatta-taHhana-mtta).

The explanation of perception.

P. 2S9 sub 11. 4
Perception is discussed by Ka^ada in V.S. VIII, I, 1—9,

given here p. 2S5. In siitra 5 there occurs an erratum, it should
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be read: „fa consequence of the non-existence of genu* and species

in genus and species, cognition [of them] is due to that alone."

I lure wish to give a new ;m<i (I hope) clearer explanation of

tin; sutra* 1 s. ID (he first plnee ire must notice that Nam»A
I,\i, Simia's trnnslation of sutra 5 is wrong; fata eta does not

mean: 'due to that alone', i. c. due to snhstance only, bill 'due

to those alone', i.e. due to those genera and species only.

We .ran see that of the sutras mentioned, sntra 4 stands

by itself and 5— S form a group. In order to understand

their meaning we must remember that the Vaiycsikas, like the*

Buddhistic Sautraiitikas, explain perception as a causal process;

and that causality is itself based either on conjunction, or inher-

ence, or both relations combined (nee here p. HI).
Thus sutra 1 teaches: the substance which is conjoined with our

sensory,
'
causes an indirect connection {«amnikai'»n) between its

qualities or action and our sensory, and thus gives rise to know-
ledge concerning them.

Qualities and actions inhere in substances, but not in other

qualities and actions (cf. here p. 533 sub 4); generality and dif-

ference inhere in artha* (i.e. substances, qualities and actions),

but not in other generalities and differences. When we now per-

ceive a substance (sntra 7), then in the first place this substance

is the agent in the causal process, and secondly it is distinguished

from other substances by its qualities and actions (sutra 7}, hv

generalities and differences which inhere in it (sutra 0). We distinguish

qualities from eaeh other, and similarly actions, not because other

qualities and actions inhere in them (sutra 8), but only in conse-

quence of inherent generalities ami differences (sutra 0); we distinguish

generalities and differences directly, without the help of other gene-

ralities and differences (sutra 5).

So then this whole theory of perception is not based on expe-

rience, but is a deduction from the fundamental tabic of categories.

The axiom of logic.

I\ W8 k 5.
'

.

The axioms which Kuropean school-logic distinguishes, are not

yet mentioned in Vaicesika Sutra or Bhasya.

Ckiihivua gives .formulations of the principia tertii exclusi &
contradietiouis, although they are rather hidden in his argumentation.
See Nyiiya-kandali.p. 73 1. 22; p. 174 1. 7; p. 241 I. 20; p. 120 1. 2*.
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I'. 9 I. 7. fti'ivl: sporadically.

P. 11 I. from below. Rend: grammar, as a science, as old as mathematics.
P. 20 n . 1. See p. 2»9 snh W.

P. 27 I. r» from below. Heatl; to give litis table in a more concise form so that it

can easily In- consulted iy reversed order an well (see p. ft 15). He who
uses this table, &c.

JP. 2:> n. I, H.W: section IV. — Of. p. ft Hi sub 4.

I. ,38 I. 4. ,, farirtli'innhfiai' at.

P. 45 I. :\ from below. Read; implicitly tihiinnn,

P« V { '• 8 n n 1 «'«'*/» h,.;,>: tf. p. ;J7'» sub 10.

P. W, 1. !|. ffrmf: r«p. VI- XII.

V. Hli I. 12. ., M,»Wrt»rt.

P. !H» I. 8 from below. Reiul; a* the duality which.

P. '.».l I. fi, /?,.,„/: a rumple* of thongM*.

P. 97 I. 2 in $2. ll,;„l: book II chapter V section 4, ami ace p. 314-.I23.
P. 120 1. 1"». />«/#•: mutatis mutandis; I. 27, reml: ;/"'' n»y<«<f o-««if.

T. 120 I. 7. fWf: clinj.tir 111 section I, u. 1 S'.i.

1'. 1.11 I. 3 & 20. Itf<nl: component parts; 1. 20, remf: produced by.

P. m I. I. llvul: book IV $ I; here p. 599.

I\ 117 1, 20 „ VIII, 2, 1 k 2; -, I. 2<, muf: Ith. Ill, 2 §8, see here p. 21!)

&. 220.

P. 154 I. 21. /{.<.,/: IV, 1, 1.

P. 173 I. 0. „ IJIi. Ill, 2 g |fi; — |. 1H tr,„l'. i/.ilhhlr-l,,,,, in sutra 19.

.P. 177 I. I from b. low. K,„,l: V.S. II, 2, .'12.

P. 1H 1. <». /t,W: V.S. VIII, 2, 5 & fl.

P. 1*7 I. 8 from below, /tc.rf: In the Mitras 89, 92, 91, 9»i ami 100 five /Mimi^i***.
arguments... Kach of the siitras is Ac.

P. 203 I. 19. Rend: the decline 'of the .jnnlity.

P. 207 1. .1 „ jiWald.

P. 209 I. 7 & 9. Omillhe bracket* r»nM combination & combinative.

P. 210 1. 2 from below. hr<»1; II, I, 29.

P. 219 I. 2 „ „ „ nnilynm pnritmlnmn.

P. 225 1. 12. h,n,t; V, 1, IB,

P. 25ft I; 8 from below, 77ie ntmfnlUm end* teilk the ,,>„,d: pramnntiiiddherin']".

P. 205 1. 17. Ih;,d: m«. If- chapter 1; — 1. 2 from below V.S. VI, 2, 10.

I'. 288 I. 19 from below. Rend; *<\»ulnaKUi«llihitva*uu.

T. .'K)7 1. 2 in § 1. Rend: objects], lwcanse [conjunction].

P. 458 under the title of fragment 39. innert: Ny.-kand. p. 201 1. 17.

]>
- *» » a * . 49, h „ p. 228 1. 20.

P. 50H after sOtra 94, inter/: 90. [Sound must lie permanent, says some one], because

it is dwelt upon.
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